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NEW PERIODICAL.

It lias been suggested by several of tbe friends of India that

it miglit be both interesting and instructive, in the present state

of Indian affairs both here and at home, to establish a monthly

Journal in vhich all the Parliamentary Debates, Accounts of

Missionary and other meetings, Notices of Works and Pam-
phlets [uiblished, and having a bearing on the great moral sub-

jects connected ^ ith the elevation of the people of India, should

be published. 1 he Journal v^ ould also contain a full account

of all discussions, Public Meetings, and Official Documents^
Pamphlets, &c., which might be held or published in this

country.

The design of the work would be to give a greater promi-

nence to questions which have too political a tendency, though
not directly so, to be discussed in all their bearings in a Reli-

gious Periodica], and yet too decidedly religious to obtain the

prominence they deserve in a scientific Journal or an ordinary

Newspaper.
The questions which Avill come within the scope of the

proposed Journal are those of Education, Idolatry, Cooly
Exportation, Zemindaree Oppression, Infanticide, and in fact

every subject connected with the defence of Civil and Religious

Liberty. It will also be open for the admission of original

papers, and to fair discussion on these important subjects. Its

motto will be " In non-essential things liberty—in necessary
things unity—in all things charity.'" Gratuitous assistance

has been promised both in the Editorial and other Departments,
and as the object is not profit but the interests of Truth and
Humanity, it is hoped that the friends of the people of India

' will aid the attempt in every way. Should the proposal meet
with the approbation of the Indian public, and a sufficient

number sSSubscribers be obtained to cover the current expenses,

will be published at an early date, of which due notice will be
given.

Communications addressed to the Publisher of the Calcutta
Christian Observer, or the Editor of the Indian Review, &c.
will be forwarded to the parties interested in the establishment
of the Journal. The Subscription may average from twelve to
sixteen rupees per annum, which will depend upon the number
of Subscribers obtained.





THE

CALCUTTA CHRISTIAN OBSERVER.

No. 68-

—

January, 1838.

I.

—

Editors'' Preface.

In commencing, with tlie New Year, the Seventh volume of

the Calcutta Christian Observer, our feelings are eminently

ofa satisfactory nature. We believe we are strictly correct in

the impression that no Indian periodical, of a decidedly religi-

ous character, (with any thing like an equal extent of circula-

tion) has had so long an existence—and that of the Calcutta

Christian Observer has not been a mere existence, but a heal-

thy and a vigorous one ;—even within the last year the number

of our subscribers has very considerably augmented. Now this

one fact, we apprehend, may justly be viewed as evidence of the

increasing interest taken by the Indian Public in works which,

like ours, together with a due attention to all subjects of a gene-

ral nature, are avowedly devoted to the advocacy of religious

truth, in especial connexion with the great Missionary cause.

The change that has taken place in these distant colonies in this

respect, as in every other analogous relation, is undeniable and

most striking. It is a truly encouraging argument that, with a

more extended knowledge of, and respect for, the doctrines of

genuine Christianity among our countrymen and their indi-

genous descendants, there has been a not less decided extensioa

of true religion itself, in the hearts of professing Christians. This,

even viewing the consequent blessedness to themselves alone,

and the promise so afforded that the amelioration is going and

will go on with a greatly accelerated rapidity, is cause of exceed-

ing joy, and of exulting thankfulness to " the God of all grace,"

who is thus carrying on " the work of faith with power." But,

VII. B



2 Editors' Preface. [Jaw.

regarding it in its aspect on the Missionary cause, in its bearing

upon the evangehzation of the eighty millions of Idolaters and
Maliommedans over whom British rule and influence are para-

mount, it is of iiimieasurable moment. Viewing therefore the

undoubted fact, evidenced in so many various ways, that pro-

fessed Christians are becoming growingly alive both to the

blessedne:<s of real Christianity for themselves, and to their

responsibility towards the heathen, we do truly " thank God
and take courage." The signs of the times are many, and they

are not, we confidently think, of doubtful interpretation. They
indicate " the shaking of the nations," the tottering of the

gigantic edifice of Hinduism equally in its atheistical philosophy,

its corrupting superstitions and its abominable idolatries ; they

prepare us to look for the speedy springing of the mine that

has long been preparing and which will, by the divine blessing,

bury for ever, under their own rubbish, the whole pantheon of its

333 millions of gods, to be clean forgotten as dead men out of

mind. We should hesitate to adventure into the arena of politi-

cal speculation and prophecy ; but no great stretch of foresight

is, we think, required to anticipate with an unhesitating assurance

that the day is f;ist approaching, in which the enslaving chains

of caste itself shall be unwound and flung for ever from the minds

and civil institutions of the passive Asiatic, the "unchanging Hin-

du;" when thatgloriousinstrument of Almighty, AUwise and All-

gracious Heaven for the emancipation of deluded minds, the

enlargement and sanctification of sin-withered hearts, and the

annihilation of all the countless miseries that have ever fol-

lowed in the train of ungodly superstitions and idolatrous infi-

delify, the Gospel,—which has long since swept away the more

refined and elegant mythologies of Greece and Rome,— will be

found equally effective and final, in its application to the

coarser absurdities, and more flagitious abominations, and more

depressing cruelties of the Brahminical system.

But we must check ourselves or we should perhaps weary our

readers in the very commencement of our new year's course

—

though in truth, so much delight do these anticipations bring to

our own minds, and we doubt not to the minds of all true Chris,

tians—and these are the only true philanthropists.—that we could
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dilate alinost without endnpon the glorious theme and prospects

of the Gospel of Jesus ; for it is that and that alone that is de-

signed to he, as it ever has been, and is, and will be, " the

power of God unto Salvation to those that believe it," even to

the very " ends of the earth."

We must however satisfy ourselves with thus concisely

adverting merely to the solid grounds that exist for a devout
ascription of reverend and hearty praise to Almighty God for

what has been effected—and to the encouragement thence de-

rived to us for a more earnest, united and unintermitted re-

course to prayer to the same omnipotent and all-benevolent

source, ("from whom cometh down every good and every perfect

gift,") that He would carry on his own merciful and holy cause

and " fulfil all the good pleasure of his goodness and the work of

faith with power." We do then both most heartily congratu-

late our readers, and supporters, and Christian friends generally,

on the evident indications that we shall soon see better things, and

that ere long, in India ; and also earnestly intreat every friend of

man and of the Gospel—(for he who is truly the one is ever also

the other)—to beseech the God of all grace to hasten the king-

dom of his blessed Son in the hearts and over the lives of our

yet blind, unholy and unhappy fellow-creatures and fellow-sub-

jects ; among whom we have but too long dwelt doing little or

nothing, as a nation, for their restoration to the image and favour

of their and our Creator, Father and Redeemer.

We are in no small measure grateful to our friends also, for

their steady and increasing encouragement ofour humble but ear-

nest endeavours to render the Calcutta Christian Observer auxi-

liary, under God, to the advancement of His moral and spiritual

reign. Accept then, dear readers and kind subscribers, this hearty

assurance of our thankfulness for that support. To our numerous

contributors is mainly due,of course,the increasing interest which

has attached to our periodical. The high character for research and

learning, or for doctrinal and practical piety, manifest in so many

of the original papers that have appeared ia our pages during the

five preceding years, has been well sustained during the last.

Much talent of no ordinary reach and solidity has been employ-%

ed in adding to the value of our Indian periodical literature,

B 2
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tbrongli the medium of the Calcutta Christian Observer,—talent

which, we are confident, has been too well appreciated to re"

quire any laudation on our part. The great variety exhibited in

the past year's contributions, has also much tended to throw

interest into our pages.

We earnestly entreat a continuance of the same favors in the

present year— favors without which we could not hope, for one

moment, to maintain either the character of our periodical or

the extent of its circulation. We reprint on the cover the

list of subjects on which, in common with the Editor of the Bom-

bay Christian Spectator, we solicit orkjinal papers—for it is

rarely indeed that any others find admittance into our pages, and

then only when pithy, important and short.

In regard to the last characteristic, we venture to repeat our

urgent request that kind contributors would aim to be concise.

The Indian rending public has either not sufficient leisure or not

sufficient inclination to read lengthy treatises ; it is most desira-

ble therefore that the monthly articles should be made as many
and as short as possible; not of course so rigidly so however, as to

deprive us of valuable disquisitions occasionally that cannot, be
compressed within very narrow limits.

We are happj' to announce to our readers that we may with

confidence expect such assistance from many old contributors, (to-

whom many new will we hope be added,) as will ably maintain

the standing, in acceptableness and usefulness, of a periodical

that may now be deemed, we think, permanently established.

During the past year another of our number—and one of the

originators of this work—was compelled, by severe indisposition,

to return to Europe. Our best consolation under our own loss,

was derived from the knowledge tliat his past most unremit-

ting exertions had been so essentially effective in the outset

and early progress of the undertaking, as to render its subse-

quent failure little to be apprehended, supposing only ordinary

diligence in maintaining its establislied character ; that character

has been hitherto, and we doubt not will still be, maintained. For
ourselves we can religiously engage, that no effi>rts on our parts

shall be wanting to this end—but to enable us to redeem the

pledge, we depend altogether upon our contributors and our sub-

scribers.
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To these then we once again jiddress" onrselves. We may

observe 1st, that the whole pecuniary responsiliility of the work

rests with the Missionary Proprietors; who, while engaged to

sustain all losses, unaided by any others, yet derive no pecuni-

ary advantage whatever from its success—the whole amount of

profits, be they large or small, being devoted to the Calcutta

Cliristian Tract and Book Society, for furnishing those indis-

pensable aids to the general Missionary work.

To the Christian public therefore they look, not so much for

any security to themselves, as for that support to this periodical

by which the great cause of the Gospel will be so eminently advan-

taged. Nor is that cause itself more Catholic, than is the Society in

question ; which prints not a syllable of a controversial nature,

but simply and exclusively such tracts and books as treat of and

enforce our common vital essential Christianity, and support its

claims against the many objections of idolators and unbelievers.

Among its management, as among its contributors, are Church-

men and Dissenters, Episcopalians and Presbyterians, Baptists,

both General and Particular, Independauts, and in short some

of all classes " who love our Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity," and

pray and labour for the spread of his kingdom, to the moraliza-

tlon, sanctification and happiness of our entire race.

But among an ever-fluctuating society, such as that of Euro-

peans in India particularly, it is evident that unless the losses

from supporters leaving the country are supplied by continual

additions of new subscribers, all our efforts must prove finally

abortive—and we deeply regret to be obliged to state that,

notwithstanding the large increase of subscribers during the past

year, the contribution realized from the nett proceeds of the

Observer, which we were enable to make over to the Calcutta

Christian Tract and Book Society in 1837, was exceedingly

small indeed. Now this is mainly attributable to bad debts !

There is at this moment a very considerable amount due to the

•work, from persons who have either died or gone home without

paying up their subscriptions. We ^vould most earnestly entreat

such well-intending individuals as may yet be in arrears, to

aid our good and charitable cause and object, by promptly
responding to this respectful but urgent call, and not to at-
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tribute it to either teuzing importunity, or an unkind distrust,

(as unworthy of us as of them,) but to the only true cause

—

anxiety that a work should not fall to the ground which may
not only prove so valuable an auxiliary to the cause of truth

and the gospel among the heathen—as aimed at by the C. C. T.
B. S.—hut which has been so eminently useful, we may ho-

nestly affirm, in circulatingalso much very valuable information on
literary and scientific, general and religious subjects ; and which
has greatly aided, therefore, in the cause of native education and
general improvement, (a cause that engages all suffrages) while

it has promoted the interests of true religion among all classes.

One peculiar advantage offered by the C. C. O. we cannot re-

frain from particularly remarking, and that is that it is a most
effective medium for communication, with all parts of the coun-

try, and on matters of practical moment, not otherwise at all or

not so promptly or not so extensively obtainable. To the Mission-

ary it has proved specially serviceable in this way, as a ready

channel for bringing within the reach of all the experience and

observation of each. Many valuable papers would never have been

written, or if written would have been lost to India and the

world, but for the Calcutta Christian Observer, which has

either drawn them forth or given to them " a local habitation

and a name," a use and an efficiency, beyond the minds of the

individuals from whom they proceeded.

The publishers hitherto, Messrs. Thacker and Co., deserve

our thanks for the effective manner in which they have attend-

ed to the responsibilities of publication and transmissi^i ; and

not from any the slightest dissatisfaction therewith, but solely

from the wish, the necessity indeed, to economize, have the Pro-

prietors transferred the charge of publishing and circulating the

work, from the 1st day of this year, to Mr. G. C. Hay, the

Depositary of the C. C. T. ^ B. S. No. 99, DhurumtoUah, Cal-

cutta. Messrs. Thacker and Co. will still of course receive and

transmit their Nos., if so desired, to any of the Mofussil subscri-

bers who, having dealings with that respectable firm or in any

other view, may prefer their channel. It is requested that all

communications to the Editors henceforward, may be addressed

to the care of Mr. Hay. It may be as well also to state, for ge-
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neial information, that the Editors are fhree in iinmher, volun-

teer hibourers from the Missionary body in Calcutta, and of dif-

ferent denominations. This will be a guarantee to subscribers

and vvell-wifihers of all classes that no party has or can have in-

fluence in the management of the Calcutta Christian Observer,

It is, as it has been and shall assuredly continue to be, in every

sense a catholic publication, attached to no sectarian interests,

advocating no peculiar opinions, steering clear ofgeneral politics,

and directed, with every enei-gy that can be made to bear upon

it, to its originally declared aim and jmrpose, which will be found

in the fundamental rules printed upon every monthly cover, and

to which the editors solicit new attention. Let none then, be-

longing to whatever section of the Christian Church, hesitate

either to subscribe to it or to contribute original articles for its

pages ;—its motto, whatever the leanings of its individual sup-

porters, shall still, as heretofore, be

—

Amicus Plato, Amicus Socrates, maffis arnica Veritas.

II.

—

An address delivered at the Monthly Missionary Meet-
ing, Circttlar Road Chapel, Monday the 6th November, 1837.

By the Rev. fV. Morton, and printed by request.

" Tliis is the word of the Lord unto Zerubbabel, saying, not by might nor
by power, but by my Spirit, saith the Lord of Hosts."

—

Zechariah iv 6.

In endeavouring to put together a few reflections calculated

to improve the present opportunity, the words just quoted pre-

sented themselves forcibly to my mind. When the Lord God
of Israel brought back the captivity of his highly favoured and
as terribly chastised people, what was their situation ? Few in

number they were, poor, weak and dispirited, and fiercely op-

posed by malignant, pertinacious and powerful enemies. Encou-
raged indeed, they were by the recital of previous prophecies, by
most positive divine assurances ; and they were brought back to

the land of their fathers by a divinely appointed individual in the

person of Zerubbabel. Yet when there arrived, the ruins only of
the holy city, once " delightful for situation, the joy of the whole
earth," and of the sacred temple, "the beauty of holiness, where
theirfathers had worshipped," with wasted fields and fallen towns,
met their eyes and filled their hearts with sadness. It was little

to be wondered if even the most repeated and precise assurances

r
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therefore, of tlio restoration of the divine fa vour and of their cer-

tain re-ostablislinient in their own land, now doubly a land of
promisse. should prove scarcely adequate to stem the torrent of
their £>-riefaiHl still their rising fears. Never, perhaps, has a more
interesting and affecting occurrence taken place in the history of
any peo])le than was the restoration of this remnant of Israel at

theej)och in question. A comparatively small number of despised
people, returning from a 70 years' captivity in a foreign and
distant land, whither they had been removed by a divine judg-

ment on them as a nation—who had been exhibited to the sur-

rounding nations as a people whom the very God they acknow-
ledged had been compelled to cast off for their wickedness, and
spiritual folly, and shameless declension from their former high

cliaracLer for moral wisdom, purity and goodness—whose return

was the signal for stirring up the bitterest opposition and enmity
of an idolatrous |)opuI;ition that had usurped their inheritance and
of those leagued heart and hand with them at the court of Baby-
lon—a people unpractised alike in the arts of peace or of wai-,

without an army for defence, a regulated policy, a long establish-

ed magistrac}-—called to relay the very foundations of their city»

to rebuild their sanctuary, to recommence tiie businessof a nation,

and while yet weak, few and inexperienced, to contend with the

opposition of subtle and powerful foes around and near and at the

court of the mighty monarch whose rod had so severely chastised

them at the divine bidding—the sense of all their past guilt, as a

nation and as individuals, pressing upon them, deepened too by
all the bitter and humiliating recollections of what they had suf-

fered during their long captivity—the bones of those, for the most

part, who had gone forth never to return, laid in a foreign soil in-

stead of quietly reposing in the tombs of their fathers—and many
of their dearest connexions yet behind, who had preferred con-

tinued banishment in Babylon under a foreign yoke, to encoun-

tering all the dangers and hardshiiis, the uncertainties and fa-

tigues of a return to Judea ; where the toil of building, the

labour of reducing anew to cultivation a soil that had become a

wilderness and a covert for the wild beasts of the desert, and a

probable, nay certain, contest with angry, numerous and power-

ful enemies, awaited them—all these were surely circumstances

pufficiently disheartening; 3-et against all is set this one counter-

balancing assurance, '• This is the word of the Lord ; not by

might, nor by power, but by my Spirit, saith the Lord of

Hosts."

My dear friends, apply this to the erection of the spiritual

temple to the Lord to be built up with living stones—to the res-

toration of fallen, blind and corrupted n)en. once and of a long

date given over, in the divine judgment, to be " led captive by
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the devil atliis will," to the knowledge, love, service and favour

of the Lord of the whole eartli—to the sratheriiijr together from

the moral wastes of India ofa people " hoi}' unto the Lord,to oHer

unto him spiritual sacritices acceptable to (jod by Jesus Christ."

Consider the mighty obstacles tiiat oppose this work ; its intrinsic

difficulty ; the enemies that must be encountered in it, the spirits

of wickedness in high places.cunning, malignant and persevering
;

the instrumentality that can be applied to this stupendous and dit-

ficult hibour ; consider the force of prejudice, the deptli of blind-

ness, the perversity of heart, the inveterate superstitions, the abo-

minable idolatries, the debasement of mind, the deadness of con-

science, the lightness ofcharacter, the chains of caste, (tlian which
diabolic craft never forged stronger wherewith to bind the intel-

lects, the consciences and the hearts of fallen mankind ;) con-

eider the few who have put their hand to this appalling work,

their slender qualifications, their feeble strength, their scattered

positions ; the little encouragement, rather the positive discoun-

tenance, too long and too widely met with from a Christian go-

vernment and a Christian people—and assuredly you have a re-

presentation not less correct in truth than it is depressing in

tendency. The work of missions—that work which our ascend-

ing Saviour consigned to first missionaries, the twelve save

one that bad been with him in his humiliation, when he said, "Go
ye into all the world, and preach the gospel to every creature"

—

is the great work we are now contemplating. Have I magnified

its difficulties, have 1 exaggerated the feebleness of tiie means we
possess for encountering ibem I have not—yet withal there is

to us, as there was to Zerubbabel, this one word of the Sovereign
Lord—"Not by might, nor by power, but by my Spirit, saith

the Lord of hosts."

Yes, my dear friends, this is our encouragement—the work
is God''s ; the means are His ; and the event is His.

I. The work is His. The object of missionary labour is to bring
back blind, depraved, lost and unhappy men to the knowledge,
love, service and restored favour of their God. No object greater
than this can awaken the imagination of the highest intellect of
men or of angels ; no object more sublime, more holy, more mer-
ciful, more beneficent, more stupendous and wonderful than this,

can be supposed to occupy the mind of God himself; for it is to

effectuate the design of His first creation of our race ; to restore

them to that state of excellence, moral and intellectual, and to

that condition of order and happiness in which his own voice at
their creation pronounced them emphatically good ; it is to de-
stroy the darkness of ignorance, the malignity of sin and all the
unutterable miseries to his own creatures thence ensuing ; it is to

make goodness and felicity co-extensive with the habitations of
VIL c

*
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men ; to introduce universal peace and harmony over the ruins

of war. malevolence and bloodshed ; to bend passion and appetite

to the control of enlightened reason and a pure conscience; to

render society an interchange of justice and goodwill between
man and man ; to extend the arts of peace, the blessings of civi-

lization and knowledge over the whole earth ; to make the " de-

sert to blossom as the rose, the wilderness as the garden of the

Lord ; even as Eden —it is to accomplish that of which prophets
have sung, and to which the harp of the sweet Psalmist of
Israel was attuned ; that which brought the Son of God from
his native heaven to be " a man of sorrows and acquainted with
grief, and to make his soul an offering for sin it is that He may
" see of the travail of his soul and be satisfied;" that He who
" has borne our iniquities may justify many, the isles waiting for

his law ;" it is, in short, " to turn men from darkness to light, and
from the power of Satan unto God ;'" " to destroy the works of
the devil," to remedy the ruin of a world, to close the gates of

hell, and to people a blissful and holy heaven ! Such is the work :

is it not the work of God indeed, worthy of his wisdom, his be-

nevolence, his power This is the design of ages, the purpose of
the Saviour's death, the assurance of the Spirit of pro])hecy

—

that " all the ends of the earth shall remember themselves and
turn unto the Lord"—that " the knowledge of the Lord shall

cover the earth"—and that " God shall be known upon earth,

his saving health among all nations."

IL And as the work is His, so are the means— " not by
might, nor by power, but by my Spirit, saitli the Lord of hosts."

In a review of the arduousness of the work, the feeble-

ness of the instruments, the seeming inadequacy of the means,
we are apt to say, " all these things are against us," and " who
is sufficient for these things ?" and so to be discouraged, to faint

and to despond ; and we might perhaps even withdraw altoge-

ther from the work, but for the latent hope that we shall see

better days. I need not say to you, my dear brethren, who are

engaged in the missionary work, how numerous and oftentimes

almost overpowering are the discouragements we have to en-

counter ; a moral darkness that may he felt—an apathy and
insensibility of conscience like the death of the soul—an enchain-

ing superstition that has wound itself round every faculty, and
has so long been worn that the miserable captives even hug their

bonds and are unwilling to be freed—a subtlety of absurd meta-

physics that stultifies the soul and makes the very senses pander

to their own deception—an abandonment " to work all iniquity

Avith greediness" that at once appals and shocks almost to de-

spair. Youhave seen and contended with all the unholy andhard-
ening influence of Hinduism ; and were your weapons carnal
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you would long since, no doubt, have concluded its abandoned

votaries under a perpetual sentence of sin and reprobation, and

have left them " to perish in their gainsaying." But, blessed

be God, it has not been so ;
" you have not so learned Christ," but

know assuredly that it is " not by might, nor by power, but by
his Spirit," the victor}' may be won, as saith the Lord of Hosts.

" Not by might"—no human energy is adequate to quicken tiie

dead ; the dead in sin are harder to awaken than the spiritless

corpses that fill the graves of earth. Prepossessions, the pre-

judices of education, the force of evil habit, the power of sin,

the strength of superstition, an unfeeling conscience, a besotted

understanding, a corrupted heart, dominant appetites, de-

praved affections are not to be operated upon by man's feeble

instrumentality ; it has long been tried and tried in vain. The
voice that called Lazarus from the grave, alone can reach the

ears of the dead in sin. " He who commanded light to shine out

of darkness," alone can pour " the light of the knowledge of his

own glorious self," his will and purposes, on the dark mind of

fallen men. He who created the heart must again put forth liis

almighty power, ere it can be recreated after his own sin-defaced

image, " in knowledge, righteousness, and true holiness." He
who first " breathed into man's nostrils the breath of life" and
bade him to become " a living soul," must breath again upon
the moral carcass of that soul, now sunk in an otherwise ever-

lasting death, ere it shall awaken to the life of righteousness.
" Not by power"—argument, persuasion, the application of

the most Interesting motives, the employment of all the resour-

ces of the profoundest erudition, the most cutting sarcasm, the

most awakening and stirring eloquence,—all the mightiest ef-

forts in short, of learning and ingenuity, of reason and of ora-

tory are still, as they have been ever found, utterly inefficient

to this great and mighty work of " converting souls from the

error of their ways ;" of liumbling the pride, and softening the

obduracy, and subduing the impiety, and purifying the sensua-
lity of fallen men. None was ever born to God " of the will of
the flesh, or of man,"—none but " of God" himself ; for, " not by
human might, or power," is such a work to be accomplished.

But " what is impossible with man, is possible with God; with
God nil things ?ire possible." When His Spirit brooded over the
dark face of the great abyss in which were mingled, in chaotic
confusion, the elements of a universe inextricable by less than
creative energy, his word went forth, and light, order, beauty,
fruitfulness arose, and earth, and sea, and skies proclaimed the
power, and love, and wisdom of Jehovah. " Who art thou, O
great mountain ? before Zerubbabel," before the Missionary of
the cross of Christ, " thou shalt become a plain, and he shall

c 2
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bring forth the head-stone (for the living temple) with shoutings,

crying grace, grace unto it"—for " not by might, nor by power;
but yet by iny Spirit, saith the Lord of Hosts."

The Spirit of the Lord it is, then, to whom we must look to

render the missionary toil productive in the conversion of

sinners. Let us understand this.

1. The great instrument in this great and holy work is the

word of the Lord, that word which " holy men of old spake as

they were moved by the Holy Ghost." This is the grand imple-

ment in the work of salvation. If men are born again of God, it

is not of corruptible seed, " but of incorruptible, by the word of

God ; and this is the word which by the gospel is preached unto

you," and to all—if they be " changed into the image of God
from glory to glory," it is " by the Spirit of the Lord," while
" with open face beholding in the glass (of the word) the glory

of the Lord"— If" by faith we are saved through grace," then
" faith Cometh by hearing and hearing by the word of God."
God has, in fact, ever put honor on his own word when faith-

fully, and fearlessly, and perseveringly preached. He has de-

clared, " My word that goetli forth out of my mouth shall not
return unto me void, but it shall accomplish that which I please,

and it shall prosper in the thing whereto I sent it." " rreach
therefore the word,"'' is the apostolic injunction ;

"• be instant

in season, out of season ; reprove, rebuke, exhort, with all long-

suffering and doctrine;" unsubdued, that is, by opposition, uu-

fainting under difficulties and disappointments and discourage-

ments, while proclaiming the doctrine and teaching of God our

Saviour ; for though " not by might, nor by power, yet by my
Spirit," shall the saving purpose be accomplished, " saith the

Lord of Hosts."
" The word of the Lord is sharper," saith the apostle, " than

any two-edged sword ;" thence it is called " the sword of the

Spirit, piercing to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit, (in

man,) and is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart,"

searching, probing and wounding the consciences and the souls

of the unregenerate ; removing the callousness that could not,

the obduracy that would not feel, and then pouring in at the

wounds, thus mercifully made, the healing oil and sanctifying

balm of the gospel of the Redeemer. " Father," said our

blessed Saviour, of the infant church itself too, of those already

united to him by a living faith, " sanctify them through thy

truth, thy word is truth." Thence are men said to be " born of

the Spirit," "taught by the spirit," convinced, comforted, cleansed

by the Spirit," freed, led, moved and actuated " by the Spirit
;"

and " where the Spirit of the Lord is there is liberty," at once

from guilt and condemnation, from blindness and from sin,
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from the weight of present misery and the fear of worse here-

after. This then is the weapon of God, " that is mighty to the

pulling down of all Satan's strongholds the implement of the

word, wielded indeed hy a human hand, hut instinct with the

light and life-giving energy of the Spirit under whose impulse

it has been written ; and in proportion as this word is zealous-

ly, earnestly, att'ectionately, prayerfully preached, will the power

of the Spirit be manifest to bring souls unto God.
2. Another medium through which the divine Spirit ope-

rates, is prayer. " The Spirit," saith St. Paul, " helpeth our in-

firmities,'" " making intercession according to the mind of God."
The mode, I apprehend, in which prayer is effective, is this—Ist

it stirs up him who employs it, to a corresponding sincerity and
faithfulness of exertion. For nothing were more manifestly incon-

sistent than to pray for divine aid, direction and blessing, and
still not to put ourselves in the way of these by a vigorous and
watchful, trustful and diligent employment of all the instrument

talities placed in our hands. A prayerless church and prayer-

less missionaries would never convert the world ; because, care-

less and asleep themselves, they would neither feel the obliga-

tion nor wish for the privilege of being " co-workersand labourers

together with God,"' in awakening others " to bring them unto
Christ." But when stirred up to prayer, and diligent in this holy
exercise, they will first be growingly alive themselves to the love

and service of God and the Saviour, and next speedily moved to

pity and to help those yet dead in trespasses and sins, " without
Christ, without God, and without hope in the world." Yes, my
dear Christians, ministers and people alike—by prayer only will

your own souls prosper, and by praj^er only will you ever learn

to feel, to contribute and to labour for the souls of others.

But 2nd, prayer takes men off from human dependencies, from
trusting to carnal weapons, from the conceit of knowledge, elo-

quence or persuasive reasoning ; it renders them humble, lays
them at the foot of the cross, brings them to the Spirit of the

Lord as the only efficient in the work, to which they are them-
selves utterly powerless as to effect. Instruments indeed thev
are, and under the economy of the gospel will not, as such,
ordinarily be dispensed with ; any more than the plough, tlie

spade and the labourer, in the cultivation of the field ; but as
these without the seed having, like the word of God, " life in

itself,'''' the rains from heaven and the warming sun, would never
cause one single grain to germinate, and grow, and yield its

fruit ; so neither will all the longest and most judicious la-

bours of a host of Missionaries, produce spiritual life in one
dead soul, unless the Spirit of the Lord breathe upon it, and
set the dry bones upon their feet and bid them M'alk in the
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power of God. "Paul may plant, Apollos may water, but it

is ever God that giveth the increase." Now, prayer makes us
realize this truth, and stirs us up at once to look more earnest-

ly for the out-pourings of the divine Spirit on the field of our
labour, and retains us in our proper place as merely the under-
workers in the human field, and conveyers of God's good seed

;

and only so long as we ai'e in a praying spirit, shall we labour

at once vigorously and heartily, labouriously as if all depended
upon lis. yet humbly and self-renouncingly as knowing that

God alone is " all and in all."

3rd. Prayer is a special means of worthily entreating and duly
receiving the divine blessing. " This is our confidence," saith St.

John, " that if we ask any thing according to His will, he hearetli

us ; and if we know that he heareth us, we know also that we
have the petitions that we desired of Him."

There is no superstition then, in relying on prayer, devout,

fervent, continued, humble, trustful prayer, in the work of con-

version and salvation. We may be tried ; God may not at once

hear our prayer ; he may put our faith, and love, and hope, and
charity, to task, for their increase and strength. But, in the end,

the promise of the Lord shall be realized ;
" Ye shall go and pray

unto me, and I will hearken unto you, saith the Lord—ye shall

seek and find me when ye search for me with all your hearts."

In the work of missions, above all others, has that scripture its

application—" if ye have faith as a grain of mustard seed, ye
shall say unto this mountain" of difliiculty or to that, " be thou re-

moved, and nothing shall be impossible unto you." Faith leads

the soul to God in prayer, because it recognizes both his ability

and his willingness to answer prayer ; hence, in the same con-

nexion, when the di-sciples inquired why they could not cast out

a certain demon, Jesus told them " because of your unbelief

;

for this kind goeth not out but by prayer and fasting." It is

then at once our duty, our privilege, and our encouragement,

to betake ourselves to prayer amid discouragements and diffi-

culties and opposition ; believing, that if it be employed ac-

cording to the mind of God^ it will surely obtain a blessing rich

in grace and comfort to ourselves, in health and salvation,

it may be, to many to whom the word is by our means sent.

And if to any, surely to us missionaries it is written, that " Je-

ses spake a parable to the end that men ought always to pray

and never faint." For God will not long " delay to hear his

own elect," his chosen servants, toiling in his chosen work.

8. The third mode of the Spirit's operation in the way of

missionary labour, is by the impress of his own divine image in

the characters and lives of his servants. " Let your light so shine

before meu that they may see your good works and glorify
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your Father which is in heaven." And .so it came to pass in fact ;

for "see how these Christiana h)ve how jrenerous tliey are

and hold in a good cause, how meek and iioly, how just and
kind, liow self-denying and hihorious ! was the frequent ex-

chamation and still more frequent and general sentiment of mul-

titudes who " heheld their good conversation in Christ and
so the lives of the redeemed and the hlood of the martyrs became
tlie light of the world, and the seed of the church : because

they were a convincing testimony to the seal of the Spirit upon
Christ's faithful servants. " Ye,"" says the apostle Peter, to the

believers, " ye are a chosen generation, a royal priesthood, a
holy nation, a peculiar people, that 3*6 should shew forth the

praises of him who hath called you out of darkness into his

marvellous light ; who in time past were not a people but are

now the people of God, who had not obtained mercy, but now
have obtained mercy. Dearly beloved, I beseech you as stran-

gers and pilgrims," i, e. as journeying indeed through earth

yet not of earth, but citizens of heaven and pressing on to the

holy rest above, " abstain from fleshly lusts which war against

the soul ; having your conversation honest,"" (i. e. decorous, be-

coming your character, and profession, and hopes) " honest

among the Gentiles, that they may, by yo?ir good works which
they shall behold, glorify God in the day of visitation." Among
the Gentiles—to us then, dwelling among a heathen people,

this injunction specially applies. By us, Christian ministers

and Christian people, God visits them in mercy and in love. His
truth is proclaimed, his .salvation announced to them. They
too are called to his service and kingdom, to faith in the sole

redeemer and mediator. Oh ! should ow remissness in holding

forth the word of life, circumscribe its holy light and influence !

should our inconsistent lives and unsanctified behaviour, princi-

ples and temper, impress them with an unfavourable opinion of

the doctrines we profess ! should they be stumbled by our world-

liness, indiff'erence and want of zeal for God's honor, of charity,

for man ! ah then how fearful our guilt, how awful must be our
judgment ! should any one heathen soul that might have been
taught by our exhortations, or won by our kindness, or con-
vinced by our holy and benevolent lives, of the excellency of
our religion, peri.sh by our neglect, our inconsistency or our
sin—untaught, undrawn, unsaved—what words may express

the tremendous account that must one day be rendered ! Bre-

thren " ye see your calling," your responsibility, your danger,
and your safety ; live to God and to the Saviour ; live in near
communion with the Lord by his Holy Spirit ; copy the ex-

ample of Him who lived " not unto himself ;" and strive, oh !

strive earnestly and prayerfully, to live so that the guilt of no
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man's blood shall rest upon you ; but rather that some may be
" your crown and your reioicinj}" in the day of account !

III. But I remarked that as the loork of missions and the

means to be employed in prosecuting it, are God's, so likewise

is the event, i. e. the result to be anticipated, His also. This
is an important consideration ; because, without adverting to it,

we might often be stumbled by our apparent want of success.

This know " that the Lord is uot slack concerning his juro?»Jse,

as some men count slackness whether it be to judgment or to

mercy. " They that believe, shall not make haste," it is perti-

nently said in scripture ; that is, they shall not be impatient, rest-

less and distrustful under any seeming delay in the accomplish-

ment of the divine promise. That promise here is irrevocable,
" tliat Christ shall have the heathen for his inheritance, the

uttermost parts of the earth for his possession." " Be still and
know that I am God," is therefore the heavenly admonition

—

work and pray instantly, zealously, perseveringly, but cast the

result on Him whose it is ; the times and the seasons are of His
appointment; and we may have to wait, as we should think, long

for "the times of refreshing from his presence ;" but in the end
his kingdom and grace will come, and " will not tarry." " Be
patient therefore, brethren, to the coming of the Lord." That day
of searching judgment will astonish us all. Many shall we then

see on the right hand—aye and from among these Gentiles around

us too—of whose faith we never heard, but in whom the good
seed took root in secret ; and many shall be on the left of whom
we possibly doubted not. Oh ! my dear brethren and friends,

what a day of revelation will that be .'' on which hand shall we
appear ! are we preparing for these solemn transactions are we
living as on daily, hourly, trial for eternity ?

" \V'aken, O Lord, our drowsy sense.

To walk this dangerous road ;

That if our souls are hurried hence,

They may be found with God !"

And can we for one moment apprehend that " the God and

Father of all," whose is " the residue of the Spirit," or the

exalted Saviour of all, who is now " Head over all things" for

the gathering, protecting and completing of " his Church," will

ever be unmindful of that which was the subject of prophecy

for ages, the end to which all the former dispensations of Pro-

vidence were directed, for which the Son of God left his own
glory, and lived, and bled, and died and rose again ? Impossible

and incredible. Omnipotence will not fail of its purpose, infinite

wisdom be exhausted of its resources, or eternal, indefatigable,

unfathomable love come short, or tire, or be expended in the ac-

complishmeat of its merciful and benevolent designs, Jesus
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*' shall see of the travail of his soul and be satisfied''''—and the

very " ends of tlie earth shall repent themselves and turn unto

the Lord"—but when and in what progression, vi^ho can say ?

Happily we, my dear Brethren and Cliristian friends, have

nought to do with this—ours is the obedient ministry, the patient

charity, the " work of faith and labour of love, and patience

of hope in our Lord Jesus Christ" whom, assuredly, " all shall

know from the least even to the greatest."

In conclusion let me be permitted to offer a few practical

remarks immediately bearing on our own position as the profess-

ing people and ministers of God in a heathen land.

For you, my dear friends, who occupy, as the avowed wor-

shippers of God and church of the crucified Saviour, your
various stations in the world—lay to heart, I beseech you, the

solemn truth that it is not on the preachers and ministers of the

church alone, but on the whole body of believers, the obligation
" to adorn the doctrine of God your Saviour" rests. The minis-

ters are few, but you are many ; they have comparatively rare

occasions of exhibiting the justice and integrity in dealing, the

charity and kindness in tlie ordinary affairs of life, to which
all Christians are called ; let then your daily lives, as they are

more directly brought under the notice of the surrounding

heathen, in the intercourse of worldly business, exemplify the

efficacy and purity of the doctrines which we preach. This

they may hear listlessly, reject superciliously, or disregard with-

out examination, because it is new, is opposed to their supersti-

tions and evil habits, demands inquiry, sacrifice and self-control ;

but the general exhibition to them of a Christian temper, the

constant presence among them of men of integrity incorruptible,

of piety unquestionable, of purity unsullied, of self-command
unvaried ; of men ever " shewing forth out of a good conversa-

tion their works with meekness of wisdom,"—teaching them the

essence of Christianity in gentleness and disinterestedness, iu

active benevolence and unfeigned regard to the Saviour you
acknowledge and the revelation you receive—this cannot fail

of cor.ciliating their esteem, attracting their attention, wear-

ing away their prejudices, and winning many to the acknow-
ledgment of that more excellent way which you profess. A word
in season, too, judiciously spoken—a religious tract opportunely
presented—a prayer devoiltly raised to the Spirit of light and
conviction, will then assuredly be followed, you may well be-

lieve, by a divine blessing, silently perhaps, but surely operating
on some with whom you have intercourse. Less than this cannot
satisfy the claims of the Redeemer on your gratitude and devo-
tion ; less than this cannot establish a solid peace in your own
VIL D
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consciences, nor be your security in the great day of account.

And who can calculate the mighty results that would follow on
t\i& general employment, by professing Christians among the hea-
then, of such means for saving themselves and them that behold
their daily life, and spirit, and behaviour ? O Christians ! ac-

knowledge and feel your solemn responsibility ; and if you have
any regard for God's honor, any love to a dying Saviour, any pity

for the blind and perishing idolaters and Mussulmans that sur-

round you, sunk so low at once in demoralizing superstitions and
soul-wasting idolatries, be alive to your duty and your calling,

and let me say too, to your privilege and glory ; and " by all means
labour to save some ;" speak a word for God as occasion serves ;

be not diffident to reprove sin ; shrink not from the task of tell-

ing to the poor heathen within your influence, of the wonders of
redeeming love, of what the Lord hath done for your own souls

and what he is willing to do for theirs ; employ a due portion of
your substance for God ; you are not called to preach, but you
are called to aid those who do, by your willing contributions and
ready support; you are called openly to profess and religiously to

maintain the spirit of the gospel, " to walk worthy of God as His
dear children," to "let your light so shine" that tlie very heathen
around you, " seeing your good works, may be constrained to

glorify your heavenly Father." You cannot preach, but you
can pray ; you may not stand up in the assemblies, either o-f

God's people or the heathen, but you may talk privately to one
and another, reprove sin, counsel to purity, honesty and truth

;

and, above all, you may in the most effectual manner promote

the cause of God, both in the circle of your own connexions and
society and before the heathen, " by patience, by pureness, by
knowledge, by faith, and love, and uprightness, by the works

and armour of righteousness, on the right hand and on the left."

Never for one moment forget that the cause of missions lies

with you in the first place. If you derive from the commerce
and Government of India your earthly good, is it a great mat-

ter if you strive earnestly to repay it by imparting in return the

spiritual good of the gospel of Jesus ? Yet if we were to mea-

sure the regard for missions felt by the professors of the gospel

generally in this city, by their small attendance on these mis-

sionary occasions, we should, it may be feared, draw some
seriously afflicting conclusions. But we receive it as a sign that

it is otherwise with you at least, who are now, and who are

usually present, at these monthly meetings for prayer and
mutual exhortation. Maintain your interest in their returns

by studying your deep concern in them, your calling and obliga-

tion to put your hearts and your hands to the holy and charita-

ble work ; and labour also to excite others, in the circles of
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your acquaintance, to take tlie subject into tlieir serious consi-

deration likewise. Thus may you ett'ectualiy promote the exten-

sion of your Redeemer''8 kingdom, hasten tlie blessed reign of

truth, righteousness and peace upon earth, and powerfully con-

tribute to the fulfilment of your frequent prayer that " God's

kingdom may come and his will be done on earth, even as it is

in heaven."

To you, my reverend Brethren, I address myself with caution

and hesitation, as knowing how far more competent than myself

80 many among you are to give " the word of exhortation." But
receive it nevertheless, for His sake whose is the message ; and
whilst you solemnly review your own responsibility, take encou-

ragement to redoubled diligence, and zeal, and circumspection,

from the promise that "He will always, even to the end,'''' be with

those who sincerely labour in proclaiming his saving name to

every creature ; never for one moment failing to remember that

you [)reacli in vain if you preach only, however wisely, diligently

or per>;everingly ; all the exhortation to a holy Christian life ad-

dres'^ed to tlie peo|)le applies with equal force to us. Oh ! it is a
ft-arful thing to stand up to proclaim the truth of God unto fel-

low-sinners, where the shadow of a doubt remains as to our own
entire conversion to God, and where our hearty devotedness
to his service is not testified by all the life of godliness. " Who
then is that faithful and wise steward, whom his Lord, when he
Cometh shall find well doing

Perhaps it might have proved more interesting to j'ou, my
Christian friends, generally, had I taken a review of the Indian or

some other mission ; but in fact, from amidst many avocations

have I been called upon to address you; and unfurnished with
the necessary sources of particular information on the one hand,

as well as quite unfamiliar with the mode in wiiich these occa-

sions have been usually improved, on the other, I thought it best

to take up the principle of missions, with our individual obligation

and responsibility, whether as a people or as direct mission-

ary agents, and must trust to your kind indulgence, and to yours,

my dear Brethren especially, for the line of address 1 have ac-

cordingly adopted. May the good Spirit of God descend into

our hearts and make them " as the heart of one man," in spiri-

tual discernment of our privileges and our duties, in holy zeal

for God our Father, in devout gratitude to the Saviour, and in

active earnest pity for the souls of the perishing multitudes
around us; and then, I am confident, our meeting together this

night will prove to have been for good to them, to us. and to the
church. Amen and Amen !

D 2
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III.

—

PauVs Prayers answered. Part Ast.

"—Making request if by any means now at length I might have a pro-

sperous journey, by the will of God, to come unto you. For I long to see

you, that I may impart unto you some spiritual gift, to the end ye may be

established ; that is, tliat 1 may be comforted together with you, by the

mutual faitli both of you and mi'."

—

Rom. i. 10, 12.

Two traits in tlie Apostle's character are apparent from the

above quotation, both of which our present object requires to be

noticed. 1st. His resignation to the will of God. He wished,

if it were God's will, that he might be able to visit Rome. He
never had been there : yet having heard much of the faith of

the Roman Christians, he was naturally anxious to see them.
But he was willing to give up this gratification, if such appear-

ed to be the mind of the Lord. Delightful as was the anticipa-

tion, he had no desire tliat it should be realized, if it led

him out of the path of duty. This was like the apostle in all

other things. No one can read his history and writings vs ith-

out being convinced, that he was ever ready to abandon every

liking and desire of his own, when these did not harmonize
with those of his master. That alone was pleasing to hini

which was pleasing to God. Sndly. His object in wishingtogo to

Rome. This, it appears, was a strong desire both to impart and
to gain spiritual good, verses 11, 12. Rome was the grandest

city in the world, and it was full of the most interesting curio-

sities ; but it was neither that nor these the apostle wanted
to see. Not that he was destitute of the taste and learning

necessary to enjoy the sight of such wonders ; but he was other-

wise employed. His pursuits were spiritual ; and it was for

the promotion of these, and of these alone, that he wished to

visit the metropolis of the woi ld.—The application of these two
observations will come afterwards.

Now for the apostle's prayer. It consists of four parts

:

1. His desire to visit Rome " by any means." 2. His desire that

he might have " a prosperous journey" thither. 3. His desire

to be made instrumental in the impavtation of spiritual good to

the Christians there. And, 4. His desire to be made the re-

cipient of similar blessings through ^Zieir instrumentality. Such
a prayer, and offered by such a man, we may be certain was
not neglected by him who is denominated the prayer-hearing

God : and happily for us, the scriptures prove that all was an-
swered to the very letter.

True, the apostle's petitions, as is frequently the case with
those also of others, were not answered in the way he expected ;

but still they Mere answered. 1. He got to Rome, though it

Avas a.-i a i)risoner. But having expressly left the " means" of

getting there to God, we may be certain he did not complain
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of this. 2. He had " a prosperous journey" thither : for
]

though he suffered shipwreck hy the way, was subjected to
;

long fasting, and was in danger of his life from the soldiers
|

who guavdod him, yet he was favored on board tlio ship with a

most cheering vision from God, was instrumental in doing great

good at Melita, and was probably the means, by his preaching

and conduct, of th(^ ultimate conversion of the whole ^76 per-

sons who sailed with him : at least, it is difficult to say what
(

else can be the meaning of the words. " Lo ! (xod hath giveo

thee all them that sail with thee*." This was being prosperous

with a witness. In all probability, useful as Paul had hitherto i_

been, he had never in his life before been so honored in such
)

a short space of time. Prosperous his journey was not, indeed,
j

in the way he expected; for it is likely that, in praying, he
thought of nothing more tha)i a safe journey ; but this kind of '

prosperity was not to be compared with that, nor would he
have given up the one for the other. 3. He was instrumental

j

of great spiritual good to the Christians at Rome, though this
j

too in another way than he expected. His prayer intimates
I

nothing more than that he wished to be able to do good to :

those already converted, by increasing their spiritual gifts. And !

so he was, but how ? not by the usual mode of preaching to 1

theui and of the laying on of hands; but by appearing among
i

them as a prisoner. The former was what Paul anticipated :
j

the latter, we may ventui*e to say, never entered his mind.
j

Yet read his ovvn relation :
" Many of the brethren in the Lord, i

waxing confident by my bonds, are much more bold to speak
|

the word without fear." Was not thi^ imparting to them some
j

spiritual gift ? And in addition to this, having been permitted,

though still a prisoner, to preach in his own hired house, he was
j

instrumental in increasing the number of the members of the
;

church, aud that too by some characters of considerable influence.
,

" Some," it is said, " believed the things that were spoken ;"

among whom was Onesimus : and elsewhere, in a letter written
j

by the apostle himself, during his captivity—"all the saiuts sa-

lute you, chiefly they of Caesar's household." This was indeed
imparting to them some spiritual gift. This was enlarging

their numbers by men of note from the citadel of Satan himself.

4. He was "comforted" by the saints at Rome, though this also '

was under very different circumstances from those he expected.

It is not likely that he contemplated needing comfort as a prison-

j* We cannot agree with L. in this interpretation—nor do we perceive
the difBcuity. The general sense of commentators is that only which ap-
pears upon the face of the relation, that as Paul was to be preserved, so
his fellow.voyagers should, by the same means which secured his life, se-

,

cure theirs also for his sake. Just so had there been " ten righteous men
in Sodom," it would not have been destroyed for " the ten's sake."

—

Ed. I

!
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er: but such was the fact. On appi-oaching Rome he appears
to have been dejected : but the brethren came out as far as

Appii Forum and the Three Taverns to meet him ; and the

slight so cheered him that " he thanked God and took courage."

He probably, when he prayed, thought only of being comforted
by the sight of the brethren in the city, and by beholding their

faith and order in a church capacity ; but he sees more than
this ; he sees them come boldly out to meet and to own him, a
poor captive,—not being ashamed of his chain, and affording

him all the sympathy and aid in their power. This was indeed
"being abundantly comforted by the mutual faith both of them
and him :'" this was seeing godliness to a degree that he proba-

bly did not expect. And could the apostle behold this and not
be glad ?

Thus was the prayer of Paul realized in all its parts. And
what are the inferences deducible from the whole ?

1. Is not our belief strengthened in the doctrine of God's
being a liearer and answerer of prayer .'' Strong and perhaps
unanswerable objections may be raised, on various grounds, to

the privilege of prayer ; but here are facts. God did hear

and answer, in all its minutiae, the prayer of one good man ;

and if of one good man, why not of every good man This,

provided we are contented to go no further, (and why should

we wish to go further .'') is ample satisfaction to every well-re-

gulated mind.
2. Resignation to God's will, and consistency of christian

character, are absolutely necessary to efficacious prayer. We
have already seen how prominent these two things were in the

mind and conduct of the apostle. He wished for nothing but
what was agreeable to the will of God ; and in wishing for

what he did, he was only asking for that in which, as a Chris-

tian, he felt deeply interested. Some men feel very miserable

when God is not pleased to give them what they desire : but

this is folly. Who can gain the victory over Him ? He will

have his way whatever may be ours. All therefore cannot but
know, that it is not only wisdom but happiness to acquiesce iu

God's proceedings. This we allow is often very difficult ; but

faith and prayer will remove mountains. And many men there

are whose conduct is often far other than what their prayers

would indicate. Hear them })ray, and you would think them
the most holy and devoted men under the sun ; but see them at

other times, and you find them manifesting evil tempers, in-

dulging in sensuality, and delighting only in the things of earth.

Do they ever go to Rome, or to any of the other interesting

spots of the world ? If their journey has nothing to do with
business, it has equally nothing to do with religion. Pleasure

is their only object. To get spiritual good, and to do spiritual
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good, lias no place in their plans. But it was not so with the

apostle. In all his doings and travellings he thought of nothing

but of impartint; or gaining spiritual henefit. He was a consis-

tent man. His life was of a piece with his prayers. He was
not a saint upon his knees, and a worldling on his legs. And thia

consistency is necessary to acceptahle prayer. God will pay
no attention to the man who is not as much a Christian in all

the affairs and relations of life, as he is when he is supplicating

at the throne of divine mercy. Herein is the grand secret of

efficacious prayer. Let the reader attend to it.

S. Though prayers be not always answered in the way the

Christian hopes, yet are they answered in the very best pos-

sible way. This has been abundantly illustrated above. There
can be no doubt that when Paul considered the way, the

mode, and the means by whicli he was brought to Rome,
and the spiritual results of the whole, he clearly saw that

nothing could have been done belter, nor his prayers more
fully and effectually answered. His having been a prisoner,

his having been shipwrecked by the way, and his circum-
stances in the imperial city, all contributed to the grand
object of his prayers—the spiritual advantage of himself and
others. And we may venture to assert, that had Paul, at any
subsequent period, desired to have the same prayer answered
over again, he would not have wished it to be accomplished in

any other mode than the past. God gave him all that he had
asked : nay more, in the spiritual success that resulted from
his journey, God did for him " exceeding abundantly above all

he had asked or thought." Thus will it be with regard to the

prayers of every real Christian, who is actuated by the same
feelings and sentiments with the apostle Paul, and in whose
prayers and conduct there is the same happy consistency.

Monyhyr, Nov. 1837. L.

IV.

—

Comparison of Indo-Chinese Languages.

Considerable time has elapsed since a proposal was made in the Christian

Observer for collecting short vocabularies of all the languages between
India and China. In pursuance of the plan then proposed, we have re-

ceived, through the kindness of several literary gentlemen, vocabularies
of twenty-seven languages, specimens of which are given in the table below.
For twelve of these vocabularies, viz. the Manipuri, Songpu, Kapm,
Koreng, Mardm, Chumphung, Luhuppa, Northern, Central and Southern
Tangkhul, Khoibu and Muring, we are indebted to the indefatigable exer-
tions ofCapt. Gordon, Political Agent at Manipur, autlior of the Manipuri
Dictionary ; to the Rev. C. Gutzlaff for vocabularies of the Anamese,
Japanese and Corean ; to Rev. J. I. Jones, Bankok, for that of the Siamese ;
for the Gdi'O, to Mr. J. Strong, Sub-Assistaut to the Governor General's
Agent for Asam, and to Rev. J. Rae, of Gowahati, for the A'kd. Most of
the remaining languages given in the table have been written down from
tha pronunciation of natives residing in the neighbourhood of Sadiya.
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Although we have as yet received vocabularies of hut a small portion of
the lanjjuages orifjinally contemplated, it has been thought advisable to

give specimens of such as have been obtained, hoping that others may be
induced to extend tlie comparison by publishing specimens of other lan-

guages. The words selected are names of the most common objects, and
may therefore be regarded as the earliest terms in every language, and
such as were least liable to be supplanted liy foreign words.

'i'be words given in the table are written according to the Romanizing
system ; and altliough there may be some slight variations in the sounds of
particular letters, in consequence of the vocabularies having been made out
by different persons, yet it is believed they will be found sufficiently uni-
form for all the purposes of general comparison. At the same time they
furnish abundant evidence that the Roman character is adequate to ex-
press every sound of the human voice, and is well fitted to be the written

re|)re.sentative of all languages. Of the 27 tribes whose dialects are here
noticed, it is Itelieved that 17 are entirely unacquainted with any written

character ; and it is earnestly to be hoped that missionaries or others, whose
duty it may be to give them a written language, will at once introduce

the Roman letters, in conformity with the plan which has recently been
adopted for writing the languages both of Asia and America, and which is

now in successful operation throughout the islands of Polynesia.

We now proceed to give such remarks upon the several languages con-

tained in the table, as have been furnished by the individuals engaged in

compiling the vocabularies.

I. B'lngdlt and A'sdme.^e. These languages being derived from the

S(tnsknt, possess a close affinity to each other. It appears from the table

that above six-tenths of the most common words are identical, except with

slight variations of pronunciation. The most important of these are the

substitution of s, in Asamese, for the Sanskrit ch, and a guttural h for the

Sanskrit s and sh. The vowels have also undergone considerable varia-

tions. The grammatical peculiarities of the two languages are considera.

bly unlike. In the inflection of nouns and verbs, they both bear a strong

resemblance to the Latin and Greek languages, with which they have a

large number of words in common. The numerals are evidently derived

from the same source with the Greek.

The A'sdmese possesses six cases of nouns corresponding to those of the

Latin, to which maybe added a seventh, or Z,oco<!fe case, expressed in

English by the prepositions at or in. The terminations of the cases are

as follows :

Sinyular. Plurul.

Nom, Nom. hout,—bilak, or bur.

Gen. r. Gen. hontor,—bilakor, &c.

Dut. lui. Dnt. houtolui.

Acc. k. Aec. houtok.

Voc. as the Nom. Voc. as the Nom.
AM. re. Ahl. hontore.

Loc. t. Loo. hontot.

A peculiar feature of the Asamese is the use of two pronouns for the

second person, according as the person addressed is superior or inferior to

the speaker. This distinction is also marked by a diflFerent termination of

the verb, thus:
Singular.

First person, Moi marun, I strike.

Sec. person, Toi maro, Thou strikest.

Do. (honorific,) Tumi mara, You strike.

Third peraon, Hi mare, He strikes.
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rinrnl.

First person, A'nii inanin, We stiilce.

Sec. person, Tohoyt inaro, You strike.

Do. (honorific,) Tuniiilalc mara, Ye strike.

Third per.ion, Ilihonte, or hihilake, mare. They strike.

From this specimen, it maj' be seen that the verb undergoes no alteration

on account of number.
Adjectives, in Asamese, have no declension, nor are tliey varied to de-

note the degrees of comparison. These are expressed by means of the

suffi.x kui, than, added to the locative case of nouns
;

as, iatkui dangor,
great [er] (haii this ; ataitkui dangor, great [erj than all, i. e. the greatest.

The same particle is also used in changing adjectives to adverbs, like the

syllable ty, in English
; thus, khor, swift ; khorkui, .swiftly.

Nouns, in whatever case, almost invariably precede the verbs with which
they are connected. From the variety of cases, it will readily be inferrc^l

that the use of prepositions, or particles having the force of prepositions,

is seldom required. When such particles are used, they must invariably

follow the nouns which they govern. The genitive case always precedes

the noun by which it is governed.

II. Siamese. Khamtt, and other branches of the Tai. We have seen

that the Bangali and Asamese, in their grammatical forms, bear a close

resemblance to the family of European languages. We come now to a
class of monosyllabic languages evidently belonging to the Chinese stock.

In these languages the nouns and verbs uniformly consist (except where
foreign terms have been introduced, of monosyllabic roots, which undergo
no change on account of case, mood or tense. These accidents are express-

ed by means of particles, generally following, hut in some cases preceding,

the nouns or verbs which they modify. A striking peculiarit_v, which, so

far as we have had opportunity to examine, extends to all monosyllabic lan-

guages, is the variety of intonations, by which sounds organically the same
are made to express entirely different meanings. 'J'he first division of
tones is into the rising and falling, according as the voice slides up or
down during the enunciation of a syllable. This variety of tone is employ-
ed, in English, mostly for the purposes of emphasis and euphony ; but in Tai,
Chinese, Barmese, &c. such a variation of tone produces different words,
and expresses totally different ideas. Thus in Tai, ma signifies a dog,

ma (the stroke under the m denoting the falling tone) signifies to come.

In Barmese, le is air but le is a bow ; myen is the verb to see, while myen
denotes a horse.

Another distinction of tone, which obtains nearly or quite universally,

in monosyllabic languages, is the abrupt termination, or a sudden cessation

of voice at the end of a syllable. This is denoted by a dot under the final

letter. Like the other variations of tone, it entirely changes the meaning
of the words to which it is applied. Thus, taking for illustration the
syllables above mentioned, ma, in Tai, signifies a horse; in Barmese, le sig-

nifies to he acquainted with ; myen, high.

. The.se two varieties of intonation are the most extensive and important

;

but several languages of the Chinese familj- make still more minute dis-

tinctions. The Chinese language itself is said to distinguish eight different

tones ; the Tai possesses five or six ; the Karen an equal number ; the
Barmese only three, viz. the rising, falling, and abrupt.

The Siamese, Laos, Shydn, Khamtt and Ahom, are all merely dialects of
the same original language, which is called Tai ; and prevails through a
wide tract of country, extending from Siam to the valley of the Brahmapu-
tra. We have inserted in the table specimens of the Khamti and Siamese,
Bpoken at the two extremities, between which the difference will naturally

VII. E
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be £:re.iter than between the dialects spoken at any of the intermediate
stations. Yet we find that upwards of nine-tenths of the fundamental
words in these two dialects are the same, witli hut slight variations in the
pronunciation. These variations are mostly confined to a few letters, viz.

ch, whicii the northern trit)es change to ts ; d, for which they use / or n ;
r, which becomes h ; and na, which they exchange for long 6.

Different systems of writing have been introduced to express the sounds
of tiie Tax ; the Khamti and Shyan alphabets are evidently derived from
the Barmese ; the Laos is nearly related to the Barmese, imt more com-
plete and better adapted to the wants of the language than the Sliyan ;

while the Siamese character bears only a remote reseniblance to the Bar-
mese.

All the dialects of the Tai have nearly the same grammatical construc-

tion. The arrangement of words in sentences is, for the most part, as in

English ; unlike other eastern laguages, where the words are generally

placed in an inverted order. The nominative precedes the verb ; the verb
usually precedes the objective. Prepositions always precede the nouns
whidi they govern. The possessive case follows the noun by which it is

governed, as mii man, the hand [of
J
him, i. e. his hand. Adjectives follow

the nouns which they qualify.

A striking feature in many eastern languages both monosyllabic and
polysyllabic, is the use of numeral affixes, or, as they have sometimes been
called, generic particles. These j)articles are affixed to numeral adjectives,

and serve to point out the genus to which the preceding substantive be-

longs. Thus in Tai, the expression for two elephants would be, tsang song
to, elephants two bodies. When the number is one, the generic particle

precedes the numeral, as tsang to niing, one elephant. In Barmese, the

generic particles invariably follo^v the numerals, as Id ta.yauk, man one

person ; In nhi-yauk, mm two persons, i. e. two men.

III. A'kd and A'bor. These languages have been but partially examin-

ed ; it is evident, however, from the table, that they are closely allied to

each other, nearly half the words being found alike in both. One-fifth of

the words agree with the Mishimi ; and a considerable number with the

Barmese, Singpho and Manipur.

The A'bors occupy the lofty ranges of mountains on each side the river

Dihdng, or Tsdnipu, and are probably very numerous. The Miri is a dia-

lect of this language, which is spoken by the people of the plains ; but is

said not to be essentially different from the language of the highlands.

IV. Mishimi. This language is spoken by the inhabitants of the

mountainous regions on the river Dibdng, east of the Abor country. Little

is known of them. There are three principal tribes, the Mdt Mishimts,

the Tdron or Digdru Mishimts, and the Muiyi or Meme Mishimis. Their
language is substantially the same. It is distinguished l)y several very

peculiar tones, and some of its consonants are extremely difficult of enun-
ciation. In this respect it differs from the Khor, the sounds of which

are easy and flowing.

V. Barmese. This language is originally monosyllabic, although it

now contains many polysyllabic words. These are mostly terms belonging

to their religion, which have been introduced from the Fdli, their sacred

language. The Barmese delights in the multiplication of synonymous
words, which follow each other in close succession and serve to render

many terms definite which would otherwise be ambiguous. Pali words are

generally followed by their synonyms in the vulgar tongue. Thus the

usual expression for earth is pathawi myegyi ; myegyi (great earth) being

the vulgar term, and pathawi the Pali or Sanskrit.

The order of arrangement in Barmese is almost directly the reverse of

the English. As an example of this, take the following sentence: He said.
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/ am the voice of one eryinq, make straight in the wildernenn the way of the

Lvrd, ax said the prophet Esniiis. Tlie verse in Harnian stands thus: The
prophet Emids said as, The-L»rd of the-way the-wi/derness in straight iiuike,

crying one of the-voice I am, he said.

Ill Bavmese, the affixes to nouns, verhs and numerals, are very abun-
dant, many of them merely eiii)lionic. Great attention has I)een paid to

euphony in the formation and cultivation of this language. 'I'his is par-

ticularly seen in the change of the hard consonants, /f, p, s, t, to the
corresponding soft letters, g, b, z, and d. Thus E'ra«ati (the river) is

invariably pronounced E'rdwudi, though written with a t ; Gotama
(their deity) is pronounced Godama, &c. All the affixes, whether of
verbs, nouns, or numerals, beginning with a sharj) consonant, universally

exchange it for a soft one, except where the verb or noun itself ends in a
sharp consonant, in which case euphony requires that the affix should
begin with a sharp, as the enunciation of a flat and sharp together is

peculiarly harsh and difficult. AV'e also trace this principle in the Mani-
puri language, where the verbal affix is 6a, unless the verb ends in one of

the sharp consonants k, t, or p, when the affix is invariably pa. Capt.

Gordon does not inform us whether this principle extends to the other
affixes in Manipuri, but, from the similarity of the two languages, it seems
not improbable that such may be the case.

VI. Karen. We have been disappointed in not obtaining a perfect voca-
bulary of this language. The few words inserted in the table will, how.
ever, give some idea of its affinities. It most resembles the Barniese and
Manipuvean dialects, though it is essentially different from either. Its

tones are five ; the same in number with those of the Tai. Several of
them, however, appear to be different from those of any other tribe. No
final consonants are allowed in Karen.

VII. Singpho and Ji/i. The Singpho possesses many words in common
with the Abor, the Barmese, and the Manipurean dialects. It is the lan-

guage of extensive tribes, occu])ying the northern portions of the Barn-.an

empire. The intonations are similar to tlie Barmese, and its grammatical
construction is almost precisely the same. It is peculiar for its combina-
tions of consonants, many of which would at first sight appear quite un-
pronounceable to an European. It doubtless belongs to the monosyllabic
stock of languages.

The Ji/is are a small tribe who formerly occupied the highlands in the
northern part of Barmah, but have been driven from their country by the
Singphos. The tribe is now nearly extinct. Their language appears to

have been a dialect of the Singpho, seven.tenths of their vocables being
found in that language.

VIII. Gdro. For a vocabulary of the language of this singular people
we are indebted to Mr. Strong, of Goalpara, who from frequent intercourse

with this tribe, has had opportunity to become well acquainted with their
language and customs. In tlie specimen given in the table, the orthography
of a few words has been slightly altered, so as to conform to the Roma:iiz_
ing system. The language appears to have considerable relation to the
Singpho and Jili. It is difficult to decide from the specimens before us,

wlielher it is to be ranked with the monosyllabic or polysyllabic languages.
It probably belongs to the latter. The Garos inhabit an extensive range
of hills below Govvahati, and are in a completely savage state. So meagre
is their language, that they have not even a term fur horse, nor do they
possess any knowledge of such an animal.

IX. Manipuri and mighbouring dialects. The following very interest-

ing account nf the singular variety of languages spoken in the neighhour-
ho()d of Manipur, is copied from Capt. Gordon's letter to Mr. Trevklvan.

" I send you specimens of (including the Alanipuii) twelve of the nu-
E 2 IT
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nierous lai)<;:unffes, or perhaps more properly, as respects many of them,
dialects, spoken within this territory. On examiiiinfj Pkmberton's map,
you will perceive that, beginninjf in the west with the Songpi'i, (here com-
monly confounded v^ith the K'ipwi, a much smaller tribe,) I have, in niy

course round the valley, reached the parallel of latitude from which I first

set out. having desciilied rather more tlian a semicircle. This is, however,
but the inner of the two circles I propose completing, and until J have
made some ])rogress iti my way round thi) outer one, 1 fenl that I shall

not be able to furnish satisfactory replies to the queries respecting parti-

cular tribes.

" In several directions, but more especially in the north-east, lam given
to understand the languages are so very immerous, that scarcely two
villages are to be found in which they are perfectly similar. '1 liis, I ap-
prehend, arises from the ])ropensity to change inherent in all languages,
and which, when left to operate unrestrained by the check which letters

impose, soon creates gradually increasing differences of dialect amongst a
people originally speaking the same language, but who have become disu-
nited, and between whom little intercourse has afterwards subsisted. 'I'o

the same cause is, 1 believe, attributed the great diversity of langu.iges

and dialects spoken by the aborigines of America, particularly in Brazil,

where communities composed eaidi of a small number of families are said

to s])eak languages unintelligible to every tribe around them. Aware of
this circumr^tance as respects a country more favorable to intercourse than
the mountainous territory surrounding Manipur, 1 was not much surprised

at finding instances of the same kind in this vicinity. The language
S])oken in Champhung is only understood by tiie thirty or forty families its

inhabitants. The nuijority can speak more or le-^s of Manipuri, or the

languages of their more immediate neighbours ; but I am told that there

are individuals who require an interpreter in conversing with persons not

of their own very limited comnmnify. Duilects so nearly similar as are

those of the Northern and Central Tdnglehul.s. are generally intelligible to

the adult male population on both sides. But the women (the two tribes

in question seldom intermarry) and children, who rarely leave their homes,
find much difficulty in making themselves undeistood. Neither of the

tribes just named understand the language s))oken by the Southern Tang,
khuls, and that again dilfers as widely from the languages of the Klioihus and
Mai'ings. The southern Tangkhuls tell me that their language is spoken

by the inhabitants of a large village named Knnih'-mnrhig. situated some-
where to the westward of the northern extremity of the Knho valley. I

mention this to show why I as yet do not feel iryself com|)etent to give

satisfactory replies to the queries concerning particular tribes. I how-
ever think I can discover a connection (I do not include the Tai') between

all of the languages in this quarter that I have yet examined, suflficient-

ly intimate to warrant me in assigning a common origin to the tribes by
whom they are spoken. From these tribes, which I imagine to be the

aborigines of the country, extending east and south-east from the Brahma-
putra to China, 1 derive botli the Barmese and the Manipuris. To the

Shyans, I assign a difl^erent origin."

X. Anamese or Cocliin.chiiip.se. The vocabulary of this language has

been furnished by Rev. Mr. Gutzlaff, from whose letter we extract the

following additional particulars.
" The Anunif'.se spoken in Cochin-china and Tunkin with very little

difference, might be considered as a coarse dialect of the Chinese, if the

sounds wherewith the (tliaracters are read were also current in the spoken

language. But the oral dialect totally differs from that used in jjerusing

the bo<d<s in the Chinese character, and the construction likewise deviates

materially. It is however nu)nosyllabic ; has intonations and all the cha-

racteristics of the Chinese, though the Anamese have fuller sounds, and use
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various letters :ind tliplithongs which no Chinaman can pronounce correctly,

'i'he learniiijj;' of the natives is entirely confined to Chinese literature, in

the acquirinff of whicli they are by no means celehrated. There exist a

number of short-hand Cliinese characters, which are used as syllabaries to

express sounds without reference to their meaning ; but they have not yet

been reduced to a system, and are used in various ways. The language

itself is spoken with a very slirill voice, and appears to a foreigner very

uncouth. It bears only a slight resemblance to the Cambodian, but other-

wise with no other dialect of the Eastern Peninsula."

Xf. Japanexe. Mr. Gutzlafp says, " This language is spoken with

very little variation, by about 20 millions of people, who inhabit the

Japanese islands. It is polysyllabic, and only resembles the Chinese so

far as it has adopted some words from that language, which are however
changed, according to the organs of the natives, like the Latin and Greek
words in our tongue. Having numerous inflections and a regular gram-
mar, in a few points resembling the Mantchu, it is easier to express our

ideas in it than in the Indo-Chinese languages. The Chinese character

is universally read amongst the natives with a different sound and accent,

more full and euphonical. For the common business of life, the Japanese
use tliree diiferent syllabaries, the Katakana, Hiralama, and Imatskana,
which consist of certain Chinese contracted characters, and amount to 48.

From hence it appears that all the radical syllables of the language are no
more tlian 48, which by various combinations form all the words of one of

the most copious languages on earth. Its literature is very rich. The
Japanese have copied from and improved upon the Cliinese, and have also

availed themselves of tlie superiority of our European literature."

XII. Coreiin. In regard to this language, Mr. Gutzlaff makes the
following remarks.

" Cored is little known, and the language still less. The collection of
words liere inserted was copied from Meohubst's Vocabulary. This
nation has likewise adopted the Chinese character, and is in the possession of
the same literature

;
bijt in point of civilization it is below its teachers. The

Coreans have a syllal)ary of their own, far more intricate than the Japan-
ese, and formed upon the principle of composition. It consists of few
and simple strokes, and is not derived from the Chinese character. Fif-

teen consonants and eleven vowels are the elements, which form 168 com-
bined sounds, the sum total of the syllabary. The influence of the Chinese
Government in this country has been far greater than in Japan, and hence
the language is far more tinged with the language of Han. There are a

very great number of composita, of which the first syllal)le is native and
the last the Chinese synonym, pronounced in the Corean manner. We
have not been able to discover any declension, but it is not unlikely that it

has a few inflections. Many words resemble the Japanese, and the affinity

betvveen these two nations is not doubtful. The language being polysylla-

bic, does not require any intonation, and if such exist, it has entirely escap-

ed our notice."

We now proceed to give specimens of all the languages and dialects of
whicli vocabularies have been received : to which we shall add a table show-
ing the number of words per cent, which in any two languages agree, or
are so similar as to warrant the conclusion that they are derived from the
same source. It must be noted that the words are spelled according to the
Romanized orthography. The vowels are sounded as follows :

—

a as in .^Imerica woman.
e men.
i „ pin.

o nor, not.

u put.

|i „ i'Mne^ (French.)

a as in far, father.

e „ they.

i » police.

note.

« » rule.
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The letter /* is always used strictly .is an aspirate, whether at the begin-
ning of a syllable, or following^ another consonant. Thtis th is sounded as
in pries/Ztood, not as in </ank ; sh as in mis/tap, not as in «/tip : ph as in
up/(old, not as in phWosophy. Th and *//, when used to express their Eng-
lish sounds as in Wink, .v/iip, are printed in italics. The French nasal n
(as in etifaut) is expressed by n, with a dash underneath.

English. Bang6U. A 'samese. Khamll. Siamese
Air bayu bot^h luin 16m
Ant pipilika p6ru4 mut m6t
Arrow tir kanr lempiia luk son
Bird pak hyi sorai n6k n6k
Blood ralita tez lent luat
Boat nauka nau heu rua
Bone asthi bar n(ik kra ddk
Buffalo mahish moh khwai khwai
Cat biral mekdri mid meau
Cow paru g6v6 ng6 ng6a
Crow kak kauri ki k^
Day din din wan wan
Doi? kukkur k6kdr raa ma
liar karna kail hd bd
Earth niati mati lang nia dm
Et:? !inda k6nl khal khai
Elephant hasti hati tsang chhang
Eve clihakhyuh s6k6 ta ta
Father pita bupai po po
Fire agni jtii. fai fai

Fish raatsya III as pa pla

Flower pushpa phiil mok dok mai
Foot pad. charan bh6ri tin tin

Gortt clibagal shSgOli pe
Hair kesh, chul siili phum phom
Hand hat hat mix mil

Head mastak m(ir h6^ hua
Hog shdkar pah6ri mu mfi

Horu shrinija hing khau khau
Horse ghdia mi ma
House ghar ghov heiin rttan

Iron lanha lu l^k lek

Leaf pfta pat mail bai

Light dipti pohor leng seng
Man maniishya maiidh kun khdn
Monkey bauar baudor ling ling

Moon Chandra juu leiin diian

Mother janani ai me me
Mountain parbat porbot

mukh
noi phu khau

pilkMouth niukh pak
Musquito masha moh ynng yung
Name niin nam tsii chhii

Night ratri rati khiin khuii

Oil tail tel nam man nam man
Plantain kala kol4 ku^ klui

Kiver nadi n6i me nam me nam
Road rasta, bat hat tang tang
Salt laban lun kii klUa

Skin charma, chh41 sh4t nang nang
Sky akasb akah fa ik

Snake shanp hip' ngd nuu
Star tara tor4 oau dau
Stone pra«tar

surjya

hil bin hin

Sun bell wan tawan
lifrer bagh biigh

duQt
seii sua

Tooth danta khid fan

Tree gachh gosh tun ton mai
Village gram gauQ min ban
Water jal, pani ]i^iii nam nam
Yam aiu aid h6 man b6a man
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English. A'kd. A'bor,

Air dori
Ant tarak tiruk
Arrow apiik ep^gh
Bird put^h petting
Blood oyi {

Boat JuUuug ctk6
Hone Kala 61ong
Buffalo mendak menzek
Cat k('d4ri

Cow shye s6u
Crow p4k pivag
Day h^inp^h longc
Dog eki ekki

Ear ny4rung n(')rung

finiongEarth
p'ipuk rokpi

EUpluint hati syite

Eye nyck kmig
Fatlier abba babu
Fire ummah erne
Fish ngay en go
Flower pung apun
Foot l8ga ale

Goat shabam soben
Hair derauk ddmid
Hand lak elag
Head dumpa dunip6ng
Hog kukpa ^ek
Horu kung dreng
Horse ghura bur6
House ti ekum
Iron kakdhar yogid
Leaf nabar anne
Light hang tepa pdauge
Man bangne ami
Monkey lebe sibie

Moon pala polo
Mother auc uane
Mountain nodi adi
Mouth g4m nepang
Musquito tarang sunggu
Name amin
Night ia k&ino
Oil tel tulang
Plantain kep4k kopag
River subang botte
Road lamtau lambe
Salt alia alo

Skia sapen
aupa

asig
Sky taling

Snake tabuk tabi

Star takar tekar
Stoue elung eling

Sun dahani arung
Tiger samnya simioh
Tooth phi ipang

'

Tree sangna sine

ViUags narapum d61ung
Water issi asi

Yam engiu

Mishiml. Barmese. Karen.
&reng& kali

.'iiiiaug j)ayuetseik tahrisd
mpti niyi

tsa iighet th6
harri Z/inY;

rrua Ib^ khli
rdhoh ay6
inaji kyue p4u4
njulzari kyjiung saminyo
inatsdkru nu4 klo
ts4kla kyi
kiliingge nd ni

uek6 khwd tui

nakrd na naku
tari myd khi
mtifimaie u
dat(')n shen katsho
malum myetsi raekhli
nal)4 npUd pa
niming mi md
ta nga nya
apii panbwen
mgroh khy^ khodu
m&dze slieik metele
thiiiig shaben kh6sd
dtuil let tsu
mkura ghaung kh6
ball wet th6
rriu khycj

kdsdgarre myen
h6u eing hi
si thda t4
nah yuet —
tsonawo len —
name Id pr4
tamrm myauk
halua la la

n<ima amd mo
thaiyd tnung kiitsk

takii nh6k, pazat th4kb6
tadze khyen patso
amiing name ami
ia nyin, nya
sua Shi s6
phaji nghetpyo s4kwl
tsal6 myit thimopralo
ailam laa kle
plah sh5 is4
kua <Aayd —
brva ra6 mdkh6
tiha myu6 faru

kadang kye sa
mpla kyaukkhe le

wanyi nd mu
tamyah k\a bosa
11a /Awa
masang </iitpea ^thd
mating
machi

yuA wd
yd tUi

gi myaukkhaung uue
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English, Jili. Gdro. Songpif.
Air mb6ug bar6w6 nungsit mpoan
Ant tsanfflaner s/'4inalchak kakcheng nteang

IdArrow paid mal^ bra tel

Bird mnchik dubring uchek nroi

Blood shI tashai kanchai i zyai
hliBoat ]i tali ring hi

Bone khamr^ng gring sard kai*au

BufiFido HP" i ngalui jnatiTiti i roi

Cat n^yfiu tengyau inengg6 haudong tnyaima
Cow k a n su tanga machd samuk woitoiu
Crow kokha takha dokd kw4k aghak

kalhanDay sini tan& si\6 nungthil
Dog kwi takwi dchak hwi shi

Ear na kani ndchil na anhukoa
Earth tak& h&r laipak

wiidi matx dCtchi yeru in nvoidui
Elephant tsang mono'ina

niokron
s4ind » U 1 L)UUK

Eye mi njd niit mbik
Father \^'a va afa apu

maiFire Tvau tavan wol mai
Fish tanga ii4tok Dg4 kha
Flower sabanpd saban bibdl lai mhurv
Foot lag6ng takUhyai jachok khong phai
Goat painain takhyen ci(Sbak liameng zy u
Hair kara kaia kini Ham sam
Hand leta tapli^n jak khut baa
Head b6ug' nggum 5/)ikam kok
Hog wa tawak wok ok ghak
Horn rung salung

khamraug
grong machi kacha^

Horse kamrdngf sagol takoaQ-
House nU kim n6k yim, sang kai
Iron mpri taphS shel yot ntan
Leaf lap lap bolbijak la^ mana nhui
Light th6i thw^ s/(ingd Dgalba
Man simpho nsang inande mi mai
Monkey taw 6 harmak yong akoi
Moon sata satd jajong tha bii

Mother 11 a nd ama iiiia apui
Mountain bum 6at6ng 4chdr4 ching
Mouth ngg^p n6ng k6sak chil mhoang
Musquito O I ^ u u ^ paky6k eancfflaB oo kang chakhaD^
Name ming taming bimong miiig kazyan
Night saua sanap w6l6 ahiug yimmhang
Oil namman caminan tocliai th4u thau
Plantain Ian56 khuug6 tarik laphoi bau
River kha talau chima t(irel duidai

Road laij> tanglong )4ma lamp! chang
Salt tsuin chdui karasatn thdra ntai

Skin phi maphik bigil mawul kagi

Sky m6 mam6 srigi nongthaurai- tingpuk
Snake lapu tapd chapi lil [pak nrui

Star sagan sakan dsske thawalbichak ghanchong-
Stone nl6ng tal6ng rangta nuug ntau [na
Sun tsan katsan salgia ndmit naimhik
Tiger sarong kasa macha kal karahang
Tooth wa k6ng

phun
wagam ya hd, nai

thingbaDgTree phun bolbiphang upal

Village mareng mbat song kliul Dham
Water ntsin mchin chi isiug dui

Yam nai nai tajong ha rbu
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English. Kapwi. Koreng. Mardm

.

ChdTnphunff

.

Air thiriii); tinghuu nhlut phanra masi

Ant tangin mateaugpwi nteng chill i^kha chaling

Arrow than takyen nia nifilu mal4

Bird tnns4 nthikna aroi nputhe v4

Blood tlii tazyai
mail

Bzyi azl asAi

Bont Ii nil marikho
Bone mard pai4 niahd feOiii arU

Buffalo saloi alui aghoi uj^alui siloi

Cat topisa niyauni tokpd hdngaubi lami

Cow torn matora atom siiuuk

Crow muk nget cltaghak bangkh^
Day tamlai nin jaiua ni^asuix

Dog wS tasi athi aval / hit

kaua kon inkon It n It nn

Earth taliii kadi n^Aa ngalai Dgalai

Egg makatui pabum aroighum ngori harii

Elephant tapong cliapong mpong plobi luavil
1? ., =fije mik mik mik aniuk mik
Father apa apli apa lUO ava
Fire mai chami mai amai mai
Fish nga chakha kbai akhai KUol

Flower rai charapen pan abuQ won
Foot k! ctuipi phai nphai phai

Goat ken kaiui khami amU mc
Hair sam tatham th&m sam sam
Hand kut chaben v4a npan pang
Head lu chapi api kau kui

Hog bok kabak wok avak 11 uK

r! 01 n taki pake ti 1 atsu ngachi

Horse takonn chakoQ chakon sagol sikwi

House in chaki kai aru shitxi

Iron thill chaghi kapha aruk tin

Leaf d4 panu alui singud ua
Light ban Den ghen war hor
Man mi chamai mi samii mi
i*lUU KC J kazvong tazyong kazyong khayo n ft vrtn Ifiicty uiig

iVIoun tns charhd Ilia asubi kacb4ng
M other and apwi apwi ipe uvu
Mountain ching raalong kalong kaphung kaphung
Mouth luamun chamun mafAd khumar kbamor
Musquito k4iig tingkheng tangkhang bachang bacbaug
Njiine ming pazyan azyan

mdia
amang miDg

NiglU zyingpha Dchun ugayul4 ngaya
Oil thau thau thao th4u I'ii

Plautfiin ngachang ngosh\ mphoithai Iipu nana
Kiver tuikoak shingga arunkai tirai kong
Road lanipwi mpwi lampi lampi songvU

mBchi Hiatal nchi kasam machi
Skin mun paghi taghi ahul ahui
Sky taiigban tiuggem tiuggam taugaram kazing
Snake maruQ kauu sanna rinuiu pbarU
Star insi chagan chaghanthai hartbi sirva

Stone lung talo ntau ngalung ngalung
Suu rimik tingnaimik tamik tamak tsingmik
'I'iger takhd chakwi khdbui nkhubi sangkh^
Tooth nga ahd agha avd ha
Tree thingkung singbang akoi asing thingrong
Village nam nam inam r4m, khul ramkhU
Water tui tadui a/Aui thari taru
Yam banr& chai'u char4tLai pitbai lasukpii

VII.
#
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English. N. T&ngkhul. C. Tdngk
Air masu masMa
Ant langza chamchd
Arrow mala maI4
Bird ata ota
Blood asu UDsi
Boat malhii malhi
Bone arukia urd
Buffalo shi shi

Cat lame tumS
Cow samuk samuk
Crow khungkha hongkha
Day masutum masung
Dog phu wi
Ear akhan4 okhana
Earth malai ngalai

Egg hachii atii

ElephaDt maphu sakatai
Eye amicha omit
Father apa op4
Fire mai m4i
Fish khi sangi
Flower pie pie

Foot akho okho
Goat mi mikre
Hair kosea kosen
Hand akhtii khut
Head akao okao
Hog hok hok
Horn akatsii mchi
Horse sakoi sakoi
House ih\a sh\a

Iron maru mari
Leaf thini thina

Light she »Aea
Man mti mi
Monkey nayong nayong
Moon kacheang kacheang
Mother aphii onu
Mountain kaphuug kaphung
Mouth ania onia

Musquito hache^ng haicheang
Name ami omin
Night maya rosa
Oil thiu thau
Plantain motthai motthai
River kong tiithau

Road soinphU sombtii

Salt ntsii machi
Skia ahii oboi

Sky kazirdng kachirang
Snake phiii phiiii

Star sapachengla sap^chengli
Stone lunggau lung
Sun yimit ohimit
Tiger sakhwii sakwi
Tooth aha oha
Tree thingbang thingbing
Village rahing ram, khui
Water aichu tiindii

Yam berhd berhi

\. S.Tdngkhul. Khoibu. Maring.
khirdng nonglit martbi
akhau miling phayang
the mal& la

mate wdtsa nachi
athi hi hi

rakong mail li

aru thur6 khra
selUi raloi lui

akhan tongkan tung
samuk namuk muk
awak hatharak ak
asiin nongyang nunghang
ii wi wi
nakor khana nhamil
alii thaini klai

artii wayui wayui
sai kasai sai

arait nijt mit
pa pa papa
mui mai mai
ngd thangd hng4
raraen par pdr
ake wang ho
makre hingngau klangf
sam sam sam
kuit khut hut
ain In la

ok hok wok
arki atsi ehi

sapuk sAapuk puk
yin tsim chim
thiar sakw4 thir
thingni na ni
w4r war w&r
p4sa thami hmf
yong hayong yung
aklia tangl^ t^ngla
uoa ndbi tad4
ramthing ramthing khlung
mur mur mur
sangsan thangtan thangkran
armin ming ming
ayan ras<i me&
th4u jAerek thrik
mut mothai muthat
tii kongpwi tulil

lampti larapwi lam
machi miti ti

arhtin un wun
arwallong thangw^n nungthan
mari phurun phrul
arsAi tikron sorwa
lung thuUung kbiung
ani nongmit nnngmit
hampii hompwi humwi
alarra ha ha
thing hingtODg hingb4l
ram yon yul
tii yui yui

wira r4 bal
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English, Anamese. Japanese. Corean.
Air hoi djiyu siyo
Ant kien ari kayami
Arrow ten ya sar
Bird shim tori sai

Blood mau tstt phi
Boat ding tenmi syosyon
Bone shiing hone spyo
Buffalo klongniik suigiu mursyo
Cat meyii neko koi
Cow siingkrau ushi syo
Crow konkwa karasze kamakoi
Day ngai hi narir
Dog sho inu kai
Ear tki nimi k6i
Earth det tsi tati

Egg kriing tamango ar
Elephant w6i dso khokhiri
Eye mat me n6n
Father thk tsi tsi api
Fire liia hi p4r
Fish kha sakana koki
Flower hoa rii hana kot
Foot kangshiin asi par
Goat y^ hitszeji yang
Hair long kaminoke thorok
Haad tai te son
Head dd atama mari
Hog h^u iaoshishx santsey
Horn siing tsno spir
Horse Dgvia ma mar
House ya achi tsipka
Iron sat tets tsurir

Leaf la namari nip
Light raangsang hikari piyot
Man ngoe stonin saram
Monkey wiin saru tsainnapi
Moon klang ski tarwor
Mother me haha omi
Mountain yam yama

kuchi
moismuni

Mouth meng ipku
Musquito bang ka mokdi
Name ten na irhom
Night dem yoru pamya
Oil yau abura kirdm
Plantain kongtia obako phatshyo
River som kawa hasyu
Road dang mitchi kin
Salt moe man sMwo sokom
Skin ya kawa katsok
Sky ttingtien sora hanar
Snake ran kuchinawa paiyam
Star tingto hoshi pyor
Stone da i^Ai torsyok
Sun witaiyuDg nitchirin nar
Tiger ongkop tora pom
Tooth nanrang ha ni

Tree kai ki namo
Village lang mura suikor
Water niik midzu mursyu
Yam kwei skuuemo ma

F 2
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RESULTS OF COMPARISON.

Shewing the proportion of words in 100, which, in any two of the Inii-

guHges mentioned below, are found to be the same, or so nearly alike as
to authorize the conclusion that tliey are derived from a common source.

Bangali
Asamese,

.

.

Siamese,

Aka
Abor

Mishimi,
Barmese,

.

.

Karen

Jill

Manipuri,

.

.

Kapwi,

....

Koreng
Maram

Champhung,

Luhuppa,

.

.

N.

Tangkhul

C.

Tangkhul

S.

Tangkhul,

Khoibd

Maring

Anamese,

.

.

Japanese,

.

.

Corean,

....

BangSH,

Asamese,

C3 Cfl O O O O O O O O ^ O — CO CO O 05 03 CO 0> S H-KJ Khamti,

CO —' O O O O O O OO 1— O CO o CO Oi C^ Ci50 O (S»- — Siamese,

iOOflooocj<cocococooco>—*t?»cnc;>i^:^^0'ij o —- -J ^ Aki,

1— »— o 00o o 00 CO 00 ai CO cn — as o» CI ^ CO o o mo—'^o Abor,
h-. — »— ^ ^ ^ to to

eo CO 00o CO o CO o cn CO o ^ o —' o cj o o o oococn—^-^ Mishimi,
^ w p— to — — toioto »j — _

Cn CO —' Oi CJ CO CO O — —
'
—- Cj O 00 O to Co CO O — M Ci 00 Cn Co Barmese,

CO O to VI O to *0 CO to .t^ to CO Ol O Cfl CC " CO O O to ^ CO o o Karen,

COCnCnSoCOC^COOiCO — —'CDOC^CT. O MCOOCOOlCOCOO—

'

Singpho,
toto — tOtO — — —'tO^ — to <JtOtO — — — — h—o — COOOC00003—' — CO—'00^^^ o—'Cico^—ciooo—

'

Jill,

— ococ;>ent>i>— coooooociOOlO (ooiootooooi—'Cooco Garo,
Ql.t».COC0tOC0tOtO — i*.-tO — ^to — — — — "—

COC^C^OOCOC^iCO — COCIiCO — — OCJiJtCJlCl—'Cfl—'COCOO^ Manipuri,
—. — ^—'tOtOOtOTCO to K— —

cocooc;>cocowicr«coocooc;i — uioooooocico^—-o — SongpD,
Ji.CO*.*.COCOtOCOCO 9oj^ to—; — to — — —

•— CntnoooOiOOV'OCOO c;! — C—'COOiO—' — oooo — Kapwi,
— — — tOlOtO — 4^ COtJi—' — —— in CO cn o — o o — CO —' o o 03 Co — CO c: o cn CO — —

' CO CO Koreng,
tOtO — tOtOtOtO »4^CO«itO — —- — —

"— ViC0^C00iOC"03—'
—'COCOCnOO— to—'COOOOOOO—'

— Mar6m,
^0—' — tOtOt*^ to — tototo — —

'
—

-

ocococtoiciooo — cooocccn—'coj^—'C;»ciccoooo Champhung,
^..COCOiflC^ rfAtOlOCOtOCO —.—. — —

coOi€Jio£3o:!Cnco ooo — c;<co—'Cocootto — ocoooooo — Luhuppa,
CO cococo c^tototoco — to—'to— —

CiCOCO — — OC;» COOCnOOi^'OSCOOCOCOOOOCOCnOOO — N. Tangkhul,
4^.^4^ C0C.ntOtOtO4^ — CO — tOtO—'—

'

coo> — — oi— CAOioooowicn — ov'toco Oi oo Ci o o o — C. Tangkhul,
.^J:^ 4-.COCO — — 1 rf^ — CO — — — — — — —

OCOOiCOCO — O Ci 0^ C: I C;i CO CO d CO CO tO CO CO O O O O — CO S. Tingkhul,
M .^^k CO CO — to — CO ^ ^ is! ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^— COCOOO cocr» — COCnCOOOOOSOCfOOOClOOOOOO - — Khoibu,

>^ CO .c^ to to —' — ZJy to — — — —
— UiCO coCO — — OCnOCnSoiOWOCOC^iClOOCOCOOCOCO Maring,

COCO CO CO cn — CO CJl CO CO CO W O O) CO CO to — — O O Vi Cn O O Anamese,

Japanese,

tnCO — — OCOOCOO — — — coco — OCOCOtnCO — — COCOOO Corean,

Requestfor specimens of other Languages.

The foregoing table is to be regarded only as the commencement of a

series of comparisons, which it is desirable to extend to as many languages

as practicable. ^Ve would therefore request persons residing in various

parts of India, or in other countries, to furnish specimens of such dialects

as are spoken in their respective neighbourhoods, including all the words

given in the table, by which means a general comparison may be readily

made. In addition to the list of words, it is desirable to obtain informa-

tion on the following points:

1. Within what geoi;raphical limits the language described is spoken.

2. The estimated number of people who speak it.

3. The account they give of their own origin, and any circumstances

which, in the opinion of the writer, tend to elucidate their origin, and to

establish an ancient connection between them and other races.

4. Whether the language is originally monosyllabic or polysyllabic.

If the former, have any polysyllabic words crept in, and from what source ,''
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5. Does the language possess a variety of tones ? How many and what
me they ?

6. Is the pronunciation of the lana-iiage uniform throughout tJie dis-

trict in whicli it is spoken ? Are the sounds of particular letters varied, in

certain positions, for tiie sake of euphony ?

7. Is it a written language? If so, whence does it derive its alphahet ?

Is its alphabet well adapted to express the sounds of the language, or

otherwise ?

8. How many vowel sounds does it contain? How many consonants ?

9. What languages does it resemble in grammatical constructioti ? Do
the nouns undergo any change of form on account of case, gender, or num-
ber ? If not, how are these accidents expressed ?

10. Are the verbs inflected to express the various moods and tenses ?

Or are these determined by the use of prepositive or postitositive particles ?

11. Are adjectives varied to aj;ree with ttieir nouns ? Have they any
degrees of comparison ? What is the method of forming the numerals

above ten ? Are there any generic particles affixed to tlie numerals ?

12. Has the language an Hrticle ?

13. Are there different forms for the jyersonal pronouns, designating the

superiority or inferiority of tiie speaker or hearer ?

14. In what order are the different parts of speech arranged in a sen-

tence ? Does the possessive case precede or f((llovv the word by which it is

governed? Is the objective governed by prepositions, or postpositions ?

Does the verb precede or follow the objective which it governs ? Do ad-

verbs, conjunctions, auxiliaries, and other particles precede or follow the

verbs which they modify ?

V.

—

Brief Narrative of the Voyage of the ship Morrison,
Captain David higersoU, to Lewchew and Japan, in July
and August, 1837.

The voyage was planned by C. W. King, Esq. of the house

of Olyphant and Co., for the purpose of returning to their

country seven shipwrecked Japanese residing at Macao, and
at the same time of endeavouring to open a communication
with that secluded empire. Three of these men were wrecked
on the western shores of America in 1832, from whence they
were sent to London, and thence to Macao, where they arrived

in 1835 ; the other four where driven ashore at Luconia, and
after a variety of adventures, also found their way to Macao.
The party in the Morrison, consisting of Mr. King and his

lady, Dr. Parker, who w as provided with a large stock of me-
dicines, and S. Wells Williams, set sail on the 4th of July, and
on the 12th anchored in Napa-keang, a port on the S. W. side of

Lewchew, the same that was visited by Captains Hall and
Beechey. We remained in the harbour three days, during

which time we had much pleasant intercourse with the inhabi-

tants, going on shore daily, and receiving visits from the offi-

cers on board ship. The people were kind and inoffensive,
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accompanj'ing us in crowds wherever we went, without ever
offering the slightest rudenevSs ; the magistrates, however, al-

ways wished us to return to the boat, devising all the ways
their politeness would permit, to abridge our walks. The con-
versation with tlie chiefs was conducted in Chinese, which
when written was intelligible to both parties. Many of the
higher classes could speak good Chinese, and this enabled us at

times to exchange our thoughts more rapidly. The language
of the common people in Lewchew is Japanese, with perhaps a
dialectical variation. There were at this time seven Japanese
junks in port belonging to the principality of Satzuraa.

The Lewchew group is supposed to contain about 20,000
inhabitants, and to comprise upwards of fifty islands ; but the
data for both these statements are very unsatisfactory. The
largest is 60 miles long by 15 broad ; and many of the others

support a sparse population. They are under the control of
the Japanese, who monopolize many of the offices, and exercise

a vigilant supervision over the whole. The people formerly
sent tribute to China at regular seasons, and were much under
the direction of the court at Peking ; but from what we could
learn, this influence is growing weaker, while that of Yedo is

yearly strengthening. There were no Chinese junks in port,

nor were there any people of that nation seen ; although Lew-
chewan junks visit China for trade. When we were leaving,

payment for the provisions furnished to the ship was offered to

the chiefs; but they could not be prevailed upon to accept the

least remuneration, saying, that it was against their laws to

buy or sell with foreigners ; that they merely gave us a few
articles, for which they would take no pay. The probability

that a Missionary or a physician would be allowed to settle

among them is very slight.

After having taken Mr. Gutzlaff on board from H. B. M.
sloop Raleigh, Captain Quin, we set sail for Y^do the capital

of the Japanese empire. We came in sight of the bay, at the

top of which Yedo is situated, on the 27th of July, and were

obliged to beat up against a north-easterly wind for 60 miles.

The number of fishing smacks and junks in sight was very

great ; and by some of them intimation of our approach was
probably given to the officers on the shores of the bay ; and
also carried to the capital. During the night of the 29th we
proceeded up the bay of Y^do nearly 40 miles, with much dif-

ficulty making the course, on account of the darkness and fog ;

and our doubts were also increased by the charts of this unfre-

quented spot being too small to be of much service. The morn-

ing was so misty that we could hardly discern the banks ; but

we could hear the firing of cannou far ahead of us, although
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the sUip could not be seen by those on shore. About noon, it

broke away clear, and we saw the shot falling three-fourths of

a mile ahead of us, being fired from a foit situated on a hill

near the anchorage of Ouragawa, which we wished to reach.

Another fort was placed on the opposite hill, from which guns

were also fired ; these two forts defend the passage into the

anchorage, as those at Bocca Tigris guard the passage to

Whampoa. On seeing the shot, we came to anchor about 4

miles below the fort, at a distance of a mile and a quarter from

the shore.

As soon as we had anchored, several fishing boats crowded
with natives came off to the ship, curious to see so unusual a

sight. Mr. GutzlafF conversed with them freely, requesting

them when they returned on shore to tell the magistrates that

we wished to see them. Nothing was brought off to sell, every

one coming from mere curiosity ; yet they were friendly and
talkative, inviting us to come on shore and ramble about.

This we promised to do as soon as the rain would permit us

;

and a trip was planned for next morning. The country lying

before us was very inviting, and the alternation of hill and
dale, of wooded height and tilled plain, of dark rocky ledge

and bright green field, was picturesque. The natives were
slightly clad, although the weather was cold ; and are a much
stouter race of men than the Chinese of the southern provin-

ces, though probably not as tall.

During the night we observed no intimations of hostility ;

but as soon as the morning broke, we were surprised by shot

falling over and about us, which were fired from four guns that

had been brought down from the fort near Ouragawa, and
placed on the bank directly opposite the ship, and in such an
exposed situation as only those would take, who knew that no
defence would be made. The ship's armament had all been
left at Lintin ; as we wished to try the success of a perfectly

peaceful attempt, and to ascertain how far those who went un-

armed and in good faith, would meet with a friendly reception.

For it has often been said, that the attacks made on foreigners

by the natives of countries little visited, were owing chiefly to

their standing on the defensive against those who appeared so

strange and so hostile. As soon as the firing began, we com-
menced weighing anchor and removing out of the reach of the

guns, which was not until they had discharged one or two hun-
dred shot at the vessel. Through the good hand of God only one
ball hit the hull, doing no damage. They continued firing long
after we were beyond their reach, and while we lay to for the

purpose of allowing the officers to come on board, if any in-

tended so to do. But none came, and we left the bay ; judg-
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ing that, after such a commitment of hostile intention, no offi-

cers would come to treat or to ascertain our errand, even if we
should anchor nearer the coast. We gave a piece of painted
canvas to a boat astern, on which was merely written our
desire to negociate ; but no reply was returned ; and thus our
object, nation, and character were unknown to those on shore !

Still desirous of executing the design of the voyage, we bore
away for some one of the southern ports, and on the 10th of
August arrived in the bay at Satzuma, where the Portuguese
and Xavier once landed. As soon as we reached the entrance
of the bay, two of our Japanese were put on shore in order to
find an officer at the nearest village, and bring him on board.
After an hour's absence they returned with a petty officer, who
wore two swords in his girdle, and who declared that the inha-
bitants of his village were so terrified at our approach that they
would have fired upon us, if the men we had sent had not
come to explain. After hearing our story, and receiving some
refreshment, he left us in company with two other of the seven
men, in order to give their deposition before a higher magistrate

on the opposite side of the bay, taking with him our papers
addressed to the prince of Satzuma, to send to the capital Kago-
sima. After an absence of three or four hours, the two men
returned, highly delighted with their reception, and at the
" sweet word" they had heard from the officer at Miabara.
Their deposition (they told us), was very minute, and deliver-

ed in the presence of several hundreds of natives, all of whom
joined in praising the " benevolent foreigners."

After it had been taken down in writing, it was sealed and
despatched to the capital ; and they were sent back to the ship,

along with a pilot, and directed to tell us to come to anchor,

where we must wait for an answer. Every one (as near as

they could learn), who heard the story of the men, was of the

opinion that our message would be received, and that a high

officer from court would be commissioned to take our papers,

and receive the men. It was our design, in sending our papers

by the first officer, to have them at the capital when a decision

upon our case was passed ; but the magistrate at Miabara, said

he could not receive them ; they must be retained until a higher

officer came down.
We accordingly came to anchor, though the berth was not a

very desirable one, and waited, from the evening of Tliursday

until Saturday morning, for boats to tow us into a safer harbour,

(as they had promised,) and for the arrival of the great officer.

Several guard-boats were stationed by the Japanese, to prevent

all communication between us and the people ; and nothing was

brought oflP, except a cask of water, although we had repeated-
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]y rpquested some refreshments. After we came into the bay,

fjujy in the morning several fishing and other boats came off to

see the ship ; but when at anchor our guard prevented the com-

mon people having any intercourse ; the Japanese on board

were also strictly confined to the ship. The country before U3

was even more beautiful and picturesque than in the bay of

Yedo ; and we thought the inhabitants, judging from their

churlishness and bad government, were unfit to possess so fair a

portion of the world. Terraces were seen ascending the sides

of hills ; and trees were abundant on their summits-

About seven o'clock on Saturday morning, we observed

the people on shore much excited, running here and there,

and mustering in little groups on the eminences near the beach.

Soon after we saw several strips of cloth, blue and white in bars,

stretched from tree to tree, among the stones of a grave-yard.

Behind the cloth, were many persons assembled, having flags

and guns, and officers on horseback were seen hastening to and
fro, all betokening some hostile operations. As soon as our Japa-
nese saw the canvas bearing the arms of the prince of Satzuma,
they said that a messenger had probably come from the capital,

and that his orders were to drive us away. Our suspicions of
an intended attack were strong, and we accordingly began to

heave in the cable, and hoist the yards to the tops, in such a
manner as not to excite the notice of those on shore ; and
showed the American colours. Before we made any sail, the party
behind the canvas battery began to fire at us with musquetry,
the shot falling about half way to the ship. Although there
was no wind, and a strong flood tide setting in, we concluded
it best to weigh anchor and get beyond their reach, before any
cannon should be brought to bear on us. In doing so, we nar-
rowly escaped getting foul of a rock towards which the tide was
drifting us : and were carried five or six miles farther up the
bay than we had before ventured. As we came out, which was
very slowly, and against a head wind, cannon were fired at us
from the opposite side ; but in this spacious and deep bay we
had plenty of sea-room, in tacking, to avoid the shot from both
sides. The firing was continued, even from the musquetry,
until dark, and after we had passed out of the bay.

No attempt was made to come on board, by any of our guard,
although we repeatedly told the officers, that if they did not
wish to receive the men on shore, we would depart at the first

intimation of their pleasure, and that there was no call for any
force to drive us away. Perhaps, however, the execution of
our repulsion was committed to other and higher hands than
those who were appointed to watch us !

VII. G
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After leaving the bay, we concluded there was little prospect
of being received .it any other port ; and our men declared that

their lives Avould he in jeopardy, if they should be received at

any other port, or if they should attempt to steal ashore under
cover of night. The risk of detection in the latter case was
greatly increased by the minuteness of the deposition given at

Miabara, which they said government avouUI send both to Yedo
and to their homes. Their disappointment was great, for their

expectations had been raised to the highest pitch ; and three of
them now shaved their heads like Buddhist priests, in order that

the hair might grow equably, thereby showing their determina-
tion to live among foreigners. All agreed that there was no other
way but quietly going back, and becoming perpetual exiles !

After a pleasant passage down the coast of China, we reached
Macao on the 29th of August, in the enjoyment of excellent

health, and thankful that we had been preserved from all dangers.

VI.

—

Influence of Mahommedanism.

To the Editors of the Calcutta Christian Observer.
Sirs,

Having in a former communication, proposed a plan for assailing the Ma-
hommedan faith throughout India, by a tliorouch exposure of the Quran,
I shall now suggest the means by which I conclude it may most easily be
brought into operation.

A faint and desultory warfare has been for years going on between
both parties; and however ineffective it may have been in favor of Chris-
tianity, from the causes I have pointed out, still our ministers and
others, who have given attention to the subject, have collected much infor-

mation and experience, which, by a properly organized system of co-oper-

ation, may now be turned to good account.

Every friend of the good cause may take part in the interesting work
now proposed, and thus by a distribution of labor it will be accomplished
with comparative ease. Let Ciich begin with a plain statement of what
has fallen under his own observation ;

noticing on the one hand, the most
important objections that have been proposed to him, and the replies he
has found most successful ; and on the other the arguments lie has em-
ployed against Mahommedanism, and the replies by which they have been
parried ; and let him state his views of how the work should be carried

on. AVe shall then at once have, in a consolidated form, the total experi-

ence and the whole intellect of the Christian community of India, brought

to bear on the subject.

To ol)tain this information and to arrange other necessary points, the

ministers and the pious laymen of Calcutta should be invited to meet and
consider the plan of proceeding, and to appoint a general committee. I

presume not to dictate what should be done l)y the committee; that is for

themselves, and for those who elect them, to decide ; but I hope I may,
without offence, sketch an outline, in order that eacb individual may, by

having a tangible proposition before him, decide whether it is, or is not,

or what is, in his own view, rather to be desired.
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The committee, I bepf to siigfjcst, should be composed of seven indivi-

duals ; who sh.ill, in the first plnce, draw up a Report of what they deem
the best plan of proeeediiig-, and publish it for freiiernl information. Sub-

scriptions should at tlie same time be solicited, and iioolcs for sij^uatures

be i)rinted, and a supply sent to each station in the interior and to the

otlier presidencies for circulation. \V\i\i these lists, a circular address

would have to be forwarded, asking for information of the nature above

pointed out, and for aid in collecting funds*. No great length of time

would be req\iisite to carry measures thus far, and then the committee

would, from the returns, be enabled to decide which of the writers would

be best employed on separate portions of the Christian commentary. A
few copies in sheets of the Quran in print having been obtained, those sub-

jects which are best suited to the talents and experience of those who had

supplied the previous information should be assigned to them for comment,
the parts being interleaved with plain paper, and then bound for the pur-

pose. These selections should l)e accompanied by a letter of instructions,

u copy of Sale's translation, and, if need be, such other publication on the

particular subject as can be obtained. Ten writers, having no more tlian

nearly a dozen chapters each, would complete tlie annotations on the whole

volume.
Tliere would doubtless, in some cases, be needless repetition in the

writings of men pursuing their tasks at a distance from each other with-

out direct communication; but such redundancies vvould be expunged by
the general committee.

The printing of the work i*equires some consideration ; a small edition

will not suffice. A mere tract might answer its purpose in an edition of

3,000 or 5,000 copies ; but, for a w ork of such extensive application, any
number short of 20,000 would not supply the wants of any large portion

of the country. A small edition, too, causes each copy to be comparative-

ly dear, while the cost of labor spread over an extensive supply becomes
so trifling, that the charge on each copy would amount to little more than
the price of paper and the disbursement for stitching or bindingf. The
greaternumber should be struck off on durable country paper and stitched

in strong paper covers, w hile a portion might be printed on fine paper and
bound for private sale. It would not however be necessary to put the whole
edition through the press at once ; but just as indents come in from the
various stations, supplies should be prepared ; and in this way the loss

sustained in this country to some publications by damp and vermin would
be avoided. It must however be borne in mind, that no printing establish,

ment could afford to have such a large quantity of type standing for one
work, and therefore it would be very desirable to have tlie pages stereotyp-

ed ; which would also be a cheap method. I am not aware that there is

any thing to prevent this being done, (though it has never yet been tried

in India ;) for the process is simple. There is however another resource
noticed by Mr. Babbage, which is to print with the proper ink on transfer
paper, and take the impression of each form on a lithographic stone, the
printing from which will have all the regularity of type with greater
smoothness. The work might thus, at a small cost, be put in progress at

every station where there is a lithographic establishment, to the extent
required for the surrounding country. Either of these methods will

• If, as I hope the plan (however modified) should be adopted, you have my au-
thority to put down " * " for two hundred rupees—a sum by no means commensurate
with my wishes,—but I am limited in my means.

-|- 1 have a printing estimate before me for editions of a work graduating from
JOO to 500 copies ; in which the rate per cent. fordUO copies amounts to less than a
moiety of that for one hundred,

G 9t
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allow of such alterations being made as experience may suggest ; both

the stereotype plates and the lithographic stones admitting of cor-

rections of press ; and as a work may thus be perpetuated, it may gradu-

ally undergo such emendation as will, in the course of time, render it as

nearly perfect as jiossihle.

Considering the quality of the paper—the reduced cost at which a large

contract for its supjjly might be obtained,—the substitution of stitched

covers for the usual costly leather bindings,—and the lessened charge of

printing for a great edition, I should suppose that the total cost would not

exceed lis. 35,000, or about one rupee twelve anas a copy. But with

cliarges for correspondence, transit and other requisite disbursements, it

maybe necessary to have a fund amounting to not less than Rs. 40,000.

Were it necessary to depend upon the Indian community alone, for

subscriptions to this amount, there would be little prospect of success:

—

but be it remembered that the object is one in which Christians of every

denomination might unite without dissension, as easily as they unite in

the support of your periodical. It is not only Bengal and Hindustan
that are interested, but the whole Christian world ; and every friend of the

Missionary cause in Great Britain, America, Germany, Sweden and Prus-

sia, as well as the colonies of Australia, the Cape of Good Hope and Cey-
lon, might be invited, through the press and the societies already establish-

ed, to contribtito. Once let the work spread through Hindustan and it may,
by translation, extend over the rest of the Peninsula, through Persia, Egypt,
Arabia, and Turkey, and ultimately be distributed among the Maliomme-
dans of Burmah, Siani, Sumatra, the Straits, Manilla and the Cape, indeed
wherever Mahommedanism exists. This of course must be the work of

time ; but by the blessing of God the nucleus of a vast system may now be
organized, that not all the power that Satan may raise to defend his

favoured volume of falsehood, shall be able to counteract.

I would here pause, and ask whether fifty times the amount of my esti-

mate would be any thing beyond what might, by proper eflFort, be collect-

ed from the Christian world, or any thing commensurate with the impor-

tance of the object.'' Let us all unite in prayer to the Almighty, tliat he
will direct us in this undertaking, that he will give us the aid of the Holy
Spirit to indite what is in accordance with his will ; and that he will now
begin to call this people into the inheritance of our Almighty Saviour !

I fervently hope that much more than my estimate will be obtained ;

for be it rememl)evoil that we shall have to answer the objections of the

Mahonimedans ; that the publication of several pamphlets may be necessa-

ry, that it is a part of my original suggestion to keep up a brisk attack by
means of numerous tracts. We are not to calculate too much on the sale

of copies of the leading work ; at any rate, not so much will this way be ob-

tained as will repay the actual outlay. The books however will be bought by
the Mahommedans, from various motives ; and I strongly recommend that

a great portion of the edition should be sold at auctions as they occur at

the principal stations of the mofussil. The people always buy the Testa-
ment when tlius sold, sometimes for the purpose of perusal, at other times

to keep it out of the liands of those they think might be influenced by it.

Gratuitous di-ti iliution wotild be dangerous; copies might be taken to be
destroyed ; but whiMi a jn-ice has been given, bowever small, the work will

generally be secure. 'I'he money returns will also come in speedily and
so help the continuation of the printing ;—and there will be little risk of
ill-will towards those v,hose agency is employed in the distribution.

Perhaps it may ha useful here to annex Mr. Babbage's remark on the

lithographic transfer uiluded to above.
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" There is one application of lithographic pi-intinjf which does not

appear to have received sufficient attention, and perhaps further exi)eri-

ments are necessary to hring it to perfection— it is the reprinting of

works which have just arrived from other countries. A few years ago one
of the Paris newspapers was reprinted at Brussels as soon as it arrived, hy
means of lithograi)hy. Whilst the ink is yet fresh this may easily be ac-

complished : it is only necessary to place one copy of the newspaper on a

Jitiiographic stone ; and hy means of great pressure applied to it in a rol-

ling press, a sufficient quantity of the printing ink will be transferred to

the stone. By similar
;

means, the otlier side of the newspaper may be
copied on another, and these stones will then furnish impressions in the

usual way. If printing from stone could be reduced to the same price per
thousand as that from moveable types, this process might be adopted with
great advantage for the supply of works for the use of distant countries

possessing the same language. For a single copy of tlie work might be

printed off with transfer inic, whicli is better adapted to this purpose ; and
thus an English work, for example, might be published in America from
stone, whilst the original, printed from moveable types, made its appear-
ance on the same day in England."
Thus the e.vtra of the Englishman, instead of being printed as proposed

in England, might be composed there and a few copies struck off for trans-

fer at Bomb.ay and Calcutta, or at any other places deemed convenient,

instead of sending out a huge packet. In the same way the commentary
struck off at Calcutta for transfer, might be printed to any extent at a small

charge in any part of the country.

I have observed that now is the time for making this great effort. The
groundless fears of Government no longer stand in the way of such effort.

Christians may now, openly and without constraint, disseminate their opi-

nions. The people know that it is our design as well as our duty to do
so ; and more wonder at our silence than they will at the increase of our
efforts. The press is unshackled, and no authority, as in times past, can
prevent such a publication. The time is ripe, and with all the means at

our command, used meekly and in a Christian spirit, we have every reason
to hope for success. Prophecy encourages us, the commands of God are

on our consciences, and every requisite is at our disposal. The temporal
power of Mahommedanism is nearly at an end. Every where it is either

encountered or subjected by nations of Christian name. Throughout
India it has yielded to British sway ; in the colonies it is subjected to or
combated hy various European powers. Egypt has the burden of prophecy
on her neck ; which, with all the efforts of her ruler, she will never be able

to shake off. The right hand of Persia is paralyzed in the grasp of the

Russian eagle, while her beak is laid to the throat of Turkish power, from
which she is yeiir hy year drawing its best energies*. Christians ! arouse

yourselves, and do your duty ; Providence appears to have reserved this

great conquest for \ov. Spare not now your talents or your exertions.

Spare not now your treasure, but lay up for yourselves treasure for all

eternity. You are the stewards of the treasure of the visible church ;—you
are the watchmen of the dawn ; see that the blood of this people be not re-

quired at your hands. God grant that we may sooa have to embrace
them as brethren in Christ Jesus, Amen !

*

* The Maharamadans say that their faith will remain firm as long as Turkey pre-

serves iadepeudence. This is their last hope.
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REVIEW.

Sermons hy the Right Rev. Daniel Carrie, L. L. D. Late
Bishop of Madras. 1837.

Scarcely had we concluded our notice of the late Bishop Cor-

rie's Charge, published in the Observer of November last, when
this volume of his Sermons reached us, by the favour of a friend

to whom we stand indebted for the loan. We are glad to be thus

enabled to add to our Memoir of Bishop Corrie, in the number
for April, and the Review of his Charge already named, a some-

what extended series of extracts from the present volume, by

which our readers will be able to compare his life and what he en-

joined on his clergy, with his own ministerial teachings. The Edi-

tor, (whom we take to be tl>e Bishop''s eldest daughter.) in a short

preface states the twenty-six Sermons now given to the world to

have been selected from among all that he had " left behind him
after a ministry of 30 years in India." The selection has been

determined by the probable estimate of the deceased prelate

himself, as shewn by his own MS. notation of the number of

times each Sermon had been delivered by him ; and the criterion

was seemingly a just one.

In reading the published discourses of one with whose personal

ministrations we have been familiar, it is next to an impossibility

not to bring his appearance, manner, gesture, intonation, and all

his most distinguishing peculiarities before the mind's eye; and
much indeed of the effect, to those who are in such a predica-

ment, will usually depend on these associations. We love to

recal the person and address, tlie peculiar phraseology, the fea-

tures,—now clouded with a movement of pity or of disapproval or

of sympathy, now animated with the earnestness of zeal, satisfac-

tion and delight,—of him whose living voice we can no longer hear.

This real, tliough illusive, pleasure we have experienced in going
over the present volume.

The second Sermon we preached in India, some 15 years

back, was at Corrie's request, in his own church (temporarily

such) at Dum-Dum. It vras on that vital doctrine of the

Gospel of Christ, the converting influence of the Spirit of God ;

and it was a high satisfaction to be assured on descending

from the pulpit by such a man as Corrie, that the doctrine then
delivei'ed " was just the sort of teaching that was required in

India." We would not be deemed to say this in a spirit of self-

complacenry, but it might surely be well allowed to any man, es-

pecially to a young minister, anxious to do the work of an evange-

list, to have secured the favourable judgment of a Corrie on his
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first efforts. That his then assurance was in perfect accordance

with his own real judgment, all we have since heard from him, pub-

licly and privately, (and we have had large opportunities.) has

abundantly proved to us. We have sat under his ministry, and
well recollect with how much inward satisfaction we have listened to

discourses full of the pure essence of the gospel of the Redeemer,

clothed in what the editor of this volume justly terms, " the easy

and familiar style which characterized his preaching." There
was nothing to please fastidious hearers in his pulpit exercises.

He never indulged in profound discussions, or curious investiga-

tions, or knotty inquiries, or dry polemics. The vital truths that

lie at the root of all true, heartfelt, practical religion were ever

the prominent topics of his discourses, and these exhibited in

their essential influence upon a devout, godly, righteous and use-

ful life. Neither was there at any time the slighest appearance

of effort, nothing that could even be wrested to indicate a wish

to shine, or to make his ministerial exercises a means of conciliat-

ing esteem, favour or honor to himself. No man ever heard
Corrie who was not instinctively and at once convinced that he
perfectly understood and fully entered himself into the full mean-
ing of every sentence that fell from his lips. His manner, at

least within our recollection which is, as we have stated, limited

to the latter half of his ministry in Bengal, would by most hearers

be deemed not merely inartificial but heavy and monotonous. To
us it ever bore the completes! character of an artless, unpretend-
ing simplicity, and of a sincerity that could not be mistaken. You
heard little from him that was new, or striking, much less shewy
or laboured : all was easy, natural, flowing without noise

or difficulty from the fountain of a full heart that was surely

pouring forth its clear, healthy, unadulterated waters for the
healing, and refreshment, and purity of the people. We have
him now in our mind's eye as we have often beheld him, his tali

and truly reverend figure, his hoary head, the frost not so much
of years as of labour, uninterrupted labour in an ungenial clime ;

his staid and quiet attitude, his mild and placid mien, in which
it was impossible not to read a tranquil mind, and harmonized
passions, a peaceful conscience, and devout affections ; his ever
continuous pitch, not monotonous yet little varied ; and withal

his look of kindness, his manifest gravity without austerity, hu-
mility without ostentation,—all these are vividly before us, and
while perusing his Sermons we seem to hear them from his own
lips : so familiar are his enunciation and tones, that we can scarce-

ly avoid running into them as we proceed. But, alas for us, it

is but an illusion—never more shall we see or hear him till it be
in the temple above ! To him the change is all gain, to us
though painful yet not unmixed with a melancholy pleasure that

steals over us insensibly while we reflect upon the grateful past.
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We do not mean, however, that Corrie was a great or an extra-

ordinary preacher,—far from it ; lie was a plain, and most artless,

but a sound, judicious expounder and enforcer of the gospel of Je-

sus; all esteemed, most loved him, many were edified by his Ser-

mons ; yet some thought them common place in matter and lifeless

in manner; but these were not the most competent judges among
his hearers. There was a peculiar compression of the but half-

opened lips that, to a fastidious ear, produced an effect as if his

words dropt or oozed from him. It was partly the result of physical

debility, partly of a settled habit of mental quietude that to us,

we confess, was ever engaging and ever soothing ; and yet we
have seen Corrie strongly excited, and we have more than once
been called materially to differ from his judgment in questions

of serious concernment ; and if, in proportion as to feel deeply

was of rare occurrence with him, he was for the time strongly

moved, even then his manner and address were dignified, his voice

scarcely in the slightest degree elevated ; you saw, the emotion

of his soul through his transparent features ; and an instant after,

not less transparent, beamed forth a winning gentleness and self-

possession, a courteovisness, and humility, and readiness to con-

ciliation, and if there were occasion, even to solicitation of excuse

and indulgence for any excess of warmth in expression above what
the case demanded, that sent you away feeling that he was a good
man and full of the Holy Ghost !

But we are indulging our own feelings at too great a length ;

for in truth we take an undcfinable satisfaction in such retrospec-

tions, and we delight to do honor to such a man, whose just

encomium cannot be more appropriately expressed than in the

words of the bard of Avon

—

" He was a man, take him for all in all.

We ne'er shall look upon his like again."

We fear there is little of even verbal exaggeration in the

quotation as applied to the deceased and lamented Bishop of Ma-
dras !

Our own predilection might possibly bias us to a more favour-

able judgment of the present volume than the suffrages of many
of our readers might confirm. But we shall adopt the fairest

mode of determining the value of these posthumous Sermons, by
removing them from our own editorial and perhaps partial tri-

bunal, to that of our readers themselves ; and this we shall do by
placing, almost without comment, a few of the many passages

we have marked as most strongly impressing ourselves ; premis-

ing only what we have already hinted, that we do not give them
as illustrations of either great depth of thought or special excel-

lency of composition. Not the less will they, we think, satisfy

the judicious and pious reader than those who sat under Corrie's
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ministry must have been deplorably wanting to themselves if they

become other than thoroughly imbued with a genuine Christianity;

a sound faith, supported by a holy and generous conversation in

the world, and honest among the Gentiles. We take it upon our-

selves, on the strength of the most undoubted evidence and full

conviction, to assert that no man who has ever borne the charac-

ter of a Christian minister in India, was ever more richly adorned

with the best graces of the Holy Spirit, better sustained the cha-

racter of a Christian indeed, or was more abundantly owned and

blessed of God in decided extensive usefulness, than Corrie. May
the Lord of the harvest thrust forth many such labourers into his

vineyard !

The 1st Sermon in the volume, from Gal. vi. 14, " God forbid

that I should glory, save in the cross of Christ Jesus our Lord,

Sec," is, we are informed, " in substance, the first preached (by the

deceased) on landing in India in 1806, and the first he preach-

ed, 29 years subsequently, in his Cathedral at Madras." It

exhibits therefore the views and sentiments both of the youthful

chaplain and the hoary-headed Bishop, and affords a fair specimen

of the almost uniform tenor, as to matter and style, of his pulpit

discourses. The opening of this discourse well sets forth the pe-

culiar excellence of the Christian system : " The grand peculia-

rity of the gospel, and that which makes it so worthy to be re-

ceived of all men, is that pardon for the guilty, that healing for tlie

sinful, that comfort to the broken-hearted which it reveals. The
most enlightened of those who have not the Bible, know nothing

(certainly or effectively) of an atonement for sin ; they have no
word of comfort for the trembling penitent, they have no means
of soothing the troubled conscience, or of gilding the dark valley

of the shadow of death. On these subjects the wisest of men,
without Revelation, have acknowledged that all is doubt, uncer-
tainty and conjecture. But life and immortality are brought to

light in the gospel. A propitiation for sin is set before us.
' Through Christ we have access by one spirit unto the Father.'

Death is disarmed of his terrors ; and the kingdom of heaven is

opened to all believers. Hence we find, that the doctrine of
redemption by the blood of Christ has, in every age of the church,
been the joy of true Christians in life, and their consolation in

death."

Of the articulum stantis aut cadentis ecclesies, he asks—" In
what do we glory or place confidence as the ground of our accept-
ance with God .'' The inquiry is of the utmost importance, as the
right understanding of this question is the turning point in reli-

gion. With this subject I began nine and twenty years ago ; and
all I have read, observed, or experienced, convinces me more of its

importance. If we are right here, we are in the truth ; if in error
VII. H
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here, our religion is vain. Some trust in their reformation ; the

sobriety of manhood has succeeded to the tumult of youthful

spirits ; objects of pursuit are become fewer, and they are sought

with steadiness ; to this succeeds declining life, and quiet and re-

pose become as necessary to enjoyment, as in early life bustle and
activity. But throughout these changes there has been no re-

flection upon their ways with reference to God. so as to say with

the prodigal, ' 1 will arise and go to my father.' Others repose

on the general sobriety of their character, the regularity of their

attendance on divine ordinances, or their deeds of charity and
mercy. Now, if the inquiry were only how one man's character

stands with reference to other men, we cannot but see that the

sober and reformed possess great superiority over the irregular

and dissolute ; but compare the holiest of men with the law of

God and the example of Christ, it seems manifest they must plead

guilty before God. Hence, a person whilst he may be sensible of
the difference between himself and others, must be blind indeed

not to see his deficiency before the requirements of God ; and
this is the standard we must come to, and by this rule can no
man living be justified. It is on this principle that one way of
pardon and peace is made known to all ; for all require it. He
who possesses least of human merit, is invited to come to Christ,

that he may be justified by the faith of him ; and he who stands

best with society, must place all his reliance before God on the

atonement and blood of Christ. This is the ' foundation laid in

Zion' by God himself ; and ' other foundation can no man lay

than that is laid, which is Jesus Christ.'

"

In the 2nd Sermon occurs a rather striking sentence in refer-

ence to the effects of familiarity in lessening the impressiveness

of the act of prayer to Almighty God. " ' This is none other than

the house of God, &c.' The custom of meeting together in their

religious assemblies, has made the act of pubHc worship so fami-

liar to us, that we do not consider how very extraordinary the ser-

vice is, in which we are employed. No similitude, no form, no
appearance indicates the divine presence ; no voice from heaven
replies to our petitions, and signifies their acceptance ; no mani-
festation of the divine glory is afforded to our bodily eye, nor (or)

speaks to the outward ear the language of reproof or of approba-

tion ; and yet from week to week, we repair to this house, we
pray and praise, we call upon God, and for an hour or two em-
ploy ourselves as if he were really among us. Is then indeed the

Lord in this place, or is this an irrational service in which we en-

gage We see and pity the folly of those who bow down to

dumb idols, who call upon stocks and stones, saying ' Deliver us,

for ye are our gods !' When we then join in the prayers which

are offered up in this house, do we really suppose that we are
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epeaking to Almighty God, and that he is really present, behold-

ing, and hearing, and attending to all our proceedings ? If so,

how dreadful will this place appear to us ! What a sacred awe
will fill our minds, when, in the words of Abraham, we take upon
us to speak unto the Lord ! And yet is not the most atten-

tive among us conscious of much irreverence in our approaches

to God ? How easily will the least noise draw off' the attention

from the service, the entrance of a stranger attract the eye, or

thoughts of business or pleasure occupy the mind, so as to make
us almost forget where we are ! Though therefore a church (or

chapel) may justly be called the house of God under these circum-

stances, in what respect may it be considered the gate of heaven ?"

Then follows this just remark—" What food is to the body,
what wine is that strengtliens man's heart, that prayer and praise

and hearing the divine word, is (are) to the soul which has a spiri-

tual tasfe. ' I was glad,' said the Psalmist, ' when they said unto

me. let us go into the house of the Lord.' ' I will go unto the altar

of God, my exceeding joy.' In that house the desire of the true

worshipper is satisfied ; comfort, and joy, and peace are imparted ;

righteousness is preserved and promoted. In the house of God
we prepare for the possession of heaven. There we are employ-i

ed in some degree as celestial spirits are employed in heaven*.

With obedient ear and delighted heart, they ^ hearken to the voice

of his word' and hasten to be the messengers to fulfil his will. It

is there we learn our duty and learn to pray for the subdual of

those ungracious affections and corrupt dispositions which are the

growth of fallen nature, and improper for the soil of the celestial

paradise. There we strive after those inward dispositions of love

and purity, and that meek and heavenly frame, which render us

like God and fit us for his kingdom : and thus the church may,
with the utmost propriety, be called the house of God and the

gate of heaven. In humbling ourselves for our sins and sincerely

seeking forgiveness of the past, in purposing to amend ourselves

and to cultivate holy and suitable affections, peace diff'uses itself

over the soul, carnal and sinful inclinations lose their reigning pow-
er, gracious and heavenly dispositions are quickened, and live and
grow in us. Thus a demonstration is afforded to the sincere wor-

shipper, no less satisfactory to his own mind that the Lord is in that

place, than was afforded to Jacob. He obtains ' the substance

of things hoped for' as well as ' the evidence of things not seen.'
"

In the sixth Sermon, paragraph 3, p. 94, is a very accurately

drawn description of the state of a believer not yet delivered from
the bondage of fear and introduced into the liberty of the children

of God ; but it is too long for quotation. The whole Sermon well

deserves the careful consideration of many of our present Chris-

tians, who live so far below their privileges that it may seem, and
H 2
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to their own minds often is, a question whether they really are

Christians or not ; whether the Spirit of Christ be in them, or

wliether they be merely //eorf-believers with cold hearts and dead
affections The spirit of adoption is well exemplified, in tbi$

Sermon us " a spirit of child like love to God" and as producing,
" a childlike obedience."

The seventh Sermon has some happy remarks on the conduct
of Providence and the unreasonableness of dissatisfaction with its

appointments ; since the very circumstances seemin<rly most ad-

verse often become principal links iu the chain of our real welfare

and good fortune. " Little do persons think, when brought intQ

affliction, what ^ood maybe derived from it, or what are the ulti-

mate designs of God. When Naomi, on her return to Bethlehem,
was recopnized by her former acquaintance, she said—' Call

me not Naomi but Mara i- e. not pleasantness, but bitter?

ness ; but. in a few weeks, she was congratulated as the

happiest of women. The ways by w hich her exaltation was ef-

fected appeared fortuitous. It is said in the history, ' it was
Ruth's hap to light on a part of the field belonging unto
Boaz.' As far as it was her act, it was casual ; but as a link in

the chain of Providence, it was entirely of the Lord. Though it be-

comes us to consider our ways when we are in trouble, and to

humble ourselves for whatever we have done amiss, yet the af^

fliction may be the very means by which God intends to prepare

us for the most exalted good, God's ways are in the great deep
and his footsteps are not known ; and not unfrequently, in a spi-

ritual sense, as he did literally by Israel, ' he makes the depths
of the sea a way for his ransomed to pass over.'

"

Sermon IX. opens with an observation not always made by
superficial readers of the Sacred Scriptures. It is upon the pro*

phet Nathan's reproof of David. " The fidelity of the sacred

historians in recording the faults as well as the virtues of good
men, has often been noticed. Many have urged the faults of good
men, recorded in Scripture, as an argument against religion ; and
yet nothing can be more unreasonable. The question should be,

does their religion allow of those faults .'' That the religion of the

Bible does not, is unquestionable. Further, in such cases (of un-

reasonable objection) their repentance is always kept out of sight.

Thus the circumstances of David's crime are often referred to, by
men who reject divine revelation or oppose serious religion ; whilst

his deep and long repentance is lost sight of ; and the manifold

afflictions, both public and domestic, which imbittered the re-

mainder of his days, are not viewed by them as the punishment
of (his) sin ; yet, to an attentive reader of Scripture, his re-

pentance and affliction are as evident as his sin."

On walking with God, in Sermon X., these serious questions
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meet us :
—" Whilst so many are plainly walking contrary to the

Lord, what do we more than others ? Wherein do our tempers and

habits differ from theirs ? What do our attendance at church

and sacraments effect in us, that does not appear in those who
neglect them ? Is there a decided inclination in us to study reli-

gion Is there an acquaintance with the way of peace and re-

conciliation with God ? Is there a study to walk according to

Christ's example ? Do we maintain a habit of prayer, and

holy communion with him? And are we foi'getting all that is

behind and pressing forward to greater degrees of knowledge and
practice than we have yet attained to ? If so, I may apply to

you the words of the Psalmist, ' happy are the people that are in

such a case !'
"

In Sermon XII. the case of Hannah is considered, and the

effect of her affliction to bring her to God in devotion and
prayer, well contrasted with the opposite effect of domestic or

other trials in persons not solidly established in religion, whose
devotion is at the mercy of every passing grief to disturb

or to overturn. Such may read a salutary lesson in Hannah,
Hannah had been greatly tried in her family circumstances.

Her husband had taken another wife, &c. The usual conse-

quences followed, in a divided family and domestic discord; so

that Hannah could take no pleasure even in the services of reli-

gion, further than the seeking of relief in them to her troubled

mind ; but ' being in bitterness of soul, she {yet) prayed unto the

Lord, and wept sore Every heart knows its own bitterness,

and there is, in the case of every considerate person, a something
which at times Hes heavy upon the spirits, and which no human
power or kindness can remove. Now it is profitable to mark
what effect is produced upon the temper by these trials. Do
they render us sour, and morose, and peevish, and discontented ?

Are we ready to consider any attempt to reason us out of our
distresses, as a want of due sympathy .'' Above all, do our afflic-

tions, of whatever kind, unfit us for the service of God and detach

us from his worship ? Then is not our mind in the state that

Hannah's was. But there is more even than this to be attended to.

Though we may be enabled to bear our trials without express-

ing discontent or repining, are we in the habit of carrying our
griefs to God in prayer Hannah had attained composure
enough to join in the social and public services of religion ; but
that did not satisfy her. She withdrew to commune with God in

private ; and this habit of secret intercourse with God marks a
truly (and safely) religious state, almost more than any thing

else. The public and social duties of life may be performed
amidst many trials. In a creditable manner ; and even the pub-
lic worship ofGod regularly attended to, when there is yet no de-
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light in secret prayer. Let us try ourselves on this point. ' Mine
enemies speak against me,' saith the Psalmist, ' but I give my-
self unto prayer.'' True religion is the same in all ages. If we
know and believe the love of God, then shall we find relief in

drawing near to him as a reconciled father, and by praver and sup-
plication, with thanksgiving, making our requests known unto
him. But ifwe turn to the world for comfort, and seek relief from
our trouble in its amusements and pursuits, then are we of the
world and our end must be accordingly." The excellent preacher
might have added, that the case is substantially the same with
those who, usually under some religious influence while prosperous
and pleased, do yet, in vexation, disappointment and sorrow, neg-

lect prayer, abstain from pouring out their hearts before God,
and so deprive themselves at once of the true consolations of re-

ligion, of the succours of grace and of all the softening, sanctifying,

sweetening influence upon their own tempers that would therein be
experienced,—results, too, which, would operate with the happiest

effect on the very trials themselves and the causes of them, which
are the subjects of complaint.

In Sermon XV. Daniel's steadiness and boldness in the avowal

of his supreme regard to religion amidst allurement and terror

alike, are well shewn. We have only room for a short quotation

or two. " When the heart is right with God, no multiphcity of

secular employment will prevent us from cultivating that spiri-

tuality of mind, which will render waiting on God in prayer easy,

even in the midst of the most urgent business." " The manner of

Daniel's worship is very remarkable— ' his windows were open in

his chamber towards Jerusalem.' This was as ' aforetime.'' Some
would have been at least for shutting the windows, under such

threatening danger ; but how then would the strength of his

religious principles have appeared ! and what honor is ever

brought to God, or benefit to our fellow-creatures, by concealing

our religion ? If religion be worth any thing, it is worth avow-

ing ; and if we can live amidst people of no religion or of false

religion, and they never discover any difference between our

principles and theirs, surely they will think, and with some (cer-

tain) appearance of justice, that there is little or no difference be-

tween truth and falsehood in religion. Daniel determined therefore

to sacrifice every thing rather than be guilty of a dereliction of

principle. He would give no occasion to the professors of a fiUse

religion to say, that the worshippers of Jehovah differed in no-

thing from the worshippers of idols. And if our religion be

a thing of time and place, and will allow us to dissemble merely

to avoid personal inconvenience, be assured it is a thing of

naught, and will stand us in no stead in that day, when God shall

try every man's work of what sort it is." " Why is it that many
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who attend to public duties of religious worship, manifest so lit-

tle religion in their daily habits ? It is because they neglect reli-

gious retirement : the Holy Scriptures are neglected, and God is

not seriously and earnestly prayed to in secret and in their fa-

milies. O ! reflect, 1 pray you, that whilst your life is not that

of the righteous, you cannot reasonably hope to die his death."

Sermons XX. on the co-working of all things for good to be-

lievers—XXIV. on heavenly affection and the hidden life and

XXI. on redeeming the time, are our favourite Sermons among
those of this volume. In the first the force of the expression " work
together for good," which is a frequent subject of meditation with

us, is well observed upon—" Take any part of God's appointment

separately, and it may seem against us. We are therefore to look

to the end and wait till all be brought to a conclusion. ' What I

do,' said our Lord to Peter, ' thou knowest not now, but thou shalt

know hereafter.'' We are much in the dark ; we look to present ap-

pearances ; His purposes are hidden from us. His purpose (in

this) is not to satisfy our curiosity but to try our faith, to exercise

our patience and submission, (as in the case of Job.) and our depen-

dence and prayer. For ' I know the thoughts which I think towards

you, saith the Lord, thoughts of peace and not of evil, to give

you an expected end.' Jer. xxix. 1 1 . Viewing providence in his

(its) separate acts, it may, as already observed, seem against

us ; and we are perplexed and apprehend nothing but ruin,

while God may be designing us the choicest mercies. ' Blessed
is the man that endurelh temptation or trial, for when he is (has

been) tried, he shall receive the crown of life, which God hath
promised to them that love him.'

"

On the hidden life he beautifully writes—" This is one of those
bold metaphors which abound in St. Paul's writings. It requires

more than human teaching to enter into the full meaning of it.

The Colossian Christians, before their conversion, had been dead
in sin ; possessed of the same corrupt nature as others, they lived

according to the course of this world, and had no due concern
about God or the things of a future state. 15ut now they were
become dead in another sense. The former business, shew, and
entertainment in which they had lived,had passed away as a dream;
the world was become comparatively tasteless and sin hateful ; and
now the things which are above chiefly attract them, and they
live a hidden life, utterly unknown to the world in general, and
which the world, too generally, are ready to discredit when told of
it. Who, besides the Christian himself, knows the concern felt

when first a sense of his true state and condition in the world be-
gan to be entertained by him ? The humiliation of soul when
repentance for sin began to be exercised Who can express
the seriousness with which the penitent humbled himself before
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God and the delight which his discovery of the way of forgive-

ness occasioned ? The progress of his (inward) life is equally

hidden from the observation of the world. The true Christian

seeks after God in his retirement, and in the midst of all outward
things is saying, ' Lord, lift thou upon me the light of thy coun-
tenance.' In the house of prayer, the Christian is humbling
himself before God, but his humility is not seen ; when he hears

the promises of Holy Scripture, his zeal kindles, his love is at

work, his hope is rising, his joy getting up to heaven ; whilst

those around him can see nothing of cliose holy workings of his

sOul towards God. In his trnnsactions witli tlie world, he is hurt
when he hears the name of God blasphemed ; the presence of sin

is an offence to him ; when temptation arises, he strives and la-

bours, lest he should be overcome of evil : but all this is hidden
from the world, as are also the pleasures wliich the Christian finds

in doing the will of God, and the satibfaction arising from religi-

ous exercises."

From Sermon XXV. on the management of youth, we must
indulge in one short extract. " Many of the corrupt tendencies

of nature appear in children as marks of quick discernment and of
bright parts ; and a saucy answer or a pert retort will excite a smile

and receive encouragement from their elders, little reflecting that

the vicious propensity is thus strengthened ; and that what now
excites a smile, because in a child it is powerless, will, if grace

prevent not, in more advanced age be attended with conduct which
will agonize the heart." Think of this, ye foolish ones who
minister, by your selfish fondness, to your children's sin and sor-

row, and perhaps future damnation !

But we must omit much that we had marked, earnestly recom-
mending to our readers the purchase and perusal of this volume of
sound solid, and practical sermons.

We shall conclude in the deceased Bishop's own words in his fune-

ral sermon (Serm. XI.) for his admirable friend Thomason.—" An
honoured, able and useful minister of the Gospel has been remov-
ed by death ; on whatever principle we form our estimate of cha-

racter the words of our text (Rev. xiv 13.) Write, from henceforth,

blessed are the dead which die in the Lord ; yea, saith the Spirit,

that they may rest from their labours, and their works do follow

them*,) must be concluded applicable to our friend"—andassuredly

not less applicable to the Bishop of Madras than to the chaplain of

the Old Church, to Corrie than to Thomason (we like the mere
names best; they revive our associations;—for they were both

* The reader is requpsted to correct a press error in the review of the
Bishop's charge in the November Observer, p. 618, 1. 11, hy drawing a pen
across tlie words ' and labours' after ' faithful works/ with which the
sentence should have ended.
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equally men of God and men of labour, and men beloved of all,

" living epistles of Christ known and read of all men," though in

talent, learning, and natural temperament as little alike as might be—" Hut sure I am, could he address us from the world of spirits,

he would sny, ' waste not the precious time of this important op-
portunity in speaking about me ; but endeavour to enter into my
labour and bring home to the hearts and consciences of your
hearers (readers) the instruction which this dispensation is calcu-

lated to supply.' " We listen to the doubly echoed voice as from the

dead, and leave the work of the now " made perfect" departed,

to address itself to our readers, many of whom we hope may be
induced to procure a volume, the perusal of which will amply re-

pay them in the solid food of gospel truth.

CiNSURENSIS.

1.

—

Missionary and Ecclesiasticai, Movements.

The Bishop of Calcutta has returned from his visit to Benares, Dacca, &c.
His Lordship appears much improved by iiis journej'.—The London Socie-

ty's Missions in Northern India and the Archipelago have been reinforced

by the arrival of the following labourers. The Rev. A. Stronach, the Rev.
J. Stronach, the Rev. W. P. Lyon and the Rev. T. L. Lessel and their

partners. The Messrs. Stronach will jiroceed by the first vessel to Singa-

pore to prepare for the Cliinese Mission. Mr. Lyon proceeds to Be-
nares, and Mr. Lessel remains in Calcutta. May our dear friends lon<r live

and labour in these vast fields !—The Rev. Mr. Wybrow, formerly travel-

ling Secretary to the Church Missionary Society in England, has been ap-

pointed Secretary to that Society's Mission in Northern India, and arrived

during the past month. We trust he will be enabled to conduct the im-
portant aflFairs of the Mission in the spirit of wisdom, meekness and
usefulness.—The Rev. 1. D. Ellis returned from his trip to Singapore

on the Sir William Wallace, last month. His health is much improved

by the voyage ; but we regret to add that that of Mrs. E. is still very

feeble.—It is with unfeigned sorrow we announce that the Rev. G.

Pearce of the Calcutta Baptist Mission, has been so prostrated by
fever, as to be obliged to take a voyage to sea for the restoratioa

of his health.—We regret to add also that the Rev. J. McEvvan of

Allahabad, is obliged to retire from the Indian Mission on account of

indisposition. The Rev. J. Wilson of Sabathu will occupy the station at

Allahabad on Mr. McEwan's departure.—The Rev. J. Compstock and family

of Khyook Phyoo, have left that station for Calcutta. It is the intention

of our good brother, should his health be restored, to return even to this

most unhealthy of all stations, at the close of the cold season.—The Rev.

T. Boaz returned from a trip to Arracan in the H. C. Pilot vessel Krishna,

on the 19th. His health is much improved by the voyage.— It is with ex-

treme sorrow that we have to announce the death of the following labour-

ers in the Mission field. Our venerable friend. Dr. Marshman of Seram-
pore, has entered into his rest after a residence of 39 years in India. His

VII. I
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life was dem oted to God, and his end was peace. We hope to present our
readers with a hrief memoir of this last of the fathers of the Indian Mis-
sion.—Tiie Re\'. Mr. Reed of Bankok, Mrs. Philips of Sambulpoor and
Mis. Osgood of Miiulinain, have also entered into their rest. They all

left behind them good testimony to the efficacy of grace, and being dead
yet say to us ' be ye followers of us, as we followed Christ.'

2.

—

Improvejiknts and Schools in Arracan.
The Local Government in Arracan have, for some time past, been accu-

mulatinga fund from tlie Revenues of the seaports for the improvement
of the province. This fund now amounts to a sum sufficient to warrant its

expenditure without the fear of exhausting the principal. We understand it

is to be employed in the construction and repair of roads, bridges, drains, &c.
at the several stations. This will materially increase their salubrity and
comfort. Jt affords us satisfaction to announce also that a part of the fund
will be employed to establish schools at Akyab, Khyook Phyoo, Ramree,
find Sandoway. The object contemplated in the establishment of these
seminaries, is to afford the Mug youth a plain education in the English,
Hindustani, and vernacular tongues. Oning to a peculiar practice

amongst the Mugs, of entirely giving up their youth to the care of their

instructors, it is in contemplation to board and lodge the pupils wholly
out of the fund, and by this means win to tliem from their fickle habits and
attach them more firmly to the Britisli Government. We wish the pre-
sent indefatigable and enterprizing commissioner. Captain Bogle, every
success in his |»raise-worlhy efforts to discover and render advantageous to

the government and the jirovince the resources of Arracan, and in his ef-

forts to train the youtli of the country in the path of industry and virtue.

3.

—

Government and Mercantile Sanction of the Violation of the
Sabbath.

We have often been indignantly astonished, when occasion has called

«s forth on the Sabbath, to witness numbers of convicts, coolies and others
in the employ of government, engaged in breai<ing stones, clearing the
roads and difsins, or emjiloyed in other occupations which can certainly ne-
ver be classed under the head of works of necessity—surely this needs only
to be pointed out to be remedied. Would that tbe evil rested with these

poor outcasts and labourers, for who arriving in Calcutta, on the evening
of a Sabbath day, and witnessing the display of gaiety and fashion on the
Sti'and, would not imagine that he had miscalculated a day } He could never
mistake it for the Sabbath, and especially for the Sabbath in a country
proverbial for its sickness and death, where one should suppose the day of
rest would be employed in attending to things divine. It must arise from
want of consideration, or from long absence from England and forgetful- ,

ness of English habits that many who are truly pioys people can yet be in-

duced to lend their sanction to such a practice as Sunday airing; but we
trust a word to the wise will be enough. Nor are our Christian merchants
entirely free from the charge of Sabbath-breaking. Would that they would
leave the desk and the ledger for the occupations of the sanctuary, retire-

ment and the Bible ; for although they should transact their business with

closed doors, the eye of " Him who seeth in secret" rests upon them, and
that which they now do in secret, shalloneday be proclaimed "on the house-
top." Let them not only cease from their own labours, but give rest to their

heathen employes also, and thus give them a decidedly practical proof of
the value they place upon our most holy faith. We fear that much error

prevails in India on the subject of the Sabbath as it respects heathen ser-

vants ; it is our holy day ; and as such we, should show them our reverence
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for it, and teach them to respect both it and our faith, l)y releasinjj tlieni

from all unnecessary labour. We have no rif^ht to employ th(Mii on that day
because they may abuse tlie time ; tliis is a matter between God and them-
selves; the law wliich applied under the old dispensation is, we conceive,

binding now, that our " man-servant, and maid-servant, and even the

stranger within our gates shall rest." But we must desist. We are afraid

to touch on the manner in which the Sal)I)ath is passed in many Miiffassal

stations, far awav from the influence of European society ; but we fear that

not only do all, with one consent, I)egin to make excuse, i)ut most uncere-

moniously employ the day to almost e\'ery purpose but that for which it

was intended. \V'e have adverted to this subject at the commencement
of a new year, in the liope that many in every circle will cease to err

in this matter ; that they will ' rest on the Sabl)ath day and kee]) it holy.
'

Nor have we been less impelled to allude to the topic from a conviction

that no government, or class of merchants, or others ha\ e infringed the

claims of God on the Sabbath, without sooner or later receiving the

punishment due for such presumptuous disobedience.

4.

—

Exportation of Nativus.

The supporters of colonial slavery have ever been ingenious in devis*

ing plans for maintaining the system in reality under different names.
But the most singularly ingenious movement which they have made, is

to people their plantations from the shores of Hindustan. Tliis bene-
volent method of employing the poor starving people of Bengal, suggest-

ed itself first to the philanthropic minds of our Mauritian neigh-

bours. For some time they were quietly conveying away the natives

without the sanction of the government, or at least in a manner vvhich

the authorities could not sanction. The numbers stowed away must have
made the voyage to the Isle of France equally delightful with the middle
pii.sMiye. The public prints took up the subject, and in a great measure
remedied the evil, by obtaining the establishment of a government I'egis-

try, which prevented men from being taken away per force, and regulated
mercantile humanity in the matter quantity to be shipped on each vessel.

But after all we may ask, do these coolies know where they are bound for

and what they are to do } Are they quite satisfied with their condition at

the Mauritius .'' Has there been no dissatisfaction } Do they receive any re-

ligious instruction Are Missionaries or others prohibited from labouring
amongst them ? Have any of their wives or families been sent to them }

We put tliese questions in order to receive answers ; for if they are not
satisfactorily answered, we shall at once adopt means for obtaining authen-
tic information on the sul)ject. Some of them we could answer now. Wq
are desirous of calling the attention of the public to this new scheme.
The planters of the West Indies have eagerly grasped at the idea, and
equipped a vessel in England (which may now l)e on her passage) for the
purpose of conveying a cargo of Bengali agriculturists to the West Indies

as free labourers!!! Did ever any mortal in tliis our earth hear of
such an enterprize even in this age of schemes ? We have heard of the
Sagar Rail VVay Company, and of tlie Umbrella Society ; but who
ever conceived of a Society for transporting the population of Bengal to
the Western Isles, to be consigned to the tender mercies of sugar plan-
ters ? But to be serious—the slave trade itself originated in a very simi-
lar kind of traffic; and we wonder very mudi that the originators of this

scheme have not urged upon our youthful Queen the argument employed
with the Virgin despot, that it would be a fine opportunity to instruct them

I 2
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in the Christian faith ! We would wr^e it on the frovernment to institute

the fullest inquiry into tins no\ el ;i?id niystei ious triiffic, before it grows to

an ex il not only to the country, Init t<i the iinfortnnnte people themselves
who may fall victims to West Indian scheming. Why do they not go to

shores nitich more contiguous than Noi thern India ? What has become of
the question of caste ? If a Mi.tKioiuiry had attempted to carry a cargo of
natives to form a colony, what a hue and cry would have been raised ! The
peace, welfare and stability of the government would have been endan-
gered. But " the cbildieii of this world are not only more wise" but more
daring and successful than " the children of light." We can assure the
movers in this trade that we will watch them with an eagle's eye, and that

the trade shall neither be commenced nor eontiiuied without the most
strenuous efforts on our part for its suppression, should it ever become what
we have no doubt it will if not watched, a resurrection of the slave trade.

5.

—

Mauritius Mission.

It will he in tlie recollection ()f our readers, that the Rev. A. F. LeGros
a native of Switzerland, accompanied by two native teachers, proceeded to
the IMauritius for the purpose of diffusing a knowledge of Christianity
amongst the Bengali emigrants and the slaves. The authorities refusied

him permission to land and prosecute his labours
;

first, because they disap-
proved of his object, and secondly, because he was not a Britisfi but a
Swiss subject. He acted upon the letter of their instructions, and proceed-
ed at once to Britain, in order that he might lay his case be fore the colo-

nial authorities. We predicted at the time without laying any sj)ecial

claim to foresight tliat wliich has actually occurred—he hsis obtained permis-
sion to return, accompanied by other Missionaries to labour unfettered
at the Mauritius. Lord Gleneljj may lie somnambulent, but we suspect the
authorities at the Cape and Mauritius would wish tiiat bis slumbers were
both more })otent and long contirniod. If be does sleep, it is neitiier in his

mental vigour nor love of equity, nor are his sarcasm or contempt of
sucli playing the tyrant and despot as the powers that be in these Colonies
liave displayed in a dormant condition. Our prayer is that with all his

faults such a one may long continue to preside over the interests of the
Colonies of Great Britain,

6.

—

Treatment of the Natives.

"The Natives of India possess both raental and physical sensibilities."

Ourselves.

It is not often that we quote ourselves, but in this instance we are
obliged to do so, as in the whole course of reading we have never met with
a single sentence which conveys the sentiment at the head of this para-
graj)!] ; but although it is not found in any author it is nevertheless perfect-
ly true. It may appear strange that we should have either to maice the
assertion or substantiate the fact, but we suspect the almost universal prac-
tice of abusing and ill-treating the natives may account for the total ab-
sence of any such sentiment as the one referred to on the subject of native
sensibility. The fact is our consciousness of superiority, combined with the
servility of the natives has induced us to adopt a line of conduct and
modes of expression hij!hly objectionable and rejjrehensilile. It is true the
natives are generally slow and oft perfiilious; but mav not our treatment
of them lead them to the latter at least, for from what European employees
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should we obtain the same amount of labour and attention as from them,

or indeed wliat European would render us service at all under the treat-

ment they oft experience at our hands. They render us ^ood service i»

many respects, and serve us ill in others ; the good service is forgotten and

they receive as their reward, often their discharge, accompanied with abuse,

anger and blows. Their mistakes often arise rather from our ignorance of

their language and habits,from our peevishness induced by disease and other

causes, than either their vices or folly ; and so habitual does this carping

become that we oft censure when we should praise, and are silent when we
should commend. This renders them as it would any servants quite indif-

ferent, they care not whether they please or no, and their only study becomes
how much they shall pilfer, and how much annoy a master, wlio never seeks

their good, but always his own comfort at their sole expense. We have
seen tlie kind l)ut strict system, and the harsh and bliisteringplan tried ; tlie

former with as much success as we could expect with such a people in

such a condition, and the latter utterly fail. In fact we fear that much
of the bad conduct of the servant is to be traced to the harsh and ungene-
rous conduct of the master. It is well for us that the natives are as pusil-

lanimous as they are, or they might resent to our cost the conduct we
pursue to them. Let us reflect on the low esteem it must give them of us

and of our faith, and how it must tend to render our very government
odious in their sight. The Dutch lost their influence by their tyranny.

We upbraid America with her harshness to her slaves—let us look at

liome. We boast of our magnanimity and generosity, let us display it,

not in trampling on the poor degraded and conquered Bengali. We
have translated some of the words in common use amongst English
gentlemen towards their servants, the appropriateness of the vocabulary
as ai>plicable to rational beings will we trust commend itself to all, and
ensure its universal adoption ; for it would be especially delightful to hear
our ministers, wives, daughters, and children, speaking in language which
must be deemed appropriate by us, as it is always on our lips. Sur, pig;
Jturdmzddu, a person of bad birth

; gadlid, ass
;

pdgi, worthless ; haurd,
stupid. These are the most respectable of the class—many there are which
are perfectly untranslatable in the Calcutta Christian Observer.
We close our remarks with the motto with which they commence, en-

treating all to remember that

—

" The natives of India possess both mental and physical sensibilities,"

7.

—

Crcei,ty to Animals.

The horrid cruelties practised by the Hindus towards their domestic
animals must have struck every resident in Irulia. How frequently do we
see the poor beasts of burthen groauing under the infliieuce of op-
jiie.ssive burdens, in the midday sun, with loathsome wounds exposed to tiie

action of the atmos|)here, the attacks of insects, and not unfrequentlv to
the lash of the rude driver. It is a sight oft to be witnessed, but not with-
out making every well regulated mind revolt. We merely select this in-
stance ; it is but an example of the general line of treatment adopted by tlie

natives towards the brute creation. This is a subject demanding the
attention of the legislature and one which might certainly come within
the scope of their labours without interfering with the religious pre-
judices of the people ; for it can be no ofl'ence either to Hindu or Mus-
salman to make him respect the ox, and the cow, as it is almost Ih;^ deity
of the one, and the food of the other. We commend it to tlie attention of
our code framers. A slight fine imposed on persons convicted of maltreat-
ing dumb animals would be a suflicient check to the practice.

<pt\ot.
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CIICAP lilBRARIJElS,

AND

REWARD BOOKS FOR SCHOOLS,
TO BE PROCURED AT

Messrs. Ostell and Co.'s Library, near St. Andrew's Church, Calcutta,

INTERESTING WORKS FROM BOSTON.

Rs. As.
197 Memoirs of Howard the Philanthro-

pist, by Js. B. Brown, 12mo. cloth, 1 5

19S Christian Fellowsliip, or tlie Church
Meml)er'sGuicle, by James, 1 2mo. cl. 1 2

199 Jay's Christian ContemplHted, r2mo. 1 3
200 Aids to Devotion, including Watts'

Guide to Priiyer, 12mo. doth,.. . ] 3
201 Selections from Theological Lectures,

by Rev. W. B. Collyer, 12ino. cl., 1 0

202 Remains of the Rev. Richard Cecil,

by Pratt, 18mo. cloth 1 3
203 Hall's Help to Zion's Travellers,

18mo. cloth, 1 2

204 The Travels of True Godliness, by
Keach, 18ino. cloth 1 2

205 ThomasilKenipis'slraitationof Christ,

18mo. cloth, 1 2
206 Abbott's Mother at Home, 1 Brno, cl., 1 0

207 Child at Home, 18mo. cl., 1 3
208 Malcom's Dictionary of the most im-

portant names, objects, and terms
found in the Holy Scriptures, 18mo.
hf-bd., ., 1 8

209 Memoir of George Dana Boardman,
late Missionary to Burmah, ISmo.
cloth, 2 8

210 Memoir of Roger Williams, by J. D.
Knowles, 12mo. cloth 2 12

From Philadelphia.
330 A Library, consisting of nearly 300

volumes of approved Works, pub-
lished and prepared under the direc-

tion of the American Sunday School
Union, designed for Sciiools, Juve-
nile and Family Libraries, and Ge-
neral Reading, and compactly fitted

up in a box, with Descrii)tive Cata-
logue, &c. Every volume is neatly

half-bound, lettered, and numbered

on the back, the numbers corresponding

with the catalogue for convenience of

reference. A few sets, price each 150 I)

In addition to nearly the whole of the un-

dermentioned, from Nos. 211 to 329,

each Library contains a variety of in-

teresting works, of the general charac-

ter of which the following may impart

some idea :

Youth's Friend, 6 vols.—Letters on Eccle-

siastical History— Help to the Gospels

— Life of David—Brief Outline of the

Evidences of the Christian Religion

—

AUiene's Alarm— Life of Alliene—Help
to the Acts of the Apostles—Urquhart's

Memoirs—Anna Ross—Manners and
Customs of the Delaware and Irequois

Indians— Life of John Knox— Christian

Pilgrims — Benefits of Early Religious

Instruction—Religious Fashion—Mis-
sionary Worthies—Youthful Memoirs

—

Scripture Illustrations—May Day Walk
—Mahomed Ali Beg—Child's Library,

8 vols.—Short Discourses, 2 vols.

—

Touch Not, Taste Not— S. S. Psalmody
— Story of Samson—Bow in the Cloud
—Best Friend—Hadapah—Infant's Ma-
gazine, 5 vols.—Evening Walk— Little

Story Book—Good Son—Sisters—Christ

our Saviour—Sergeant Dale—Scenes in

Georgia— Hymns for Infant Minds

—

Prayers for Children, &c. &c. &c.

The following are sold singly at theprices affixed.

211 Life of George Washington, ISmo.
half-bound 1 0

212 Life of Mrs. Judson, late Missionary
to Burmah, 18mo. half-bound,. .. . 1 0

213 Life and Writings of Mrs. Harriet

Newell, 18mo. half-bound, 1 0

215 Memoirs of Augustus Herman
Francke, 12mo. half-bound, 0 12
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216 Pierre and Lis Family, a Story of the

Waldenfes, I81110. lialf-bound,. . . . 0 14

217 My Grandfather Gregory, 12mo. half-

bound 0 10

218 History of the Philadelphia Orphan
Asylum, and an Account of the Fire

by wliich 2.i Orphans were burned, 0 6

219 Tlie Week Completed, 18mo. hf.-bd., 0 8

220 Biblical Antiquities, (a summary of)

2 vol. 18mo. half-bound 2 0

22.3 Fourth Commandment, per doz en, . . 0 3

224 Anecdotes for little Boys, per

dozen 0 3

226 The Captive in Ceylon, per dozen, .. 0 6

227 Child's First Alphabet of Bible

Names, per dozen, 0 6

228 Ten Commandments, per dozen,.... 0 6

229 Child's Scripture Lessons, in rhyme,
witli Prayers, &c. per dozen, 0 6

231 The Two Lambs, per dozen, 0 12

232 The Prodigal Son, per dozen, 0 12

235 Simple Rhymes for Little Children, 0 12

237 Memoir of Rev. W. Ward, one of the

Serampore Missionaries, half-bd., 0 5

238 Bible Anecdotes, half-bound, 0 5

239 Bible Histories, half-bound 0 5

240 Life of Philip Melancthon, half-bd., 0 5

241 Life and death of Lady Jane Grey,
half-bound 0 5

242 History of John Wise, a poor Boy,
lialf- bound, 0 6

2 13 Bad Boy's Progress, half-bound 0 6

244 Memoir of Jane E. J. Taylor, hf.-bd. 0 6

246 Shepherd of Salisbury Plain, by Han-
nah Moore, half-bound, 0 7

249 Sketches from the Bible, half-bound, 0 7

251 Hymns for Infant Minds, half-bound, 0 8

252 History of the Patriarch Abraham, half-

bound, 0 8

253 The First Day of the Week, hf.-bd., 0 8

254 The Last day of the Week, hf.-bd.,., 0 8

255 Young Free-thinker Reclaimed 0 8

256 Memoirs of the Rev. Claudius Bucha-
nan, half-bound, 0 9

258 Christian Martyrs, half-bound, .... 0 9

259 Lives of Clemens Romanus, Ignatius,

and Polycarp, half-bound 0 9

260 Fireside Conversations on the Bible,

half-bound, 0 9

261 Memoirs of Captain James Wilson,

half-bound 0 10

262 Memoirs of the late Rev. Samuel
Pearce, and a brief Memoir of Mrs.
Pea;-cei half-bound, 0 11

265 Sketches of Moravian Missions, hf.-

bound 0 11

266 Life of Col. James Gardiner, by Dr.

Doddridge, half-bound 0 12

267 Winter Evening Conversation on the

Works of God, between a Father

and his Children, 0 13

268 History of the Sandwich Islands, &c.

half-bound 0 13

269 Life and Travels of St. Paul, with

colored map, half-bound 0 13

271 Joseph, or Sketches of Scripture His-

tory, cold, plates, half-bound, .... 0 14

272 Life of Leigh Richmond half-bound, 0 14

273 Life of Moses, by G.T. Bedell, hf.-bd. 0 11

279 Simple Scripture Biographies, half-

bound 0 11

292 Sunday School Hymn Book, 0 3

294 Hymns on Cards, per dozen, 0 4

295 New Sunday-School Hymn Book, .. 0 4

296 Sunday School Minute Book, 4to, .. 15
297 Sunday School Receiving Book, .... 0 13

298 Quarto Roll Book, 0 6

299 Improved Roll Book for Superinten-

dents of S. Schools, 0 6

300 Improved Class Book, for Teachers'

Minutes, for 2 years, 0 9

301 Ditto Ditto, for 1 year, 0 6

302 Ditto Ditto, in leather, 0 9

306 Teacher's Guide for Sunday Schools,

by J. A. James, half-bound 0 8

307 Teacher's Manual, by W. F. Lloyd,

half-bound, 0 8

308 Sunday School Library Record, de-

signed to keep the Librarian's Ac-

count, long folio,

311 Natural History for Infant Schools,

colored plates :

No. 1, Classes of Animals
2 and 3, The Sheep ;

' '

4, Domestic Fowls;
5, Frog and Toad ;

6, Tree-Frog
;

7 and 8, Fishes ;

9, 10 and 11, Insects :

12, Humble Bee & Wasp;-*
312 Vegetable Cards, Nos. 1 and 2, each

card, . . ,

317 Infant Lessons, printed on large

sheets, per dozen,

319 Lithographic Prints and Lessons, on
large Cards,

320 Scripture Prints, colored, with Les-

sons, on Cards <.

321 Bible Dictionary, by A. Alexander,

18mo. cl

325 Counting Cards, for Infant Schools,

on large size, each,

326 Lessons for Infant Schools, hf.-bd.,

328 Ten Commandments, on Cards, per

dozen,
329 Descriptive Catalogue of Books, pub-

lished by the American Sunday
School Union, half bound,

Per set

y of 12 y
Nos

1 10

2 2

0 11

1 10

0 12

0 7

1 12

0 9

1 6

0 4

1 10

NEW PUBLICATIONS OF THE SUNDAY
SCHOOL UNION, BY A LATE ARRIVAL
FROM PHILADELPHIA.

363 History of Little John Merry, per
dozen, 0 6

364 Narrative of the Conversion of John
Price, per dozen 0 6
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365 Infant Library,

Purt 1 :—
Lost Child.

African Womau.
Lord's Day.
Glass of Whiskey.
Child in the Bulrushes.

Fighting.

Isaac.

Who loves Children .'

Sunday School Boy.
Girl.

Little Prayer for Little Children.

My Father.

Part 2 ;—
Loaf of Bread,

The Drowning Boy.

Be neat.

A Visit to Father.

The Sower.
Heaven.
The Stills.

The Sabbath-Breaker.

Read and you will know.
The Best Child.

Cain.

How to be saved. For both Parts, 0 6

366 Pearl of Great Price, 0 2

367 Sin found out, 0 3

368 The Dying Robber, 0 3

3S9 Lord's Prayer Explained 0 3

370 Publications of the American Sunday

School Union, Hh Series, in 13

vols, uniformly half-bound 3 0

371 Memoir of a Little Boy who died in

Wiltshire, half-bound, 0 3

372 Father's Stories :—
Lost Mother, 1

Boy and Butterfly, Vhf.-bd. 0 3

Baby in the River, J

373 Bewareof the Dog ? or what is Faith ?

half- bound, 0 3

374 The Cloud, or Look beyond it, hf.-bd. 0 3

375 Filial Obedience, half-bound 0 3

376 John the Ploughman, half-bound, .. 0 3

377 Susan Brookes, or where there's a will

there's a way ;
half-bound, 0 3

378 Happy Deathof William Green,hf.-bd, 0 3

379 The Murdered Mother, halt-bound,. . 0 4

380 The Last Days of Emma, half-bound, 0 4

381 A Memoir of Louisa Winter, hf.-bd., 0 4

382 The Morning Walk, half-bound, 0 4

383 Spoiled Children, hall-bound, 0 4

.384 The First Commandment, half-bound, 0 4

385 Life and happy Death of Selina Pugh,

half-bound 0 4

386 The Autumn Walk, half-bound 0 4

387 A Mother's Tribute, half-bound 0 6

388 History of Betsey Green, a Sunday
Scholar, half-bound, 0 6

389 The Brazen Serpent, a simple illus-

tration of Faith, half-bound, 0 6

390 The Sunday School Anniversary, half-

bound, 0 6

391 Alice and her Mother, half-bound, . . 0 6

392 Alice Brown, or the Patieut Sufferer,

half-bound 0 7

393 Memoirs of a late Officer, half-bound, 0 7

394 The Anchor, with Sketclics of the

Lives of Jer. Ewart, Js. Montgo-
mery, and G. T. Bedell, hf.-bd,, .. 0 7

395 Memoirs of JaneC. Judson, hf.-bd., 0 7
396 The Orphan, or Louisa Curtis, hf.-bd., 0 7

397 The Reformed Family, hiilf-bound,.. 0 7

398 The First Man, half-bound, 0 8
399 The Life and Prophecies of Jeremiah,

half-bound, 0 8
400 Olive Smith, half-bound, 0 8
401 Travels about Home, 2 vols, hf.-bd., 1 0
<102 Memoir of Susannah Elizabeth Bing-

ham, luilf-bound, 0 9
403 A Pastor's Counsels to the Young,

half-bound 0 9

404 The Life of John the Baptist, the Pro-

phet of the Highest, half-bound,. . 0 9

405 The First Falsehood, half-bound, 0 9

406 The Life of the Apostle John, hf.-bd., 0 10

407 The Youth's Friend, 1835, hf.-bd., 0 12

408 The Life of Elisha, half-bound, 0 12

409 The Life of Elijah, half-bound, .... 0 12

410 History of the Orissa Mission. By
Amos Sutton ; half-bound, 0 12

411 History of the English Baptist Mis-
sion to India. By Baron Stow,
half-bound, 0 14

412 Omar
;
designed to illustrate the Jew-

ish History, from B. C. 63 to the

Birth of Christ ; half-bound 0 11

413 Elisama, or the Captivity and Re-
storation of the Jews, half-bound, 1 0

414 Child's Scripture Question Book, bf.-

bound, 0 8
415 Alphabet Spelling Cards, per dozen, 1 0

417 The Spiritual Help, (Miniature size,) 0 4
418 The Titles of Christ, selected from

Scripture, (ditto,) 0 2

419 Youth's Monitor, a Daily Text for

the Month, (ditto,) 0 3
420 Daily Text with Verses and ilymns,

(ditto,) 0 2
421 Sacred Gems, (ditto,) 0 2
422 Ewing's (F. A.) Bible Natural Histo-

ry, or a Description of the Animals,
Plants, and Minerals mentioned in
the Sacred Scriptures. Cuts, 18mo.
cloth 1 8

423 Edward and Miriam, a Tale of Ice-
land, half-bound , 1 4

424 Sister Mary's Stories: —
1, Kindest Friend.

2, Blind little Lucy.
3, Zingee, the Hindoo Girl.

4, Orphan Girl.

5, Redemption.
6, Wonderful Redeemer ; hf.-bd. 1 8

425 Kindest Friend, half-bound 0 6
426 Blind Little Lucy, half-bound, 0 6

I 427 Hindoo Girl, half-bound,., 0 6



(

428 Orpban Girl, lialf-bouud 0 C,

129 Redemption, half-bound, 0 (i

4.;0 AVoriderful Redeemer, lialf-bound, .. 0 (i

•l.il Rude Boys Reformed, per 10 copies, 1 0
•4.!2 Sailor Boy and his Bible, per ditto, 1 0

•i:'),5 Andrew and his Whip, per ditto,.. .. 1 0

•l.M Ride on the Calf, per ditto, 1 0

4ii5 The Lost Tongue, per ditto, 1 0

436 The Choctaw Girl, per ditto, I U

43" The Sinful Laugh, per ditto 1 0

438 The Better Home, per ditto 1 0

439 Union Hymns, 32rao. half-bound, .. 0 6

,4 40 ,bound in plain sheep, 0 8

,
441 , and lettered, 0 10

442 , gilt backs, 1 0

j
443 , morocco, tucks, .. 1 12

j
444 , morocco, gilt backs, 2 8

445 '

,
calf.extra, gilt edges, 3 0

446 Portfolio of Animals, containing fine

colored represent.itions of

—

The Lion. The Camel.
— Horse. — Beaver.
— Buffak). — Dog.
— Eagle.

With Descriptions, oblong folio, bd. 8

447 Union Questions on Scripture, vol. 8,

half-bound, 0 8
ANNUALS—1837.

448 The Union Annual, for 1837, with

the following Plates, elegantly en-

graved: 1— Evening Prayers, 2

—

View oft he Buildings of the Ame-
rican S. S. Union, Philadelphia;

3— The Stubborn Child Subdued ; 4

—LakeofGennesaret ; 5—Thought-

ful Child ; 6—The Patriarch's Joy ;

7—Broken Rose-bud
;
handsomely

bound, with gilt leaves, 4 0

449 Ditto ditto, in extra binding, 5 0

450 The Evergreen, for 1837, embellished

as follows : 1—Child at prayer ; 2

— Palm Tree; 3—a Father's Coun-
sels ;

4—The Peacock ;
5—Egypti-

an Mummy; 6—Sukotyro ;
7

—

Cape Cut ; 8—Hindoo Deities ;

neatly bound in morocco cloth, . . 1 8

451 Ditto, bound in morocco, 2 0

FURTHER SUPPLIES PER LAST SHIP.
452 Memoir of Joseph and Mary Kinsley,

18mo. half-bound, 0 C

453 Youth's Friend for 1836, a variety of

interesting narratives, half-bound, 0 12

454 The Song of the Angels— 150 Select

Passages from Scripture, 32mo. hf-

bound, 0 12

455 Ditto Ditto, bound in calf or silk, gilt

leaves 1 0

456 Little Theodore, his exemplary Life

and character, half-bound, 0 10

457 History of Susan Ellinakar, or an

answer to the Patriarch's Question
" If a man die, shall be live again?"

half-bound 0 14

458 Ditto Ditto, half-calf back 1 0
459 The Child's Library, embracing the

smaller Publications of the Ama.
Sunday School Union, 16 vols, pro-
fusely embellished with Engravings
on Wood, and neatly half-bound,. . 6 0

460 The Life of Jacob and his Son Josepli,

half-bound 1 2
461 Life and Writings of the Apostle Pe-

ter, half. bound, or full-bound in

sheep, 1 4
462 Ditto Ditto, calf back 1 6
463 Ditto Ditto, fuU-bouml in roan, .... 1 g
464 Tiie Way for a Child to do good, half.

bound 0 5
465 Alleine's Alarm to unconverted Sin-

ners, 12mo. calf, gilt leaves, very
elegant, 6 0

466 Sister Mary's Stories, (See No. 424,)
handsomely bound in calf, gilt, ... . 6 0

467 Edward and Miriam, a Tale of Iceland,

12mo. calf, gilt leaves, very elegant, 6 0

468 Life and Writings of tlie apostle Pe-

ter, 12mo. superbly bound in calf,

gilt edges 6 0
469 Ellen Carol, or Practical Illustrations

of the Principle of Cliristian charity,

I2mo. extra calf back, gilt edges,. . 1 12
470 Cousin Clara, a Sequel to the above

and bound similarly, 1 12
471 The Harvey Boys, illustrating tlie

Evils of Intemperance, and their

Remedy, 12mo. gilt leaves 2 0

472 Hadapah, or the Jewish Orphan,
12mo. calf back, gilt leaves 2 0

473 Catherine Gray, with Cuts, hf. cf. gilt, 2 0

474 The only Son, or the History of Jonas
Ross and his Mother, half calf, gilt

edges, 2 8

475 Alleine's Alarm, 12mo. half calf gilt

leaves, 2 0
476 The Infidel Class, or Archibald

Thompson, 12mo. calf back, gilt,. . 1 12
477 Alexander's Evidences of the Christi-

an Religion, ]2mo. hf. cf. gilt edges, 2 0

478 The Refuge, or Story of Archibald

Thompson, 12mo. half calf, 1 4

479 Edward and Miriam, hf. cf. gilt edges, 2 0

480 Life of George Washington, 12mo.
half calf, gilt edges, 2 0

481 Sister Mary's Stories, ,12mo. ditto, 2 0

482 Selumiel, or a vifeit to Jerusalem, and
the most Interesting Scenes around
it, 12mo. half calf, gilt edges 2 0

483 The Infant's Progress from the valley

of Destruction to Everlasting Glo-
ry. By Mrs. Sherwood, 12mo. half

calf, gilt, 2 0

Parlies ordering from this list will

kindly give the Nos. as welt as the names of the

books required, in order, as much as possible, to

prevent mistakes.

British Library, Tank Square.
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I.—A^^. Pa7il a Model for the Missionary.

To the Editors of the Calcutta Christian Observer.

Gentlemen,

When St. Paul addressed the Greeks of old, he was in a

position very nearly similar to that of the Missionary who
preaches to the Hindus of the present day. The vulgar and
exoteric religion of the former nation then, as of the latter

now, was an impure idolatry ; while the more learned and phi-

losophical of the Greeks, like the learned Hindus, prided them-

selves upon a variety of esoteric systems. The stoical fatalist

forms no very inexact counterpart to the contemplative and
ascetic pantheist of India. There are, indeed, wide and ob-

vious differences between the internal character and external

exhibitions of the Grecian and Hindu mind. The remembrance
of the historical glory and intellectual distinction of the Athe-

nians, would be as naturally pj-esent to the thoughts of the

Apostle, as his senses would be struck and his taste gratified by
those exquisite creations of their chisel which every where met
his eye, in those magnificent fanes where Pallas and Jove
sat enthroned to the exclusion of Jehovah. On the other hand
the temples and idols of Hindustan, generally mean and shape-

less, are rarely invested with any such poetical and classical

splendour; and a mysterious antiquity, which but seldom affects

the imagination of any but the student, is the sole obvious
point which tends to protect the popular creed from contempt.
But though the aspect of Athens might, in the view of an ordi-

nary Christian man, have thrown a halo of delusive glory around
those superstitions which had called into existence the noblest

efforts of God-given taste and genius—might have struck him
with a temporary awe—might have mitigated the horror which
fio deplorable a defection from the blessed God should excite,

and might thus have induced a more tolerant style of address,
VII. K
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on the part of the Missionary spectator, than do the offensive exhi-
bitions and rude representations of an nnoonth idohxtry—it

Avill not be supposed tliat any iKbniration wliich an inspired

messenger of Ciod niighl feel for the n ovks of art around him,
or any local associations of whatever kind, coidd have any effect

in altering the tone of argnment and expostulation which apos-
tolic fnithfuhiess and apostolic wisdom would jirompt. No !

when the spirit of the sipostle was stirred within him, it cannot
be for a moment imagined that the impression which he had
received of tlie evils of idolatry was fainter in degree or differ-

ent in character from lliat which stimulates the zeal of the

modern IVIissionary in India. To St. Paul all idolatries must
have been equally hateful, or offensive in proi>ortion to the
wickedness they produced ; and he vvell knew that the most be-

witching in appearance must also have been the deepest rooted

in the affections of its votaries. Nor is there any reason to

suppose that the fair exterior of the Greek superstition veiled

deeds of darkness less execrable than those impurities of the

Hindu idolatry which shun the day and seek shelter beneath
the mantle of nocturnal gloom.

2. With a full knowledge and deep impression of the specu-

lative errors and depraved practice of his Athenian audience,

St. Paul delivered his discourse on the Hill of Mars. With a
full conviction of their moral degradation, he addressed men such
as those he has described, with fearful truth, in the beginning of

his Epistle to the Romans. But how did he address them He,
of whom even the idolatrous Ephesians could not say that he was
actually a blasphemer of their goddess*—who became all things

to all men that l)y all means he might save some—did not deem
it expedient to assail the Athenians with such a violent and
abrupt denunciation of their " abominable idolatries" as zeal

without prudence might have suggested, or at once tell them
they were " without excuse," or comment on their vices as he
did to converts who had either learnt or ought to have learnt

to hate those unholy practices in which they had once loved to

indulge. He did not, even, as our common version of the scrip-

tures would lead us to believe, tell them they were too supersti-

tious, hut (as the word SttatSatfjo-jtcTrtpovi is explained by Mr.
Bloomfield, in the notes to his Greek Testament, on the authori-

ty of almost all commentators of eminence for the last two cen-

turies) as " more than others attentive to religious matters."

He takes occasion from an altar inscribed with the words ''Ayvutazta-

" To an unknown god," to reveal to them the Almigtity as

the being to whom alone all worship should be paid, to the exclu-

* This remark is made by Bisliop Heber in his beautiful ' Charge to hi»

clergy.'
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sion of all ' the j^ods graven by art and man's device,' and to

disclose the spiritual cliaracler of the service which should be

rendered to Him whose are all the beasts of the field and the

cattle upon a thousand hills. He then declares, in opposi-

tion to various prevalent errors, the providence of God—the com-

mon origin of all mankind—the means afforded by God's works

of attaining to some knowledge of Vlis will and nature, as well

as the increased responsibilities they now incurred by the

cessation of the times of ignorance—the command of God to all

men everywhere to i-epent, and the appointment of a day of

judgment m righteousness by that man whom He had ordained,

of whose exalted character, as well as of mail's immortality, he

had given assurance by raising him from the dead. Here there

is nothing to exasperate, and yet no compromise of truth, no lack

of faithfulness.

a. Precisely in the same manner should the Hindus and the

Musalmans be dealt with. No abrupt and irritating assault

should be made on their cherished opinions or the objects of

their hereditary veneration. It may be questioned whether

even our full impression of their vicious practices and depraved

moral condition should be all at once communicated to them,

or made known in any other way than by the most gradual,

tender, and conciliatory insinuation. The question between

Christians cannot be whether or no the Evangelical truths are

transcendently valuable and important, or whether the condition

of India and of the natural man generally be not one of deep

degradation, or whether these truths should or should not be

inculcated upon every son of Adam; hwi ho7V the impression

of these truths may be most effectually conveyed to a viight.y

nation. Now it seems obvious, both from reason and apostolical

example, that abrupt, austere, perhaps irritating assertions of the

falsity of one faith and the truth of another, or of the sinfulness

and wickedness of the audience, will be likely to fail ; where a

calm, cautious, conciliatory attempt to find some common ground,

some little oasis of truth, reason, or good feeling in the hearer's

mind, whereon m o may build up, by an affectionate and gradual

process of Socratic reasoning, a conviction of the great goodness,

clemency, wisdom, might and holiness of the blessed God our

Saviour, of our woeful ingratitude to our best benefactor, of the

consequent culpability we. incur by our failure to love and serve

Him, as well as by our transgression of His holy and good and
just and right laws and commandments, might peradveuture

succeed in turning a sinner from the error of his ways.

4. It may well be doubted whether many of the Calcutta

Tract Society's publications are not rendered inoperative or

even hurtful by the assumption of too austere and forbidding

K ^
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a tone, which may scare away the unprepared liearer, whom a
milder and more gradual process might attract and convince :

and it may also be questioned whether one assertion which is

continually occurring in them, should not be expunged or modi-
fied. I allude to the doom pronounced on all who may not
embrace the Christian Religion. It is true that, in the words of
St, Peter, " there is none other name under heaven given among
men whereby we must be saved but the name of Jesus," But,
whatever may be the import of the text, in which we are taught
that Christ is the Saviour of all men, though especially of thera
who believe—from verses 12 to 15 of the ^nd Chapter of the
Epistle to the Romans, it would appear to l>e the doctrine of scrip-
ture that those may be saved who are a law unto themselves,
though they never heard the name of Him before whom every
knee should bow. If this be so, how can it be justifiable to say
that the mere rejection of the gospel entails the ruin of him
who does not embrace it* ? 'i'he Saviour of mankind himself has
instructed us that " This is the condemnation, that light is come
into the world, and men have /nved darkness rather than light,

because their deeds are evil." It must then be the love of dark-
ness and the hatred of light after a perception that it is light,

which constitutes the condemnation. So long therefore as a
man does not perceive the light, does not hate and reject it as
such, it does not appear that he can fall under the Saviour's

denunciation. But how can those reject the light as such, who
are ignorant of the jiectiliar claims of the gospel ? who have no
spiritual discernment to see its glorious beauty and superiority

to all antagonist systems, as a inarvellous display of the power
of God, and the wisdom of God, and tlie grace of God whose
consciences it does not inform or convict ? to whom it is, like

any other hostile creed, foolishness not because they knowingly
and intelligently despise it, but because, if they think at all, they
conceive of it as a thing with which they have no concern, and
which in their eyes has nothing to recommend it It should

seem therefore that the only proposition we are warranted in

* Surely our correspondent has overlooked, in this question, the point

of vitiil importance, even on his own interpretation of the passage in the

Romans, viz. that the rejection of God's message in the Gospel may justly

be a ground of condemnation to those wlio, previously to their hearing of

it, were in a different position entirely, and under the natural law of con-

science only. The use made of the quotation of our Saviour's direct asser-

tion that to love darkness and reject light, i. e. the gospel message, is a
sufficient ground of judicial condemnation, is altogether fallacious; inas.

much as natural conscience sufficiently perceives the moral system and
sanctions of the gospel to be light, on the bare statement of them ; which
perception is quite distinct from the lower question of the historical evi-

dence in support of their immediate revelation.—£o.
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making, is, that those incur condemnation who, with some sense

of the vakie of the Christian revelation, reject it from hatred or

a culpable indifference.

6. But why should such a declaration as the one objected to,

even if it were warranted by scripture, be inserted in religious

tracts ? Tliose who think the assertion scriptural may suy

that they would otherwise be unfaithful to the sacred duty of

declaring the whole counsel of God. It does not, liowever,

appear that the same Apostle, who kept back no part of the

Christian revelation from the E))liesians among whom he had long

laboured to establish the gospel, disclosed at once the whole of

the heavenly message to his converts, but only as they ivere able

to bear it. 'J'he blessed Redeemer himself gradually revealed

his character and pretensions to the Jews. All who seek to be

constrained by the love of Christ to do his will and advance

his glory, ought to imitate Ins consummate wisdom and prudence,

as well as the example of his great humility and devotion to the

service of God His Father and of man. It must be evident on a
moment's reflection that the greatest wisdom^—the mo^i judici'

ous adjustment of means to the end—must be in every case the

greatest faithfultiess. Because a thing is true, and because it

is highly needful for men to know it, it is any thing rather than

faithfulness to make it known to those whom it concerns, unless

we have reason to think that its announcement will be more
hkely to do good than its temporary suppression. As regards the

particular case in question, it seems doubtful whether the modi-
fied assertion that rejection of the gospel is damnatory (even if

it were warranted by scripture) is not more likely, by its appa-
rent intolerance and harshness, to disgust and repel the reader

of a tract from a willing and calm consideration of its contents,

than to awe him into the reflection that he ca7inot escape if he
neglects so great salvation,—a salvation of whose necessity

and transcendent value he has no conception.

6. It may be useful to attempt to inquire into the best means
of conciliating and attracting the native mind, and convincing
it, through God's help, of the excellence of the True Religion :

and it is hoped that any remarks on a subject of such vast con-

sequence, and so necessary to be constantly kept in view, will be
received with candour. In asking a man to take so momentous
a step—and one which, in India, frequently involves so immense a
revolution in outward circumstances and temporal consequences
so afflicting—as that of changing his religion, it is evidently

the least thing the person addressing the Pagan or Musalmau
can do, to commence by attempting to gain his good will and
attention, in every manner and by every means short of a com-
promise of truth. Nor is the deep impression which the Mis-
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sionary has of the uifinite value of the blessings he seeks to be
tlie instrument of communicating,—vastly outweighing as they
do the light affliction which the profession of Christianity may
induce,—any sufficient apology for the indiscreet warmth which
would impel him to rush hastily to his object, without seeking

patiently to smooth the obstacles which prejudice or passion

may oppose. It is clear that the person to be convinced, views
the whole matter in an entirely different light from him who
seeks to convince him ; reasons differently, and is not likely to

acquiesce in the plain and simple arguments which seem so con-

clusive to the messenger of truth.

The following seem to be points to be attended to with a
prospect of advantage.

First. A regard to the form in which instruction is con-

veyed. This matter has not been overlooked in Missionary
operations : but a greater attention to it is perhaps desirable.

Sermons and theological treatises are not with us written in verse;

and it may perhaps sometimes escape our recollection (owing
to the vernacular version being in prose) that much of the Old
Testament is poetry. The literature and religion of the Hindus
are, in like manner, as every one knows, contained for the most
part in metrical Sanskrit works ; and it seems therefore highly

expedient that the same form should be employed in theological

works framed by us for the perusal of learned Hindus ; and
that even portions of the sacred scriptures may, with the great-

est prospect of utility, be presented to them in this shape ; as has

been done in the Christa Sangita or sacred history of our Lord
Jesus Christ in Sanskrit verse, by the distinguished Principal

Mill; in which almost the literal substance of the four gospels

harmonized, with explanatory sketches of the Old Testament
history, is embodied in Sanskrit numbers*. By preparing and
circulating such books as this, it cannot be said that any stimu-

lus is given to the study of Sanskrit by the Brahmins ; which, as

the vehicle of so much delusion, can scarcely, perhaps, be con-

scientiously encouraged by the lovers of truth and of Christianity.

All that we thus do is to take advantage of the taste already

formed and the knowledge already acquired by the pandits, in

the hope of leading them to ponder and receive truths which
they now disregard or contemn : and which, if embraced by
them, would obtain so much readier a hearing from others"f*.

If the metrical tracts in the vernacular tongues are, as it is to

* A richly-deserved encomium has been passed on this work by the
Asiatic Society of Bengal, in their recent address to Dr. Mill. The Princi-

pal's reply is valuable.

t Have any of the Pharisees, <Sfc. believed on him ? is an inquiry natural

to men of «11 countries.
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he believed, acceptable to native readers, they should be mul-
tiplied.

Secondly. The matter and tone of our addresses should be

made as aqreeitble as possible.

The suiijects of reliifious tracts, which are sufficiently dis-

tasteful to tlie unenlightened and unreformed, should not be

rendered more so by al)ru|)t and harsh statements of scrip-

ture truths. Every pleasing variety of imagery should be

employed. Credit should be given to the people of India for

any truth or good quality they may be possessed of. " The
surest way of bringing a man to acknowledge his errors is to

give him full credit for so much as he has discovered of the

truth*." Snch a gradation of topics as the following might, it is

suggested, be preferable to commencing at once with tlie evan-

gelical verities. The gnodness of God as exhibited in iis and
around tis—the gratitude ivhich every creature owes Him for
tohiit he either possesses or hopes for—our forgeffuiuess of our
best Benefactor, his long-sfcffering. clemency and benignity—the

evil of sin as demonstrated in the ivoea which a most merciful
God inflicts on his creatures^ yet tempers with goodnes.^—the

great ac' ount to be rendered by erery man, of his talents small
or great—the danger every one is in of condemnation., for sin-

ning against his light and coriscience—the conscious sinful-

ness of all—the need of pardon—the holiness of God and his

hatred of shi—His great love in sending His Son into the
world to die for the sins of the world.

A good tract might be prepared by printing St. Paul's dis-

course at Athens in a separate form, with a comment suitable

to the Hindus, illustrating the religion of Greece, and develop-

ing tlie arguments on which the Apostle briefly dwells.

7. It may hei'e, be remarked that, in addition to the example
of St. Paul, the examples also of such of the Fathers of the
Church as have left behind them argumentative works against
Paganism, should not be neglected by such as are placed in cir-

cumstances so similar-f. Grotius, in his well known Latin tract

De Veritate Religionis Christianae, has some remarks in refutation

of Pagan i.sm and Mohammedanism. A second observation sug-
gests itself, viz. that the attempts hitherto made by Missionaries
to disseminate Christian truth, have been too much confined to

brief tracts, aywvio-fjiaTa e;.to Trapaj^pvjfiot, light Sibylline leaves;
while productions of greater bulk and solidity, standard treatises

* Bishop Bloomfield in his excellent Lectures on the Acts of the Apos-
tles, ill the remarks on St. Paul's discourse to the Athenians.

t See Dr. Mill's reply to the address of the Asiatic Society, in their
Journal for September. Dean Ireland's book on "Paganism and Christi-
anity compared, might furnish some hints."
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on the Evidences of Christianity, comments on the Scriptures,

and such like xTyjfxara U «ei have been too little thought of.

T will conclude by quoting some excellent observations of the

Rev. G. Towiisend on the subject of this letter, in his " Ciiro-

nological arrangement of the New Testament with notes."

—

" The wisdom of St. Paul's conduct, in varying his manner of
address, according to the persons to whom lie spoke, and the

circumstances in which he was placed, renders him the model by
which every minister of God^ and particularly every one who
assumes the arduous office of a missionary, should form his own
plans of action. When he spoke to the Jews, he reasoned with
them from tlieir own scriptures, referring them to the law and
the prophets ; when he pleaded before Agrippa, he availed him-
self of the king's inward convictions, (which St. Paul as a dis-

cerner of spirits, discovered.) as well as of his acquirements in

the Jewish law.

" But the wisdom of the apostle's conduct will be further con-

spicuous by a review of the circumstances in which he found
himself at Athens. In verse 16 we read.— ' His spirit was stirred

within him.' The original may mean rather, • He was vehe-

mently agitated,' on beholding the idolatry of the Athenians.

He did not, however, proceed rashly and unadvisedly. He made
use only of all the opportunities which lawfully presented them-
selves. He began (verse 17) by endeavouring to attract the

attention of the Athenians in the most gradual manner; first, by
his usual custom of appealing to the Jews there, by conversing

with those devout persons, or proselytes of righteousness, who
frequented the Synagogue and worshipped Jehovah, yet would
not comply with the whole Mosaic ritual : and having thus in

some measure made himself known, he proceeded to the public

places of resort ; where he was well assured he should meet with

many persons who, on seeing that he was a stranger, would ques-

tion him on various subjects, according to their usual custom."
* * * * ^ ¥f * * *

" Amidst this assemblage of philosophers, disputers, senators,

statesmen and rhetoricians, stood tlie despised and insulted

stranger : surrounded by the professed lovers of pleasure on
one side, and the proud supporters of the perfectibility of

human reason and wisdom on the other. St. Paul, without the

smallest compromise of his personal dignity, or the least depar-

ture from the purity of his faith, endeavours to conciliate the

good will of his assembled hearers, by commencing at the points

on which they are all united. By taking advantage of the pro-

fessed ignoi'ance of the Athenians, he shields himself from the

power of that law which considers the introduction of a new
God into the state as a capital offence, and avails himself of that
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acknowledgment to deckue tlie nature and attributes of that

God, who was aheady sanctioned by tlie state, although con-

fessedly unknown.
" He offends no prejudice, makes no violent opposition—he

keeps back all that Avas difficult or mysterious in his own belov-

ed and holy faith, till those who heard him might be able to

bear it. He appealed to them from their own principles and

practice, however deficient the former, or corrupt tlie latter.

He united, at once, zeal, judgment, faithfulness, and discretion.

He declared the unknown God, whom the Athenians ignorantly

worshipped, to be the great Creator of the world, iu whom and

by whom all things were made and exist. From the visible proofs

of his ])rovidence, in his government of the world, he leads them
to the consideration of his spiritual nature : and thus condemns
the idolatrous worship of the Atiienians, while he gradually un-

folds to his philosoj)hical audience, the important truths of their

accountableness and immortality, which were demonstrated by
the fact of Christ's resurrection from the dead. The same mode
of reasoning is to be observed in all St. PauFs epistles. With the

Jews, he constantly alludes to the same acknowledged principles

of their belief; and endeavours to overcome their prejudices

against Christianity, by explaining to them the spiritual inten-

tion of their own law, and by referring them to the declarations

of their own prophets. With the Gentiles, on the contrary, he
begins by asserting those simple and evident truths which must
be acknowledged by all : and having once established the exis-

tence and attributes of a God, and the necessity of a moral
conduct, he gradually reveals those great and important doc-

trines which are the very basis of Christianity. In all the pur-

suits of life, in all the acquirements of science, there must be
some progressive initiation, some previous introductiou. Is it

then to be believed, that the highest attainments to which
human intellect and human wisdom can aspire, the knowledge
both of God and of the immortal accountable spirit, requires no
such elementary preparation ? Our Saviour has set the question

at rest, by beautifully inculcating this system of instruction and
the gradual development of his gospel, in his parable of the mau
who should cast seed into the ground ; in which we read that, as

in the usual course of vegetation, the seed of the Avord of God
must first produce ' the blade, then the ear, after that the full

corn in the ear.^ This system of revelation has been adopted
throughout the whole economy of providence, from the fall of
Adam till the present day ; it was acted upon by the apostles;

and unless it be persisted in, the great work of evangelizing the
world can never be so clfectualh^ consistently, or advaataijeous-

Vll. L
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]y carried on ; and must consequently fall short of our highest

and fondest hopes or expectations.
" The conduct of St. Paul at Athens, is a model for the

Missionary to foreign lands. He proves to us that, whatever
be the zeal, the talents, the piety, the disinterestedness of a
minister of Christ, sobriety, prudence and discretion, must
direct all his actions, if he would succeed in his holy warfare.

The Apostle obtained the victory at Athens, by the blessing of

God upon these humbler means. He succeeded by reasoning

"«itli the Athenians on their own principles, and thereby direct-

ed his successors in the vineyard to proceed on a similar plan

of action.

" Does the self-devoted Missionary hazard his life among the

learned and intelligent idolaters of Hindnstan ?—Would it not
be possible to demonstrate to the Brahman that the facts which
are recorded in the first books of the scriptures, are probably the

foundation of his religion, and that the corruption of those truths

may be severally traced to various periods of a comparatively
late date ?—Might it not be shown that their belief in the incar-

nations of Krishna, for instance, originated in the general ex-

pectation of the one incarnate God, who has now appeared
among men and established a pure folth ? Could not the imagin-

ed atonements of their self-inflicted tortures, be traced to the

perversion of the great truth, that ' without shedding of blood

there is no remission,' but that a greater and more perfect dis-

pensation now prevails
" The Buddhist believes in the doctrine of an incarnate

spiritual being—Could not this truth be gradually explained,

without offence, and the true incarnate be pointed out
" The Mahomedan acknowledges that Christ is a great pro-

phet—On this confession could not another be grafted, and the

infatuated follower of Muhammad be led to acknowledge the

divine nature of the Son of Man ?

" The grossest idolater believes in his superiority to the

brutes—Could not even this conviction be the means of impart-

ing to him the great doctrine of his accountableness and immor-
tality ?

" It is however an easy task to sit at home and form plans

for the conduct of the noble-minded servants of God, who have

hazarded their lives unto death, and met the spiritual wicked-

ness of the world in its own high places. Hannibal smiled with

contempt when the theoretical tactitian lectured on the art of

war. We, who remain in our homes in Europe, may be called

the Praetorian bands of Christianit3\ The Missionary, like the

lej>ionary soldier, goes forth to the defence of the frontier, to

combat with the barbarian enemy. Peace be with the minis-
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ters of God, and may the days of the kingdom of righteousness
i

come ! But the scripture is the common charter, and it pre-
'

scribes system, discipline and regulation to the best, as well
j

as conquest over the worst feelings."
j

December 4, 1837. J. M.
j

J

II.

—

Rough Notes on the Andaman Islands. !

To the Editors of the Calcutta Christian Observer. i

Sirs,
|

If the following rough notes on the Andaman Islands may be I

thought to possess the slighest interest to your readers, they are !

at your disposal.

Yours sincerely, 1

<pt\os.
j

The Andaman Islands are close at our door, and yet we know
]

but comparatively little concerning either their people, produc-

tions, or language. In the course of a recent trip to the eastern
|

coast ofthe Bay of Bengal, my attention was called to these and
other islands, which stud the bosom of the deep blue sea. I

will at present confine myself to the Andamans. They are a
'

continuation of the Archipelago which extends from Cape
Negrais to Acheeu Head ; they stretch from 10° 32' to 13'

40''North latitude, and from 90" 6' to 92° 59' East longitude.

The great or most northern Andaman is about 140 miles ia

length and 20 in breadth. The East India Company planted the

British flag and formed a settlement On it in the year 1791 . The
\

position first selected was on the south, but was afterwards :

removed to the east of the island. The object of the settlement

was to provide a shelter for British ships of war. It was also used
as a penal settlement for convicts from Bengal. The extreme
insalubrity of the climate, however, caused it to be abandoned

;

eince which no effort has been made to bring it into cultivation,
'

or to people it with civilized beings. The Andamans have never
'

been classed, by any writer of antiquity, as a separate group.
Ptolemy connects them with the Nicobars, and styles them in

common " insulcB bonce or fortunatce.'''' Would that they could
be rendered worthy of the appellation. In early days it was
supposed they were peopled by Anthropophagi, or man-
eaters ; nor is the idea yet fully eradicated from the minds of
tlie vulgar or even of some of the enhghtened. It was equally
stated of their neighbours the Nicobaiians, who, we know from
experience, are not addicted to any such revolting practice. It

j

is perfectly true that, in almost all the islands of the sea, cases of
j

horrid
.
massacre have occurred ; but in too many instances they

j

1
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have originated rather in the violence or treachery of voyagers
than in tlie ferocity of the islanders ; and in places so destitute

of the means of subsistence it may be that the poor degraded in-

habitants have " made a feast of their foes." Yet this must rest

on conjecture alone ; and when we can, it is our duty to give any
part of our fallen race the benefit of a doubt that may serve to

cast off so foul a blot from their character.

The scenery of these islands, as in fact of the whole of the
eastern coast of the Bay of Bengal, is extremely beautiful and
picturesque; indeed in some of the districts, such is the richness
of the foliage and its extent, the boldness and yet varied aspect
which the islands and coast present, that they unite all that is

wild in mountain scenery with the softness of the plain, with
the enchanting accompaniment of the wide spreading sea. The
scenery of the Andamans possesses many of the external
marks of nature's most exquisite handy-work ; but as " every
rose has its thorn," so these otherwise really beautiful spots
have their ills. The climate is very insalubrious, owing to the
vast quantity of ever-decomposing vegetable matter, and to the
undisturbed growth of noxious weeds. The state of civiliza-

tion amongst the handful of natives inhabiting the Andamans, is

the lowest possible. The natives of New Zealand and Terra del

Fuego, in their most degraded condition, are comparatively
elevated above these miserable islanders. 1 say handful, for it is

supposed that the population cannot exceed from a^OOO to 2500.
I incline to the belief that they were not the aborigines of the

soil, but are the descendants of some tribe, or portion of a tribe,

which has been obliged to take refuge there from political

or other oppression. This idea receives some encouragement
from the fact that they dwell entirely on the coast ; it is

seldom or never that they penetrate into the interior ; in fact

there is little to induce them to such a step. Their sole occupa-
tion is climbing the crags and rocks of the coast, or roving
along the margin of the sea, in quest of precarious food. They
seek only for that which nature most easily affords for the
satisfying of their wants; the rest of their time is occupied in

idle and romantic wanderings over their sea-girt kingdom.
The stature and appearance of the Andamanians are not more
inviting than their occupations. They seldom exceed 5 feet

;

their stomachs are protuberant ; limbs disproportionate and
small : shoulders high, and heads large : they have the short

curly hair of the negro, (the same as the New Guinea Islanders,

&c.), flat noses, thick lips, small red eyes ; their skin is of a sooty

black, and their countenances exhibit the extreme of wretched-
ness, want and ferocity : in fact the phrenologist and physiolo-

gist would equally pronouuce them bad formations. Add to
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tl)is the fact tliat tliey live in a state of nudity, are almost

insensible to shame, and besmear themselves with a thick

covering of mud to protect themselves from the bites of des-

perate insects, and yon may picture to yourselves beings

easily mistaken by superstitious seamen as but to be shunned,

or spoken of only as heathens and cannibals. The imj)le-

ments, both agricultural and warlike, used by these rude chil-

dren of nature, are of the simplest kind. Their lines for fishing

are made of the bark of trees ; their hooks of burnt wood and

fish bones : they use a bow of 4 or 5 feet in length, made of the

fibres of a tree on strips of bamboo ; and arrows of reed tipped

with fish bone, or of wood hardened by fire. They use also a

spear prepared in the same way, and a shield made of the

bark of trees. Necessity has made them expert in the use of

these rude arms : for even they have enemies to oppose and

rights to defend.

The bays and creeks of the islands abound with the finest

descriptions of fish—skate, pomfret, eels and cod in abundance :

large quantities are caught during the N. E. monsoon. This

is their principal food. Their fishing canoes are made of the

trunks, and their nets of the filaments of the bark, of trees.

Such is their rude condition that the fish, as soon as caught, is

thrown on the fire and eaten in a half roasted state. The variety

and quantity of cattle is very limited. A few diminutive swine

are found on the skirts of the forests : yet these, small as they
are, are very scarce : they liave probably either been left by
casual navigators or been brought from the Nicobars in barter.

Though their principal food is fish, they eagerly grasp at what-
ever nature is pleased to provide ; birds and even rats and
insects often constitute their meal. The birds found on
these islands are but few : they are the hawk, paroquet, king-

fisher and gull. The edible bird's nest is also found here on
the rocky crags ; the species of singular bird that forms it,

is perfectly black, and resembles a martin. The nest is form-
ed of a thick mucilaginous substance made from sea blubber,

and is, you are aware, esteemed a delicious food by the Chinese.
The vegetable supplies are equally scanty with the animal.

The fruit of the mangrove has been found in their huts, steeped
in mud ; this, with sundry wild roots and leaves in a raw state,

form their vegetable nutriment. Having no cooking utensils

capable of resisting the influence of continued heat, they ai-e pre-

vented from enjoying the esculent plants with which it is proba-
ble the interior abounds. Their squalid appearance is the best
evidence of the meanness of their diet. They do not even
possess the cocoa-nut, so common to almost every other spot
of earth in these luxuriant climes. The only animals they
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have are hogs, rats, the ichneumon and guano of the lizard

tribe, with snakes and scorj)ions in rich variety. The rains are
especially heavy. From observations made by the British resi-

dent, 98 inches fell in seven months ; and tlie hurricanes are
represented as most terrific. Tbe trees are the banyan, almond,
and oil trees, the redwood tree, almost equalling mahogany,
and iron wood which is in abundance. Parasitic plants, of al-

most every kind and hue, abound.
The only ornaments used by these islanders, are the teeth

and skulls of their enemies, with occasionally some of the gayer
shells. The coast abounds with the most beautiful specimens
in couchology and tlie finest descriptions of corals. They paint
their eye-lashes and beads, with a kind of red-ochre, which gives

them a still more hideous appearance than natural. Their
habitations are extremely rude ; they are composed of four
sticks stuck into the ground, fastened at the top by fibres of
trees and transversed by others, from which branches of trees are
suspended, and an aperture is left at one side as a means of in-

gress and egress, the passage of smoke, &c. Leaves compose
their only bed. Polygamy and infidelity in the connubial
relation, as far as it can be ascertained, are unknown. The
females are equally rude and shameless with the men : they
are, like all rude people, extremely attached to their offspring,

however, and the slaves of their lords.

Their religion is that of unaided nature. They have no idols, nor
has it been ascertained that they offer worship, except an idola-

trous one to the sun, moon, and other heavenly bodies as the re-

presentatives of the Great Supreme. Superstitious they are, of
coui-se ; and probably a more extended acquaintance with them
would shew that they have peopled every spot with terrific religi-

ous associations, and that they live in special dread of the evil

one. They have apparently no caste, nor any chiefs but those who
exhibit superiority in physical strength or cunning ; nor have
they any spots for religions assembh' or for burial. If men could

be happy in nature's rudest simplicity, and simply innocent in

their rural seclusion, surely these are the people ; but alas ! here

we find a people, who, without knovving it, are witnesses for this

truth, that man was once upright and had a knowledge of God
his maker and friend, but that he has fallen and now presents but
a melancholy ruin of his former state—rendering, in his erring

condition, that homage to the creature which he should render to

the Creator : and yet, even in tbis rudest of situations, fixing his

attention not on senseless idols, like some of his more civilized

brethren of mankind, but on the noblest and most sublime works
of the God whom he knows but to dread. They also present

offerings to the genii of the woods, lakes and forests ; and espe-
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ciall}- are they prone to wori5liip " the spirit of the storm," durinpf

the S. W. monsoon. When those terrible gales arise which fill

' those that go down to sea in .ships' with terror, they assemble

on some rocky height and endeavour to deprecate the wrath of

the " storm-raiser," by chaunting wild choruses. Tho.se that

have heard them, declare the melody of the songs to be wild but

potent. Of their ideas of a future state, we can form but an

indistinct opinion.

All the efforts of Europeans to establish a friendly relation

with these singular and wild people, have proved abortive hither-

to, though not hopeless ; for the failure has, in a measure, arisen

from their timidity and the ill treatment some of them have re-

ceived who have ventured to negotiate with the crews of our ves-

sels. I am not aware that any permanent effort has been made to

introduce either religion, education or civilization amongst them ;

though I rather think the mission of the Jesuits, in the 17th cen-

tury, sent some of their fraternity to the Andamans ; at least

they did to the Nicobars ; and it is highly probable that they
would visit the adjacent islands. The mission was however
abandoned, on account of the insalubrity of the climate. Some
Catholic laity, at a still more recent date, I believe, visited them
with religious intentions, but failed. The Mission of the Mora-
vian church sent some labourers to the Nicobars and Andamans
many years ago, but they were either cut off" by disease or re-

moved to other stations ; beyond this, I believe, the Protestant
Church has not made any efforts for their conversion.

The language of the Andamans differs from almost all the

eastern dialects with which we are conversant. I subjoin a
few specimens of the words in common use.

Arrow butooble Knee ingolay
Arm pilie Leg chigie
Black cheegbeoogo Man comolon
Blood cochiiigobee Moon table
Belly nahoy Neck tohie
Bird cohoy Nose mellee
Boat coccoy Rain eye
Bow tongie

geetonsay
Sky madoma

Bone Star cheloly
Cold chona Sun ahoy
Door tang Teeth mahoy
Ear quaka Water migway

tarjornoyEarth talongriangee Wind
Eye tuhoy AVood tanghee
Finger momoy To eat ingel bolioh
Fire mono To hear ingo ta heyo

meengoheeFish nalohee To drink
Foot gookee To laugh on themai
Head taboy To sing goholy
Hat hooloo To sleep oomoho
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It is evident from these brief and desultory notices, that

the islands are prolific in vegetation, unhealthy and thinly

peopled ; and yet the geographical position which they hold

cannot, in itself, be the cause of their unhealthiness. It must
arise from the perpetual springing and decaying of vegetable

matter acted upon by a powerful sun and heavy rains. Cultiva-

tion would, in a great measure, cure tins evil ; for there is no
new country that does not distress its first colonists with fevers,

dysentery, and almost eveiy formidable disease : but do these

operate to prevent individuals from settling ? The limited

nature of the population and their degraded condition, are no
argument why we should not endeavour to elevate and bless

them, to bring them into the pale of civilized society, and give

them a title for heaven. I have no wish wilfully to sacrifice

valuable life, or to expend precious time in an improvident

manner ; but the duty of the Church is not discharged towards
any section of our fallen family, until she has endeavoured to

bring them into the fold by placing before them the message of

salvation. But, how shall they believe except they hear ? and
how shall they hear without a preacher and how shall they
preach except they be sent T""

I have but to suggest, that in the favourable monsoon, the N.
E., some person competent to the work might be deputed to visit

and report on the practicability of establishing a mission on the

Nicobar and Andaman Islands. Let us not be deterred by the

notion that the inhabitants are men-eaters, or the climate pesti-

lent. That was the character of the South Sea Islanders, and
this is still the case in Sierra Leoue ; but grace has had its tri-

umphs both in the one and the other. It is practicable to have
intercourse with them, for they barter with the inhabitants of the

Nicobars, and also with small vessels from the coast of Arracan.

The exchange is fish, cowries, &c. for cocoa-nuts and other eat-

ables. The traffic is not extensive, but it exists ; and shows us

that mercantile diligence will often venture where religious zeal

fails. This ought not so to be.

I must acknowledge the obligations I am under, in drawing
up even these rough notes on the Andamans, to Colonel Symes's
account of his embassy to Ava, and to information communicated
by some kind friends on the coast of Arracan, who willingly

afforded what information was in their power on tiie subject.

My hope is that they may serve to induce some one more
competent to come forward and supply better information

upon these or any other terra incognita which may lie even at

our door.
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III.

—

Remarks on "« Comparison of Indo-Chinese

Lfingtiages, t^-c."

The paper which appeared, under the above title, in the last, or January

No. of tht' Calcutta ( hristian Observer, vvas no doubt perused with much
interest by many of the readers of that periodi(;al. I'he imj)orlance of

such a comparison, as ~was therein partially instituted, of tlie very nu-

merous lanjfuages or dialects spoken both within and beyond the Ganj^es,

is, in every point of view, very considerable. ^Vhether we aim at amelio-

rating the civil institutions of the vast populations anioiifj whom they are the

media of intercourse, or to communicate to them tlie arts and sciences of the

west; or, in a yet more interesting- reji-ard, contemplate the propajration

of the everhisting gospel of the blessed God, in all its elevating, moralizing,

and consolatory power, among nations yet in darkness upon all the most

solemn verities of religion, and a consequent prey to degrading, demora.

lizing, cruel, impure and abominable superstitions ; or whether lastly, in

order to re])ress these and promote the spread of the divinely ap|)ointed

antagonist influence of the Christian re\elation, we seek to obtain an accurate

as well as extensive acquaintance with these various dialects—in all points

of view such investigations, as those in question, are most important. It is

no ordinary labour to transfuse the truth of God into the language of man ;

nor is it a small responsibility that rests upon those who undertake so

solemn a duty. We think therefore that such investigations as those

commenced by the Sadiya missionaries are most highly laudable.

1. Of their execution of the task undertaken we can say but little, and
that little confined to the language of our own Province of Bengal. Of
course the excellent individual who furnished the " Comparison," will

take our observations in good part, as our design is simply, and in good
faith, to throw in our mite of aid to him in his useful investigations, as

«ell as to draw the attention of o heis to the subject.

1. In the " Comparison of the Bengali and Assamese," it is stated that

above six-tenths of the most common words are identical, except with

slight variations of pronunciation." Now we have carefully examined
the list of words from which this conclusion is drawn, and find that up-
wards of eight.tenths would be the more correct statement ; and that, of the

60 words, 50 are identical in Bengali and Assamese. For, the most has not
been made of the analogy between the two languages, by the introduction,

into the Bengali column, of such secondary forms in current use as come far

nearer, in many cases, to the Assamese terms,than those gi\ en in the " Com-
parison." i'hus bdyu is compared with hotah, while bat, equally a Bengali
form, is omitted. So, with astlii a bone, should have been given hdr ; with
haruu, kdn ; with hanti, hdti ; w'xXh pita, bdp ; with matsyu, mdckh ; for

pushpn, pliu/ ; for mustalc, mur ; with .shi ingu, siting ; with bdnar, bandar /
with chuudra, chdiid ; for januui, nid ; with, rdtri, rdt ; with tail, tel ; for

prantar, shild ; with danta. dant ; with grdtn, gdn ; all identical, or very
nearly so, with the Assamese of the table.

In the same use of secondary forms, the results of comparison with
some of the other columns also would be slightly varied ; as the Bengali go,

a cow, would much more nearly resemble the Kliamti ngo and Siamese
ng6a, than garu (the only form given) from which the Assamese goru is

drawn. Thus too, were tej and lauhu given in the Bengali column, for blood
—with the former, signifying vigour, the principle of vigour (and so applied
to the brain, marrow, bile, semen, &c.) would agree the Assamese tez, the
Jilii anhai, the Koreng tazgai, &c. while the latter would appear to have
originated the Khamti leiit and Siamese liiat ; whereas rakta shews no

Vll. M
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agreement with either. The Assamese /)<$) Mi, an ant, might shew a resem-
blance to the Bengali pinpard, though none with pipUikd, &c. These
and others we shall reduce to a table as follows.

English.
Air
Ant
Arrow
Blood

Boat
Bone

Bengali,
bat
pinptir^

dhar
tej, lauha

nau, dingi
bar

A'samese.
botah
porua

tez,

nau,
bar

Cat mfirjar

and my6o, a cat's mewing,
whence inykokari, the mewer raekdii

Cow
Dog

Ear

Elephant
Father
Fire
Fish
Flower
Foot
Hair
Hand
Head
Horn
Leaf
Moon
Mother

Mountain
Salt

Sky
Stone
Sun

Tiger

Village

go
shwa

k4u kan

dantj
biip, bapu, baba, bupai,

poran (toburn)
in&chh mas
phul phtil

pa •

lom
paui
mur mfir,

shing hin<j-, —
parna, p6n
chand jun,

naa

4i (mat. grand- ai

mother)
adri

lun lun

swarga (heaven)

shila hil,

tapan
dalian (burning)

sing, (properly a lion,)

Cor. snr

Kha. leiit. Si liiat, Ji. tashai, Kor,
tazyai

Ana. ding
IMan. sarn, Song, karnu, Ch. sorii, C. T.

ur6, S. T. ard, Lu. aiii, N. T. ariikau

Kh. miu, St.meau, Gar. mengg6, Song.
and Kor. myauni, An. raeyil

Kh. nt'6, Si. ng6a
Bur. kb\v6, Sing, kwi, M. hwi, Song.

shi, Kap. &c., \vi. An. fh6
Ji. and Kap. kana, Koreit. kon. Ch.
khunu, Lu. khaua

Mish. dat6n
Ak. 4bba, Abor. ha.h\x,Maring, papa, &c.
Co. pdr

Sfar. Lu. and Song, pliai, Ch. aphai
Anam. long
Song, ban, Mar. van, Ch. apan, Lu. p .ng
Co. mari
Ak. knng, An. siing

Korcng. pand
Si. duan
Kh. An. and Si. me, Bar. ara^, Kar. mo,
Garo am6, M. ima, Co. omi

Ahor. adi

Garo srigl

Kh. bin, St. bin
ki. tawan
Ak. dahanl
Kh. sell, Si. siia, Lu. sangkhti, N. T.

sakhwii, C. T. sakwi, &c.
gan gaun

The writer will no doubt be glad to obtain the Bengali forms above
given.

The seven case* [stated to belong to Assamese Nouns, are the same in

number and order with those of Bengali nouns : and it is by no means (as

stated in the " Comparison, &c.") a peculiarity in Assamese that two

pronouns are used for the 2nd person, according as the person addressed is

superior or inferior to the speaker." The same obtains in Bengali also,

and is extended to the 3rd person likewise, with a similar terminational

chane:e in the verb. Thus

—

1st pers : ami mari

2nd inferior tui maris

2nd superior tumi mara
3rd inferior se mare
3rd superior tini maren

Plural amra
tora

tomra
tahara
t^nhara

man
maris
mara
mare
m^ren.

The comparison of adjectives in Bengali is effected by a similar process

to that erroneously stated to be peculiar to the Assamese. Thus taha

huite bara, greater than that ; siikal haite bara, greatest of all. All
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tlie othei- ffiammiiticnl miniitire particul.irized, equally fppb'- Also

what are termed in tlie " Comparison, &c." numeral affixes, are of ordinary

use in Benfjali ; so that tlie analoj^y of the two languages is much closer

than supposed iti the " Comparison."
II. The fact stated hy Captait\ Gordon, of the various very minute por-

tions of the population employing a variety of dialects often nearly unin.

telligihle to tlieir next neighbours, is most ol)servahle. And, the same
multiplied diversity having existed among the numerous ahfu-iginal triitesof

South America,the inference is just, that dialects are niost numerous in the

infancy of nations and trihes : while, in proportion as, with the cessation of

hereditary feuds and the extension of national intercourse, they l)ecome

civilized and educated, they approximate in the use of a common language.

Hence it may be confidently expected that, as the blessings of knowledge

and refinement, peace, commerce and true religioti, are extended among
these 27 nations at present using so many vernacular media, the customs

and languages of the smaller tribes will merge into those of the larger, and
those of common' origin again approach each other and ultitnately coalesce.

The philanthropist must ardently desire so happy a consummation ; since

no one thing, perhaps, so fatally impedes the progress of mankind as those

endless sulidivisions, of which these multiplied tongues are first a conse-

quence and then a confirmation^ ever exciting to jealousies and hostilities

of most injurious operation.

It may therefore fairly be a question how far the excellent missionaries

at Sadiya and elsewhere, might be justified in endeavouring to anticipate

in some meiisure the work of time. It will scarcely be disputed that a
translation of the holy Scriptures, (unless in very minute portions) for such
a tribe, for instance, as that of Champhung, speaking a dialect understood
only by thirty or forty families, would be most i)reposterous. Much may,
no doubt, be done to diminish these fractions of language, and the Babel
confusion and difficulty they occasion, by the judicious efforts of our
political Agents and Missionaries in the ultra-Gangetic and other regions.

.Much prudence will indeed l)e required to avoid exciting the hostility

of national prejudices, and otiier impediments to universal improvement.
In m!iny cases, however, little difficulty would be experienced in con-

fining translations, &c. to a more general language, which would ultimately
supersede the more confined colloquial idioms. Thus, it is stated that
" the majority (of the Champhung families) can speak more or less of
Manipuri, or the languages of their mora immediate neighbours." Again
that " dialects so nearly similar, as are those of the northe> u and central
Tangkhuls, are generally intelligible to the adult male population on
both sides ; while the women and children, who rarely leave their homes,
find much difficulty in making themselves (mutually) understood." In
these and similar cases, the way is plain ; to extend education in tlie com-
mon or nearly common language

;
then, as the want of intellectual and

especially of religious supply is felt, it will be sought in the language of
the printed hooks.

III. Intimately connected with this point is that of the character to be
taught to a people having none of their own. It should seem good, as a
general principle, to employ, in such instances, the one used bv the dominant
neighbouring nation, especially if the languages he of kindi ed origin ; for
in this case, that character will be the best adapted to the sounds of the
cognate dialect, and may be expected generally to give it a fitter and more
correct expression than would any foreign alphabet.
The words in the " Compari-son, &c." are given in the Roman character,

according to the modified system of Sir William Jones, to which the term
M 2
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JtonuniiSling sysfpni has been applied. 'I'he writer thinks " they furnish
abundant e\ ideiicr tliat the Roman cliaracter is adequate to exi)ress every
sound of tlie human voice, and is well fitted to lie the written representa-
tive of all lanfiiiaiTos."

'I'here is a fallacy here, into which most of the thoroiigh-^oing advocates
of the Romaiiizinjj system have been betrayed ; it is that the modifications

applied, accorilinj;- to tliat system, to the Roman alphabet, are not equally
applicaiile to almost any other alphalipt. Now, it is an obvious fact that

the Roman letters are, as a])))lied to eastern languages, both redundant
and deficient. There are no letters in it corresponding to the ten aspirated

consonants M n Sic. ; to the sil)ilaiits and H ; to the liquids # and > ; to

the nasals .pj h
; t'> tl'*^ vouels srt ^ &c. Again, the letters c, f, q

V, w, X, z, are redundant ; while the two dentals, d and t, must denote, by
the aid of the aspirate and a diacritical point, no fewer than eight sounds of

that class ! But, while tiiis doulile defect, of redundancy and insufficiency,

opposes the application of the Roman aljihabet to the expression of the
sounds of the Hindustani, Assamese,and many other languages iti question,

the Nagari and its derivatives are not only complete without excess, but are

positively the most perfect alphabets in the world, and the most philosophi-

cally conceived and arranged. The only exceptions that can be made are,

that in the derivntiven of the Sanskrit, the sound of v has been generally

merged into b or w, which occasions a seeming redundancy of one letter
;

(yet but seeming, because the fonn is also but one;J and that two of the

three sibilants are usually confounded in utterance, because of the tenuity

of the distinction in their sounds, or rather origin. But if the af/use of even
a perfect alphabet, one exactly commensurate with the primitive sounds of

the language for which it was devised, be a matter of fact, surely that fact

is rather an argument agninst the adoption of a very imperfect one, as somuch
more liable to originate far greater abuses. To a certain extent, few living

languages, if any, have ever been exempt from these irregularities; hut all

that eun, it .should seem, be done to prevent or remedy them, is done wlien

the sounds are, technically, sounds; and, above all, when the written

expression of them is exactly commensurate with them when so fixed ; and

when, if a few irregularities have become obstinate in the usage of any peo-

ple, they also be assigned their fixed limits and fixed expression likewise, as in

the use of a diacritical point under the dentals ^ and s to mark a provin-

cial utterance not original to the language. Now, as to this last exjiedieiit,

it should appear to be the otiiy available resource for denoting to the eye

the variations from the first sounds of those letters, other than the invention

of additional ones not primitive and original to the language ; one neces-

sary effect of which course, would have been the confounding of the

etymologies of words essentially the same.

But the fallacy alluded to above is involved in the assertion that " the

Roman character is adequate (as gathered from the tabular columns of
' the Comparison, &c.') to express every sound of the human voice and is

well fitted to he the written representative of all languages." This assertion

involves a negation of such adequacy and fitness to all other characters.

Let us see then with what justice. For how are the deficiency and redun-

dancy i" the Roman alphai)et overcome, on the Romanizing system Why
1st, By entirely<Z/6C'/»'rfn(^ those letters in it whose European sounds are not

found in the Indian languages. 2ndly, By tlie use of combination and of

rf!«c?'«7iCrt/ /joini*, to en;ible the Indian variety of sounds to be expressed

by an inadequate number of letters having an oi iginal utterance not In-

dian. But who does not see that the same operation may be extended to

any alpiiabetic characters whatever Of any such, we might witli equal

propriety and equal truth say, that " it is adequate to express every souud
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of the human voice, &c." The more or less is altogether, as we said, a

subsequent and separate consideration. Let not any tlien he misled hy

the fallacious mystification, of a plain question, in which the sariffiiine ad-

vocates of the Romanizing system have indulged and do yet indulf^e. It ia,

of course, a subsequent question what alphabet may he ir.ade applicable to

express the sounds of the Indian languages with fewest, nimplest, and

most effective modifications ; but the primary one, a.s to the ciip<ihility of

any set of characters to receive an arbitrary assignment to the office of re-

presenting any variety of sournl whatever, is that vvhich has been, in our

judgment, so mischievously mystified. \Vhat, in fact, should prevent the

process of omission and of diacritical distinction from being ajjplied to any
existing alphabet or to any newly invented symbols whatever ?

^Ve liave, abstractedly considered, no objection to make to the adoption

of the Roman alphabet for written communication among a people yet

without one of their own. In such a case the only question with us would

be one of expediency, to be determined by aptitude, facility, and many
other special considerations. But we look npon the attempt to substitute

the Roman letters for the long established characters among a people ac-

quainted with the use of written as well as spoken language, as i)oth quixo-

tic ami ))reposterous ;
quixotic, because the attempt must fail of any consi-

derable measure of success within the lapse of ages, except by measures
too arbitrary and unjust to be contemplated by the most zealous advocate
of the plan ; and preposterous, for the following reasons chiefly

—

Because there is a positive, though not to all at first manifest, danger
of a progressive corruption of the sounds and confusion of the etymologies of

the native languages, by applying to them any other than their own origi-

nal alphabets. The results of the progress of independant nations, during
a course of ages, must not be confounded with those that may be expected
under the operation of a high state of mental advancement in a dominant
people suddenly and at once imparting their own large knowledge to their

conquered sulijects. Therefore no conclusion against the present argument
can be drawn from the gradual modifications of a nation'sowrt alphabet, from
age to age; nor from the ultimate disuse, among the European nations, of
the German character for the Roman : because these two sets of symbols
were substantially the same in form, essentially tiie same in sound. There
is consequently no analogy between the gradual improvement of the Euro-
pean alphabets, in appearance and facility of writing, &c. and the now con-
templated entire substitution of a foreign alphabet, altogether exotic both
in sound and figure, for the native Indian characters. In the former
case, there was no danger whatever to be apprehended of confounding
letters of the same organ, to the annihilation of all clear traces of the
etymologies of words of various origin, or of the gradual corruption of the
phonic powers of the letters ; in the latter there is the greatest. Thus tut,

that, and tut a sliure, difl^er, in Roman character, but i)y the diacritical

point under the final t of the latter word. Now all who are versed in tliis

subject well know the extreme difficulty, and often almost inextricable con-
fusion, occasioned by errors and omissions in diacritical marks, in the writing
of languages to which they -ayh

- original ; and if this be the consequence of
such a system to them to whom such languages are vernacular, how much
more extensively is its experience to be apprehended by those who come, as
foreigners, to the study of languages whose system of alphabetic sounds is

so widely different as are those of India from those of Europe? Europeans
as it is, with all the check upon a vicious pronunciation secured by the
distinct forms of the native characters, too often fail in acquiring their
proper sounds, and in consequence are but too extensively unintelligible in
their vocal communications. How often has this been felt and complained
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of in civil functionaries and, where it is most injurious in its results, in

Missionaries of tlie hlessed Gospel! The writer has known numerous
cases in wliicli the f>reatest zeal, and even large positive attainments, have
been greatly neutralised by a confused, inaccurate and indistinct pronuncia-
tion. The adult organs have, in fact, acquired a set, so to speak, which
does not readily admit of the enunciation of sounds various from those

acquired in childhood. Indeed, not only is a facility of accommodating the

organs of pronunciation to new positions, &c. hut a fine and accurate ear

too, necessary in the first instance, to distinguish the minuter variations of

sound among letters of the same class : some, entirely new, are seldom per-

haps thoroughly acquired hy the best scholars. Now it is manifest that

this difficulty, and the concomitant danger of confounding the most impor-
tant differences in letters and words, would he immeasurably increased were
the helps and guards of the native characters removed and our own, how.
ever systematized, introduced.

Nor would the evil be confined to foreigners. For, besides that increasing

intercourse with these would naturally and even necessarily tend, of itself,

to /(tmiliarise the natives to much vocal and written corruption of their

languages, were they also to adopt the Romanizing system, they would
themselves be in no small danger of extending that corruption. Thus
the words ;5<i, that, and a shore, in distinct native cliaraoiers cannot be
mistaken ; but their equivalents in Roman letters, tdt and tat differ only in

a point. How easily might the omission alone of tliat point create confusi-

on and obscurity ! But this is not all ; for as, in English, the letter t has ne-
ver the sound of ^ but of ^ only, in learning tliat language a native of In-
dia has first to encounter the difficulty of altogether discarding, wherever he
meets thu letter t, the dental sound of 3, (immeasurably more frequent in his

own language than that of ^ which is the English t ,) and is then inces-

santly exposed to the hazai'd of corrupting the sound either of the English

t or of his native letter ^3, and of settling down into a slovenly uniformity

of dental enunciation in one or in both languages, to the ultimate confu-

sion of words essentially different
;
thus, at once, destroying the etymolo-

gies and obscuring the sense of the words he employs. So of the vowels also
;

mun, in English, he must pronounce nearly as in Bengali ; in reading his

own tongue Romanized, he must jjronounce the same combination as JT'I,

of which it is the equivalent. It is re))lied, I know, that Europeans
of all nations experience no such difficulty, and are exposed to no such
hazard of mispronunciation of the same letters applied in different

combinations to varying utterances. But, be it remembered, that the
European has acquired his vernacular alphabetic sounds in infancy and
without effort

;
by effort must he learn, in after life, to give other sounds,

say the French, &c. to the same letters. There is no danger whatever of
his corrupting those proper to his native tongue. There is to him only
the difficulty of fully acquiring and correctly applying the acquired foreign
enunciation. But to a native of India, the Roman alphabet is originally
unknown, as the expression of any system of sounds. He has therefore to
encounter tiie prodigious difficulty of apjjlying foreign letters on two dis-

tinct vocal arrangements ; first to his own tongue, to which it is inade-
quate, and then to a European one. Nor, let this difficulty be thought
exaggerated. For in eastern languages vowels at least are strictly inmri-
uble ; the same letter expressing ever but one sound

;
and, with very slight

exceptions, this is equally true of the consonants : but, in English, and but
in Bengali, are severally, an adversative conjunction and a noun meaning a
species of corn ; and the same vowel u is equivalent to the native 51 and s
both, vowels never confusible or interchangeable !
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To iill which must be added the conclusive consideration, that were the

Romanizing innovation, by any chance, to succeed in throwing out of use

the native character among European students of tlie native languages,

and among any considerable number of the youth of the country now edu-

cating in <nir Schools and Colleges, one of the most singular and fatal

consequences of such an unparalleled anomaly in educational philosophy,

would be the setting aside, at one fell swoop, of the whole itnligenous

literature of the land, the entire writings of its purest and mo^t valuable

original authors, and the reduction of the 7iative library of the rising

literati ami the European student, to a few miserable volumes of Roma,
nizvd exotics, a Primer or two, the Pilgrim's Progress, and one or more

similar specimens of a foreign idiom in a foreign dress ! How monstrous

a consummation !

I might indefinitely enlarge, but must yield to the restraint imposed

by the limits to which the small space aiiorded in a periodical confines me

:

enough has been stated I should hope to shew

—

1st. That it is a manifest faUticy to represent the Roman alphabet, as

modified in the Romanizing system, as a fitter expression than any other

alphabet, under the same plan of modification, of the sounds of eastern or

of any other languages.

9nd. That the attempt, futile as it really is, to substitute the Roman for

the native alphabets, were it actually to suci-eed, must be pregnant with the

most mischievous results to the philology of the native languages ; both as

to the etymological distinctness of words, (on which the clear perception

of their sense and the perspicuity or oltscurity of construction so much de-

pend) and as to the purity of native pronunciation.

I will only in conclusion observe, that, as applied to the expression in

European hooks, and for the information of Europenns, of native words and
sentential quotations, the Romanized system, originally fixed by that emi-

nent scholar Sir W. Jones, and now Imt very slightly modified indeed,

is immeasurably more accurate, complete and philosophical than any
otlier that lias been put forth ; and all who take an interest in oriental

literature must heartily rejoice in the fi esh impulse that has been latterly

given to it ; an impulse which bids fair, ultimately and at no distant period,

to put out of use for ever those other, at once crude and tasteless, systems,

equally unphilosophical to the mind and uninviting to the eye, which have

been applied by some learned but injudicious scholars. This alone were
result enough, amply to reward those active and philanthropic individuals

who have stirred up the present question. Would they but rest here, they

would be justly esteemed benefactors; beyond this their labours are either

mischievous, or absurd, or both at once ; of which, besides the philological

arguments above given, may be adduced the fact, that while occupied with

more than Quixotic hopes, excitement, and confinement of view, in this

vain attempt at more than an Herculean task, they are dividing the warm-
est friends of native education and general improvement, they do i)ositive-

ly retard the period of the regeneration of India ; a consunmiation that

can only be brought about by united exertions
;

by " a long pull, a

strong pull, and a pull altogether," of that chain of instrumental truth

which is to pull down for ever the nionstrouii edifice of the superstitions of

ages.

CiNSURENSIg.
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IV.

—

Paul's Prayers answered, Part 9,nd.

"Now I beseech you, brethren, for the Lord Jesus Clirist's sake,

that ye strive together with me in your prayers to God for me ; that I

may be delivered from them tliat do not believe in Judea, and that my
service which 1 have for Jerusalem mny be accepted of the siaints ; that I

may come unto you with joy by the will of God, and may with you be
refreshed. Rom. xv. 30-33.

This prayer of the apostle consists of three parts. 1, That
he might be delivered from the disobedient in Judea. 2, That
the service which he had for Jerusalem might be acceptable to

the saints. 3, That he might come unto the Romans uith joy,

and might, with them, be refreshed. Let us consider these seve-

ral petitions, and the way in which they were answered.
1. The apostle prays, that he might be delivered from the

disobedient in Judea. At the time at which he penned this, he
was at Corinth, and was on the point of proceeding to Jeru-

salem with something which he called " the service" for the

saints. What this was we shall presently see. All who have
read the history of Paul are fully aware of the deterniined

hatred borne him by the Jews. He was one of their most
famous men, and they consequently were bitter in the thought
of having lost him. Hardly was he converted when they took
counsel to kill him ; and wherever he went, they, and not the

Gentiles, were his chief persecutors. This was the case at

Iconium, from which he had to flee,—at Lystra and Derbe, where
he was stoned and drawn out of the city as dead,—at Thessa-

lonica and Berea, from which places also he had to make his

escape,—and in all probability at many other places not men-
tioned. Read his own words :

" In perils by mine own coun-

trymen.—Of the Jews five times received I forty stripes save

one."—Hence the necessity and importance of his prayer, that

he " might be delivered from the disobedient in Judea." And
" he was heard in that he feared :" he was delivered. At first

indeed, every thing seemed to indicate that he had striven in

his prayers in vain, and that in vain had he asked the Roman
Christians to strive with him. But the end shewed that this

was not the case, and also proved to him that God was not

.unmindful of the prayers of his servants. On his arrival at Jeru-

salem, it is trus, he was apprehended by the disobedient, and

was nigh being cut off by their hands. But the Lord so ordered

events, that he was first delivered from the mob who went

about to kill him, next from the conspirators who had bound
themselves with a curse that they would neither eat nor drink

till they had destroyed him, and last of all he was sent away to

Rome far beyond the reach of every one of them. Could there

be any realization of his prayer more exact than this
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2. He prayed that the service which he had for Jerusalem

might be acceptable to the saints. What this service was i>?

obvious, from what is stated in two of the verses immediately

preceding his prayer—" Now I go to Jerusalem to minister

unto the saints. For it hath pleased them of Macedonia and

Achaia to make a certain contribution for tlie poor saints at

Jerusalem." Several circumstances had combined to render

the poor very numerous at Jerusalem. 1, h'amines, according-

ly to the Saviour's prediction, had become not unfrequent.

" There shall be famines, and earthquakes, and pestilences in

divers places." One is mentioned in Acts xi. 28. S, The rich-

est Jews had, for the most part, dispersed themselves through

the surrounding countries, for purposes of trade. 3, I'lie land

liad become " barren for the iniquity thereof." And, 4, what

is more to our present purpose, the believers in Judea had long

since, in anticipation no doubt of the destruction of their city

and country, disposed of all their property, and distributed it

to those who had need. Acts iv. 34, 35. Hence the great body

of the saints in Jerusalem were very poor. But their Christian

brethren in other places were not unmindful of them. Having
been made " partakers of their spiritual things," they felt it

their duty " to minister to them in carnal things." An extra-

ordinary collection was, at this time, made in their behalf, by
all the churches throughout Greece ; and the apostle's principal

object, in now going to Jerusalem, was to deliver the sum so

collected, it having been confided to the care of him and some
others who accompanied him. '

liut why pray so earnestly that this service, or collection,

might be acceptable to the saints.^ Was there an}^ fear of the

contrary? Yes: much. No attentive reader of the New Tes-
tament can fail to have observed, that there existed a most
unhappy prejudice in the minds of the Jewish against the Gen-
tile Christians. Traces of this are to be found in Acts xi., in

tlie Epistle to the Galatians, and in several other places. The
apostle, therefore, feared, that what was done by the Gentile

Christians might not be acceptable to the Jewish believers

:

hence his prayer. He wished to see " the wall, of partition"

completely broken down ; and for the Lord Jesu'ssake, and for

the love of the Spirit, he was desirous of seeing the whole body
of the faithful " knit together in love." 'J'his was a most im-
portant point ; because hereby God would be glorified, and the
world be brought to believe that Christ was the sent of the

Father, John xvii. 21. And was his prayer fulfilled ? J^et the

historian tell.
—" And after those days we took up our carriages

(baggage) and went up to Jerusalem. There went with us also

certain of the disciples of Caesarea, and brought with them one
VII. N
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Mnason of Cyprus, an old disciple, with whom we sliouUl lodge.

And when we were couie to Jerusalem, the brethren received us

gladly. And the day following Paul went in with us unto
James ; and all the elders were present. And when he had
saluted them, he declared particularly what things God had
wrou;^ht among the Gentiles by his ministry. And when they
lieard it, they glorified tbe Lord." Every thing was here realized.

The service was gladly accepted, and God was glorified, (thank-

fully praised and adored) by the Jernsalem Christians, on account

of what had been done among the Gentiles.

3. He praved, also, that he might come unto the Romans
"with joy, and might with them be refreshed—and was not this

likewise fulfilled Though a prisoner when he went to Rome,
yet he entered it thanking God and taking courage: and though

in chains all the time he was there, yet was he abundantly

refreshed. He was cheered by the S3'mpathy shewn him by
the Roman Christians, Acts xxviii. 15,—by the converts made,

through his ministry, from among his own brethren in the flesh,

verse SI.—by the disciples raised up in Caesar's household,

Pliil. iv 24.—by the confidence infused into the brethren at

Rome by bis bonds, by which they were even the more bold to

preach the word without fear, Phil. i. 14,—by the conversion

of his dear son Onesimus, Philemon 10,—by the visits of 'i'ychi-

cus, Mark, Jesus called Justus, Aristarchus, Luke, Timothy,

and a immber of others,—by the collections sent to him from

the Philippian Christians for his support, Phil. iv. 10-18,—and

last, though not least, by the abundance of the Spirit given unto

liim, by wliich he wrote tbe noble epistles directed to the Ephe-

sians, to the Philippians, to the Colossians, and to Philemon.

If this was not being refreshed at Rome, what is refreshment ?

Verily, a tithe of this was worth twenty years of imprisonment

instead of two !

Tlius was this whole prayer of the apostle fully answered.

Who can help admiring the truth and faithfulness of God;

This poor man cried, and the Lord heard him; and saved him

out of all his troubles. The angel of the Lord encampelh round

about them that fear him, and delivereth them." Quaintly but

truly has the poet said :

" He frees tlie souls condemned to death ;

And when his saints complain,

It slian't he said, ' Tliat praying breath

Was ever spent in vain.'

This shall he known when we are dead.

Ami left on long record,

Tliat ages yet nnhorn may read,

Ami trust, and praise the Lord."
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V.

—

Eleventh lieport of the Calcutta Seamen s Friend

Society*.

Tlnongli tlie good hand of our God upon us, we are permit-

ted once more to meet you, and relate what the Great Head
of the Cliurch has enabled us to accomplish towards the moral

and spiritual improvement of Seamen, since our last lieport.

The statements we have to offer, though brief, are such as to

induce us to '• thank God, and take courage."

Foreign Labour.—It is with much pleasure the Commit-
tee are enabled to assure the friends of Seamen in India, that

the efforts made by the Societies in England and America
are not only continued but increased, and have been render-

ed progressively efficient, up to the date of our last comrauui-

cations. I'he instances of good effected have been many and
refreshing. In fact, in nearly all the principal ports of the

two countries. Seamen's Chapels have been established, and
Chaplains appointed. Nor have these efforts been confined to

home. British Christians have established Seamen's Churches
on the shores of once hostile France and in the Baltic. America
lias imitated her example in France, and, with a bene^^olence

of a wider range, has extended her Christian charities to the

islands of the southern ocean and the ports of China. Nor
has she been unmindful of British India; so that not only may
we see the flags of England, America, France, and other
states, waving in proud triumph in all the ports of the earth,

but the peaceful and uniting Flag of the Bethel Union spread,

in peaceful ascendancy, over them all.

Foreig?!, Aid.—We have just observed that America has
not been unmindful of British India. It will be in the recollec-

tion of the friends of this Society, that in our last Report it

was stated, that the American Seamen's Friend Society had
appointed our friend the Rev. Amos Sutton to be permanent
Chaplain to the Seamen visiting this port. Arrangements be-
yond the control of Mr. Sutton obliged him to decline the
office. The Rev. George Pickance was appointed to the situ-

ation at the commencement of the last year, and continued
to perform the duties until its close. The printed papers of iMr.

Pickance's labours are stitched up with the Report. The

* The deep interest now taken in the spiritual welfare of our Seamen,
lias iiidiiced us to transfer the whole of the llth Report of the Seamen's
Friend Society into our pagjes. We have done tliis in the hope that the
facts it contains, to<>ether with the statement tliat the Suciety, from its

extended ojjerations, is now involved in a deht of nearly 3,000 Co. 's Rs.,
may induce the benevolent to lend that aid to the Committee which shall
«nable them to prosecute tlieir labours with alacrity and pleasure.

—

Edd
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situation is now filled by our excellent friend the Rev. James
Penney, who on hearing of the state of the Society's funds,
promptly oH'ert'd his gvatiiitous services. The Committee
have deemed it hut just to Mr. P., notwithstanding- his disinter-

ested offer, to tender him tiie amount graiiteil by tlie Ameri-
can Society, siiould that Institution think proper to accede
to the j)roposal. To all those wlio are acquainted with the

zenl and devotedness of our good friend, and especiallv with
his lively concern for the welfare of seamen, this appointment
will doubtless be matter of sincere thanksgiving. In addition
to the stated Minister, the Committee liave thought it expe-
dient to engnge another Agent, whose whole time should be

occupied in visiting the Crews of vessels on board, for the

purpose of distribnti/ig the Holy Scriptures and Religious Tracts,

and in every way exhorting the men to attend to those things

which pertain to their peace. This situation was filled, at tlie

commencement of the year, by Mr. Jordan, a man possessing

many qmilifications for his work; but his departure for the

Onpe obliged the Society to look out for another Agent, and
they are happy to state that they have found one, in manv
respects admirably adapted for this most trying and laborious

work. * Besides the duties already referred to as devolving on
the visitor, he attends the sick in hospital, and in every way
endeavours to benefit and Idess our Sailors.

Preat li 'nig the Gospel.—It is satisfactory to your Committee
to know, that not only has the Gospel been regularly preached

twice every Lord's Day, and once or twice during the evenings

of the week, on the Floating Vessel, but that it has also been

dis])ensed to the crews of other vessels ; sometimes on board as

many as two or three on the same sabbath. In fact, the only

reason why the Committee have not complied with the request

of several well-disposed Captains to have worship on their

vessels, has been the lack of suitable Agents, If these had

been obtainable, the Bethel Flag might have been hoisted every

Lord's Day in three or four different parts of the river. At the

same time, the average attendance on the several meetings has

been about 90 to -10. This may ap})ear a small number out

of so lar^ea fleet, but it does not include the crews preached to

on their own vessels; and it is the duty of the Committee to

assure their friends that the work in wliich they are engaged,

as it regards attendance, is beset with difficulties which it is not

in the power of human ingenuity, in many instances, to over-

come. Yet they will not despair, but persevere in well-doing,

Tintil the conversion, alike of Captains, and Officers, and men,

shall remove all difficulties, by the purifying and sanctifying of

their hearts. May the Holy Spirit descend and bless the good
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seeil of the kingdom wliich has been sown ! One of tlie

difliculties which it was in tiie power of the Committee to

remove, was that which arose from the dihipidated slate and
small size of the old Bethel Ship. 'J'his induced the Committee,

at the commencement of the year, to commence building' the

—

New Ship.—This vessel, 40 feet by 16, is now nearly ready

for Divine Worship. The cost, when completed, will he upwards
of 5,000 Co.'s Part of this snm has been raised by dona-

tions, expressly for this olject; but the larger portion of it

has been kindly lent to the Society, b}' a friend. The Commit-
tee hope that the announcement of this fact will stimulate their

friends to renewed exertions, in order to relieve the Society

from a burden which w ill necessarily continue to press heavily

on its regular funds, and thus curtail its usefulness.

IHstribiition of the Holy Scriptures and Religious Tracts^

and Establishment of Loan Lihraries.—The Committee have
been desirous that the Holy Scriptures and other valuable

religious publications should have not merely a promiscuous and
ephemeral circulation, but that the good news of salvation

should have a local habitation and a name on every vessel where
permission to that effect could be obtained.

To compass this object they have established Lending Li-

braries, consisting of small cases of religious works, which it is

intended to place on board the pilot, steam, and other vessels

trading regularly to the port. A few have already been placed

on board vessels, and the Committee hope, before another
year, to report the establishment of many more.
The Committee of the Calcutta Religious Tract and Book

Society have, in the most generous manner, granted large quan-
tities of Tracts for the use of the Society, as well as authorized
the Committee to purchase at half price the larger works of
the Institution. The London Religions Tract Society, with
its accustomed liberality, has granted books to the amount of
£b for the same laudable purpose. The Calcutta Bible So-
ciety have continued, during the past year, their resolution of a
former one, viz. to provide every Sailor visiting the port with a
copy of the Sacred Volume. I'his has been done to the best
of the ability of your Agents, in the different languages spoken
by the Sailors from different parts of the world.

The Sailor s Home.— It would be unjust to the labourers of
this Society not to allude to the establishment, during the past
year, of an Institution well known to all by report, viz. the
Sailor s Home. This Institution originated out of the experience
of the Seamen's Friend Society ; and though the two Societies
bear different titles, and have separate Funds and Committees,
they are essentially one. The Sailor's Home attends to the
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temporal, the Sefimen'-s Friend Society to the spiritual, interests

of the pea-faring population of the port. May God prosper
them both !

Concluding Remarks.—From these brief remarks it will be
evident, that the efforts now making for the temporal and spiri-

tual happiness of Seamen are much more extensive and per-

manent than in former years, and consequently involving a
much heavier expenditure. Nor can the Committee allow this

opportunity to pass without tendering thuir warmest thanks to

the Christian public for the liberal manner in which they have
met every appeal. The Committee, relying upon the same
generous spirit, have entered upon the new year with the same
agenc}' and means employed during the one that has just come
to a close. They have exercised faith in the generosity of the

Church, and they hojie that faith will always meet with the

same opportune reward as in the da3-s that are past. It will

be seen that the Society have to suj)port the expenditure of the

Floating Ship with her crew, boats, lighting, &c. and that two
Agents are, in a great measure, dependent on them for either

the whole or a part of their support. This, together with the

purchase of hooks, aid afforded to the destitute, and other un-

avoidable expenses, involve a monthly outlay of about 300 Co. 'a

Rupees, for which they entirely rely on the voluntary aid of the

Christian public.

Success, it is true, is with God, and it is our duty to labour

even though it be long deferred; yet, should any tokens of the

divine favour accompany our efforts, they should stimulate us

afresh to the work of faith and labour of love in m hich we are

engaged. The Committee have not been without evidences

of this kind during the year. From the reports of the Sea-

men's Minister, appended to this document, it is evident that

some have been benefitted by the labours of the Institution.

Nor are these the onlv instances brought to the knowledofe of

the Society. In a letter from Europe, a friend writes that

a copy of Doddridge's Rise and Progress, put into the hands of

a careless young Officer, by one of our friends in this country,

was the means of leading him to thiid<, and to yield himself

up to God. Besides this, some have been warned, comforted,

and restored to the fold of Christ ; and the grace of God which
hringeth salvation hath been made known to hundreds, in whose
life and conversation it may, after many days, produce fruits

of holiness and eternal life, to the praise and glory of God.
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VI.

—

Story from the Batrish Singhasan.

I'o the Editors of the Calcutta Christian Observer.

Gkntlkmkn,
If ilie accoiiipaiiyiiig. as nearly as possible, literal version of

the last chapter of a Hengali volume entitled " tlie Tales of the

thirty-two-iniage-supportecl Throne," may be deemed eligible to

n place in your pages, by way of variety, I beg to place it at

your disposal. It may serve as an introduction to a projected

series of papers in the manner of a Catalogue Raisonne of the

principle ttative Bengali works, both in prose !Uid verse, and
gratify, possibly, the curiosity of such of your readers as are not

uninterested in native studies. I hope, next month to forward
the first of the intended series.

I may observe also that, in conjunction with «ome friends, who,
as well as myself, take a deep interest in the vernacular literature

of Bengal, and are solicitous to see far more attention paid to

the study of genuine native writings, by the Missionaries and
others requiring a correct and effective acquaintance with the

language, I have projected the republication, in carefull}' revised

editions, of the most valuable, as to style and matter, of what
may be termed the Bengali Classics. Should you, Messrs.

Editors, favour the plan and be disposed to advocate it with

your readers, I doubt not you would do essential service, and a
ver\- grateful one, to future students of Bengali literature. 'J"he

volumes, if sufficient encouragement be obtained to justify the

risk, will appear successively, uniform in size and type, and at

the lowest price at which they can be afforded to cover the

actual cost ; no pecuniary advantage to the projectors being

sought or desired.

I remain, &c.
CiNSURENSIS.

Address of the 32nd Image.

Once more attemptino^ to mount the throne, king Bhoj was prevented
by tlie 32tid Image, which thus addressed him : O l^ing ! listen to a relation

of tlie eminent quahties of Vikramaditya, who heretofore sat enthroned
upon tliis niiijestic seat.

Once on a time an excessive drought occasioning a failure of the crops

througii all the neighbouring countries, the distressed inhabitants came
flocking into Oujein ; lor they iiad learned that, on account of King Vikram's
exceeding piety, his territories were exempted from the severe visitation of
dearth and famine wliich every where else prevailed ; and tliere accordingly
they sought the means of preserving life. King Vikr;im being apprized of
this concourse of strangers seeking the means of existence, issued his com-
mands to his own subjects, that the unliappy refugees slioiild be allowed to

take w hatever articles of food they required wherever tliey were to be found ;

and, that no hinderance to their so doing might exi^t, lie engaged to pay
the full anmuut of what should be so consumed, out of his own treasury.
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ImmediHtely on the publication of this order, tlie licence it gave was every
where indulged. Consequently even the most respectable people of Onjein,
linding no food for sale, petitioned the sovereign, representing that they
were respectable citizens, not cultivators themselves, but accustomed to

live b)' purchasing from the farmers ; tiiat now they were unable to procure
even for 100 pieces what was usually sold for one, and were consequently
in danger, themselves and households, of dying from very want. Vikram
was deeply afflicted at this representation of the citizens, and thus revolved
the matter in his mind: " Should I prevent tlie furnished strangers from
taking the food they require, my word will be violated ; and if I prohibit

willing purchasers from buying, then my vow of universal beneficence is

broken !" In this vexatious dilemma, he betook himself to the invocation

of the great goddess, who, visibly ajipearing, required to know his wish,

promising to grant it. The king, in suppliant posture, vvith uplifted hands,
after many flattering addresses to the goddess, in extemporaneous verse

and prose, preferred his suit as follows: O Goddess, if you are indeed gra-

ciously disposed towards me, then be this my boon, that inexhaustible

stores of food appear in every house throughout my dominions. " So be it,"

replied the Goddess, delighted with the king's benevolent disposition
;

and giving him a magical gem. by virtue of which its possessor instantly

obtained wliateverhe wished, she vanished. The king, now at rest since bis

people had ceased to suffer, speedily called an assembly of his ministers,

chief officers, counsellors of state and others, and seated on his throtie, after

some discussion, resolved on a pilgrimage to a holy shrine; giving ordera
accordingly for the requisite preparations to be made.

Just then a crafty pretender to the character of a religious devotee, but
who was a materialist, and denied the validity of any but sensible evidence,

Appeared iit court, and, seating himself on his black antelope skin, inquired

of his Majesty what might Le the design of the preparations he witnessed.

I am going on pilgrimage, replied the king, and am making the requisite

provisions for my journey. The sceptic rejoined, what is the superiority

of a place of pilgrimage and what the adviintage of a visit to it.'' Why,
answered the sovereign, a journey to the Ganges and other places of pilgri-

mage, is productive of religious merit, and heaven is the result to those

who seek the rewards of such merit ; while those who aim not at these infe-

rior advantages, obtain, in succession, purity of heart, spiritual knowledge
and final absorption.

The infidel, smiling at what he heard, exclaimed, let those foolish

beings who are imposed upon by tlie false reasonings of deceivers, perish !

But you, O king, are a man of sense and able to enter into the arcana of

things ; such talk is therefore unbecoming your understanding. Listen to

the doctrine of the sjtiritually wise. Those senseless people, who practise

various ritual observances in order to ol)tain the joys of a paradise, are

altogether cheated into the belief of a pure error. How can performances
which we evidently see come to an end and perish, have any efficacy to

produce the fruits of paradisiacal bliss in another body? An effect can
never continue after ihe destruction of the cause itself ; as burnt silk can
no longer be woven into a garment. Therefore Paradise is a fiction, and
by the same reasoning hell is a fiction also ; and to talk of the soul, after

the death of one body, being united with another, is altogetlier similar to

building an argument for any thing seen on ()roof derived from a succession

of blind men ! 'I'lie transmigration of spirit, then, into other bodies is a lie
;

consequently heaven and hell are equally lies ; and every assertion respect-

ing those consequences, either of virtue or of vice, that are imperceptible to

the senses, is also a lie. That there is a spirit, too, distinct and separal>le

from the body, is a position akin to those aerial flowers which stand, in com.
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nioji parlancp, for natural inipossil)ilities. Tlie notion of a God, tlie creator,
j)rc>server and ilestioyer of tlie world, a world wliich is, was produced, and
lends of itself to decay, like tlie trees in a forest, is a mere fiction. The ad-
mission, therefore, of any proof or evi<lence other than that of sense, is

destitute of all support, and is Imt a vain fancy, a source only of endless
vexation to men, wlio are as blinded by their ignorance as was the silly si^jht-

less fi'llow who, catching- hold of the cow's tail, hoping to be guided to the
farm, had only his folly to thank for tlie bruises and sufferings that pun-
ished it, » hen the frightened cow dragge<l him over the uneven soil, through
ditches and brambles, bestowing upon him many a kick liesides.

AVhen Vikramaditya heard the infidel thus abusing the holy writings,
his anger somewhat stirred, he replied—O unbelieving wretch, if, agree-
Jibly to what you have asserted, that there is no proof to be relied upon
but whiit is furnished by the senses, you refuse to accept the evidence
from inference, &c. then should my most learned friend here, the reverend
)>andit, by any unforeseen event become deaf, all persuasion or belief ground-
ed on the evidence of his own words (which he could no longer hear) to him
must cease. But if so, then neither could he effect any of his purposes (be-

cause, unless lie gave orders, &c. as usual, nothing would be done for him) ;

nor, since he himself would not hear his own words, could he even more
than itifer, as from the movement of his lips, &e. that he indeed spoke ; he
would have no scnuible evidence of it whatever. But in fdct men see plainly,

tJiat such a man, blind yet learned, may actually give most excellent in-

structions to others, (even though he do not himself hear them,) and may
also accomplish all his own purposes, transact weighty affairs, &c.

Again, should you in a dream behold, evidently, your own head cut off,

liow would you deal with youi-self on awaking from sleep ? as a dead man
or a living? If as a dead man, then would you be a wise and clever per-

son truly ! but if as a living man, then there would be an end of your
sensible evidence, (for you/i«rfclear sensible evidence of your own actual de-
capitation.) Therefore you cannot avoid admitting, over and above the evi-

dence of sense, that of inference also, which is supported by all the shasters

And now I ask you one question : Have you yourself fallen from the

clouds, or do you trace yourself from a certain ancestry, however little

remote? If you reply " I fell from the clouds," then 1 say you are mad ; if

you tell me you had ancestors, then I ask you, what proof you have of the

fact? You will probably say " I have it ivom the assurance oftrust-worthy

persons, that I am descended from such a stock." Then, in spite of yourself,

are you compelled to admit the evidence of testimony as proof. Thus, if, ac-

cordingto the two foregoingarguments, you are obliged to allow the evidence

of inference and of testimony, then whatever is supported by one or the

other of these you must acknowledge to be proved. Yet the concession

is made with a bad grace indeed, extorted from you as it is, like the ad-

mission of the silly brahmin that his heifer was but middle-aged, after

absurdly insisting first that she was very old, and then that she was quite

a calf.

But be that as it may,—you must now also confess a God, the author of

this world, one of the fairest of all contrivances, an assemblage of wonders

beyond the utmost power of conception or any of the illusions of dreams,

and in which pleasure and pain are experienced as the fruits of good and

evil actions, arising correspondingly in country, time, and occasion.

Reflect within yourself and determine the point. Things that are, be they

great or small, must all have some termination in a superior existence, as

the water of a pool, a lalte, a river has its containing limit, (in the land

that supports and surrounds or includes it.) Now power, valour, renown,

VII. o
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the splendour of excellency, knowledge, indifference to sensual gratifica-

tions, and other A irtuous (movements or qualities) exist, in greater or less

degree, in sentient beings (men) ; consequently you must admit some exis-

tence in which tliese are found vuthout limitation ; and the being you must
fix u|)on is, doubtless, the one great God. He is thus describable : as all- wise

all-powerful, everlasting, revealed in causes and tlieir effects, witness to all

the movements of all hearts, footless yet every where present, liandless

yet all-supporting, eyeless yet ail-seeing, earless but bearer of every thing;

he knows all, yet is known of none ; lie is everywhere existent, yet unat-
tainable to any ; he has no container, he contains all things ; he is figurable

but as the ever-wise and blest, (source of all knowledge and happiness;)
his power is competent to effect what is most difficult of accomjilishment.

Hence the sacred writings term it the great magic (or illusion). It is

the original cause of the universe, and therefore is also termed the plastic

principle (or passive source of all things). 'I'hose who possess a know-
ledge of the essential nature of Deity, perceive the world to be like the illu-

sion of a dream, the creation of the divine power (or energy). Thence they
also term that power the great sleep or dream. With the concomitance of

such a power, that supremeGod,who is without qualification, inactive, simply
ever-wise and lilest, becomes qualified by omniscience, &c. A knowledge
of this supreme God, long exercised in uninterrupted, silent adoration, be-
comes the efficient cause of final absorption (into the divine essence).

Thus having reasoned. King Vikram in conclusion addressed the sceptic

in these words : — O infidel, listen to what I say ; it is the spiritual sense (or

inward meaning) of the shasters. As a mother, when administering, for the

cure of her child's disease, medicines that are sharp, bitter and astringent (to

the taste), to soothe and persuade him, says to him, My child if you will take

this medicine, 1 will give you a delicious sweetmeat ; and by thus promis-

ing a reward, prevails upon him to swallow the medicine : so, in like man-
ner, the holy Veds, mother-like, holdingout the rewards of heaven in order

to cure the diseases of anger, cupidity, blindness, pleasure and envy,

excite men to the jierformance of works which are accomplishable only

with much labour and expence ; and as health is the result of curing disease,

so is steadfast inlentness of thought upon God the result of the cessation of

desire and other passions. Therefore, lie who is devoted to the contempla-

tion of God, has no longer dependance upon works of merit ; whoever is not

60 devoted to divine meditation, his works are attended with but vain re-

sults. AVhy then do you, neglecting devout reflexion iijion the supreme
Deity, waste your time to no purpose in cultivating a speculative wisdom
which only catches at straws, i. e. is both captious and irrational.''

Drinking in by his ear the effectual medicine of the foregoing discourse

of Vikram's, the demon of infidelity resident in the sceptic's mind fled

away ; and he, viewing the King as his spiritual guide, reverently observed

his sayings ; at which Vikram being overjoyed, bestowed upon the philoso-

pher many rich gifts, to his great satisfaction.

No sooner was this (32nd) address concluded, than all the 32 images
spoke at once, as follows: O King Bhoj, in these attempts to relate the

excellencies of the great King Vikramaditya, we have pourtrayed the chief

duties and virtues of a sovereign ; he who possesses and practises these, is

worthy to be seated on this throne ; but any other ascending it, would bring

down upon himself a host of misfortunes. Therefore, out of pure desire for

j'our welfare, we have prevented you from occupying it. Be not displeased

at this
;

through you, we, being rescued from the fixed and immovable
condition to which we were reduced by a Muni's curse, have re-obtained

the power of locomotion. May you be happy and rule your kingdom in

peace! We shall now go, with the throne, to our own place. So saying the

32 images raised the throne and proceeded to their proper abode ; wliile

King Bhoj returned to his palace.
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VII.

—

Chapter of Varieties.

1.

—

Connection op the British Government with the Idolatry of
India.

This question so deeply involving the honor of the moral
character of Britain appears, from recent occurrences, to he

placed on an entirely new footing. Report states, through our

contemporary the Friend of India, that the highest authority

has declared that so long as the puhlic purse can he replenished

with an annual income of two lakhs of rupees from this idola-

trous source, it shall not he ahandoned, especially at the request

of a, few fanatics! We may say, without the slightest

approach to dictation, that such expressions are not those

that should fall from the lips of any puhlic functionary ;

they are not calculated to conciliate what it should he the

ohject of every official character to ohtain, the good wishes and
fervent support of all suhject to his influence. We hope it is not

true, hut if so, it was an impolitic disclosure. We had supposed

that the tardiness in carrying into effect the orders, the reiterat-

ed puhlic orders, of the Court of Directors on this suhject, arose

from an extreme sensitiveness, on the part of the local

government, in reference to the religious prejudices of the peo-

ple of India; but meagre and unsatisfactory as was this sup-

position, we are now robbed of it. Religious deference for the

superstitious abominations of Hinduism has given place to the

love of gain ! Although somewhat sceptical on the matter, we
had been almost induced, by the laboured efforts of some An-
glicized Hindu advocates of the connection to prove that it was
a dead loss to the Company's exchequer, to believe that no such

sordid motive could actuate our rulers; but no, it is a gain, and
we have now the strange anomaly of a Christian Government,
composed of liberal politicians, calmly and deliberately avow-
ing, that if their coffers can but be replenished by the offerings of

poor miserable idolaters, they will heed the voice neither of
humanity, reason nor religion ! We never for a moment doubt-

ed that the public orders of the Court, on this subject, were
accompanied by private instructions, which would materially

interfere with the fulfilment of the wishes of the people of
England. We imagined that the spirit of the despatches would
lose somewhat of its energy in passing over the wide waste of
waters ; but we never did anticipate the revelation of such a
motive for the continuance of a practice so degrading.

We suspect that we form a section of the handful of fa-

natics to whom reference is made ; and if so, we have only to

exhort the rest of the handful in India, to unite with the dwar-
fish multitude at home, to exert the same energetic, persevering,

o 2
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and peaceful means for the accomplishnient of tlii>« object,

wliicli tlioy eniplo3eil fortlie overthrow of slavery and the slave

trade—in fact, to do their owti tvork. This lias ahvavs heeu
our advice to the friends of reh'gion and humanity; though it

lias occasionally been overruled by the opinions of such of our
friends as prefer [)eace and a dim prospect, to war and a speedy
termination of the contest. VVe respect the motive though we
lament the issue. I'he issue in this, as in every other instance,

is, that when the struggle actually arrives, tlie polite and accom-
modating opjw>iient throws all his arts overlH>ard, and after re-

peated and fair jrroniises, leaves us to hght over again the battle

which should even then be crowned with victory. Those who
are to be reformed will, in the very nature of things, put off the

<lay of purification to the last; nor will it ever be effected by our

walking with them in an a])[)arently happy, but in reality hol-

low, alliance. We have therefore but to entreat the handful of fa-

natics to imite, with the cheerful ho}>e of success, in this as in eve-

ry enterj)rize of benevolence. This is one of the last of the many
strongholds, of gross darkness and pseudo-liberality, which must
be overthrown—a species of extraordinary toleration, which
oppresses the more enlightened and civilized, at the expence af

the debased and idolatrous ;—a singular species of benevolence,

that is willing to relieve the poor overburdened pilgrims of

Bengal of their rupees, to supply the means for dividends to the

proprietors of East India Stock in Europe ! Should the spirit

oi faiiuties be aroused, those who are accnstomed to desig-

nate j)iety stuff', and the pious mean and cowardly, may find that,

though the indignation and energy of such characters will en-

dure long, yet if once raised, it will not sleep until it has done

its work ; and when fully awakened it oft discovers, in effecting'

the reform of one evil, the existence of others, the removal of

which not unfrecpiently shakes the foundations of those why
laughed at the weakness and despised the fanaticism of the good.

God fighteth the battles of the righteous, and they must conquer.

Be wise therefore, O ye kings, be ye instructed, O ye rulers of

the earth ! <t>iKos.

'2.—Special Appeal on Behalf op Indi.*.

We have received a copy of the " Special Appeal on behalf of

India" made by the Committee of the Religious Tract Society

in London. The communications of our excellent friend, the

Rev. W. H. Pearce of the Baptist Missionary Society, who left

this last year, on account of health, and of the Rev. G. Go-

gerly ofthe London Missionary Society, who left India, theyear

before, on the same account, are embodied in the appeal. The
efforts of the Tract Society have beeu very great, and yet the
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result of tlie calculations now laid before the world is, that al-

tliouL(h far more tracts were printed by the Calcutta Society

during the last year than in any precediiiif year of its existence,

yet, even then, the total was but three hundred and fifty thou-

sand ; and when added to those issued by other institutions in

India, wliieli cannot exceed tliree hundred thousand more, these

Avill not give, in the aggregate, one tract to two Iniiidred indi-

Aitluals.'"
•' This presidency of Bengal alone, incliulinfr the Afira depeiulency, lian

under its direct ^oveiiiment upwards offi/iy-ntven niil/ions —nn assemblage

of iimnurtal beings surely » ii>t enougii tti detnaiid our attention and synj-

patliy, and to draw forth our most vigorous exertions in tlieir belialt !"

Here is a most heart-stirring appeal indeed, if the modicum
of religious and moral light emanating from a single tract have

as yet, after all that has been done in this good and charitable

work, beamed but upon one in 200 of the mass of fellow-beings

by whom we are surrounded ! What stronger or more affecting

appeal can be made thun is furnished by this simple fact

Yet, that substantially beneficial results liave been obtained,

from the various exertions made by this and kindred Societies,

we are well assured from personal observation. We are strength-

ened in the conviction by the foUowing passage in the appeal,

which goes full}' to confirm our largest hopes, and satisfacto-

rily to meet the either desponding or unbelieving question so re-

iteratedly asked, by doubting friends and sarcastic foes alike

—

What have your Bible and Tract and Missionary labours and
expenditure as yet achieved ?

"All who have lived in or near Calcutta for several years, and during
that time have had constant intercourse with native society, must have
witnessed a gradual, but very perceptible and interesting change in the

character and feelings of numbers around them. Tliis change has i»eeii

produced by means of public preaching, the distribution of Scriptures and
tracts, and the education of the young ; and it is more or less evident in

other places, in proportion to the amount of scriptural and general know-
ledge which, by these means, has been communicated to the inhabitants.

iiy this diffusion of intellectual and spiritual light, prejudice has been re-

moved, and attention excited. Attendance on preaching has become more
serious, and is followed by less debate. Gospels and tracts, whicli before

were refused, or received with evident apprehension, are now eagerly

sought, not only by tlie lower classes, but by persons of a liighcr grade in

society ;
they are often asked for by name, by those who have seen them

in the possession of others, and have come several miles to procure them.
Schools in which Christianity is fully taught, are exceedingly popular,

and more pupils present themselves than can be received. In several

seminaries for Hindu youths, unconnected with missions, into which the

Scriptures are not introduced, many of tlie elder pupils are in tlie habit of

procuring English Testaments from the Bible Association, and of teacii-

ing their younger countrymen the English language from them in their

leisure houi-s. The confidence of great numbers in Hiruluism, is evidently

shaken or entirely destroyed. Christianity is no longer viewed with con-
tempt : it is regarded by all as a formidable, and as what most persons ap-
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prehend will eventually prove, a success/u/ opponent of Hinduism
; while,

by a lai-^e and anuuaily increasing class, it is considered as truth, which
many intend to profess iiereafter, and some even dare to profess at once.
Iiulependently therefore, of the great l)ullc of the people, who reside at a
distance fro)u missionary stations, and who, except hy an address on an oc-
casional visit, or the receipt of Scriptures and tracts at a distance from
their homes, are entirely unacquainted with the gospel, there liave thus
arisen two important clnsses for the benefit of wliich it is the duty of the
christian church to make all suitable provision. The first includes those
who liave already renounced Hinduism and Muhammadanisrn, and jiro-

fessed the religion of Jesus ; and the second, those who are convinced of
the folly or falsehood of their former religious system, but have not yet
made up their minds as to the truth of Christianity or of any other religion.
" it regards the first class—those who have left Hinduism or Mu-

hamniadanism, and professed tliemselves christians—they now amount, in

the neiglibourhood of Calcutta only, to some thousands. 'J'hey chiefly re-

side in villages, where no instructors, save the christian missionary and
his catechists, have ever trod. Through various causes, es|)ecially igno-

rance, in those vvho received them, of native duplicity, many liave unhap-
pily been admitted into this number, wlio were merely influenced in their

profession by the hope of worldly advantage ; but we must ever recollect,

that since these now form part of the nominally christian community, and
since the heathen around them will judge of the excellency of the gospel

by their character and conduct, it is the bounden duty of all christians to

secure, as far as possible, the elevation of their moral and spiritual con-

dition. Besides, this class also includes several native preachers and
catecliists, with many private individuals, who may justly be regarded as

sincere disciples of the Saviour, for whom tliey have suffered persecution,

contempt, and loss, and who have, therefore, peculiar claims on our chris-

tian l)enevolence. In addition to iiume)ous children taught in day schools,

it includes also two liundred hoys and two hundred and fifty girls, all of

whom are the children of native christians, or orplians. 'I'licse are board-

ed, clothed, and educated, in connexi()n with the Episcopalians, Independ-

ents, and Baptists respectively, under the immediate care of European
su|)erintendents. They are thus secured, in some happy degree, from the

injurious influence of the corrupt and idolatrous practices of natives

around them, as vvell as favoured "ith a solid scriptural education, to fit

tiiem forrespectaliility and usefulness in future life. Among tliese, several

of both sexes have been truly converted, and others appear under very

hopeful impressions. With regard to this class, it is unnecessary for me to

j)ress on the attention of your Committee the great importance of their

diligent instruction. Should they, as a body, be neglected, the result will

he most unhappy. In this case what can he expected, but that, like the

natives wlio embraced the Roman Catholic faith under the Portuguese

.settlers, their posteritv should be as ignoi-ant and immoral as tlie heathen

themselves In this case, their example, like that of the European sailors

and soldiers, who are often seen intoxicated in the streets of Calcutta, will

form the strongest argument against the religion they profess: on the

other hand, if those natives who first embrace Christianity in India,

are diligently instructed in religious and other truths, and happily imbu-

ed with the active and benevolent spirit of the gospel ; if they are better

neighbours and friends, husbands and uives, parents and cliildren, than the

heathen around them ; if they are zealous for the glory of God, and anxi-

ous for the conversion of tliose who know him not, no doulit need be en-

tertained, humanly speaking, that they will give a complexion and cha-

racter to the future church of Christ in the East, and highly contribute to
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its present peace and purity, as well as to its future influence on the popu-

lation of Intiia. 'i'liese considerations have led the Committee of the Cal-

cutta Christian Tract and Book Society to desire that, without delay,

Romeliiinir effectual should l»e done for the spiritual good of the native

christian population in Bengal."

Aiiotlier pa.ssnge we will extract, as furnialiiiig a meek yet

trimn|»liant reply to a petulant article in one of the Calcutta

Journals, in which truth and courtesy, calmness and |)ropiiety

are alike abandoned to make way for a virulent personality of

abuse, directed against the able founder of the Scottish Mission

in this city.

" It is highly probahle, indeed, that at the present moment, in all the

institutions of the Committee, not less than 5,000 boys or young men are

receiving instruction in European science and English literature; and as,

in most of these seminaries, the mathematics, natural philosophy, the

helles lettres, &c. are tauglit to the higher classes, a large proportion of

pupils will doubtless leave these seminaries very competent scholars.

'I'he influence of the knowledge here acquired on the minds of the pupils

has been very striking, especially in the colleges at Calcutta and Dehli,

which were the first brought into operation. As the Hindu pupils dis-

cover the gross inaccuracies of the Shastras, and the ignorance of the

Brahmins (whom they have hittierto regarded as gods) on scientific sub-

jects, they naturally begin to ^espise the religious opinions inculcated by
both ; and as they receive the gift of superior knowledge from professing

christians, they are naturally led to form a good opinion of the religion

they believe. For convincing the pupils of the folly of Hinduism, indeed,

this system ai)pears to be quite effectual. As one proof of it, I may men-
tion, that the superintendent of a college in Calcutta, containing upwards
of seventy youths thus educated, who kindly invited me to call and wit-

ness their proceedings, assured me, (lam persuaded on good evidence,)

that among the whole, though almost all the sons of Hindu parents, I

should not find one grown up pupil who believed the superstitions of his

fathers ! So far the influence of such education is beneficial: it opens the

minds of the pupils to receive truth instead of error, on subjects of natu-

ral science, and exhibits the gross deformity of an erroneous religious

system which they formerly most fully believed ; and could truth on mo-
ral and spiritual sulijects also be constantly presented to their minds, and
affectionately impressed on their consciences, we miglit hope that, through
the sanctif\'ing influence of the Holy Spirit, they would in due time be led

cordially to embrace it. This advantage, however, is not yet aflForded

them; and hence, in some repects, the influence of their superior know-
ledge is dangerous, both to their moral and spiritual welfare. Having
seen that all the religious opinions which they imbibed from their parents
are false—the inventions of designing men to enslave the minds of others
—they are apt to suspect that all other religions may be equally false

;

and thus, like the French at the end of the last century, wlio perceived
the folly of the Roman Catholic system, and the ignorance and wickedness
of many of the clergy, pass from gross superstition to reckless infidelity.

Some of their English superiors too, with a zeal worthy of a better cause,

liave supplied these young men with the writings of Voltaire, Paine, Hume,
and other French and English infidels ; from reading which, many are led

to conclude that almost all the intelligent and learned men of Europe
have been sceptics as to Christianity, and that it is a mark of superior in-

tellect to despise it."
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In sequence to the preceding, we find a passage which so
well expresses our own views on the nuich agitated question of
re/iyious instruction in general seminaries for native youth, that
we venture to extract it, though we have already gone to greater
length than is our wont.

" IMany of the elder pupils in the Hindu Collfjie have remarked, that
witho\it reading the Bihle they cannot well understand the coii-stant allu.
sions made to it in all other English works, and have therefore requested,
that it miifht he read as a class-book in the institution: but hitherto it

has not been introduced. The supply of moral instruction has not yet
been so abundant as it easily might be, even without any of that interference
Mitli religious opinions wliich the government wish to avoid ; nor as it

probably will be, when the necessity of such instruction to promote public
morals, which is now very evident to several members of the committee,
shall force itself on the attention of all. The sentiments of infidel writers,

and especially those of the French authors of the last century, are gene-
rally loose as to morality : it is evident, therefore, that these intelligent,

but ill-principled youth, from frequently reading such productions, and
finding the vices which they tolerate more consonant with their own cor-

rupt passions than the p\irity and self-denial which Christianity inculcates,

are in the greatest danger, instead of forsaking the sins generally practis-

ed amongst their countrymen, of merely adding to them those more com-
mon among European*. While therefore, in some degree prepared to re-

ceive the gospel, if explained and enforced in every practicable way by
devoted christians residing on the spot, they will, without it, be dazzled with
the light of science which they have received, and rendered proud of their

superior knowledge, and thus become indifferent or hostile both to virtu-

ous practice and religious truth. 'I'hey will thus prove, in future, the most
serious obstacles to the salvation of their countrymen. How sad will it

be, if these interesting young men, released from the base tliraldom of
superstition, should only exciiange it for the wild freedom of atheism ; and
breaking loose from the injurious restraints of Hindu caste and of a selfish

priesthood, sliould renounce the beneficial control of God and of religion

altogether

!

" It may be proper to remark, too, that tlie young men educated at

these institutions, and ;it the higher missionary seminaries, are likely to

be the fiitore instructors of India. How important then is it, for the

sake of otiii-rx, that the rising intelligence of India, so long sunk in the

d.'irkness of beatbenisni, should be secured in favour of chistianity ; that

from this body, as from a fountain, should flow the waters of truth and
))iety, till they are available to their countrymen in every part of India !

For preventing the increase of depravity and irreligion, and securing if

possible, under God's blessing, tiie most important and extensive advan-

tages, we need therefore not only missionaries, but books, and consequently

feel bound to solicit the aid of your valued Institution."

In conclusion, we assert our unwavering conviction that the tide

of public opinion has decidedly set in, and will daily increase in

strength, in favour of religious instruction, and that Christian

education is the only education adequate to the wants, or effi-

cient either to the fullest ^m/>ora/ or the spiritual and eternal,

welfare of mankind. We trust this solid and forcible appeal

will not only be promptly and largely answered by the Christian

public ut home, but by the Christian public of India also ; and
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tliafc we sliall soon hear of large contrihutioiis to the funds of the'

Cah'iitta Christian I'ract and Scliool-Book Society, and to all

kindred institutions, having the effective enlightening and mora-

lization of India for their object.—M.

3.

—

Letter fkom the Tutor to the Maha'ra'ja' of Mavipcr.

" I am happy to say that the Maharaja and the regent's boys

are going on better with their studies than before. The re-

gent's sons are reading now the 2nd No. Spelling Book and the

1st No. English Reader. They can read and translate pretty

well. 'J'lie other boys are getting on capitally ; some of them
have made good proficiency in Grammar and Geography, and
can speak English pretty well, and in a few days they will

begin upon history. Some of them appear to be clever and
promising boys. The two young girls are going on very well

with their studies ; they are both attentive, clever and promis-

ing girls.

At present I am engaged in translating the first part of the

Balivabali into the language of this country, in Roman charac-

ter, which will be very useful to the natives; and I intend to

make up a Spelling Book in the same way as prepared by the

Missionaries at Sadiya ; it will assist the boys to read the Dic-

tionary, &c. We are very much pleased to have the Diction-

ary, it will assist the boys very much indeed in learning Eng-
lish as well as Bengali and it will do much good. All of my
head boys can read the Dictionary which tiiey have received

from Mr. Gordon, as well as Mr. D'Rozario's, with a consider-

able degree of ease, and in consequence are able to understand
Bengali as well as Hindustani pretty well."

4..

—

Bengal Auxiliary Missionary Society.

The Report, for the past year, of the Bengal Auxiliary Mis-

sionary Society is now before us, as approved and ordered to

be printed at the Annual meeting held in the end of October
last.

The opening reflexions are so happily appropriate to the con>-

mencement of a new year, that we insert them entire, leaving

them to the mature consideration of every reader.

" The galherinfj tosfetlier of the friends of this institution for the
purpose of reviewing;- the past with humility, and looiiing on the future
witli renewed faith and devotedtiess, reminds us that anotlier of those
periods which mark our proj^ress towards tiie eternal world, lessen the
imniber of our days for exertion, and bring us nearer to the scrutiny of
our great Master, has past away. Anotlier year is gone ; its liours, and
moments, and days, have borne their messages to the ear of God, which
itaiid now in the imperishable records of heaven : they will meet us ia

VII. 1'
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the day of the revelation of all thing:s. The time is spent ; but the re-
cord lives ; it will associate itself either with the approving sentence of
Christ—"Well done, good and faithful servants," or with the condemniition
of his inoiith, " Thou slothful servant, thou thoughtest I was a hard Mas-
ter." Let us therefore each inquire how w e have spent the year in refer-
ence to the claims of God and men ; for this may lead us to attend with the
greater candour and charity to the recital of the untiring, though appar-
ently at present, unsuccessful lahours of our brethren, who are devoted to
the work of preaching the Gospel to an idolatrous and gainsaying people."

The labourers of this Society are twelve European IMission-

aries, one ludo- British Assistant Missionary, and. one Por-
tuguese teacher, with seven Native Assistants. The stations

occupied are Calcutta, Chinsura, Berhampore, Moorshedabad
and Benares. These arf , however, but the respective centres
of the spheres of labour embraced, and the places of abode to

the Missionaries and their fanoilies. Thus, in the Calcutta dis-

trict are included two stations, Ram Makhal Chak and Krish-
napur. where there are native churches, the former superin-

tended and instructed, as such, by Messrs. PifFard and Lacroix
the joint pastors, and the latter by Mr. Campbell ; while these

again are only so many foci for carrying out Missionary effort

among the surrounding heathen. Of these agents we read :

—

"It is especially satisfactory to your committee to reflect on the fact,

that with the exception of the English preacher, and their newly arrived
brother, the whole are fully conversant with the native languages, and
are capable of vigorous and devoted exertion in that department of la-

bour peculiarly and distinctly marked out by the home Directors, viz.,

that of preaching the Gospel of the blessed God to the heathen."

In the Calcutta district are six Missionaries and three na-

tive assistants. One of these is the Pastor of the Uuion Cha-
pel, and is set apart exclusively for English service. This is

justly deemed a wise and necessary arrangement; inasmuch as

a healthy state of real Christianity among professed Christians,

European and ludo-British, is not only of the utmost importance

in itself, but of the last moment in its bearing upon the estimate

formed of Christians and their faith generally, by the natives.

JVloreover, it is to the spread here^ of genuine religion, and of a

consequent anxiety for the conversion of the heathen, that we
must look for any very extensive Missionary exertions. It is

manifest that any attainable amount of contribution from the

European public at home must ever fall imineasural)]y short of

what would be required, if we were to contemplate the sending

to this country, and maintaining, of any very large number of

European Missionaries—a number which yet, at its utmost
extent, could never pretend to bear any adequate proportion to

the 80 millions of the population. It is through a Christianized

Anglo-Indian population at the principal stations, stirred up to

feel and labour for the perishing myriads that surround them, and
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by the wide spread of a holy leaven from these separate centres,

thion<);h the instrumentality of an indigenous native ministry,

tliat the Gospel must win its widening way over tiie regions of
Hindustan, till brahmin and mosleuj be historic terms merged in

the single designation of Christian. We are happy to perceive the

Bengal Auxiliary Society sensible of this verity, and anxiously

taking measures both to cultivate real Christianity among pro-

fessed christians, and to raise up a class of well instructed,

humble and pious natioe preachers. It will be long ere these can
advantageously act alone. The superintendance of intelligent

European Missionaries must continue for yet many years; but
the value of good native assistants is even now in many ways
incalculable ; they are so well able to cope with the duplicity

of the native mind,—to meet its wants and wishes, often closely

disguised from the European, partly from natural timidity,

partly from dissimilitude of thought and expression, partly

from the want of that familiarity which the diversity of cus-

toms, &c. must necessarily preclude. With a view to provide

such assistance, an efficient course of study has been laid down
for the theological class of native students in the Christian

Institution supported by the Bengal Auxiliary Missionary Society

at Bhawanipur, under the superintendence of the Missionaries,

aided by well qualified Portuguese Teachers.

The amount of actual conversions has been small, yet suffici-

ent to test the general expediency of the measures that have

been adopted. IMuch illusion on this point has taken possession

of many minds, that requires to be immediately dissipated. The
report justly observes

:

" It would be gratifying to have been able to speak of more decided pro-

gress ; it should, however, be kept in mind that where preaching of tiie

Gospel to adults constitutes, as it does with the Missionaiies of this

Society, the principal sphere of exertion, a longer time and a greater

l)roportion of labourers are needed to ensure visible success than where
mere education of the young is aimed at. The superintendent of a school,

in a limited spliere of some hundred boys, may, even if single-handed, do
much good that will soon be apparent. But the Missionary preacher,

who has to work upon thousands and tens of thousands of adults constant,

ly changing and shifting, and filled besides with deep-rooted prejudices,

has far more appalling difficulties to contend with. Humanly speaking,

it is only after a long period, and by dint of a great number of labourers,

that any lasting impression can be made on this mass ; for sermons, how.
ever often preached by a small number of individuals, are too few and far

between, among so dense a population, to produce immediately visible and
tangible effects. O ! that Christians would but pray more fervently the

Lord of the harvest to thrust forth mure labourers into his harvest .'"

It appears that besides regular services for the Native Chris-

tian churches, there are constant exercises maintained, through-

out the year, at several chapels in different parts of the city, for

p 2
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Winging the Gospel before its vast heathen population. Every
evening in the week several of the Missionaries j)reach in the

l-?engali language and often to crowded audiences. They have
lately also coniuienced. in addition, a set coarse of weekly syste-

matic preaching, each Missionary in rotation taking up a distinct

subject. Large nnnibers of Christian Tracts and portions of the

Sacred Scriptures are distributed, which are in great request; and
sonu'tinies, which is rather a hopeful sign than otherwise, con-

sidering the general ajiathy of the native mind, considerable

discussion is excited and no small ojtjiosition experienced. The
Native jiapers, it seems, have latelv poured forth a more than or-

dinary quantum of vituperative absurditv, which will assuredly

turn to good in the end. 'I'he general aspect of things iu Cal-

cutta, in a Missionary view, is thus shortly but pointedly stated.

" Tliere is much inquiry and mucli apparent attention to the suliject of

Christianity, oliservahle among tiie natives; tliough 1 fear little of it is, as

yet, of a iienuiiie and saving nature. A new feature, which argues well

for the future, is hocoming more and more percejitihle. I allude to the

oi)eii hostility to Cliristianity at present displayed hy numhers of Hindus,
wiiose a]iatliy in religious matters, so long complained of, seems to he

suhsiding. It is always wlien Satan finds that his kingdom is tottering

and his power about to be curtailed, that he excites his adherents to oppo-
sition. It is, therefore, a cause for rejoicing ratiier than for lamenting,

that we see this beginning to be the case in this jiart of Bengal."

At Chinsura, Berhampore, and Benares the work is carried

on by zealous, intelligent and indefatigable Missionaries of the

Society, in all the various modes that have been detailed. Many
schools are supported ; extensive Missionary tours are made ; the

seed of the word viva voce, and by the wide dispersion of Tracts,

&c. is scattered far and near ; and, amid many discouragements,

whether common in all parts of the world, or those peculiar to

India, prejudice is softened down ; knowledge spreads ; indivi-

dual souls are converted ; and the way is evidently preparing

for the crumbling of the already tottering edifice of idolatry

and superstition, and for the erection on its ruins of the impe-

rishable fabric of Christianity.

"Tlie number of schools, in connection with the society, is about fifteen,

containing al)out eiglit hundred pupils ; of these five are Christian board-

ing and orphan schools, two adult schools, and one infant school. In all,

the Scriptures are fully taught.

'I'he number of con\ erts, it w ill be seen, has increased during the past

3'ear, and the conduct of the native Ciiristians has been sucii as to afford

increased satisfaction to their pastors. It will be oliserved tliat we have

H greater number of nati\ e catechists this year than in former years ; and

we hope, as the Christian Institution prospers, we shall raise up an edicient

and pious vernacular ministry."

We recommend the Report as well deserving an attentive pe-

rusal, but are compelled, by our narrow space, to forego trans-
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feiring many interesting portions of it to onr pages. M;iy tlie

Lord abnndantly prosper this and every other kindred Society

lor the extension of his holy and happy reign anjong inea !—M.

6.—Baptist Mission Rep(irt.

An abstract of the Report of the Baptist Missionary Society

in England, has reachod ns; I'roin which we learn, with infinite

satisfaction, the beneficial working of the West Indian negro-

slave emancipation, in reference to the progress of true religion

among that deeply injurt'd class of our fellow-nien*. We have

only room for one extract; it follows an account of the pnblic

opening of the British school at Montego Bay in Jamaica, on
the "tth September 18^6, "on which occasion the children

from the various Sabbath schools connected with the cliurch,

3170 In number, assembled. A more interesting scene I never

beheld; indeed it was too much for me : the excitement occa-

sioned a fever, the efi'ects of which I have not yet fully i-e-

covered."

" It is now truly interesting' to spend a Sundny at Motitego Bay. When
I arrived, thirteen years ago, the Sabbath was market day ; all was noise,

l>iisines<;, and confusion. Tliere was nothing to indicate it tiie S.ibl)ath

day. Now, as the hour of service approaches, tlie people are flocking to

tlie respective places of worship; and during the hours of service, scarcely

B person is seen walking the streets. The change is almost incredible.

What has God wroiiglit ! may ctiristians say. It is indeed the Lord's
doing, and it is marvelloTis in our eyes. • Not unto us, O Lord .' but unto
thy name be all the glory.'

"

The word of God goes on prosperously.

" Among those received was a woman, wlio had attained the very extra-

ordinary age of 12.3 years, and after living nearly the wliole of that length-
ened period in ignorance and sin, was enabled to receive the Gospel, and
to afford most pleasing and decisive evidence of her conversion to God."

Surely one such instance, if duly considered, must satisfy the
most incredulous, not only of the value but of the intrinsic

power of the Gospel when brought positively to bear, without
let or hindrance, on the human mind in all conditions of intellec-

tual and social advancement, or in the lowest state of degrada-
tion in both.—M.

* We deeply regret to learn, from subsequent communications, that, in
other respects, the Apprenticing system has not been allowed to tell as it

should have done on the temporal well-being of the emancipated negroes;
chiefly througli the cupidity of the owners or their agents, and the inefli,cU

eiicy of the stipendiary Magistracy. Anon of this, at length.

—

£dd.
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VIII.

—

Examination of the General Assembly's School.

On the 12th of the last month we had the gratification of at-

tending tlie seventh Annual Examination of tiie noble school in-

stituted by the Scottish Society's missionaries in this cit}'. The
examination was hekl in the new building in Cornwallis Square,

which had been but a sliort time previously completed ; asti'uc-

ture which, for beauty of style, accuracy of proportions, chaste-

ness of decoration, and perfect adaptation to the purposes of its

erection, is not exceeded by any other in the city of palaces.

It does infinite credit both to the designer and the architect ;

tlie former, too modestly, refuses to be noticed ; the latter is the

very respectable builder, Mr. Gray.
A remarkable feature in the character of the Scottish Mission

iu India is its nationality—it is not the undertaking of a volun-

tary society of benevolent individuals, united for that purpose

alone, (as are those of nearly all other missions from our fa-

ther-land ;) but it is that of the whole national Church of Scot-

land as such; and a truly becoming, honourable,'and most worthy
acknowledgment and fulfilment it is, of the solemn obligation

l3"ing upon it, as upon all other churches in like manner, with

one heart and one hand, one lip and one purse, to obey the last

solemn behest of the ascending Saviour—" Go ye into all the

world and preach the Gospel to every creature." Late though

the Church of Scotland has come into the field of missionary

enterprize, she has thus nobly distinguished herselfabove all other

Protestant churches, that of the United Brethren or Moraviana

alone excepted, we believe, by thus appearing in her corporate

capacity, as a whole, not in any larger or lesser fraction of her

extent ; and that with an energy and determination that promise

well " to redeem the time"" in which she has seemed, (and, we
trust, but seemed) inditi'erent to the sacred cause. She has, as it

were, dela3-ed but to gather up her full strength to a vigorous and
mighty and united effort, " to fight a good fight,"" and to win un-

withering laurels in the field of holy battle against the accursed

usurper of God's supreme dominion over the hearts of his human
creatures. Already has she taken her stand, with resolute and

uncompromising decision ; and at each of the three Indian Presi-

dencies has stationed her national missionaries, iu the very van

of attack upon the strength of Satan's kingdom. May she long

maintain her position, until, by the exertions of her agents, ia

union with the many intrepid soldiers of tlie Cross from the

other sections of the grand army of the Redeemer,—" the whole

Church militant here in earth,'"—commissioned to the same

field, the great enemy of God and of souls shall be driven

from every corner of his usurped dominion through the vast
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regions of Hindustan, and till every temple of a base snper-

stition and a demoralizing yet most contemptible iilolntry, shall

liave crumbled into everlasting ruins, and tlie idols of l)rahmiiii-

cal abomination be *' utterly abolished —Amen and Amen !

The Scottish Mission has, in the first instance, a|)piopri;ited

to itself, as it were, the department of general, scientific and
Christian tuition of the rising youth of Calcutta, as distinct

from a nearly exclusive devotion to the proclamation of the

Gospel, in the direct way of native preaching, to the adult

population.

We ougiit not, if we would, on the present occasion to touch

this subject in a controversial way. Decided as are our own
views in leading us to give an unhesitating preference, even in

the very first etforts of missionary energy, to the immediate an-

nouncement of the Gospel message to the rudest alike and tlie

most civilized of the human family, we cheerfully give our

Scottish brethren full and entire credit for the possession of a
«eal in no respect inferior to our own, and for the best use of

their Christian judgment and discretion in selecting and prose-

cuting the line of labour on which they have entered. We heart-

ily wish them God speed, and doubt not ere long to see them,
when their plans are fully matured and their avowedly prepa-

ratory work in some good measure accomplished, vigorously

branching out into every other department also of missionary

enterprize ; especially to see them entering, with apostolic zeal

and earnestness, upon that which is first and chiefest, because it

is so eminently "the power of God unto salvation," the direct

preaching of the Gospel of the blessed Jesus to the various

classes of the population of this vast city, " speaking to them in

their own tongues, of the wonderful works and marvellous

grace ofGod !"

VVe should prefer too, we avow, that the admittedly prepara-

tory and assuredly subordinate Ac/ioo/-work, had been committed
to well-qualified laymen, iinder the general superintendence

merely of ordained missionaries ; so to enable the latter to devote

far the largest portion of their time and strength to the study

of the native languages, and, wImjii these were acquired, to the

employment of them in the direct efforts of native preaching,

which is that to which a call to the ministry specially designates

him, in every church, who receives it. This first and greatest

object is, however, we rejoice to know on\y posfpmed by the

Scottish missionaries ; and we entirely respect their deliberate

judgment, while candidly acknowledging our own to be decid-

edly different on this point. Ere long, we trust to see and
hear them at their proper wor/c as ministers of the gospel of

Jesus Chrisit.
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Assuming, then, that the branch of missionai-}' hihour thus
choeen for a commencement, is a legitimate one—which many
will at once.admit—and also a prudential one, on which inqui-

ry we will not, as we said, now enter, we hold it self-evident

that the thorough-going and vigorous mode of prosecuting it,

exemplified in the Scottish Mission, is the only one to aft'ord a
tolerable prospect of any considerable success, or even to justify

at all itsalmost exclusive adoption. No efforts have been spared ;

funds have been liberally supplied ; men of first-rate talent and
superior education have been sent out ; the most approved
plans of teaching have been adopted ; the entire time ami talents

and exertions of the highly qualified Missionaries have been
devoted to the Institution, and most certainly with no small re-

sidts of the character immediately contemplated. We say imme-
diately, because the ultimate object—the only one which could

for one moment justify so large an outlay of expressly religious

missionary funds, and so exclusive an application of Christian

ministerial labour—and the one too, we are quite sure, ever

lleare.^t the hearts of the Scottish Church as well as of their

excellent missionaries on the spot—has been openly avowed
from the beginning. The uncharitable cant of deception, &c.

so often in the mouths of some nominal but \)&e\x>\o-cliristians

(proh pudnr !) as a charge against the conductors of Mission

schools in India, and which has in truth no just application to

anv oftliose establishments, cannot have even a seeming plau-

sibility as :i|i|!lied to the General Assembly's Institution in

Calcutta. '1 he pupils and their parents are fully aware, and
were so from the first, that the destruction of Hindu idolatry

and superstition, cquallj' with that of all false philosophy, is

directly aimed at, and conversion to Christianity, as a moral and
rational consequence, contemplated and desired by its founders,

its supporters, and its agents ; and that this ultimate object out

of view, not one 6"0/frje of religious funds would have been spent,

nor one hour\s missionary toil have been devoted to merely

scholastic exercises and scientific instruction, however absolute-

ly valuable and however, on other resources and by other agents,

laudably to be engaged in. One reflection was powerful in our

own minds during the examination ; namely the utter futility of

the idle fears entertained by many well-meaning friends of native

education, that the introduction of any direct instruction upon

the doctrines and evidences of Christianity would surely neu-

tralize the efforts made to open the native mind to the reception

of European education at our hands. For, what is the fact ?

In the Assend)ly's school are upwards of 700 boys and young
men. of all castes and classes, the highest and most respectable

in native society, in regular and voluntary attendance upon the
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instructions of avowed Cliristian missionaries. Be it. if the objec-

tors please, that for tlie sake of hirger advaiitaufes than elsewhere

obtainable, for the better prosecution of seienlide and secular stu-

dies, they but tolerate the inculcation and submit to the study of

Christianity, in its doctrines, evidences, and moral precepts;

3'et, what can more triumphantly refute the vain apprehension

we now i-efer to, than the fact of such an exhibition ? But we
are satisfied, from personal inquiry and tiie stubborn evidence

of facl.s, that there is more than what we have sup[»osed ; that

tliere is, in many a real awakening of mind to the ])arauu)UMfc

claiins and love of truth in all its departments, and not least iu

its moral and religious aspect ; and this is all we wish for. Let;

but truth have ns fair a hearing as error, and it must triumph.

Magna est Veritas et praevalebit. The human mind was con-

stituted for it, and it designed for the human mind; the result,

consequently of its exhibition to that mind, when awakened
to the pursuit, is not doubtful in the forward-view of the dis-

cerning and observant student of human nature, adequately

read in the history of his race.

We annex the programme of the examination.

Classes. Books rend.

i Uh&15th Instructor No. I. 2 pp.
13th 24 pp.
12th Instructor No. II. English Grammar, Parts of Speech.
11th Instructor No. III. 24 pp. WooUastoii's Grammar.
10th 48 pp. .McCulloch's do. 26 pp.
9th 160 pp. Lenriie's do. 52 pp. Geo-

graphy—Europe, Asia, and Africa.

i Euclid, Book- I. Brief Survey of History, Part II. 97 pp.
4th ^ New Testament—The Four Gospels ; Aritlimetic—Frac-

(^tions.

Essay BY Mahesh C. Ba'nurjya.
Monitorial f Wliatcly's Rhetoric; Sir Jas. Aiacitititosh's Ancient and

Class. (_Schohistic Etliics
; Paley's Evidences of Cluistianity.

Es.SAY BY KUYETAE M. Cha'tURJYa'.
1st Class.—Milne's Astronomy ; Leecliman's Logic ; Clift's Political

Economy; Home's Evidences; History of Eng-larid
;

Conic Sections ; Parabola and Ellipse
; Spherical Tri-;

gonometry.
Essay by Beiia'bi' L. Singha.

2nd Class.—Home's Evidences
;
History of India ; New Testament

;

Euclid, 6 Books ; Plane Trigonometry
; Algebra

; Quad

:

Equations.

Examination in Benoa'li'.
3rd Class.—History of India, 77 pp.; Euclid, 4 Books ; Home 40 pp.,

New 'I'estament, 4 Gospels
; Physical Geography.

5th & 6th Brief Survey, Part 1. 140 pp. ; Use of the Globes ; Arith-
metic, Fractions

;
Geography, 4 Quarters and India.

7th & 8th Brief Survey, Part I. 24 pp.; Geography, the 4 Quarters;
Arithmetic, Reduction; Lennie's Eng. Grammar.

The number of pupils on the list is 740: the greattst number present
at once 645.

VI. Q
w
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The Proijrainme was not strictly adhered to, in the examina-
tion ; several Classes, from want of time, were not examined at all.

We were not able to remain out the entire examination,
(which was conducted chiefly by tlie Rev. Messrs. Charles,

Mrtckay, and Ewart;) but saw and heard enough to justify us
in forminpr and expressing an unqualified opinion, that the con-

duct of this Institution has been eminently successful in com-
municating a large mass of miscellaneous knowledge to its pu-
pils. Many of these have certainly acquired a very consider-

able acquaintance with our, to them, exotic and most hetero-

geneous language, difficult alike in its enunciation, spelling and
construction. The Essays exhibit most satisfactory specimens
of progressive attainment, pro ratione classium, in the art of

English composition ; and that not merely as to grammatical
correctness, idiomatic expression, andjust application of terms,

but as to ease and range of thought, enlargement of ideas, and
positive growth of intellect. Yet they were shewn up as written,

with all their faults and peculiarities of spelling, diction and
illustration. The first Essay was " on Grammar, by Gopal
Chandar Das, a lad of the 10th class, of only nine or ten years

of age. It was read aloud by the lad himself, and excited, by
its original naivete, truly native turn of thought, and swelling

and singular figures and illustrations, no small amusement
among the European auditory.

The second, " on Female Character," by Mahendra Lai

Baisak, shews the writer to be really a thinker and an observer,

though neither very original nor very profound. His style is

unequal, his composition not so correct as it is evident he could

render it, were he to take greater pains, by writing leisurely and
revising carefully. This latter exercise is especially called for

to restrain the luxuriance of native style and to conquer the in-

tolerance of patient labour so characteristic of Bengali youth.

However, as almost a first attempt, the Essay on Female Cha-

racter must be deemed highly creditable to its author, the more
so as we learn that he has received no regular instruction what-

ever in composition.

The third essay " on the Rise and Doctrines of the Stoics and
Epicureans of Greece," is, on the whole, composed with much
correctness and knowledge of the subject. It is from the pen of

Khyetar M. Chatturjya, of the first or monitorial class, although

not considered the best that was presented. That ou the

same subject, by Mahesh Chandar Banurjya obtained the pre-

ference.

The mathematical classes passed a highly creditable exami-

nation indeed. Several of the young men were singularly prompt

in the demonstrations, and accurate in the expression of the alge-

braic formulae, &c. One youth, Mahendra L. Baisak, already
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meiitionod, brought up and presented a book of Geometrical

Propositions with original solutions, well conceived and worked

out with much talent. The figures were drawn and the soluti-

ons written out with great neatness and in a remarkably good

fair hand. The whole was the labour of his private hours,

quite unknown to his tutors, who were first aware of his volun-

tary exercises when exhibited on the morning of the examination.

This youtlfs mind has evidently a mathematical direction ; its

development in this branch is considerable, much greater indeed

than in any other.

We regretted extremely not to have been able to await the

hearing of the Bengali class ; for we regard as one of the most

important objects to be aimed at in all institutions for the edu-

cation of natives, the exciting of a taste for the study of their

vernacular languages. Few of them can ever hope to attain

a sufficiently extensive arid accurate acquaintance with English,

to be able to compose in it works of any standard excellence or

great utility ; and were it even otherwise, how small still the

number that would or could be benefitted by their perusal !

The great object of a European education, apart from its pos-

sessors being thereby led to a knowledge of religious truth,

and from their own personal advancement in strength and ex-

cellence of mental and moral character, must of course be to fur-

nish a sufficient number of young men of fair talent and appli-

cation, with tlie science, literature and wisdom of the west ; and
to awaken in their minds an eftective desire to seek the improve-

ment of the mass of their countrymen, by spreading their own
acquisitions among them through the medium of translations

and original compositions in the native tongues. Thus would
they become real and extensive benefactors ; short of this, on
the other hand, they would usually be but vain, selfish, and in-

glorious possessors of talents uselessly buried, or abused, per-

haps, to purposes of ostentation and display. It is to natives
of the country, thoroughly educated, of well cultivated minds,
just sentiments, enlarged views, liberal and philanthropic feel-

ings, that we must look for the exertion of any very extensive
influence upon the mass of the Indian population ; and this not
only in regard to art, science, literature, and general education,

but to religion also. The hugest efforts that it were not alto-

gether visionary to sujipose put forth by the various societies of
our father-land, through European missionaries, and the vastest
amount of charitable contribution that could by possibility be
obtained, would but serve to commence, in various well chosen
foci, the work of religious illumination and moral regeneration.
As in all past periods and among other nations, so now and
here, foreign instructors and resources can be made to bear
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only upon the introduction of Cliristianity. Tt is by its own
native energ}-, once j)ut fair)}' in operation, tliat it must radiate

far and wide, in all directions. A holy leaven, once duly
in^serted up and down the mass of an idolatrous and debased
population, must snbseqiieutly work its own way till the whole
be leavened. 'J'hns many small bodies of native scholars on the
one hand, and numerous little native churches on the other, are

all that can reasonably be proposed as the result of European
means and efforts. To those bodies and churches themselves
must be left the task of extending true knowledge, a sound
education, and a pure religion over the length and breadth of
the land.

Hence the real importance of such institutions as the Assem-
Lly's School—whether we view their alumni as the future lite-

rati and writers of their country ; or as destined to furnish from
their number a body of well educated men, imbued, as it may
be confidently hoj)ed not a few will be, with a zealous love for

truth, and saturated with the genuine spirit of an enlightened

Christianity, to go forth hereafter as the heralds of a divine

salvation, and to become the apostles of the future churches of
christianized Hindustan. Nothing short of this will ever effect

the conversion to the Christian faith of the millions of the East.

'J'his is the great aim of all our noble Missionary Societies ; this

is the fervent prayer, the supporting hope of all their zealous

sigents in this idolatrous country, and that to which all their

gelf'-denying and laborious exertions are perseveringly directed.

But to return

—

A bare inspection of the ])rogramme will satisfy any inquirer,

that most assiduous, intelligent and well-directed effort must
liave been emploj'ed by the directors and conductors of this

institution, before such Morks as Whateley's Rhetoric and
Logic, the Ancient and Scholastic Ethics of Sir J. Mackintosh,

the Evidences of Paley and Horne, could have become its chiss

books ; to say nothing of astrononi}^, algebra (as far as qua-

dratic equations), plane and spherical trigonometry, conic sec-

tions, the problems of the parabola and ellipse, &c. being

among the subjects of only its seventh yearly examination !

The chief Magistrate Mr. McFarlan, with most considerate

and munificent liberality, has given one thousand rupees as a

fund for a yearly gold medal, to be the meed of the best profi-

cient in the school, at its periodical examination. It was this

year adjudged to Mahesh Ch. Banurjya.

Mr. Gray, the builder, also presented a very handsome silver

medal, which w\ns obtained by Khyetar M . Chattarjya.

A third medal was presented, by the Rev. J. Charles, to

Mahendra Lai Baisak, of the 2ud class.
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These medals bc.nr nn impression of the front elevation of the

new school, witli suiUihle insciiptions on tlie obverse.

'J'he f'ollo\»in<>- is a list of tlie jsnccessfiil candidates for the

meed of merit, in the 8 senior classes.

MonHorinl Chtus.

Miiliesh Cliiiiulitr UMiiurjya*.

KhyetJir ('li;uuliii- Chaturjyat.
I'shwar Ctiandar De.

\Kt Class.

Beliii'ilal Siiifjlia.

Shania Clwiran Datta.

Haru Saiikiir Das.

2)i^< Class.

Banamali De.
MalieiHlralfil Basak J.
Naliakuiiiai' Pattar.

Khyt'tar AJdlian Mitra,

Niniai Cliaran Das.

Kailas (;iian(lar Mitra.

Sliritiatli Hasii.

Jagat Chandar Banurjya.
Zrd Class.

Ramendra Saikar.

Gojjal Chandar Ciiatiirjya.

Dwarakanath Miikarjya.

Gopal Chandar Chjturjya.

Sibc}iandar Pal.

4 th Class.

Paraniesli war Sah.

Brajanath De.
Diiian^th Das.

'I'rird Charan Sikdar.

Bishwanath Mitra.

.5//i Class.

Ilarish Chandar Dhar.
I.al Bfihari De.
JMiuari Muhan Sil.

Madhusudan Gupta.
Nabakuniar Set.

6t/i Class.

Addanatli Basil.

Gopal Chandar De.
Baikantlianath Nag.
Sih Cliandar Gliosa.

Nahakrislina Cliakrahartte.

Ishuar Chandar Basak.
7th Class.

Nazim Mandal.
Nal)in Chandar Laha.
Dwarakaiiath lihar.

Gopal Ctiandar Mukarjya.
Jlamkisan Ghosa.
Kailas Chandar Ghosa.

Sth Class.

Tshwar Chandar Ghosa.
Gopal Chandar De.
Kistakisan Maitra.
Gdhinda Chandar Chaturjya.
Sashisekhar Mukarjya.

CiNSURENSIS.

IX.

—

Moniimeyit to Messrs. Civiey, Marshman o7id Ward.
To tlie Editors of the Calcutta Christian Observer.

Sirs,

Will you permit me to call the attention of the Christian

and literary public of India to the following subject. Your
readers will be aware that the last of the excellent trio (Messrs.

Carey, Marshniaii and Ward), who may justly be designated

the fathers of the nioderu Protestant Missions to India, Dr.

Marshnian, has entered into his rest. They all sleep in Jesus

and their works do follow them.

* The McFarlan Gold Medal.
t The Silver Medal from Mr. Gray.

^ The 2iid prize for general eminence ; and a Silver Medal, from the

Rev. Mr. Ciiarles, for his Book containing various original demonstrations
of propositions in the Jirst six Books of Euclid.
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Might it not be proper for all parties, both European, Indo-
Briton and Native, to unite for the purpose of erecting some
mouuiueht to the memory of these pioneers in the Mission field ?

I do not advocate any splendid erection, but a plain unos-
tentatious tablet, in some public place of resort (the Town Hall
for instance), M'hich might teach the future generations of India
the reward that attaches to unaided talent, perseverance, and
Christian integrity*. I am aware the more |)rivate friends of

Dr. Carey contemplate some such erection for him ; but this

would not interfere with the more public and comprehensive
demonstration of feeling. Submitting this to the judgment of

j ourselves and readers,

I am, &c.

Calcutta, Jany. 9.\st 1838. A Cosmopolite.

1.

—

Ecclesiastical and Missionary Movements.

Since our last, the Rev. W. F. Wybrow has left for Banaias in company
with the Rev. Mr. Letipolt of the (-'hurch Mission. Mr. W. intends, we i)e-

lieve, to visit the several stations of theSociety in the Mufissal. May his visit<i

be the means of infusing- new vig-our into the minds of the in-ethren.—The
Rev. A. Sutton has returned to Cuttack. The Rev. A. Lish of China
Punji, The Rev. J. Tomlin and family from the hills, and the Rev. J.

Comstock of Khyook Khyoo, arrived safely in Calcutta during the

last month.— VVe understand the Bishop designs a trip to the eastward
for the benefit of his health. The Rev. T. Roberts(m, the senior Presi-

dencr Chaplain, has proceeded to England.— I'he Bisho])rick of Madras
has been filled up with Dr. Spencer, a relative of Sir J. C. Hohhouse ; it is

supposed, however, that domestic circumstances will induce him to resign

the appointment. May the mantle of Corrie fall on his successor !

—
'I'he

last overland despatch announces that 48 Missionaries liad taken their

farewell of the Missionary Society. Wn have not heard officially of such a

designation ; but liave no doubt that it refers to the publicly setting apart

of H number of devoted Missionaries and their wives who are intended to

accompany the Rev. J. Williams to the South Sea Islands.—J. Hope, Esq.
formerly treasurer to the Serampore Mission, has entered into his rest.

The Rev. G. Townsend and the Rev. VV. Broadfoot, two of the earliest

friends of the London Society, have also passed from the scene of labour to

that of reward.—The Rev. H. Malcom has sailed from China for the

United States.—Rev. H. Proby proceeds to Europe on the Orient.—The
Rev. Messrs. A. and J. Stronach, of the London Society, and their families

have proceeded on the Brigand to Singapore, to prepare for the Chinese
Mission.—The Rev. J. Kruckeberg has sailed for the straits on the Suli-

many, for the recovery of his health.—The Rev. C. Lacy has just arrived

from England on the Royal Saxon.

* We shall be liappy to receive any donation for this purpose.

—

Ed.
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s—govehnment confirmation op its sanction to the idolatries of
India ! !

!

It is with the deepest and most unfeifrned sorrow we announce it is re-
ported, tiiiit tlie Court ot" Directors h;ive forwarded an answer to the prayer
ot" tlie ineniorial forwarded l>y the Venerable Corrie and iiis friends at
Madras, tliat the customary salutes and other Government sanctions
to Native religious festivals might be dispensed with. AFill it be believed
that this prayer has been coUily ntgatived ? Tlie Goveriinierit, after mature
deliberation, continue tiieir sanction alike to Hindu aiul Musalman super-
stitions, and not only continue it, but oblige their conscientious servants
to bend to Baal whenever the priests of either Kali or IMuhamad shall de-
termine to be devout ! 'I'his is a singular kind of neutrality and only
strengthens what we have penned on this subject in another page. Tlie

arrival of this intelligence has iiuiuced us to recommend that wliich we
hesitated to do before from a fear of being thought ])remature ; \ \z. that

all interested in the subject should convene a public meeting in Calcutta,
for the purpose of forwarding to tlie advocates of humanity in Britain an
address urging them to take up and press the subject on the attention of
the Parliament and Court of Directors.

3.

—

Metuopolitan Religious Anniversaries.
Tlie season for holding the Anniversaries of the various religious and

Charitable Societies in Calcutta is almost past. The reflections induced
by the retrospect of tlie various engagements is of the most pleasing and ex-
hilarating kind. The meeting together of so many good people, and of
the Ministers and Missionaries of different persuasions, is refreshing

;

and seeing such large .issemblies gathered for the support of tlie active

agents of the different Societies, we coul;l not help exclaiming, behold
how good and pleasant it is for brethren to dwell together in unity,

and could not but hope that the Saviour's prayer for the unity of his

church would have speedy fulfilment. The anniversary of the Auxiliary
Bible Socitty was held on 19th of December, 1837, the Bishop presided.
The Report, read by the Rev. R. B. Boswell, was marked by fidelity and
deep-toned piety. The exertions during the past year have been extensive
and calculated to be permanently useful.—The Annual Meeting of the
Bible Association was held in the same place on the evenning of January the
5th. The Archdeacon Dealtry [.resided. The principal feature of interest

in the Report was the continued craving of Native intelligent youth for
copies of the Holy Scriptures.—The Anniversary of the Bengal Auxiliary
Missionary Society was held in the Union Chapel on the 18th of ^Octo-
ber J. W. Alexander, Esq. in the chair. The Report, a notice of
which appears in this month's number, was listened to with interest.

—

The supporters of the Calcutta Seamen's Friend Society held their Annual
Meeting in the Union Chapel on the evening of January 3rd, J. W. Aiex-
onder Esq. in the chair. We have copied the brief report of the institu-

tion into our pages entire, as it may interest some of our Mufassal friends

in the affairs of our too long neglected Seamen.—The Ladies Association

to the Bengal Auxiliary was held in the Vestry of Union Chapel on Wed-
nesday the 17th January ; Rev. T. Boaz presided. The object of this

Association is to raise funds in aid of the local expenditure of the Society.

The Anniversary of the Cooly Bazar Association to the Bengal Auxliary
was held on Friday evening tlie 16th of Januarj'. The Meeting was ad-
dressed by Messrs. Lacroiz, Morton and Boaz. The annual examination of
the general Assembly's Institution is noticed at length in another paper.
The most interesting meeting of the season was that of theUnitedChurches

ia Calcutta, for special pi'ayer and humiliation, on the first Monday in the
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new year. The services of tlie dayopenetl uitli prnyer and readinj^ tlie sacred

scri])tiirps l>y the llev.\V. Yiites. Short addresses \ver..( then delivered on the

foilowiTif^ topics, by the respected brethren vvliose niiniesareattnclied. Rev. W.
Morton, " Importance ot tiiesoiil's Salvation." Rev. A. Stronach," Personal

exertion on helialf of sinners." Rev. A. Sutton " the Misery of tlie soul with-

out Christ." Rev. W. Rol)inson, " Necessity of divine influiMK^e." At the

close of these various exercises, the Lord's Supper was administered to the

asseml)]ed Churches. The interest of the services, thouijihexteudinK to three

hours, was kept uj) even to the last. 'I'lie jtlace of worship tlioimli iar^e was

filled «ith Christians of all denoniiiiati(uis. In the evening the usual

monthly Missionary prayer-ineetin;;- was held in the Loll Bazar Cha])el.

The address, delivered hy the Rev. J. Penney, was calculated to excite

deep interest in the minds of all Cliristians towards the Mission work.

The attendance, notwithstanding the protracted meetiiiff of the morning,
was unusually large. In fact, the attendance and the spirit pervading hoth

the meetings, and the general t(me of the addresses, were such as to

lead us " to thank God and take courage " One or two instances of a desire

to be devoted to God have come to our notice since the occasion referred

to ; also some instances of renewed exertion and liberality, which are not

only cheering but indicative of better days. We can true say

" We liave been there, and still would go,

'Tis like a little heaven belnw
;

At once tlicy sing, at once tliey pray,

Tliey hear of heaven and learn tlie way."

4.

—

New Penal Code.

The first portion of the Indian Law Commtssioner.s' new code for India,

has just issued from the press. Of its general merits we are incompetent to

judge ; our only satisfaction is that the ecclesiastical section and that

relating to marriage, are not yet bona fide law. We hope to have some re-

marks on these inww next ; for if the following clause have any meaning,

most of our brethren who employ any gesticulation or energy, are likely

ere long, either to find a place at Allipore, or be privileged with a voyage

to some of the eastern settlements.

2S2. " Whoever, with the deliberate intention of wounding the religious feel-

ings of any person, utters any word, or makes any sound in the hearing of that per-

son, or makes any gesture in the sight of that person, or places any object in the

sight of that person, shall be punished with imprisonment of either description for

a term which may extend to one year, or fine, or both 1 1 !

5.

—

Departure.s.

The number of old Indians proceeding to Europe this season is almost

unprecedented; and not only old Indians, but many of them those that have

taken an active share in all that concerns the educational, moral, and reli-

gious interests of the Indian community. The Honorable T. B. Macaulay

has left the shores of India ; but if the reprobation of the contemporary

press and the absence of every expression of kindly feeling, be indicative that

he cannot rank amongst the best friends of India, that indication is as

strong as it can be ; and whatever hauteur a man may exhibit, it is impos-

sible that he can be insensible to a silence so general after filling such a

post ill the councils of India. With Mr. Macaulay as a politician we have

nothing to do; nor do we profess to be entitled to feel his strictures on

the literature of the country, as owr object is utility and not research ;

but we confess that it does appear strange that an individual filling such

a post, and drawing so princely a revenue from the resources of India,
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should not (whatever his estimate of the talent of the country might be)

have joined in tlie efforts of tlie Asiatic, Horticultural Of other useful

institutions for benefitting!- the land. We must acknowledf^e that we feel

some disappointment and rejjret at the total silence manifested on
the departure of another individual who, though united to Mr. Macaulajr

by matrimonial alliance, does not deserve to pass from a theatre on wliicli

he has played so conspicuous a part, without some notice from tiia

friends of India. We refer to C. E. 'I'revelyan, Esq. ; for although we
have felt it a conscientious duty to oppose some of tlie plans of Mr. '1'.,

we have always given liini credit for the best intentions in jnosecuting
every schenie which he iielieved to be for the welfare of tlie country. Flis

ability, learning-, and indefutigable exertion for the good of the youth of
India, deserve the best tiianks of the intelligent public ; as his private

Mortli and social excellence \iill ensure for him the unimpaired respect

of all such as had the privilege of his acquaintance. He, in common with
many others either gone or about to depart, has our best wishes and most
fervent prayers that he may be preser\'e(l, and returned in health, to conti.

nue his exertions fur the interests of British India.

C).—The Sailok's Home.
From a new edition of the pamphlet detailing the operations of the

Sailor's Home, we learn, that that e.\cellent institution is very prosperous ;

tbefuiiils have steadily kept up, and the total number of men shipped, &c.
is as follows :

Officers, since the 3»-(? July. 183".— Admilteil 25, Shipped 03, Heitha ashore 1,

Remnin 1. Petty Officcis ailinitteil 15, Sliippeil 12, Deail I,ReM;aia2.
Mtn uihnilted into the Hume and Refuye.— Aihnitted 263, Shipped 219, Bertlis

ashore 4, E.xpciled 14, Left 5, Dead 1, Kemaiu 17.—Total number of officers aud
men adinitteii 303.

The Governor General and Sir Charles Metcalfe are amongst the donors
to the institution.

7.— ExPoni'ATioN OP Natives.
A vessel, sailed during thj past month laden with coolies for De.me-

HARA ! ! ! Another is now e quipping for that purpose, and will sail shortly.

We unilersland the agent for sliippiiig these poor unfortunate i)eople has
stated that he is authorized to shi|i 10,000 ! ! ! They are to supply the
place of those negroes, w ho will not woriv under the blessings of the a])pren-

ticeship act. We advise the friends of the natives to read the horrify...

ing details of the working of tliat system — infinitely worse is it, tlian the
old regime—aud then we would ask whether it is probal)le that Bi ngali

labourers will l)e more able to iiear up either under the influence of the
climate or the ojipression of the slave-driver .'' The original inhabitants

of the western islands, a much more robust race than the Bengalis, fell a
sacrifice to the excessive toil attendant on sugar lal)Our. It was our in-

tention to have replied to an easily answerable letter on this to])ic wiiiuh

appeared in the Eiigli^hmmi a few days after our last ; we only await tlie

most accurate information from the best sources, in order to place the
whole mystery of the Mauritius colonization system in its true liglit : it is

a sufficient answer for the present to say, that the last advices from
Mauritius represent the cooties in revolt.—How happy must tliey be who
revolt !

8.—New School-Book Society at Agra.
The long projected School-Book Society for the North Western Pro-

vinces, has at length been formed, and is now uniting its efforts with oiher
similar Societies for tlie welfare of India. We wish it every success.

VII. K
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9.— Human Sacrifices.

Certain mysterious doings, in tlie ncighboui-hood of Burdwan, iiave lately

excited stronj>f suspicions that priestly influence lias been reviving the
horrid practice of human sacrifices. Tlie Friend of I ndia, in calling atten-

tion to the circumstance, has excited the riyhteoun indignation of tiie

conductors of the Chnndrika, who most manfiillv and stoutly deny
even the impittntion of the crime—Oh happy change ! But our contemporary
should not allow liis indignation to entomb his recollection ; at least, he

should remember that it will not be the case witli his fellou .mortals ; for

they will suspect deed-: of darkness from those who could abet and advo-

cate infanticide, suttee, and ghat murders. If it lie not deemed irreverent

to offer, from the Christian Oracle, advice which the editorof the Chutidrika
might tender to his brethren, we would say, if they would shun the re-

proaches not of Christians only but of the humane and intelligent of ev»ry

creed, avoid the appearance of evil.

10.— British India, Opium and China.
The Chinese authorities appear quite determined to put down the con-

traband traffic in o[)ium. Such is the spirit with which they are pursuing
their determination, that they have refused to negotiate with Captain
Elliot, the Queen's representative at Canton, and he in con.sequence has
struck the British flng and n moved to Macao. The opium dealers, in the

meantime, appear like men under the influence of a singular fatuity ; for

at the moment when there is no market, but a declaredly contraband one for

the drug, they are most eagerly criimming every clipper for the market. We
fearfor tlie speculators as individuals; for inevitable ruin must await many
who have risked their all in tliis daring speculati(m, if it should fail, which
we fear it will ; for they are reckoning without their host, if they suppose
that the Chinese are n<it looking in the present instance lower than the sur-

face. We more than fear the issue, as it respects the goviTiunent ; fur that is-

sue, if things progress as they have done for some months ])ast, must he ei-

ther a disgraceful ejection from the Chinese market, or war. Here we are

with our Queen's representative disgraced, our flag dishonored and our go-

vernment pledged, by its loans to the opium merchants, to protect the

trade; while report has it that high authority declares the opium trade

shall be pushed to the last." What a position for proud and honorable

Britain to assume, with a heathen nation in sup])ort of a contraband

trade, and for a paltry annual revenue of two crures of rupees !

11.

—

New Wouks.
We have been favored by our respected friends of the Baptist Mission

Press with copies of three new works in the native languages. 'I'he one is

a Life of Daniel in Bengali, acconipanied by an English version on the op-

posite page. The translation is by the Rev. W. Morton. It is in such style

and idiom as, it is hoped, will render it popular with all classes, and yet not be

beneath the perusal of the most erudite. It is printed under the patronage

of the American Sunday School Union, and reflects equal credit on their

lil)erality and on the diligence and ability of the translator. We think the

subject is happily chosen, as there are many points in the history of Daniel

which must have peculiar interest for orient youth. May they imitate his

holy and decided example.

Another is a Romanized edition of the Rev. A. Rowley's Hindus-

t&ni translation of the Pilgrim's Progress, with several beautifully executed

engravings, sent out by the English Tract Society for the purpose of illus-

trating similar translations of the entrancing vision of good John Bunyan.
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The volume is altoselher the ?nost compiict, elef^aiit and choa]) thing of

tlie kiiiil we have yet seen in a native lan}j;iiage. It lellocts tlie hif^hest

credit on our friends, the printers ; and as tliey have printed it at their own
risk, we hope the sale wiii be sucli as to induce them to ftdlow it up by

Other works equally adapted, both from their substance and price, to be

available and useful to the native community. The third is a tran^la.

tion of Bunynn into the Oriya hinf,niage by the Kev. A. Siittim. It is in

a clear type, coni|)act form, and, we understaiul, simply and failhfully ren-

dered.
'

It is ])leasing to reflv'Ct on the fact that we have this deservedly

popular book translated into three of the principal languages of Northern

India.

12.— Reprints.

The following useful little tracts have been reprinted by the Bap.

list Mission Press. " The Unity of the Church, a tract for the times,"

—

an excellent little treatise ou the importance of Christian Unity: we strong-

ly recommend it to our friends in the Mufassal.—" The Church Member's

Guide"—this is a book of extracts made some years ago from Mr. James's

larger work by the Rev. Js. Hill ; it embraces theduties of Church Members
to their pastor, fellow.members and the world. A copy of it may with ad-

vantage l>e put 'nto the hands of every Christian.— It is proposed to reprint

" Counsels to a neuily.wedded pair," by Dr. Morison of Chelsea, a little work

which has had a very extensive and useful circulation in England and Ame-
rica. The subject may excite a smile, but we suspect oft is the time when
those wishing well to newly-married people would wish some proper little

treatise to i)ut into their hands, which might be read in the calmer inc.

ments of domestic life ; and this especially in a country where the gordian

knot is so frequently tied without that mature reflection which generally

ushers persons into the conimbial state in our own country. We hope our

ministerial brethren will forward indents for the work, in order that they

may have it at hand to present their friends on the occasion of their

nuptials. The printers have studied elegance and economy in the getting

up of the work.

13.

—

Benga li' Classics.

It has been suggested to us that an uniform edition of Bengali standard

works is a desideratum. One of our esteemed correspondents, it will be

seen in another paper, has oflFered to undertake the collating and revi-

sion of such a series, should a sufficient number of subscribers be found to

cover the expence of printing, &c. It is supposed that the whole may be

comprised in 8 or 10 volumes, at from 1 to 2 Rs. each volume. They will

be printed on the best Europe paper, with clear types and from the most
accurate and faithful texts ; those accustomed to purchase and pore over

native works, will at once perceive the immense advantage, every way, of

such editions over tlie miserable Bazar ones, on vile paper and instill more
wretched character from oft corrupted texts, swarming with errors of every

kind. We shall be happy to receive the names of any disposed to en-

courage the undertaking.

14.

—

Education of the Children of Missionaries in Europe.
AVe are sure it will afford our Missionary brethren, who have many

olive branches around their tables, the highest satisfaction to learn
that it is in contemplation to establish in the vicinity of London, a

Seminary for the sons and daughters of Missionaries, in which economy
will be combined with comfort and a strict regard to the moral and reli-

gious welfare of the little ones. We wish the plan success, with all our
hearts.
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THE

CALCUTTA CHRISTIAN OBSERVER.

No, 70— March, 1838.

1.— T/ie Baconian Philoso/ihy nppHcnble to the mental
regeneration of India.

To the Editors of the Calcutta Christian Observer.

Sins,

In the Edinburgh Review for July last is to be found an able

Essay on the Life and Works of Lord Bacon, in which the

deplorable weakness and meanness of the grovelling and servile

courtier and man of the world, are exhibited in what can never

cease to be regarded as a most astonishing and humbling con-

trast with the calm, philanthropic and prophetic wisdom of the

sage. The object which I have in view in noticing the article,

is to draw attention to what the writer (who, I have heard it

supposed, is Mr. Macaulay) assumes to be the distinguishing

merit and characteristic of Lord Bacon's philosophy, and to

point out the application of the views, there expounded and
elucidated at length, to the intellectual condition of India.

2. The Edinburgh Reviewer asserts that the merit of Lord
Bacon is not that he drew attention to the true method of philo-

sophizing, or taught men to reason by induction—a thing they

were always accustomed to do—but that he directed their

thoughts to the true end of philosophy, to seek for palpable

and substantial truth instead of words, for fruit instead of leaves.

Plato and Seneca are quoted to prove that the ancient philoso-

phers scorned the idea that it was at all the business of philo-

sophy to ameliorate the physical condition of mankind. They,
it is asserted, proudly held that she was not the handmaid who
should minister to man the blessings and conveniences of life,

but the divine instructress who should teach him to live inde-

pendent of them and to regard them with contempt. Bacon, on
the other hand, exploded all this false refinement, and taught
that no office was too humble for philosopliy, which could in

any way alleviate human suffering or augment the gum of
human happiness.

VII. s
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3. The tiutli ami common sense of Bacon's philosophy haa
commended it to the reason of the learned of Europe ; and with

what splendid results every one knows. The conimand of na-

tnre, and tlie material henefits resulting to men, are there sought

after with adequate zeal and energy. The application to India

is ohvious. The followers of Plato (as far as the Reviewer's

judgment applies to him) and of Seneca, are paralleled or out-

heroded in Hindustan, by the disciples of Vyasa, Kupila, Pa-
tanjah', and Gotama, the adherents of the Vedauta, the Mi-
mansa, the Sankhya, and the Nyaya schools of philosophy.

Though little read in the Hindu systems, I niay, I think, safely

venture to say that their spirit coincides with that of the Gre-

cian and Roman philosophy, or is even more exclusively specu-

lative. It is not probable that they, whose philosophy proposes

to free its votaries from the polluting contact of matter, to

whom all things visible and tangible are Hir (delusion ) and the

mere degrading encumbrances of the eternal spirit, should deign

to apply their speculations to the advancement of men's physi-

cal well-being. Those systems whose aim and boast it is to

train up ascetic gymnosophists, are obviously most eminently

adverse to the scientific cultivation of the arts which civilize

and adorn human life.

4. The existence of several Shastras on sciences having a

reference more or less direct to practical purposes, as the medi-

cal Shastra (A'yurveda) the Shilpa or mechanical Shastra

(whatever it may be) and the Mathematical and Astronomical
Siddhantas, is not sufficient to invalidate the position that the

general spirit of Hindu philosophy is speculative. If India has

her Bhaskaracharya and others, Greece could no less boast

of her Euclid, her Archytas and her Archimedes. Yet the

latter, as the Edinburgh Reviewer remarks, despised those

mechanical results of his mathematics which carried terror and
destruction into the fleet of the besiegers of Syracuse ; and es-

teemed its pure truths as the only legitimate and worthy otf-

spring of philosophy. Bhaskara, perhaps, might have used to

think in the same style.

5. But further, the spirit of Hindu philosophy is amply ex-

hibited by its results. It produces no tangible advantage. It

is utterly unfruitful in ph3'sical benefits. It may be useful in

exercising the subtilty of those who study it ; but it wastes

ingenuity and energies which might be more profitably em-
ployed :—it possibly refines some spirits which might otherwise

be grovelling in sensuality, directed to the sordid pursuit of

gain by craft and fraud, or evaporated in vacant indolence :—
but it might be exchanged, with the prospect of incalculable

gain, for that true philosophy which, in admirable consonance
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with true religion, wliile it is in perfect harmony with the most
ardent pursuit of " the glory that shall he revealed''' in " that

which is to come,'''' has also '^ the promise of the life that now is."

6. How then, is this most essential and necessary revolution

to be effected, in the spirit of Indian philosophy ? How is it

to be converted into a Baconian, practical, fruitful philosophy ?

Where is the Bacon ? Or rather where are those humble fol-

lowers of Bacon, who require no fresh principles, but have only

to place before the schoolmen of Hiudustau the tried principles

which the latter know not or despise ? Let us hope the attempt

will be made, and that soon and zealously, to renovate the

spirit without rejecting the existing forms of Hindu philosophy.

Sanskrit is evidently the medium to be adopted for conveying

a brief exposition of Bacon's philosophy. Nor is success to be

despaired of. Seneca doubtless retained till dearth the princi-

ples he had so long cherished. But no salutary influences, no
genial breath of a more beneficent philosophy, which cares for

the physical while it is consistent with or conducive to the spi-

ritual good of man, existed to operate on him. This philoso-

phy, however, is now dominant, is visibly in the ascendant and
within the horizon which bounds the Hindu philosopher's view,

if not yet in actual contact with his mind. Why should his

improvement be considered hopeless ?

" Alas, what differs more than man from man !

And whence that difference ? \V'hence but from himself.^

For see the universal race endowed
With the same upright form ! The sun is fixed,

And the infinite magnificence of heaven

Fixed within reach of every human eye

;

The sleepless ocean murmurs for all ears ;

The vernal field infuses fresh delight

Into all hearts. Throughout the world of sense,

Ever as an object is, sublime or fair,

That object is laid open to the view

Without reserve or veil ; and as a power
Is salutary or an influence sweet,

Are each and all enabled to perceive

That power, that influence, by impartial law.

Gifts nobler are vouchsafed alike to all.

Reason, and with that reason smiles and tears.

Imagination, freedom in the will,

Conscience to guide and check ; and death to be

Foretasted, immortality presumed*."

7. The learned men of Hindustan are, both on their own
account and on account of the influence which they exert on

the population around them, deserving of more attention than

they now receive from those who make the welfare of India the

• \yordsworth. Excursion, Book IX.

s 2
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object of their labours. The pride and prejudices of the cla?s

in question are indeed serious obstacles in the way of their

adopting sound principles in religion and philosophy ; and the

means by -which they are to be acted upon, viz. treatises pre-

pai'ed in Sanskrit, carefully compiled and well reasoned, and
framed with an accurate knowledge both of the systems to be
exploded and that to be enforced, are such as can be obtained

only by the application of skill, labour and pains. If it be quix'

otic to hope that these difficulties should only operate as addi-

tional incentives to urge to action those who aim at the regene-

ration of universal Hindustan, it may at least be fairly expect-

ed, that the grandeur of the results to which such labours would
pave the way should be found an adequate motive for the per-

severance of the Christian Philanthropist.

January 2'tt/i. J. M.

II.

—

PauVs Prayers Answered., Part 3rd.

" Night and day praying exceedingly that we might see your face, and might per*

feet tliat which is lacking in your faith. Now, God himself even our Father, and our
Lord Jesus Christ, direct our way unto you."— 1 Thess. iii. 10, 11.

There are three things observable in this prayer of the Apostle, besides

the subject of it. 1, Its earnestness. 2, Its piety. And 3, The objects to

whom it is addressed.

1. Its earnestness. "Night and diiy praying exceedingly." There are

some men, nay the most of men, that wouhl be greatly offended by a repe-

tition of the same request from the same individual. But God's ways are

not as our ways, nor his thoughts as our thoughts. The Apostle prayed
" night and day and we may presume he means by this, every night and

every day, regarding the same thing: and wliat he did, in this respect also

we may presume was not wrong. God is not offended with reiterations

of this kind. This is his way, and it will be to our advantage to comply
with it. Have we, therefore, prayed for the forgiveness of our sins? Let
us continue to do so. Christ himself has thus instructed us to act in the

prayer which he taught his disciples. Have we prayed for the sanctification

of our souls, for the conversion of the world, and for the prosperity of the

Church ? Let us still urge these requests ; for this is acceptable to God.
And let us do so with earnestness—" Praying exceedingly." Prayers often

fail because of their languor. The petitions which God hears are those

which assume the form of cryings night and day unto him. Luke xviii.

1—7. It is not meant by this that we should indulge in vociferation ; but

that we should endeavour to have a deep impression of the importance of
those things which we ask, and that we should urge them with correspond-
ing earnestness of heart and expression. And such prayers we may be cer-

tain God will answer. " Shall not God avenge his own elect, who cry day
and night unto him, though he bear long with them ?"

2. Its piety. The Apostle prayed exceedingly that he might see the
face of the Thessalonian Christians, and for what ? Not for any temporal
object, but that he might be instrumental in perfecting that which was
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lacking in tlieir fuitli, that is, as Macknight has expressed it, that he might

give them " more complete views both of tlie doctrines and evidences of

the gospel, and impart unto them spiritual gifts in greater plenty." His

seeing their face, they being his friends and converts, must have been a

pleasant thing: but it was not for this alone that he prayed. He had a

spiritual object in view : and if this could not be promoted, he was willing

to give up the other. Similar feelings are always necessary to acceptable

prayer. Our great business on earth is spiritual : and though God does

not forbid our praying to him about temporal things, yet such requests

will never be pleasing to him but in so far as they have spiritual things for

their ultimate ol)ject. Does the reader, therefore, ever pray that he may
see those who are dear to him.? Let him not think that God will attend to

him, unless he has a spiritual object in view as the ultimatum of his re-

quest.

3. Observe to whom the Apostle addressed his prayer. " To God him-

self even our Father, and to our Lord Jesus Christ." Two obvious reflec-

tions may be made on this statement. 1, That our Lord Jesus Clirist

must indeed be the very equal of Jehovah ; for he is here coupled with God
the Father, and is equally addressed with him as the all-present, the all-

directing, and the prayer-hearing God. 2, That it is proper sometimes to

address Christ separately in prayer. God the Father is in general, through-

out the Bible, the person addressed ; and we should do well to follow the

Scriptures in this : but we shall do well also sometimes to imitate the Evan-
gelist Stephen who said, " Lord Jesus receive my spirit," and the Apostle

Paul who, in three other places, in this and the following epistle, directly

addresses his Lord and Master, 1 Thess. iii. 12, 13 ; 2 Thess. ii. 16, 17;
and iii. 5. On what occasions it may be l)est and most ))roper to address

the Lord Jesus Christ separately, or whether he should at any time have
a whole prayer addressed to him alone or only a part, may be left to the
feelings of each individual believer. On these topics the Scripture has
determined nothing: the heart will sometimes flow out in such a manner
towards the Saviour that we shall feel ourselves almost involuntarily his

direct suppliants, and that may be the time when it may be most proper to

address him separately.

Let us now come to the prayer itself and consider both its contents and
the way in which it was answered. The Apostle's petitions are two. 1,

That he might see the Thessalonian Christians. And 2, That he might be
instrumental in perfecting that which was lacking in their faith.

1. As to the first petition, that he might see the Thessalonians, it may
be asked, what rendered it necessary that he should pray earnestly and so

frequently on this head .'' Was he not free to go to them whenever he
pleased ? And as, when he penned this prayer, he was not more than 300
miles from them, and separated neither by mountains nor seas, nor by im-
passable roads, what hindered that he should not go to them immediately ?

'J'here was much that opposed. He was in danger of hislife if he returned.

He had been in a manner driven out from the place. Acts xvii. 1— 10. He
had been pursued to the next city into which he entered, ver. 13. And his

friend Jason had been bound down, on his account, by the law, probably
either not to harbour him again, or not to allow him, if he returned, to
preach any more in the city. And was it desirable that such a man as
Paul should be prematurely cut oflF.'' Or was Paul at lil)erty on this occasion
to risk his life ? The former cannot be said, and the latter can never be
affirmed. But still it was desirable that he should return, if possible. Of
the devout Greeks a great multitude, and of the chief women not a few,
had believed ; and it was a matter of vast importance that they should be
confirmed in the faith, and that they should be more fully instructed in
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tlie mystery of the ^osjjel,—tliitio-s which, from the precipitate flight of the
Apostle, he had not liad time to do.

And was his prayer answered? Yes : to tiie very letter. After hav ng
remained a year and six months at Corinth, and three years at Ephesus,
the time came round when liis desire should he accomplished. The obsta.

cles that existed to his return were now removed out of the way. The
historian says, " After the uproar" at Epliesus " was ceased, Paul called

unto him the disciples, and embraced them, and departed to go unto j\Iace.

donin. And when he had gone over those parts, he came again into

Greece." Now, we knovv that Thessalonica was one of the principal cities

of Macedonia ; and without question the Apostle went there. And this is

confirmed by our being told, that on his return through Macedonia to Phi-
lippi, he was accompanied by Aristarchus and Secundus of Thessalonica.

Tlius was the Lord mindful of his servant, and attentive to his earnest

prayers.

2. As to his second ])etition, that he might be instrumental in perfecting

that which was lacking in the faith of the Thessalonian Christians, this

appears to liave been .ibundantly answered in the Spirit's coming upon hiin

and dictating to him, for their instruction, the two epistles which were ad-

dressed to, and which bear the name of, the Thessalonian Cliurch, and in his

having been permitted to visit them again at the time alluded to above.

^Vhen he wrote his second epistle to them, their faith was so perfected that,

in the fullness of his lieart, he exclaimed, " We are bound to thank God
always for you, brethren, as it is meet, because that your faith groweth
exceedingly, and the cliarity of every one of you all toward each other

aboundeth : so that we ourselves glory in you in the churches of God, for

your patience and faith in all your persecutions and tribulations which ye

endure." And in his second epistle to the Corintliians, written some time

after, and probably just after his second visit to the Thessalonians, he says,

" Moreover, brethren, we do you to wit of the grace of God bestowed on
the churches of Macedonia ; how that in a great trial of affliction, the abun-

dance of their joy and their deep poverty abounded unto the riches of their

liberality. For to tlieir power, (I bear record,) yea, and beyond their power,

they were willing of themselves ;
praying us with much entreaty that we

would receive the gift, and take upon us the fellowship of ministering to

the saints. And this they did, not as we hoped ; but first gave their own-
selves to the Lord, and unto us by the will of God ; insomuch that we de-

sired Titus, piat as he had begun so he would also finish in you the same
grace also."

Nothing could be more excellent than this. Herein was their faith per-

fected indeed ; and herein too was the Apostle's prayer not only fully

realized, but also all that is compreliended in the two verses which imme-
diately succeed it. " And the Lord make you to increase and abound in love

one to another and toward all men, even as we do toward you : to the end

that he may establish your hearts unblameable in holiness before God, even

our Father, at the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ with all his saints."

What a picture of Christian loveliness! and what strong proofs that the

Lord is the hearer and the answerer of prayer ! Let us by these things feel

encouraged to " come boldly unto the throne of grace, that we may obtain

mercy, and find grace to help in every time of need."
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III.

—

A brief Account of the Khasees. By the Rev. A. B. Lian,
Missionary at Chira Punjt.

[For the Calcutta Clii istian Observer.]

The portion of the Sylhet hiils which is inhabited hy the tribe

of people called Khasees, bounds the plains of Sylhet on the

north and runs nearly east and west. No particular accounts

can, 1 believe, be furnished relative to the time, manner or

circumstances, of our first acquaintance with this uncivilized

people. It has been asserted that the town of Sylhet, the

villages of Pundua and Chatuk, and a few others, were once in

the possession of these mountaineers ; but being invaded by their

more powerful neighbours the British, they retreated to their

native fastnesses, wliere they remained undisturbed until very

recently. In the year 1826 the Khasees were brought into no-

tice. The Burmese war having been brought to a close about

that time, it was thought that a speedy and pleasant passage for

troops might be obtained, across the Khasee hills into Burmah,
should occasion demand such a movement. With this object

in view, Mr. Scott, then agent to the Governor General on

the north-east frontier, commenced a negociatiou with the

Khasees, through whose country the projected road would
principally lie. A particular account of this negociatiou is

given in the life of Mr. Scott by Major White, from which
it appears that permission was granted to the British to con-

struct a road, on condition that the Khasees should be allow-

ed to rent certain lands in Assam. A mutual settlement having
been made, Mr. Scott visited the hills. He was delighted with

the climate, and intimated a wish to the people to build a buu-

galow at Nunjklow. Permission was given, and the acquain-

tance became mutual, intimate and generally pleasant. Some of

the Khasees were, however, hostile to the intentions of these

new-comers, and watched all their movements with ajealous eye.

Nearly two years elapsed before any symptoms of their enmity
were manifest. Dui'ing this time they had sufficient opportunity

to become acquainted with the character of their new friends and
the object they sought to accomplish ; but goaded on by hatred

and jealousy, they vented their passion in the murder of two
unoffending individuals, Lieuts. Bedingfield and Brunton. What
could have induced them to fall on these unoffending officers it

is not easy to divine. Their conduct is supposed to have been
occasioned by the imprudence of a Bengali " chuprassee who,
"in a dispute with the Kliasees prior to Mr. Scott's coming
up. had threatened them with his master's vengeance, and plainly

told them that it entered into his plans to subject them to a

taxation similar to that upon the inhabitants of the plains."
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At the time of this mournful event Mr. Scott was at Chirra.

Having heard the sorrowful tidings, and expecting himself to fall

into the hands of" tlie murderers, he requested the succour of the

Chirra people, which was readily granted. Information heing

immediately dispatched to Sylhet, a detachment of the Sylhet

light infantry was sent up to suppress the dissatisfied districts

under the cruel Teerut, the rajah of Nnnjklow. The sipaliees

under the command of Captain Lister*, met and defeated the

disaffected; but Teerut the cliief escaped.

The whole country was in a state of alarm, and all but the

people of Chirra, appeared in battle array. The inhabitants of

Musmai, with Mookeu at their head, Sobar and several others,

began to oppose the purposes of Mr. Scott and offered much vio-

lence to all travellers from the plains. Teerut, the rajah of

Nanjklow, Mooken of Musmai with three others, finding them-
selves unequal to the combat, fled from their respective villages,

secreted themselves in the valleys and woods adjacent, evaded
every attempt to apprehend them, and improved every opportu-

nity for reducing the number of their enemies.

While things continued in this unsettled state, Mr. Scott still

thouglit it desirable to obtain a i)ortion of land near Chirra for

the establishment of a sanatarium, the cool bracing climate of

the hills being so invigorating to an enervated constitution. He
offered an annual allowance of SOO lis. to the Chirra rajah, for

the portion of ground on which the station of Chirra Poonjee

now stands. This offer was generously x-efused ; but another,

for an equal portion of land in the plains of Sylhet, being made
was accepted. Operations now commenced towards providing

suitable accommodations for visitors retiring for a season to

Chirra for the benefit of their health. Houses were built for

the reception of the expected guests, and barracks for the corps,

hospital and Jai/, erected. A detachment of the Bengal Artil-

lery were sent up for their health, and a considerable number of

the sun-burnt inliabitants of Bengal repaired to the new station

to taste the sweets of mountain air. At this time, when his

services were most needed and appreciated, Mr. Scott, the zea-

lous and indefatigable agent to the Governor General, was re-

moved by death. His loss was no less severely felt by the

Natives and the individuals to whom he had endeared him-

self by his friendships, than by the government that had so

generously supported him in his efforts. In token of the

high estimation in which the government held his personal

character and services, they caused a monument to be erected

to his memory, which now occupies a conspicuous place at the

station. The death of Mr. Scott did not annihilate the dissatis-

* Now Governor General's Agent at Chirfi.
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faction of the Khasees. Thedependuiitsof the rajahs of Nan jklovv

contiuued to annoy, and in many cases, to murder those of their

enemies who happened to pass hy or through their villages. At
length, through tlie active exertion of a Mr. Fenwickan employ^
of Mr. Scott, Mooken the Musmai rajah was hrought in and pre-

sented to Mr. Robertson, Mr. Scott's successor. He stripped the

mountain king of his royalty and recommended liim to a pension

of .'30 Rs. per mensem. Some niontlis after, Lieut. Inglis of the

light infantry, brought in Teerut of Nanjklovv. The inhuman
acts commited under his rule and at his instigation required se-

vere punishment ; he was condemned to imprisonment for life

in the jail at Dacca : he died in confinement about two years

ago. The rest of the outlaws, with the exception of one who
died, are still wandering in the hills, but the country is per-

fectly quiet and peaceable.

Whatever may be said regarding the right of the British to

disinherit the Khasees of their territories, there cannot be a
doubt regarding the numerous benefits flowing from Britisli rule,

already realized by, and which are yet in store for, them ; al-

though they, like all rude people, are unwilling to acknowledge

their yet manifest obligations. The first and most important

benefit is the internal peace which subsists among them. Pre-

viously to our connection with them, civil wars were common,
one occurring at least every year. The destruction, discomfort

and unhappiness arising from such a state of things, must necessa-

rily have been great. Women and children, with such of their

property as was portable, were obliged to seek shelter in the

dens and caves. After spending days and nights in wretched-

ness and hunger, till the storm was over, they returned to

their homes but to learn perhaps of the death of a husband, a

brother, or a father. Their exemption from these distresses must
be ascribed to the protection they enjoy under British rule.

The happy influence which their connection with us has had
on their manners, is another evident benefit. Much of that

savage incivility, once their peculiar characteristic, has been re-

moved ; and the people wear more the appearance of human
beings than before. When I first went to Chirra in 1832, I

remember being often greeted with a hearty shake of the hand ;

which, however significant of goodwill, I would much rather

have dispensed with, knowing my friends were not very re-

markable for cleanliness. This however has given place to a
polite nod, accompanied by their " Khooblay." At that time a

Khasia thought it by no means rude to enter any, the most
private apartment, in your house, and amuse himself at the toilet

when he had sufficiently admired the pictures in the hall. This
VII. T
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is not now so common : the most intimate of your acquaintance

will only occasionally intrude into your sitting room or study.

Nor have their pecuniary interests been less promoted : their

merchandize has been augmented, their articles of trade are

more valued, and a greater demand has been created for their

produce.

But the greatest benefit in intrinsic value is doubtless that of

education : this they have received from us. 'I'hough not quite

sensible of the immense advantages which they will certainly

reap by diligence and perseverance, surely they will have to

be grateful when they find that they are no longer unfitted by
their ignorance for offices of trust under government, and
that the seal is broken which so long kept from them the in-

valuable stores of knoM-ledge.

There are no general rules without exceptions ; for we find

that, with the benefits above cited, these poor people have

received no small contamination from our intercourse with

them. They are sensible that they have imbibed many
evils to which they were before strangers, by their commu-
nications with the Bengalis whom we have introduced amongst

them. Lying, theft, deceit, extortion, exorbitant demands, are

sins to which they were comparative strangers ; but now these

sit as closely upon them as upon the Bengalis whom they once

despised for these very characteristics. Nor has the example set

them bii the Etiropean inhabitants been less pernicious. From
ih&soldiers they have learnt to drink; and the kindness of others,

has been imposed upon for occasional draughts of wine or brandy,

which they have learnt to relish better than the spirits distilled

amongst themselves. It is much to be regretted that this indul-

gence has been shewn them. It is to be hoped that those

who declare themselves interested in the welfare of the Kha-
sees will not encourage applications for spirituous liquors,

but unhesitatingly refuse them, except in cases where medical

purposes render them necessary. A nation just emerging from

barbarism may naturally be expected to follow the examples, be

tiiey good or bad, set them in the character and conduct of their

superiors. Of how much importance is it therefore that the

deportment of all connected in the least with them, or concern-

ed in the slightest degree for their welfare, should be strictly

moral and temperate, at the least.

Origin if the Khasees.— It is not easy to trace the origin of

a barbarous people like the Khasees. Their language is desti-

tute of a written character, hence no account of their ancestorial

connexions can be obtained. It is not unfrequent that, where

a written character is wanting, nations have preserved some

traces of their descent by oral tradition ; but in the case of these
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people even tliis is lacking. Tliey are evidently a very ancient

race, but tl)e records of tradition have been lost. This may liave

arisen from tlie traditions having contracted, from generation to

generation, much that was false and monstrous which created an

entire indifference to the whole. In the absence, however, of more

accurate sources of information regarding their descent, there are

circumstances which may afford a clue to their origin. These

circumstances when duly considered will, I think, afford presump-

tive evidence that they are of Chinese origin.

The circumstances are, 1. 'I'he locality of their abode; 2,

Their language; 3, Their manners and customs; 4, Their

physiognomy.
From the fact that the Khasee hills are not more than SOO

miles from the province of Yunan in China, it is not impossible

that, at some remote period, hordes of Cliinese emigrating from

their territories travelled in this direction, and took up their

abode on these hills, where they continued to locate, multiply,

and ultimately to form a distinct nation.

Their Iniiguage, so similar in sound, in not a few instances in

sense also, to the Chinese, and especially to that dialect spoken
in Siam, affords another reasonable ground to suppose them
originally of Chinese origin.

In then- physiognomy the square face, the broad flat nose, the

oblique eye, and the hair preserved long amongst the men, are

characteristics common to both people.

After all, these are but presumptive though strong evidences of
their Chinese origin, and as it is a matter of uncertainty and of
no great moment to us, we take leave of it and turn to their

form ofgovernment.
Form of Government.—It is interesting to observe the form

in which power exists, the manner in which it is exercised, and
its influence over its subjects, amongst rude nations ; but it is

often difficnlt to gain accurate knowledge of the economy of
such governments, owing to their jealousies and suspicions. It

does not, however, need the keenness of the politician to disco-
ver the form which prevails among the Khasees. As far as ray
present knowledge extends, I believe their form of government to
be republican ; they acknowledge the superiority of their kings in

name; villages, indefinite in number, profess allegiance to one
sovereign ; he has however, but little authority ; everv villao'e has
its own chief, who obtains more than nominal respect. Their
office requires them to administer counsel ; for which reason men
of matured judgment and good sense are always selected. The
number of these councillors varies in proportion to the ex-
tent and importance of the village. The business of the state is

transacted at pubHc meetings, called by order of the king, at
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which subjects, affecting the welfare of the parties are canvassed,

opinions advanced and maintained by the king and his council-

lors, and the question decided by a majority. The king usually

takes up liis residence in the principal village in his territory ; or

if he be a merchant king, which many of them are, he locates

himself where he enjoys the greatest advantages for trade.

He knows no more of the concerns of his dominions than his sub-

jects ; since every village is empowered to transact its own busi-

ness, with the assistance of its chiefs. The regal power does not

descend, as amongst other nations, from father to son, but from
uncle to nephew : the policy of which mode of proceeding I do
not clearly comprehend, unless it be to preserve the honour
among their own blood relations.

Crimes and Modes of Punishment.—Imperfect as their go-

vernment is, it is worthy of remark that crimes such as would be
cognizable by our law, are of very rare occurrence. During
the first three years of my residence amongst them, I knew
only one case deemed worthy the consideration of a general

council ; others may have occurred of which I am not aware,

but only one came under my notice. It was the case of a

man who accidentally shot, but did not kill, another. The indi-

vidual was tried, found innocent and accordingly acquitted. Rob-
beries have been and are occasionally committed, accompanied
with murder ; but so expert are the perpetrators in their dark
deeds, that they are seldom apprehended. Men from distant

villages haunt the woods in the vicinity of others, and taking ad-

vantage of the opportunities afforded by wayfarers, attack, rob,

murder them, and escape. Instances of this kind are but rare.

Upon the whole therefore the internal peace and order of the

small communities in which these mountaineers exist, are

sufficient to attract the attention and excite the wonder of all

who are accustomed to hear the daily reports of our thanna
dai'Ogahs. Crimes detected are usually punished by fines, and
in particular cases, such as murder, rape, and some cases 6f

adultery, with death. Imprisonment and confinement in the

stocks are also modes of punishment in use amongst them. No
police exists for the prevention of crime, nor yet for the detection

and punishment of petty offences ; such, when they occur, are

talked over amongst the parties chiefly concerned, and usually

settled with satisfaction to each other. Those of greater mag-
nitude are i-eferred to the general councils.

Disputes and manner of Decision.— Disputes concerning laws

or money are settled in rather a remarkable manner, perfectly

in accordance however with their savage mode of proceeding

on other occasions. The disputing parties, finding all means un-

availing to bring a matter to a final settlement, determine to
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pass through an ordeal, which consists in being immersed in

water. The party emerging first, being supposed to be convicted

and rejected by the aquce dea, loses his claim to the disputed

property. The ceremonies attending this ordeal occupy a

whole day. They commence by the friends of the disputing

parties congregating in two separate departments, dancing and

oftering sacrifices to their deities to propitiate their favour. The
men are richly dressed and ornamented, and display no mean
abilities in the use of the sword and shield. The women, form-

ing an inner semicircle, are d6omed to one unvaried and gentle

hopping about with uplifted hands, their graceful fingers bending

downwards and moving with a beckoning motion. This conti-

nues from morning to afternoon, when the parties proceed,

by two different routes, to the water which has been con-

secrated for the purpose, and which no one is allowed to defile

by any thing emitted from the mouth. Having arrived they

renew their dance and sacrifices, each party separately on the

opposite bank of the stream. The disputants are led into

the water and made to stand beside two stages reaching

from the bank about four feet into the water, in a triangular

form. On each of these a man is seated holding in his hand
a staff which he fixes in the ground. The disputants wash their

moutlis in the sacred stream, and looking at each other like

beasts of prey, grasp the staffs planted in the water, suddenly
lay themselves flat on their stomachs, and sink down about
a foot, a stone being placed on which the chest rests. The
excitement into which the multitude is thi'own is greater than
can be described ; all eyes are stedfastly fixed on the waters

which conceal the contending individuals. When one of them
emerges, both are dragged out, often in a state of perfect

insensibility. Rather rough means are resorted to for the

restoration of life. The head of the exhausted person is held by
an individual who emits warm breath into his nostrils, another
rubs his chest and stomach, two are engaged in recalling warmth
to his hands, while other two heartily shake his legs. These
means generally succeed in restoring life, when they retire to

hear the decision of the umpires. This puts an end to the

business, and the successful party is taken to his abode amidst

the shouts and acclamations of his friends.

Dispositions.—Attention may next be directed to the disposi-

tions of the people. Destitute of so many sources of amusement
and pleasure as the Khasees are, we are surprized to find them
always so cheerful and happy. Any one, who had been accus-

tomed to the unchanging and wearisome sulkiness manifested
by the natives of the plains, would imagine himself transported

into a quite different state of being amongst the Khasees, for
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every soul he meets has pleasure depicted in his countenance, and
is ready and willing to communicate on all subjects within the li-

mits othis information. Amongst themselves, either when engaged
in work, travelling or enjoying their ease, bursts of laughter

may constantly be heard. Their cheerful temper has invariably

attracted notice and recommended them to the favour of strangers.

That which enhances the amiableness of their cheerful disposi-

tion is its union with diligence in labour. Without any loss of

work they can be lively and jocular, and in this respect they

present a marked difference to their Bengali neighbours. They
are as lively and cheerful when busily engaged at work as

when mere idlers. But though they are laborious when actually

engaged in work, their general character is like that of most
mountaineers, slothful 'I'hey labour onl}' when necessity

urges them, and then their patience under fatigue and exertion,

when burdened witli providing for themselves and families, or

engaged in any manual labour, would leave on the mind of a

stranger no otlier impression than that industry was their pecu-

liar characteristic.

The moral character of the people is like that of most men

—

a mixture. Amongst the bad qualities, dissoluteness ofmanners
holds a prominent place. Although polygamy is not practised

nor legally allowed, yet a man thinks nothing of living in cri-

minal intercourse with two or three or more women, even
though legally married. Such conduct is considered as in-

volving no crime, if the husband continues to live with and sup-

port his proper wife. Drunkenness is another vice which
prevails in some degree amongst them. The means for indulg-

ing in it are ready, as every family in the possession of a mode-
rate degree of prosperit}^ distills spirituous liquors at home
from rice and two or three different kinds of grain grown in

the hills. These spirits are sold cheap and are much relished.

Their effects on the constitution, however, are very destructive.

Immoderate indulgence in them has hastened the death of many
a brave soldier who has visited the hills for the benefit of his

health, and whose sufferings and untimely end have been un-

justly ])laced to the account of the climate. To the Khasees
belong, as well as to others, anger, malice, revenge and such

dispositions, though not to such a degree as to lead to the con-

clusion that these are their governing dispositions. Did these

exist predominantly in their breasts, there would have been

instances within our knowledge to corroborate the fact ; for

occasions have not been few which have been calculated to

rouse every feeling of hatred and revenge, nor opportunities

wanting for gratifying such feelings. But the Kliasee is suscep-

tible also of the more tender feelings of human nature. To
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gratitude and affection they are no strangers ; favours bestowed

are not Ipst upon them. Their sense of obligation is strong

and is sure to find expression, which the following instance

will shew. A man from a distant village, called at my liouse

on his way home, who having expended his little store was left

destitute of food for the day, and begged nie to give him some-

thing to help him on his journey. His request was complied

with, and having partaken of the food he thanked me and went his

way. Many weeks after, when I had almost forgotten the olject

of my charity, I found him standing at my window with a bas-

ket of oranges which he begged me to accept. At first I was
at a loss to discover who my visitor was, but he soon brought to

my recollection that he had once eaten at my hands, and told me
his present visit was to make some acknowledgment for the

favour he had received. Mutual attachment between relatives

is very strong where it exists. If there is any exception to this

it is, strange to say, in the conjugal state. As their customs

allow of their taking and rejecting their wives ad libitum, their

entering into this union is often the result of mere passion ; when
that has subsided affection ceases, and often a separation ensues.

Lying, stealing, treacherous dealings, perjury, &c. are not

common failings. The Khasees in general are a plain, open-

hearted, honest people. While we allow there is much of evil,

there is also much of what is good in the character of the peo-

ple, which raises them above their neighbours in the scale of

moral worth, considering that they are destitute of the only

source from which true morality proceeds.

Amusements.—It is natural to suppose that a people, so un-

civilized and yet so cheerful in disposition, must have something
to recreate their spirits and give life to the monotony of their

other engagements ; nor are we disappointed in looking for

such amusements. Archery may be mentioned amongst the

chief and most interesting. It is only during the cold season,

however, that it is practised. They commence about the begin-

ning of December and continue till the end of April or May,
when the approach of the rains puts an end to their toxopholite

meetings. The best marksmen of two villages assemble for

the purpose. The target is a piece of soft wood cut out fresh

from the stock of the tree which they call so-pdoong. The
contenders stand together and shoot promiscuously. Every
man has two arrows, sometimes three, in proportion to the num-
ber of contenders on the opposite side. It is amusing to observe
the anxious look, the forward bent posture of the body as the ar-

cher takes his aim, then draws the string, lets fly the arrow,
and, ere it has reached its destination, the hand high uplittt d
and the savage howl ready to start as it hits the target. They
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move on towards the target as their arrows are expended,
and when these are all spent, the crowd rush impetuously to-

wards the spot. The target is taken up, the arrows drawn
and numbered. The winning party crowding together to dance,

lift their bows on high and their voices higher. The chief

amongst them who returns the arrows, holding them in his

hand, rushes in upon the dancers, and after having joined in the

dance, he lets out his hand from which the successful contenders
draw away their own arrows, dancing and skipping all the time.

The target is then removed to another spot and they return to

their amusement with renewed pleasure. Bird catching^ fish-
ing, and hunting, ai-e other amusements which occasionally

occupy a portion of their time. Gambling has become exceed-

ingly prevalent, particularly during the wet seasons.

Occupations.—The question naturally arises, How do these

people live The Khasees have always been in the habit of

bartering the spontaneous productions of the hills for those of

the plains. Oranges, honey, iron, bee's wax, ivory, Indianrub-

ber, these they give in exchange for rice, fish, salt, but more fre-

quently for specie. Fruits and grain of different kinds, with pota-

toes grown in the interior and in the valleys, are brought by the

inhabitants to the principal markets in the hills, and are also

taken to the plains. Considerable intercourse is likewise carried

on by the Khasees with the Assamese, by whom they are sup-

plied with cloths of different kinds, such as the moonga commonly
worn by them, and various coloured and flowered silks which
are highly prized by the Khasees. Limestone, which abounds in

the hills, is another source of profit to the Khasees. Lime is

burnt to a considerable extent on the banks of the Soormah
and brought down to Calcutta and Dacca. But their greatest

profit has, till of late years, been derived from their iron works.

The digging, washing and smelting of the ore, employ many,
besides the gain it brings to the masters of the works. They
manufacture their own swords, hatchets, axes, &c. and fit their

own arroAvs, The distillation of spirits is another not un-

common nor unprofitable employment of the people. Grain of

different kinds is used for the purpose, but especially rice. The
process of distillation is rude and simple. The spirit distilled

is bad, proves injurious to the constitution, and is not much used

by the better orders. Opiniative as they are in other respects,

they always prefer European spirits to their own.
Classification of the people.—A very interesting feature in

the character of this people, which becomes the more remarkable

when it is remembered that they have had sufficient acquain-

tance with the people below to imbibe many of their manners

and customs. This feature is the absence of the invidious dis-
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tinrtions of caste. No objection is made by any of tbem to eat

food that lias been prepared by or for Europeans, or even has

beeii set on their tables ; much less do they object to partake of

food at the invitation of their poorer brethren. Some have

prejudices aQ;ainst particular kinds of food and sometimes carry

these prejudices very far, being unwilling to touch, or eat

ont of u vessel that is nsed in preparing a food they dislike.

Whole families imbibe this prejudice and consider it ahnost a

sin to come in contact with such food, not allowing it even to

come into their houses. I know families who are thus prejudic-

ed against beef, dried fish of a particular sort, and spirits in

general. But this prejudice is not the result of caste, for it be-

longs sometimes to individuals only and sometimes to families.

The distinction of tribes,however,is very common : they reckon

twelve original tribes into which the Cliirra Khasees are divided.

Men of one tribe may not marry in families of the same tribe, but

into those of others, and the children belong to the tribe of the

mother. The people of Jynteah and other large communities are

divided in the same manner. There are, however, many more
besides these twelve tribes to be found in Chirra, which may be

accounted for by the migration from other parts of the country

of numerous families who have settled amongst them. The
members of the original twelve tribes form the most respecta-

ble classes of the community, and the elders amongst them co-

operate with the raja in adjusting the affairs of the country.

Domestic employments. Slavery.—The volatile disposition

of tliese people naturallj' takes them much from home, and
while they are either engaged in trading with the lowlanders

or sauntering about the hills and vallej's in pursuit of amuse-
ment and pleasure, the domestic occupations devolve upon the

women and children, the former of whom are principally en-

gaged in distilling spirits, which in most cases provides a suffi-

cient income for the whole family ; the younger branches are

chiefly employed in hewing wood and drawing water, in

seeking provision for their pigs, or in watching their herds : they
keep cows and goats for sacrificing, which last are of a very fine

kind peculiar to the hills. But the women are not solely em-
ployed in domestic occupations ; as occasion may require, they
accompany the men to the .markets in the plains and share their

burdens. Spinning and weaving are unknown amongst the
Khasees. They are more robust and hardy and hence engage
in more masculine pursuits.

Religion.—On the subject of religion very little can be said;
their religious rites are few in number, and as to their senti-

ments very few words will suffice to record their creed. They
believe in the existence of one Supreme Being, the Creator of the

VII. u
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vorld. Tliey cannot however conceive liow omnipresence,
omniscience or omnipotence can belong to liim ; they suppose
tliat the minute affairs of individuals, and even the greater and
more important matters of nations, are under the superintendence
of divine agents or spirits who are likewise gods. These gods
or spirits take up their residence in the caves and jungles, or in

the neiglibonrhood of steep mountains and rocks. To these
localities they never approach, lest sickness or death should prove
the consequence of disturbing the earthly residence of their

Deities. These spirits delight in sacrifices, and all affliction is

attributed to their wrath : they can however be pacified by the

sacrifice of a fowl or other animal. J'heir character is wicked.
They are all evil spirits and are engaged iu doing nothing
but exertifig an evil influence over all who do not pay them
the attention they deserve. The Jynteah deity has gained to

himself most fame by his severe visitations, and in cases of

disease or death he is said to be the author, and is propitiated

in the usual way.
In sickness, the first step taken for the relief of the sufferer is

to discover, by the breaking of eggs, the nature of the disease ;

i. e. whether it is one likely to be removed or to prove fatal.

This operation is performed with an egg on a board about a
foot long and eight inches broad. A few grains of rice strewed

about the board and the egg coloured with spittle (which is

always red from the chewing of pawn) to distinguish the out-

side from the inner of the shell. An incantation is then pro-

nounced, or rather an address to the egg that it would discover

to them the cause and nature of the sickness : this done the man
dashes the egg on the board. Of the pieces of shell which
fall on the board, the largest is considered as the leading mark

;

by it they judge of the omens whether they be good or bad ;

the smaller bits happening to fall higher towards one side of

the large piece are considered favorable, those falling on the

other side and lower are the reverse. They next attempt to

find out the cause of the diseases by certain marks in the entrails

of a fowl, which they declare the evil spirit has himself deposited

or at least caused to appear, and are indicative of the causes of

sickness. Sec. This done they sacrifice a fowl or any other

animal. But these sacrifices and rites are only the means by

which diseases and temporal calamities may be warded off.

For the sin of the soul alas! they have no atonement, nor any

religious rites that bear on the condition of the soul in a future

state. Of such a state they have no knowledge and their actions

are all performed with reference to their temporal benefit alone.

They have no sense of the duty they owe as creatures to the

Creator, they have no form or place of public worship, nor do
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they seem sensible that God requires this worship of hi>^ cre.i-

tures. They are literally " led captive by Satan at his will,"

" without God and without hope in the world."

It is remarkable that notwithstaudinw the intimacy which

exists between the Khasees and the people of tlu< plains there

are not any among them who have imbibed Hindu or Mahuni-

medan principles, with the exception of tiiose Jyntealis who

reside in the plains. These have intermixed a good deal with

the Bengalis with whom they are fellow ryuts of the raja of

Jvnteah, and have become in many respects one with them.

Like the Hindus they abstain from beef and pay certain fornifj

of worship to the goddess Kali.

Superstition—as one might suppose prevails to a very great

extent, Darkness covers the land and gross darkness the peo-

ple ;" their minds are so prepossessed with fear of the evil spi-

rits, that they dare not embrace the wholesome truths of the

gospel. Nothing therefore but the influence of education ac-

companied by divine grace can effect a change in them and
bring them to the knowledge of the truth as it is in Jesus.

Marriage and Funeral Ceremo7iies.—Occasions so important

as marriage and death, have amongst all savages been attended

with numerous ceremonies. The Khasees have enough of them,

and some of their peculiarities may be worth a slight notice.

They are not in the habit of marrying so 3'oung as the

lowlanders, but wait till they have arrived at a mature age. 'J'he

proposal of marriage comes from the man. He deputes a friend

to the parents of the young lady to request their consent as well

as her own to marry. The nature of the reply regulates his

conduct, if he is successful he is allowed to visit the house, pay
his addresses to her, and they mutually appoint a day on which
the union is to be solemnized. On that day the bridegroom,
attended bj' a number of his friends, proceeds to the house
of the bride where her friends are assembled. A mutual
conference takes place, in which the consent of the parents

is formally asked by the friends of the bridegroom ; the bride

and bridegroom are then asked if they are willing to have each
other. If replies be given in the affirmative, the parties are
pronounced man and wife. A feast follows, after which the
friends retire, but the bridegroom remains in the house of the
bride, and becomes an inmate, if the bride happen to be the
youngest or only daughter ; if otherwise, the husband has to

build for himself and remove her to his own house, which
becomes the property of the wife. Cases of separation are fre-

quent, and both husband and wife may marry again if they have
parted from each other with mutual consent. When they have
thus mutually agreed to part from each other, their friends

u 2
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Jire told of it, and some of them requested to effect the separa-

tion by a formal ceremony, wiiich consists in taking five cowries
from eacli party and throwing them out of the house.

^V'hen a death occurs there is always a great deal of grief

manifested. The corpse is kept in the house four or five d;iys ;

in some cases more. A raja who died last year was kept three

months. The body had been put into the hollow trunk of a tree

and fumigated. They do not bury but burn their dead, like

the Hindus, though in a more decent manner. The friends of

the deceased go out a day or two previously to the funeral, to

cut wood for fuel and the coffin ; this service they perform
gratuitously, expecting that the relatives of the deceased will

return the kindness in case of their own decease. The body is

carried on a bed of mats, tied to two poles, the ends of which
are borne on the shoulders of four men. During the procession a
funeral dirge is jdayed on bambu flutes, which adds much to the

solemnity of the scene, accompanied as it is by the groans and
shrieks of the bereaved friends. Arrived at the spot, tlie body is

taken off the bed and put into a wooden box which stands on four

legs, under which the fuel is placed. While in the act of

removing the body from the bed to the box, it is carefully con-

cealed from the view of bystanders; four or five individuals

surround the box and cover it over with their garments,,

while the body is let down. Sometimes the body is carried from
the house in the box in which it is to be burnt. While the body is

being burnt, sacrifices are offered, and offerings of betel leaf,

areca-nut, fruit, &c.made to the spirit of the deceased. Sometimes
arrows are discharged towards the four points of the compass.

When the body is burnt the ashes are carefully collected, put

into an earthen vessel, carried home and kept until by the help of

their oracles the day is fixed for the removal to the family vault,

which is composed simply of a tabular stone. Witliin this the

ashes are placed, and on occasion of tbeir removal from the

house, those who can afford the expense, have dancing and
feasting, which are kept up for three or four days. The relatives

do not engage in either, except to defray the expense and
superintend the whole. The dancers are both men and women;
of the latter only such as are unmarried, or widows. These

dance, or rather hop, in an inner, while the men form an outer,

cii'cle and display all sorts of gesticulation, but keeping good

time with the music. Sword exercise is also common on such

occasions, and is the most interesting part of the proceedings.

A party of 30 or 40 men after having exhibited a little sham
fight, proceed with naked swords in one hand, and a chowry
gracefully waved in the other, to the vault, following the

relatives of the deceased, dancing to vocal music. In returning

they dance in like manner ; both going and returning, musketa
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are fired at intervals of one or two minutes. The ashes of one

tribe are deposited together under one vault, and never separated

except when the individual has come by his death dishoiiourublj.

The remains of a man and his wife are never deposited

together, because tliey are always of different tribes. A husl)and

is therefore separated from his wife and his cliildreii, as they
belong to the tribe of the mother, and have their ashes deposited

M'ith hers.

Language.—The language of the Khasees is not a written

language, and is quite unHke any spoken in the vicinitj". It

is simple in its construction and idioms ; monosyllabic in its

roots and has no intonations. Its verbs and nouns suffer no
inflexion by the change of tense, number, person or case. The
distinctions where there are any, are known by prefixes and
affixes. A specimen of a verb in all its tenses and of a few
common-place words may not be uninteresting.

WAN—TO COME.

Phi

PRESENT TENSE.
Singular.

wan I come. 1 Nf^ee
wan Thou comest. 2 Phi
wan He comes. 3 Ki

Phi
17

Singular.

lawan I came,
lawan 'I'liou earnest,

lawan He came.

IMPEHFECT.

1 Ngee
2 Phi

3 Ki
PERFECT.

Singular.

1 Njifa lalawan I have come.
2 Phi lalawan Thou art come.
3 \y lalawan He is come.

FUTURE.
Singular.

1 Ngan wan I shall or will come.
2 Phin wan Thou shall, &c.
3 Un wan He shall, &c.

1 Ni^ee

2 Phi

3 Ki

1 Ngeen
2 Piiin

3 Kin

Plural.

wan \Vq come
wa[i You come,
wan They come.

Plural.

lawan VFe came,
lawan Ye came,
lawan They came.

Plural.

lalawan VYe have come,
lalawan You have come,
lalawan They have come.

Plural.

wan We shall, &c.
wan You shall, &c.
wan Tliey shall, &c.

The future of verbs is differently formed from the other tenses,
by the nasal n being affixed to the pronouji as above.
The prefixes u and ka in the following list of nouns indicate

the sexes u being masculine and ka feminine.
Air
Ant
Bird
Blood
Cow
Cat
Day
Dog
Ear
Eye
Father
Fire

Kaler.

Udkhu.
Kasim.
Kasnam.
Kamasi.
Kamaow.
Kasngi.
l7ksow.

Kasgur.
Kakmat.
l?l<pa.

Kadiug.

God
Goat
House
Head
Leaf
Man
Mother
Night
Salt

Sky
Village

Water

Ublay.
Kablarig.

Kaing.
Kakhlee.
Kasla.

Ubriu.
Kakmi.
Kamit.
Kamld.
Kabneng.
Kashnong.
Kadm.
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IV.

—

Remarks on the Shati and Siamese languages.

From a Coijrespondent in the Straits.

There is a very marked similarity between the Sh<an and the Siamese
laiig-iiages. 1 have no doubt tliey had one common origin.

The Siamese call themselves the Thi people or free people, and tlieir

language the Tin. They also distinguish between the Thi Yai, and Thi
Noi, thciugh they sometimes are unwilling to admit that they are of the
last class : Noi literally meaning the less, and Yai the greater. But these
terms are not unfrequently used for elder and younger. Thus pe Yai
means elder brother and pe Noi younger brother.

Tliis is no doubt the true meaning of Thi Yai, the elder or ancient Sia-

mese ; and Tld Noi, the modern Siamese or Thi.
The Siamese also speak of the country on the north as the ancient Thi

country, and theirs as the new country.

'I'he |)resent kingdom of Siani is comparatively of recent origin, and is

rapidly rising in importance. Considerable improvements hnve recently

been made especially in ship building and commerce. Four or five vessels,

after the European model, were built the last year, and others of a large

size are now building. Tiieir clumsy junks, it is to be hoped, will soon
cease to be used.

AYith regard to the literature of the Siamese, it is quite extensive.

'J'hey are a reading people, and have a large number of works on medi.
cine, law, &c. but the greater part of their books are works of poetry and
romance. Their sacred books are written in the Pali, and are wholly
unintelligible to the people, and even to the priests themselves. An ability

to redd the character is considered a great attainment. The Siamese are

generally fond of reading, and it is considered a disgrace not to be able to

read, especially for males. Almost all the young men are sent to the
wats or temples for a time, where they are instructed to read and write.

In other words they all enter the priesthood for an education, where they
remain a longer or shorter time, according to their inclinations.

Tlie Siamese language is tolerably copious, and every sound and intona-

tion are accurately marked. Tlieir intonations are very difficult for a fo-

reigner to attain, and require a delicate ear.

U'ith regard to introducing the Roman character for the Siamese, I

would remark, that as far as the prejudices of the people are concerned,
they are very favourable ; they are exceedingly fond of any thing English,

and some now read the English language with fluency.

With regard to the willingness of the people, I see nothing in the way
of introducing the Roman character.

The principal difficulty at present seems to be the want of a system suf-

ficiently simple, to express accurately all the various intonations. No sys-

tem has yet appeared which exactly represents all these sounds. Tlie in-

tonations are even more difficult to express than the Chinese. Yet 1

doubt not a system may be devised which will meet every case.
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V.—The Missionary''s Appeal. By Rev. A. Sutton of
Cuttack.

fWe have much pleasure in hearing? our testimony to tlie zeal and per-

severance of the writer of the following!: appeal, and his esteemed coUeafruea,

and have but one wish as it respects his modest but stirring appeal, that it

may meet with a response in many hearts ; we hope that the means nt-ces-

sary for conveying these young men to the shores of India may be speedily

forthcoming, accompanied by the prayers of the donors that they may be
sanctified to the Lord's service. We are the more sanguine that some of
our readers will respond to the call from the fact that in answer to similar

appeals on behalf of the Basle Mission last year in our pages we had the

pleasure to transmit to the Treasurer of that Institution 1,200 Co.'s Rs. May
this noble example so worthy of imitation, find many imitators. Remember,
Christian, " The silver and the gold are His" who hath redeemed you, not

with with such corruptible things, but " with his own precious blood."

—

Ed ]

to the friends of missions.

Messiis. Editors,

At the risk of belug thought and called, perhaps, an annoy-
ing and restless beggar, I feel impelled by the force of consi-

derations which I cannot resist to solic-it your patronage to this

appeal to the friends of missions. I have indeed tried to suppress

my convictions of duty to the cause of Christ and the Heathen
with respect to the subject of this letter, and fur a time have
succeeded; but when 1 have again contemplated the devastations

of Heathenism, the vast moral waste around me ; when I have
thought of the short season of human probation, and of that

truth which I most firmly believe ' that it is more blessed to

give than to receive and all this in connexion with my expe-
rience of the ability and willingness of many pious Christiana

in India ; then I have felt as if I could not refuse to make this

attempt to enlighten the benighted multitudes around me and
be guiltless. Yea I sometimes feel as if 1 were dishonouring
the friends of Christ by my backwardness in soliciting their aid

in behalf of a most reasonable means of doing good.
My case is briefly this :

—

I, with my Missionary associates, form what is denominated
the Orissa Mission. Our stations extend north and south, from
Midnapore to Berhampore near Ganjam ; and east and west
from Pooree to Sumbhulpore ; so that we consider as included
within our sphere of labour, and where in fact our labours are

more or less bestowed, the whole province of Orissa ; the

Southern part of Bengal; part of the Northern Circars; the

recently conquered country of the Khunds ; part of Gundwaua
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and Cliota Nagpoie. In all this vast field there are no labourers
but those connected with our little Mission. Our nearest Mis-
sionary brethren are stationed at Vizagapatam, Nagpore, Bena-
res, Bnrdwan, Serainpore and Calcutta.

Nearly fourteen years have I been labouring in this place
where it may emphatically be said Satan's seat is, and now at
this moment we have but five foreign Missionaries and four
ordained Native preachers to cultivate so wide and interesting

a field. We are, it is true, expecting one other labourer shortly

with a printing press ; but should he come, still may we not
exclaim, What are these among so many ? O how often do I

look upon these hapless myriads and in deep anguish inquire.

Are these all the labourers that can be afforded for Orissa ^

Can no other means be employed to carry out the Savioui-'s

command as it respects these perishing souls Cannot I possi-

bly contrive some means of bringing a few more Heralds of
Salvation into these vast and dark regions ? After long watching
an answer has arrived. The Secretary of the Society with which
I am connected, has by the October overland despatch informed
nie that there are four young men who have just completed
their academical course, who are anxiously waiting to be sent to

Orissa, but the Society has not funds necessary to equip and
send them. Some of them I know have long cherished the desire

of labouring in India, and others are ready to offer so soon as

these have been sent out. But alas ! the.answer has been and
now is, we have not the means of sending you !

What then can be done ? The thought has followed me day and
night that there are wealthy Christians in India who would if

they knew the case, help to fetch them out. We ask not for

great things for ourselves. I believe our whole Mission establish-

ment including Native and Foreign labourers does not exceed

1,000 Rs. a month, and could we but obtain some assistance

towards the outfit and passage of these four brethren, or any of

them, or any promise of assistance towards their support when
they arrive, we shall be willing to economize as much as possi-

ble, and feel assured that our Society would cheerfully embrace
the first op|)ortunity of sending them.

A Christian friend, not long since, offered 100 Rs. a month
if a Missionary were sent to his station. Could a few such

friends be found, or even on a less liberal scale, these four Mis-

sionaries would soon, D. V.,be in Orissa. And no men would
be more likely than these to lead the way to the station where
the 100 Rs. is promised, and thus introduce a fifth labourer.

I must not trespass on the pages of the excellent publication

in which I hope tliis appeal may be presented, by any extended

reference to the motives which should urge Christians to engage
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in such undertakings, yet it may (lonl)tless be said witli res))ect

to these unhappy multitudes, that " tliey cannot repay thee, but

thou shalt be recompensed at the resurrection of the just." My
honoured wealthy Cliristian brethren ! the appeal is especially

addressed to you. Weigh well with serious deliberation and

heartfelt prayer the case here presented. Listen to the deep,

h)ud cry of heathen misery. Remember it is the will of

God you should endeavour to remove it. Think of the debt of

gratitude you owe to God your Father and to Christ your Savi-

our for the blessings of the gospel. Then think again what a

happy change that gospel is effecting and will effect among
deluded idolatrous nations. We ask you to assist in commu-
nicating to others those blessings, others contributed to commu-
nicate to you. Contemplate the vast amount of work to be done ;

the rapidity with which men are hastening to the judgment

;

the favourable times and circumstances in which you live for

engaging actively in attempts to convert the world to

Christ. View the subject in another light, reflect on the high

honour and privilege of being permitted to co-operate with
God in the salvation of mankind, and the short time alloted

you to prosecute this holy work. And lastly, let the zeal and
liberality of idolaters stimulate you to a life of labour, of devot-

edness, of liberality in your glorious Master's service. Soon, very
soon, will your work be done ; you will have given your last

rupee, offered your last prayer, performed your last act of
Christian piety ; and pass away to give an account of your
stewardship. O that it may be said to each reader " Well
done, good and faithful servant."

Come, then, beloved Christian friends " to the help of the

Lord against the mighty." The aid we ask of you is small
compared with what heathens render to their gods, and what
many of your ancestors suffered in fines and confiscations to the
truth. Are you rich, then give liberally of your abundance ; are
you poor, still it is for him, who observed with approbation the
widow's gift, for him we solicit your contributions. With your
property give your prayers. " Prayer moves the hand that moves
the world." Come, then, once more, we beseech you to help us.

"Come, let us with a grateful heart
In the blest labour share a part

;

Our prayers and offerings gladly bring
To aid the triumplis of our King."

A. SUTTON,
Missionary, General Baptist Missionary Society, Cuttack.

P. S. It is far from being the wish of the writer or his col-

leagues to speak in terms of praise of their labours and success. A
great deal too much, they apprehend, is sometimes said on such

VII. X
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subjects ; yet it is perhaps due to the cause here advocated to re-

mark, that perhaps the Lord has bestowed as larjre a measure of
success upon this Mission as upon any one of similar extent, and
that as promising a field of labour is opening before it as any in

India.

As it respects the Doctrinal views of the Orissa Baptist Mis-
sionaries it may be sufficient to refer to the writings of Mr.
Pike, author of Persuasives to Early Piety, Guide to Young
Disciples, &c. That gentleman is tlie Secretary of the Mission
in whose behalf we plead : probably there are many individuals

in India, as well as in most parts of the world, who have been
benefitted by these well known and very useful works.

Contributions in behalf, of the object of this appeal may be
forwarded to the Editors, to the Rev. J. Thomas, Baptist Mis-
sion Press, Calcutta, or Rev. A. Sutton, Mission house, Cuttack.

" 1 beg leave to join most cordially in this sincere appeal to

Christian and Philanthropic Benevolence, and would solicit the

aid of any with whom I may have the least influence."

J. STUBBINS,
Missionary, G. B. M. S. Cuttciclc.

VI.

—

On the Concentration of Missionary Efforts.

We have very great pleasure in presenting our readers, such
especially as take a lively interest in the Mission cause, with
the present most important and ably written paper. It exhibits

enlarged views and throws out suggestions deserving the mature
consideration of Missionary Societies and their agents in this

country. We recommend it to attentive perusal and the divine

blessing.— Ed.

Most Missionary Societies in this country have fallen into the error of

scattering their agents over too extensive limits to admit of their acting

on any well arranged system of co-operation. A want of concentration

has perhaps been one of the chief causes of the little success of which so

many complain. Over the whole continent of Inilia from Cape Comorin
to the Himalayas, tliere is scarcely one Mission so strong as, in my opini-

on, it should be in a country so peculiarly situated. At most of these sta-

tions only one labourer is to be found, though almost every Mission is in

some large city, or populous town, or district. Hence not one half of

them can be regarded as permanent institutions. When one labourer dies

there is generally no one to succeed him for a considerable time. Perhaps
his successor has to be sent from Europe ; and before he arrives, and is

able to learn the language, scarcely a trace of the previous cultivation

remains. Sometimes it so happens, that just when he i)egins to do a little

he dies or is obliged to remove, and thus the work is left exactly where ha

found it. Stations could be named where, from this cause, the work has
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not arlvnnced one step farther than it was twenty years a^o, and, if the

san\e is coiitimied, may he in a similar state for a hiitulred ye/irs to come.

In the nndst of a population so dense as liiat of India, one man is conu
pletely lost in the mass of idolatry. His exerticms can never command
general jjuhlic attention. Perhaps he iahours under difficulties witli re-

spect to the lanj^iia^e, or the climate |n-events him frum erijoyin<^ his liealtli.

Perhaps he is a man not naturally formed for actinij alone, iho itjli u ell

fitted to bear a part in a ffeneral plan of coinbin <! oper.ition. But hmv-
ever well qualified, should he he l;kely to reap fruit, it may all he spoiled

hy a fit of sickness putting' a temjjorary stoi) to his labours ; or by some
other cause over whioh he has no control, his place ni ly left destiiutt;.

It has no! unfretjuently been the case, that even where a church has ueen
actually formed, it has been entirely scattered by such an event, aaver
more to be gathered.

In England where everj' thing is com])aratively favorable to the pro-

gress of the gospel—where the greater part of the popuhition ;^e in the

liabit of attending; Christian ordinances, how difficult it is often for an able,

pious, and faithful minister to keep up his church to the same number
which he found in it, though almost every metnber is more or less an agent
in ar>si.'?ting him ; how much more difficult then must it he for a solitary

Missionary speaking to a strange people in a difficult foreign tongue, and
labouring, in an enervating climate, without a single assistant, to originate

amidst the mass of idolatry, a church of new converts, and to edify and
keep it together, and in the midst of all kinds of opposition to enlarge it

hy conversio is from among the heathen—its bitterest enemies ! Is it any
wonder that such a work has scarcely ever been accomplished by one man,
either in India or any other heathen land, and that where it has been so

by one of rare endowments, it has" generally been dissipated at his death?
^Vith all the advantages of divine inspiration and miraculous powers,

the apostles themselves rarely, if ever, accomplished what some appear to

expect from modern Missionaries. They seem to expect that a young
man going alone to a city where there is not a single Christian, where he
has to learn every word of the language, and to toil, often in bodily weakness,
without any Christian feilowshij) and consolation amidst discouragements
of every kind, will nevertheless in a few years form a church of pious
men, many of whom will be able to preach the gospel and enlighten their

countrymen. When this result does not take place,—as indeed it never
lias in any strictly heathen land,—very great disappointment is expressed;
but it seems entirely forgotten that no single apostle, with all his mirades,
was ever so successful as this. The apostles laboured in a body in Jeru-
salem, with all their converts about them, till a broad foundation was laid,

and even after that they did not go out singly but in bands. The first

Mission to the heathen was not undertaken till thousands had believed,
and were from various causes scattered abroad, so tliat individual believers
were to be found in almost every city where tlie first Missionaries entered.
The ApDStle Paul, as far as we are informed, never founded a church by
liis own individual efforts, unless perhaps at Athens. He was the intrepid
leader in almost every instance, of a band of devoted preachers, many of
whose names are mentioned, who seem never for a day to have abandoned
the infant churches. They moved on like a conquering army, but secured
every conquest behind them. Hence, while the first churches were gene-
rally formed by the united labours of a band of Missionaries, they were
immediately furnished with pastors and teachers, &c. for internal edifica-

tion, either from among themselves or the Missionary band to whom tliey

owed their formation, and by whose constant visits they continued to be
nourished and protected during the period of their infancy.

X !«5
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That a sin^^le Rlissionai y should so far succeed in India as to form and
pre!ier\ e a church amidst lieatlien influences, unless where he lahours in

the immediate neighbourlioud of other brethren, is more than should ever
be expected, and certainly more than has ever been as yet accomplished.
The difficulties with which such a lal)ourer has to contend cannot well i>e

conceived by any one wlio has not been placed in similar circumstances.
He is like one witness brought forward to give testimony on one side of
a great question, while there are thousands opposed to him, and conse-
quently he meets with little or no credit.

In the a|)ostolic Missions the greatest stress was laid on witnessing to

the truth, while we depend more on arguments from external and inter-,

nal evidence. Now, as to the greater portion of external evidence, especi-
ally historical, it is worth next to nothing as far as the great mass of Hin-
dus and Musalmsns are concerned. 'I'lie history of Europe and western
Asia is just as fabulous, in tlieir estimation, as their own absurd mythology
is in ours. The works of Lardner, Paley, Ike. are to them perfectly useless.

If we speak of miracles, their gods and holy men have performed and do
perform such without number, and the books in which the historical evi-

dence of our miracles is contained will not pass with them as the meanes-t

authority. With internal evidence alone cnn vve make any thing like

an impression. The moral beauty of the gosi)el, its adaptation to the
state ofman, and its power over the heart and conscience, are the principal

proofs of its divinity tangible to the heathen ; l)ut this internal evidence to

be complete ought to be accompanied by the direct testimony of actual

witnesses who have felt its power and can testify its truth both by words
and actions. A body of regenerated men, acting in all the relations of
life on the heaven-born principles of the gospel, are the most powerful
arguments of its truth and divine origin ; and when these men are not

only able to embody the trutli in tlieir lives but to proclaim and expound
it with the energy peculiar to believing men who speak from the heart,

the results cannot fail to be great ; and when their number is such as to

show the same operation in a great variety of individuals, all teaching the

same doctrines, the heathen cannot fail of perceiving an irresistible force

in their united testimony. It is in this manner that the bulk of sincere

believers in every country are converted ; it is not by historical arguments,
but simply by the truth, which they believe to be the word of God because

it is declared to be so by men who are more learned than themselves, and
whom they know to be possessed of unimpeachable goodness, integrity and
benevolence. It is the word of God which they believe ; but previously to

the experimental evidence from its actual purifying influence on their

own minds, they receive it as such on the authority of the coincident tes-

tim.ony of men who constantly assert its divine character and, by speech and
example, declare its power of renewing the heart and life of those who
receive it. Hence it naturally follows that the greater the number of con-

sistent witnesses to the truth of the gospel concentrated to give their testt.

inony at any one place the more convincing will be the evidence. Twelve
witnesses all agreeing in the same statements, carmot fail of producing an
impression on an audience where, from the unwelcome nature of the facts,

one would scarcely have been listened to. Such is the case in a city or

neighbourhood as it respects the gospel. If there is only one preacher he

is lost and unheeded ; but if it is known that ten or twenty men of intelli-

gence and blameless lives, daily proclaim the same doctrines and live

according to them, it is almost certain that an impression more or less seri-

ous will soon be produced.

This 1 conceive is one of the strongest reasons for making every Mis-

sion to the heathen, especially in India, a large body suflicient to bring th*
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gospel home to tlie people with a weijjht of united testimony such as must
arrest attention. Forty or fifty Missionaries of consistent Christian charac-

ter and otiier suitai)le qualifications, especially if connected as one Society,

would be an overmatcli for the thousands of lirahmans in Benares. In their

preiichiiiff, vvritinifs, conversation arul daily intercourse with the people,

they would '/we a practical form to the moral and ex])eriinental evidence

of (Christianity, which could not fail to affect the native mind ; while they

themselves and their families would form at once a luicleus around which

a Christian church niij^ht be collected.

Some may thinic the proposal of locating so many Missionaries in one

large city, as very extravagant ; and I am well aware of the immense diffi-

culty of oljtaining eitlier men or money for such an undertaking; but after

all it would only be a repetition of the experiments tried with so much
succi'ss in the South Seas. The first band of Missionaries placed in the

small island of Tahiti consi>ted of eighteen, while the population did not

exceed 16,000 ; so that there was a Missionary for at least every nine

hundred. Now the population of Benares, taking the average of the

different censuses, is not under 500,000, exclusive of the surrounding vil-

lages ; so that were there fifty Missionaries there would not be above one
to each 10,000. But their labours might extend to the surrounding towns
and villages so as to take in a population of several millions. Thus, judg-

ing by the numl)er of heathen, there would not after all be one labourer

where Tahiti had ten. Such a body of men, however, once formed would
have an immense influence and would soon be able to bring forward native

agency of various kinds, and to put such a powerful system in operatioa

that it would be impossii)le for the public mind to be long dormant. Idula^

try would certainly before long be shaken to its base, and were it once
so in such a place it is impossible to calculate the effects on other parts of

the country.

It was in this way that the Roman Catholics accomplished so much in

spreading their system of nominal Christianity in different parts of the

east. Instead of a solitary individual or two, they settled whole colleges

of Missionaries in one place, and the result was great. The simplicity of

our means do not remove us from the influence of similar principles.

Indeed wherever the protestant Missions have been conducted on the plan

of concentration, they have also been almost invariably successful.

Perhaps the best plan would be for no Society to have above one inde-

pendent Mission in this country, or at most one in northern and another

in southern India. These stations might have been in the largest cities,

wliere each would have commandeda vvhole province. The principal labours

of the body should have lieen directed, in the first place, to the formation

of a church from among the heathen in imitation of that first formed at

Jerusalem, extending their exertions gradually to the neighbouring towns
and villages, and occasionally even to a considerable distance. By thus
remaining at one centre they would be able to collect all the converts into

a distinct and utiited body, and to bring forward native preachers and
pastors for any church that might branch off from the original one. It

would perhaps be better that no- European Missionary ever l)ecame strictly

speaking the pastor of a native church. His office should be that of aa
evangelist, to preach to the heathen, to arrange churches, direct them
during their infancy in finding pastors, settling disputes, and in short to

aid them in every matter till they came to some degree of maturity. In
the infantile state of such churches, much European aid and instruction

will long be required, and even the best of the native ministers have innu-
merable deficiencies, but still it is better to employ them as much as possi.

ble ; for making Europeans pastors, for any length of time, of native
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chiirclies is the most effectual mode of perpetuntingf an unnatural state of

tutelage wliich ought as soon as possible to be ab:iii(lonP<l.

Were the Missions on tiiis extensive scale we should soon overcome
many of the diffirulties we now experience in regai-d to the forming of

churches ami raising of native agents, \yere ten or twelve Missionaries

in the first instance to (le\ote their Ia')ours to the raising of one church,

the\' would, it may he expected, i)e alilo to bring it to a state of consider-

jilde maturity in tde course of a few years, so as to form a good basis for

all tlieir future oi>erations. All their schools would be connected with it,

a vigorous system oi' teaching for the converts could be adoj)ted, yoimg
men educated in a superior muniier. and sudi as turned out suitable, engag-

ed as labourers of various kinds under the immediate ej'e of the Mission-

aries. As soon as the number of con verts in aiiy place too distant from the

original church were found to exist, they might be forme<l into anotlier, and
some of the most experienced of the native preachers might become their

pastors, assisted by the constant visits and counsels of the European bre-

thren. The circle thus formed would gradually widen in proportion as

the converts and-native agency increased, and there would be no danger

of such a Mission being broken up by casualties, as the death or removal of

one or two would only slightly impair its efficiency.

Though the Missionaries were thus concentrated there would be no

necessity for any such close contact as would merge them in any thing like

institutions such as the Moravians form. As to all private affairs they

might have as little connexion iis ministers at home. No other system of

arrangement would be necessary than that required in London between a

body of ministers who should agree to supply a certain number of places

of worship, some statedly and others occasionally. The only difference

would be that at first the converts at all the different stations within reach,

instead of being formed into a great number of insignificant churciies, would

be collected into one at . the most convenient spot, which would thus more
speedily become a strong and regular body complete in all its arrange-

ments. When this church becomes large enough to be able to spare a

number of members, others can gradually be formed on the same model at

such places as are most convenient to the members, and present the great-

est prospect of good being done.

'i'he greatest advantages would arise to the converts from being thus

brought together. They would be encouraged to perseverance by the coun.

tenance and support of others, a more complete and suitable system of in-

struction could be kept up, and all the ordinances of the gospel would be

more regularly attended to and with a spirit more exciting and edifying

than in little scattered societies of eights or tens, such as the infant

churches at most of our stations still are. The appearance of such a

church would be far more interesting to the heathen and better calculated

to give them correct ideas of tlie Christian ordinances and discipline than

the meagre and heartless exhibition of them which we are obliged to pre-

sent in our weak and scattered state. Such a central church, having most
of the Missionaries and their families members, all labouring to increase

and extend it on every side, having in connexion «itii it twenty or thirty

preaching stations, schools for both Christian and heathen children, and
various other means for spreading the gospel, in active operation, would
soon by the divine blessing become a model for all future churches in the

district. Wliere the body of labourers was so great, no ground would bo

lost by mutations; and tiie influence bearing in so many ways on one city,

would be so powerful that idolatry must give way, as it has always done when
brought into real and close contact witii pure and well organized Christi-

anity. Out of such a mother church labourers among the heathen and
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pastors for future cliuiches would be raised, and tlius from one point the

word of God miglit sound forth over the whole siirroiimlinir retriori-!. A
strong lodjjment would thus he effected at one place, from wliicli all future

operations would be conducted with the greatest advatitajji*. 'Jo the

Missionaries themselves the benefit would l>e immense. Tiie juniors

would labour hv the side of the seniors and li;ive all the adv-atitajres of tlieir

experience; and the social intercourseof so many enpfaged in the s ime work,

would prevent that oppression of spirits under tlie load of solitary and
overwhelming re^<ponsil>ility and discouragement, throtisfh wliich m.iny

a Missionary sinks to a premature grave. Those of our l)rethren vvlio e

whole time has been spent in Calcutta, in a large and harmonious circle of

brethren and friends of different denominations, can have little idea of

the overpo\7ering hojielessness of solitary Missionary labour in a large

heathen city. It is almost too much for human nature to l>e ir. I have
seen the death agonies of one of its victims—one wh') as a Cliristian, a gen-
tleman, and a scholar, has had few equals in the Missionary field ; but his

splendid talents and attainments were all sacrificed to enaltle a Society to

boast of having orte xtntion more. I will say nothing about the bitterness

of the system as painfully experienced by myself ; but if any one will visit

four or five of the stations where solitary Missionaries are now labouring,

he will read their history in the morbid sensiliility and nervous eccentri-

cities superinduced by the disappointments and dreariness of the almost

hopeless undertaking in which they are engaged. They are beating down
a mountain with a watchmaker's hammer, and no wonder that some of

them have begun to despair.

It is vain to think that ever India will be evangelized by Europeans.
All that they can do is only to plant the first churches. Our great object

ought therefore to be to raise several large churches in the most influen-

tial places, as soon as possible, which may serve as nurseries for native

niLuisters and Missionaries. Great efforts should be made to bring such
congregations to maturity; that we may have a body of people capable of

forming a society separate from the heathen, and whose children may be
brought up on Christian principles and receive a good education, so that

from among them we may be able to find agents for enlightening their coun-
trymen. But as long as Missions are so weak and so far scattered, no re-

gular body of converts is ever formed. \V'here churches are formed by
the labours of only one man, they are so small that they can never he de-
pended on, and as the converts have scarcely any thing like Christian
company, they often fall off. A thousand casualties ruin such feeble con-
gregations ; and even where the station is regularly kept up, it may
contiime for ages in the same low and discouraging state. In the mean-
time Christianity becomes comtemptible in the eyes of the heathen who
are confirmed in their superstition by seeing the weakness of the new
religion ; whereas i)y studying concentration, though we should have the
name of few Missions, we should have more real Missionaries and be aiile

to attack the common enemy with a force capable of making an impression,

and our Missions would be strong, effective and permanent bodies, whose
labours would every year tell more and more, till the country felt their

effects from one end to the other.

Bandras B.
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VII.

—

Remarks on " St. Paul a Model for the

Missionary,'''' <§-c.

We have read with much interest the communication from

J. M. in hist month's Observer, on " St. Paul a Model for the

Missionary." The suhject is one of high importance ; and many
of J. M.'s ohservations are most just and very valuable. We
have no doubt our Missionary friends generally will have atten-

tively read them ; and we feel truly thankful for the suggestions

of one who appeare to enter so warmly into the Mission cause,

wl)ich indeed is the cause of truth, goodness and human happiness.

Nevertheless we are free to avow that J. M. has, in our judg-

ment, been somewhat unjust in his strictures upon Missionary

preaching and translations, and, in one point particularly, has

taken up an hypothesis as anti-scriptural as it is injurious in its

application to Missionary effort in this country. In the remarks

which follow, we are far from wishing to assume a polemical

attitude ; nevertheless, as we are fully convinced of the unsoli-

dity of J. M.'s fundamental position, and equally satisfied that

much of his censure is altogether unfounded, we will not, from

a mistaken candour, hold back from expressing ourselves freely

upon what he has written, trusting his good sense and Christian

temper will have full operation in leading him to reconsider opi-

nions which, if well-founded, must indeed seriously condemn the

whole body of the Indian Missionaries, but if otherwise can

only tend to confirm and augment the prejudices of less inform-

ed and less spiritually minded persons, who object in the gross

too frequently to all Missionary efforts whatsoever.

We cordially assent to J.M.'sjudicious remark that, in address-

ing Hindus and Musalmans "no abrupt and irritating assault

should be made on their cherished opinions or the objects of their

hereditary veneration and that " it seems obvious, both from
reason and apostolical example, that abrupt, austere, perhaps irri-

tating assertions of the falsity of one fciith and the truth of ano-

ther, or of the sinfulness and wickedness of the audience, will be

likely to fail; where a calm, cautious, conciliatory attempt to find

some common ground, some little oasis of truth, reason or good
feeling in the hearer's mind,—whereon we may build up, by an af-

fectionate and gradual process of Socratic reasoning, a convictioa

of thegreat goodness, clemency, wisdom, might and holiness of the

blessecl God our Saviour, of our woeful ingratitude to our best

benefactor, of the consequent culpability we incur by our failure

to love and serve Him, as well as by our transgression of his

holy and good and just laws and commandments,—might, perad-

venture, succeed in' turning a sinner from the error of his ways.'
"

This is as entirely iu the spirit of the Gospel, as it is coincident
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with tlie dediietionsf of good common sense from the mental

constitution and habits of mankind. " 'I'he wiftth of man work-

eth not the righteousness of God "'the servant of the Lord
must not strive, bnt be gentle towards all men, apt to tench,

patient, in meekness instructing those that oppose themselves

(even), if God peradventure will give them repentance to the

acknowledgment of the truth, and that they may recover them-

selves out of the snare of the devil who are taken captive by
him at his will." " Giving no offence in any thing, that the

ministry be not blamed ; but in all things approving ourselves

(says the apostle) as the ministers of God (who is j)atient and
long-suffering towards all men) in much patience, by kindness,

by love unfeigned " And thou, O man of God, follow after" not

only " righteousness, godliness, f;iitli," but also "/owe, patience,

meekness.'''' These and numerous similar scriptures inculcate,

with a marked particularity of a|)plication to ministerial and mis-

sionary teaching, the duty and importance of a calm self-posses-

sion, apatieutandforbearing temper, a meek, kind and affectionate

manner of enforcing tha truths of the blessed Gospel. And assur-

edly nothing more inconsistent with such topics as the surpass-

ing love of Christ, the ineffable pity and mercy and loving-

kindness of Almighty God, the long suffering of the Divine
Spirit that beareth with man's obstinate resistance of his

holy teaching and drawings, than a harsh and severe temper, a
rough and objurgatory tone and manner of delivery. Besides
which, the human heart, under all diversities of climate, civil

institution, blindness or cultivation, barbarism or refinement, is

ever best sought and most effectually won by a kind expression,

aconciliatory tone, a manner betokening sincere goodwill ; whilst

it is, by as positive a law of our common nature, repelled, of-

fended, hardened and irritated by contrary exhibitions ; by
harshness of rebuke, severity of reproof, a direct shew of hosti-

lity, an immediate and unmitigated opposition to favourite no-
tions, allowed practices, and hereditary superstitions.

J. M. well expresses what we mean—" In asking a man to

take so momentous a step, and one which, in India, frequently
involves so immense a revolution in outward circumstances and
temporal consequences so afflicting, as that of changing his reli-

gion, it is evidently the least thing the person addressing the
Pagan or Mussulman can do, to commence by attempting to
gain his goodwill and attention in every manner and by
every means short of a compromise of truth." And so the great
Apostle of the Gentiles, the proposed model, tells us he himself
acted—" 1 became all things to all men that 1 miglit by all

means save some, and this I do for the Gospel's sake;" after-
wards, to make his meaning clear, particulari^jing his cntide.^cen-'
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sion to tlie weaknesses ami igiioiaiice of those lie addressed

—

Ins accoiiimodtition of liis style and manner to tlieir power of
comprehension, prejudices, habits of thinking and acting,—and his

compliance, wlien consisitent with trnth and piety, witli their

national or other practices, if in these various methods he might
make a lodgment for himself in their esteem, diminish their first

hostility to his heavenly message, ajid procure for it an attentive

and candid hearing.

Hut all this is a very different affair from the further position

which J. M. advocates: namely, that the Missionary ought
rot to assert, in word or writing, that " a doom of condemnation
is jjronounced on all who may not embrace the Christian religi-

on in other words, that they must not declare the second
clause in the apostolic commission from the great author of our
holy faith— He that (on hearing the Gospel) believeth not,

shall be damned." He argues this,

1st. From the practice of ovir divine Lord himself. The only

passages he quotes, does not however touch the question. When
lie alludes to our Saviour's giving his instruction to the twelve
" OS they were able to hear it,''"' and unfolding his character and
pretensions to the Jewn gradual/y, we see not how those refer-

ences are in the least degree at variance with a faithful delivery

of the entire message which the ascending Saviour charged his

apostles and their successors to deliver through ''all the world,

and to every creature.'" They inculcate, on the devoted Evange-
list, a faithful imitation of the great teacher, in a prudent exer-

cise of good sense and consideration of the peculiar circumstan-

ces of those with whom he is conversant, an adaption of his com-
munications, in time, manner and proportion, to the probabilities

of patient hearing for, and successful announcement of, the Gospel.

Yet where are there severer denunciations than are recorded

as having proceeded from the lips of the most com[)as8ionate

Saviour himself ?—" Ye serpents, ye generation of vipers, how
can ye escape the damnation of hell !" or clearer assurances of the

guilt and danger of rejecting him ?— '• If ye believe not, ye

shall die in your sins, and where I am ye cannot come." Of
course it would be preposterous in the extreme to excite a pre-

vious hostility, by giving an uncalled for prominence to the doom
denounced on the wilful rejectors of the gospel message ; and,

we trust it is no unsupported presumption that few, if any,

who have given themselves to the compassionate and benevo-

lent labours of Missionaries to the heathen, are so deficient in

goodness, ordinary prudence, and heartfelt compassion for

their perishing fellow-mortals, as of settled plan to adopt a
mode of procedure calculated only to offend, disgust and har-

den. Yet surely the very fact of a divine command to embrace
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a specific truth and certain mode of religious service, necessa-

rily implies the responsil)ility of the hearers, and a liability to

divine displeasure consequent on their refusal lj ohey. It would

be as irrational to sup})ose a message from God that did not

involve ail this, as the message itself would, in that case, be weak

and powerless to coumiand an obedient reception. " God now
commniideth all men everywhere to repent " At that time

ye were without Christ, having no hope, and without God in the

world " There is none other name under heaven given amongst

men whereby we must be saved, save the name of Jesus Christ,"

*' whom we preach learning every man, as well as tenchinij every

man, in all wisdom " Knowing the terrors of the Lord we
persuade men C " How shall we then escape if we neglect so

great salvation ?" For " if we sin tvilfuUy after that we have

received the knowledge of the truth, tliere remaineth no more

sacrifice for sins, hut a certain fearful looking for ofjudgment."

These and a host of passages besides are too express and positive

to be neutralized or set aside by any unwarranted stretching of

certain prudential considerations merely, with which in fact

thev are, properly viewed, in the most perfect harmony.

2nd, So too, the exercise of a similar good sense and kindly feeling

on the part of Christ's apostles is, by a misplaced pseudo-charity

we think, incautiously overstrained to justify, nay to recommend,
to prescribe, a witliholdmg of the positive sanctions that ac-

company the gospel message.—lest, forsooth, " it should, by its

(allowedly only) appnreiit intolerance and harshness, disgust and
repel the reader or hearer of it !" Nay J. M. doubts whether

even the modified assertion that rejection of the gospel is dam-
natory, (even if it M ere warranted by scripture.) would not be

liable to the same objection. If it were even warranted by scrip-

ture ! when all scripture, from Matthew to Revelations, is full

of the Solemn assurance, that to reject Christ is to reject at once

light and purity, peace and hope, and to incur an immeasura-

bly enhanced condemnation. And truly, vi-ere it not so, what
would be the authority of the gospel to require and secure sub-

mission For be it remembered, that Christianity deals with

men as degenerate, self-willed, corrupt, " alienated from God and
enemies to him in their minds by wicked works and lest, there-

fore, any should assent merely to the truth, and yet hold it in

unrighteousness"'—should admire the love of God and of the

compassionate Saviour and yet continue to love sin, and in the

hope of impunity refuse to abandon it.—the gospel, I say, antici-

pating the delusions of a blinded understanding, the inveteracy of

evil habit, and the force of corruption in resistance to an admitted
truth and violation of an acknowledged obligation—not trusting

the weakness of the degenerate heart, impressible indeed but
y 2
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apathetic and fond of sin,—has furnished those effective and
Bolemn sanctions that awaken and alarm conscience, and which,

once clearly addressed to it, must consequently prove an undenia-

ble aggravation of iiupeuitence and insubmission and unbelief.

Yet in what epistle of the great apostle of tlie Gentiles, who is

the very model J. M. proposes to the Indian Missionary, is

there not the clearest and most prominent announcement of those

most solemn and terrific sanctions ? A few of them liave been
quoted above, and we might add to them most largely ; but it

must be needless, we presume, to do so. The fact is that if

the sensibility to kindness of the human heart, suggests and
requires that religious truth be delivered with a gravity and
engagingness of speech and manner that may convince the hearer

of the sincerity aud benevolent intention of the speaker ; so do
the corruption and self-indulgence and weakness of the natural

heart, and the deadness of conscience, suggest and imperatively

require that, with the message of grace that may soften and
win, should be concomitantly announced the just and holy

sanction that may prevent its being only admired, without being

received and complied with. The combination, in the Chris-

tian Missionary, of the suaviter in modo with the fortiter in

re, is all that is required, and less would be ineff"ectual. All-%oii-

ness would assuredly fail to arouse to thought or stimulate to

moral action, while a//-severity would steel the heart and close

it effectually against the gospel message.

The truth is, men are ever equally sensible to hope and fear;

their respect therefore must go in company with tlieir affection.

An easy softness will be called good naturej and excite only a
sentiment nearly allied to contempt, unless it be associated with

a grave authority that may command respect. Hence the mistake

of those fond and imprudent parents, mothers especially, who
think to secure their children's love by a course of weak indul-

gence. A mistake quite as great, on the one side, as on the other

is that of a harsh, unmitigated severity, an uncompromising ex-

action of obedience more by the claim of authority than by the

drawings of a moderated kindness in unvarying association with

a steady but affectionate rule. The latter course is sure to

gain a respectful attachment, a united esteem and love ; the

former as certain to generate contempt for the foolish, indulgent

parent who has resigned authority to secure love, and has there-

fore, by a law of our constitution, failed of both.

There is another consideration of much weight in this matter

—it is that the Hindu system in particular is a perfect moral

soporific, under whose influence the conscience is so fast laid to

sleep that no soft and easy voice of merely soothing kindness will

suffice to awaken it. This deadly slumber of the moral sense,
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too, is deepened by the influence of the monstrous assumption

that, as they expres.s it, there are many roads to heaven, forming

so many radii of which it is the centre ; and tiiat liowever di.stant

each from the other, in the commencement or at the circumfer-

ence, they will all surely meet in the common point to which they

equally converge ! Tasteful as the figure may be, the philosophy-

is bad. It is ever dangerous to apply physical illustration,

without extreme caution, to moral and religious topics. For it

is clear, that if the Hindu heaven and the Christian be essential-

ly different, as to procuring cause (or mode ofdivine acceptance),

in the nature of their enjoyments respectively, and in duration,

then are they not the same, but really different centres, and the

paths that lead to them, respectively, radii of different circles.

So much for the philosophy of the illustration. For the theo-

logy of it, we are confident that J. M, will, as earnestly as our-

selves, repudiate a position that would immediately or by fair

consequence and in effect confound right and wrong, truth and
falsehood, virtue and vice. For is not the gospel system essen-

tially a moral system ? designed and calculated to correct the

vices and renovate the corrupted nature of man ? And is not

the Hindu system one that as naturally tends to rivet the chains

of sin, and to lull, by the opiates of absurd performances such

as washings and pilgrimages and unmeaning bead-roll repeti-

tions of divine names, &c. the occasional excitements of con-

science? Its gods, its heavens, its saints, its ritual of worship, in

ehort all its principles and practices void of all regenerative power

nay of even a moral intention ? the means only of satisfying, on

the falsest of all grounds, the occasional clamours of the internal

monitor, whenever di.sturbed, as it will be, by the partial in-shining

of the light of truth shut out from their hearts but not banished

altogether from the moral atmosphere of their natural minds ?

' Your religion is good for you, ours for us.' Here is an assump-

tion that effectually bars the power of gospel verity, and the

hindrance can only be removed by thundering the terrors of

judgment and retribution upon the conscience, by exhibiting be-

fore it the positive responsibility incurred by the hearing and
apprehending of the divine mes.sage. Till this is done the

Hindu is unaffected, because he will concede the excellence of

your religion, and its obligation on you, while himself is, as he

thinks, under quite a different dispensation.

J. M. pays great deference to Dr. Mill's judgment in these

matters. Let us see then what he says on this head. Speak-
ing of what the Doctor calls " the eager reception of his work
(the Chrishta Sangita), by a number of priestly devotees from
various parts of India, who read and chanted it with a full
knowledge of its nnti-idolatvous tendency, evan close to the
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sliiine of tlieir impure goddess (at Kali-gliat)"" lie adds—" no
one acquainted willi India will rate these facts at more than
their real worth ; and to those \A'ho, in ignorance of the genius

of paganism, might found erroneous conceptions on them, it

may he sufficient to recal to mind what is the most melancholy
moral trait in the account of this work"—and tlie same is per-

petually witnessed by all who have to do with Hindus—" the

readiness with which these devotees of superstition can assume
the ideas and expressions of a faith most opposed to it ! So
little," he continues, " has moral approval or a sense of tvknt is

true in the objects of religion, to do with the Brahminical sys-

tem, that this passing sympathy," (for it is never more) with

the views and sentiments " of an unholy foreigner, is no impeach-
ment of the devotee's own allegiance (to his native system).

This is the case even with the pandit to whom I owe" says

Dr. Mill, " the first idea of this work: of whom also I may
remark that though sufficiently enlightened to confess freely

the moral stiperiority of the gospel to the exoteric superf,tifion

to which he conforms, he declares, with equal frankness, his

decided preference of the mystic theology of the Bhagavad
Gita to any thing which he has seen in Christianity." We
cannot but think this striking testimony of his favorite autho-

rity has been overlooked by J. M. He will find it in pp. xxxjx.

and Ix. of the Preface to the Chr. San. Canto 1st.

How too were it possible, in fact, to enforce the unity, spiri-

tuality, and individuality of God upon Hindus—or his essential

holiness, justice, providence and retributive government of man
alike on tliem and on Mahonimedans— with the malignity of sin,

the necessity of an efficient atonement, the moral property of

faith, the minuteness and impartiality of his judgment,— without

expo.-^iug, more or less directly, all the antagonist corruptions in

faith and practice of both parties ? You must destroy confi-

dence in an erroneous, at the time same that you excite belief in

a true, religion—the two pei'ceptions are concomitant, and the

arguments that effect both are the same. We do not of course

advocate mere railing or abusive objurgation of any false sys-

tem, however erroneous ; nor even a legitimate exposure of its

absurdities and abominations in a harsh temper or triumphant

manner, but in a solemn, serious, moral and affectionate spirit,

in calm and persuasive language. Such was essentially the cha-

racter of our Lord's teaching and of that of his apostles.

8rd. J. M. adduces St. Paul at Athens as an illustration and con-

firmation of his position. His statement isa quotation fromTown-
gend—" St. Paul, without the smallest compromise of his personal

dignity, or the least departure from the purity of his faith, en-

deavours to conciliate the goodwill of his hearers by commencing
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at the point on wliich they are all united. He offends no pre-

jnilice, uKikes no violent o()po9ition, he keeps hack all. that was

difficult or mysterious in liis own beloved and holy fiiith. till

tlitme w/io lieard liim migtit be able to bear it. He appealed

to them from their own principles and practice, however dcHci-

ent the former, and however corru))t the latter. He declared

the uiiUnown God, whom the Athenians ignorantly worslii[)ped,

to he the creator of the world ; from the visible proofs of his pro-

vidence in his government of the world, he leads them to the

consideration of his spiritual nature, and thus finally condemns
the idolatrous worship of the Athenians, wliile he gradually

unfolds to his philosophical audience the important truths of

accoiintahleness iinA immortality, Sec.""

Now we profess to be unable to see any withholding of diffi-

cult or mysterious truths in all this, but simply the gradation
of ideas and of argument, which the common sense of the case

suggested ; and we are confident that such is precisely the prac-

tice of the Indian Missionaries : It is our own—it is snbstan'^

tially that of all whose Missionary instructions we have had
the opportunity to witness. J. M. evidently misunderstands

Townsend to mean that St. Paul kept something baclf

altogether. Tovvnsend was far from meaning this: lie eays

only that the apostle, like a skilful rhetoritician, first won
his vantage-ground, and then brought his whole strength to

bear, as a simple perusal of his discourse on Mars' Hill will

shew. True, natural temperament will dispose some to a
severer style of speech and argumentation, others to a more
tender and feeling mode of address. Some are endowed
with strong minds, deep powers of reasoning, and a keen
perception of the absurd in argument, of the vicious in morals ;

while in others feeling is strong, the heart sensitive and affection-

ate. The one class will excel in annihilating the sophisms, and
awakening the consciences, and convicting the understandings
of men ; the other in melting their hearts, and winning their

afi'ections ; Boanerges or sons of thunder, and Barnabases or

sons of consolation, respectively. The former of course are ex-

posed to the danger of overstrained severity, the others to the op-

posite one of indulgence and want of firmness in reproving and
' rebuking sharply those who err,' as St. Paul expresses it. Of
course the wisdom and the duty of both classes is, to be much on
their guard against the fault to which each is severally prone,
and we trust J. M.'s well-intended remarks will be well received
and improved, especially by such of our brethren as partially

need the caution, and are apt perhaps to exhibit the frowning
more than the smiling aspect of divine truth. The words we have
quoted from St. Paul sufficiently shew the necessity of firmness,
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and even occasionally of 8evere denunciation against the obsti-

nate in error. The example of Eli jah too, might go far to sanc-

tion even the severest and harshest of all modes ofargument—the

use of irony. The bitter sarcasm and cutting address of that

t<evere prophet to the idolatrous prophets of the cruel and ob-

scene Baal, as recorded in the 18th of 1 Kings, is almost unparal-

leled for effective severity of reproof. And we do know, that one
of the most successful of the Bengal Missionaries (the late Mr.
Chamberlain), partly from natural temperament perhaps, partly

from the experience of the dead and apathetic, unfeeling and sen-

sual, disposition and habits of the people, was the greatest reviler

of the Hindu gods and of their whole abominable system, that

has appeared. Still we are far from aduof6rifin<7 severity of lan-

guage or harshness of manner ; on the contrary, we are deci-

dedly of opinion that, generally speaking, it is ineffective to

persuade, often but far too effective to offend and repel.

But besides that St, Paul's address on Mars' hill at Athens,

so far from bearing any marks of a studied and cautious keep-

ing in the back ground of any divine truth, does actually on the

contrar}-, as it proceeds, bring forward the very point now in

question between us and J. M., that of accountability in the

hearers of the gospel message, and of the consequent future judg-

ment of (iiod—besides this, we say,it does appear to us quite futile

and inconsecutive to argue from one si?igle, short address of St,

Paul to a very peculiar audience, and that address merely, of

course, epitomized in the very short account of it in the Acts,
to his general jiractice in his full and large discourses. Who
among Ministers and Missionaries, would admit the character of

bis ministrations to be deduced from a brief outline of a single

sermon ? How know we that when St. Paul " preached to them
Jesus and the resurrection," and of course the purpose of his

death, and the nature, rules and consequences of the future

judgment, that he did not in fact range through the whole

plan of tli'j" gospel ? Is it not rather morally certain that he must
have done so, to arrive at the conclusion that he did And
were it otherwise less certain, can it be reasonable or conclu-

sive to argue, from that one occasion of an address to certain

witty and inquisitive philosophers who, with their wonted light,

ness and jocosity, sought to make him the butt of their laughter,

affecting to learn of him while in reality scorning his preten-

sions to a wisdom and knowledge superior to their own—is it

fair, We ask, to argue from this single instance to the apostle's

ordinary habit ? Should we not rather have recourse to his

own large epistles or written sermons And what they exhi-

bit to us we have already seen. We have often had occasion

to observe upon this illogical mode of drawing geiieial conclu-
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sions from particular premises, a procedure never more injuri-

ous than in matters of religion.

Bnt J. M. derives support to his hypothesis from St. Paurs
Epistle to the Rom. 2 Ch. v. 12— 15, which teaches, he thinks,

" that those may be saved who are a hiw unto themselves,

though they never heard the name of him before whom every

knee should bow. If this be so then," he asks " how can it

be justifiable to say the mere rejection of the gospel entails the

ruin of him who does not embrace it ?" Now we are free to

confess our surprize that so sensible a man and clever a writer

as J. M. should argue so very weakly. But lest we should seem

to do him injustice we give what follows—" The Saviour of

mankind himself has instructed us that this is the condemnation,

that light is come into the world and men love darkness rather

than light, because their deeds are evil. It must then be the love

of darkness, and the hatred of light after a perception that it is

light, which constitutes the condemnation. So long therefore as

a man does not perceive the light, does not hate and reject it

as such, it does not appear that he can fall under the Saviour's

denunciation. But how can those reject the light as such, who
are ignorant of the peculiar claims of the Gospel, &c." Here
the writer is perplexed, but it is from his own confusion of things

separate and independent. He has mixed up the eocternal

and historic evidence for the divine origin of the Gospel, with

its internal and moral light ; and he strangely argues, that so long

as a man has not a clear perception of the historic truth of the

New Testament, after an investigation of its external claims upon
his belief, he is blameless in rejecting its moral truth, which
nevertheless his own inward sense of right and wrong necessa-

rily approves ! Let a Hindu but hear, with understanding, the

Gospel Message of pardon, peace and purity—have its holy
announcements set before him in plain, intelligible language—he
cannot, he does not deny its moral excellence. Nor can he avoid
the conviction, even should he evade the avowal, that his own
licentious, unrighteous, selfish and godless system is unworthy
of one moment's belief because unworthy, for one moment, of his

moral approbation. In this case then, his plain duty is, from
approbation of the moral excellence, to proceed, at once to

investigate the historic claims of Christianity ; and as long as he
does not, evidently because he will not, it is clear he rejects

the light " because he loves darkness, neither cometh to the light

lest his deeds should be reproved." We object not to the view
of St. Paul's reasoning, that the Heathen who have not heard
of the gospel shall be judged by the law of reason and moral
sense and traditionary liglit only—but we do object, totis viribus
to so manifest an abuse of it as its application to lessen the

VII. z
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moral guilt of liini wlio has liearrl and rejects the gospel, or to

justify tiie Missionary in withholding the solemn assurance of
the consequence, in his discourses to a heathen people. Who
of many tliousands, alas ! in our fa ther-land, who hear and refuse

obedience to the Gospel, nominally Christians but really heathens,

is competent to investigate the external j)roofs of the authen-
ticity of the New Testament ? Yet who, unless an occasional

Hceptic, ever alleges for one moment, that inability or his uncer-

tainty as to those proofs, as his reason for not " believing with the

Jicart unto salvation Nay, we go further—we assert and chal-

lenge disproof of the position, that such a mode of proceeding
will) nominal Christians in general, would be absurd in the ex-

treme. It is not the head but the heart that is at fault ; men loi^e

darkness and therefore c/uise to shut their eyes to the light : and
so long as the obliquity of the heart is not overcome, the darkness
of the understanding will continue, though you bring floods of

light to bear upon the truths of the Gospel. It is the moral
faculty, the conscience that must be touched, roused, corrected

—the |);LS>ions of fear, love, hope— these are they that must
be worked upon : and when these are brought into action in the

concerns of the soul and eternity, no fear but the understanding

will soon be relieved from the clouds of ignorance, from the mists

of superstition and error. " Whoever will" (OtXv), is willing to)

do of my will," saith the Saviour, " shall know of thedoctrine whe-
ther it be of God, or whether I speak of myself." And all ex-

perience everywhere corroborates the indisputable certainty of

the assurar.ct!. Scepticism is a disease of the mind—a disease

which usually has its origin and strength, and always derives

its nouriiriliment, from the moral state of the mind in which
it prevails. An honest mind, if occasionally distressed with

doubts of the truth of the gospel, is sure to be soon relieved from
them; as well because the truth and kindness of the Father of

lights are engaged, by his own nature and promise, to aft'ord that

relief, as because it is sought in a candid, willing examination

of the word of revelation, and in the spirit of a sincere devotion.

It is wonderful how a hearty concent to know the truth, in ques-

tions of religion, clears up the rational faculties, sharpens the

powers of conception, and expands the understanding generally !

Nor less remarkable is it, how certainly a devotional spirit of in-

quiry, leading to pr;!yer and diligence in scriptural reading, by dis-

persing the heavy mist of natural deadness to spiritual things,

piercing the coverings of delusion and acquired error, and break-

ing through the confining trammels of sinful inclination that hood-

wink the natural judgment—how certainly, we say, a devotional

spirit of inquiry thus operating issues in perfect and satisfied

conviction of all essential truth ! Willing sceptics are quite aware
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of this, and purposely stave oiFcoiivictiou by refusing to adopt this

mode of inquiry : as we recollect to have heen once plainly told by

an unhappy individual now in this city—"I know,"he said,'- that

if I pray, I shall become a believer." Yet, with the lamentable

ingenuity of self-deception, he added in his defence, that to

pray, would be to forestall his natural i-eason !"—as if it were

forestalling reason, to have recourse to the Source of reason for

assistance to its insufficiency ; or as if tiiat could be wrong in

argument and reason wliicli, whenever the moral |)o\vers were

brought into healthy action, was certain to satisfy the most

enlarged and most enliglitened and most vigorous understand-

ings—or as if it were not ana prioii argument of immense
weight against unbelief' and a rejection of Christianity, that to

maintain them it is indispensibie to eschew all intercourse

with the Father of our spirits, and carefully to avoid coming

within the influence of right moral affection towards the Author

of our being and our well-being ! Yet in questions of morals

and religion, what are all systems of reasoning worth, save as

they aim, through the understanding, to regulate the consciences,

the affections and the behaviour? and what are we to think

of a philosophy and a logic that exclude the end in the exercise

of the means ?

We would fain go at length into the subject, but must come
within the limits to which a periodical necessarily confines us.

We cannot conclude, however, without adverting to J. M.'s cen-r

sure of the publications of the Religious Tract anil Book Society.

His c/^^e/ objection has been already disposed of; namely, that

they assume the responsibility of those to whom they are

addressed; and, just copies of the model that he himself proposes

to Missionaries, do emphatically indeed, yet we trust neither

austerely nor abruptly nor railirigly, as he implies, set forth

the doom pronounced by the Holy Scriptures on the rejectors of

Christianity, asserting that '• there is none other name under
heaven whereby we must be saved (if saved at all after hearing
the gospel) save the name of Jesus Christ." But .T. M. also

finds fault

1st. With thefonn of ourReligiousTracts, that they are not iu

verse, and that, as apparently he means, Sanskrit verse. He ad-
duces for imitation the Chn'shta Sangita of Principal Mill. With
that work we have been long familiar—we read it as it proceeded
from the press—we had even tlie honor to be present and to be
consulted occasionally while it was under composition, and we
ventured too, in a few instances, to offer our humble suggestions.
We are far, very far from entertaining any wish to depreciate
a work of so much labour and talent, and we have the highest
respect for the learning and abilities of the distinguished
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author. Yet we will not the less scruple to give our can-
did opinion that its sphere of usefulness Wqa in quarters
quite peculiar to it. It is, professedly, for the learned alone, to

whom also its language must necessarily confine it. Where-
as the 'I'ract Society aims to provide instruction for all

classes of the population. Moreover the Chrishta Sangita,

as far as we have read it*, does not attempt persuasion or moral
argnnieiit. It is purely a didactic and historical poem, or an
epitome in verse of the birth, lineage, actions and death of Jesus
Christ, including diffuse episodes which take in accounts of

the creation, the patriarchal genealogies, Abrahamic call, Judaic
history, some prophecies of Messiah, &c. All this has its use cer-

tainly, and we should rejoice to see the Chrishta Sangita most
extensively useful, and many similar poems appearing : but evi-

dently the composition of Religious Tracts is of quite a differ-

ent nature, and has a much wider range of application. Some of

them are fdied with moral suasions, exhibitions of gospel truth,

arguments against idolatry, &c. Others of them are succinct ex-

positions of the Evidences of Christanity, accompanied by appli-

cations to the conscience. Some aim at shewing the inefficacy of

all humanly devised modesof atoning for sin, the true nature and
object of religious worship, the certainty of a future judgment,
and eternity of future retributions, &c. That these have been
eminently useful, is matter of record ; and the Missionaries have
borne and do yet bear unanimous testimony to their indispensa-

bleness in the great work of evangelization.

Some ofthem too, effectually to meet one of J. M.'s special ob-

jections, are in Bengali, Hindui and Hindustani verse, of which he
seems not to be aware. Besides which smaller tracts, a Bengali

Poem has actually existed for many years (issued from, we
believe, the Serampore Press) which is in fact the Gospel His-

tory and System in verse ; it was composed by an excellent and
intelligent Native Christian now deceased.

2. But J. M. further objects that our tracts are but "light

sibylline leaves, iywvwfiara t? to »rap«;^p>}fi«, while productions of

greater bulk and solidity, standard treatises on the Evidences of

Christianity, comments on the Scriptures, and such like %Tft\tat» t?

act have been too little thought of."

This is not quite correct ; they have been thought of and in

part too actually produced. There exist, for instance, a Com-
mentary on the Romans, one on the Gospel of St. Mark, and a

good sized volume on the Evidences, in Bengali ; besides which we
have, in the same language, translations of the Pilgrim's Progress

and of Baxter's Call to the unconverted, already long in use ; of

* The two first Cantos only : we have not been favoured with the last

portions that have been published, which we very much regret.

—

Ed.
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Doddridge's Rise and Progress, and of Keith on Propliecy,

now in progress; and of the History of Daniel jnst pubUshed ;

together with a treatise on the Lord's Supper, a volume of ori-

ginal Sermons supplied by various Missionary authors, another

of Anecdotes, a Collection of Prayers, two or three volumes

of Christian Hymns and Religious Pieces, &c. In Hindustani,,

there are Leslie's Truth of Christianity, the Pilgrim's Progress

&c.: and further large accessions to the Native Christian library

are in contemplation or in actual progress.

With the means hitherto possessed, more could scarcely have
been done in this department ; nor indeed was there a Native
Christian reading community to whose use more could well have
been applied. Considering the small number of Missionaries, the

varied and oppressive demands upon their attention, time and
labour, and many other circumstances unnecessary to be detail-

ed but readily conceived, to say nothing of that grand want, the

Avant of funds for the printing of large and expensive works, it

is truly matter of some surprize and much thankfulness that so

much even has been effected. Let but a Christian public, and
especially such well-wishers to the cause as J. M. and his

friends, supply the sinews of the holy war, and we confidently

assert that the Calcutta Christian Tract and Book Society will

not fail to meet his largest wishes ; nor, we are well assured,

will zealous and willing labourers be backward to the call, but
will readily hasten to lead the van in the battle of truth and
holiness and human happiness.

We conclude with again directing attention to J. M.'s own
very appropriate quotation from Townsend

—

" It is easy, however, to sit at home and form plans for the

conduct of the noble-minded servants of God who have hazarded

their lives unto death, and met the spiritual wickedness in high

places. Hannibal smiled with contempt when the theoretical

tactician lectured on the art of war. We, who remain in our

liomes inEurope"—(where hewrote,but equally applicable to those

who occupy themselves in quite other than Missionary matters

on the spot in India)—may be called the Praetorian bands of

Christianity: The Missionary, like the legionary soldier, goes

forth to the defence of the frontier^ to combat with the barbari-

an enemy. Peace be with the ministers of God, and may the

days of the kingdom of righteousness come ! But the Scrip-

ture is the common charter ; and it prescribes system, dis-

cipline and regulation to the best, as well as conquest over

the worst feelings." Our lay fellow-christians will, we trust,

learn a lesson of candour from the former, as our Missionary

brethren may one of self-examination and caution from the

jatter, portion of this excellent quotation.

CiNSDRENSIS.
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VIII.— Chapter of Varieties and Correspondence.

1.

—

'1'emperance Societies? in India.

The cause of Temperance in India appears not only not to

progress—it actually languishes and with some few exceptions

has failed. To us this is but matter of regret. The causes are

evident enough, at least those to which we attribute the present

state of the Temperance Cause in India. We shall briefly advert

here to them in the hope that it is not too late to remedy the evil.

The efforts to establish Societies have been irregular and feeble,

the}- have not laid hold of or influenced the body politic.—The
advocates of the cause have been mere advocates, they have in

many instances not practised the plans they promulgated for the

regulation of others. The heads of the Society who have advo-

cated the measure have simply sanctioned it by their presence

or recommended it seriously, yet tlieoretically to the lower

orders, who shrewdly and reasonably enough say—Physi-

cian, heal thyself This very circumstance would in itself lead

many not under the influence of religious motives, to secede

from a contemplation of the subject, and this too with propriety ;

for why should a man whom providence has placed in a more
comfortable sphere, dictate to one in a lower grade, or judge him
in the use of stimulants in the shape of ardent spirits while he

drinks bountifully from the generous wine cup—both pernicious

the evil being only in degree. The violence and intemperance

displayed in advocating the principles of the Society has we think

materially injured the cause. Many a sincere inquirer has been

disgusted at the sweeping censures passed on all such as cannot

see eye to eye with the advocates of Temperance. The division

in the temperance camp and the excesses of teetotalism have not

made the subject more palatable either to the initiated son of

Bacchus or the youthful aspirant for the convivial wreath. Dis-

union, irregularity, indiscretion and violence have been amongst
some of the chief causes of its want of enlarged success in India.

—

We lament the present state of things, for nothing would give us

greater pleasure thou to witness the final triumph not of teeto-

talism but of temperance in its scriptural and best sense ; for

intemperance is and can be but an unmixed evil, and in India

especially wherever it exists, an evil especially debasing to

those who are its subjects and humiliating to the faith we
profess and the name we bear. We turn from these strictures

therefore with unfeigned pleasure to notice the manly senti-

ments of the Commander-in-Chief on this subject on the differ-

ent occasions in which crime has sprung from intoxication in

the army, and not less to witness the sanction given by his
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Excellency and several commanding officers to tlie establishment

of Temperance Societies in their corps—the zeal and dilijrence

manifested by the men in establishing and keeping up the insti-

tutions are in every respect worthy of credit. Amongst the

Temperance Societies in India worthy of special notice and

imitation is that of the Bengal European Regiment, the Third

Report of which is now before us. Willingly would we transfer

the whole to our pages, but our limits forbid. We can but

make one or two extracts : the first is in reference to success.

We quote the Report :

—

" On the publication of the last Report our numbers amounted to 192,

and the CHSualties since that period are as follows: two Cummissioned

Officers left the station, six Non-Commissioned Officers appointed to

situations in Native Corps, six invalided and discharged, and two died,

—amounting in all to 16.
" The Society at present consists of one Lieutenant-Colonel, one Major,

two Captains, one Surgeon, one Lieutenant and acting Adjutant, one Me-
dical Warrant Officer, two Medical Apprentices, 46 Non-Commissioned
Officers, 154. Drummers and Privates, 13 Women and 13 Youths belonging

to the Regiment, and 15 individuals resident at the station,—making a

total of 250, and an increase during the year of 58."

The following onthne of Military Temperance Societies is con-

cise, interesting and encouraging.

" Having now glanced at the proceedings of our own, let us cast our eyes

on those of kindred Societies throughout the country. We are sorry that

our information on these points is not more complete, as nothing will tend

more to the spread of Temperance than a feeling that we are not strug-

gling alone, but form part of a mighty band who are pursuing the same
course ; and we hope that our bond of union may for the future be drawn
closer, by more frequent and enlarged correspondence.

" The' Society in Her Majesty's 26th Regiment of Foot at Fort William,

consists of about 100 Members, and is in a prosperous state.

" During the year a Society has been formed at Duni.Dum, the Head
Quarters of the Regiment of Artillery ; and though it has lately lost about

26 of its number, who are proceeding to the Upper Provinces, yet, as a de-

tachment of Recruits and a Brigade of Horse Artillery from Kurnaul, in

which is a small Society, were shortly expected to arrive, it is hoped that

the cliasm would be more than filled.

" In Her Majesty's 49th at Hazareebaugh, there is one of the most flou-

rishing Societies in India. On the 27th ultimo, it consisted of 2 Lieute-

nant-Colonels, 1 Captain, 1 Lieutenant, 1 Ensign, 1 Chaplain, 3 ^yarrant
Officers, 77 Non-Commissioned Officers, and 314 Privates, making a total

of 400 Members.
" In Her Majesty's 31st Foot at Dlnapoi e, is a Society consisting of 198

Members.
" Buxar, Benares and Chunar have each its Temperance Society ; that

at the latter place numbers 63 individuals: their CoflFee and Reading Room
was opened on the 15th inst.

" At Cawnpoor, the Society in the two companies of the 5th Battalion

Artillery, consisted of 103 Members, ami that of Her Majesty's 16th Foot,

of 248 Members, on the 29th ult. In July last, the Society ia the 2nJ
Brigade Horse Artillery consisted of 47 Members.
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" The Society in the 3rd BuflFs at Meerut, is stated to be 300 strong.
" At Kurnaul there is a remarkably prosperous Society in Her Majesty's

13th Light Infantry, consisting of 3<i0 Members, among whom are 25
who abstain from all intoxicating liquids whatever; and the Society in the
troop of Horse Artillery which recently left that Station for Dum-Dum,
amounted to 12 Members.

" At Agra besides our own, there is a small Society in the 4th Battalion
of Artillery, whicli we hope daily to see gather strength and increase in
numl)ers.

" 'I'hese few scattered items of intelligence, though embracing but about
a half of the European 'I'roops in this Presidency, are sufficient to show
that we are not solit.iry labourers, but rather part of a mighty host tra.

veiling one great road of improvement, wliich ought to excite in us a spirit

of emulation, and a determination not to be outstripped in so glorious a
course, but to equal, if not excel, the most zealous of our competitors."

From the First Report of the Singapore and Malacca Tem-
perance Society just received we gather that the cause is pros-

pering in the Straits—may it extend and abide. While on this

topic it may not be amiss to call the attention of our readers to

the intemperance of eatmg, which medical testimony reports

as much more prevalent and destructive in the higher circles in

this country than that of drinking ; nor should intemperance

in dress be omitted, for our advocacy of the principle extends

to intemperance not in drinking merely but to every thing

indulged in at the expence of health, reputation and usefulness.

The attention of the Friends of Temperance in India should not

be confined simply to Europeans, but should be directed to the

native community, and endeavour to strike at the root of ganja-

smoking and opium-eating, two of the greatest banes which
can afflict a people.

2.

—

Schools and Improvements in Abracan.

In our number for January we stated that various general

improvements were about to be carried into effect and district

schools established at the principal stations in the Arracan pro-

vince. We find that we erred in stating that the improve-

ments were to be carried into effect out of the Port Funds, these

funds have been exclusively devoted to the lighting and safety

of the dangerous coast of Arracan. They have now been ac-

cumulating for several years, the annual income being about

7000 or 8000 Co.'s Rs. and it is but justice to government to

state that when it has been expended it has been on the coast

and ports.

" For out of the sums collected at Akyaband Khyouk Phyoo a complete

series of live large buoys were laid down about two or three years ago in

the most judicious positions at the entrance of either harbour, by which

the navigation has been rendered perfectly safe and easy ; pucka wells have
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l)een constructed and tanks dug for tlie use of the sliippinpr, and there
heing a larf^e and increasincr balance it has been resolved to erect a sub-
stantial jetty at Akyab with a bunifalow attaclied. One lijfht-house is also

to be built at the mouth of tlie Akyab river and another on Saddle Island
near Khyouk Pliyoo, and probably a third on Saint Martin's Island, a
danjrerous rock, surrounded by reel's, between Akyab and I'ek Naaf : likewise
tripods and other marks wherever they can be of use to navifjators.

Year after year the proceeds of the )iort dues will be expended on something
new, and there is every reason to believe that in time the n;n i<;ation of the
Arracan ('oast will l)e rendered as safe as any part of that of England. A
small liarixMir establishment at Akyab has been sanctioned which affords

great conv enience to all visiting that rising port. Government h;is already-

had the whole coast carefully surveyed at a great expence. The beautiful

diarts of ('ai)t. Ross and of Lieut. Lloyd of the Bombay marine, as also of
Capt. Laws and the officers of 11. iM, S. Satellite, and of other scientific

men, furnish most accurate guides to all parts of it. I he most prominent
dangers are the " Oyster reef," about tweiitj' miles from tlie Akvab Har-
bour and the " Terribles" about the same distance from Kyouk Pliyoo ; but
it is ex|)ected that the intended lights will slied their lustre sufficiently

far seaward to indicate to mariners their exact position, and enal)le

them to steer clear of them. Much credit is due to Government, and to

the Marine Board for the humane anxiety evinced by these projected im-
provements, and the determination to expend the port funds entirely in

reducing the dangers of the Arracan coast, and althougli it will necessarily

take a few years to effect all that is intended it is gratifying to know that

attention has been directed to so praise-worthy an object. Nothing is

more wanted than a jetty at Akyab, but to be of any utility it must be
about 650 feet long, which will cause it to be an expensive undertaking,
but we doubt not its construction is in good hands.

" For the improvement of the town and station of Akyab we understand
the Government has made liberal assignments from the Ferry funds of the
district. When the place is thoroughly drained, and good roads and
bridges are constructed the residents will derive much benefit from the
change.

" W'e find that instead of having schools at each of the four stations ia

the province that the Government having at the recommendation of the
(Jomniittee granted 500 rupees j)er mensem from the General Revenues of
Arracan. (the Education CoTumittee having no available funds,) it is Capt.
Bogle's intention to have one good day-school at Akyab where there is a

population of about 16,000 souls, and another at Ramrtje where there are
about 8,000 people. I'his is considered a better plan than having a

larger number of schools of an inferior quality.

,
ipiKos.

\.— Missionary and Ecclesiastical Movements.

Since our last the following arrivals have added to the Missionary strength

in India.— Rev. J. McDonald and Mrs. McDonald, of the Scottish Mission
tind the Rev. J. Norgate, of the Cliurch Mission Society ; both arc, we be-

lieve, to labour in Calcutta : may the great Lord of the harvest give them

VII. 2 A
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long life Jind abiinfiant success in tlieir work !—The Rev. J. ^\'ilson <if

Siihathii, lias removed to AUalialiai] and Mr. McEwen. formerly at tliat sta-

tion, proceeds to America on account of ill health.— Kev. J. Lacey, has left

Calcutta for the sphere of laliour formerly occupied hy him at Cuttack in

Orissa.— Letters have heen received from Rev. Geo. Pearce and party
;

they arrived safely and in much improved health at Bomhay.— AVe sin-

cerely desire for our icspected friend a speedy return to the scene of
liis useful labours.—The Rev. Mr. DeRodt has removed from Sona
Mookee to (Calcutta, iirid will in future labour in concert with the Mis.
sionaries of the Loudon Mission.— Rev. J. Tomlin and family left this for

England during the niontli of January. How do these rapid changes
show us the fitful arui transient nature of all our plans, and lead us to

pray for wisdom that we may apply ourselves most diligently to the pro-
motion of the divine glory and the good of men while the moment of la-

hour is vouchsafed !

2.

—

Calcutta Chiustian Tract and Book Society.

The Eighth Annual Meeting of the Calcutta Christian Tract and Book
Society was held at the Town Hall, on Tuesday evening, February 20,
1838. The Meeting having been opened with i)rayer hy the Rev. T. Boaz,

J. W . Alexander, p]sq. took the Chair. The Secretary having read the

Report*, the Rev. Mr. Yates rose to move the first resolution ; viz. 'I'hat

the report l)e printed and circulated under the direction of the Connnittee.

He observed that the Tract Society held a prominent and useful place;

that it was worthy of the place which it held, and that the objects it pro-

posed to accomplish were of the noblest character. It was saying not a

little of any Society, to say that it was co-operating with God. What was
the object of the divine work of redemption, but the conversion of sinners

and the edification of the Church } And how did it appear that this Society

was pursuing these objects ? Look at their publications, such as Baxter's

Call, tlie Rise and Progress, and the Pilgrim's Progress. Nor was this So-

ciety unsuccessful in the prosecution of its objects; how many thousands

have been converted from the error of their ways, and how many more
cheered in their ])ilgrimage ! He inquired whether in this land the

operations of such a Society were not needed ? tliey were not only neces-

sary to chase away the d;irkness of idolatry, but to confirm the Church.
The rising clmrches in this country could not but be feeble, aiul be-

lievers could not i)ut be weak, so long as they remained without the means
of instruction. Some might object, Mr. Yates further remarked, to the

employment of any means but the word of God. The reverend gentle-

man sliowed the fallacy of the objection. He remarked that other books
than the word of God have already i)roduced ])owerful effects, that tliey

were drawn from that word and were crowned and itlessed by the Lord.
He alluded to the light of the sun, moon, and stars, to illustrate his posi-

tion, and shewed that in tlie absence of the one the others were not without

their use. He concluded by earnestly urginjj the audience to encourage
the publication of tracts, and particularly pressed the duty of reading for

one's self as well as of reading for others.

The altove Ri'solution was seconded by H. AValters, Esq. C. S.

The Rev. Mr. Boswell rose to move the second Resolution ; viz. That
tliis Meeting truly rejoices in the extended hibours of the Society, and

* As we shall notice this at length when printed, we shall not do more now than

say that its detuilu ;ire very interesting.
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cuminendi! them to the blessing of God, trusting that the Moly Spirit will

reiuier them iiistniinental in leiiditijf souls to the saving kiiowledfje of

Jesus Clirist. 'Die reverend gentleman observed that this resolution was

itself a tract. It has been said that to a f^reat mind iiothiiifjr was ^ve;it
;

one mii;ht say that to a great mind nothing- was small. No means were so

contemiitil)le as not to prove useful in some degree. The great and gene-

rous Selilon said, tliat if lie wished to Unow the hal)its of tiiinking of a

nation, he would not take up the folios hut tiie pamphlets and duodecimos

of the (lay. It was astonishing what an influen<;e the little tracts had on so-

ciety— tiie world knew this and employed it well. Newspapers were its tracts,

and in fact tlie greatest impressions had been wrought hy such means. VVe

had heard of tlie Syl)il who wrote her oiacles on leaves and scattei'ed them,

and iiappy was ihe man deemed who got tiiem. We have a tree, said the

revereml gentleman, and the leaves of it are for the healing of the nations

—our little tracts might lie compared to these leaves. He felt attached

to this Sot;iety ; it was the Hr.st he had advocated in India : then there were
present Come and Duff and others now departed or absent ; the work
remained and we should do it.

Tne Rev. Mr. Lacroix seconded the Resolution. lie said that there

was niucii reason for thanksgiving both as regards that wliich had been
accomplished and that which was about to be accomplished. 'I'liougli

not an Englisliman, yet he was happy to acknowledge that there was in no
country so much practical Christianity as in England. For speculative

tlieologv Germany might be superior; l)ut there was not in that coun-
try the healthy tone of religion which prevailed in England. The Tract
Society he remarked, was calculated to infuse this healthy spirit through
this country. Tlie reverend goiitleniaii went on to observe that ail could not
be Missionaries

;
yet Ci\ ii and Military servants acquainted with the lan-

guages of the country, miylU translate, tracts into tlie native iaiiyuayes, and
thus rentier tlieinseives useful in the cause of God. Another reason for thank-
fulness was the good which the society had done during the past year for
a mo»t interesting class in this country, viz. youths educated iu English
scliools, but who have not possessed the advantage of a religious education.
The Society has printed two books, of not a fevv pages, but tiooks of a larger
size, for this class*. He thought that merely to destroy a Hindu's trust in
Ins own religion was liy no means sufficient. He compared it to convinc-
ing a poor helpless man that he was living in a hovel, dragging him out of
it, ami then leaving him exposed to the merciless tempest. But this, he
contended was manifestly of no benefit to tiie poor object ; it was a false
compassion. It was not sufficient to prove tliat Hinduism was a wretched
hovel, it WHS necessary also to supply a solid, firm and comfortable habi-
tation: that this soci; ly aiiiu-d to do. He concluded b}' exhorting the
meeting to take more interest in the affairs of the Society. He wished a
larger number were present, as iiidicitiiig tlie prevalence of a more exten-
sive spirit of co-operation with the Society. One feature of the Society he
said, was that it enabled evti i/ one to be usef ul. If it slioiihl lie oliject^jd

that the work was slow and the means small, he would answer that this
was no reason for a sensible man lo desist. Every thing great was accom-
plished by small beginnings. In the vegetable kingdom he instanced the
oak. Among anim.ds he observed tliat the small ones were most industri-
ous and most useful—such as the ant, and the bee, and the coral insect.
From iiistory it was evident that Alexander's empire, and Napoleon's
empire »vere transient like mushrooms, but the Roman and British empires
which had a small beginning became the most excended and the most

* The Manual aud Letters oa Christiau Evidences.

2 A
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stable. So Clirist's kingdom would I)e—it was accordingly compared by
our Lord himself to a grain of mustard seed, springing up and becoming
a great tree.

Tiie Rev. Mr. ^Fyijrow proposed the third Resolution, viz. That the spe-
cified gentlemen siiould be office-bearers of the Society for the present year.
He contended ih.it tliere was as much cause for rejoicing in the opera-
tiont! with this Society, as a soldier feels at being weil-ueaponed. Should
it be asked if he was a Ciiristian warrior and did not feel ashamed to wield
such mean weapons, he would answer by asking \f iirtillery alone was requi-
site for mowing down the enemy's ranks and obtaining the victory } The
great giant Goliath was slain by a pebble hurled by a shepherd's hand.
He had heard that the religion of Buddha was propagated in China by
written tracts. J f error could be so jiropagated, much more could truth.
The Rev. Mr. McDonald in seconding the Resolution, declared that

he rejoiced at seeing not a few, in a country which was regarded as the seat
of wealth and lii.xury, met together on behalf of such a Society as this. If
his reverend brother (.Mr. Bosvvell) was attached to the Society because of
its goodness, and iiecause it was the first ho had advocated in India, he more ;

for it was the first which he too had been called to advocate, and he might
with truth say tliat it was to a tract, under God, that he owed all he
lield dear in connection with his religious hapjjiness and hopes. 'I'he

reverend gentleman proceeded to argue, the certainty of success in our
cause though tl)e weapons were apparently insignificant, from the declara-
tions of God in reference to the universal kingship of Christ, and the
obligation to the performance of our duty in being made kings and priests

for God. As priests we were to offer daily prayer, and as kings we were
to make daily conquests, over Ourseh es and the world, for Christ. He
was remiiuled by the Resolution that personal exertion was necessary,

and earnestly expressed his hope that God would grant his blessing on
those set a|)art to the work.

The Rev. W. Morton proposed the last Resolution; viz. Thiitthe meet-
ing offer tlieir thanks to the Chairman for the kind and able manner in which
he has conducted the business of the evening. He would not offer, and no
one was more averse to flattery than the chairman

;
yet he could not refrain

from expressing his thankfulness for every manife>tai ion of encouragement;

given by others. 'I'his encouragement was calculated to excite attention

to the objects of the Society, he was glad to hear the clear testimony,

borne by another speaker, to the correctness of the Enf.lisli tracts and lie

could state that the Bengali tracts contained neither error nor did they es-

pouse in doctrine the interests of any party or section of the church. He
dwelt upon the necessity of personal exertions

;
apart from the opportunities

enjoyed by many for distributing tracts in their offices, they had other op-

portunites of doing gond. All were surrounded by native servants, and

all could put tracts into their hands. A tract he knew, was a most
insignificant thing; n thousand might be thrown away , but out of that

thousand one might take effect. No party purpose could l)e answered in the

distribution of our tracts. They passed the examination of persons who
were appointed to detect faults of doctrine, and party bias, and to reject

both. Nothing was brought forward in tracts tiecessarily offensive
;
people

were argued with kindly and affectionately, as Paul argued at Athens. He
was persnadwl that the influence of tracts could not but be extensive. He
was reminded of a comparison which a minister in England onCe used and

wliich he had tuM er since forgotten—of a pebble thrown into the ocean ;

the eye could not follow the circles on the surface of the water ; but

the imagination might follow them to the limits of the ocean. In concluding

he hoped main' others would throw iti their quota of influence, like the

present chairman, on behalf of this and similar Societies.
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The Resolution was seconded by J. Vos, Esq. and tlie Meeting broke
up after sin^irij^ the d()xoh)gy.

We rejjret to state that tlie Meeting was hut tliinly attended, tliough

the s]iirit whicli pervaded it was pleasing and encouraging.

3.

—

Educauon and Schools.

The cause of education does not diminish in interest nor do its friends

relax in their exertions in this most enervating of all climes. This is

evident from the various Societies and their Reports which are ever offering

themselves to our attention.

'1"he Infant School Society.

Held its usual examination at the Town Hall during tlie last month,
Sir Edward Ryan in the chair. The attendance was numerous and respect-

able, the number of scholars and their proficiency in the English language
encouraging. The Bishop who takes a lively interest in the welfare of

the Society was very active on the occasion in drawing out the aliilities of

tlie little ones; their answers were prompt and intelligent. The whole
e,\amination reflected the highest credit on the indefatigable superintend-
ant Mr. Perkins and liis assistants.

—
'I"he Infant School system is, we think,

very applicable to and much needed in India ; it is important that the
minds of the youth of India should be saturated with pure and useful know-
ledge at the earliest age, and no system can we thiidc he so effectual in

arresting and instructing infant minds as the mode of instruction adopted
by this Society. The system has not however extended much beyond our
own city, nor has it been attended with that measure of success we should
have wished or h()i)ed, even with the aid of one so devoted to the welfare

of the le.ist of the little ones as .Mr. Perkins really is. The only schools

independant of those in Calcutta are we believe at Burdwan, Chinsurah, and
Vizagapatam, at least none other of note, nor are these materially if at all

aided by the Calcutta Society. Its own central school designed to instruct

teachers in the branch establishment has, we believe, been relinquished.

Tiierecan but be one feeling and that a feeling of regret at even the tem-
porary failure of such a scheme, and we are confident those who are anxious
to promote its interest in India, will excuse us for suggesting the proprie-

ty of making the basis of the Society more Catholic, of nominating on its

Committee individuals from different sections of the Christian community,
both from the clergy, missionaries and laity. This will interest more in

its success and ensure for it a larger measure of support. If we are not
mistaken were this adopted the numt)er of schools and the measure of

support would be more than ten-fold before another anniversary ; and if we
are not misinformed it was the intention of the individual who first intro-

duced the subject and advocated its merits before an Indian public, that

the basis of the Society should be Catholic.

4.

—

Free School.

'I'his useful institution is still extending tiie blessing of religious educa-
tion to upwards of 400 poor destitute children. They are moreover
clothed and fed and lodged at the expence of the institution, and if smiling

faces and healthy robust appearances be an indication of good treatment
and satisfaction, the friends of the society can have that happiness whenever
they choose to pay a visit to the Institution. The school is quite catholic
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ill its constitutiun, the children of iill sects are elig-iltle. It is well worthy
of tlie siipfiort of tlie ClmstiHii coinimiiiity, and lias our best wishs fore its

pro?perity.

5.

—

Catholic Freu School.

The Eij^hth Report of this institution for educating the children of indi-

gent Romanists has been put into our hands. The number of cliildren

un.ler its care is 29G. They are educated in the ditfercnt branches of

useful and domestic knowledge and in the principles of the Ciitholic faith.

As it is our intention to advert to the present aspect of Catholicism and
the measures pursued for its revivification and extension in India, in

an early number, we siinll not do more on the present occasion than en-
deavdur to correct an error into which the compilers of the report have
fallen in n tVrence to the character of the protestant Free Schools in our
city. 'I'he report states, and maizes the statement the ground of its appeal
to lil»eral protestants and to those of their conimuuion, that there is

scarcely a free-school in which proselyting is not the rule, and where
the children are not taught from their infancy to despise the faith of

their fatliers. We beg niDst distinctly to state that such is not the case.

W^ithout the conmiittee of the Catholic Free Scliool mean by this that the

Holy Scriptures are tanfj;ht, read and explained according to ]irotestant

principles. If this be the meaning we admit it is done, but as far as we
have been able to learn there is not any school in Calcutta who either in

Catechisms or in their general manuals of instruction have tlie slighest allu-

sion to Catholicism except such as the ungarbled scriptures afford. We do

not mention this in admiration but as a fact and in order that those pro-

testants into whose hands the Report may fall, may, if they give, do not so

because their own schools do not need their aid, or are mere proselyting

establishments, but because they wish to show their desire to aid every

well intentioned effort to enlighten and I)less the youth of the country

with education. Will the committee of the C. F. S. undertake that a

protestant child shall he taught as little in their establishment as the

poor of their flocks are in the excellent protestant Free School and other

similar institutions which are chiefly supplied with pupils from their com-
munion ? The Government have, we j)erceive, most properly refused to

grant a monthly allowance for the support of the institution. Amongst
the donors we perceive the Governor General and the chief Magistrate.

6

—

The first Halfyearlv Mbbting of the Sailor's Home.

On Tuesday evening the 13th of Feb. the first half-yearly general
meeting of the Sailor's Home Society was held at the Town Hall; Sir J. P.

Grant in the chair.

The Report, which was a very interesting statement of details, dressed

in plain language and souienhat in the phraseology of sailors, having been
I'ead,

The Reverend J. Charles rose to move the first resolution, That the

report be printed and circulated.

TheR'V. Cientleman stated, that when it was announced to the public

that it was in contemplation to establish such an institution, every person

of right feelings and correct judgment whom he knew, at once concurred

in the desirabieiieDS of liie project. It appeared to him to be a happy cou.
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ception, a most felicitous idea. lie believed the meeting wns already

awiire that the institution owed its (u i^in, and, in a great measure, its suc-

cessful operation, to tlie worthy Secretary (llev. '1'. Boaz.) Vor liis own

part, he regarded the institution as now fully established ; and it was mat-

ter of congratulation that so much could be said of it within so short a pe-

riod of its existence. It was matter of surprise with liiin that the interestsi

of sailorshad so long been neglected or so little cared for, both in England

and in this country. They are an interesting people, comprising, as he liad

somewhere read, one-twentieth of the population of the mother-country.

'J'his siiii|)le fact, the reverend gentleman considered, ought to hiive awnk-

ened on their behalf a deeper and more general spirit of philanthropy. But

they are not less an important than an interesting class. To them Britiiin

owes her naval glory—through them, the fame of her arms, of her science,

of her literature, and of her politics has reached the utmost hounds of the

earth. They are the instruments of her commerce. By their means she

lays tlie whole world under contribution to her wants and wishes
;
they

minister to her lu.vury and to licr wealth. They are not. liowever, gene-

rally, what they should be, and what, as a matter of highest duty, we
should endeavour to make them, a fair specimen of Britain's virtues.—

living epistles of her morals and of lier glorious faith. Landsmen can ex-

ercise their influence at best but over a limited surface—within a defined

circle. The conduct of sailors exerts an influence, for good or for evil, on
large classes of men,—men of various nations, kindreds and tribes. This
influence partakes at present more of the nature of vice ; it should be

made to bear w ith the force of moral and religious habits. The reverend

gentleman after adverting to some particulars stated in the Report, and
having repeated his remark that the institution could no longer be consi-

dered in the light of an experiment, but as deserving to be ranked among
the established Benevolent Institutions of the country, sat down amidst
suppressed cheers.

The resolution seconded by H. Walters, Esq. C. S. was carried unani-

mously.
The Rev. W. Morton proposed the second resolution, appointing a new-

committee and returning thanks to God for liis blessing, and to the last

committee for their services.

The reverend gentleman had no doubt the meeting would unanimously
adopt the sentiments expressed in the resolution he had the honour to

propose. If the institution has done good—and the report states that it

has done much good ;—if it be a desirable institution—and the reverend
gentleman who preceded him had shewn that it was a desirable institution,

and moreover that it was an institution now fully estal)lished ;— lie vv;is of

opinion that all the good that has been effected, and much of the good that

it promised to effect in future, was owing to tlie exertions of tiie last com-
mittee. But the resolution in his hands contained more—viz. an ex|)i-es-

sion of thanks to God for what has been done. He believed that all jire-

sent would agree in sentiment with the Church of England, that, ' without
God nothing is v/ise, nothing holy, nothing strong.' A higher authority
tlian the national church has also said, ' every good and every pei tVct gift

proceedeth from the Father of lights.' The reverend yentleman felt assur-

ed that none would dissent from these sentiments, and therefore tliat the
meeting would not only unhesitatingly, but cheerfully and warmly, adopt
his resolution.

Mr. Morton stated, tliat he was unexpectedly called upon to take a part
in the business of the eveninjf, and that he was not intim itely acquainti-d
with the details of the Institution. He was not in Calcutta at the time of
its formation : nearly all he had learned of it, was from the Report which
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had j.ist then heen read. He considered the existence of such an institution
in tins country to he a blessinjr. It was stated in the Report that the
crimping system may noxv be considered to be half destroyed. He conceived
that the circumstance ot the destruction of 07ie h'df of the system, was a
certain progno.stic of the e.xtinction of the remaining half, the reverend
gentleman here adverted to the mischiefs and ailments to which s:tilois are
exposed in this port, and to the unfavorable impression which their conduct
has produced, and is calculated to produce, on the native mind. If, said
he, we desire to see the native population converted from their debasing
superstitions and practices, we should seek to elevate the character of our
own countrymen

; and if we are at all concerned for the spiritual welfare of
our brethren, consistency requires of us not to neglect their temporal com-
forts. The reverend gentleman stated that, according to the view he took
of the subject, he considered chaplains and missionaries to have as great
an interest in the welfare of sailors as merchants and ship-captains.

This resolution was seconded by Captain Martin of the Duke of Buc.
cleugh, and (;arried unanimously.
The thanks of the meeting were then proposed and accorded to the

chairman. Sir J. P. Grant rose to say, that he took a very deep interest
in the objects of tlie institution. That institution was yet in its infanov,
and he believed the Rev. Mr. Charles would agree with him in this view,—
although he (the Rev. (lentleman) was of opinion that the success of the
institution was no longer problematical, and that as such, it required to be
nourished and tended and brought into vigorous and healthful exercise. His
lordship fully concurred in the views expressed by Mr. Morton. He con-
sidered that exertions should be made to raise the moral and religious

character of the seamen who come to this port. Sailors, said his lordship,

are exposed to numerous temptations in this country ; and not the least of
their dangers, is, that they regard the class of the Native inhabitants into

whose hands they fall to be a simple and ignorant people. We know, his

lordship observed, that this is not the case. Cunning and villainy soon rob
them of their money and their health. The crimping system too was till

lately in active ojieration to complete their wretchedness. His lordship

regarded with cordial pleasure the extent and salutary nature of that in-

fluence^ivhicli tlie Home had exerted, in rescuing sailors from the cunning
and'^yver of these landsharks. His lordship congratulated the meeting on
what they had heard, and concluded with stating, that though he could

not take any very active part in tiie management of the institution, of
which he had been constituted the President, his best wishes attended all

its operations. His lordship then proposed thanks to the Secretaries, Rev.
T. Boaz and J. W . Alexander Esq., and to Dr. Maxton for his gratui-

tous medical advice to the inmates of the Home.
Mr. Boaz rose and ex|)ressed his very grateful sense of the vote of thanks

accorded to him. It was his heart's desire to see the institution prosper.

He considered its prosperity very much depended on the share the com-
munity of merchants and ship-captains took in it. Witliout their hearty

aid, he was not very sanguine of success. He begged them to come forward

to the help of the committee, I)Oth fro n a consideration of their own inter-

ests, and of the benevolent objects of the institution.

The meeting was rather thinly attended, but a spirit of cheerfulness and

deep interest appeared to pervade it.

p. s. — A\''e iiave the pleasure to state that the number admitted in the

Home during the last half year was 303, out of which 296 have been pro-

vided with l)erths. . Add to this 400 liberty men, and there will be a total

of 703 men accommodated in the house since its opening in May last. All

the departments have prospered as far as they have been tried.
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7.— Bible Societies.

The British and Foreign Bible Society with its accustomed liberality

has forwarded as a gift to the Calcutta Auxiliary, one thousand copies of

the Holy Scriptures in the English language in addition to two thousand

presented a short time ago. The distribution of these scriptures is

chiefly amongst Seamen and the more intelligent and educated youth

of the city. The accounts from the continent of Europe, as it respects

the desire of the people for the word of life, is very cheering. From
Belgium alone, priest-ridden Belgium, a request had been sent to the

Society for 15,000 New Testaments: the facilities for their distribu-

tion were never more extensive.

The Baptist churches in America in consequence of a resolution of the

American Bil)le Society not to aid versions in which the word fiaim^o is

translated by terms signifying to immerse, have formed a distinct Society,

under the designation of the American and Foreign Bible Society. The
Committee have forwarded 20,000 rupees to the Calcutta Baptist Mis-
sionaries to aid tliem in printing versions of the Sacred Scriptures in which
the word in question will be so rendered. The Wesleyan Methodists in

America, wlio had formed a Society of their own, have united with the

Parent Society. The English Baptists have presented a numerously signed
protest on the subject to tlie Committee of the Bible Society ; it is not, we
understand, t\\e\v present intention to form a separate Society, but to adopt
measures to increase their translation fund for the purpose of rendering
more efficient aid to their Missionaries in carrying on the work of trans-

lating and printing the sacred volume according to the dictates of their

own consciences.

8.

—

The Vernacular Language of Upper India.

V^'^e invite the attention of our correspondents to the following letter

and shall be happy to receive communications on the subject.

To (he Editor of the Friend of India.
My Dear Sir,—May I request the iusertioD of the accompanying paper, on the

subject of Vernacular languages, &c.
Yours, &c. Aleph Be.

My attention has been drawn to this subject by an article from a Benares corre-

spondent, which first appeared in the " Calcutta Cliristian Oliserver," and afterwards
copied into the " Friend of India." The subject is one of great importance at a
time when tlie " School-Master is abroad." The Benares correspondent complains
that hitherto no books have been written in a language common to tlie mas^ of the
people; and that, consequently, everything hitherto published, is unintelligible,

except to " the initiated few." As one deeply interested, I am very anxious to

know what is that vernacular of the Upper Provinces which is proposed as a medium
for future translations. The Benares correspondent has I fear, contented himself
with condemning what has hitherto been done, without an attempt at shewing what
IS the vernacular language which he thinks ought to be tlie medium of circulation.
Allow me, therefore, as an occasional contributor to your paper, to request the in-

sertion of these few observations, with a request that a specimen may be given us
in some future number either of your paper or of the Cliristian Oliserver, in which
the communication was originally published. I would propose a translation of the
first four pages of the History of India, by Mr. J. Marshmau.

I am, my dear sir, yours, &c.

A HiNDUSTANEE STUDENT.
VII. 2 B
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9.

—

Sufferings in the Doab.

We have been requested by a true friend to the ))oor of this country to
call attention to the jiresent sufferings of the miserable inhaliitants of the
Doat>. If pleasure there can be in responding to sucli a call we have the
most sincere, and there is a pleasure both in contributing our own mite,

and exhorting others to give if it be but a cup of cold water to the perish-

ing. Nothing tliat we can ])en could so well and affectingly descrilie the
existing misery as the following extract of a letter from an eye-witness.

We leave it to tell its own pitiful and heart-rending tale. May it muve the
hearts of the rich of our faith to open their |)tirse-strings in aid of tlie des-

titute and forlorn of another, vvlio, if left to the mercies of that creed
must perish. Oh what an opportunity for sliewing them tiie connection
between the principles and practice of our faith !

" I feel convinced, that the Calcutta public cannot be aware of the misery prevailing in

the Uoab. otliei\\i«e we should perceive a manifestation of sympathy. 1 he harrowing
scenes which every where present themselves to a traveller between Cawnpore, Fut-
tfhghur and Agra, is such as to call for an active demonstration of feeling on the part
of the Christian public— individual charity can effect little, when a tract of land like

thatcf the Doab, lies unpio luctive, and its inhabitants appear as the mere shadows
of men. Where no tributary stream offers its bosom to receive the dead, the bare
ground around the villages forms the cemetery, and the number of those who have fal-

len victims to starvation may be known by the skeletons which every where are visi-

ble. I would wish to be understood to refer more particularly to the lower parts of
the Doab. Such is the depth of wretchedness, that in several villages few inhabi-
tants remain ; in one, mentioned only as an instance, for I feel sure it is not a soli-

tary case— two alone remain of SO families. Never have 1 regretted more than I

do at the present time, that powers of language are wanting to enable rae to describe
in befitting terms, the misery which my mind recoils to think exists. From my own
personal observation, and from communication with those engaged in superintend-
ing the distribution of the alms of the pulilic of Cawnpore, I can speak confidently

rcsprcting the state of those whose happy lot it is to reach the hallowed spot where
Christian philanthropy is in active exercise. Emaciation marks the whole— the
energies of life appear in varying grades of dissolution—some barely totter to the
place of distribution, and before the want they make known is under relief,

the pulse of life has sunk too low to be invigorated by the means adopted to

strengthen it. I am given to understand, from authority on which 1 can place

the greatest reliance, that the number of men, women and children, at present
relieved, including about 60 in hospital, is not less than 1,600—of these, excepting
some of the children •whom it is difficult to detach from the parents, not one, after

the most rigid scrutiny, is considered able to do any thing toward his own support.
The number of deaths from starvation and effects of bad food is 20, at the lowest
calculation— these are asm /aiiicrf dfaths ;

mf.ny more most certainly occur where
there is no heart to pity or relieve."

^Ve shall be happy to convey any gift however small to the Cawnpore
Relief Committee who appear from their position to be tiie best almoners
of public bounty.

10.

—

Abolition op Persian.

This incubus on the transaction of business has at length been removed.

All tiie transactions of Government will in future be transacted in the

vernacular and English languages. Surely our favours come upon us too

thickly to be rightly appreciated. The regulation sanctioning the change

will come into operation on the 1st of January, 1839: this will be a happy
day for India and her people.
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11.—BuRMAH, Missions, and the War.

We have been informed by a friend tliat the hitest accounts from the

Missionaries at Moidmoin represent all perfectly quiet at that station.

The success of Missionary operations in Burmah notwithstarulinjif the ru-

mours of wars is quite unprecedented in eastern Missions. The IVIissiona-

ries of the American Baptist Mission have baptized 4() Karens since our

last announcement, and tin; Uiiiff of Burmah has apjjointed one of the

Christians as Governor of that sinj(ular people. 'I'his is the more re-

markable on his part as lie disniisseil the Missionaries from Ava with such

peremptoriness as to e.xclude hope of his future favour. It would be sin-

gular enough if he were actinji tlie warrior in order to amuse the people

and keep up his character in the nation for a brave man without incur-

ring the expenses of war.

12.

—

Meeting of Captains at thk Sailor's Home.

A most interestino^ meeting was held at the Sailor's Home on Tuesday
morning the 27th of February, of the commanders of vessels now in port.

About twenty were present, together with others, deeply interested in

the welfare of Sailors. The object of the meeting was to secure the co-

operation of the Captains, which as far as those convened were concerned

has been effected. They most heartily approved of th- plan and opera-

tions of the Society, and passed resolutions to the effect that they approved,

and would recommend and support in every possible way, the objects of

the institution. About 250 rupees were subscribed on tiie spot. \Ve look

upon this as the most important step which has been taken to secure the

success of the Home.

13.

—

Sir Charles Metcalfe's Liberality.

Sir Charles Metcalfe has left us, crowned with worldly honors and fol-

lowed by the good wishes of the whole community of India. ^Villing that

his character for princely munificence should be sustained to the last, he
presented as a parting gift various sums to the different Religious and
Charitable Societies. To the Parental Academy 1000 C^s. Rs., District

Charitable Society 1000, Seamen's Friend Society 300, and to almost

every minor institution, towards which he had contributed in former years,

100 Cs. Rs.; and this besides large sums bestowed in individual and private

cases. May his end be blessed.

14.— Joy in God — An Anecdote.

I have here, said the late Mr. Fuller, two religious characters, who
were intimately acquainted in early life. Providence favoured one of

them with a tide of prosperity. The other, fearing for his friend, lest his

heart should be overcharged with the cares of tliis life and the deceitful-

ness of riches, one day asked him whether he did not find prosperity a

snare to him. He paused, and answered, " I am not conscious that I do,

for I enjoy God in all things." Some years after, his affairs took another
turn. He lost, if not the whole, yet the far greater part of what lie had
once gained, and was greatly reduced. His old friend being one day in

his company, renewed his question, whether he did not find what had
lately befallen him to be too much for him. Again he paused, and an-
swered, " I am not conscious that I do, for now I enjoy all things in

God." This was truly a life of faith.
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THE

CALCUTTA CHRISTIAN OBSERVER.

j^o. 7L—April, 1838.

I. The connexion of the British Government with the Ido-

latry of India.

The connexion of the British Government with the idolatry

of India, has become a subject of deep interest and solicitude to

the philanthropists of Britain and of India. The feelings of the

religious and humane at home have been excited towards the

eubject, and their first energies put forth to effect a separation

of the unholy alliance between the powers of darkness and the

representatives of a Christian people in a heathen country

;

an alliance as disgraceful to the country we represent, as it is

opposed to the reforming principles and practice of professedly

liberal statesmen, and a blot—a most foul blot—on a sys-

tem of Government matured by the statesmen of a Christian

nation. We feel assured that those feelings have but to be

legitimately wrought upon and that energy rightly directed,

to effect " the consummation so devoutly to be wished." Feel-

ing that we, who are on the spot, have a part to play in this

important drama, as well as those at home, our inquiry has been
in what way can our eff'orts and energies apply with the greatest

advantage to the good cause ? We have been led to the conclu-

sion that, as violence is to be deprecated in the advocacy of all

truth, 80 agitation of a violent character would be impolitic in

this, until the public mind shall be enlightened upon a subject on
which we wish it to feel in unison with ourselves, and to act as

with the energy of one man. We were the more inclined to thia

peaceful but, we hope, eff'ectual way of effecting our design,

from the fact that a large proportion of those who might be ex-
pected to understand the subject are but very imperfectly inform-
ed either as to the nature or influence of the connexion reprobated
and condemned. We have therefore determined to publish
periodically, as matter may present itself and opportunities

VII. 2 c
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Berve, the most accurate information relative to this subject,

accompanied b}^ remarks dictated, not by the love of part}% but
by a sincere desire to advance tiie cause of equity and truth.

In order that tlie information obtained may not lose its force

bv going forth under an anonymous signature, a provisional com-
mittee has been organized, whose object it will be to inquire into

the accuracy of such statements as are presented for ])ublication.

It is hoj)ed that while this may, on the one hand, be a check upon
exagirerated reports, it will on the other give a character
and influence to the statements which they could not possibly
derive from individual influence however ])otent. We have no
party purposes to serve in this matter ; the advocacy and ad-
vancement of true religion, the upholding of public morals, and
the protection and extension of civil and religious liberty—these

are the only causes that " move us to the deed." We firmly be-

lieve them all to be retarded, prostrated or impeded, by the

connexion which at this moment subsists between a Government
exclusivel}'^ composed of professedly Christian men represent-

ing a Christian people in a heathen land, and the idolatry of the

countr}'. In carrying out our intention, we have no wish to

touch men but measures ; nor to attack .Tagannath or the
Imambara separately, but ihe great principle of the union ;

hoping, if we should succeed in showing that to be at variance

with civil freedom, moral rectitude, and religious truth, we shall

liave made out a case that must induce " the powers that be," to

say of the idolatry of India, " Thy money," if we must admi-

nister it for such purposes, " perish with thee !" Should we em-
ploy in this or any future papers in this series, a word or expres-

sion that may appear to bear with undue severity on those whom
w e respect in high places, we once for all disavow any thing per-

sonal or a desire unnecessarily to wound ; we entreat them to

believe that our love of truth would rather induce us " in calmest

reason" to beseech them to retire from the questionable position

which as the followers of Christ they now hold. Rather Avould

we do this, than rashly wound and exasperate ; and we hope our

regard for truth would not only induce us to expostulate with

them, but to sacrifice on its altar the most endeared connexion

we may or can have, were it necessary, to vindicate the in-

sulted Majesty of Heaven. We most willingly concede to them
sincerity of intention, while it is not only our duty, but our

imperative duty, to reprobate the position in which they are

content to remain, witlial most sacredly protesting against the

dark measures to which they often affix not only their official

seals but also their signatures. How sinful must it appear in the

eyes of the Omniscient, when a poor deluded pilgrim casts him-

self for salvation at the feet of JagaunatI), that the regulation
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which sanctions the deed and tlie ticket which obtains hini ad-

mittance within the pale of " the refuse of lies," are signed if not

actually approved, by otherwise sincere followers of Jesus ! Oh !

are there no Daniels, no Ezras, no noble-spirited men amongst
the high and powerful, who can rise superior to the vidgar and en-

slaved prejudices of the world ? men who will b)' washing their

hands of these evils set a nobly coiitiigious exanii)le ? We are not

unmindful that many of these are diligently endeavouring to pro-

mote the object so near our heart, and we hope, though we
cannot approve their timid policy, that, as the mysteries of di-

vine Providence are explained by the great and all-wise Inter-

preter Himself, it will be seen that our great purpose will be ulti-

mately snbserved even by their fluttering residence within, as

well as by our more daring flights without, the idolatrous pale.

Our warmth and their prudential proceedings may both be essen-

tial to place things in such a state as, the more effectually, at

some future period, to sever the connexion at once and for ever.

We think the time has come, however, when it would be impious

in us either to be silent or calm on such a topic ; patience alone

Jias done nothing to remedy the evil; nor, were it exercised for

some coming ages, unaided by a fearless yet true exposure of

things as they are, would it meet with other reward than
disappointment and chagrin. As we impute no evil motives even
to those who oppose us, much less to such as cannot accom-
pany us the full extent o( our feeling and action on this subject,

we crave the mere indulgence of being permitted to pursue our
work, without the imputation of improper motives, and we hope
we shall be able to avoid every thing which might exasperate
or increase the opposition of the abettors of the system.

Many of om- friends appear to be comparatively in the clouds

on the subject of the Government connexion with Idolatry,

either as to its nature or influence. It may not therefore be im-
politic to state that the connexion involves matters pecuniary^
civil, moral and religious. The tmion does not subsist merely
between the Government and Hindu temples and holy places,

but extends also to Mussulman mosques and places of holy
resort. The Revenue is derived from endowments of land and
money, from the incomes of temples, religious places and mos-
ques, from taxes paid by devotees and pilgrims,—from the
accumulated and accumulating lakhs of the Imambaras ; and
from the miserable rupee of the hunted and infatuated pilgrim.

The immediate sanction which is given by the Government,
consists in jereiiu;^^ the income of these places; in repairing,

arranging, and supporting, even to the very minutest details, the
worship of the temples and mosques; and, would that it could be
blotted out of the page of history ! that a Christian Government

2 c 2
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sends forth men, " as pilgrim-hunters," to find victims whose
snperstition shall be made the means of replenishing the coffers

of the Company ! Nor does it rest even here ; for not only does
the paternal government of India afford its protection to hold
its debased Hindu and Mussulman subjects in ignorance, hut
forces those who are the professors of a purer faith, in opposi-
tion to the dictates of an enlightened conscience and a sense of
common decency, to be officially present at heathen and Mussul-
man festivals, and to fire salutes on the days held sacred by
either sect, thus giving honour equally to Christ their divine

Master, to the false prophet, and to Vishnu, &c. ! This we
believe is the nature of the connexion we seek to dissolve. Of
its injurious tendency, we need scarcely say a word ; it is " of
the earth earthy it can but continue to debase and enslave

the miserable millions of Hindus and Mussulmans, and to inflict

the severest pain on the upright Christian servants of the Go-
vernment.

We are free to confess t^iat that there is much difficulty in

that part of the subject which affects endowments made by
the subjects of former Governments, and which were made
over to the British at the time of their conquest of India, to

he appropriated, in perpetuum, to the special purposes of the

donors. The intentions of the dead should, if possible, be held

sacred ; but still, if the dead should even have bequeathed pro-

perty for the upholding or extending of that, which after ages shall

discover to be error, both in a philosophical, rational, and reli-

gious sense, surely a wise and paternal government is warrant-

ed, in applying tliat property to purposes which would have
comported with the donor's intentions, had he lived in an en-

lightened instead of an iron age. Nor are we without examples

of this kind in the feelings and operations of governments ; nor

should we be at a loss for support to such a mode of proceed-

ure in some very recent movements of the Indian Government.

There are legitimate means at hand to surmount these and
all other difliculties. But, as it regards the dissolution of

partnership between the other, idolatrous, departments and
the Government, there can be no difficulty—no, not the sha-

dow of one.

As it is not improbable our wishes in this matter may be

misunderstood and misrepresented, it may be as well to state

what it is we desire. We do not wish the government to

move in a crusade against all temples and mosques, nor to throw

tlieir revenues into the sacred stream, nor divide their lands

among its servants. This is not what we wish. All that

we ask is, that the government should be in practice, what

they boast they are iu theory

—

neutral in matters of religion.
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This is all we ask. Are we unreasonable men ? We but soli-

cit the government to carry out to «// the principles of tolera-

tion which they profess to exercise towards the majority. We
do not ask it as a boon, but as a right ; not as mere agitators,

but as most sincere well-wishers of the permanent welfare of the

British rule in India; and if we do not (at least as far as

fair and dispassionate reasoning, based upon and dedncible

from undoubted facts, can convince) show, ere this series of

papers shall close, that the dissolution of this union would be

the means of binding in a more indissoluble bond, our politi-

cal relations with the people of India, and of giving us that

which is of more moment than all, a relifjious influence over

the millions of the land, we will then allow the alliance to

continue unmolested and " believe it lawful." If this at least

be neglected by British rulers, the churches of Christ, planted

by feeble Missionaries, will lift up their heads in the land when
the glory of Britain shall have past away for ever !

In calling attention to this subject in this distinct, and we
hope, practical manner, it would be ungenerous not to mention

the exertions of the Rev. Mr. Peggs, formerly of the Orissa

Mission, and of J. Poynder, Essq. one of the proprietors of East

India Stock. To the efforts of this latter gentleman it is that

we are chiefly indebted for nearly all the movements and correct

returns connected with the subject, and for the hope, however
faint it may be, of the final cessation of every vestige of the

unholy alliance. Mr. Poynder made a motion on this subject

in the year 183S; resolutions where founded on that motion,

expressing the wish of the Court of proprietors that the con-

nexioii should cease'' as soon as practicable.^'' Since that time,

it is but just to say, that the whole Indian state apparatus has
been in requisition to obtain accurate information ; that infor-

mation is, we believe, now in the possession of Government,
whose final decision may be expected to reach the public

at an early date. We exhort that public to be up and doing.

Since the motion referred to, Mr. P. has made several others

without effect, the last one being most decidedly unpropitious in

the view of those unused to the secret movements of govern-
ments ; not the most limited pledge, no not even the shadow of
a resolution, would pass at that meeting—not even one pledging
the Indian Government to carry out, as soon as practicable,^

its own former resolves and directions'. Why was this?
The British public, in their innocence, believed, from the first,

that the terms " as soon as practicable" meant almost imme-
diately : they little thought that it was only meant, " we will

obtain information on the subject, and, if we find the con-
nexion productive of bxit limited profits, we will abolish it, but
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should it be found to fill our coffers, it shall be continued."
Little did the unsuspecting people of England think that ; and
yet we pledge ourselves that this was the spirit of the resolu-

tion. We gather this from the increasing opposition with which
the efforts of Mr. Poynder have been met at home ; as the
amount of golden advantage from the connexion has been evi-

dent, and above all, from the cold, deliberate and negative answer
of the Court to the pra3'er of the ever-beloved Corrie and his

friends. In 1882, the Court of Directors, comparatively ignorant
as to the amount of revenue derived from this source, to satisfy

and quiet the feeling excited in Britain on the subject, passed
resolutions indicating a desire to abolish the connexion. In
1837, if we are rightly informed, they forbid, most positively

the cessation of any even the most limited sanction which they
had ever given to idolatry. What now has wrought the change ?

It is but fair to state that a large sum out of the general fund
is expended on the repairs of the principal roads and in provid-

ing hotels for the pilgrims, and for other good objects acciden-

tally connected with the operations of the system. Measures are

also we believe, now adopting for handing over the whole con-

duct of .Tagannath and the Ciittack share of the evils, as an ex-

periment, to native instead of European superintendance. If

it is, however, still to be under the sanction of Government,
the evil will be increased manifold. The oppression, robbery
and cruelty which would be practised by natives, invested with

a little brief authority, would be but adding a millstone to the

pebble, but multiplying the evil a thousand-fold. Our advice

to the Government is, let it alone, and, in years, these festi-

vals will cease to be connected with religious fanaticism, which
is that most nervously apprehended by you. They will become
either the mere resorts of trade as fairs, or scenes of gay festi-

vity like our Christmas and other semi-pagan feasts and wakes.

All legislation will be ineffective here and unsatisfactory at

home ; the plan referred to would be productive of oppression

and fraught with the elements of insurrection. As the court of

Directors and the Supreme Government have carefully eschewed
in all discussion and research on the subject, all reference to

the religious and moral bearings of the question, and have sim-

ply confined themselves to it as a matter o£ profit and loss, we
shall in the first instance refer our readers to the Government
connexion with Idolatry as it involves pecuniary considera-

tions.

Our readers will probably have already seen the despatch

from the Court of Directors, dated 20th February 1833, re-

epecting the exising connexion of the British Government with

the shrines of native idolatry, which was published a short
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time ago by our contemporary tlie Friend of Iiidin. We
liiive since tlie pulilicalion of that article, been diligent in

collecting the most nutlientic information, information on

which we think some reliance may l)e placed. If it Ix^ incor-

rect we shall be most happy to retract our errors, our object

being not to misrepresent but inform,—not tiie triumph of a

partv but of truth.

On the receipt of the Court's despatch, instructions were

issued by the Supreme Government, of which we are not in

possession ; but something of the purport may be gathered fn)ni

the following circular, which was issued by the Government

of Bombay, in July, 1835, to the subordinate officers at that

Presidency.

CiRCUIiAR.

To
Silt,

As it is highly desirable that some iiiiiform principle should be adopted
with respect to the i eliiiqiiishiiient, or otherwise, of reven\ie at present

derived from idol worsliip, 1 am directed by the Right Hon'ble the Gover-
nor ill Council to request that you will, with the aid of the assistant col-

lectors under-your control, submit the following statements and informa-

tion to enable Government to come to a decision on the subject.

First.—An account of all the idols, temples, or religious establishments

M'itiiin your collectorate, whicli are supjiorted wholly or in part by
Government aid, or funds ;

distinguishing- where the aid consists in lands

held under Go\ernment grants ; where in money advances generally, from
the 'J'reasury ; where in nionev raised for the particular purpose by taxes

levied on worshippers or others ; and where in any gift or assistance of
any otiier kind : and stating the origin of such aids being granted, and its

amount, if ascertainable.

Secondly.—An account of all cases in which Government, either directly

or indirectly, derive revenue from the persons who have the guardianship
of such idols, temples, or religious establishments, or who attend them
as worshi])pers

;
distinguishing where sucli revenue is raised by taxation

on the worshippers or attendants; where it consists in a participation in

tlie gifts or offerings made by such worshippers ; or where it subsists in any
other form; and stating the amount of revenue tlius derived, and (where
there is a participation between Government and the idol, temple, or
religious establishment) the proportion between the shares.

2iid. The Governor in Council does not wish for minute details of the
superstitious usages prevalent in these cases, or of their history : what is

wanted is an authentic report of the actual state of things, in illustration

of two points
; ^rs<, what aid, in money, or money's worth, Government

are giving to the superstitions of the country ; and secondly, what aid,

in money, or money's worth, Government are receiving from those
superstitions.

3rd. Possessed of the general object of Government, you will be
enabled to supply the information bearing on it, even though not required
by the letter of these instructions. Tlie Governor in Council doubts not
that you will see the necessity of making your report as speedily as the
simultaneous pursuit of your more immediate avocations will permit.

4th. Such statements as it may be necessary to hand up, sliould be
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framed on foolscap paper ; and you will be careful, when usin^ native
terms, to fix the definitions in English ; and when quoting Indian dates,

to cite the corresponding English ones.

I have, &c.
Bombny Castle, 1 635. Secy, to Govt.

Siinultai;eo<isly with the above, instructions were also issued by the
suixtrdinate Governments of Madras and Bengal. We believe the general
results of the returns furnished in answer to this circular, comprising a
period of ten years commencing with 1823-24 and ending in 1832-33, are
as follows.

Bengal, including the)
N. \V. Provinces, ... J

Madras,
,

Bombay,
,

Annual
Income.

461,967

4,056,286
40,339

Annual
Expense.

233,670

3,892,573

66,850

Annual
Surplus.

228,297

173,713

Total,... 4,558,592 4,183,093| 402,010 26,511
Deduct deficit, 26,511

Annual
Deficit.

26,511

Net surplus per annum, .S75,499

If we are rightly informed, these statements were considered defective,

as not shewing distinctly the extent to which the public resources,

whether in money or lands, had been alienated by former Governments,
and which must necessarily be upheld by the British authorities, nor the
amount of revenue which would necessarily be lost or disbursements which
would be saved upon the withdrawal of the patronage of Government
to native slirines, &c.

Revised statements have, we understand, since been received ; tbe extent

of the alienations in the IMadras Presidency, or of the certain net loss which
the Government would sustain by the cessation of its interference, is not

accurately known to us. Under the Bombay Presidency, the following

items will give an idea of the profit and loss.

Receipts. Expenses.

Pilgrim taxes, 8,327 Allowances for Pagodas, 4^8
Offerings to idols, 1,090

Farm of offerings, 554

Deduct expenses.
9,971

452

Net loss to Government, 9,519

The extent to which the public resources in money and lands are alien-

ated at Bombay, and which cannot be recalled by the Government, may
be stated, with some approximation to accuracy, at rupees 580,000.

Of alienations in laud (there are none, we believe in money) in the

AVe-itern Provinces, the British Government have either themselves

assigned, or liave confirmed the grants from former Governments or from
individuals, to tlie following probable amount <)f R'.'venue.

To Hindoos. To Mahommedans.
Rupees 300.000 Rupees 135,000

We are not aw;ire of there being any extensive alienations in the Lower
Provinces, if the Suttaish Hazaree Mehal, which forms the endowment of

the Jagannath temple, be excepted.
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We have taken preat pains to ascertain as far as possible, the prohal)le

amount of net income or loss to Government, from the various shrines

within the Presidency of Fort William, i. e. in the Lower and Western
Provinces. The following is the result of our inquiries ; the statements

give the averjige of twelve years, commencing with 1823-24 and ending in

1834-35.

From Jagannath, the total collections amount to rupees 133,955 per

annum. The expenses are rupees l(j4,288, causing a deficiency of rupees

30,333 a vear.

AtGyah, the aggregate receipts are 231,377, the charges 39,138, profit

192,239.
At Allahabad about 80,000, expences 12,000, surplus 68,000.

Suheswan 650, charges 40, gain 610.

At Mirzapore, income about 500.

Moradabad ; from Hindu shrines 2,800, charges nothing.

Ditto ; from Mahomraedan shrines, rupees 25.

For the service of the temple at Kamoykya in Assam, Government are

at the yearly charge of about 200 rupees.

These statements shew evidently enongli that a connexion

between the Government and the idohitry of India does sub-

sist. I'hey exhibit also the amount of its receipts and expen-

diture, its profit and loss. The actual annual receipts are Rs.

4, .5.58.592 ; annual expenditure 4,188.093, leaving an annual

profit of above two and a half lakhs of rupees*. The Bombay
Presidency alone does not meet its own expenditure, the last and
amended returns shewing, we believe, something approaching

to an annual loss of 9,000 rupees in that Presidency ! ! The
measures resorted to for collecting and the means of disbursing

these sums will be the subject of a future paper.

Viewing the connexion as a mere monetary transaction, the

profit is unworthy the acceptance of such a body as the Honor-
able proprietors of East India Stock. The source whence it

is derived is so impure and the amount realized as profit so

contemptibly small, as to form no fair remuneration for the

odium that must ever attach to its reception, or tiie meanness
into which it drags honorable men, both in its collection and
distribution. We think almost any ordinary body of merchants
would yield up such a source of profit, for the good opinion of

the community at large, especially if it were evident that the

source of their disgraceful profit might be exchanged for one of
honorable emolument. The number of proprietors is, we be-

lieve, about 3,000. Now divide the two and a half lakhs among
this body and what a mite does it yield to each individual .' It

will give to each per annum 83 rupees, 5 annas, 4 pie ; per
mensem scarcely 7 rupees ; per week 1 rupee, 12 annas; per

day 3 annas, 7 pie, 8 gundas, 2 cowries ; per hour half a pice ;

—

* The balance struck is about 3f lakhs, but we believe the more cor-

rect statements make it but 2^. We have therefore stated that sum in

preference.

VII. 2d
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yes', every hour the proprietors of East India Stock are receiv-
ing from an Idohitrous traffic the paltry sum of half a pice ! !

!

—
not enough to buy their salt ! Amongst the number too there are
twenty-seven clerical holders of Stock and pious laymen, fe-

males, and others who, we are confident, were it fully known to
them, would not crown the brows of their guardians with an
immortal laurel for such an addition to their incomes.
We are most anxious to eschew every thing which would in-

volve us in political discussion on the subject ; yet as we
have advocated tlie dissolution of the connexion and now urge
it on monetary principles, it is but fair to point out what we
may deem a probable means of replenishing an exhausted ex-
chequer. We cannot away with the impression that, if increased

facilities for colonization and for drawing forth the latent resour-

ces of this land of milk and honey" were afforded, if the Go-
vernment would but employ the number of agents now employed
in the idolatrous service, for effecting such objects, and endea-

vour to introduce improvements in manufacture and agriculture,

they would soon obtain a much larger and more honorable reve-

nue than this, coupled with the happiness of seeing the people ele-

vated instead of debased, and of making them more attached to

their western rulers, by infusing into their minds and habits a
taste for western science and literature, modes of commerce and
trade. Let us suppose for instance, the Government should bend
their attention to the one province of Arracan—a province in

which they lose annually about one and a half lakhs of rupee*.

Arracan is become a proverb for disease and death—to send a

man to Arracan is like sending him to his grave ; and what is

the cause of its unhealthiness ? Its fecundity— it is a country

rich in woods, minerals, rice, and every thing capable of yield-

ing immense interest for the investment of capital. Arracan

is especially adapted for the manufacture of salt of the finest and
most pungent quality ; it can be manufactured and brought to

Calcutta at a much lower rate and of better quality than from

almost any other station. Besides, if the Government would

establish one central spot for the manufacture of salt in Arracan,

it would at once strike at the root of a system of smuggling

which entails great misery on ail connected with it, and robs

the Government of a large revenue. We are confident that

if the Government would bend their attention to this pro-

vince alone, not only would they save the amount now annually

sunk in its support, but they would easily bring into their exche-

quer a large and honorable supply of gold and silver ; and might

add to this, too, the prevention of an illicit traffic and secure

the daily increasing healthiness, from agricultural improvements,

of one of the (at present) most unhealthy provinces in their pos-

ses^ion.
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We think tliat on tlie principles of commerce we hare made
out a case for the entire relinquishment of the justly reprohated

connexion with idolatry.—both on account of the smallness of

the advantage derived from it, and the means which are at

hand for filling up the hiank in the exchequer which would be oc-

casioned by its dissolution.

With ourselves such arguments have no influence in questions

of moral obligation ; they are addressed, not to Christian princi-

ples, not to Christian merchants, but to mere bona fide merchants,

the mere monetary advocates of the system. We shall in future

papers touch on the civil, moral and religious bearing of this

subject upon the character of the Company, the British nation,

and the Church of Christ.

II.

—

Analysis of Native Bengali Works.

No. 1. The Batrish Sinha'san, or Tale of the 32 Images.

Vikramaditya or, ' the sun of valour,' is a cog;nomen common to several

monarchs of Hindu story. The most celebrated however was a king
of Oujein or Ouile, who is reckoned to have begun his reign about the year

B. C. 57, from which date the Hindu era, called the Samhat, is computed
;

hence also named, from him, the era of Vikramaditya. This king is celebrat-

ed as the most perfect example of all royal virtues and qualifications, being
renowned for wisdom and vah)ur, for justice, benevolence and piety : as

such he has been long the theme and boast of the Native writers of India.

'I"he work now before us is a translation from a Sanskrit original

made by Sliri Mrityunjay Sliarmaua, a Bengali Pandit, who may be
classed as tiie Addison of his country. His work is a model of the
simple and tlie chaste, in Bengali composition. His style is sententious,

laconic and elliptical, abounding in short sentences of easy and unlaboured
construction. His language is pure, musical, flowing and perspicuous;
ajul we know of no book in the langtiage fitter to be made a patern for

imitation, in its kind. This work possesses another recommendation
also, in a degree greatly above many others, that it rarely exhibits

any of those dlflfusive details of sensual impurity in which the pru-
rient imagination of Eastern writers is so generally prone to indulge.

Hindu morals, it is not to be denied, are both as to compass and
principle defective, while Hindu theology is eminently impure and most
corrupting alike to the imagination and the heart ; it is little therefore
to be wondered at if the writings of Hindus generally, even those in which
the subjects though little elevated in themselves are yet relieved and
adorned by a graceful and jjoetical fancy, are but too largely vitiated

by much that is as revolting to a refined imagination as it is oflFensive to
a moral taste. There are f'ew Bengali books indeed which coxdd be put
indiscriminately into the hands of females or the young : certainly none
with more safety than the Batrish SmUasan, the jilan of which we shall
now proceed to detail, and then present the reader with a few extracts in
illustration both of its style and sentiments, concluding with some
philological notices. We say nothing of the Sanskrit original, becmise

2 D 2
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our present object is limited to an exhibition of the Bengdli works of
Native authors, whetlier original compositions or translations; under
wliicli latter class must i)e ranged most of the prose and nearly all the
poetical literature of the province.

'I'he f'ods, in admiration of the piety and many royal virtues of Vi-
kramsditya, had presented him with a splendid throne or royal seat
sup))orted by tiiirty-two figures in relief, and richly ornamented with
gold and ])recious stones. After the departure from this life and ascen-
sion to heaven of that renowned monarch, his successors being every
way inferior to himself in all kingly excellencies^ and therefore deemed
unworthy to occupy liis god-given throne, it was buried in the earth. In
process of time even the place of its concealment passed from the memory
of a degenerate posterity, and continued undiscovered till the reign of
Bhoj, the eleventh in descent from Vikramaditya, of the monarchs of
Oujein, when it was brought to light under the following circumstances.
A spot of ground at some distance from the capital, belonging to an

agriculturalist in easy circumstances, had been enclosed by its owner, and
formed into what was at once an orchard and a garden, a park and a
pleasure-ground. It was planted with every species of useful and orna-
mental tree : shrubs and flowers, in profusion, mingled every shade of
leafy verdure with every variety of rich and pleasing hue, from the
chaste and modest whiteness of the humble jasmine to the more dazzling
beauties of the gay and stately ashoka. In the meandering walks and shady
bowers of this earthly paradise the tasteful proprietor was wont to rove
at pleasure, vvhen the sultry heat of noon rendered so delightful a retreat

doubly a source of enjoyment. There gentle and cool breezes breathed
a grateful refreshment, and came perfumed with delicious odours exhaled
fron) its beds of sweet-scanted flowers and fragrant shrubs.

But alas ! at a small distance from the confines of this garden of
delights frowned a dense and extensive forest, from which, from time to

time, issued ele])hants, tigers, bufi'aloes, rhinoceroses, wild-boars, bears,

deer, apes and other mischievous or destructive animals, cruelly laying

waste the beautiful domain and infesting its sweetest retirerhents.

Its owner, vexed at the frequent damage to his property and danger to

himself, at length erected a pillar-shed, or small covered seat upon an
elevated ))latform, answering the purpose of a garden-lodge or watch-
tower, to which he might betake himself at once for safety to his person

and security to his grounds, as from thence he might readily shoot his

arrows upon the mischievous depredators.

No sooner was he seated thereon than he became the subject of a

sudden, most remarkable, and mysterious influence: an influence under
which his mind expanded in wisdom, courage, energy and aptitude for

command, and whicli, it is implied, gave him instant control i)oth over

the savage wasters of his domain and the people of his household, but

which lasted only so long as he continued in his elevated position. Instant-

ly on descending from it, he lost at once his extraordinary powers and
was simply, as before, a plain man of mere rustic intelligence and ordinary

qualifications.

His retainers, filled with a very natural astonishment, bruited the un-

accountable circumstance iibroad, till it reached the ears of the monarch

of Oujein, who, as we have stated, bore the name of Bhoj. This king,

always at once eager in the pursuit of amusement and prompt to indulge

an ever.restless curiosity, repaired speedily to the spot, and having made
his inquiries as to the efficacy reported to reside in the pillar.shed, put its

reality to the test by directing one of his ministers to seat himself thereon
;

who had no sooner done so than the same sudden transformation that
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had before appeared in the owner of the domain, was at once effected in

Iiiiii lii<ewise, enahlinjj him to jj^ive induhitable proofs of a very unwonted
measure of intelligence, ability and valour. The reflecting monarch,

readily conceiving that so singular an efficacy could not belong intrinsi-

cally to any ordinary seat constructed of common materials, any more than

that so instantaneous an acquisition of talents and endowments of a truly

royal character could ever be supposed natural in persons so inferior,

especially when made under such singular circumstances, rightly in-

ferred that more was at bottom than was apparent; and judging that

Bome adequate cause might be discovered beneath the surface of the earth,

on the spot where the stage had been erected, commanded search, to be

made accordingly. The ground was opened and dug down till, after some
time, the workmen arrived at the long-lost and now forgotten throne !

So resplendent, when laid open, was it, from the blaze of innumerable ruJ)ies,

emeralds, sapphires of all hues and other precious gems, that the king and
his attendants were absolutely blinded with the glare, and compelled to

turn away their dazzled eyes from beholding it

!

Delighted with his good fortune, king Bhoj gave orders for the removal
of the discovered treasure to his capital ; but lo ! the utmost exertions of
his attendants failed even to move it from its position ! At length a voice

as from heaven was heard directing oblations to be presented and a

solemn religious reverence to be paid to the miraculous throne, which
being done, it was readily removed, and finally placed in the royal hall

of audience, or council chamber of the palace, itself sufficiently splendid,

and rich in every precious ore and pearl and gem of price.

But ere taking possession of a seat of such stupendous magnificence and
endued with so miraculous a power of conferring upon its occupant the

highest qualifications befitting a ruler of nations, king Bhoj resolved to

undergo a solemn service of inaugural consecration, or royal unction and
inthronization. A fortunate juncture or lucky hour being fixed by the
calculations of the astrologers, the valuable drugs and scented unguents
required for the ceremonial being duly prepared, and the state umbrella,

the tiger.skin marked with *ere» streaks corresponding to the number of
the Dwipas or great divisions of the world, and other insignia of royalty,

mirrors to be borne by chaste females in procession, and weapons of every
vari;ius form, in readiness, the monarch, attended by his court-chap-
lains and priests, with many other learned brahmins, his counsellors,

officers of state and commanders of armies, was about to ascend the steps

of the throne, when at that precise moment, one of the two-and-thirty
images which, be it remembered, formed its ornamental supporters, suddenly
opening its before immoveable lips, addressed the startled sovereign, in the
liearing of the whole astonished assembly, in a speech which forms the
introduction to the tales that follow.

'J'he intention of the work is to instruct sovereigns in the duties of
their high station, and to incite them to the practice of virtues becoming
those entrusted with the welfare of nations. With this design the author
introduces the model of kingly excellence, the renowned Vikramaditya

;

setting forth, in the introductory chapter, his eminent qualities and almost
inimitable virtues, his acceptance and favour with the gods, (one of whom,
Indra, it was, who had bestowed upon him the celebrated throne,) his happy
life and ultimate beatification ; and each of the 32 succeeding tales severallv

illustrating, from the example of his unrivalled character and acts, one or
other of the prominent duties and excellencies of royalty.

The history of Vikramaditya is succinctly this : Offended at some real

or supposed slight offered to him at the coronation of his elder brother
Bhartrihari king of Oujein, he left his country for distant travel and wag
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for some years unlieard of. Bhartrihari meanwhile ruled his subjects as a
father his children, a protector to the good, terrible only to the wicked.
Afflicted l)y a discovery, made from a courtezan, of the unfaithfulness of
his wife and the treachery of his favourite minister, who had secretly
supplanted him in her affections, he conceived a disgust with the world and
butook himself to a life of contemplation in the solitude of a desert, and so,

being childless, left his kingdom without a ruler. As might be expected
therefore, it was speedily overrun with marauders and was fast hastening
to desolation.

At the same time a cannibal or body-demon, (a species of malignant
spirit who takes possession of the fresh corpse of some newly defunct
man) took up his abode in the now defenceless country of the mistaken
ascetic, and successively devoured, on the very nights of installation,

every young person of the Khyatriya or warrior caste, whom the ministers,
(iiixious to remedy the anarchy and confusion which were ruining the
Country, had one after another raised to the vacant thi-one.

At length, the travelled Vikramaditya appeared, but in disguise ; and
his inquiries drawing the attention of tlie ministers, now desponding and
at their wit's end. was chosen sovereitfii of Oude. By his providence and
wit he not only contrives to preserve his own life, but also first deceives
and then does i)attle wit-h the sprite, and, worsting him, effects his

removal from the country, obtaining from him besides, as the reward of
his own valour, the promise of his presence and supernatural aid whenever
thej' should i)e required. By timely forewarning from another of the same
class of demons, w iioni his patient perseverance had disarmed of hostility,

his life is a second time secured from a treacherous brahniini and obtain-

ing possession of a magical image of gold, he derives from it an inex-

haustible supply of wealth.

In these occurrences originated Vikramaditya's fabled magical powers,
which he w as enabled to exercise by the ministry of these corjise-demons

—

powers analogous to those attributed, in times of ignorance, to persons

of other climes as possessed of superliuman energy through compacts with

the devil. Unenlightened by true religion, the wanderings of the natural

mind are alike every where and in all ages.

Thus at once immeasurably rich and able to command the services of

powerful sprites to effect purposes beyond his own unaided ability to

accomplish, and possessed of all the other sources of enjoyment which
royal elevation and the most unrestrained license to self-gratification

could secure, Vikramaditya was opportunely warned by a prudent brahmin
against the abuse of his dangerous position. "O king," said the prudent
sage, "wealth (or prosperity in general) is a woman; she is your*. But,

if she have arisen from yourself (or personal exertions), then is she your

daughter: if from your father (as an inherited patrimony) in that case

she is your mother: but if from another (obtained by gift), she is the

wife of another ! Reflect hereon, and you will perceive that it is never in

any case allowable for a man to retain his wealth for his own enjoyment only

(any more than it is lawful for a man to wed his sister, his mother, or the

wife of another.) Therefore, when good men obtain wealth, they distri.

bute it to others. See then you7' duty."

Led by ibis address to reflexion, the king decided in his own mind that
" to inhabit a splendid mansion, to ride on noble elephants and high-priced

horses, or to enjoy the society of beautiful and accomplished females, will

render no man really great: whereas he is truly great and worthy to be

extolled, who, as little appropriating his own wealth as another's, freely

distributes it."

From that time forward therefore, he exercised himself in acts of incei-
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Bant beneficence and charity—poverty fled from his dominions and his

fame readied even to heaven ! And so pleased was ludra, that he it was,

who presented iiim with the magnificent throne wliicli lias been comme-

morated, and which, by virtue of its celestial origin, supernattirally in-

spired its now human thouf^h royal occupant with so many eminent quali-

ties. Thence flowed " wisdom, valour, temperance, gravity, capacity,

activity, intelligence and learning, unparalleled even among sovereigns,

equal only to Indra's himself!"

Nor was Vikramaditya, like too many among kings and men in general,

deficient in gratitude, amid this profusion of good fortune. Thankful to

the brahmin whose counsels had led him to a course of conduct that had

been followed by such signal blessings, and procured for him the magic-

working throne with all the influence it exerted over him, he raised him

to the post of head pandit in his court.

After a long and prosperous life of 100 years, Vikramaditya. awjire of

his approaching death, resolves to fall in battle, and attacking Shalivahan,

(a contemporary sovereign, and institutor of the era called from another

of his names, Shak, commencing B. C. 78 or 12 years antecedently to

that of Vikramaditya) was slain in battle. He was succeeded by his post,

humous son Vikramasen. He however, being every way inferior to his

father, did not venture to ascend the famous throne, which a voice from

heaven directed should be buried in the earth till one worthy to occupy it

should appear.

The 32 images, it subsequently appeal's, were animated and intelligent

beings who had been condemned to the inanimate and immoveable condition

in which they appear as supporters of the throne, by the curse of a muni,

but from which curse they were now delivered through its discovery and
disinterment by king Bhoj. In gratitude to him, they are represented by
the author to have related, on successive days, the 32 tales that follow the

introduction thus detailed, and so to have diverted him from occupying a

seat which would certainly have proved fatal to any unworthy possessor.

Such is the history and machinery of the work, which in its construe,

tion does considerable credit to the skill and ingenuity of the author.

In the Calcutta Christian Observer for February the reader will find a
translation of the last of the 32 tales exhibiting the arguments of a Hinda
skeptic and their refutation. In a small volume entitled, " The Orientalist

or Letters of a Rabbi, by J. Noble, Edinburgh 1831," is one, tolerably

well executed, of the 29th story, as illustrative of the practice of Sati

now happily at an end. These may suffice as specimens of the general cha-

racter and execution of the work.

The tales exhibit much of eastern modes of thought and feeling, as well

as many peculiarities in the usages of society and private life, and will well

reward an attentive perusal. They usually illustrate some moral princi-

ple, such as gratitude, generosity, or selfishness ; with a particular view
indeed to the instruction of kings, though in truth all ranks and condi-

tions of men may derive many a valuable lesson from this excellent little

volume. As specimens and proofs we subjoin tlie following :

1. The self-satisfied Bhoj, applauding himself for a single virtue, is

thus reproved for his self-conceit :
" O king, a man of true excellence

commends not himself: since you boast of your liberality I must deem
of you but lightly ; he is great whom others extol, but not his own lips

:

the man w ho vaunts of his good qualities, meets, as he deserves, with both
thanie and disappointment."

2. "Aid given to a man of no principle is often attended with dis-

astrous consequences to his benefactor."

3. " The fool, in his selfish cupidity, for a little present gratification will
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commit sins whose peniil consequences will be much suffering through
many future transmigrations."

4. " As the serpent, tliough swimming in a sea of milk and fed with no-
thing else, will yet turn it into poison only, never into nectar—so the man
whose heart is depraveil will lie unamended though he live in an ocean of
virtue ; i. e. abound in the incitements to goodness.

"

5. " The king who allows none but virtuous men to be about him, will

never be finally unfortunate—he finds safety in many dangers."
6. " What is the use of grieving for that which is lost }" meaning that

instead of sitting down and lamenting, one should up and be doing.
7. " J'o die is unavoidable to those who are once in the body. Inevitable

death is then the happiest, when it is incurred for advantage to others."
8. " If you do a kindness to a good man, you bind him to you for life;

he never forgets it."

9. " My son, if the soul that is in man's body acquire (spiritual) wisdom,
then is the object of its birth into the world attained: otherwise is tliat man
but a brute in human shape. Consider that to sleep, repose, eat, &c. are
things common alike to men and beasts : the real difference between them
consists in this, that brutes have no knowledge : and the man who has
none is surely but a brute."

10. " Learning is better than royalty : for even a king is not regarded
as mucli without his own dominions as within them ; but the learned is

respected alike everywhere. Wisdom is better, too, than all the wealth
in the world. Wealth occasions many fears— fire (may consume it), the
king (dispossess you of it), thieves steal it from you ; no such fear for

wisdom. All other kinds of wealth may be expended likewise, and so fail:

but wisdom is augmented by expenditure. No other species of riches

continue always with one ; wisdom never deserts one. Of all ornaments
wisdom is the greatest : for other ornaments are valued in youth alone,

but in age are useless ; whilst wisdom retains its worth through all the
periods of life. My son, you have not amassed this treasure of wisdom,
therefore your very life is a kind of death.

" Truly, of these three trials—being cliildless, or losing a child after its

birth, or having a son who lives but is a fool,—the last is the worst to bear.

For one may be reconciled to the first by referring it to the ordinations

of fate—the second occasions grief indeed, but only for a few months

—

whereas a foolish son is a continual affliction to his unhappy parents.
" What care I for favour with kings.'' 'I'he man who is without desire

looks upon a beautiful female as he would on a blade ofgrass : he who is free

from offence, cares not a straw for the messenger of death : he who is

without concupiscence, values royal wealth as little as a wisp of hay ; and
lie who wants nothing, looks upon kings as no better.
" The wealth which, though preserved with care, abides not, you may

readily expend to no good purpose—but if a man be rich in generosity

and greatness of mind, he is rich indeed.
" What is of necessity to happen, will come to pass without any effort (on

our part), like the water whicli is found within the cocoanut—so what is to

fail (as prosperity) disappears you cannot tell how or when, like the kernel

of a hard wood-apple swallowed (whole) by an elephant. To what end
then guard one's substance with solicitude.''

" What is the use of anxiety ? What must be will be.

" Better for a poor man to dwell among wild beasts in a forest, with the

foot of a tree for a homestead, its leaves for his food, and its bark for his

clothing, thau to continue amongst purse-proudfriends !

'• It is a really learned man's part to fix tlie true sense of Scripture

;

but to babble about truth and contend only for one's own opinion, is not
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learning. He who pertinaciously labours at this, omitting regard to the

real sense of the shastras, both meets his own destruction and occasions

that of those who listen to him.
" He is a friend who assists one in time of adversity.
" The true praise of a great person is, to take care that the benefits he

has conferred on others be not afterwiirds, through his means, diminished.
" This body made up of blood, flesh and excrementitious matter, and sub-

ject to so many dise.ases, quickly perishes. So—of children, friend, wife,

&c. none is permanent. Therefore to l)e excessively attached to these, is

unworthy of a wise man. As love of them occasions enjoyment while pre-

sent, so does it cause the severer suffering in separation from them. A
wise man should therefore give his mind to what is abiding.

" But nothing is permanent save the First Cause,the ever-wise and blest

:

when the mind is fastened on Him, the soul is emancipated from the pri-

son of an unsubstantial world.
" All worldly things continue only as long as life lasts—after death no

one has any connexion with another.
" 'i'he man who speaks so as to please and benefit others has no enemies.
" The man who injures his friend, the ungrateful and the betrayer of

confidence, these all will experience the torments of hell for as long as

the sun and moon endure.
" Virtue (in a king) is the principal cause of a nation's prosperity.
" Be sure that he who talks much has an empty mind.
" These three are afflicted by fate with mental folly—the man who seeks

wealth by gambling, he who lives by begging, and he who strives after

elevation by fawning upon the great.
" What an affliction it is that a man on coming into this mortal world,

instead of labouring after a sound understanding, a clear judgment, and
useful qualifications, making laudable exertions and performing good deeds,
should vainly waste his life in gambling for what is of no value in order to

secure a little false enjoyment !

" What must be will be and cannot be prevented. This sentiment
is opposed to the ethical shastras, which teach that he is truly a man who
never relaxes his exertions. Only cowards and timid-minded persons will

say, what must be will be and no efforts can effect what is not to be. No
great deed is to be accomplished without a manly courage. He is a mean-
spirited wretch who is without energy and perseverance.

We never saw the man like you who, to rescue the life of a person al-

together unconnected with you, are ready to throw away your own life as if

it were a blade of grass ! A man (usually) will rather, when his home
is on fire, flee to save his otvn life, abandoning the gains of his labour,
a devoted and handsome wife, a virtuous and learned son, any thing else
most valued by him for self-preservation.

" Things beyond the reach of the senses are made evident by their
effects—as the One Being God, by whom is he perceived ? Yet by the
universe of his creation is he proved to be, as surely as if he were manifest
to the senses of all.

" As no efforts avail to prevent a stream of descending water from falling,

so is it a useless endeavour to divert the fixed purpose of the mind from its

object.

" Riches and the wind are alike—no one can understand whence they
come and whither they go."

Notwithstanding the foregoing, however, the defectiveness of the Hindu
system of ethics is very manifest in this generally excellent work. Like
all human systems, it not only wants breadth and depth and consistency,
but, above all, it wants power ; it is deficient in the sanctions necessary to

VII. 2 K
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give it efficiency over the consciences and the hearts of degenerate man-
kind. Divine Revelation alone is characterized hy its moral power not

only to convince the understanding, hut to arouse the conscience, to awe
the rehellious, and to win the humble. No other proof than this is requir-

ed to estalilish the vast superiority and the unquestionable obligation of

Christianity. But to proceed

—

This work ought in fairness to be judged by its design, which is to

exhibit a model for kings and those in power. The following passage enu-
merates the vices of kings:

" The king who is addicted to vice, may have learning, wealth, power
and supporters—yet shall he be undone.

" Of the eighteen vices of kings, ten spring from concupiscence, eight

from an angry temper. Concupiscence then and anger are always to be put

aside by kings.
" The first ten are these—excessive fondness for the chase, gambling,

indolence, calumniation of others, devotion to women, pride, delight in

dances, &c. fondness for song and musical entertainments, and vain moving
about from place to place. 'I'lie king who is attached to these loses wealth

and virtue both. The other eight are—selfish cunning, causeless disturbance

of the unoffending, malice towards such, intolerance of the commendation
of others, distortion of the virtues of the good into vices, the seizing of ano-

ther's wealth l)y deceit, non-payment of dues, sharp reprehension of others,

smiting and otherwise punishing of his sulyects. The king destroys him-
self, « ho indulges in these."

The royal virtues as they appear in Vikramaditya, the proposed model
for sovereigns, are—as to the administration ofGovernment—the practice

of strict justice, impartiality, lenity and moderation in the exaction of

taxes and tribute, steady repression of vice by the punishment of offenders,

the employment of mingled kindness and authority in the treatment of mi.

nisters and other officials. Those of a more personal nature— which, after

all, are those chiefly dwelt upon—are liberality, readiness to serve others,

devotion to the gods, reverence for brahmins, courage, moderation in self-

indulgence, and the like. All however are carried to an extravagant excess,

and vitiated by the absurdity of the rules and measure applied to their exer-

cise. Thus he bestows upon every chance comer, every idle wandering de-

votee, gifts the most enormous, exercises a self-devotion the most unnatural

and impossible, is ready again and again to offer up his own life to preserve

that of others or to procure them some desired boon from the gods, and
injures his own subjects in his generosity to strangers— every thing is un-

balanced, unreasonable and extravagant. From even his generosity little of

practical humanity or goodness or benevolence, therefore, is learned ; a

king's wealth and power are excuses readily offering themselves to men of

inferior stations, for a non-imitation of this model of virtue; and ordi-

nary kings too have as ready a salvo for their own deficiencies in the fact

that, after all, this celebrated monarch may well be thought to deserve little

credit for a profusion without limits ; since not only were his resources

unbounded, being perpetually replenished from celestial bestowments, but

since, from the possession of supernatural powers and a command over

demoniacal agency and subserviency, to him nothing could be wanting,

nothing impossible, which in others it were absurd to contemplate.

The childish extravagance of the Hindu imagination is fully exhibited in

this monarch's history and character. Ttt has furnished him with magical

powers, such as the shoes of contemplation, by which he could, at a thought,

transport himself to any distance however vast, beating the many,
leagued boots and other wonderful expedients of the west, hollow. The
same absurdity in arithmetical excess is exhibited in the enumeration of
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his resources for war. Thousands of car-borne warriors, tens ofthoumnds

of warriors mounted on as many elephants, hundreds of thousands ClakhsJ of

cavalry, niillious of camel-mounted troops, tens of millions of dragoons, hun-
dreds ofviillions of liow-men, thousands of millions of fusileers, billions of men
bearinff sliielfls and swords—are evidently a mere exercise in the enumera-
tion table: similar enumerations of the months, of trees and flowers, of

beasts and of birds, of implements of war, &c. occur. Afj;ain tlie course of

justice is departed from and villains go unpunished, because a vow, either

originally wrong or in observance most unrighteous, stands in the way ! a

devotee who finds his mortifications fruitless, turns atheist, pants for

immediate gratification of the senses, devises a lying story of a divine

mission to ask of Vikramaditya the means of indulgence, and obtains them,

even though his real cliaracter is perceived; because forsooth it would pain

him to refuse his request !

!

Jn the same view, the frequent suicides of this benevolent monarch, his

self-immolations to obtain benefits, &c. for others, lose no small portion of
their value, since it so happened that he was always sure to be the object

of divine interference. He sees, in one of his roving journeys, the decapi-

tated corpse of a liandsome female and a youth, with a writing on a stone

intimating that they would be restored to life when any compassionate indi-

vidual should decapitate himself for their sakes ! The goddess appears just

as he is about to apply the weapon to his neck, and not only pi-eserves

his life, but restores the pair he wished to save, and bestows upon him be-

sides the government of the country (not his own). This the generous

king confers on the dead-alive couple and returns home ! A similar

exploit of self-immolation had for its object the replenishing of a rich

man's tank in Cashmere, a voice from heaven demanding a victim to that

end, and promising an image of gold as the reward. None, very wisely, but

Vikramaditya would accept a boon, which the self-sacrifice required would
of course render nugatory. In this case he did actually sever his own head,

previously beseeching the blood-thirsty deity to be satisfied—his instant

restoration followed and the tank was filled ! Another time he jumps
into a cauldron of boiling oil, with a similarly happy catastrophe, and
without 80 mucli as a pimple mark or a scar on his person, which was rubbed
with ambrosia by an eccentric virgin who had adopted this expedient for

securing a brave husband. He rejects her hand, however, transferring it

and her kingdom to a friend ! He fights and subdues demons and giants

without number, and is always conqueror, slaying some, and winning
others to good will and subservience. He travels through the air on his

shoes of contemplation, talks with birds, has charms without end ; he dis-

putes with leariied pandits and discomfits them in ar^^ument. At one time
he listens to his court-brahmins discoursing on worldly inanity, in the midst
of all the delights of sense, enjoying the cool hreeze under a stately canopy,

in a magnificent garden in spring time ; and is so pleaded that he makes
B present of eight lakhs of gold mohurs, or £160,000, to his head pandit

!

The same extravagance represents his reign as big in blessings untold
to his people, the efficacy of his personal virtue being such as to act with
a most virtuous impulse upon them also—it was a real golden age of

innocence and happiness—but alas! a huge boar devastates his garden!
It was big as a mountain, terrible as Yama, yet at sight of this unexampled
warrior, it fled ! He pursued it from wood to wood and eventually
into a cave whose entrance it had torn open with its tusks. The cave
opened into an extended country, where he enter- a city, at whose gata
rises an image of N^rayan as door-keeper to Bali. To this the devout king
pays his adoration—the god in return bestows two talismans upon him—
one giving the possession of every earthly, the other of every spiritual

2 E a
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acquisition and enjoyment. These he, on his return, gives away most
charitably to a poor brahmin and his son, ever " grieved himself in the grief
of of heis." Another time the report of a splendid throne on a pillar, that rose
daily from a tank and sunk at night,induced him to visit it. At sunrise,when
it began to appear, he seated himself upon and rose with it till it reached
the orb of the sun, and the poor monarch was actually scorched to death !

The sun, in admiration of his courage,benevolently restored him by anointing
his roasted body with nectar, and gave him two rings each of which yielded
daily two jars full of gold pieces ! Yet such was his liberality that ere he
reached his home, he gave these also away, to a chance beggar ! All is

similar fairy tale and absurd generosity, from which little is really learned
ofpractical charity.

Once he had a bad dream, from which apprehending his speedy death,
he resolved on giving away his treasures to all comers—for, said he,
" Wife, children, wealth and all other earthly thing are bubbles in water,
that quickly burst and disappear, and after death no one is any thing to
another ; virtue only remains to be advantageous to one in the next world.
Therefore should a good man, certainly perstiaded of the unsubstantiality
of the world, amass virtue as the miser does gold."
Hereupon he opened his treasure-house, and caused proclamation to be

made that whoever would might come and take wliat he pleased, of which
license the poor readily availed themselves and continued to do so for three
days! His generosity, prayers and self-immolations brought rain in

drought, and in fact rendered all the pantheon favourable to him, and
to others for his sake.

On one ocasion he rescues a man about to be sacrificed to a blood-drink-
ing goddess, lectures the people on the wickedness and selfishness of hu-
man sacrifice, makes light of gods requiring them, but concludes with
generously oflfering himself, to the astonishment of the barbarous people,

as a substitute for the intended victim, and prevails on tlie goddess to

desist from the acceptance of such immolations in future !

Nevertheless this volume, amidst its characteristic absurdities, which are

those of the time and country rather than of the individual author, has

many beauties ; it exhibits many tolerable and some excellent sentiments,

and we know of no volume fitter to be made a class-book for Bengali

students, whether we regard the general purity of its contents, the fancy

and imagination displayed in it, or the chasteness and simplicity of its

composition.

We said the style of the Batrish Sinhasan was laconic and sententious

—

it is eminently so—and yet the longest period constructed with participles,

&c. we recollect to have read, is fctund in the 22nd tale, extending over

upwards of an entire page ! This is however a rare exception
;
generally

the sentences are short : even connectives are omitted, and instead of the

participle in iyd and a finite verb, two finite verbs without a conjunction

frequently occur, as CK'il'tttSi^ ^fril'l for C«t-ittfiri ^frtMl or Ctf-iItt^'I^

^f^sii. The use of ClI as a conjunctive, which is an idiom not ori-

ginal to the language, and indeed a violation of its essential propriety,

hut which has crept in too extensively into colloquial discourse, and great,

ly disfigures some works of inferior composition, is rare in this volume ;

we suspect, it is in some places where it occurs, if not in all, the error of

the press edition, not of the original MS. At all events its very infre-

quent recurrence in a book of great general purity, is sufficient condemna-
tion of the perpetual use of such a construction in the writings of some
European translators, of inferior Native authors, and in common conver-

sation. Some peculiarities of style that will be perceived by the attentive

reader, may admit of question as to their entire propriety, and eomeTna-
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nifest errors, inseparable from all human compositions and especially from
translations, also occur ; but, on the whole, we are confident in the opinion

that the student who would acquire a generally excellent and purely idi.

omatic, chaste and sim|)le style of Bengali composition, cannot select from
the whole range of his Bengali library, a work fitter to be made his model
—to be read and re-read, until he has really imbibed its character—a cha-

racter as remote from a high Sanskritized idiom as it is from the low and
barbarous dialect exemplified in far too many recent compositions. We
do earnestly hope, now that the abolition of Persian will necessarily bring

the Bengali into more general use among those who will, in great measure,

fix its character, that its own intrinsic propriety and beauty and strength
will not be impaired and weakened by exotic debasement, by mongrel and
inharmonious vulgarisms.

It is not our intention to allow our notice of subsequent works to ex-
tend to any thing like the same length as the present one. In this first

instance we have allowed ourselves so great a latitude, both because we
wished to comprize within our present observations much that is equally

applicable to many other works, and to give to non-readers of Bengali a
somewhat satisfactory specimen of the character of Native writings gene-
rally; and also because we deem this volume the very best specimen, on the
whole, of the prose Bengali works, and wish to recommend it to the special

study of tyros, missionaries and others especially, who, desiring to acquire

ft pure and practical style, will, we trust, accept the recommendation now
offered them, until they shall have become able to exercise their own per-
sonal judgment in the matter.

CiNSURENSIS.

Ill PauVs Prayers answered. No. IV.

Praying always with all prayer and supplication in the Spirit, and
•watching thereunto with all perseverance and supplication for all saints ;

and for me, that utterance may be given unto me, that I may open my
mouth boldly, to make known the mystery of the gospel, for which I am
an ambassador in bonds.

—

Eph. vi. 18-20. Withal praying also for us, that
God would open onto us a door of utterance, to speak the mystery of
Christ for which I am also in bonds: that I may make it manifest, as I

ought to speak.

—

Col. iv. 3, 4. But withal prepare me also a lodging; for

I trust that through your prayers I shall be given unto you.

—

Philemon 22.

These, though not exhibited as Paul's prayers, are yet sub-

stantially his. They were requests to some of his Christiaa
contemporaries. But we may be sure that he never asked any
of them to pray for that for which he did not pray himself.

At the time at which he wrote the epistles from which the
above extracts are taken, he was, as is obvious, a prisoner in

bonds at Rome. He had known the efficacy of prayer himself
in many instances, and he had particularly known its efficacy,

when presented by a multitude of people, for those who were
placed in similar circumstances with his own. The signal an-
swer that was given to the prayers of the church at Jerusalem
for Peter, when he was shut up " in prison, and was delivered
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to four quaternions of soldiers to be kept," was no secret. The
apostle therefore know ing this, and trusting that similar success

would follow earnest and believing prayer, felt emboldened to

entreat bis fellow Christians every where, both in their indivi-

dual and united capacity, to abound in supplications on his

account. And for what were they to pray ? and how were they

answered ? The petitions are three. 1. That God would give

him opportunities of usefulness. 2. That he might be enabled

to speak boldly in making known the mystery of Christ, and,

3. That he might obtain his liberty. The sequel will show
whether these requests were complied with or not.

1. They were to pray, that God would give him opportu-

nities of being useful. That this is what is meant when he

says, " withal, praying for us, that God would open to us a

a door of utterance, to speak the mystery of Christ, for which
I am also in bonds," is obvious from the following passages

:

" And when they were come, and had gathered the church

together, they rehearsed all that God had done with them, and
how he had opened the door of faith to the Gentiles," Acts

xiv. 27. " But I will tarry at Ephesus until Pentecost ; for a

great door and effectual is opened unto me," 1 Cor. xvi. 8, 9.

" Furthermore, when I came to Troas to preach Christ's gospel,

and a door was opened unto me of the Lord," 2 Cor. ii. 12.

These scriptures render it plain, that by '• a door of utterance,"

the apostle meant opportunities for preaching, and in other

ways declaring the word of God. And was there not a needs

be for such a prayer of the apostle,—a praj-er that God would

open a door of utterance to him to speak the mystery of

Christ.? Was he not at this lime, though in his own hired

house, in bonds and was there not every reason to apprehend,

that at a moment's warning he might be cast into an inner pri-

son, his feet laid fast iji the stocks, and he be rendered totally

incapable of addressing the dying sons of men and could the

thought of this, not to say the reality, be pleasant to such a man
as Paul ? He might indeed be resigned to it as to the will of God :

but no one will deny that it was a state earnestly to be de-

precated. Deprecated it was: Paul, though he continued bound

with his chain, continued also to be allowed to occupy his own
hired house into which he received, for two whole years, (pro-

bably the full time of his imprisonment,) " all that came m
unto him, preaching those things which concern the Lord Jesus

Christ with all confidence, no man forbidding him." This was
probably such a door of usefulness, combined with comfort,

notwithstanding the chain, as he had never had opened to him

in his life before. At Thesealonica, at Ephesus, at .ferusalem,

and at many other places, he had not only been forbidden to
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preach, but had been shamefully entreated ; but here, in the

metropolis of the world, he has the privilege of teacliinsr and
preaching as much as he pleases, and his labours are crowned
with success : for not only is he made instrumental in convinc-

ing some of his Jewish brethren, who resided there, that Jesus

is the true Messiah—men for whom he liad said, " I could wish
that myself were accursed from Christ for my brethren, my
kinsmen according to the flesh;" but he is made instrumental in

introducing a knowledge of the gospel even into Caesar's palace,

and of making converts within its imperial walls, Phil. i. 13,

and iv. 22. And not only this, but the Spirit of God comes down
upon him, in his own hired house, to such a degree, that he
writes those wonderful epistles to the Ephesians, to the Philip-

pians, to the Colossians, to Philemon, and most probably that

most wonderful epistle of all, to the Hebrews,—epistles by
which he was not only useful then to nearly the whole Christian

Church, but by which he has been useful to all the churches

in every part of the world from that day to this. Verily such
a door of utterance Paul never saw before. True Christians

in these latter ages have rejoiced that John Bunyan was shut up
in the prison of Bedford for twelve long years : for had it not

been so, his celebrated work, the Pilgrim's Progress, had
probably never seen the light ; but how much more reason have
we, when we look at the epistles which Paul wrote at Rome, to

rejoice, that this holy and devoted man ever went as a prisoner

there ?

2. He prayed, that he might be enabled to speak boldly in

making known the mystery of Christ. The word mystery in

the New Testament almost always means a thing now under-

stood, but which was formerly either not known at all, or but
imperfectly com])rehended. And the gospel having, previously

to the appearing of Christ and his apostles in the world, been
very obj^curely revealed, it is hence here, in accordance with
the usual meaning of the word, called the mystery of Christ.

It was this, therefore, that the apostle wished to be able to

speak boldly, that is, plainly, fully, and openly. And was
this an easy thing for him to do 1 Let us remember that he
was at this time at Rome,—at Rome, the place of the idola-

trous Caesar, and the place of the most of his equally idolatrous

nobles,—at Rome, too, a prisoner and bound with a chain.

And what was the gospel ? Among other things, it was nothing
less than a system of uncompromising hostility to every thing

in the shape of idols and of idolatry ; of opposition to every
thing like reverence for Mars, Venus, Bacchus, the great

Jupiter, and every other god and goddess of the Romans;
and of enmity to ten thousand favorite maxims and pratices
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of both tlie patricians and plebians. And tolerant as the

Romans generally were among themselves, and to other

idolators and philosophers who differed from them, it was
too much to expect, that they would one and all of them
submit patiently to be told, that they were all obnoxious to

God, and that unless they abandoned their idols and their

ways they must, without the possibility of escape, eternally

perish. But this was the gospel. And had not Paul, therefore,

endued as he was with all the feelings of a man, reason to fear,

that he might not be able boldly to publish such unwelcome
truths as these, in the metropolis of the world, that terror might
overcome him, and that like Peter, in far less dangerous circum-
stances, he might, if he preached at all, be tempted to dissemble

and to keep back some of the most offensive doctrines of revela-

tion. He had experienced strong opposition and persecution

in much inferior places,—what, then, was not to be expectad
here He was bound, too, and could not make his escape as
on a former occasion in another place through a window by a
basket down the wall. If, therefore, he ever needed grace in

his life before to be faithful, he needed it now. And hence his

importunity that others might abound in prayer for him, that he
might make manifest the mystery of the gospel as he ought to

speak it. But he was enabled to do all things through Christ

strengthening him. His own and the prayers of the churches
were heard. He spoke the word with such power, that the

stronghold of Satan, the imperial palace itself, fell before him,
and captives to Christ were made within its walls. And,
(as on a subsequent occasion, and in the same place,) the Lord
stood with him, and strengthened him, so that by him the

preaching was fully made known, and all the Gentiles heard.

Thus, if ever prayer was answered, it was answered now.
S. He prayed also that he might obtain his liberty : and

he did obtain it. The Lord delivered him out of the paw of

the lion. After having been confined two years, he was, by
some means or another, set free, and was afterwards, as is

obvious from his epistles to Titus and Timothy, enabled to

spend three or four years in his favourite work of preaching,

and in visiting the churches at Jerusalem and in different parts

of Greece. But his labours were now ended. He had become
Paul the aged, being almost 70 years old ; and it was time for

him to obtain his rest and his crown. And to be put iu

possession of these he must needs go back to Rome ; for so

had the Lord determined. He was apprehended again by the

Roman Government and confined; and from his epistles to

Timothy he seems to have been as faithful as before, and to

have been wonderfully supported in mind. But as he knew
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that the time of his depai tiire was at hand, ho writes to no one,

as on the former occasion, to pray for him that he miglit ohtaiii

his liberty. 'I'his, lie was aware, would not have been agreeable

to the will of God. and it was therefore not disagreeable to

himself He was willing to die the martyr's death : and die he
did, full of years and honors. His career had been a splendid

one: and he now rested from his labours, and his holy works
followed him. He had seen much of the goodness of the Lord
in the land of the living ; and not the least part of tliat good-
ness was, the many signal answers he liad received to his

prayers. And all these are written for onr admonition upon
whom the ends of the world are come.

IV.

—

Appeal to Mothers.

To the Editors of the Calcutta Christian Observer.
My dear Sirs,

The accoiniKiiiyin^ address I have heen induced to copy from a belief

that a perusal of it may be interestincf and useful to those who occupy
the important station of mothers. In every country a mother's responsi-

bility is great; but in India, where children are so much exposed to the

influence of servants and the example of a corrupt society, it is greatly

increased. Should you deem this worthy of a place in your valuable periodi-

cal, I hope it may be the means of impressing some mothers more deeply
with a sense of tlie oblinations resting upon them, and lead them to seek
with more earnestness for the blessing of God upon their offspring, in

their tender infancy.

A Mother.

To Mothers.

In the vicinity of P there was a pious mother, who had tiie happi-
ness of seeing her children, in very early life, brought to the knowledge of
the truth, walking in the fear of the Lord, and ornaments in the Cliristian

Church. A clergyman, wiio was travelling, heard some circumstances
respecting this mother, and wished very mucli to see her, thinking tliat

there might be something peculiar in her mode of giving religious instruc-

tion, which rendered it so effectual. He accordingly visited her, and
inquired respecting the manner in which she discharged the duties of a
mother, in educating her children. The woman replied, that she did not
know she had been more faithful than any Christian mother would i)e in

the religious instruction of her children. After a little conversation,
however, slie said :

" While my children were infants on my lap, as I washed them, I raised
my lieart to God, that he would wash them in that blood which cleaiiseth

from sin. As I clothed them in the morning, I aslted my Heavenly Father
to clothe them with the robe of Christ's righteousness-'. As I provided
them food, I prayed that God would feed their souls witii the bread of
heaven, and give them to drink of the water of life. W^hen I prei).ired them
for the house of God, 1 j)rayed that their bodies might be fit temples for
the Holy Ghost to dwell in. \Vhen they left me for tlie week.day

VII. 2 F
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Ac}ioul, I followed their infant footsteps with a prayer that their path
through life might be like that of the 'just, whicli shineth oiore and more
unto the i)erfect day.' As I committed them to rest at night, the silent

breathing of my soul has been that their Heavenly Father would take
them to his embrace, and fold them in his palernal arms."

Here is the influence of the .silent unseen e.xertioiis of a mother ; an
influence wliich will be felt, when those external accomplishments and
fleeting enjoyments, wliich many labour to give their chililren, shall be

forgotten, or remembered only as tlie means of facilitating a rapid descent

to the world of sorrow. In this little story two things strike our attention:

these eiforts were made earhi, and with a reliance on the divine blessing.

This niotherye/< tliat she received her children from God, and was account,
able to him for the manner in which she trained them up. She knew that

her l.ibours would be vain Unless God should in mercy grant her the aid

of his Spirit to sanctify and save the soul
; therefore, through a// the duties

of the day, and all the interesting periods of childhood, she looked up to a

God, who is ever near to those who call upon him, and who will listen

to their cries. How happy must lie that household whose God is the

Lord ! what heavenly joy beams from every countenance, and with what
glorious hopes do they look beyond the grave to that mansion provided

for them in their Father's house ! and thrice happy must be that mother,

who in tlie fear of God, and in reference to eternity, has thus performed
her duty.

There are feelings in a mother's bosom, which are known only by a
mother ; the tie which binds her to her children, is one compared with

which all other ties are feeble. It is to these feelings that the fact just

stated will speak a language which must be understood ; and it must strike

a note on this chord that will vibrate through every fibre of the soul.

While appeals are often made to him who has lived long in sin, that fall

like the sound of the empty wind upon his ear, and the voice of warning
thunders in its truths to hearts of adamant, the appeal now made, is to an
ear which is not doaf, to a heart wliich can feel. The noise and tumult of

tlie active world often drown the " still small voice" of the Gospel which
sounds in the ears of the man of business ; and worldly wisdom and strict

calculation sometimes lead men to neglect the question, " What will it

jirofit a man, if he gain the whole world, and lose his own soul.^" But this

appeal is made to those in a different situation in life ; to those who do
not mingle in the bustle and hurry of the world ; wlio are retired to a more
quiet, though not to an iinini))ortaiit sphere. In some hour of silent

meditation this may fall into the hands of a mother ; and the duties it

recommends can be performed even while engaged in the common business

of the family. It is no fiction of poetry that

" Just as the twig is bent, the tree's inclined."

" When the mind begins to open, and the attention is first arrested by
the objects that surround us, much depends upon her who, iti that tender

period, shall make thefimt impressions upon that mind, and first direct iti

attention.— It is thm that the mother has an access and an influence which
connot lie attained at any other period. The first inquiries of the little

infant must be answered by her w ho gave it birth. As he gazes upon those

twinkling stars that glitter in the evening sky, and asks, " Who made
those shining things?" it is a mother's duty to tell the little prattler of

that great and good Being who dwells in the heavens, and who is th«

Father of all our mercies.

And so, as the mind enlarges, the mother tells the little listener of tha

Jesus who lay in a manger and died on the cross. And when she soften

its pillow for its nightly slumbers, and watches its closing eyes, it is he
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privilege to hear it lisp, " Our Father," and direct it to love tliat Father
whose name it so early speaks. Let this golden opportunity pass, tliese

days of childhood roll awoy, ;ind the mind he filled only with fahled

stories, or sportive soiiu^is, and tlie precious immortal is trained for some
other state tlinn the ]):iradise ahove. Do you say that you are ignorant and
are not cajialile of giving instruction? As your child clings to your bosom
and directs his inquiring countenance to you for some interesting story,

you know enough to tell him of some hero or king ; and can you not tell

him of the King of Zion, the Prince of Peace ? And what more could the

learned ))hilosopher tell this infant mind ?

You are urd\nuvvn and obscure did you say ? But you are known to

your child, and your influence with your child is greater than that of a

legislator or a general. " Say not, I, wlio am ot)scure, may act without

restraint, es))eciallj' when secluded from the world, in the retirement of

n>y family. Obscure! You are immortal. You must go to the judgment,

and every whisper of your life will be exhibited liefore an assembled
universe ! Secluded, what if the eye of the world does not follow you into

the domestic circle.'' Is it not restraint enough that your child is there.''

'I'hat child has a soul worth more than a million globes of gold. 'J'liat

cliild, too, may become a legislator, or a judge, or a pastor in a church.

Take care, yon are a mother ! You act under a dreadful responsibilitj'.

You cannot .stir without touching some string that will vibrate after your
head is laid in the dust. One word of pious counsel or one word of sinfu'

levity or |)assion, uttered in the hearing of your cliild. may jiroduce an
effect on your children's children. Nay, its influence may be felt on the

other side of the globe, and may extend into eternity."

Your words are received with confidence—" my mother told me so," is

an argument of suflficient weight to convince the child of the most impor-
tant truths.

Here you have an influence which no other can have, and can exert it in

circumstances the most favourable. It is not to open to a san the stores

of science, tliat may qualify him to rank among the learned and the wise
of the world ; it is not to adorn a daughter with those accomplisliments
which shall attract the attention of those who crowd the hall of pleasure,

or move in the circle of refinement and fashion—no, the object is far

more noble, more worthy the undivided attention of those who live for

imnH>rtalitJ^ That child who now prattles on your knee, or sjiorts around
your dwelling, may yet tell some perishing heathen of Jesus of Nazareth ;

may yet be an able soldier in the army of Imnianuel, and may plant the
standard of the cross on the shores of Greenland, or on the burning plains

of India. Lnok lit facts. Wiiat first led the pious and eminently useful

John Newton to the knowledge of the truth.' The instructions of his

mother, given at the early period offour years, fastened upon his conscience
and led him to a Saviour. Canyon estimate the eff^ect of his labours.''

Not till you can compute the usefulness of Buchanan and Scott, who were
converted by his instrumentality —till you can see the full blaze of that

light which the former carried into the heart of heathen India, and
witness the domestic comfort and brightening hopes occasioned by the
labours of the latter. Who taught young Timothy, an early labourer in

the vineyard of Jesus Christ, the first lessons of religious truth.'' Who
led Samuel, a prophet and a judge in Israel, wliile he was yet young, to

the house of the Lord, and dedicated him to the service of the God of
heaven ? A praying mother.

Though the seed thus sown in childhood may not spring up and bring
forth fruit while under the maternal eye, yet we must not conclude that
it is lost. A clergyman was urging upon a seaman, the duty of attending

2 F 2
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to tlie concerns of his soul. Tlie hardy mariner burst into tears, and
exclaimed " Stop, stop, don't talk to nie so, it is just as my mother
talked to me wlu ti 1 was a i)oy." A nuilliei's counsel liail followed him
through all his vvaiideriiiifs, and still the words of her who ((rayed for liiin,

retained their hold on his conscience. The time has come when it is

esteemed a greater honour to he the mother of Braitierd or a Martyn,
than of a Caesar or a Napoleon. And sn|)|)ose the mothers of these men,
whose characters, though so widely different, are so universally known,
should, from their unchanging state, look upon those sons whom they
have nourished ; what would be tlie vieiv presented to them ? Who
would not choose to \\iwe given hiith to the Christian heroes.'' It is not
for this short state of e.xistence only tlmt you are to train your children.

The little group that Tiow cluster round you are destined for immortality.
AVhen the world on wliicli they stand shall ha\e passed away, and its

pleasures and its hoiu(urs shall he forgotten, then they whom you have
introduced to this state of being will hut begin to live. Their characters

are now forming (oi- eternity , and you are aiding to form them. Though you
may not design it, though you may quiet yourself that, if you can do them
no good, you will not do them injury, yet you exert an influence which is

felt, and will be felt when your head is laid in the dust. Let, then, this

appeal to a mother's feelings be heard; let it come to your own bosom, and
ponder it in your heart. Do you know the way to a throne of mercy

;

and can you kneel before it, and forget the children of your love ? Can you
watch their closing eves, and not connnit them to vour God ? You see

them growing up around you without hope and without God in the world,

and can you refuse to priiy that He, who in a peculiar manner extends the

arms of mercy to those in the n\orning of life, would take them to his

embrace, and prepare them for his kingdom.''

You have seen the hand of disease fasten upon them, and have passed

days of anxious toil and nights of sleepless solicitude to arrest their

malady; atid have cried from a bursting heart, "Oh, spare my child!"

You have seen the object of your tenderest affection sinking in the arms
of death, and with a heart rent with anguish have said, with the nobleman,
"Come down ere my child die." And when the last duties of parental

affection were performed, and the grave had closed over the child of

your bosom, yen have perhaps looked back to the time when it was under

your care and mourned that you thought no more of its immortal part,

that you prayed no more for its pre(!ious soul. If you have passed through

scenes like these ; if you have thus felt ; then remember those now in life

and health, and improve the opportunity now given you. The time for

your exertion is very ahort. Soon your children will arrive at that period

when a mother's influence will be feebly felt, unless it has been early

exerted. Would you find in them a rich source of consolation when your

liead shall become white with years, and your body be bending to the

grave ? then you will now conmiit them to him who can sanctify and save

the sold. Should von go down to the grave and leave these object of your

love in a cold, unfeeling world, what better can you do for them than to

secure the friendship of one who sticketh closer than a brother, and
whose love is stronger than death .''

The tender tie which now binds you to them will soon be dissolved

;

you cannot resist the stroke which shall tear them from your bosom. You
may liave felt the pang—your heart may have been filled with sorrow.

O then, if you ever pray, if your soul ever went out to your Father and
your God in humble petitions, tell him of your children who know liini

not ; when you know what it is to wrestle in secret with the God of Jacobj

give him back in faith your children. Then you may hope, through grace,
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to say, in that other world to which you are going, " Lord, liere am I,

and tlie ctiildren whom thou hast ffiveii me."
Should tills address fall into the hands of a niotlier w ho never

even for herself, she muxt, she cannot hut pray for those to whom she has
given life. Prniit^rlesK mothers, xpare, oh spare, your children ! stop h here you
now are, on the tlireshold of eternity, ami rememher, as you gaze on those

coutitenances whicii stnile in your hosom, that you e never prayed Utr

their souls wliich will live for ever. Have you a mother's feelings, and can
you still neglect this.''

Oh ! give me poverty, give me pain ! leave me friendless and forsaken
hy the world— hut leave me not to the eml)race of :i priiyerles.i mother ; leave

not my soul to the care of one who never rained her weeping eyes to

heaven, to iniplore its hlessing on my head.

Are you a mother, and can you close your eyes upon the scenes of earth,

and rememher that you never raised, even in your silent l)reatliiiigs, the

desires of your heart to heaven for a child, perhaps your only darling.''

In some lonely hour, nhen the lahours of the day are emied, and you
have performed the last act of kindness for your sleeping i)al)es

; kneel, if

you never liave hefore, kneel hefore him who seeth your heart in that

silent hour, and utter one short prayer, one hroken petition of penitence,
faith, and love to the Saviour of sinners for your dear children.

V.

—

Oppressions of Zemindars.

To the Editors of the Calcutta Christian Observer.

GkNT-EMEN,
It is delightful to see the large amount of public interest

which Missionary operations are beginning to excite in this

country. The difficulties which oppose tlie Missionary's la-

bours, and the means by which they may be met and overcome,
occupy the attention of many influential and benevolent indi-

viduals. The temporal condition liowever, of our Christian

converts, I suspect has not excited that interest, which it de-

mands. Many doubtless have been deterred from taking up the

subject, from a fear of representing our holy religion as a mat-

ter of mere temporal advantage, and from a laudable jealousy

lest, the high claims which Christianity, from its native excel-

lence and dignity, has upon the attention of every man, should

be weakened by diluting it with secular prospects and interests.

Christianity is indeed great gain independently of all secular

advantages : and the man who is not prepared to embrace and
profess it for its own sake,—for the moral dignity which it im-

presses on the character, and the influence it exerts over the

affections,—for the present happiness it imparts, and the future

prospects it unfolds, is unworthy of its name and destitute of

all right to be numbered among its disciples. Although the

main design of the Gospel is not the improvement of man's

secular condition, it will nevertheless be admitted that so
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far from overlooking this, it has a powerful hearing on

his present anil temporal as well as on his futnre and
eternal happiness. It would be easy to show, were it

necessary, from the nature of Christianity as well as from
its history, that civilization, morality, intelligence, personal

and social comfort and happiness liaA'e always followed in its

train. If this he admitted, as I presume it will by every one

acquainted with the subject; it then becomes a matter of seri-

ous inquiry how far the condition of our native converts pre-

sents a tangible proof of the blessings which Christianity be-

stows ; and liow Missionaries and others may labour to improve

the personal and social comfort of their brethren, in consistency

with the higher and more direct aims of the Gospel ? Converts

to Christianity, in tliispart of the country, are principally found

among agriculturists,—a race of people beyond description op-

pressed and impoverished. Is it not our duty to protect our

people, to ameliorate their condition, to teach them habits of in-

dustry and a better system of agriculture ? 1 do not mean to

say that Missionaries ought to become mechanics and farmers.

But how can they see their people cruelly oppressed by an ava-

ricious unprincipled Zemindar, their families reduced to penury

and want without feeling for them and helping them ? This is a

subject which has been long impressed upon my mind, and I am
happy to see that it has at last been taken up by an able writer

in the Christian Intelligencer. Thes oil on which we live is

pi-overbial for its fecundity and richness. In these respects it is

equalled b}' few, perhaps surpassed by no other countr)'. But

notwithstanding the abundant blessings which Providence has

scattered upon the soil, the inhabitants who cultivate that soil,

are perhaps the most abject, impoverished serfs in the world.

God has crowned the land with plent}- and endowed it, in a high

degree, with productive powers, but the cruelty of man to man
counteracts the blessings of a kind Providence, and converts a

land overflowing with ?ibnndance into the habitations of pe-

nury and wretchedness. The state of the ryuts of this country

requires only to be mentioned in order to excite the interest of

a discerning public. The cruelty and oppression by which the

faces of the people are ground require only to be known to call

forth the sympathy of every benevolent breast. It is not my
intention at present to enter into particulars, in order to bring to

light the oppression under which the people groan ; this I shall

attempt at a future opportunity, and will not fail, with your

permission, to unmask the enormous evils of the zeniindary sys-

tem as at present in f)|)eration. Manj^ of your readers are well

acquainted with the subject, and it is to be hoped that some of

them will be induced to furnish you with facts in order to ex-
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pose to public view the wickedness that is practised. This is a

worli of humanity and I believe well deserving a place in your

pages. To attempt to ameliorate tlie condition of our fellow-man

and to protect the oppressed is our duty as Christians. To expose

a system of oppression and iniquity is a duty which we owe to

the public and to the Government under which we live. Strange

as it may appear, it is a fact that under a Government justly

famed for the liberality and clemency of its measures, the bulk

of the people, the labouring and agricultural population, are

groaning under a system of the most heart-rending cruelty and
despotism on the part of the Zemindars and their myrmidons.

It may be said that the courts are open to the ryut as well as

to the Zemindar. Alas this is a sorry consolation to the poor

man, for as the writer in the Inletliyencer has well remarked,
*' the length of the purse gains the day." Such is the system

of bribery and bad faith existing in all the courts that a rich

Zemindar is never under the least apprehension of not carrying

any cause against his ryuts. Permit me, as an illustration, to

give the following instance with which I am personally acquaint-

ed. A poor ryut in the zemindary of inherited from his

forefathers, the privilege of taking all the fish brought by the

tide into a small jhil, at the rent of 74 rupees per annum. About
12 years ago, the Zemindar's naib perceiving that the poor man
contrived to support his family upon the profits of the fishery,

insisted upon doubling the rent, and in order the more effec-

tually to do so, forcibly deprived the man of his patta. He com-
plained against this oppression and violence, but being too poor
to be able to bribe the unilahs, and other harpies of the court,

the case has been tossed about from court to court for the

last 12 years, and is not yet decided, and the poor ryut and
his family have been living in a state of poverty ever since.

But the evil consequences of his having applied for redress do
not end here. The Zemindar has wreaked his vengeance not
only upon him, but upon all his connections, and not one of them
can get a bigah of land from him. Had this man been able to

pay a good bribe, it is probable that the case would have been
soon decided in his favour. This is not a singular instance

;

thousands of similar cases might easily be produced : such in fact

is the agricultural state of Bengal, that a regular system of chi-

canery and oppression is practised by every individual, from
thehighest of the Zemindar'smyrmidons down to the lowest, (and
in many cases he also comes in for a share of the booty ;) and
the weight of the whole comes upon the poor ryuts. No wonder
that he is such an abject creature, no wonder that he is devoid
of character, and will in his turn cheat if he can. He learns
the lesson at a high price from his superiors. Where will this
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fearful evil stop ? It is vain to attempt to raise this people in

moral excellency of character, so long as this system of u icked-

ness is so prevalent. Your excellent periodical, Gentlemen, is I

hope destined to do much good to this country. Allow me to

entreat you to agitate this subject, to bring it before the jjublie.

It has an imj)ortant bearing upon Missionary operations as every
Missionary who has a native church has felt ; but Missionaries

as such can do little or nothing, as it would be prejudicial to their

main object to interfere in quarrels and litigations. To enter into

any detailed plan at present, to ameliorate the condition of the

ryut, would be premature. Let the subject be first fairly discus-

sed, in order that the public may be well informed, and this will

lead to the formation of some definite plan, to meet the existing

evil. It ought to be taken up on the general grounds of humanity
founded on Christian principles. It would not, 1 conceive,

be prudent for any Missionary body, as such, to take an active

j)art in any plan that may be proposed. A society for protect-

ing the ryuts, and for giving them pecuniary assistance ought
to be formed ; doubtless it would be ably supported by all those

who feel an interest in the well-being of the natives, but espe-

cially by those who desire the advancement of Christ's king-

dom in this country. I leave the cause of the oppressed ryuts,

among whom are most of the native Christians, in your hands ;

trusting that you will agitate the subject, and call forth the

sentiments of some of your correspondents, that something may
be attempted to check a widely extended and growing evil,

which, if not stopt in its progress, will soon present an irresisti-

ble barrier to all moral improvement, to all social confidence

and happiness.

Yours sincerely,

T.

VI.

—

Chapter of Varieties.

1.

—

Temperance Societies.

To the Editor of the Christian Observer.

Sin,

Jt was truly gratifying to read in your No. of the Observer for February
an account of the interesting meetings which took j)lace in Calcutta at

the beginning of tlie New Year. No doubt tlie different Societies in that

important city will be greatly benefited, when such exertions have been

made, and interest taken for their further advancement. But is it not

stratige, that in the year 1838 tliere was no meeting for a " Temperance
Society There are Societies of this kind, in tlie principal cities and

Towns of Europe and America^ and they have been the means of doing a

vast deal of good
;

this, no one can deny, and one should think there

ought to be such an institution for the population of Calcutta, there are
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numbers of niini-;ters, and Clii-isti:ins of various denominations in that

place, who should step forward to organize Jirid carry on the plans necessary

for such a Society. (It should he one on a large scale.) It is the duty

of this generation to use every possible means towards exposing to public

view the insinuating evils attendant on the moderate use of ardent spi-

rits. Long enough has the son followed the example of the father, the

daughter of the mother and the ser\ant that of the master in drinking

moderately. It has been said, and I think with truth, " The example of

strong-minded men, who are restrained, by character and otlier considera-

tions, from excess, ruins the great body of the weak-minded, the poor,

and tlie desponding, and that the drinking of temperate people has

hitherto utterly prostrated all attempts to rescue the intemperate from
their ruin." Surely when we come to the knowledge of such plain facts, it

should be our never-ceasing cry—abstain from all intoxic:iting liquors,

as a cojnmon drink. Some may say it is not ])ractical)le ; then how is it

that so many thousands at the present day, use none ? Others might say

it would be unscriptural if so, why did the Apostle Paul leave on record

the following words ? It is good neither to eat flesh, nor to drink- wine,

nor any thing whereby thy brother stumbleth, or is offended or is made
weak. Ministers and people of Calcutta, you are now solicited to consi-

der tiiis matter ; and it is to be hoped you will soon be constrained to

arise, and come to the help of the Lord against the mighty.

G.

2.

—

Translation of Scripture Proper Names.

To the Editors of the Calcutta Christian Observer.

Dear Brethren,
As we are beginning to ])repare something for the press in the P.injabi

language, we now more than ever, feel the necessity of ascertaining

whether any general system has been adopted by translators in this

country, in reference to scripture names ; and if so, what that system is.

We know that the Missionaries at Calcutta have discussed the subject,

but whether they have concluded to transfer Hebrew and Greek names to

the languages of this country, without altering them, or to give them an
English form, or to Indianize tliem, or to translate such as are susceptible

of translation, we are not informed.

If any system has been agreed upon would it not be well to give it pub-
licity through the medium of the " Observer," so that translators through-
out India might have something to gui<le them. This is the only way to

preserve a uniformity among the numerous versions of the Bible which are
soon to fill the land.

If no plan has- yet been digested, will not some one in the metropolis,

who feels an interest in the suliject, press it upon the Missionaries, and
others concerned, till some general expression of sentiment can he obtain-

ed ? Perhaps it is an inquiry which the Auxiliary Bible Society may feel

themselves called upon to pursue. There is none to whom it more pro-
perly belongs. They might ask the.opinions of interested and competent
persons. throughout the country, and from tliese be able to settle upon
some principle, which could safely, and I would liope successfully be re-
commended as a guide for all future editions of the Holy Scriptures.

The following are some of the points which seem to demand special con-
sideration : viz. 1. Shall those names which have found their way into
the Arabic books of the Muhammadans, be given according to their Ara-

VII. 2 G
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bic forms ; e. p. I'sd. Yihiyd, Thrdhdm, Shaitan ? Or 2. Shall the ortho-

graphy of the Hebrew and Greek be strictly adhered to, except where the
peculiar genius of the Indian language demands some alteration : such as

Fdrisi or Farisdt ? (the Gret»k rharimin.i being iiicomjiatible with the
Indian mode of forming the plural.) 3. If the orthography of the origi-

nal scriptures be adopted, what course shall be pursued, where the same
persons or places are spoken of in the Old and N"w 'I'estanients, under
different names ; e. g. Yinhniydhu, JTexdyd/f, (Isaiah ;) YHiosliud, Yisus,

(Joshua ;) Aram, Siryd, (Syria ;) Y.liuridh, Yuddj/d. (Judea ?) Shall

such names be spelled according to the Hebrew in the Old Tc-tanient,

and according to the Greek in the New, and thu>; give tlie impression, as

our English version has often done to common readers, that the ])ersons

and places, thus named in the two Testaments^ were altogether different ?

Or shall they be spelled uniformly throughout the Bible.'' If the latter,

shall the Hebrew be followed or the Greek ? 4. In the Hebrew Bible

several terms are used to designate the Supreme Being, such as I/ohim
Adonui, Yihovdii, &c. In the Septuagint and consequently in the Greek 'l"es-

tament these term.s are translated, as they are also in our Englisli version.

Now the question is shall they be translated in the Indian versions of the
Bible.'' If so, what terms shall be employed to represent them ? What
word either of Sanskrit or Persian origin is equivalent to Ilohiin ? Adonai f
&c. If a translation of any of these terms be thought expedient, would
it not still be advisable to retain the sacred name Yihovdit, as one that has
no equal in any language, and especially that a palpable distinction may
thus he made between the living God and the imaginary beings whom the
heathen worship ? And if the Yihovdh of the Old Testament l)e left un-
translated, should not the same term 1)6 used in the New Testament in

the place of the Greek Kvpios where the Supreme Beitig is evidently in-

tended ?

The inquiry might be extended to other points
;
thus, should the word

Sabbath be translated } Nomon, where it refers to the Mosaic system .'' Epis-
kopos ? Apostolos ? Ekklesia ? &c. If so how } The word Baptisma, I

suppose, must still remain subjudlce, and every man do what is right in his

own eyes.

For myself, J must say, especially in relation to the words last men-
tioned, that I think it best not to attempt a translation of them, because

there are no words in the language t>f any heathen people, which at all

correspond with them. The officers and rites of the Christian church, and
some of the doctrines too, constitute quite new ideas to a heathen mind,
and he most necessarily learn them through tlie medium of terms equally

new, or by means of such circumlocution as cannot be admitted in a trans-

lation of the scriptures. If we represent ideas which are peculiarly Chris-

tian by heathen terms, they cannot do otherwise than make a false im-
pression, and even after they are explained, they will continue to be am-
biguous, as long as they retain their original meaning. But if we repre-

sent Christian ideas by Christian terms, though at first they may convey

no meaning to the uninstructed reader, they can never teach falsehood,

and when they are once explained, they will for ever after be apprehended
only according to their precise signification.

I am aware that great difficulty would be found in attempting to natu-

ralize such a word as Nomos in a translation, to make it denote the JMosaic

law, while in other cases it was regularly translated, because it cannot

always be ascertained with certainty in what sense the sacred writers use

the word. For this reason such terms as Nomos ought perhaps to be ex-

cepted, ought to be translated always rather than never, this being the

only alternative.
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My object however is not to argue. I seek information and if you can

give it I doubt not that you will oblige others as well as

Yours, &c.
J. N.

P. S. I oupht to say that my orthoprrapliy for the foregoing proper

names is not pretended to be the most correct. I wrote them as seemed
best at the moment.
LMiana, Feb. 20, 1838.

3.

—

Influence of Government Schools.

To the Editors of the Calcutta Christian Observer.

Gentlemen,
Pray can you or any of your numerous correspondents furnish the public

with correct information, as to the working of the various Government
colleges which have recently been established, in different parts of the
country, in aid of the cause of native education ? and can you also furnish

us with any data from which we may judge as to the influence which they
are likely hereafter to exert upon British interests in India It is a well
known fact that some years ago the government was extremly averse
to Missionaries entering the country. It was their opinion that the labours
of Missionaries would excite a spirit of discontent amongst the people,

that religious discussion would provoke hostility, and endanger the safety

of the state. Long experience however has shown us that these fears were
groundless, and so far from any danger being now apprehended from this

source, it is generally believed that Missionary operations, if they are con.
ducted with wisdom alid prudence, will ultimately prove the bulwarks of
our authority and the best preservatives of our power in every part of
our Indian possessions; and have we not, Gentlemen, sufiScient reason to

believe that this sentiment is correct For in every instance in which a
native is brought to embrace Christianity in sincerity, British interests are
proportionately strengthened. The convert is forthwith detached from
his former associations, his native friends discard him, and he has hence-
forward no community of interests with them. His every feeling in future
life is associated with the religious principles, and the permanent power
of the persons to whom he has united himself ;

personal safety prompts him
to cleave to them and induces him to uphold their rule, because the per-
petuation of that rule is the only guarantee which he has for the security of
all that is dear to him on earth. The more converts therefore the Mission,
aries make the better, provided they are sincere

;
every individual in-

stance of conversion may be received as so much political gain, as an
addition to British authority and power, and consequently as a proportion-
ate guarantee for the security and peace of our eastern possessions.

But can thus much be said, Gentlemen, ofthe working and tendency ofthe

f

(resent colleges ystem } It has been remarked rather, and I think very just-

y, that government have every reason to apprehend,that that evil will ulti-

mately result from their colleges which they formerly apprehended would
result from Missonary labours,— in plain language that these colleges will

ere long subvert the authority of great Britain in the east. If the object
of these colleges were merely to give the natives a good common education,
the danger would be less

; by correcting their ideas on geography, teaching
them the elements of history, &c. we should confer a benefit on them ; but
seeinfg the great mass of the people are in such a state of mental imbeci-
lity, we cannot, we confess, see the propriety of making a favoured few,
philosophers, mathematicians, metaphysicians, and introducing them all at

2 G 2
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once into so many br.incbea of the recondite sciences. They are going too
far ahead of their couiitryir.eii, and tlie funds thus expended would be
much better api)lied if tliey were aviiilable for the purposes of general

education on a more extended scale. Tlie aphorism which says ' that know-
ledge is power' is strictly true, and we shall one day prove it to our cost if

the present system he persevered in. The Hindus far outstrip us in power
of one kind already ; viz. the power which arises from numerical superiority.

Only ^ive them the power which is derived from knowledge, and it will

speedily act like a lever on the former and bring it into action for purposes
vhich we tremble to contemplate. It is not to be supposed that they will

bear our yoke when they find that they have at their command means by
which they can get rid of it. With these means we are furnishing them,
and wlien the equipment is complete, the means will surely be called into

requisition to effect their emancipation. There is only one way to avoid

thise^•il ; let the government with the knowledge which they impart to the

natives, also give them principle by which to regulate it. A profusion of

sail with little or no ballast endangers the safety of the vessel, and if

government keep hoisting the sail of knowledge whilst they withhold the

ballast of priiiciple, they will sooner or later upset their political bark.

By principle, 1 mean of course those principles which are derived from
Christian sources and which the word of God supplies. Let these be

brought to bear with a divine power upon the heart, and they will at once
neutralise the evil tendency of mere abstract knowledge. Let the Hindus
be brought under the influence of these principles and we are safe. Con-
science will be bound by these, evil will be restrained, and though they

may then perceive that they are possessed of power sufficient to dislodge

us, yet tiiey will not, under the guidance of these principles, venture to

use it for such a purpose, but rather submit to our sway and cleave to us as

their friends and best benefactors.

Perhaps it will be said that Government are pledged to neutrality, and
cannot interfere with the religious prejudices of the people. True, but
every lesson they give the natives on geography and astronomy, is as much
an interference with their religious prejudices, as a lesson on theological

subjects would be : their neutrality, therefore is only in name, or in other

words it amounts to nothing more or less than this— a gratuitous determina-

tion to keep hack Christian principles, or rather secretly to oppose them.

It is a well known fact, that many of the teachers in their colleges are men
of sceptical principles ; in many instances they are decidedly hostile to

Christianity, and carry their hostility so far that, if in the course of their

historical reading the students meet with a passage which refers to Christia-

nity and ask for an explanation, it is refused and they are told that it relates

to a subject with « liich they have notliing to do ! If Government more-
over ai*e pledged to be strictly neutral, why do their teachers and accredited

agents circulate infidel books amotiynt the boys Infidelity strikes at

the root of all revealed religion, and therefore is as nmch opposed to

Hinduism as it is to Christianity. Their agents therefore are endeavour-
ing to upset Hinduism ; this surely does not accord with their principles of

professed neutrality, for the consequence is that the hoys, in most of these

colleges, (if they stay long enough,) usually become infidels to every system
of religion, and are not unfrequently very proud of the name of " Deist."

Our system of education therefore, if not a neutral, is at least a neutralis-

ing one. We neutralise Hinduism and give them nothing in its place ;

whereas we ought to give them Christianity as a substitute ; and if Go.
vernment are so pledged that they cannot do this, then they had better

withdraw from the system altogether, and leave it in the hands of indivi.

dual* who are not so restricted. By depriving the Hindus of the former
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!ind withholding the latter, we are inflicting a deep moral injury upon them,

and a still deeper political one upon ourselves. If the British Govern-

ment be a blessing to the people, which 1 am persuaded it is in every point

of view, and that its removal would be the very worst calamity that could

befal (hem, then is it desirable both for them and for ourselves that we

forthwith retrace our steps before the injury becomes irreparable.

I am, &c.
Caution.

4.

—

Hindu THEOBtEs.

Deaii Messrs. Editohs,

I beg to send you a short account of the various theories of the Hindus

to account for the dark spots on the face of the moon, in the hope that it

may prove iiiterestiiiir to some of your readers. The source from whence I

draw them is the Ramayan ofTulsi Das, Lanka kand and 14th Adliyaya.

'l"o give a view of the connection of the story^ Ram the great hero, is on

liis way to Lanka, to attack Ravana, and recover his wife who had been

basely carried away from him by that monster; he has nearly reached the

place of his destination when, sitting out to enjoy the evening air, the

moon sliining brightly at the time, he amuses himself, by asking of his

most learned associates, their individual opinions as to the nature and

cause of the spots on tiie moon. The first replies, that they are caused

by the shadow of the earth.

2. The second, that they are the scars of the wounds inflicted by the

monster Rahu, as a punishment on the moon for having informed against

him at the time of the churning of the ocean, when he assumed the form
of a dewtah to obtain a portion of the amrit or water of immortality, and
the moon, knowing his design, communicated the circumstance to Vishnu,
w ho, in a rage, cut off his head with his chakr—it flew to heaven, and now
spends its time in persecuting the moon.

3. The third said, that when Bramha had formed the design to create

Rati or the Indian Venus, he took from each of the gods a portion of his

excellency and particularly extracted largely from the moon ; in conse-

quence of which great holes were piioduced in her, which are said to

penetrate through, so that the akash, which is of a dark blue colour, is seen
through them.

4. The fourth, that when the gods were engaged in churning the
ocean to obtain the amrit, they continued agitating the elements so long,

that at length a virulent poison issued from the mass, which threatened to

destroy the universe. In these circumstances the chivalrous Mahadeo,
to save his brother gods, resolved to drink it up, but he did not allow it to

pass lower down than to the middle of his throat. However such was its

virulence, that even in these circumstances, the god was overpowered,
and though nursed in the lap of his spouse Parvati, he found no rest till

the moon, the giver of amrit, took her place on his brows, and allayed the
fever of his brain. However her kindness was the source of some injury

to herself
; for, in the opinion of the fourth speaker, the exhalations of the

black poison lodging on her face have produced those indelibly dark
impressions which we now see in her.

5. The fifth speaker, more of a courtier than a philosopher said, that
as the moon was Ram's servant, it acts the part of mirror to display his
beauties, and having once received his beautifully black impression, it for
ever retains it ! This last was Hanuman's opinion, at which the great
Ram was inexpressibly delighted.

Bandras. JVJ.
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5.

—

Thoi'Ghts on the Famine now raging in the Doab and N. W,
Provinces founded on Deoteronomv, Chap. xv. verse 11.

" For the poor shall never cease out of the laud."

The laws given by Moses are intermixed with prophecies which denounce
the displeasure of the Almighty upon tlie disobedient, and promise blessinss

to those that obey them, interspersed with these are reasons why certain

commands were enjoined. As a reason for the cultivation of benevolence

the divine law.giver asserts tliat the poor shall never cease out of the

land. This declaration is remarkable, I)ecause referring to a land of which

IVloses said " the Lord thy God careth for it ; the eyes of the Lord thy God
are always upon it from the beginning of the year even unto the end of

the year," If in such a land there should be an inequality between the

people, so that the poor should never cease out of it, we may infer that

this would be the case to a still greater extent in lands and countries less

favoured than Judea. That this has been the case generally throughout

the world, history places beyond a doubt ; that it is the case now, the dis-

tresses in the north-western provinces too painfully illustrate ;—and we
may perhaps not err in supposing that future ages, not even excepting

that of tlie millenium, will witness inequalities in the condition and circum-

stances of men ; that some will be exalted, others be brought low : some
rise into opulence and otliers sink into poverty:—and that the time
will never arrive in which the poor shall cease out of the land.

Though it is perfectly just to ascribe sufferings and calamities to tha

effects of sin, we may not with equal propriety attribute the difference

betwc-en the rich and the poor, to the same source ; because happiness is not

always produced by riclies nor suffering by poverty ; for a man's life (that

is his happiness) consi^teth not in the abundance of the things which he
possessetli. The terms rich and poor, high and low, master and servant,

king and subject might, for aught we know to the contrary, have com-
ported with a state of innocence ; for different degrees exist in heaven,

where certainly there is no sin. VFe read of principalities and powers,

cherubim and seraphim, angels and archangels. If there be a doubt

whether principalities be superior to powers, there cannot we suppose be

any doubt that angels are inferior to archangels, 'i'his inequality will also

exist among the risen saints, " wlien they that turn many to righteousness

shall shine as stars in the firmament of heaven : for one star differeth from

another star in glory : so also shall it be in the resurrection of the just.

The glory of Abraham may exceed that of the twelve Patriarchs, the

condition of Moses excel that of the elders on whom he placed his hands,

and the crown of the Apostle Paul be brighter than of the other Apostles,

and theirs more splendid than those of believers in general : but this

difference between the risen saints as well as that among the elect angels,

cannot be ascribed to sin: neither ought the inequalities among men to be

attributed to the same cause, but assigned to the true one, viz. the sove-

reignty of God—" Even so Father, for so it seemeth good in thy sight."

Although diligence and industry carry with them their own reward, and

though it be said that idleness shall be clothed with rags, yet the Sovereign

Disposer of events causes riches sometimes to flow into the bosom of him who
has never laboured for them, and poverty to attend the man who toils inces-

santly. Were the circumstances of all men balanced to-day in equilibrio, to-

morrow the equilibrium would be distributed without either injustice or

violence, but of necessity. To suppose a continuance of an equality in

the affairs of men, under the present arrangement of divine providence

vrould involve an equality in skill, wisdom, pru\dence and industry ; in

muscular strength, stature, courage, and fortitude,—that the wants of
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every parent must be equal ; his family neither smaller nor larger,

older nor younger than that of his neighbour; that there must be equality

in appetite, consumption, qualification and enjoyment ; tliat liis fields,

plantation or estate must be t-qually fruitful with those around him ; that

countries must be equally fertile, and climates equally salubrious ; an

equality in every accidental circimistance that can befal man in this

changing world ad infinitum : wliicli supposition would be absurd.

The system of creation is one of depcndance, all mutually depending

on each other and the wliole upon God. While the pliinets depend on the
sun for their light, he by their gravity is balanced in his orbit. Thus
among men, while tlie throne is the source of honor and distinctions, itself

is supported by the allegiance of the jieople ; and descending from the

greater to the less, it will be apparent that the child must (iepend on its

parent, the lame on those wlio have feet, the weak upon the strong,

the blind on those who have sight, and the poor upon the rich. '1 he
ancients ascribed imperfections and malformations of the body to sin

either of the child in a former birth or of the parents. The Hindus not only
do so, but attribute accidents, poverty and distress to the same source. 'I'hat

this is erroneous appears from John ix. 2. " Jesus answered (in tlie

case of the blind man) neither hath this.man sinned nor his parents, but
that the worljs of God should be made manifest in him." Therefore the
different grades among men, the sufferings of one and the calamities of
another, how modified or augmented soever by sin, are not always produc-
ed by it. May we not suppose that they are ordained to display the mercy
of God in raising up deliverance for them ? and if so, " the poor shall

never cease out of the land."

The argument that if sin be not the cause of poverty, blindness and
wretchedness, God is unrighteous, is founded in error ;

namely, in the
hypothesis that God as a Sovereign has not a right to do as he will with
his own. No one enters this world as the creditor of the Almighty, but as a
pensioner on His bounty who divideth to every one severally as he pleaseth.

This is illustrated in Matt. xx. 1—15 where they who had laboured but
one hour, received equally with those who had toiled all the day. In this

instance however those who had toiled all the day were entitled to their
wages ; but in that which we are considering all that men receive is of
pure benevolence. So that where there is no claim, if one man do not
receive the same as another, he suffers no injustice : and we do injustice

to God, when in common parlance, we speak of his having denied sight to the
blind, or riches to the poor ; the latter have no title to wealth, the former
no claim to sight. When a subject has been knighted others do not say
we have been denied the honors of knighthood, neitlier does the knight say,

I have been denied the honors of a duke ; for where there is no claim there
can be no injustice, and God is not unjust who has dispensed his bounty
as he pleaseth. His reasons for so doing are founded in infinite rectitude,
wisdom and benevolence : what then are those reasons ? Shall we err in
supposing that, as God is the source of all excellence and felicity, so crea-
tion rose into existence to imbibe his goodness and as a mirror to reflect

his image ? then in proportion as his creatures are assimilated to that
image will they be excellent and happy. Amidst the attributes of Deity, if

one more than another displays his glory, that one is benevolence, /or God
is love ; but as the light of the sun, if poured out into the infinity of space
without a world to illuminate, would have been created in vain ; so with-
out beings to feel and taste his goodness, Jehovah would have possessed
the attribute of benevolence in vain. Therefore, to partake of divine good-
ness and to enjoy divine favour, by the word of God, the heavens and the
earth were created : and had not sin marred the work of God men like
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angels would have resembled their maker in rectitude, wisdom and bene,
volence, « ith immortality stamped up on tlieir nature.

That which we now call benevolence in man is but tlie wreck of that
noble principle with wliicb he was first endowed. To restore this g;loi-iou3

part of his image, Jehovah put forth a more striking disphiy of his fjood-

ness than at creation, by sending bis Son into the world. Made of a

woman, made under the law to redeem them that were under la*, the
word became flesh and dwelt amonfr us; and we beheld his glory as the
glory of tiie oidy begotten of the Father full of grace and truth. He
came to redeem us from the curse of the law and place us under the law
of love. Upon love to God and love to man hang all the law niid the
prophets ; and hetice love is the fulfilling of the law. But God has not
created us with a principle of benevolence and sent his Son to restore that

principle, without providing objects on which it can be displayed. Wiiat
then are those objects? 'I'owards God our love can be displayed onl)' Jis

gratitude ; and angels being superior to us require not our nssistance : the

benevolence of man is therefore designed to act on his fellow-man ; but

were there no inequality among men each one would be imlependant of

his neighbour; it follows therefore that "the poor shall never cease out

of the land," and that as the earth was formed to receive the light of

heaven, so the poor have been created to participate in the bounty of the

ricli.

The principle of benevolence is not destined to wane with the life of
man, but, being a part of his immortal mind, to increase in vigour through
deathless ages. Some habits and dispositions are requisite only to prepare

us for a future state, not to accompany us thitlier ; for example, f.iith will

not be required in heaven, and hope will cease atdeatli, the latter exchanged
for enjoyment, the former transformed into sight ; but benevolence, that is

charity, shall never cease ; it is a j)art of the new man, renewed after the

image of Christ Jesus, without which a man caritiot be a Christian on earth,

cannot enter heaven as a saint : its absence would transform the harmony
of heaven into chaos, its glory into shame, its purity into crime ; and if

men would enter heaven they must exercise benevolence on earth. It is

therefore clear that the poor can never cease out of the land.

Tiiere are some seasons more tlian others in which God calls upon us, in

langu ige that none can mistake, for the exercise of benevolence : the pre-

sent is one of those seasons, in which famine spreads her desolations through

the N. W. Provinces. VFe, at this distance from the scenes of suffering,

neither hear the moans of the dying infant, iu)r the wailing of tlie skeleton

once called its mother when, as slie feels the fountain of nutrition drying

up within her, she would substitute her life's blood for its support, ex-

cept, as borne upon the scorching blast from the west, they occasionally

break feebly and faintly upon our ears. We see not the ravings of the

naked hungry father as he returns from a fruitless search of employment or

food, driven to madness when his children raise their sunken eyes and ema-
ciated countenances in piteous expectation and cry bread, bread, except as

dimly reflected through the medium of the press— dimly, we say : for all

images how highly soever wrought, must fail in giving a just representa-

tion of such sufferings, not those of a family merely nor of a community but

of whole provinces, where the heaven over their bead is brass, an<l the earth

under theni is iron, where the rain of their land is powder and dust, and

where they grope at noon day with madness, blindness and astonishment of

heart, and where consumption and fever and drought and blasting and mil-

dew pursue the inhabitants ; but though we neither see the latter, nor

hear the former, are we ignorant that these things are so Do we not

know that the frantic father is driven to sell his children.'' That the
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famished mother and lier t)al)e are found twined in each otlier's embrace
»nd both together h)cked in the arms of death ? Do we not know tliat

many collect the dung of cattle, and eat the few nndi^s^ested grains which
they may thus obtain ; that they eat and are not satisfied ? Do we not
know that respectable natives have beeli Seen gnawing honeS the abomina.
tion of Hindus, striving with the very vulture and the crow for carrion?
}»nd that they eat and are not satisfied—Where is the heart that does not
kindle into love at such things ? Where the breast thiit does not melt with
pity ? Where the hand that is not stretched out to afford assistance—that
hand is a malformution of nature. It should have been the paw of a
tiger; that heart is not human, it is that of a hyena; that breast has not
tlie milk of human kindness—it belongs to a savage !

We call on all that is humane in man, all that is divine in the Christian,

to open every fountain of beiiovolence, that their Streams however wide
apart from each other arid how small soever may flow till rill meeting rill

they swell intd rivulets, and rivulets mingle with rivulets and become
streams, and streams united roll a tide of benevolence into the N, Wi
Provinces adequate to the deniands of the famished inhabitants.

Let us remember that we are called to this duty not only to alleviate

present suffering, but to prevent additional and iihpending calamities.

Whole provinces will not tamely lie down like a flock of sheep and die.

Theft and gang-robbery will ensile. The hand novo stretched out to receive

Mn alms, will ere long be raised to take that by violence which it could not
obtain from sympathy ; and should this be the case. Government must add
the victims of slaughter to those of famine. So that but one alternative

is bufore us—stretch out our hands xve must, either to allay their hunger or

to bathe our swords in their blood ?

They are not sinners above others, that they thus suffer. TheJ* ai*e not
aliens from the human race !

" Skins may differ, but affection dwells iq

black and white the same." They are not foreigners—they have ploughed
our fields, they have tended our flocks, they have fought our battles, they
have filled our exchequer. They are not neighbours, but a part of our-
selves ; for a nation is but one large family, the father of which is the head
of the Government. Their calamities ought therefore to be regarded aa

our own, and our treasures and our sympathies be as theirs.

If the positions we laid down at the commencement be just, this famine
may be permitted, among other reasons, to exercise our benevolence;
Shall we by parsimony frustirate the designs of God .''

By making us like Himself benevolent, He assimilates our minds to His
glorious image; shall we, for the mammon of this world, refuse to become
like Him ? He prepares us for a residence among angels ; shall n e neglect

the opportunity.'' Again, it may be permitted to excite the gratitude of
those who are in distress and draw down on our heads their prayers ?

Shall we, by covetotisness, change that gratitude into hatred, and turn
their prayers into curses ? To bind them to the British sceptre—shall we
alienate their affections from our Government ? To break the chain of

caste, that now opposes the spread of the Gospel,—shall we rivet that chain

more firmly, by telling them that Christianity, like their own inearnations,

is destitute of sympathy.'' God forbid !

M. H. B.

Vil. 2 H
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VII.

—

Exportation of Natives.

(For the Calcutta Christian Observer.)

tt was our intention to have entered at length into the merits

of this question in the present number : circumstances have
however prevented the fulfilment of our intention. We are tlie

more disposed to wait awhile ere we enter fully into the

M^bject that we may lay before our readers the actual state of

thinqs derived from a correspondence already set on foot with
individuals in the scene of action. But though it is our inten-

tion to delay more extended observations on the subject, we
will not defer bestowing praise where it is due on those official-^

ly connected with the traffic. We have been informed, and
record the rumour with the highest satisfaction, that our chief

ruler wished to prevent the exportation of coolies to the West
Indies, but that permission bearing the sign manual of Lord
Glenelg arrived at the very moment the correspondence was
on the tapis. Surely Lord Glenelg has been hoodwinked on this

subject ; surely he was found napping when he signed such a
document : he will ere long be undeceived. The warmest thanks

of the friends of the natives are however not the less due to

Lord Auckland for his humane interposition. The humane and
spirited efforts of Captain Birch (to promote the comfort of the

emigrants) to whose care their shipment has been confided

deserves the best thanks of the public. It affords us the most
unqualified pleasure to know that such feelings exist in high quar-

ters, and that such persons have the conduct of affairs, as far as

Bengal is concerned. We have seen one ortwo of the coolies who
have returned invalided and questioned them as to their treat-

ment, &c. They said that they had plenty of food, two suits of

clothing in twelvemonths ifthey worked well, and that their ge-

neral treatment was tolerably good. They laboured from sunrise

to sunset ; Sunday was their own if they worked well during

the week. They had never seen a Bengali flogged, but they had
seen negroes flogged :they got 5 Rupees per month, one of which
M'ent to the Sirdar:—they did not know any one who had
«aved money. One of them received 24 Rupees in advance
w hen shipped, 13 of which were taken by the Sirdar, and he got

only 11. They never heard of any insurrection or disturbance

in the Island ; they were not permitted to go from one estate to

another ; sick men could come back if there was room in the

vessel. There was no wish to keep theui if they conld not

work ; they thought it would not be possible for a healthy

man to return if he wished ; they did not like the voyage. Out
of the party to wliich tliey belonged consisting of 65, S died on
the passage and 5 ou the Island withiu 10 months : many others
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fell "iick. Our informants were away from Bengal twelve months,

were sick six months out of the l!'^, nnd uoio tliey wished

to go home. Tliey had no wish to return nor couUl they say

they would rccomnK-nd their countrymen to go, they could get

curry and rice here, and not work so much : they could get no

more at Mauritius. This we believe is the substance of our

conversation with the invalided coolies, and as we have no
wish to find evils but to prevent them, we leave the story to

make its own impression. It is clearto us however, independently
of this evidence that matters are not quite so satisfactory as it is

desirable they should be. The subject has been mooted ia

England, where they appear to know much more of the affair

than we, and that knowledge has led to the appointment by the

crown of special judges for investigating the whole matter.

We gather from our English correspondence that it is reported

that shipments have been made from the Mauritius to Bourbon,
and from Bourbon elsewhere; that the men have been transfer-

red nolens volens from one master to anothei', and that their civil

rights have been violated. We do not makeourselves responsible

for the truth of these statements, but we do know that the

subject of transferment was brought to the knowledge of the

Supreme Government by the authorities at Bombay some time
back. As it regards the utility of the proposed commission,
we have more than our doubts : it will depend very much on the

character of those composing it; and after all, it will but give
the fair side of the picture, for it would be madness to suppose
that the proprietor of a plantation could ever allow a special

commissioner to see it but in a special condition. The conduct
of the heads of educational establishments is a good illustration

of what we mean, and one which will be understood by every
person. Should parents call to see their cliildren at such
establishments, every thing is in the best order ; the children are

questioned as to their comfort, with a cat-of-nine-tails and a
Bupperless bed iii perspective. Of course under such circum-
stances every thing is good, and so well instructed is the young
urchin that he is taught by his teachers that even correc.

tion itself is " a good,"" and the rod a special mercy. But
oh ! how different a tale is told on the first visit to a free home :

mala omnia mala. Such will be the effect we fear of this

commission. Our apprehensions are not so much about the
present as the future. Now the very stir which is made on the
subject will prevent any peculiar transgression of the laws
which bind man to man ; but once let the inquiry cease,

once let there be a lull, and we give it as our calm deliberate

opinion (without the slighest wish to impute improper mo-
tives), transfers will be made, transactions mystified, and

2h2
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puch claims to the persons and services of the employes be
adviinced as shall make them and their offspring, with the

name of freemen, bona fide slaves. We ask M'hat tender mercy
can be expected, what leniency anticipated to flow to a
Bengali more than to an African, from the men who have
inflicted the following punishments since the day of the nomi-

nal freedom of these people ? In the Mauritius, in twelve months,

7,034 free negroes have received 131,572 lashes, while 7,067
others have been punished with the stocks, extra service, &c.

and this out of a population of 54,000. In the other British colo-

nies, with a ])opulation of one million, 28,597 have been flogged;

the number of lashes inflicted 563,111, and 104,676other punish-

ments inflicted ; among these sufferers were many helpless and
unprotected females punished for attending to the wants of

their infant offspring. Yet these are the men whose conduct is

defended as humane and to whose kind paternal care we are

solicited most unsuspectingly to give up thousands of Ben-
galis, both civilly, morally and religiously miserable enough,

but yet nevertheless free as the air we breathe; to this we
•will never consent (until our nature be reversed) without watch-

ing over the movements, and protesting against the oppi'essions

of the powerful, and advocating iu every way tlie claims of the

•n eak and the oppressed.

Calcutta, March 21, 1888. <pi\o^.

VIII.

—

Report of Sailor''s Home.

The Report of the Sailor's Home is before us, and deeming
the institution to be highly deserving of public encouragement
and support, we venture to add to the substance of the speeches

in the Town Hall in our last number, a few notices from the

body of the Report itself in the present.

The chief evil incident to sailors in port, to put down which
the plan of the Sailor's Home has been adopted is the crimping

system. It is thus described

—

" There are crimps in almost, every port
;
they are <i class of men whoso

employment consists in shippinji; men. In London, Liverpool, and other
large sea-ports, tliey are generiiUy low Jews:—in Calcutta, they are for

the most part runaway or discharged solfliers or eailora, low Portuguese,
and still lower natives.

" 'J'liey have several houses of entertainment in which seamen are ac-

commodated, and where every incentive to evil is provided. 'J'he sole oi)-

ject of these parties being plunder, they have recourse to deleterious and
drugged liquors, prostitution, violence and qu.irrels, whicli not unfre-
quently terniitiate in the worst manner : and as their gains ar« consider
rable^ they are most vigilant in their occupation.
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" They generally manage, under some pretence or other, to board vessels

on their way to town, sow the seeds of dissatisfaction amongst the crew,

and when a vessel arrives off Calcutta inveigle the men on shore, either

keep them there until they have broken articles and cannot return

on board, or hide them until the vessel has sailed. In the meantime they

endeavour to get into tlieir possession the little cash and clothing wliich

the poor fellows possess, and having got them into their clutches, sliip

them on some other vessel (which has recently been plundered of her

crew) at a higher rate of wages, cash their advance notes at a rate of 75

per cent., compel them to spend the remainder of their wages in the board-

ing establishments, ship them in a state of intoxication, and not unfre-

quently tempt them to run away as the vessel proceeds to sea. 'I'he trou-

ble, loss, and detention to captains and merchants, from this system, and
the misery inflxted on the men, are great. The Committee wish their

friends to remember, that the system not only pertains to Calcutta, but ii

common to every port in the world, and is as effective for its evil purposes,

as if it were a regularly ordered institution for the destruction of seamen
;

for the laws which regulate the movements, and the effects which ariss

from the crimping system, are invariable throughout the world. It ig

against such a system that the Home has to work,—a system which it will

be observed, unites with it the interests of a class of persons who, having
little character to lose, and every thing to gain by j)andering to the bad
passions of seamen, are unscrupulous in the measures they adopt for effect-

ing their purposes."

So enormous and ruinous a system cannot ofcourse be put down
by a few short-lived efforts ; time and patient exertion under
discouragements of all kinds, are essential to any large success ;

yet assuredly it tells well for the plan of the Home, as admi-
nistered in Calcutta, that in the short space of little more
than six months it has succeeded in supplanting the crimps to the

extent of nearly one half of the whole amount of that influence

by which they have hitherto been vigorously maintained at the

expense of the health, means and morals of the sailors visiting

our port. It is well said :

" The crimps have but one object in view

—

plunder, and that equally of
captains and men. The Home but one—the good and happiness of both
commanders and crews. The comforts of the Home are only such as the
health of the men in such a clime requires, and the sums charged secure
that the provision cannot be more than wholesome."

We are delighted to find that the Boarding department of

the Home

—

" Has exceeded the most sanguine expectations of the Committee, both
as it regards the numbers admitted and shipped, as well as the expendi-
ture and receipts. During the li^st two months this department has paid
itself ; and though this cannot be reasonably expected during the whole
year, yet it is gratifying to the Committee to perceive that it has been so
appreciated, during even two months, .as to reimburse itself."

Another department termed The Refuge—
" designed for the accommodation of the destitute though industrious

•ailor. The number of individuals who have applied for admission to tha
Refuge, has been by no means so great as might have been expected ; and
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even of those who have enjoyed its advantages, many have been able and
industrious tlioiijih unfortuniite seamen, who, influeticed by that noble and
gentroiis feeling ubicb ever actuMtes British sailors, have, as far ae their

means would permit, remunerattd the Society for their kindness."

Recreations are judiciously provided for the inmates of tlie

Home.
" The Committee, anxious to provide the inmates of the House with such

rccre'itions as miglit induce the men to remain on the premises, liave

jiroxided such amusenients, Rfoibling- excepted, as are j)opular with

"Jack on shore," and they believe they have been the means of effecting

the desired end. Amonjist other things which, they have been anxious

to establish with this view, has been the library and reading-room ; nor,

they are happy to state, has this attempt been unsuccessful. The room
devoted to this purpose is that which is set apart for daily worship ; it is

jirovidod with amusing and instructive works, pens, ink, and paper for

such as wish to correspond witli friends at home : and it has oft been re-

freshing to the Committee to see the hardy tar sitting in comfort and
peace, either enjoying his book or telling his friends far away of the bless,

ings v\hich bad been conferred on him and his fellow.seameu by the ' Sai-

lor's Home.'
"

Tlie morals of the sailors are not less attended to than their

heallli, comfort and amusement. Daily morning prayers, the

visits of the enterprising and devoted Secretaries, and other fea-

sible means of drawing the attention of our sailors to the great

concerns of the soul and of religion and eternity, have been assi-

duously employed in the Home. Some pleasing instances are

given in the Appendix to the Report, of the happy result, of

temporal and spiritual benefit alike, to tliose who have passed

through the home, and two instances of grateful acknowledgment
made by crews of vessels, accompanied by substantial proofs of

their own sense of those benefits, in very liberal subscriptions to

the Institution.

"The Committee hope that their various plans have had a good influ-

ence as it regards tlie morals of the men. For, with few exceptions, the
general character of those who have resided at the Home has been highly
creditable for order and sobriety, and but few complaints have been re-

ceived by the Committee of any thing approaching to insubordination in

those shipped from the Institution. Many testimonies of the good charac-
ter of the men from Captains, and many expressions of grateful feeling

from the men, and thanks from both might be adduced, but the Commit-
tee refrain. The Committee are confident that it will not be less satisfac-

tory to their supporters to know that the interests of true religion have
not been neglected in their operations. In some instances it has been the
harbinger of comfort and hope to the dying; for, as might have been ex-
pected, those wliK have taken an interest in the operations of the Institution
have bad to witness the inroads of both disease and death. In both
cases it is satisfactory to your Committee to know that every thing which
talent and kindness could eflfect w as done. In fact more could not have
been done for the poor fellows, had they been in their own, instead of the
' Calcutta Sailor's Home.' The Committee are contemplating such ar-

rangements, as will, they hope, place the religious interests of the Institu-
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tion on a more permanent basis. Prayers have however been offered every

morning as often as iiracticable."

The liberal support ijiven by Government, ship-owners and

captains, and the public generally, to the Sailor's Honie is

very cheering. But it must not be forgotten that continued

contributions will be required to enlarge and perpetuate its use-

ful influence and operations. We know of no institution hav-

ing a stronger claim on our liberality. To seamen we owe

many or most of our national and social privileges, our mercan-

tile prosperity, our happy intercourse with our own dear Homes
and their inmates iji our father land, as well as those innume-

rable comforts which are not so much luxuries as almost neces-

saries of life in a land and clime like this. We should not be

unmindful of these benefits, but be prompt to return them, in a

measure, to our brave and hardy tars hy studying to save at once

their hard-earned means, and health and morals, and life itself

from becoming the prey of those real land-sharks, the crimps, and

their impure allies the prostitutes of those vile parts of our city

of palaces where the punch-houses are situated, and these too

largely seconded by Jack's own improvidenc3% spiritual ignorance

and immorality, and by a climate destructive to all European
constitutions, but chiefly to the intemperate and the vicious. If

we would win a sailor's confidence, and gain his ear to our advice,

let us first prove to him our real desire for his moral welfare,

by improving his temporal condition ; the tangible benefits of

this will give us a claim on his ear and heart while pressing

on him the truths of religion ; and he is not wanting, with all his

faults, in generosity and gratitude. Assuredly we are already

but too guilty of neglecting our sailors : we have put them out of

the pale, so to speak, of our common humanity, deeming them
too reckless, thoughtless, improvident, unmanageable and vici-

ous, to be capable of much improvement. Let us, then, while we
cannot but recognise how serious a mistake we have herein com-
mitted, apply ourselves with the more zeal and energy to repair

the mischief, to bless our sailors with the true comforts of a Home
even in this far land, helping them to husband their means, to pre-

serve their health and lives, to impi-ove their minds and morals;

and while we diminish, by so large an amount, the misery and
vice which the crimping system and its concomitant evils have
created and maintained, at the same time that we remove one
great blot from our national character, one foul reproach from
our holy religion, one obstacle of direful magnitude to its exten-

sion among the countless idolators and Mahomedans of this great

city. Which of us may be excused from this labour of equal

love and duty ?

CiNSURRNSIS.
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1.

—

Missionary and Ecclksiastical Movements.

Since our last the Bishop of Bombay has arrived at that presidencr.
His Lordship was installed with the usual ceremonies the Sabbath after hid

arrival. May he be as One tliat watcheth for souls and by thfe meekness,
Catholicism, and spirituality of the gospel, diffuse around him a spirit of
healing and prosperity for many years.—The Rev. J. McEwen and MrSi
McEwen of Allahabad arrived in Calcutta, on tlieir way to the United
States during the month.—The Rev. J. Finke of Akyab has also arrived

since our last. Mr. F. has left Arracan after a service of twenty years.

—

The Rev. W. P. Lyon and Mrs. Lyon left for Benares on the Bhagharutty
steamer.—Rev. J. Comstock and Mrs. C. have left for Khyook Phyoo and
Maulmain, it is Mr. C.'s intention to labour in the Burman country in pre-

ference to the Arracan Mission. Arracan is now without one Missionary
witness for Christ.—The London Mission in the south has been strength-

ened by the arrival of several new labourers.—Letters from England
announce the safe arrival of the Rev. J. Haeberlin. His health is im.:

proved by the voyage. The same letters announce the intention of the
Rev. G. Gogerly to return to India next cold season.—The Rev. Mr.
Malan, son of the respected Caesar I\Ialan of Geneva, has been appointed
one of the professors to the Bishop's College. Mr. M. has sailed and may
be expected in Calcutta soon. May he bring with him much of the spirit

of his useful parent. The movements of the month call but for praise :

Extraordinary sickness and death have been kept from the Mission circle.

2.

—

Missionaky Designation lilEETiNo.

We sincerely wish it were in our power to transfer to our pages th*

account of a meeting held at Exeter Hall on the 17th October, for the

purpose of commending to the blessing of God upwards of thirty persons

sent forth to the Mission field under the auspices of the London Mission-

ary Society—but space forbids. A portion of these new labourers accompany
the indefatigable Mr. Williams to the South Seas ; others are designed

for Southern India and the remainder are for oppressed Africa. The im-
mense Hall was filled to overflowing and hundreds went away unable even
to obtain a hearing. The services were of a very spirited and delightful

character. We must confess however that we look upon these meetings
with some degree of jealousy. How unseemly does it appear at a solemn
meeting for the designation of God's servants to have the solemnities

broken in upon by cheers, laughter, and ' hear, hear.' We fear this ap.;

proximation to the world augurs no good to the cliurch.

3.

—

Anti-Slavkry Meetings.
The working of the apprenticeship act ([)rofessedly the emancipation act)

in the West Indies h;is operated in such an unsatisfactory manner to the

friends of the negro race, that it has beerr deemed essential to reorganize

the anti-slavery committees and associations in Great Britain. Several

spirited meetings have been held in London and the country
;
petitions are

in course of signature to the Queen, and legislature, praying their imme-
diate interference for the accomplishment of the spirit of the emancipation

measure. We hope the efforts will be crowned with complete and s])eedy

success. Tlie details of the sufferings of the apprentices are most horrify.^

ing, nothing can exceed their deformity : the very inquisition' is cast into

the shade by the barbarities committed and the chicanery practised i)y

those who have received 20 millions for doing justice to an oppressed
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race. We hope to enter more fully into the subject in an early numher.

A petition signed by the females of Great Britain addressed to the Queen,

bore the signatures of 20,(i<i() British females. O God, give Ethiopia the

ABILITY to stretch forth tier iiands unto thee. Remove her chains.

4.

—

Parliamkntauy Inqi'iry in ri-ff.rence to Slave Produce.

The British parliament has instituted an inquiry into the kinds and ex-

tent of goods imported into Britain, the produce of slave labour, with a

view to levy so high a rate of duty on them as shall amount to their ex-

clusion from all fair competition in the market with the produce of free

countries. This is a severe measure, but just. It appears the only one

whicli will bring those who have broken every pledge in connexion with

the emancipation act, save the acceptance of 20 millions of money to a

sense of their duty to God and the human race.

5.

—

Union of the Baptist and Sframporr Missions.

By recent intelligence from England we learn with much satisfaction,

that in December last, arrangements were entered into between the

Society for the support of the Serampore Mission and the Baptist Mission-

ary Society, for the transfer of all the stations hitherto supported in con-

nection with the Serampore Mission to the Parent Society. The Mission-

aries of the Serampore Mission will, from the 1st of May next, be entirely

supported by the Baptist Society, from which date there will be but one
English Baptist Missionary Society. We understand that the preliminary

discussions, and indeed the whole of the arrangements, were conducted in

a truly amicable and Christian spirit, so as to give the most entire satisfac-

tion to all the parties engaged, and that at the close of the interview, the

deputation from the former Society returned thanks for the frankness

and courtesy with which they had been received, and the Committee of

the latter acknowledged on their part the very open and candid manner
in which every question had been answered, and the Christian spirit in

which the disc\ission had been conducted by the gentlemen forming the

deputation. We are confident the announcement of this union will be

hailed with feelings of delight and satisfaction by the friends of true

religion throughout the whole of India. May tlie union be cemented
from on high, and be made strong to accomplish great things for God, by
the blessing of the Holy Spirit.

6.

—

The A^''eather and Disease.
Until the last few days we have had the most delightful weather ima-

ginable for a Bengal March ; at length, however, the hot weather has set in

unaccompanied by rain. Tlie cholera and small-pox have broken out
amongst tlie natives, many of whom are being carried off daily. The cho-
lera, we regret to find, has been selecting its victims also from the Christian
community. May the people learn righteousness while the judgments of
God are abroad in the land.

7.

—

Death of the Honorable H. Shakespear.
It is with sincere regret th;it we announce the death of tiie Honorable

H. Shakespear, for a long time one of the members of the Supreme
Council of India. He was a man universally esteemed, kind, amiable, ge-
nerous and pious, and has left behind him that which is of more value than
many riches " a good name." May the destinies of India ever be confided
to such men—men who possess enlarged and enlightened views of pi)litical

and commercial policy, combined with a humane yet firm disposition, and
above all possessing the fear of God in their hearts. The death of .Mr.

VII. 2 1
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Sliakespear elev.itcs W. W. Bird, Esq. to tlie honorfihle ])ost of a mem-
ber of" council. iM;iy his extensive acquaintance with tlie affairs of India,

liis kind and conciliating deportment, and his love to the S.iviour enable
liim faitlifiilly to represent a Christian nation in the councils of the land.

How vast is the responsii)ility devolved upon such !
" Occupy till I come"

comes uith an awful force to them. The new member of tfie law commis>
sion, A. Amos, Esq., has arrived on the Robarts.

8.— New Native places of Worship.
We understand it is the intention of the Episcopal Church to erect a

place of worshij) near the Hindu Coliejje of a more permanent kind than
the ordinary niilive Chapels. We believe it is intended as tlie scene of

Khrishna Mohun Banerjee's labors. 'J'he Ben{i;al Auxiliary Missionary

Society are about to build three new )>laces of woiship in Calcutta, one
near the New Mint, one in the Chitpore Road, and another at Kidder-
pore.

The friends of the Baptist Mission opened a neat pakka native Cha.
pel in the Jan Bazar, on the morning of 'I'uesday the 27th of February.
The services commenced at 9 o'clock in the morning. The hymns were
gi\ en out by Rev. Mr. Yates in Bengal). Prayer in Hindustani by the
Native Preacher SujpataM, a converted Munshi. The sermon was deli-

vered b)' the Rev Mr. Carapiet Aratoon, and Rev. Mr. Campbell of the
London Missionary Society concluded the interesting services by prayer.

We hear that a Military gentleman passing by during the services, stayed
some time, and on his departure gave a diamond gold pin towards the ex-
pences of the building. May his prayers and his alms come up for a
memorial before God like those of the good centurion Cornelius. We hear
aho that the expence of erecting tliis neat and durable chapel will be
defrayed by the architect Mr. Row e. We know not which most to admire
the neatness of the building or the liberality of the builder.

9.

—

New Circulating Library.
^Ve have nmch pleasure in informing our readers and the public at

large, that a New Circulating Library lias been formed in connexion with
the Religious Tract Society. The object of the Library is to provide
moral and religious reading for tlie middling and louer classes of young
people. 'I'he charges are accordingly low— 4, 6, and 8 annas per month.
The books are kejit at the Depository, 99, Dliaramtal lab, where rules,

prospectus and list of books can be had on application to Mr. Hay, who
will be hajipy to afford every information in his power on the subject.

10.

—

The Landholders Society.

A Society hearing the above title was formed at a meeting held at the

Town Hall on the evening of the 18th of March. The meeting was prin-

cipally composed of wealthy natives: upwards of 200 were present. The
object of the Society is to protect the landed interests of Benjral, especi-

ally against the too severe operation of the resumption laws. We merely
refer to it as a sign of the times, as a token of an awakening amongst the

natives to their civil interests. The golden wand has succeeded when every

other has failed to call up the slumbering spirit, and imperial takka has

succeeded in uniting the scattered energies of Bengali Babiis. 'I'he Society

may no doubt have its good tendencies. The coming together of these indi-

viduals for other and better purposes than mere taniashas, must give

them more enlarged views of themselves, their duty and the relations they
bear to the rest of the world. Nor will it be bad for the government: such

Societies are the best means for employing those, who, but for such employ-
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ineiit, miglit be very mischievous in any country : they carry off the bile

of the disaffected. But it will hiive its injurious tendencies : it will

hind the zemindars together the more effectually to oppress the already too

much oppressed raiyats, the poor creatures whose wrongfs already cry aloud

for redress. AVhen w ill the patriotism of these lords of the soil induce theui

to meet in sucli numbers to do justice to the poor distressed raiyats The
only speech of interest was tiie one delivered by Mr. Dickens. The Hen-

gali orations were jejune enough. AV'e could not discover either in the

animated countenances, or indignant eloquence, or violent gestures an em-
bryo Lafayette or O'Connell. If the gentlemen present are sufferers they

are, without exception, the most good-natured sufferers we ever met with :

from such associations the government has nothing to apprehend—the poor

raiyats may have much.

11.

—

Triumph op thb Vernaculars.
To us, quietly brooding over the progress of tilings, it is pleasant to wit-

ness the gradual but sure triumph of those views which we tirmly believe are

bound up with the best interests of the people of India. We bad there-

fore no small .satisfaction in announcing, in our last number, the triumph of

the vernaculars over the Persian language in the transaction of public

business, nor has that pleasure been lessened by the discussions to which

the measure has given rise in tiie public prints; for not only do we wish

our peculiar views to triumph, but that their triumph sliouid be felt and
acknowledged liy all to be deserved. This we think has been evident in the

discussions. The experienced,—tiiose who understand tiie peo[ile—have, we
believe, with one consent commended the step, and common sense appears
to unite with experience in confirming the idea, that men w ill be better sa-

tished to be governed by laws which they can read and understand, than by
those with wliich they were only familiar by vexatious litigation, contis-

cations and tines. Toe government are, we believe, at present negotiating

with competent persons for the translation of the regulations into the Ben-
gali and Orissa languages.

12.—P.vRENTAL Academic Institution.
'I'he anniversary of the above institution was held during the past month.

The meeting was but thinly attended. From the perusal of the report we
gathered that the number of pupils was above 900, tiieir health unusually
good, and their diligence and proficiency highly creditable both to them-
selves and their teachers. \Ve regret to find that a considerable debt still

rests on the institution, notwithstanding the liberality of Sir Cliarles Met-
calfe. The meeting was addressed by several gentlemen interested in the
welfare of the youtii of India. W^e look upon this as a most important
institution, in reference to that section of the human family for whose
interests it was mure especially established. On their character, as it shall

be under good or bad management, will it exert a correspondingly happy
or unhappy influence : our prayer is that that in fluence may always be of
a useful, moral and religious character. The institution has our best wishes
and prayers for its success.

13.

—

School Annivhrsakies.
During the last montli two or tliree of the Seminaries conducted by

intelligent native youth (for the most part educated m the hliudu Col-
lege) have held their anniversaries, i he exhibitions liave, we understand,
been as creditable to the industry of both pupils and teacliers as on any for-
mer occasion. For our own part we hope this most uimdtisfuctory method of
exciting these young men to drink at the fountain of know ledge will soon
give place to a more healthy and satisfactory evidence of actual labour and

•it 1
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real taloiit. VFhat can |)ossibly be more painful than to see a boy stuck up
in the niidstof an assembly of re.-!))ectable and iiitellifrent people to render
himself ridiculous by murdering; botii the sense and beauty of our best Eng-
lish poets and prose authors. IJesides it is no proof of the proficiency of tlie

lad in general education : ahold orqui(;k hid will carry away the prize which
should have been awarded to some far more talented but huml)le scholar.

Tlie history of nearly all |)ublic seminaries and coUefjes is an illustration

of this fact. How many who bore away the prizes at Oxford or Cam-
bridt^e, at Eton or Westminster have never had so much as a name after

their academic gladiatorship, while many a forgotten boy has become the
useful and popular man. Would it not be better to substitute for the decla-

mations and reading of puerile essays common to these occasions, statements
of the actual quantity of labour done during the year and reward the industri-

ous accordingly? Appeal to their industry not their vanity, to prospective

rather than present honours
; point tliem to manhood as the season when

they shall reap if they faint not. The annual exliibitions of these schools

would induce thebeliefthat the system of education adopted is notof themost
useful kind. Useful education does not consist in neglecting the mother
tongue to obtain a smattering of a foreign one ; not in committing to

memory scraps of foreign poetry ; nor in acquiring the art of declaiming,

or in employing the names of western philosophers and statesmen and their

works as though they were household words. This is not useful education nor
will it fit its recipients for the situations they are likely to occupy any
more than a tinseled dress would fit a man to stand the storiri. A good
plain commercial education, accompanied by moral and religious instruc-

tion, should be first given them in their own tongue, and then if time and
inclination should lead them to seek after the higher branches of know-
ledge, both in their own and the English language by all means. The situa-

tion in life and prospects of these lads is, we think, often misunderstood ;

they are generally either of a middling or lower class, and their ambition
leads them to look forward to nothing beyond a writersliip. Is it not rather

essential that such persons should have a solid useful education than they
should be puffed up with supposing they are something while they are
nothing }

It may be worthy of remark that several of these school examinations
were held on the late Hindu holidays. Surely, if the Hindu Benevolent
Institution, under the immediate patronage of the Maha Raja Kali Krish-

na Bahadur, may assemble in the Bishop's palace, for examination during

the Dole Jatra, there is no reason for shutting schools generally on these

holidays. AVe call upon Hindu parents to consider, whether their children

are not likely to be much better employed in school than in witness-

ing the fooleries and Bacchanalian revels of the Dole Jatra. We sin-

cerely hope that no respectable Hindu will detain his sons from their

proper employment, because of the liorrid spectacles and hideous abomu
nations of the approaching Charakh Puja.

14.

—

Sufferers in the Do^tB.

The subscriptions for the suiferers in the Doab already amount to

more than .'>0,000 rupees, for Calcutta alone ; we liope the sister Presiden-

cies will unite in this good cause. The most recent accounts give the cheer-

ing intelligence of some rain having fallen and of the prospect of more
abundant showers: may the Lord open the windows of heaven and pour
out an abundant and refreshing blessing.

15.

—

Native Society for the diffusion of Knowledge.
The public prints announced a few weeks ago, the intention of some

natives interested in the advancement of knowledge to form a Society for
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its (UfFusion among-st their countrymen. We have so often announced

fiuch intentions without seeing any thing beyond a prospectus, that we
shall not be surprised to hear that this has also been placed in the tomb

of the Capulets. We fear it is already there, for since the announcement

little more than a nniriruir has reached us on the subject. That sucli a

Society under <jo(»il maiiaj-ement would be of essential service no one can

doubt : would that the alumni of the several seminaries would be either

stimulated by a desire to do ^ood, or goaded by a sense of shame to at-

tempt to give the light of knowledge to tlieir countrymen. They shall

have our best vrishes and all the aid we can render.

16.

—

Death of a Native Piieaciieb at Beebbhoom.
(Extract of a letter from Rev. J. Williamson.)

" We regret to state that on Saturday the 3rd of March, Boloram our

respected native preacher died of Cliolera, immediately after liis return

with me from an extensive missionary tour throughout the surroundiirg

villages. Our friend and brother Boloram was one of the best, and
most useful native Christians we had—he was truly a good man, and con-

sidered by all who knew him to be an upiiglit character. It was by his

consistent conduct that he succeeded in gaining tlie esteem of all. We
shall all feel his loss, but none more deeply than myself. In him
I have lost both a companion and an assistant. For him to live was
Christ, and to die gain."

17.—BuRMAH, Arhacan, Missions, and the War.
We have received a letter from our correspondent at Maulmain, dated

February 23rd. He says in reference to the war.
" We are all quiet here at present, and 1 have very little idea that our

quietude wUl be disturbed. His Burmese majesty, 1 suspect, has had time
to cool since his ' bold stroke' for a throne. We are well prepared for a
defence at Maulmain."
On the subject of Missions he writes as follows :

—

" Last Monday (the 20th) the American ship Rosabella, arrived at this

port direct from Boston, bringing three Missionaries with their wives.

The number of Missionary families now here is eight, including one on a

visit to the Karens in the interior. In Rangoon there are two families,

Mr. Abbott having just left for that station. In Tavoy and Mergui, four

buildings are just being completed on the Mission premises here for the

accommodation of a large school, in which I believe both tlie Burmese and
Karen languages are to be taught. A Missionary is also stationed at

Amherst, at the mouth of the river, who has devoted his labours to the

Taliengs."

The Rosabella, was built expressly for Missionary purposes : and it

will be remembered was in this port last year with a cargo of Missiona-

ries. We have much pleasure in quoting the following from the Maulmain
Chronicle in reference to the intentions of her owners and the views it

gives us of American feeling on the subject of slavery.
" We learn that it is the intention of the supercargo not to proceed to

any other port, but to load his vessel here with sucli articles as he can
procure suited to the American market, and that rice will constitute the

chief part of his cargo. This is the first American vessel which has come
here for the purpose of trade, and we most sincerely liope slie will make a
voyage in every respect satisfactory to her owners. Some fears are enter-

tained that the rice will not be preserved without damage, during so long a

voyage ; should success, however, attend this first attempt, and should the
article arrive in America in a fit condition for the market, it will afFord, we
understand, a reasonable profit, although sold at the same price as that

produced in the Southern States. We are, indeed, inclined to believe.
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that the people of tlie northern section of the United States regard sla-

very and slave-lahour with so much pious abhorrence, that the simple fact

pf their heinsf able to purchase the same kind of article produced by the
aid of free-lal>our, would make it one of preference in the market. As
our Odvernment must be supposed to be interested in the commercial
gronth and prosperity of this place, we may sugj^est whether it might not
adopt some measure for introducing liere the same mode for preparing
rice for long voyages as that used in Bengal ; especially as no individual

has appeared willing to engage in the undertaking."
From Ai racan our intelligence is most encouraging. The greatest dili-

gence appears to be pervading every department and many real improve-
ments are about to be introduced into the province. A new plan of prison-

discipline to which we hope to advert in our next ; rules and regulations

for inducing Bengali emigrants to settle in the province, which from the
following extract it would appear they are willing to do

;
plans for render-

ing the stations themselves more healthy and social, and last though not
least, an ingenious and praise-worthy desire to put our Mugh subjects in

good temper with our government, by amusing them without ])an(iering to

tlieir \ ices. All these plans are novv in progress and indicate more than a
disposition to iiii|)rove and render productive even Arracan. Amongst the
local inipro\ ements is a jetty and sanatarium about to be erected at Akyab.
This erection it has been reported will cost 15,000 rupees, and the expence
animadverted upon i>y some person in one of the daily prints. The cost

will not be 15,000 but 1,500, but even if it should have been 50,000 it

would have been money well spent. From our personal knowledge of the

station, the proposed erection fi-oin its healthy and bracing situation, will

be the means of restoring health to many, especially poor sergeants and
such persons as have not the means of seeking recovery of health by a
trip to sea. We give the following extract from our correspondent's

letter.

" The whole people of Arracan are making this a week of general re-

joicing; I wish I could give you a detail of it. The chief cause is its being
a period of 3 or 4 holidays which have been extended to 7 ; then the
Poongee is to be blown u)), and the Mughs, feeling more inclined for

fun than usual, have literally asked permission to go mad for a week.
It has been granted and such processions and paradings of streets

with gongs and cymbals beating, colours flying, and men, women and
children of all ages and degrees dancing, I never before saw or even heard
of in this province. They have now been four days at it and not a single

quarrel has occurred, and doubtless all will end well; we are trying to

get up a Burmese play of which the people are amazingly fond, ac-

companied if possible, with a small attempt at fireworks. 1 believe a Mugh
would at any time sell bis birthright for a good tamasha. Be it our en-
deavour to gratify all to their henrts' content. The Hurkaru would be
astounded at their alarming disaflfection. I could write you a great

deal on ' the state of the country' but I have not time: the gist of the

argument would however be peace and prosperity, both being as wide
spread as can reasonably be expected. I'he people of Chittagong are

flocking down to us this season in large numbers, and when the grants of

land are sanctioned the waste will be speedily taken up. All except the
1st class jungles which may remain untouched 1 dare say for a full cen-

tury.'

18.

—

Bombay Native Education Society.

The annual examination of the central schools ot this institution took
place on VV^ednesday, the 17th of last month. We had not the pleasure of
witnessing it ; but from our knowledge of the working, and actual results
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of the English department under Messrs. Henderson and Bell, we are

able to give our testimony to the great ability and success with which it

is conducted, and also to testify to, what speaks volumes in favour of the

teachers, the modesty and candour of the best instructed pupils in the

religious inquiries in which, from time to time, as opportunities are pre-

sented us, we have been called to press upon their attention, and which

form a favourable ground of contrast with what has been exliibitt d in the

Hindu College of Calcutta, which is taught on the same general system.

The following notice is from the Bombay Gnzette.

"The chair was taken about 11 o'clock by llie Right Honorable Sir

Robert Grant, and the room was occupied by the jiviiicipal members of our

society, European and Native. We were glad to observe that a number

of our fair countrywomen graced tlie meeting with their presence.
" 'J"he proceedings were commenced by Lieutenant Thornbury, the

secretary, who read a report of the Society's doings during the past year,

and we are happy to understand that every thing has gone on very satis-

factorily. The institution was daily extending its sphere of usefulness,

its missionaries were contributing to the extension of knowledge, far and

wide throughout the interior, and its exertions seemed to be more and

more prized by the native population of the Presidency. The different

pupils then underwent their examination. Three young lads carried on a

debate on the character of Caesar and Cicero, highly creditable to their

talents. Mr. Henderson, their teacher, stated that in arranging this dis-

cussion, they were totally unassisted by him, and derived their whole in-

formation from works on the history of these two great men. Others then

went through their facings much to the astonishment of all present, who
never expected to find so great a degree of proficiency in literature and
science. Mr. Bell's pupils were rigidly examined by various gentlemen
present, in arithmetic and mathematics, and acquitted themselves most
admirably. Two circumstances were mentioned during the day that did

the highest credit to several of the students, and show that along with

their other acquirements, a spirit of generosity is spreading among the

youth educated at this seminary, which it would be difficult to find evin-

ced elsewhere among the native community. Two students possessing

scholarships had voluntarily resigned the emoluments attached to them,

and thereby enabled the directors to admit two extra scholars on West's

foundation. Another lad to whom the two gold medals had been awarded
on account of his general proficiency gave up one of them to the pupil

nearest to himself in acquirements."

The meeting wound up by a neat and appropriate speech from the chair-

man, Sir Robert Grant, who delivered a highly deserved eulogy on the

teachers, Messrs. Bell and Henderson, who had wrought so great an
improvement on the pupils committed to their charge, and who by their

zeal and talents, had so much extended the usefulness of the society.

19.

—

Translation of the Holy Scriptures into the language op the
PanJAB.

The American missionaries at Ludiana and Saharanpur are about to

translate the sacred scriptures into the language of the Panjab.

20.

—

Hazaribagh.
From our correspondent at Hazaribagh we learn that the Temperance

Society in the 49th already numbers upwards of 400 members. It is

hoped that the government will sanction the establishment of a school for

native youth in the neighbourhood in which the vernacular and English

languages will be taught.
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I.

—

The Present Condition of the Negro Population in the

British Colonies ; particularly in relation to the working

of the Apprenticeship System established under the " Act

for the Abolition of Slavery.''''

This paper has been issued and circulated in Britain by the

friends of the oppressed apprentices in the British Colonies, and
as it shews a dispassionate and clear estimate of things as wit-

nessed by humane and respectable persons, we have felt it a

duty incumbent on us to give it a place in the C. C. O. that at

least the prayers of every humane and pious mind may <rise to

the throne of the Eternal, for the liberation of these our unhap-

py, but yet immortal, fellow-beings.

—

Ed.

Ever since slavery was abolished by law, and a system of apprenticeship

introduced into our Slave Colonies in its stead, the attention of the friends

of the Negro race, has been earnestly directed to the proceedings which
have been taking place there ; and no exertion has been spared in scru-

tinizing the evidence collected. The result of this scrutiny was, that the

Committees of the Anti-Slavery Societies became so fully convinced, that

the interference of the British people had become necessary to put a stop

to the enormous oppressions which seemed daily to be increasing, that they

determined to call a Public Meeting in Exeter Hall, in May, 1835. The
proceedings of that Meeting, led to the appointment of a Committee of the

House of Commons in the following year, to " Inquire into the working of

the Apprenticeship system in the Colonies." Last autumn, some gentle-

men, deeply interested in the subject, made a visit to the West India Co-
lonies, in order that they might satisfy themselves by ocular demonstra-
tion, and personal inquiries on the spot, as to the real state of the appren-

tices. The gentlemen, who entered upon this interesting and important

undertaking, were Mr. Joseph Sturge, Mr, Harvey, Dr. Lloyd, and Mr.
Scoble. After remaining a short time at Barbadoes, the two latter gentle-

men sailed for British Guiana, and the two former proceeded to Antigua,
where complete freedom had been granted to the negroes, by the local le-

gislature on the first of August, 183i. Mr. Joseph Sturge only has as yet

returned. In the space of seven months, he and Mr. Harvey accomplish-
ed a journey of about 12,000 miles by sea and land, and visited, in Ja-
maica alone, between thirty and forty sugar, cattle, and coffee estates ;

VII. 2 K
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they attended the courts, or hiid personal communication witli hetween
twenty and thirty stipendiary magistrates; visited nearly twenty gaols of

different descriptions, and were at the places of worship and schools of all

the principal religious denominations ; a full account of this tour will

shortly he pul)libhed : hut it is deemed expedient that no time sliould be

lost in circulatinff a hrief outline of it, as taken from the report of a speech
made by Mr. Shnare in the Town Hall.

The result of the inquiries made in Antigua, in which island, it appear-
ed that the great experiment of abolition had succeeded !)eyond the

expectations of its most satjguine advocates, was the conviction, that the

moral and religious education of the inhabitants had kept pace with this

amelioration.

The little island of Montserrat, which they next visited, contains about
6000 negroes, who are very backward in a religious and moral point of
view. A disposition was at one time manifested on the part of the local

authorities, to abolish the apprenticeship system there, but the measure
was lost in the Assembly by one vote only. On four estates, however,
complete freedom had i)een granted.

At Dominica, which contains about 15,000 negroes, Mr. Sturge states,

that there is a more than usual proportion of intelligent and influential

people of colour. He visited the estates of some old resident French fami-

lies, wliose paternal management of their negroes forms a striking con-

trast to that of tlie non-resident English. There are probably, not more
than 200 or 300 negroes on the whole of the island who can read, and the
means of efficient instruction are greatly needed.

These gentlemen also visited the French island of Martinique, where
slavery still legally exists in its unmitigated form

;
they had an interview

with the governor, who has felt so much interest in the working of our
measure, that he has visited Antigua, and some of the other British is-

lands for the purpose of becoming an eye witness of its progress.

At St. Lucie, containing a negro population of about 13,000, they visited

the only school in the interior which they heard of: it is on the estate of

a benevolent English proprietor; but " not one ray from any of the bene-
volent and religious institutions of Britain, had ever reached this island."

In Bridge-town, the capital of Barbadoes, there are several excellent

Ecliools, under the superintendence of the Episcopal Church and the Me-
thodists; but among the great mass of the negro population in the coun-
try, there is very little, comparatively, of proper education. As a proof

what an obstacle to instruction the apprenticeship system presents, say

these gentlemen, " we found, on inquiry, in one school, that there were
but two children present, who were not made free by the abolition act, in

1834, being then under six years of age, and the relative of these two,

paid something to their employer that they might be allowed to attend."
Mr. Sturge and Mr. Harvey had many opportunities of witnessing the

desire for education, which exists amongst the negroes; the planters as-

sert, that they will not attend schools, provided on the estates; but this

arises evidently from a want of confidence on the part of the negroes, in

them or their agents : for wlien they know, that those w ho offer them in-

struction have only their welfare at heart, their desire to embrace it is most
gratifying. In one instance, a schoolmaster provided at the expense of a
peer of England for his estate, had no scholars, though the teacher was
himself a man of colour, whilst children go miles from this very estate to

attend a Baptist school in Spanish Town. In another part of the island,

a school u as opened a few weeks before the visit of Mr. Sturge, on a Sa-
turday (the negroes' own day), and the missionary expressed a wish, that
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the children of the peoi)le connected vvitli his congregation would attend

the chapel. In consequence, 3,172 were presetit, some from a distance ()f

more than twenty miles. Upwards of five hundred children attend on the

Sabbath-day at this school, most of them apprentices ; and Mr. Sturge was

informed, that,, at a country station of the same missionary, there was a

Btill greater number on tlie same day.

The Act for the aliolition of negro slavery in our colonies, came into

operation on the 1st of August, 1831, or nearly three years ago. This Act,

with the exception of withholding some political privileges
;
professedly

granted liberty, fully and freely, to the negroes, and, for the usual allowance

of food and clothing, the predials, or field n'egroes, were to work for their

employers forty-five hours in the week for six years, and the nou-predials,

without limit to tlie hours of labour, for four years. 'J'he conditions of

the contract have been fulfilled to the letter by the British Government;
—the conditions required of tlie negroes have been performed in the most

exemplary manner by them. But Mr. Sturge, from personal observation,

and from inquiries made on the spot, affirms, that the conditions required

of the planters have been violated, and continue to lie violated, in almost

every particuhir, in the colonies which he has been aiile to examine, except

in Antigua. It was provideil by the Act, that a compensation of twenty

millions sterling should be paid to the planters, as soon as the Secretary

of State should report, that the provisions for the benefit of the negroes

had been faithfully curried into effect by the colonial assemblies. Lord
Stanley having reported to this effect to the House of Common>, and also

having previously given a solemn assurance on the part of the West Indi-

ans, that they would heartily and sincerely concur in carrying out the

intentions of the British Legislature, the princely sum of twenty millions,

was not onh' paid to them, but also interest on the same, from the 1st of

August, The Contract of the British Government with the planters

for payment of compensation, although the sum required was monstrous in

amount, and unsupported by any claim of justice or equity, and wholly dis-

proportionate to any loss which has actually occurred, or which can possi-

bly accrue, has been fulfilled to the very letter. The negroes are quietly

and industriously labouring under oppressions and injustice, which, were

they not the most patient race on earth, or restrained by religious princi-

ple, would drive them to desperation.

In his report respecting proceedings in Barbadoes, Mr. Sturge observes,

that in the district of one of the stipendiary magistrates, there were, in the

space of one month, 226 complaints against labourers, who received the

following punishments:—697 days of confinement and hard labour; 517

Saturdays forfeited to the estate; 127 days of solitary confinement; and
180 days on the tread-mill

;
making altogether 1,521 days; and, indepen-

dent of the suffering and wrong inflicted, the negro is afterwards compelled

to pay this out of his own time.

Mr. Sturge states, that the facts he has collected in Jamaica, will show,

that almost all the provisions of the Imperial Act have been violated on
the part of the planters. At -, Mr. Sturge says, '^they saw some
members of a Christian church, one of whom was a constable, who said he

found it very difficult to act according to his oiith. He was frequently

obliged to remonstrate with the overseer, on account of the ojipressions

which he practised. The people were deprived of their usual allowances

of salt fish and had not more than half their former quantity of clothing.

They were likewise deprived of their time, the overseer taking it when he
%vanted it, and it was a very hard thing to get him to repay it. Some had
been flogged or sent to the tread-mill wlio had never been punished in

their lives under the old system."

2 K 2
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Mr. Sturfre saw two of these apprentices. One man, who was a carpen-
ter on an estate stated, that one of his fellow-servants having died, he
went instanth' to his master, who gave him no orders about the coffin, and
because lie refused to make it in his own time, he was brought up for in-

solence, and with another of the negroes, an excellent deserving woman,
sent to the tread.mill. " He shewed one of his legs, which was much injured

by the mill, A poor woman also present, h;id been most spitefully treat-

ed ;—she was the mother of eight children, and in weak health ; and be-
cause she did not work in the first gang (where the hardest labour is to

be performed), the overseer got her sent to the tread-mill. She had the
best house on the estate, but the overseer pulled it down, and destroyed
her grounds." " If a free child is taken ill, parents have to pay back the
time they spend in attending to it, and if they take them to the doctor,

they have to pay him." Mr. Sturge says, "he believes the people in this

country have no idea of the tread-mill, as it is used in Jamaica, wliere almost
every one of these instruments of punishment is of a different construc-
tion." He mentions one, wliich lias "a cylinder of about ten feet in dia-
meter, with broad steps. The hand-rail above it, has eight pair of straps

fastened to it, with wliicli the hands of the prisoners are secured ; tlie

board under the hand-rail descends perpendicularly towards the wheel,
and does not therefore afford the sliglitest protection to the prisoners, in

case of their hanging ; the steps of the wheel project about twelve or fif-

teen inches beyond the board, and are bevelled at the edge, so that the
keen side revolves against the bodies, legs, and knees of the prisoners

with torturing effect." We asked the gaoler, says Mr. Sturge, at •

" whether the driver was allowed to use a cat, and asked to see the instru-

ment ;—it was a whip composed of nine lashes of small cords knotted.

He said it was absolutely necessary to " touch thenj up," women as well

as men. They struck the latter on the back, but tlie women on the feet.

Not only all the steps, but the very drum of the mill, were stained with

old and recent blood ; the latter, had been shed so profusely that even the

sand on the floor underneath, was thickly sprinkled with it." Mr. Sturge
says,—" I questioned the gaoler respecting the cause of it, who informed

me, that a poor old woman had been put on the mill that morning, and
being unable to keep the step, hung for the whole fifteen minutes, sus-

pended by the wrists, with the revolving steps beating against, and bruis-

ing her body the whole time. ^Ve saw this woman the next day with the
penal gang, working on the roads, compelled to carry a basket of stones

on her head, and chained like the rest in pairs, two and two with iron col-

lars. She was so dreadfully mangled, tliat they had not attempted to put
her on the mill again that morning. Other women showed us their legs,

lacerated in the same cruel manner."

Another tread.mill visited by Mr. St\irge and Mr. Harvey, had "the
cylinder of such small diameter, that the weight of the prisoners, when
they all stepped, sent it round with such velocity, that they were at once
thrown oflF ; it moved by jerks, quickly and slowly alternately, so that to

keep step in the ordinary way, appeared to be perfectly impossible. The
prisoners were also obliged to step sideways, taking two or three steps at a

time in a very awkward manner ; one young man, who had never been on
before, hung by the wrists the greater part of the time, after many painful

attempts to catch the step ; he seemed to be in perfect torture, and cried

out, ' I don't know what they sent me here for; I have done nothing
to be sent here,' &c. &c. When he came off, he appeared to be quite

exhausted."

Instances are common, where the poor negro is mercilessly mulcted of
Lis Saturday on the most frivolous charges, in defiance of every principle
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of law and justice, and the people are obliged to work their grounds on
the Sabbitth for a subsistence.

In one whole district, there was but one estate, on which the people
have not been deprived of their half Friday. The overseer, knowing it

was tlie wish of the })roprietor at home, gave them tlie half Friday until

the attorney insisted upon his not doing so. saying, he would take upon
himself ail risk as to its illegality ; these people were consequently depriv-
ed of their time like the rest. A poor woman, with three children, had
been ill for nearly four years, and being unable to do any thing for herself,

she had lieen put into the dungeon for three or four days at a time by her
master, and taken out again without any authority from the magistrate.

When locked up, her child had been deprived of the breast a whole day
and night, and when she was brought before the justice, he refused to pu-
nish her, on account of her weak condition.

'i'he facts related l)y Mr. Sturge, relative to the treatment of females,
nre of the most thrilling description. Not only were they most cruelly

punished, but their infants also suffered from the inhuman treatment of
their parents. 'J"he men and women work in penal gangs in chains. Mr.
Sturge and Mr. Harvey saw ten women, with children, in gaol ; and on in-

quiring into their case, they said " that on Friday morning last, as it was
very wet, they did not turn into the field before breakfast, on account of
their children : for this, on the Monday, they were brought before the
special justice, and ordered to pay five Saturdays; they told liim, they
could not, as their provision grounds were six miles off, they did not get
their half Fridays, nor their salt fish, nor flour, nor sugar for tlieir infants,

and that without their Saturdays they were destitute of the means of sup-
port." This refusal of theirs to submit to so unjust a decision, was con-
strued into rebellion. They were sent to the work-house for three days,
and will still have to pay their Saturdays. Pregnant women are often
obliged to pay back most of the tirtie their masters lose by their confine-
ment. They are not permitted to leave the field to suckle their children,

and when they complain of this cruelty, their masters turn round upon
them and say, they do not care what becomes of their children, for they
are free."

Of the stipendiary magistrates, a large proportion are mere tools of the
planters. There were eleven local magistrates publicly known to have
assisted in destroying the chapels of the missionaries ; and not one of them,
up to this day, has been removed from office on account of his so acting,—

•

and one individual who assisted in this infamous proceeding has been ap-
pointed a special magistrate, and now receives £450 a year from this

country to see justice done to the negro.

Soon after Sir Lionel Smith's arrival in Jamaica, a commission was ap.
pointed to inquire into the cause of the complaints of the planter*, against
the conduct of Dr. Palmer. This commission consisted of two local magis-
trates, both of them planters or managers of estates, and two stipendiary
magistrates, tlie bias of one of whom, at least, if lie had any bias, was
against Dr. Palmer. They summed up their report by saying, that they
considered Dr. Palmer had administered the abolition law, in the spirit of
the English abolition act, and in his administration of the law had adapted
it more to the comprehension of freemen, than to the understanding of
apprenticed labourers. Not only did Sir Lionel Smith suspend Dr. Pal-
mer on this report, but the colonial office at home have dismissed him
from his situation. The effect of such a proceeding as this, has been to
discourage every honest man, who was disposed to act fairly towards the
negroes.

The following case may be taken as an illustration of the difficulties an
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honest magistrate is sul>ject to. A book-keeper of the name of Maclean,
on the estate of tlie Rev. Mr. Hamilton, an Irish clergyman, committed a
brutal assault upon an old African. The attorney on the property refused
to hear the complaint of the negro, who went to Mr. Stephen Bourne, a
special magistrate ; when Maclean was brought before him, he did not
deny the fact, l)ut said, as the old man was not a Christian, his oath could
not be taken ! The magistrate, not being able to ascertain the amount of
injury inflicted upon the negro (whose head was dreadfully cut), feeling
that it was a case which required a greater penalty than £3 sterling, (the
amount of punishment to which he was limited by the local acts,) detained
Maclean, and afterwards committed him to gaol, and wrote the next day
to the cliief justice upon the subject.—He was discharged as soon as a
doctor's certificate was procured of the state of the wounded man, and
bail was given for his appearance at the assizes. Maclean's trial came on
at the assizes ; he was found guilty, and very severely reprimanded for

his inhuman conduct and fined £30. The poor African, however, got no
remuneration for the injury inflicted upon him, and the special justice has
been prosecuted for false imprisonment, dragged from court to court, re-

presented as an oppressor and tyrant, put to above £iOO expenses in de-
fending himself, and actually had judgment given against him for £150
damages. It is true the expenses and verdict will be ultimately paid by
Government, but the anxiety and trouble of such proceedings are very ha-
rassing, and -Mr. Bourne was liable, when Mr. Sturge left Jamaica, to be
arrested any day, and imprisoned in Kingston gaol. On the other hand,
two magistrates who were dismissed for flagrant violations of tlie law in

the punishments which they inflicted on the negro, the planters were about
to entertain at a farewell dinner, and had actually set on foot a subscrip-

tion, as a tribute of gratitude for their " impartial " conduct in adminis-

tering the laws, as special justices. Thus were two men, notoriously guilty

of violations of law and humanity, publicly encouraged and protected, while

Mr. Stephen Bourne, who, according to tlie testimony of the present and
late Attorney.General, had acted, not only justly, but legally, was suffer-

ing every species of persecution and indignity for so doing; persecution

and suffering being the certain reward attendant on every special magis-
trate who ventures to do more than fine the planters three pounds for any
act of cruelty of which they may be guilty. This horrid system of deadly

enmity to the advancement of the negro in the scale of society, and of bis

attainment of his just rights as a man and a Christian, will not end even
in 1840, unless the people of this country exert themselves to the utmost,

to put an end to it at once.

Neither Dr. Lloyd, Mr. Harvey nor Mr. Scoble having as yet returned

to this country, the Committee are at present without tlie benefit of their

oral testimony; but from the latter gentlemen, they have received several

interesting communications, the following extract ; from which will serve

to show, that the evils resulting from the apprenticeship system are of the

same character in British Guiana as they are in Jamaica.

Before proceeding to mention the result of his observations in Demera-
ra, Mr. Scoble says," I was long enough in Barbadoes to witness, with

my own eyes, the flogging of women on the tread-mill. You can conceive

of nothing more barbarous. The labour of the tread-mill is most exhaust-

ing of itself, and a sufficient punishment for powerful men, but wben the

whip is allowed to be used at pleasure, by a brutal superintendent, and that

too, u])on women, it is horrid. I shall never forget the scene at the tread-

mill in Barbadoes. I forbear details at the present moment."
He then proceeds thus, " I have now been in Demerara a considerable

time. I have visited several of the best conducted estates. I have attend-
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ed the Special Justices' offices.— I have been present at the sittings of the

Inferior Criminal Court. I have examined the economy of the Colonial

gaol. I have conversed with planters, with official gentlemen, with speci-

al justices, and with missionaries ; and I will now inform you of the con-

clusions at which I have arrived ; viz. :

—

" I. That there is a strong and general feeling of discontent existing

amongst the negro population, arising from the following canses :

—

" 1. The disappointment of their cherished hope of entire freedom on

tlie 1st of August, 1834. They expected deliverance from bondage; and

they were cruelly mocked by its name only. Nothing will ever reconcile

them to tlie apprenticeship, or convince them that they are not most un-

justly dealt with. The obedience they yield to their masters is compul-

sory. They have found the law too strong for them, and hence have they

settled down into a dogged acquiescence with its requirements.
" 2. The publicly avowed determination of the m;ijority of the planters

and their agents is, to get as much labour out the negroes, during the ap.

prenticeship, as possible. The tariff of labour, est^jdished in this colony,

is a mere juggle to deceive the people at home. 'I'be negroes are worked

as much as they ever were during tlie days of slavery, for the benefit of

their employers. The tariff is founded, it is said, upon the amount of la-

bour performed daily by the negroes, when they were slaves (vide Parlia-

mentary Papers, i>art 11. pp. 152, 153, 154). Now, it is quite certain,

that the amount of labour, then laid down, was never uniformly performed

by the slaves. Had the planters generally attempted to have exacted it,

they would have driven the negroes to insurrection. Though they were

then armed with the cart whip, stocks, and chains, they durst not have
enforced it. From this pretended amount of labour, given out as having

been performed by the slaves, in a day of nine hours, orie-sixtli is deduct-

ed, and the remainder is now the amount of work required of the appren-

tices, in a day of seven and a half hours. This the Special Justices en-

force by the cat and the tread.mill, or by giving additional time to the

estate. T'here can be no doubt whatever, that under this arrangement,

made, be it remembered, by the planters themselves, as much work is now
performed by the negroes as they ever did, when slaves. In the opinion

of some long residents in the colony, the negroes have less time to call

their own, under the present system, than they formerly had.

"3. The manner in which labour is enforced. In addition to the sick-

house, the ordinary place of confinement on an estate, dark cells have been
erected, in which the apprentices may be immured. Labour is enforced

thus :— In case a male negro leaves any part of his allotted task unfinished

it is added to the task of next day. If he fail a second time, to perform

the amount required of him, he is brought before the Special Justice, who
sentences him to pay as many hours labour to the estate, out of his own
time, as he may think fit, provided he does not exceed fifteen hours in any
one week. For the second offence, confinement, with hard labour, not

exceeding fourteen days, with whipping not exceeding twenty stripes. If,

after this, he should prove contumacious, the Special Justice may sentence

him to extra labour on the estate ; to confinement, with hard labour for

one month, and to receive thirty lashes on his bare back.—Now, take the

case of the female negro. The punishments are precisely similar, with the

exception of the cat for which the stocks are substituted, in which she may
be confined for six days, for ten hours a day, or rather six nights consecu-
tively for ten hours each night, in addition to extra labour on the estate

and to confinement and hard labour on the tread-mill.

"4. The general conduct of the Special Justices. They are now the

drivers oit the estates : I mean you to understand this literally. They,
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for the most part, live on the estates ;—tliey are supplied by the estates ;

—

they are the companions of the planters or their representatives ;—they eat
w itii them ;— they get dniiik with tliem ;—and to flog for them, is all that
is required in return. What chance of gettinjr justice has a negro under
these circumstances ? His complaints are treated as frivolous and vexatious,
or as malicious ; and instead of getting his grievances redressed, the chances
are, that he will be punished for preferring them. This is the grand rea-
son why so few complaints are made by the negroes against their emplovers.
And yet, the patient endurance of injuries by tlie negro, is adduced to prove
the good conduct of the planters, and the negro's contentment with his
present lot

!

" 5. The distribution of the forty-five hours allowed by law to the
master. Tiiis time is either taken at the rate of seven and a half hours
daily, for the six working days of the week, or else task-work is given
them, agre9al)ly to tlie tariff. In the former case the planter has the
power of taking the seven and a half hours from such parts of the day as

may suit him. In the latter case, the negro may perform his task at such
hours in the day as may suit him, provided the task be done. But in

either case he cannot secure to himself one whole day to cultivate his

little patch of ground, or to attend the market. As near as I can ascertain

it, the average distance of the scene of the negro's labour from his hut, is

from two to three miles ; but no allowance, out of the seven and a half
hours, is made for going and coming from work ; and, upon the same prin.

ciple, no diminution of the task is permitted. Every doubtful point is con-
strued in favour of the master. One of the great evils attendant on this

distribution of the negro's time, is the continuance of the Sunday market.
But here again, no benefit accrues to the apprentice, because it is ordered
to be closed at half-past nine o'clock in the morning, so that the apology,

the only apology oflfered by Sir J. C. Smyth (see Parliamentary Papers, part

II. p. ) for its continuance, is of no force whatever. Under the pre.

sent i-egulations, the negro has no inducement to employ his little leisure in

cultivation, and has no opportunity afiForded him of attending tlie markets.
Vegetables are in consequence 100 per cent, dearer than they were
formerly. Again, sup|)Osing the negro could avail himself of the market,
if he reside five miles from it, he must obtain a pass before he would
be allowed to proceed thither.

" 6. The manner in which the apprentices have been classified. This re-

mark applies principally to domestic slaves. With the exception of those

wl)o reside in George Town, Demerara, and New Amsterdam, Berbice, ali,

the domestics on estates throughout the whole of the colony, have been re-

gistered as pradiiil, instead of non.pradial, apprenticed labourers ! And
many, in the before-named towns, have also been so registered contrary to

the Imperial Act."
"Now, the consequence of this registration is, 1st. That these domes-

tics will not be free until 1840, instead of 1838. 2nd. That they can now
be sent to the field or retained in the house at the will of their employers

;

and, 3rd. That when they wish to purchase the remainder of their term,

they have to pay double its value. Surely tliis subject will engage the

attention of our friends at home immediately. No time must be lost in

securing the freedom of the domestics in 1838.
" 7. The constitution of the Court of Appraisement. The special justice

nominates one of the valuers, the planter another, and the Chief Justice

the umpire. If the two valuers agree in their estimation of the value of

the apprentice, the sum they agree upon is that which he must pay for his

freedom. If they do not agree, reference is made to the umpire, who is not

called upoa to decide between the two valuers, but is allowed to fix aprice^
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if he please, above that which either of the valuers has named. Here I

will give an instance: One of the valuers of an apprentice (a female) called

America Burke, fixed it at 220 guilders, the other at 264 guilders, the um-
pire at 900 guilders! This case came under my own observation. The
valuations here are uncommonly high, and scandalously unju4.

"8. The manner in which the women are treated. They are the great

sufferers under the apprenticeship. Compelled to labour equally with the

men, no allowance is made for the peculiarity of their circumstances. They
may be pregnant ; they may he suclding their infants, &c., yet no differ-

ence is made. In one district (I speak on the authority of a special justice),

the women are worked to the last day of their pregnancy, and the conse-

quence is easy to be imagined.
" 9. Separation of family connexions, removals from estates, &c. This

is now of frequent occurrence, and great suffering is the consequence. One
case I will give (I have many of a similar character) by way of illustration.

The estate of Vryburgh, Berl)ice, was recently purchased by a planter of

the name of . He purchased the estate, that he might ol)tain pos-

session of the people. He applied to a special justice to remove tliem, who
associated another with himself, and notwithstanding the entreaties and
remonstrances of the people, they were forcibly removed to Overwinning,

H distance of twenty-five miles from Vryburgh. Two of them (Klass and
Welcome) were severally flogged and handcuffed, and put on board the

boat which brought them down. I have the names of thirteen men and
women, who have left behind them husbands, and wives, and children, or

reputed connexions of this kind !

" 10. Change of cultivation. The high prices which sugars have fetched

in the British markets, have led the planters to throw out of cultivation

several coffee estates, and to plant them with canes. It is admitted, that

coffee and cotton cultivation is light, when compared with sugar growing
;

yet those poor people, who were formerly accustomed to work in the shade

are now compelled to work in the sun in the cultivation of the cane. Ano-
ther conclusion to which I have arrived is,

"11. That the planters, as a body, are destitute of all prudence and
foresight. This is envinced, 1. In their general abuse of the negroes.

They are everything that is bad,—idle, depraved, and ungrateful. You
have only to visit their estates to see their first charge disproved. A more
industrious population I never saw. It is true, the fear of the cat, the

tread-mill, the dark cell is before their eyes; hut it is easy enough to per-

ceive, that they would work as well if the stimulus of wages and kind-

ness were given. 2. The determination of the planters to get as much
work out of the negroes, between this find 1840, as possible. They say,

the negroes will not work when they cease to be apprentices. They open-

ly express this opinion. Their avowed object at present, is to obtain va-

grant, police, and contract laws, under uliich, labour will lie coerced as

much as it ever could have been during the days of slavery. 3. The gene-

ral character of the agents employed by the planters to carry on the cul-

tivation of their estates I scarcely know how designate ;—it is a com-
pound of villanies—rapacity and cruelty being the chief ingredients. It

is impossible that estates under their management can continue to be cul-

tivated. The negroes will leave them as soon ;is they are free. Of course

there are some honourable exceptions to this charge ; and these men will

be able to obtain any amount of labour they may require.
' The foregoing particulars can all be substantiated by the evidence of

documents I have collected, and which 1 shall send home as soon as I can
transcribe them. The difficulties I have had to encounter have been for.

midable. I have, nevertheless, been able to make up my nilud as to th»

VII. 2 L
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chiirncter of tlie apprenticeship in t)iis Colony. Often liave I felt the force

of Knibh's excliiniation, ' (), this thrice cursed apprenticeship!' since I

have heen here. If some of the yec(/«»e.v of slavery have been altered, it

fitill iTints in British Guiuita, and blessed will that day be wliich sees its

termination !"

As in Jamaica, Barbadoes, British Guiana, and the other colonies w hich

have been mentioned above,—so in Trinidad ! The working of the appren-
ticeship system is alike in them all. 'i"he following is the testimony of a

gentleman ot the highest respectability in Trinidad :

—

" In n;y opinion, which 1 advance with deference," he says, "measures
ought to be taken at once, to arrest, or at any rate check, tlie stipendiaries

in their reckless career of oppression. It however appears to me, that the

philanthri'pists, after having achieved the victory of tlie 1st August, 1834,
have aliandoned tiie field without even securing the oliject for which they
had so long and so honourably contended. 1 repeat to you, that the Negro's
sufferings are more acute, and his chance of obtaining justice less, under tlie

present system than during the time when his deplorable state of debasement
was called by its proper name—Slavery. The most unjust means are resorted

to in order to prevent the negroes from purchasing redemption from the re-

maining term of suffering. But that this allegation may rest upon other
authority l)esi<ies mine, I call your attention to an advertisement in the
Port of Spain Gazette of lOtb Jarmary last, signed by ' Jamus Taylok,' a

planter and commandant of a district, and heretofore a magistrate under
the Act for the Abolition of Slavery. Men such as these are selected bjr

Sir George Hill, to deal out even-handed justice !

Extract.
'The Subscriber is requested to announce, that a meeting will be con-

ve»»ed at Sah Fernando, on the 14th instant at 12 o'clock, to take into

consideration the necessity of forming an association for the purpose of

counteracting the ruinous and mischievous conduct of a portion of the com-
munity, who, in order to obtain labour on their estates, are making pecu-
niary advances to the most valuable of the praedial apprenticed labourers

of their neiglibours, who, by obtaining a discharge from their present em.
ployers for about half its actual value, the parties making the advance
are enriching themselves by securing labour on their properties, on the
ruin of others.

" It will also be the object of tliis association to endeavour to obtain an
equitable scale for the judicial valuation of unexpired lal)our, founded on
the prices actually now paid. (Signed) 'James Taylor.'

' San Fernando, 2nd Jan. 1837.'

'You will observe what you may deem a discrepancy in the above, but

the truth is, the 'judicial valuations' are those which take place before

the chief judge of the colony in open court, whilst ' the prices actually now
paid,' is an allusion to the valuations had i)efore the stipendiary justices

by whi<m planters' connexions, or friends of the owners are appointed ap-

praisers, contrary to the spirit of the law, as I have always, unsuccessfully,

maintained. These latter valuations are much higlier in amount than the

former, and it is ui)on a scale of the average of these, that the planters

wish to assess the value of the remaining term of apprenticeship.' "

The following extract of a letter, dated 21st Ji.nuary, 1837, is worthy
of notice

:

'• 1 knew when you were here you did much good, but could scarcely

imagine the evil you prevented. The slavers liave it all their own way,

and have become more ral)id in proportion as their days are fewer. 'I'he

magistrates are very accommodating —task-work is all the fashion, and if

an apprentice complains of beiug overworked, two planters are called to
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decide the dispute. Good God ! is this mockery of justice never to cease ?

I iissure you, tliat at this moniprit tliey work harder (I mean without

remuneration) than ever they did as slaves. The law provides no regulation

which grants to the mother of a hahe, time to suckle her offspring. This

is left to the tender mercy of the planter. You will perceive in the Port

of Spain Gazette of the week before last an advertisement signed James
Taylor. 'I'lie planters have had a meeting (James Taylor in the chair),

the avowed purpose of which, was to prevent the apprentices from buying

their unexpired time. One woman at Carenage who has two infants, hav-

ing offended her mistress, has l>een transported (sold) to the Quarter of

Cedros. 'I'lie valuations of apprentices are higlier than ever. Of this

vou may judge from the followiug : —Joseph, a mere boy, belonginir to

Petit Morne estate, 24-0 dollars. Celestin, same estate, 4iO dollars. Will

it be believed at home, that in January, 18.37, they ask more for the ser-

vices of a ^S/z/re until August, 184-0, than would have ueen considered his

value in 1833
Extract of a letter from a Clergyman, dated the 21st of January last.

" With the cruelly oppressed apprentices I have daily intercourse. I

cannot alleviate the oppressive wrongs of which they give me the painful

details, otherwise, tlian by calling to their minds the sufferings of our Re-
deemer, and encouraging them to expect from those great and good men
in England some further steps which will restore them to the rights of

which the cnpiditv of the planters and merchants have robbed them."

Extract of another letter, dated 20th Oct. 1836.
" With refjard to the apprentices themselves they are suffering with

Christian resignation, ami with hopes of having their state ameliorated.

Mothers, whilst working in the fields, are not even allowed to retire for a

few moments to suckle their young ones.

"This testimony, my dear sir, is from respectable and undoubted au-

thority. Upon it i refrain from remark , but I request you to make any

use of it you think proper, trusting that the time is not far distant when
the friends of humanity will awake from their present lethargy. Reas-
sured, that if something effectual be not done at once, to alleviate the

miseries, both mental and corporeal, of the wretched objects of their phi-

lanthropic feeling, the good work will at length have to be recommenced
with ledoubled (liflSulties in the way. I repeat to you, that nothing is to

be ho]ie.l for from the present race of proprietors or their coadjutors, the

Stipendiaries. We are disjointed and wavering,—our enemies are united

and determined to perpetuate the same system of oppression, by whatso-
ever name it may be called, whether by that of Slavery, Apprenticeship,

or Freedom."
We have in this country evidence of the highest character that the

working of the apprenticeship system is equally bad (we fear we may say

worse), at the Cape of Good Hope and the Mauritius, than even in the

colonies already named ; but we must refrain at present from laying it

before the public. The facts already stated are more than sufficient, to

show the necessity which exists for the direct interference of the Rritish

jx'ople to put a stop to the crying evils which have S])rung out of a system,

which was intended to be fraught with the blessings of peace and happiness

to our ccdoured fellow-subjects in the Rritish colonies, and for which they
paid £20,000,000 sterling ; if any further evidence were wanting to prove
the existence of this necessity, we have it on the authority of more than

one Governor of Jamaica, and that too, given in the most formal manner,
and in one instance responded to hy the House of Assembly itself.

The Marquis of Sligo, iu his speech to the Legislature in February,

1836, says

—

2 L 2
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" The vpry extraordinary nature of the message I have received from
the House of Assenibh', compels me to point out to the Legislature of
Jamaica tlie position in which the conduct of one of its branches has placed
tlie Colony ; to that branch, therefore, must I more particularly address
myself, while I review its proceedings during the present session—while

1 point out wliat disposition it has evinced to meet the wishes of the mo-
ther country.

" Two messages I have recently sent down on tlie subject of the Police

Bill, and the Act in aid, have placed my views of the manner in which
these two measures have been treated in the Assembly, in too clear a
light to require more than a very few remarks.

" I pressed on you the establishment of more courts of assizes, so strong,

ly recommended by the presentment of the Grand Jury. You took no
notice of it. A revision of the laws affecting the discipline of gaols and
other places of confinement was recommended to you. All these subjects

have remained unnoticed. The whipping offemales, you were informed
by me, officially, w as in practice ; and I called upon you to make enact-

ments to put an end to conduct so repugnant to humanity, and so contrary

to law. So far from passing an Act to prevent the recurrence of such cru-
elty, you have in no way expressed your disapprobation of it. I commu-
nicated to you my opinion, and that of the Secretary of State, of the in-

justice of cutting off the hair of females in the House of Correction pre-
vious to trial

; you have paid no attention to the subject.

" I informed the house, that in the question of the British Government,
the taxation imposed by the local authorities on the property of apprentices

was quite illegal
;
you totally disregarded this suggestion.

" I sent you down no less than four messages on the subject of an extend-

ed system of education ; as no measure on the subject has emanated from
the House, can I do otherwise than conclude, that you are indifferent to

it? I informed you, that £25,000 sterling had been voted by England for

the support of education in the colonies, with the promise of still further

assistance being afforded, and you have taken no steps to make it available.

I transmitted to you dispatches from the Secretary of State, recommend-
ing the repeal of the 33rd Canon, with a view to increase religious in-

struction in the colony
;
you have not attended to the recommendation.

I recommended the introduction of an Emigration Bill ; I pointed out to

you the injury done to the poorer classes of the claimants for compensa-
tion, by the schemes of interested persons ; I communicated to you the
circumstances, arising out of your own decision, relating to the Police

Bill
;
you have taken no notice of it."

Did the Anti-Slavery Society, ever pass stronger censures on the pro.

ceediiigs of the House of Assembly than are contained in this speech.''

On the accession of Sir Lionel Smith to the government, the same re-

commendations were repeated ; and we ask, how, up to the present mo-
ment, have they been attended to ? A marriage act has been passed, and
an act, open to some very serious objections, for the classification of ap-

prentices. Every other recommendation has been treated with neglect

amounting to contempt ! But Sir Lionel Smith, in his speech to the

Legislature on the 1st Nov. last, asserted more than, at that time, had even
been charged upon the apprenticeship system by the Anti-Slavery Society

itself; for his Excellency on that occasion, as his Majesty's representative,

in the performance of one of the most grave and important duties of hia

office, asserted—that circumstances had occurred in the Island " which in

many instances provoked more severity and harshness towards the labour-

ers, than ever existed in slavery," to which the House, in their addresB

in answer, fully responded.
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II.

—

Reminiscences of Home.

"Good Benjamin."

Not only does tlie matured mind revert to those jilacea and

persons which are hound up with the springtime of life—not only

with the liills and rivers, plains and forests, v\ith grey-haired

sages, and light, laughing, thoughtless youth, hut with the con-

versations, the recitals, and proverhs which have poured from

aged and reverend lips;—these oft hind us most strongly to the

golden days of youth. It is when imagination has conjured up

the person and furnished tlie spot with all its fascinating material,

that the tone and accent, in which sage counsel was conveyed

to the mind, seem once again to pour its soft yet powerful

stream into the mind. Oft have we experienced this momentary
but pleasant cheat— yes, when withdrawn for a brief while from

the hurry and turmoil, of life to seek refreshment in secrecy,

oft has the voice of one, bound up with the best moments of

our youthful days, seemed to break in upon that solitude, and

repeat its many-times told, but ever instructive, narrative of men
and things. When we first knew him he was an old man ; his

tall commanding figure, masculine structure, benevolent and
temperate though care-worn countenance, his silver locks, long

and flowing, his neat though antiquated dress, and above all

his unction and solemnity of spirit and conversation never can

be erased from our recollection. Often when but a child has

he taken us on his knee, and with a kind and winning smile told

U3

" How Abraham the /riend of God"

walked with him, until our then uninformed mind became ab-

sorbed in the delightful theme. When we first knew Benjamin

R— , his establishment was very simple, but orderly and neat

here and there were indications in the furniture of what are

generally deemed better days. There were things on which

our wandering and easily attracted mind would rest and be

especially curious to know their nature and history. They seem-

ed however, to possess with him but a melancholy and humiliat-

ing interest. One room appeared to be his favourite resort,

Its only furniture consisted in a few plain chairs and an oaken
table, but it had a library well store<l with the best works
The book which appeared however to be his especial favourite

was a well-thumbed copy of the Holy Scriptures. His days ap-

peared to be divided between his study of the Bible and at-

tention to a well-arranged flower-garden into which his study

led; he was a warm admirer of nature as well as a lover of

^race. Many a time have we sat and listened with delight

to his tales of plants and flowers, and to the useful lessons
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which he deduced now from the beauty hut frailty of the
lily, and then from the utility and abiding of the oak—now from
the retiring hut beautiful violet, and then from the more elevat-

ed but not less beautiful rose

—

" Wliich withers and fades in an hour."

Well is it impressed on our mind how, at the close of one of these
pleasing interviews, wearying as children will do of the most
beautiful scenes if too long held to view, our eye caught the
picture of a female which hung over the mantlepiece. It was
the portrait of a handsome and intelligent woman in the sear

time of life. The countenance originally cheerful was tinged
with deep sorrow ; it was that kind of countenance which
makes you respect while you love its possessor. He saw our
eye resting on this representative of some one who when living

was loved, and turning away his manly face he groaned in

sj)irit. Playfully did we entreat him to look on us again, and
when he did we saw the big tear rolling down his furrowed
cheek, and we wept too. For who can see a venerable good
man weep and not feel the cord of sympathy struck in his own
bosom ! Why do you weep ? good Benjamin ! we said (foir this

was the name by which he was known in the town)—Why do
5'ou weep.'' did I hurt you ? let me kiss you, no! no! you must
not weep ; tell me what it is ? It was the picture, my son, he re-

plied. Whose portrait is it? Why does it make you cry .'' Why
not tear it to pieces No ! no ! said the old man, I will not

destroy it. It is a remembrancer of past days; pictures may be

abused, they may become idols, but if properly viewed they

may serve to excite gratitude and lead to humility. That
is the portrait of my wife, and these he said, drawing back a
small silk curtain, are the portraits of my sons, and as

he gazed on them the tears rolled faster and faster down
his aged cheeks. Your wife !—your sons ! Benjamin, we re-

plied, in the simplicity of childhood, and asked, when had
you a wife? When had you sons 1 never saw them, you never

spoke of them; this was not fair. Where are they.? i'hey are

dead, my son, he replied, embracing us in his arms and sobbing

aloud. They are dead, for God took them—but this is weak-

ness, he added—" The Lord gave and the Lord hath taken away,

blessed be the name of the Lord !" After a pause he said, some
time I will relate yon my history. 1 will show you that there

is an overruling and kind Providence, in which if \ ou trust you
shall never lack either temporal or spiritual comfort or direction.

On our next visit to the good man he said, I promised to recite

you portions of mj history. He proceeded: "Once, .said he, I

was like you, a little boy: I had then, like you, a kind and up-

right father, and a tender and affectionate mother. Our family
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consisted of three sons and a daughter: we were indeed a happy
t'aniilv. That hw^e lionse now in po?<session of the C. S.

([(ointing with his finger to a mansion in the distance) was my
father's ; in tliese heantiful grounds i)avt' I oft enjoyed the most

exquisite pk'asurcs. My fatlier was affluent and respected, he

commanded the good esteem of iiis townsmen, wiiile my mo-
ther excited the admiration and secured the love of her female

neighbours With the exception of myself tlie little ones were

frail in constitution and early dropped into the grave, that they

might rise and flourish in a more genial soil. I'hey all died

and left me to be nurtured and taught for (jod by ray fond but

sorrowful parents. They did not, as might be expected, indulge

niy caprices: they saw that they had but one flower left, and
it they watched, and guarded, and tended with deep solicitude,

and were anxious not only that it might be beautiful but fra-

grant and useful. They commended what was commendable
and exposed and reprobated that which was ill. The one they
did so as to preclude vanity and the other without overwhelm-
ing me with sorrow. And my boast and happiness is not that

1 possess descent from aristocratic blood, but " that I am of

parents passed into the skies;" for they died also and left me
young and inexperienced to contend with the storms of life. [

was left under the guardianship of Joseph J— a man of whose
kindness and integrity you have doubtless heard— A good
name," my son, '• is better than precious ointment." By indus-

try and economy my father had added to his hereditary fortune

a considerable sum, so that on arriving at years of responsibility,

I found mj'self in possession of a very large and accumulating
fortune. Young, active and enterprising, and desirous of seeing

and knowing the world, 1 determined, under advice, to embark a
large portion ofmy property in shipping, and as gain was not my
object I laiddovvnat the commencement of my career these rules

—

First, to devote a certain percentage out of my profits to God, ac-

cumulate as they might; and this 1 continued to do so long as God
prospered me. Secondly, to reward the industrious with places

of trust and emolument, irrespective of previous connections and
advantages. The best evidence of the successful operation of
that rule of my life is manifest in the nuiny young men of in-

ferior families who now occupy the must respectable positions

in our society. Thirdly, to be satisfied in whatever situation

God should place me or whatever might be the reverses of for-

tune with which he might visit me. The motto of my life was,
" The Lord gave and the Lord hath taken away, blessed be the
name of the Lord ;" and 1 may appeal to my townsmen whe-
ther, as the two former rules have been the means of conferring

happiness on others, the latter has not been the stay and comfort of
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my own life in all its vicissitudes. Nor have they been few. Years
rolled on in « liicli it could but l)e said of rne that " whatsoever I

did prospered." The sun always seemed to shine on my path,

and every thing ministered to my tranquillity and elevation.

The world and the church eq>ially smiled on me ; but these

were not my happiest daj's. Outwardly all was smiling, but

there Mas not that inward peace which is the only source of

real bliss ; but still I blessed God for his gifts and gave him back
a part of my substance. During this season of prosperity, not

the least element in my happiness was that which arose from
my union with the amiable woman whose portrait attracted

your attention. It is customary and natural for every husband to

praise his wife, especially if she has passed into the heavens,

and sometimes to give her more praise than others can assent

to bestow ; but it is not saying too much of Aer, that she waa
affectionate without art, firm without boldness, wise without

conceit, zealous without obtrusiveness, and pious without dis-

play. She was '• a good woman" in which expression is includ-

ed all that can constitute a useful neighbour, an affectionate

mother, and an attached wife. She was the mother of five

children ; they grew up, my son, to be hale and useful men.
They were blessings to their parents and their associates. The
whole of them devoted their lives to the sea, and after having

served in all the subordinate offic&s of a sailor^s life with satisfac-

tion, were put in command of my own vessels. Our happiness

seemed now as complete as earth could make it. Years rolled

away marked only by the interchange of mutual love and con-

fidence in our social circle, and with prosperity in our commercial

undertakings. All my sons became true and devoted disciples

of Christ ; I seemed to have nothing to do on earth but to be the

means of blessing others and preparing myself for the blessed-

ness of heaven. I thought 1 was intent on this duty, but I

fear my heart clave too closely to the objects of earth. I made
idols of my mercies and allowed the creature to enter my heart

and occui)y the place of God. The good providence of God
produced agents, at this period of prosperity, by which I was

restrained, warned, and arrested, in the devious paths of life.

My prosperity was now at its zenith, my present circum-

stances redolent of comfort, and my prospects dazzlingly bright.

I did then begm to yield to the dictates of sense, and to turn

aside from the narrow path and pitch my tent in the plains of

Moab, instead of pressing on to the heavenly Zion. 1 sat be-

neath my gourd and thought it an oak ; but the Lord smote it

and made me feel how frail it was. First, Helen, the partner

of my jovs and sorrows for twenty-five years, sickened antl died.

1 followed her to the grave and returned to my home sad ; but
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not in deapair ; solitary but not alone, for the Father w as witli

me ; and he preserved my feet from falling, and my eyes from

tears. It is said " troubles seldom come alone." It was so with

me. War broke out between France and this country ; three of

my vessels were captured and confiscated and my sons impri-

soned. Thev sunk under the rigours of imprisonment and died.

Shipwreck added to my losses and distress, for montii after

month brought some sad tidings of vessels and crews lost until

almost every vestige of my property and children were buried

in the sea: one only remained. Oli, good Benjamin, we said,

affected by the old man's sorrows, Did you not weep ? Did
you not tiiink God unkind ? No, my child, he replied, I re-

membered mj' motto " The Lord gave and the Ijord hath taken

away and blessed be the name of the Lord." And was there no

one to bury your sons ? What a good thing their mother died

before, she would have been so distressed. 'J'rue, my son,

had Helen lived the trial would have been more severe, her

affectionate anguish might have unmanned me, when the bois-

terous storm had failed. Blessed be God who remembereth
that we are dust. No, my child, my sons had no one to bury

them as we are buried. The sailor even in death finds his

home in the billow, and his last sleeping-place is in the caverns

of the great deep :—but what grave so deep ! what mausoleum
so grand!—and they who sleep in the prison-house, and the dead
in the sea will rise as surely and triumphantly if in Christ as

shall the spiritualized body of the fond mother whose grave is

with us, and whose green sward 1 have oft strewed with the rose

and the violet, and liedewed with the tear of love. Thus, my
child, yon see how soon the fairest scene can be desolated, and
even a happy and useful association be broken up for ever. Yes,
was our reply, you remember, Benjamin, how that storm which
happened when 1 was hut a very little boy indeed destroyed all

the blossoms and we had no fruit; how it tore good John's gar-

den and his house, poor John! Remember it! he replied ah that

storm nipped my last blossom. The ship which contained my only
son, who was coming home to be the solace of the declining years
of his parent ; was lost in the offing. These eyes saw it, but they
could no more weep—the fountains were dried up—but I

felt when this my last child perished. Now I have nothing left

to live for but God, all my ties are in heaven. Then understood
1 the great lesson which 1 had not comprehended before. Long
had I depended on this creature and on that, and on the return
of this lust son my hopes of future peace had too much rested.

—

That vessel contained almost my last pecuniary resources aa
well as my last child, and on the wave that covered both there
appeared writteo for a moment, TRUST ONLY IN GOD. This
have I endeavoured to do, nor have i done it in vain. On the
VU. 2 M
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night of that storm 1 returned to my home. All things had
been prepared for the reception of my son, bnt he was not ; but
God was there, and though old, and unable, and unused to work,
and though having outlived many if not all my early friends,

and being left with but my furniture and a few pounds, I felt

on that night less care, and more calm and real dependance on
God than at any former period of my life. He appeared near
at hand and not afar off". The Bible was a solace, prayer was
refreshing, and the fulfilment of the promise full and distinct.

The face of the good old man brightened at this period of his

history and he began to breathe more freely. He appeared as

though he had passed through the scene of trial, as though
he had ascended the hill and could now stand and take a calm
survey of the plains below. His expression seemed to say,

now shall my song be of mercy and not of judgment. Well,

good Benjamin, we inquired, and when you had no son,

or money and only furniture, how did you do ? A few weeks
rolled over my head and but few persons called ; some had al-

ready blotted me out of their recollection ; others feared

to break in upon my sorrow till it had in some measure assuag-

ed. At length your father came, as the dove of Noah from
the ark of God. He spoke with me of God. He advised and
counselled. His visits became more frequent and welcome,

and though much younger than myself and until this an entire

stranger but by report, I soon found that our spirits were knit

together as the spirits of Jonathan and David, At his sugges-

tion my second house was exchanged for one still more humble,

and the larger portion of my furniture was turned into cash.

Several of the townsfolk subscribed and sent me a cheque for

the amount, their names are unknown to me to this day, nor

Avus I aware even of the hand that conveyed it, for it vvas sent

by night and placed in the hands of my servant by a person

unknown to her. Thus did the Lord provide. With economy
and frugality aided by the occasional kindness of Christians I

have hitherto managed to live in comparative comfort ; but now
my son, the time has come when this home, this garden, these

reliques of more affluent days must be parted with. What,
Ave exclaimed, are you going to die ? No, no, you are too

rosy, too strong, tc die. No no, you must not die yet,

good Benjamin, we continued, grasping his venerable knees,

and hiding our face in his hands and sobbing aloud. My
son, said Benjamin, attend, the rosy and the strong are not

secure from death ; nor are the young—many a rose is nipped

in the bud, nor must I murmur were death to come, for I have

lived my span, but I did not mean that death was to separate me
from these things, but poverty. Poverty, we reiterated, surely
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you are not poor ? You are not ragged. Nor do you go to tliie

parish, or beg, besides you give to the poor, and if you arc poor

why do you buy us sweetmeats : if I had known you were poor

I would never had taken them. My son, the old man repli('(l,

poverty is not alwa)'S clothed in rags, nor does it beg, nor seek

such relief as you have referred to, nor is it niggard. The up-

right poor will suffer much before they do any of these things,

and even if they had but one penny they are taught by exj)e-

rience how blessed it is to divide even that with those who are

more distressed than themselves. Some arc poor with millions,

others rich with pence. The widow gave her all, because she

knew in whom she trusted, and she gave for those wlio neither

knew his power nor mercy. I am poor. This, said he, holding

up a small purse, is all that I have left in the world, and I hava
been tlunking that i have a small cottage with two rooms on
the castle hill which I will furnish plainly and retire to it as to

a prophet's chamber, and live and die there. The good old man
followed out his plan. On the following sabbath we visited him
in his new domicile. The rooms were small indeed and the

furniture scanty enough, one or two chairs, an oaken table and
one or two other articles comprised the whole. One object was
still conspicuous—that well-thumbed copy of the Holy Scrip-

tures. It was his meditation day and night. Well, my son, he
said, HK doeth alL things well, I am happier here than I was in

my mansion, i am happier here than I was at . I have less

to distract and harass, and more time for communion with God.
How wise and kind is my heavenly Father, to gradually take from
me all earthly ties, to remove me from one habitation to another,

less splendid than the last, and take from me the riches which
but corrode the soul and mar the peace. He took my friends to

heaven that my affections might have no excuse for wandering
from its bliss. He removed me from house to house that I

might long for the house not. made with hands, the mansion in

the skies. He took away the riches that perish that I might
seek for the treasures that are in Christ.

" Good when He gives, supretnely good,
Nor less wlien lie denies;

E'en crosses from His sovereign hand^

Are blessings in disguise."

A few months rolled on and the patriarch became daily more
infirm in body, but he hourly gathered strength in the soul.

The spirit seemed loo buoyant, too heavenly to be long held

in its clayey tenement ; as it peered through the eye dimmed
with age, it told of its heavenly birth and of its meetnesa
for glory. It was on the evening of a beautifully calm and
tranquil sabbath that we wended our youthful way to the house

^ 2 M 2
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of the aged suint to see if there were any good offices we coukl
perforin for him. 'J'he soft south breeze soughed and soughed
througli the grass and trees; the wide, wide sea spread like a
glassy mere far as tlie eye could reach. Ships almost at holiday
studded the beautiful and expansive bay in every direction ;

the featliered songsters were chaunting their vespers, and at

our feet lay the town all silence, such a silence as is experienced

in some of our well regulated towns at home on the sabbath, a
silence in which we have often imagined the very brutes parti-

cipated. All was silent save the pealing of the bells summoning
the inhabitants to worship, yes

" Those evening bells, those evenings bells,

How many fi tale their music tells."

Such an evening it was when we entered the cottage of good
Benjamin. The sun was shedding its last rays on the poor

man's casement when we gently pushed the door ajar to see if

he was at rest. But no, there he was seated in his chair, with

the Bible open before him, and he " wrapt in meditation deep."

We approached, but he did not perceive us. Benjamin, Benja-

min, we said, in a low whisper. My son, he replied, I was not

aware you were here. What were you doing we asked. To-night,

he continued, / shall die, and I was contemplating the glories

about to be revealed. He uttered this with such firmness and
cheerfulness, that though young we felt neither terror nor regret.

How do 3'ou know this—why are you so confident.'' P'or many
days, he answered, I have felt this tabernacle decaying more than

usual ; all ray stores are exhausted, and ray Lord has sent no

more. He wishes me with himself, and I wish to go to be for ever

with the Lord. He has manifested himself to me to-day as he

has not been wont to do, and I can say, " Now lettest thou thy

servant depart in peace, according to thy word, for mine eyes

have seen thy salvation." He was exhausted with this effort,

and we assisted him to his couch, when he whispered— '• You
have seen me living happily through the influence of religion, and

now wait and see me die." Scarcely had he finished this sentence

when a change came over his countenance ; he smiled, waived

his hand and the happy spirit was with God. Beiiold the per-

fect man and mark the upright, for the end of that man is peace".

O sweet autumnal sabbath evening, how suitable were thy hours

for the departure of such au one to his eternal rest ! May
our end be like his.

Reader! let this reminiscence teach you how uncertain is

the continuance of the things of this world, even to the good,

aJid when legitimately used. The gourd under which the

righteous sit may be smitten in an hour, and believe it the mo-

ment you make your mercies your solace and stay, instead of
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God, that moment will either embitter tlieir possession or

withdraw them from you, or you from them. J!l things are Gods
and not yours. They are to be repaid, and you should make
a good use of your wealth and influence while you possess it.

Give it to God, lest God take it and give it to another. We are

stewards for God, and if unfaithful to our trust he will say of us

as he said of another, *' 'I'hou wicked servant, thou knewest

I was a hard master", &c. and oh, how delightful a reflection at

tlie close of life to remember however reduced we may be that

Avhen we possessed the ability we had also the disposition to

serve God and our fellows in every way with our substance.

How intimately is an upright life and the fulfilment of the

promises connected. With God we know integrity is the secret

of his approbation. And the great Head of the church employs

means through which his promises are fulfilled. He enables his

servants in j)rosperous circumstances to maintain a pure and

unsullied reputation, and uhen the hour of need overtakes

them, a consciousness that the evils which afflict them are not the

result of their own imprudence or folly, hut of a wiser arrange-

ment for higher purposes, presses itself both on the minds

of the wicked and the righteous, and they unite their sympa-

thies and energies to assist the upright but unfortunate man in

his distresses, and bear a testimony to his integrity, and are

the instruments in God's hands of fulfilling his richest promises

to his servants.

How wise is it at the commencement of life to lay down a

good and scriptural principle by which our future movements
shall be regulated, and how much more wise to adhere to it under

every variety of life when once formed. Nor can any motto

be more appropriate than this—" The Lord gave and the Lord
hath taken away, blessed be the name of the Lord". It will if act-

ed upon induce us to use the prosperities of life with temperance,

and to meet the adversities of life with fortitude and resignation,

and make both subserve the divine glory.. May that motto be

ours. And oh ! how lovely a trait ?s resignation in the christian

character ; it is as refreshing to look upon in the conduct of our

proud, irrascible, discontented race as the oasis in the desert.

Oh! what a triumph for grace is it when peevishness is exchang-

ed for submission, fretfulness for calmness, pride for lowliness,

feverish anxiety for patience, and the boisterous, self-willed,

and bitter repining and murmurings of the mind for the gentler

language of Christ— Even so, Father, for so it seemed good iu

thy hight,—." Those who have been so changed may say in

truth

" O to grace, how great a debtor,

Daily I'm conetrairted to be."
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Resignation is not a sullen submission to what cannot be avert-

ed—not a monkish and discontented seclusion from a world that

lias disappointed—not a heartless, inane, apathetic surrender of
ourselves to a gloomy and austere life;— it is a cheerful, holy,

willing bending of the spirit to the dispen?ations of a wise and
merciful Parent, and is thus expressed by the poet

—

" I my all to tliee resign,

Fattier, let thy will be mine.
May but all thy dealings prove
Fruits of thy paternal love."

<ptKos.

III.

—

Extracts from a Jouvnnl of a Missionary Tour in

1S37-3S from Banaras in the direction of Gaya. By
Rev. R. C\ Mat/ier.

December 5th, 1937.—Having obtained a tent, left Banaras with Nara-
pat and Mirza, native preachers, for Ramnagar, a pojjulous town, fice

miles distant, on the banks of the Ganges, where there is a fort, the usual

residence of the raja of Banaras. Here we arrived late in the evening
and could not get the tent ]iitcbed till midnight. We have chosen for our

ground, the Lilasthan of the raja, where one Act of the Ramayan is per-

formed every year. The place is in consequence called Ayodhya, and is

considered holy ground
;
however, we were allowed to occupy it, on the

condition that we should not defile it in any way thnt would be offensive to

a Hindu. The raja was not at home, having gone with the Governor Ge-
neral to Allahabad.

The country on this side of the river, and particularly Ramnagar, is called

Vyas kashi, and the origin of the appellation as related in the Purans is,

that Vyas being offended with Shiva at that time reigning in Kashi, left

the Jioly city and came over to this side of the river, with the intention of

building another and a rival Kashi, He commenced building, but Shiva,

fearing tliat the glory of his own ancient city would be eclipsed, sent his

son, the god Ganesh, to hin(l,°r tlie building in whatever way he could.

Ganesh, accordingly assumed the form of a student and became a pupil of

V) as, and was continually, asking liis guru what advantage will accrue to

those who may inhabit this new city. This lie did day iind niglit ; till at

length. Vyas lost his patience, and in a fit of passion said, that they would

all become asses. Of course the curse of so great a rishi coiild not but take

eflFect, but since the raja came to reside here, tlie pandits say, that the

fort and some other places are exempted from its power ; of course they

do not wish to make themselves asses, nor the servants of an ass. Hin-

duism is an accommodating system. Vyas is the reputed author of most

of the Hindu boo]<s, the 18 Purans, the 4 Shastras, as well as the divider

and arranger of tlie Beds; and the marvel is, that this great man, whose
curse is so efficacious, was born in adultery, and in caste is one of the

Baran Sankar or inipure tribes.

December 7th.—To-day at noon the young raja returned to the castle.

He is said to be wholly given up to the pleasures of sense. However, lie

is a verv rigid Hindu, as, though he arrived in his boat last night, he did

not dare to leave it and enter his own domain, till the pandit astrologers

had pronouned from a knowledge of the stars, shastras, and destiny that

to-day at 12 o'clock at noon, would be a lucky time. Like the generality

of Hindu families, there is little real union between the several members.
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Tlie raja and his fatlier wore so much at variance that they separated, but

liappiiy by tlie mediation of the (Jovernor General, the quarrel has been

made up. The raja entertains some 20 })aiidits, who are mostly astrologers,

and it seems that lie does not even dare to eat his dinner till the astrolo-

gers have decided the lucky hour. We intend to wait on liini (D V.) next

week, but whether the astrologers will find a lucky hour for tlie purpose

is )ierhaps beyond doubt.

December 1 Wi.—Out early this morning to see the raja's gardens, dis-

tant from llamnagar about a mile, intending to preach as we returned.

This is a very extensive plot ofground, laid out in good style, and surround,

ed on all sides by a liigh hricic wall, w ith towers and ' i)dralidaris,' or east-

ern summer houses. Here is also a large reservoir, excavated by Cheyt
Singh, with stone landing-places, afid covered porticos for i)athers. As far

as I have seen there is nothing equal to this reservoir in Banaras. Here
is also a half-finished temple by the same raja, but a most chaste and beau-
tiful object. The base is a raised square of 76 feet, of which about 9 feet

on each side forms the roof of porticos, the floor of which is level witli the

ground. The temple itself stands on a square of only 4-2 feet. It is iiuilt

of Chunar stone, which on tlie outside has been divided in compartments
similar to jjanels, and in each of these there is sculptured the figure of

some animal or portion of Hindu mythological history. In the lower com-
partments are elephants 20 inches high ; above them the figure of a flying

lion, a fabulous animal, who carries an elephant grasped in each claw
;

above these the images of the gods, the Sun and his car, Bramha, Vishnu,

Debi and Krishna lifting up the mountain Gobardhan to save Brindaban
from the lieluge of Indra, &c. and above these, 2- feet figures of musicians

each holding in his hand his appropriate musical instrument, I counted 17
different kinds of instruments. These figures stand out from the wall, as

the figures in our parish churches in England. The interior is adorned
with rich sculptured work of flowers and leaves. The whole is beautifully

done, and had it been finished it would doubtless have attracted crowds of
pilgrims.

Mirza went to the bazar, to buy tobacco and hit on tlie shop kept by the
liead m;in amongst them,or chaudri as he is called, a Musalman, with whom
he conversed on the subject of religion ; others also were present and the
cliaudri was so much pleased with what he said, that he invited him to sup
with him. Mirza excused himself, but he would not be denied, and he sat
down with the good man and his wife and children, a great thing in this

country. On leaving he gave him presents of fruits, &c. These are en-
couragements, and we gratefully own the hand that gives them.

December 2(ilh.— Left Banaras for Sadraza, a large village, 22 miles dis-

tant on the great Calcutta road, and arrived there in the evening. Here
is a fine reservoir, and sarai or inn, and thana or police establishment,
and every requisite for Hindu travellers. Had some religious conversation
with some of the thana people, and a pandit the parohit or priest of the
village, the same evening.

December '21th.—To-day Narapat and Mirza, and pandit Ram Rakas
with our new man, Bihari Lai, arrived from Banaras, and in the evening
we commenced operations. Had a congregation of nearly a hundred per-
sons, and an excellent opportunity of declaring the truth. Tlie parohit
did all lie could in opposition, first by way of argument and then by way of
abuse of our religion ; but the people wished to hear, and once or twice,
when he brought forward something in opposition and received an appro-
priate reply, the laugh of the whole crowd was turned against him. I in-
dulge ardent expectations, that, as we have now such a strong force, we
shall be able by the blessing of God, to do something eflFectual.
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December There is a lamentiible dearth of the commonest know-
ledge in this country. At Ramnitgar, whicli is a very large place, there

is not a sinj^le scliool of any kind, except at the castle vvtiere five or six

boys read Sanskrit with the raja's pandits, and a little English. Besides

these tliere are one or two sh<)()keepers, who devote their leisure time to

teach figures to eiglit or ten boys: and this is the amount of instruction.

At Mughal ka sarai, there is no school of any kind, nor maulavi nor

pandit.

At Sadraza, there is a pandit, but he is very little read even in his own
books ; but there is no school of any kind, and certainly not one in a hun-
dred can read the plainest character. Hindus and Musalnians are all

alike buried in a state of the deepest ignorance, and yet there is a desire

to learn, and the people at Raninagar wished us very much to begin a

school there, and doubtless, had we Christian schoolmasters, men to be

depended upon, we might take the country by storm ; we could have a

school at each town and village, and use tiieni also as cliapels, in which
we could preach on itinerating excursions, and have tiieni supplied in the

interval by our native preachers.

January 1st, 1838.—Up at 3 o'clock, and struck our tent and prepared

for marching. Crossed the Karmnasa river, over whidi a near neighbour of

mine, raja Putthani Mai of Banaras, with the help of a Mahratta lady of

title, who furnished the materials and a sum of money besides, has built a

most substantial stone bridge. He was created raja by the Company for

this spirited act. He has rather spoiled the merit of it however, by his

own vanity, for he has had insciiiied in four different characters, on the

bridge, the wonderful excellence and skill in building it. The Karmnasa or

"merit-destroying river," is so called from the idea the Hindus have, that

the mere touch of its waters destroys all merit and righteousness, even the

accumulation of years. However the people on the batik claim an exemp-
tion from the curse of the river, which is generally allowed them by other

Hindus.
As Mirza and myself travelled quicker than tiie rest, we bad time to

preach twice in two villages bet" een the Karn.n^sa and Durgauty river.

The name of tlie first is Kajura, where we had assembled about 30 people.

One man, a Kayasth, could re.id the Nagari, and he was the only reader

in the whole place. The other is called Kulhariya ; here we were receiv.

ed witli extraordinary kindness: after preaching, the people would have
us partake of their fare, milk and the juice of the sugarcane, which we
did, they giving me to drink with their own hands, a wonderful act for a

Hindu. On leaving, all that had heard accompanied us to the road, and
then took leave ; one however remained, and after going with us two or

300 yards, he brought it out, that he wished to go with us. He said that

be wished for nothing from us as he had got a pension that was quite suf-

ficient for him, liut only to go with us. He is an old soldier, an invalid,

of the name of Harinam Singh, and 1 promised to take him with us on our
return. He would have me write my name on a i)ook I gave him, that

when I saw him again, I might know that he was the man. Such eager-

ness is very pleasing. In this village only one could read.

Arrived early in the evening at Muaniah, having crossed the Durgauty
river in the way, wliere the Honorable East India Company have erected

a splendid iron suspension bridge, the subject of wonder and admiration to

all Hindu travellers.

Muaniah is a lart^e village. Here is a jamadar and four barkandaz, and
a good sarai.

January Atli.— Struck our tent early this morning and set ofi" for Jaha-

nibad, 14 miles from Muaniah.
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On till' wny, pie;ichetl at ii villiige culled Barenj;m, and had an atten.

dance of from 30 to iO. The Zimiiiiddr »;is the |)frsoii who knew most,

but he could neither read nor write. This villafje as well aw Muiiiiiah

which we had piis^^ed. is chiefly inhabited hy Rajputs. Arrived at Jahaiia.

bad about noon. Here is a jamadsr and twj harq^iiulaz, and a pakkti

sarai. Two niiihajans reputed lakhpatisi, or i! 10,000 men, reside here.

Here are two temples to Sita, and we went to see one of them as soon aa

we arrived, and <lid our best to expose the hypocrisy of the priest who had
the charjje of it.

JiiHiwrti 8th, Struck our tent and set out for Sassi'rim, a large city, 14
nnles distant from Jnliannbad.

On the way, alighted at a village on the banks of the Gui'iah haddf,

named Khurramabad, or '• the pleasant abode." It being late iu the day,
all the people were off to work iu the fialds, so that we could get no con-
gregation. However, we had the opportunity of going t« see the ruins

of a fort and sarai, and mas^jid or mosque, built 229 years ago, hy Mir All

Akbar, the collector of the revenues of Subah Bidiar in the days of the

emperor Jahangir. Here are two inscriptions in Persian, one which gives

the date and the other publishes the praises of Ali Akimr, who is said to

have been such a virtuous person, that the nightingale sung his praises.

On the ruins of the fort, we found some of his descendants to whom I

made some rt-marks on the unstable character of earthly dignities and
possessiotis, and that we should look to heaven, as the only khurramabad,
worthy of the name. On leaving, they accompanied us a good distance

on our road, and inquired my name. Here is a bridge, built by the same
illustrious personage.

Arrived at Sasseram in the afternoon. This is a large and ancient city

filled with interesting sights and scenes. Here is a reservoir, about a mile
ill circumference, in the midst of which, on a small island, i.s a magiiifictMit

mausoleum, built over the remains of Sliere Shall the Afghan, who expelled
the emperor Humaidm, the father of Akhar, from India. Tliere was a

bridge connecting the mausoleum with the shore, but it is now broken down
and visitors are carried over on a small bamboo raft sustained by large

empty earthen vessels. The passage appears rather hazardous, and the
report was that two European gentlemen, who were a little intoxicated at

the time, had been drowned, one of them liaving tliouglitlessly driven his

stick through the earthen vessel and so sunk the raft. In these circum-
stances 1 thought it best not to venture. Besides this there is in the cen-
tre of the city, another mausoleum, rather smnller, but on the same plan
and enclosed by a spacious court.yard, with high stone walls, and towers.

This 1 had the curiosity to measure : the diiimeter of the interior octagon
is 60 feet, and the dome about 90 or 100 feet high, and the outer octagon
is 108 in diameter. It struck me, as a capit;il building for a church, and
it is now going to ruins for want of some one to own and take care of it.

After going over the city to find a place for our tent, resolved on pitch-

ing it in the court-yard of the mausoleum, as the most central spot in the
whole city. Our resolution, however, seems to have created quite a fer-

ment. The darogah sent to us to inform us, that the sahib log (or Euro-
peans) never had pitched their tents in the city, that it was a dangerous
place and we should be robbed. I sent my compliments to liim, and told

him that I was a Missionary, come to preach, and that I wished to he
where the people were, and 1 hoped he would do his best to guard us well.

Ever since we arrived, we liave been surrounded by the people; if we
were wild beasts, we could not be greater olijects of attraction.

Lodging so near the tombs, and there happening to be an owl, who kept
up his moaning all night, some of the Hindus with us were rather down in

'Spirits, as they sav that the owl's note bespeaks death.

VII. 2 N
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Janunry Olh.—The first tiling this morning the tent surrounded by visi-

tors. How ever as 1 had some extra in-door work to do, and which admit-

ted of <lelay. I could not gratify tliem hy allowing them to come. The
whole day, visitors have been coming and aoing. In tlie afternoon I was
at leisure, when a maulavi of tiie Shiah sect, came and with him several

others. We had a little good and satisfactory discussion on the point of

Christ tieing God and man ; he made some remarks, tending to shew the

impossibility of its being so, but he was oi)liged to yield. Anotlier point,

—

the impossibility of God's being merciful otlierwise than in consistency

with justice,— I pressed upon him. In the Fatiha of the Koran, God is said

to be the most merciful and yet the Lord of the day of judgment. He
could say nothing by way of liarmonising tliese conflicting attributes, and

I took occasion to make a representation of the gospel atonement. All

ai)parently approved of what was said. He left, promising to come again.

Went out to the bazar, but it i)eing almost dark had no opportunity of

set {(reaching. Met with several of the Rais of the city, who conversed

freely and promised to pay us a visit. Met a funeral procession of the

Siklis, or followers of Nanak Shah. Their manner of conducting tlieir fu-

nerals is most extraordinary, for instead of weeping over the remains, tliey

Lire various kinds of musicians, and uniting their voices with tlie clangour

of the instruments, they exhibit every demonstration of boisterous joy.

The scene was also otlierwise striking, and I thouglit that there could not

be a livelier representation of the revels of fiends, for tlieir tongues were

scarlet red by eating the betelnut, anil from the violence of the singing,

their mouths were so wide open as fully to display them ; their eyes were

starting, while their brows had been daubed by red powder. There are

various ways of destroying the fear of death. This is one, but do they

succeed .'' The Christian knows. The Shiks h;ive a Sangal here. Returned

to the tent and had family worship. Ram Prakas has come with us, and

he is intending to throw aways the badge of caste, at least he professes

to be willing to do so.

January lOth. To-day the people have been coming and going to Mir-

za without cessation. He has had some three or four large congregations.

About noon, I had a visit from a Shekh, a man of consequence and great

respectability, and with him a maulavi, of the sect of the Sunnis and

about twenty other people. They commenced conversation by asking me
if I could shew them tlie original Injil or Gospel. I had one witli me and

shewed it to them ; and they tlien wished me to read and translate a por-

tion and I did the 1st chapter of the epistle to the Hebrews. This seemed

to please them. They wi-^lied to know why we had come to Sasseram, and

then how salvation was to be obtained, which opened the door for me to

preach the gospel to them, whicli I did. Thev could rot understand how
Christ could be the Son of God and yet God, and charged me with tritheism,

and this gave me an opportunity of entering fully into the doctrine of the

divine unity and the trinity of persons in the Deity. We had a most

pleasing tliscussion, conducted calmly and without any interruption. 'I'he

Shckh wished me to lend him my coi'y of the New Testament in Urdu, for

tiiree or four days, wiiich I cheerfully agreed to do, and the maulavi is to

come to-morrow, and bring the Koran with him, when we are to have dis-

cussed tlie following question, proposed by niyself,—" Can it be proved that

the Koran is a revelation from God.^" If it can, I am pledged to become

SI Miisalnian, and the maulavi tliinks that he can demonstrate it to us that

it is a revehition from God.

The people of Snsseram are generally very much dissatisfied with the

Company's having resumed their rent-free lands, and from the circum-

stance of Sasseram having in former times iieen the seat of royalty, there

were more rent-free tenures here than elsewhere. Every one 1 have met
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with has had the subject on the tip of his tongue, ready to discuss it first

of all.

The Masulm6ns are a peculiar people, in general well formed, hand,

some in feattire, clever, hold, and have a great deal of self-respect, but

this latter generally degenerates to mere pride and arrogance. I'hey are

surprisingly igtiorant and yet pretend to be the monopolists of science.

They have a great shew of religion, l)ut are the farthest removed from the

inward life ot holiness. As a specimen of their mistaken science, I may
mention that both the Shekh and the maulavi denied that Plato and

Aristotle were idolaters, and the former urged, as an argument, this con-

sideration, that if Aristotle had been an idob ter, he would nerer have
been appointed tutor to Alexander the Great. 1 told them that Alexan-

der was also an idolater ; at which they were all taken al)aok. I told them
that their science of logic, whicli is iu great estimation amongst them, is

nothing more or less than the gift of idolaters to them, and there is no-

thing tliat they detest more than idolatry. The fact seems to be, that

when the Khalifahs ordered translations to be made of tlie best works

of the Greek philosophers, they ordered the originals to be destroyed, so

that the Musulmdns know little or nothing of what was not translated,

which happens to t)e the main parts of Grecian history. They think that

Plato and Aristotle were of the faithful, and take rank next to the prophets.

A fearful abyss of ignorance this, but they are not the least conscious

of it.

January I6th.—Crossed the Soane, celebrated for its agates, and arrived

in the afternoon at Daddnagar. This is as large a city as Sasseram, or

rather there are two towns in one, one called Ahmadganj, the larger of the

two, chiefly inhabited by Hindtis and a most flourishing place ; and the

other Dandnagar, where is the fort of the Nuwal> D4ud Klian, but nearly

forsaken and desolate. After traversing the city, we found out that the

old court-house was empty and unused, and hav ing called for the Darogah
we arranged with him to take uj) our abode in it. This stands in the very

centre of the town, and from it the roads diverge to the several gates of the

town. Some of the residents were opposed to our tenanting the place, and
to frighten us, told us that a Sahib had lodged here some time ago, and
suddenly died.

January nth.—To-day, in the afternoon, we commenced our work in

the bazar and had a congregation of from i)etween 100 to 200 persons.

They are not disposed to take books. Here the people are sore about the

Resumption Act, and tiiink the Company guilty of great injustice in re-

ference to it. I understand that some gentleman had passed through the

place a year or two ago, and distrii)uted tracts indiscriminately from his

buggy ; if so, there is little mai vel that they think little of them.

January ikth.— Pre.icbed again in the l)azar, to a congregation equal to

the former one. In the evening, we heard that near the court-house,

where we are lodging, a pandit has been engaged by some shopkeepers to
' i-ead TulsS Das Ramayan, and we received an invitation to go. I sent

word that I would come, provided I sliould be allowed to express any ob-

jections I might have, to which they readily agreed. We went and found

the pandit expbiining the commencement of the Ayodhya Kand. I had

listened for about three quarters of an hour without interruption, when I

begged to be heard, as tliere were two points on which I had doubts : the

first was, that Ram was called the lord of all things that more and do not

move ; and the second, that the soul imlestructilile is said to i)e a part of

God. On the first point we had a discussion of ai)out an hour, 1 maintain,

ing that Ram's conduct shewed that he was not God, and it was impossible

that the deity should become incarnate in a person of Ram's character.

There were present as listeners not less than from 100 to 200 persons.

^ s a
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Janvnry 24<fi.—Set out from Muaniah. On the way, met a roan travel-
ling to Jafrannalh, measuringf the road hy the leiiffth of his hody. He was
naked, except a rag a span l)roail, and had not a sinf^le article of any kind
eitlier of food or furniture witli him. He lay do« n, and then marked the spot
to wliich liis head reached ; tiien rising: he put \\U feet on the mark and lay
down ajfain and marked the spot. How marvellous that hypocrisy and
fanaticism should have such devoted adherents, and the truth such luke-
warm friends ! A day or two ago, we had met anot her man lame of hoth
feet, and one of his legs entirely shrivelled up and compelled to go on all

fours, and yet he also was going to Jagannatli. To-day met several female
fakirs, some of them, I understand, are not niarried. Tiiey dress as men
and are not readily discerned from them.*

February ISth.— I baptised Bihari Lai, on a profession of faith in Christ.

He has made surprising attainments iu the knowledge of the gospel, and
I liope will do credit to it. I intend to set him up in business as a sugar
refiner, the trade he had previously pursued. If missionaries were allowed
a small sum to employ in lending in tiiis way, it would i)e a great i)lessiiig.

Tills tour has greatly cheered me, and given me a new idea of the work.
'I'he state of the Miisalman mind lias especially interested me, and if tiie

Li)rd spare me 1 shall certainly do more for them than 1 have done
liitlierto. It is matter for reflection, that nearly four years' laliour should
liave heen expended on Banaras and yet no fruit arise from it, and that on
a tour 1 should lie the means of almost instantaneously making a convert

:

and more so, when taken in conjunction with the experience of the oldest
Missionaries in this ])art of India, whose convert-^ have iieen chiefly made
on itinerating excursions. The apostolic plan of first cultivating a large

field, >eems to be the iiest, thougli of course the field should be proportion,
ed to the strength of the Missi Driary placed in it. Too great concentra-
tion ofefi'ort,and too great expansion of the Missionary force are each alike
to be deprecated. Two missionaries to one congregation seems to lie the
best, the most profitable for the people, and the most likely to secure
peace and harmony and pros|ierity among.st the brethren themselves.

Baudras, Cliaudan Shultid,} R. C. MATHER.

IV.

—

Government Connexion with the fdn/atr;/ of India.

We had intended to accompany tlie following statements with

remarks, explanatory or illustrative of the evils of the Govern-
nient connexion witii idolatry ; but owing to the accumulating

and astounding evideiict* pressing upon us from every quarter, we
are convinced that the facts theuii^elves will sspeak a language

which no right-minded man can misunderstand ; and as ourobject

is calmly to inform not un justly to influence the public mind, and
to communicate information as speedily and fairly as possible, we
have preferred first publishing the facts and shall, in a future

paper, offer our remarks on the civil, moral and religious bear-

ing of the whole subject upon the character of Britain, the Com-
pany, and our divine faith. It must not be supposed that the few
facts recorded in this paper are either the whole that can be

• For some time nn inquirer and follower.
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adduced, or that they are selected for their peculiar flagrnncy

—

they have been gathered from very many, with im[):irtiality,

and because they are such as we beheve cannot be eitlier quali-

fied or denied. With these prefatory remarks we proceed to

notice the nature and influence of this uiihfi/lowed union.

\. Bombay.—A Durgaii, nanied Hazrat Shah Masutn Gha-
talpandu, was founded l)y a priest of tiiat name in North Arcot

in 1742. To this Durgah was attached a village called Curna-
voor, granted as a Mnddudmash by Nabob Wulhija. In 1832,

the Government of Fort St. George, ordered the resumption of

this village ; the local Collector and the Hoard of Revenue having
considered the title of the existing incumbent to be invalid and
the village legally resumable. It was represented to Government
that the Durgah in question was one held in considerable esti-

mation, and nmch resorted to by tlie Mahomedan community ;

and that some allowance ought to be made from the excliequer

for its maintenance. In complying with this request the local

Government allotted the sum of one rupee per diem for the

expenses, which wei'e stated to l)e for the following purposes:

Lamp Oil. Rice, &c. to the Faqueers daily.

Firewood to keep up a fire by day and night.

Rice, &c. for performing the Ooroos ceremony.

Ditto ditto, the sundal ceremony. Cloth for a flag.

Fauteyah ceremony of Buckreedh and iVJohurrum.

Seroa?ils.

A Superintendent of the Durgah. A Lamp-lighter.

A servant to prepare fire for the Hookah.
A Cook. A Koran reader. A eeper.

A servant to give water to the Faqueers who halt at the

Durgah.
At Neermnll turuf Aghossee there is an allowance paid from

the treasury of about Rs. 800 per annum in feeding Brahmins,
providing cloth for the idols, paying for musicians and illumi-

nations

In April 18.35, a proposition came before the Bombay Govern-
ment from the Dharwar district, that a sum of Rs. 719. 12. 7,
saved from the offerings made to the Pagoda of Banshunkurree,
and credited to Government, should be laid out in the construc-

tion of a car for the idol at that place. The proposition was
however negatived.

The worshippers at the several religious institutions in Dhar-
war, offer, at the temples, money, jewels, and other ornaments
such as earrings, noserings, armlets, &c. which offerings are
received and appropriated to the purposes of Government.

In the public accounts of the temple of Wunsliunkarree in

Belgaum, a place of some note, the items of expenditure at one
jatra are thus stated.
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Paid to Pujaris (officiating priests) for their services.

Lamps for the temple.

Daily offerings to the idol. Entertainment to Brahmins.
Paid people employed to repeat the " Muntras" before

the idol. To singers.

Repairing the car and the temple.

Expense of parading the idol. Dress for the idol.

Bangles for ditto. Nautch girls. Cooks. Tinning pots.

In the year 1885. an elephant had been presented to the idol

at Jeejoora in Poona by the Scindia Raja. According to tlie

usual practice of disposing of all such offerings for the be-
nefit of Government, .sanction was solicited for the sale of the
animal, and for carrying ihe proceeds to the public credit.

We have not heard of any orders on the subject having been
passed, the last account states that the animal had been sold,

and the sale proceeds held in deposit by the Collector of the

district.

An image called Mahadeo stands in a village (Neerwunjee)
situated on the banks of the Meera, to which pilgrims on their

journey to a shrine of greater celebrity situated on the hills,

generally present such trifling offerings as dates, betel-nuts,

cowries, and a handful or so of grain, pulse, &c. The time for

making these offerings lasts, during the month of Chait, for a
period of nine days ; the proceeds collected within this time are

divided between the Government and the headman and officers

of the village, the former in the proportion of five, and tlie latter

of four parts. Government however lately farmed out its share

of the offerings, for one season, for a sum of 4 Rs. 5 anas !

The Government not only farm out the offerings of certain

temples, but in some cases they are farmers. As an instance

in point, we might advert to the history of the temple of Shree
Runchorejee in Kaira. Certain villages were granted in Enam
in connexion with this temple to Gopal Jugoonauth Tiiurbey-

kar of Satarah, by the Guickwar and Peshwa governments iu

1770. This man, after the erection of the temple, retired to his

native country and left the management to a gomastah. On
the discovery of certain mal-practices on the part of this gomas-
tah, the Guickwar government undertook the management;
and when the territories came under our rule, the British Go-
vernment volunteered its interference ; and having assigned an
allowance of Rs. 100 per mensem to the founder, appropriated

to itself the whole revenues, defraying from them at the same
time the expenses. We are willing to admit that in this case

the affairs of the temple are conducted through an agent ap-

pointed by the founder ; but why should not all Government
interference and the entire management be left with the
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principal and his agent ? In aildition to this unsolicited and
unnece8saiy inteitVience, we might add that the Government
have made over to this gomastah the conduct of the Police

duties of that locality.

We are glad to be able to state that the Bombay Govern-

ment, since the late agitation of the question for dissolving its

connexion with the native shrines, has actually withdrawn its

interference from some of them. In the Dharwar district this

withdrawal is in course of execution. Tlie following sources of

revenue have also been relinquished.—Otferings from religious

ceremonies at the temple of Jeejoora, among which was a de-

scription of offering, presented by barren women, to the idol

Khundoba.
A tax levied from devotees who, at jatras, perform the cere-

mony of Gul Tosena, a barbarity similar to the Churruck Piya
on this side of India.

Taxes from persons performing certain obscene rites at the

jatras at the temple of the Yellama Deve Good, in Oogergole la

the Pur?gar district.

2. Jagannath.—The following are the words of the law (Re-

gulation IV. of 1809) on the subject of the management of the

temple at Jagannath, which we consider quite conclusive

as to the real character and extent of the Government inter-

ference.

"II. First. The superintendence ofthe temple ofJagannath
and its interior economy, the conduct and management of its

affairs, and the control over the priests, officers, and servants

attached to the temple, are hereby vested in the raja of

Khoordali, who on all occasions shall be guided by the recorded

rules and institutions of the temple, or by ancient and establish-

ed usage.

Second. The raja of Khoorda, and his successors shall hold

the charge vested in them by the above clause, so long as they

shall continue to conduct themselves with integrity, diligence,

and propriety ; hut nothing contained in this regulation shall be
construed to preclude the Governor General in Council, from
removing the present raja, or any of his successors, from the

superintendence of the temple, on proof of misconduct in sucii

person, made to the satisfaction of Government.
" Third. To enable the superintendent of the temple to per-

form the duty of his station with efficiency, he is hereb}' autho-

rised to punish persons subject to his control, for any instance

of neglect or misconduct, by imjjosing small fines upon them,
not exceeding one month's salary or income, or by removing
the offender (if not one of the three head purchas) from his

,
office, if the offence shall appear to merit that punishment. The
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amount of any fines imposed under tliis clause, is to be carried

to the account ot" Government hy tlie Suttaisliuzzarry piircha,

III. First. 'I'lie three dewul purclias are to be appointed
by the Collector of Cuttack, swl>j(>ct to the confirmation of Go-
venimeiit, nnd they are not to l)e removed from their offices

without the sanction of the Governor General in Council. These
officers however are to execute the functions of their offices

under the directions of the raja, and they are required to obey
his orders punctually.

" Second. In the event however of any orders being issued

by the raja, inconsistent with the recorded rules and institutions

of" the temple, or with its ancient and established usages, it

shall be the duty of the purchas to represent the circumstances
of the case to the Collector of the tax, for the final orders of

the Governor General in Council, if it should ap[)ear on inquiry

that the interposition of Government is necessary for the resto-

ration of good order, and the prevention of disputes aud
irregularities.

" IV. The tliird dewul purcha shall execute the duty of

Suttaisliuzzarry* purcha, and it shall also he his duty to give

an account to the Collector of the tax, of all oU'erings and
presents made to the idol.

" V. A tax shall be levied on the part of Government (as

was heretofore done under the late Marhatta Government, and
as has also been done under the British Government, since the

conquest of the province of Cuttack) on pilgrims resorting to

the temple of Jagannath. The collection of the tax shall be
entrusted to an officer with the ofHcial designation of the Col-

lector of the tax on pilgrims. But that officer is to be subject

to the authority of the Collector of Cuttack. The general

superintendence of the collections, and the confrol of the officers

employed in the performance of that duty, shall be vested in

the Board of Revenue at Fort William."

The superintendance of the temple is vested in the raja of

Khoorda. But according to the present system, the raja acts

merely in an administiative capacity under the British authori-

ties. The real management is vested in them: and the raja

is accountable to them for everv thing he does. 'I'he accounts

are audited by them; the purcha.se of new idols and cars, and
the sale of the old cars cannot be eff ected without their sanction.

Again, the deputies to the raja, called Dewul Purchas, are

aj)pointed by the Collector himself for the management of the

* i. p. Siipprintenflent of ttie Estate (wUed Sutt;iisli;izaree wliicli fcirms

tlie in(I(»wment of the temple; l)ut the iiifh;il is now niaiia<re(l \>y a ta)i-

sildnr (a Government officer) under the Collector, Tliis mehal yields

about 18,000 Rs. a year.
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internal economy of the temple, and tliey are directly responsi-

ble to him. Rules, it will be seen, are laid down for preventing

any thing being done inconsistent wit/i the recorded rules and
iiistitiitions of the temple or with the ancient and es/nhUshed

usages ; and an account is exacted of all offerings, and preaeuts

made to the idols.

In .luly 1836, about the time of the Rath Puja, an emer-

gent application was received from the Collector for authority

to disburse the expenses necessary for certain repairs to tiieidol

and for adorning it for exhibition; a reply equally emergent
was returned by the Right Honorable the Gover.-ior of P»t-ngal,

granting the amount solicited. We have had an opportunity

of inspecting some of the accounts kept in the Collector's office;

and it was as amusing as it was painful to observe Siich

items as " sale of damaged Ruth Cloths" and of " old Ruths"
and " purchase of 435 yards of broad cloth for the Ruths.'' ! !

The subject of withdrawing the patronage of the State from
this idolatrous shrine, engaged the serious attention of Govern-
ment in 1832. The Sudder Board of Revenue, we understand,

had very creditably come forward with a firm and determined
•representation. Notwithstanding the opinion of the local of-

ficers* was strongly opposed to their views, they had the courage
to advocate the abandonment of the Government interference,

regarding that interference as a matter of deep regret and urg-

ing the adoption of their proposition as a coui'se due to the cha-

racter of the Government in the eyes of its native subjects.

We have been favored with a passage from Mr. Deputy Se-

cretary Thomason's letter of the 4th September, 1832, written

by order of the then Government, consisting of Sir Charles Met-
calfe and the Hon'ble Mr. Blunt, the latter of whom was for

some time Commissioner of the Cuttack province. This passage
will put our readers in possession of the views and sentiments
entertained by the then Supreme Authority.

His Honor in Council feels pleasure in expressi)ig his con-
currence with the Board. He considers it highly desirable

that the interference of the Government with the concerns of
the temple should be withdrawn. He views the control over
the affairs of the temple as tending to support the tvorship

and increase the resort of pilgrims. He is not aware of any
circumstances which render the continuance of such support
necessary or expedient, and he is prepared to sanction any
scheme which may be proposed having for its object the discon-

* In a matter of principle, the opiuion of those who liave any pecuniary
interest in a matter ought to be received with some reservation. The Col-
lector draws a coininission on the amount of revenue derived from the
pilffrim tax !

VII. 2 0
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tinuance of thnf support, and the relinquishment of the entire

care and su pei iiifcndence of the temple to the worshippers of
the idol which it contains.

'J'he matter, after some further agitation, remained in abey-

ance, inilil the receipt of the Hon'ble Court of Directors'

letter of Fel)ruary, 18.18, wlien the call first mentioned. wa9
made ii])on all the subordinate governments to render their ac-

counts to the Supreme Government.
An ohjectlon has been stated, viz., that if the tax were

to be abolished, the temple could not be left to the support

yielded bv its own endowments, vvitliont the Government being

guilty of a breach of faith; for b}' Section 80, Regulation XII.

of 1805, the Governmeut is bound to suj)ply whatever deficiency

may occur.

On reference to this law we are at a loss to discover any
pledge of this kind. We give the words

—

" XXX. The rules continued in Regulation XXIV. 1793,
for deciding on the claims of persons to the continuance of pen-

sions and allowances granted for religious purposes, shall be con-

sidered to be in force in the zillah of Cuttack, in common with
other regulations extended to that zillah, by Section 36, of this

'

regulation ; provided however, that in cases in which persons

have obtained pensions from the Government of Berar, under
grants made previous to the 14th of October, 1803, such pen-

sions shall be continued to the present incumbents, and will

either descend to their heirs and successors, or will revert to

Government on the decease of the j)resent incund)ents, as shall

appear to the Governor General in Council, on a consideration

of the tenor of the grant, and all the circumstances of the case,

to be proper, under Section 4, Regulation XXIV. 1793 ; pro-

vided likewise, that in cases in which persons shall have been

in the actual receipt of pensions, during a period of three or

more years, antecedent to the 14th of October, 1803, under

whatever authorit)', such pensions shall be continued to the

present incumbents, during their respective lives, but shall re-

vert to Government on the decease of the present incumbents,

unless any particular reasons shall appear to the Governor Gene-

ral in Council to exist for continuing the said pensions to their

heirs and successors. Provided also, that nothing herein con-

tained shall be construed to authorize the resumption of the es-

tablished donation for the support of the temple of Jagannath,

the charitable donation to the officers of certain Hindoo tem-

ples called Anoochuttree, and the allowance granted for the

support of the Hindoo temple at Cuttack, called Setaram
Thakoor Baree."

The extent to which Government now, (at a clear loss,) contri-

bute towards the expenses of the temple, as per statement no-
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ticed in a preceding pnge, is about Rs. 30,000 per annnm. We
conceive however, that the donation referred to in the law above

cited, is no other than the estate which con.stitntes the endow-

ment of the temple, and whicli cannot and need not be resumed ;

as, ill all other c,a*es, the Government do not intend to reclaim

such grants, but to leave them in the hands of those interested

in the fame and honor of the shrines with which they are con-

nected. Hut, if the clause in question can be made to l)ear the

construction of a j)roinise of pecuniary, or rather ready-inoney

donation, we deny that the obligation of granting JUiy sucli

donation is intimately connected witli, or implied in, the conti-

nuance of the tax ;—if the one be renounced, the other must

cease. It is no violation ofgood faith to relieve one's self of a

responsibility, when the person so desirous of relief ceases to

draw the advantages in consideration of which that responsi-

bility was undertaUen.

III. Alhihabdd.—Having said thus much of Jagannath, and
as a great part of what has been said in relation to that shrine,

is applicable to Gyah, we proceed to notice some particulars

respecting the tax collected at Allahabad. "^I'he amount ^of

revenue collected on the occasion of the annual mela held at

the confluence of the Ganges and the Jumna, is rated at about

Rs. 80,000 per annum. For a particular knowledge of the

nature of this duty and the manner of its collection, we cannot

do better than refer our readers to the provisions of Regulation

XVIII. of 18J0.

A. D. 1810. REGUL.\TION XVIII.

A REGULATION for the Co/kdion ofthe Duties on Pilgrims at Allahabad.—Passed by the Goiwrnor General in Council, on, the iSth October 1810 ;

corresponding with the Isl Knrtick 1217, Bengal era ; the ith Kartick 12^8,

Fussily; the 2nd Kurtick Wiiluity ; the itli Ku/tick 1867, Sumbut

;

and the 16th Ramznan 1225, Hiyeree.

WHERE.AS, it lias been deemed expedient to estiiMish specific rules for

the berter prevention of all abuses in tiie collection nf the duties on pil-

grims at Allahabad, the following- rules have i)een enacted by the Gover-
nor General in Council, to be in force from their ]ir(imuli>'ation.

II. First. The duties hitherto paid i)y pilgrims resorting to the con-

flux of the rivers Ganges and Jumna at Allahabad, shall continue to be
levied at the following- rates:

On every pilgrim on foot, One rupee.

On every pilgrim with a horse, or palankeen, or car-

riage of any description, Two ditto.

On every pilgrim witli a camel, Three ditto.

On every pilgrim with an elephant, Twenty ditto.

Second. All other duties, fees, or gratuities at the ghaut, within the
fort, or at any other place, wbetljer demanded in the name of Government
or for the benefit of individuals, are hereby strictly prohibited.

III. Every pilgrim, on application to the Collector of the land revenue
at Allahabad, shall be furnished with u license entitling him to perform

2 0 2
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the usual relijjious ceremonies, and no person shall be admitted to the
performance of such ceremonies until he shall have furnished himself with
such license.

IV. 'I'he exception from duty hitherto allowed to the inhabitants of

the town of Allahabad and of its suburi)s, and to the Hindoos in the Ho-
norable Company's army, is herei)y confirmed. But with a view to obvi-

ate the aliuses ti» which this exemption is liable, every such person shall be

furiiislu'd with a license of exemption, or maafee chittee, on application to

the Collpr'.tor, and shall not be entitled to admission to the performance of

the relijii"ns ceremonies until he shall have furnished himself with such
viii'iffe ilnttff.

V. Iso 'luty or tax of any kind shall be imposed upon the shaving bar-

bers, or livjiiins, attending at the conflux of the two rivers ; but they shall

be i-equireu to register their names at tlie collector's office, and execute an
obliijation to the collector, binding themselves under a penalty of fifty ru-

pees ill every instance of contravention, not to perform that part of the

Ceremonies which rests with them to any person who shall not have fur-

nished himself with the prescribed license or mao/ee chittee.

VI. I'he access to the place of ablution at the conflux of tlie two rivers

shall be restricted to a certain number of gates or avenues, to be fixed

upon in a barrier, which shall be annually established on the subsiding of

the rivers, from the palisades of the fort of Allahabad to the bank of the

river ; and no person shall be admitted through such barrier except on the

production of the prescribed license or manfee chittee.

VII. Such numbers and descriptions of native officers as may be approv-

ed of by the Board of Commissioners, shall be stationed by the collector

at the above mentioned barrier, whose duty it should be not to admit
within the barrier any person except on the production of the prescribed

license or maafee chittee.

VIII. In addition to the aforesaid officers, a sufficient military force,

in the discretion of the officer commanding the station at Allahabad, shall

on application of the collector, be posted at the said barrier during the

me/u or principal concourse of pilgrims in the months of January and Fe-
bruary. And it shall be the duty of the military employed on the occasi-

on, to prevent the concourse of peoj)le from breaking through the barrier,

or otherwise forcing admission.

IX. The licenses and rnanfee chittees, after being shewn at the place of
admission, shall be delivered up to the officers vvho may be appointed to

receive them, and shall be returned to the collector in order to their being
cancelled.

X. All persons, who, writh a view to avoid payment of the duty, shall,

instead of presenting themselves at the established places of admission,

attempt to cross over in boats from the opposite side of the river to the

place of ablution, shall, on the fact being proved to the satisfaction of the
collector, be liable to a fine of three times the prescribed duty; and if any
hujam shall assist any such person in the performance of the ceremonies,

Buch hvjnm shall be liable to the penalty stipulated in his engagements.
XI. No hujnm.s, except such as shall have entered into the obligation

prescribed by Section 5, shall be permitted to officiate in the ceremonies
of the pilgrims ; and any hujam, who, without having entered into such
obligation, shall be proved to the satisfaction of the magistrate to have
contravened this proliibition, shall be liable to the penalty of fifty rupees
for every pilgrim whom he shall be proved to have shaved, and in the
event of his not being able to pay the penalty, shall be committed for
three months to the dewanny jail.
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Under the former Governments, the duties were somotimea

farmed. The nites demanded varied a;^ pilgrims came on foot,

horseback, camels or elephants ; according, in short, to the

rank of the worshipper or the distance whence he came. There

was one feature of humanity in respect to the persons from

whom these collections were made by former Governments

but not continued by ours, that ])ilgrims who liad nothing to

pay, or who were, to all appearance, destitute, were exempt-

ed from the impost. The British Government, in order to

prevent abuses, excuse none ; it lays down the i-ates by law pay-

able by parties travelling on foot, or ia vehicles, or on beasts.

It has however specially exempted the barbers who serve at

the ceremony of the tonsure, which is an indispensable prelimi-

nary to the ablution ; and this because, by their means, the

Government hope to prevent any evasion, of the prescrib-

ed tax. The barbers are required to register their names
and to shave no pilgrim who does not produce what is termed a

mdft chittin or license ; and they are bound by a penalty of 50
Rs. for every instance of discovered breach of their covenant.

None but licensed barbers are permitted to serve on these occa-

sions. A friend of ours who was present at the mela held in

January of 1838, describes the concourse as immense, and the

practice horrible. Curiosity led him into the Collector's Cutcher-

ry, whence he purchased one of these maf'i chitth'is from a de-

votee, a faithful copy of which is as follows. The purport of
tlie three dialects is the same.

rirri
Tax Licence, One Rupee Sicca for the admission of One Jat-

tree Teerut Prague. (Jatri ti'rtha prayag.)

f{^-w^ ^fz ^TT^T fti^T ^^fcT ^Kwt -arm

* iSr-f ^^^^ I

We need only remark that it requires but an hour s observa-

tion at the Collector's office, on one of these occasions, to satisfy

one's self of the minute connexion of the Government officers with

the ceremonies in question. The pilgrims are in general in a

state of wretchedness from their journeying and abstinence; and

th* rush for licenses is such as to need walls and barriers to keep

* The spelling we have left untouched !—Ed.
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off the pressure; and well indeed may the anxiety be great ; for,

according to the local tenet, none are at liberty to taste food

until after the ceremony of bathing shall have been performed !

There are certain expenses defrayed by the (Jovernment on
those occasions, such as the setting np of a " Nobud khana"
and the performance of the " Banee Poojah.'"

Before concluding, we would offer a remark on a report which
has reached us; viz. that it is the intention of Government to

give up all connexion with the great shrines of Hinduism, ex-
cepting the interference which is exercised for the collection of
the local cesses. We cannot for a moment suppose that .such a
measure is in serious contemplation. Without adverting to

higher considerations, it would be opposed to the ordinary prin-

ciples ofjustice and humanity. To abstain from exercising con-

trol and yet to desire the profits, to collect a tax and yet to

refuse security and protection to the contributors, is unjust and
argues a cupidity as mean as it is unjust. Would we continue

a local impost when all local disbursements had ceased ? Would
Ave exact any payment while we left the ])ayers to the merci-

less exactions of priests, of police-men, and of the myrmidons
of the zemindars ? Let the charge of 0])pression abide with
those by whom it is exercised ; let the temjde and the shrine

suffer the desertion, which they merit by the countenance of

such oppression ; but let not the British Government share in

the iniquity by receiving the gain ; let it not eventually have to

rue its love of money, under the reproach which it will have
earned added to the loss of revenue which w ill assuredly follow

the withdrawal of its present protection.

But we regard the interference of Government and the

levying of the tax to be inseparable, they must abide or

cease together. We have already said that we think the

Government does not violate its faith by refusing its support
where it renounces the profits ; and we may add, that it iiicitrs

a legal and moral responsihiliti/ to contribute to the protection

and comfort of those from whose co?itribufio7is it derives a
large revenue.

Who in perusingsuch statements but must blush forhis country

!

Who but must cease to wonder that the natives will not respect

a faith the professors of which, make that which Christ himself
declares to be the root of all evil, the main object of their govern-

ment to acquire, and who most deliberately cast the whole
weight of their influence and power to support a system, the

most debasing and immoral on the face of the earth, and that

for gold ! ! The evil must and will like all other unhallowed traf-

fics, work its own ruin and involve its abettors in irretrievable

disgrace, if not abandoned.
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V.

—

Chapter of Varieties.

1.

—

Education in Arkacan.

We Imve nincli plo.asiiie in calliiiij the attention of tlie friends

of education to tlie following intelligent letter addressed by the

Coniniissioner of Arracan, Captain A. Bogle, to the Secretary

of the Committee of Pnhlic Instrnction. We feel confident,

that its enlightened sentiments, its interesting statements in

reference to the priests and indigenous education of the Mnghs,

and the energy and benevolence displayed by the writer to in-

troduce the blessings of scientific and moral knowledge into

that deathy climate of Arracan will secure for the letter a

careful perusal, and obtain for the writer and his colleagues

the best wishes and prayers of the enlightened and pious for

their success.

To J. C. C. Sutherland. Esq., Secrptnry to the General Committee of Public

Iiutruction, Furt William.

Sir,

No complete measures having as yet been taken for extending tlie bene,

fits of education to Arraciin upon a wide and permanent footing, altliouKh

tliis province is indisp>ital)ly entitled to as much notice as any of the divi-

sions in wliicli schools liave already been established, I have the lionor to

solicit that the General Committee vvill take the suliject into tiieir consi-

deration, and assign to Arracan such portion of the funds at their com-
mand as may appear proper for the support of one school at each of the

sudder stations of the districts of Akyab, Ramree and Sandoway.
2. The prospects of education are, I think, particularly bright in

Arracan, the Mugiis are much more free from religious or other prejudices

than the people of India generally; tliey possess good natural abilities and
independent feelings, and it is customary for parents to place their chil-

dren under the priests or Poongees for tuition on a footing highly ad-
vantageous to the instruction of the pu|)il.

3. 'J'o be more explicit, there is in every village a temple or small con.

vent in whicii reside a number of priests, strict ascetics, bound to celibacy,

and generally adhering to their profession with a zeal that would shed
lustre on the divines of more civilized countries. The Poongees take no
concern in worldly atFairs : tliey have never been known to meddle in poli-

ties
;
tbey possess no lauds or riches, the Keoung or house in wiiicli they

dwell is built, repaired, and cleaned by tlie villagers, and every morning
and evening they are to be seen tra\ ersing the village witli shaved head
and humble aspect, clad in a yellow silk robe, silently counting their beads

as they go along, and followed by all their pupils or disciples who vary in age
from 5 to 15 or 18 years, each carrying a gourd or otiier vessel into which
the villagers unasked pour whatever grain, fruits, or otlier things accep-

table to the priests, which they feel disposed to supply. Money is seldom
given, indeed Burmese Poongees will not take it, and it is not common
for them ever to ask for any thing ; but notwithstanding tlieir unoI)trusive

character and the irreligious temper of the ^Jughs generally, nothing can

exceed the attention paid to these priests.

4. Upon the food thus obtained the wliole convent subsists, and to the care

of the Poongees the majority of the boys are consigned for tlie purpose of
being educated, and during the time they are under tlieir control they
seldom return home except on extraordinary occasions; they remain in the
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Keoun^ day and night, incessantly learning to read and write ; but they are

under little restraint beyond the fear of their parents, who would chastise

tlietn severely were they to incur the displeasure of the holy men by ab-
senting tiiemselves from Keoung.

5. The Poongees instruct their pupils in every thing they themselves
know, including all the rites aiul doctrines of their religion, and when the
youth comes to manhood he may either become one of the brotherhood or

return to his parents and the world as he thinks proper.

6. The education these good men can impart is of course very limited;

but nearly every Mugh can read and write, and so sensible are the parents

generally, of the advantages of instruction that if the government will es-

tablish a few good schools where English and Hindustani, Arithmetic,

Geography, Land Surveying and Mechanics may be taught in addition to

the vernacular language, the number of j)upils will I anticipate be very
large indeed, for much as the Poongees are respected the parents will wlthj

Out doubt send their children wherever they can be l)est educated.

7. Tlie Rev. Mr. Finl< of the Serampore Mission has had a school here
since 1832*, conducted entirely bj himself arul his sons, and supported by
private sul)scripti()n ; but with the exception of tiie donations of Mr. Wal-
ters, Major Dickenson, Captains V\'hite and Williams, the sums contri-

buted have been too inconsiderable to do more thun keep the institutiort

afloat till now ; and Mr. Fink informs me he will he coni])elled to close it

on the expiration of this year, when he would wish to transfer the boys to

such seminary as the Government may be pleased to establish.

8. I lately visited Mr. Fink's school and found 43 English and 18

Mugh scholars: all the boys seemed to have made very tolerable progress

for their ages. In addition to reading their class books, spelling and ex-
plaining, several of them spoke English pretty well, and others seemed ta

understand though they could not speak it.

9. 1 was informed that they were all tiie sons of very respectable people,

One of them the son of a Sudder Ameen, a Mugh, that they were very well

behaved and regular in their attendance, and 1 was pleased to fiud that

after school they generally went home for an hour or two for dinner, then
returned and played about till dark when they retired to the school-house;

slept there all night entirely with the approval of their parents, who seem
to have no apprehensions about their becoming Christians or adopting any
notions at variance with their own.

10. Adverting to these circumstances and the national custom of edu-
cating the Mugh children away from home as already described, Mr. Fink
seems to think there would be no difficulty in forming a regular Academy
here upon the principles of an English establishment, where the boys

would be permanent boarders, the parents either paying for their mainte-

nance or sending them their food ready dressed daily. 1 may mention that

with the Muglis as with European labourers, it is quite a common custom
to have their meals sent them ready cooked wherever they may be em->

ployed.

11. If comfortable barrack rooms and a nice play ground, with the ne-
cessary adjuncts of quoits, trapbats, and balls, skettles and the like were
provided, in addition to the beautiful and manly kind of foot ball, the

Mughs are so devotedly fond of, the formation of a permanent institution

of the nature alluded to would probably be facilitated ; and besides the much
more punctual attendance which would be secured, tlie lads might be re-

strained from speaking any other language than English.

12. Delightful as it would be to see our own games, and hear our own
language in common use amongst the Mugh boys, 1 should however be

• This School is siace closed, Mr. Fink having removed.
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quite content with day schools for the present ; and 1 beg to submit for

the consideration of the General Committee the following schedule.

At Akyab.

1 English Head Master, per mensem, Rs. 180 0 0

1 Ditto Assistant, ,, 70 0 0

1 Hindusliini, (Urdu teacher,) ... „ 20 0 0

2 Mugh teachers at 10 each, ... „ 20 0 0

School servants, „ 10 0 0
300 0 0

At Ramree.
1 English Head Master, per mensem, ... Rs. 120 0 0

1 Native Assistant English & Urdu teacher, ... „ 40 0 0

2 Mugh teaciiers at 10 each, „ 20 0 0

School servants, ... ... ... ... ... 10 0 0
190 0 0

At Sundoway.

I Head Master (Eurasian) for English and Hin-
dustani per mensem, ... ... ... Rs. 60 0 0

1 Native Assistant, „ 25 0 0

2 Mugh teachers at 8 each, ... „ 16 0 0

School servants, ... ... ... ... ... „ 10 0 0
110 0 0

Grand Total per mensem, Co.'s Rs. 600 0 0

13. Should the foregoing meet with approval, two English or Eurasian
masters will he required for Akyab and one for Ramree, and one for San-

doway, who should rank according to their salaries, and he promoted accord-

ingly if otherwise qualified, but all the other teachers may be natives.

14. In addition to the above monthly expense I would solicit a grant
of 700 Rupees for a school-house at Akyab, 300 for one at Ramree and 200
for one at Sandoway.

15. The very great difficulty of the Mugh language having hitherto

prevented almost all the European officers serving in this province from
acquiring even a colloquial knowledge of it, the urgency of instructing the
Mugtis in Hindustani will be obvious. Impressed with its importance I

have lately had a smnl! school sanctioned for a Local Battalion where I

trust the sepoys and their children will learn a language known to their

officers, and I beg the notice of tlie General Committee to this point, that

efficient provision may be made for giving instruction in the Urdu lan-

guiige and Persian character in addition to English and Miigh. The Per-
sian languiige is scarcely ever used in the Arracan Courts, tlie vernacular

and Urdu having lung been substituted, which is further a reason for teach-

ing the latter.

16. I would also wish to draw attention to the importance of instruct-

ing the boys in trigonometry, land surveying, and plan drawing, in addition

to such other studies as are usually pursued iit the Seminaries under the
General Committee, that in time we may have a number of youths capable

of surveying the whole province—a work which would add immensely to the
revenue, and aid the Civil .Authorities greatly in the decision of disputes
regarding land as also in all matters connected with police and the general
management of the country.

I have, &c.
Commissioner's Office,} (Signed) A. BOGLE,
Ahyab, Oct. 10, 1838./ Commissioner of Arracan.
P. S. Should the General Committee be unable to sanction the esta-

blishment recommended in the foregoing from want of funds, 1 shall feel

obliged by a reference being made to Government on the subject.

\ II. 2 p
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S,—GOVEUNMBNT LiBGRALITY IN REFERENCE TO EDUCATION IN ArRAOAN.

The Government, with a piomptitnde which did them honor,
at once stretclied out a helping hand to assist the enterprizing
and active friends of education, hy a monthly allowance of
500 Co.'s Rs. for the purpose of education. The Com-
mittee of Public Instruction are now advertising for suitable

men to carry on the work. We hope sliortly to announce that
the whole plan is in active and successful operation. The very
judicious remarks respecting the use of the English language,
Roman character and vernaculars, are well wortliy the serious

attention of all such as are interested in what will really be
useful and permanent in the education of the people.

To J. C. C. Sutherland, Esq. Secretary to the Public Instruction Cammittee,
Fort William.

Sir,

I liave Itlie honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of 8th inst.

that the Supreme Government has l»(»eii pleased to assign the sum of 600
Rupees per mensem for tlie purpose of education in Arracan.

2. In my letter of 10th October last, I contemplated the establishment of a
school at each of the three principal stations in this province, at a-monthly
expense of 600 Rupees, but under existing circumstances I am of opinion
that it will be better to liave two good schools, one at Akyab and one at

Ramree, both very populous places, than to impair the efficiency of these
establisliments by including Sundoway in the list, that place being of minoi'

importance.

4). Regarding the nature of the situdies to be pursued I beg leave to

draw the attention of the General (Committee to the 5th and 6th paras, of
my letter of the 10th October, and although by no means blind to the advan-
tages of instruction in tlie English language. I cannot but consider it of
•vast ini])()rtance tliat the vernacular should be taugtit to the fullest extent
practicable, that by means of it we may instil knowledge with the least

possible delay.

6. I likewise solicit attention to the benefits of teaching Hindustani
in the Persian character, it and Miigh being the languages in which all

business in the Arracan courts is conducted : the reasons for this are obvi-

ous. Most of the Police and Sudder Umlali have been educated in Persian

and can therefore read and write Urdu easily; the Umlahs of the Cal-
cutta courts can do the same ; thus a ready means of communicating is esta-

blished in the language most universally known throughout India ; but
neither party knows much if any thing of the Nagree character, and still

less of English. The Mughs are beginniti" to pick up Hindustani whicli as

being more familiar to European gentlemen and their servants, to the
regular sepoys, and indeed to all but Bengalis, they find more useful

than the Bengali language^ and the Persian character being more simple
than Bengali it is easier learnt.

6. Supposing the utmost attention to I»e given to teaching English I

conceive it must be a very great many years before the business of a niofus-

sil court can be conducted even in Romanized Hindui; for although we
might in time succeed in having all orders written in Roman letters, wlio is

to read them beyond the walls of tiie Court.'' at present many can read

jMugh and Urdu, and no one can be of any use in the public service unless

he can do so.

7. 1 therefore consider it essential with a view tu immediately qualify-
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ing the Muglis for the piilylic service nnd eiialiling them to e:irn a liveli.

)ioo(l ill iin iionorahle way, both objects of <(reat importance, that they
eIiouUI he iiiHtructefl in Hijidustani, a hiiisiuage wJiich Iteini^ so easy will

not I think materially interfere with their also learning English, and which,

when more generally known, will greatly facilitate the nieaiie of coinniiinica-

tion between the government and the governed. Endeavours will of course

be also made to instruct all in Romanized Hindustani, and in time we
may possibly be able to dispense with the Persian character altogether.

8. In conclusion I l)eg to solicit the ins^ictions of the Committee in

reply to my 14th paiagraph of lOth October, in which I proposed 700 Us.

for a school house in Akyab and 300 for one at Ramree, and I request the
favor of books being supplied at an early date.

9. Three English Masters and one Native teacher of English and Ur-
du will be required if my schedule meets witli approval.

1 have, &c.

Arracan, (Signed) A. BOGLE,
Comminsioner's Office., Commissioner of Arracan.

Sandoway, Dec. 28, 1837.

3.

—

Prison Discipline.

The important bearing wliicli prison-discipline lias npon the

morals of the people inn.st be our excuse for introducing- tlie

subject into the pages of the C. C. O. In England the evils

arising from the promiscuous association of the juvenile and
practised feh)ns liave long been felt and deplored, nor in India

we suspect is it less experienced ; the ease of a jail life, notwith-

standing all its discomforts, would be a bonus sufficient to ren-

der a Bengali ambitious of obtaining a residence within its

walls, 'l lie idea therefore of introducing habits of industry

is praise-worthy in the highest degree, and the effort proposed

in the following letter, and we believe sanctioned by Govern-
ment, and now about to be carried into effect, has our best wishes

and pravers for its success. America has done nobly in the

matter of prison-disciplitie. But we must desist. We hope to

have an opportunity in a future number of touching more at

length on this subject.

To R. D. Mangles, Esq. \Secretiiry to the Government of Bengal in the

Judicial Department, Fort WtUiam.

Sib,

An apparent want of system in the management of the Akyab jail hav-

ing attracted my attention on my arrival here, I addressed a circular to

the assistants with a view to ascertain the state of prison-discipline

throughout the province, and I have now the honor to submit coi)y of the
corres))oridence.

2. It appears that in none of the jails is there any distinction made
between the worst characters and those convicted of petty offences ; men
sentenced to a few months' imprisonment work on the roads in company
with dakaits and murderers by day, and sleep alongside of them by night

;

and at Ramree and Sandoway even those untried are herded with the con-
demnefl.

3. All are confined in long sheds without classification, all are employed
making roads and ditches, or as scavengers, and all are, as a matter of course;

2 p 2
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as idle as they possibly can be, and after having lived at ease and cost

governineiit much money, they are ultimately let loose upon Society

ruined in character, depraved in morals, witliout having learnt any new
means of livelihood, and it is feared fully prepared to enter upon their

former evil courses.

4. Indispensalile as it is that the several stations should be well cleared

of jangal and drained, and the roads kept in order, it happens that from
the long duration of the rains and their great severity in Arracan, the

convicts can contribute hut little to such works during a large portion of

the yeav^ it is true that they are daily taken out to work as soon as the

rain ceases, but when it comes on again they run to the shelter of some
shed, and there they sit chatting and smoking till it becomes fair, which

I have known it not to do for nu)re than a few hours in 30 days.

5. The result is that the culprit is neither punished or reformed, nor

does he i)y his labour compensate the Government to any fair extent for

the expense incurred in his keep.

6. To remedy this Lieut. Lumsden has, in the able letter appended,

proposed a system of in-door labour which for the most part has niy entire

approval. Captain Williams also recommends something of the same kind,

but is less explicit, and Mr. Morton apparently acquiesces in the correct-

ness of the princi[)le of making the prisoners into arliz:ms.

7. To judge fully of the advantages likely to be derived from Lieut.

Lumsden's plan liowever, it is necessary to keep in mind that Akyab is a

seaport of daily increasing importance, where there is a considerable de-

mand for timbers aiul planks, ropes, canvas and marine stores generally
;

there is also a great demand for artizans, but there is so much difficulty in

immediately procuring any of the essentials for repairing or equipping ves-

sels that the owners never calculate upon being able to do any thing to

their crafts here, and generally postpone the thing as a matter of course

until they reach some other port : this discourages those who could supply

the raw material.

8. It is however indisputable that our forests are crowded with the

finest timbers, jarool, saul, toon, ironwood and sessoo are all to he found

in large quantities, and e\en teak has latterly been discovered in some lit-

tle abundance ; the province also produces hemp and flax, iron ore and

perhaps even copper exist, as well as coal and various kinds of oil, toge-

ther with resinous substances from which tar, pitch and varnish may be

made, in short all the reqnistes for ship-building except workmen are to be

had here with so much ease, if properly sought after, that one or two spirited

individuals have at different times imported artizans at a large expense

and constructed vessels on the spot, one of which, a ship of 500 tons launch-

ed here in 183.'i, is now sailing between England and India.

9. From all this it is to be inferred that if the raw material could be

readily worked up, there would he a steady demand for it, and that would

aft'ord to many people the inducement to become wood. cutters, cultivators

of fl:ix and so forth, and that, were the convicts employed in preparing the

raw material for the market, it would to a certain extent aid in drawing

forth the latent resources of the country, at the same time that it would

admit of the prisoners being securely guarded at a reduced expense, and

instructed in avocations from which they might earn an honest livelihood

on their release. I he produce of their labour would moreover find a ready

sale, and tlie proceeds would I trust suffice to keep the roads in order by

hired labour which again would draw coolies from Chittagong, who would

consume our agricultural produce, and ultimately perhaps settle here for

good and all.

10. With this view of the matter, and adverting to the very little bene-

fit arising from the present mode of employing the convicts, I have to recom.
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nietiil tliat working tlie prisoners on the ro;uls he for tlie most part discon-

tinued, and that al Imen sentenced in Arracan to more than one year's

confinement be sent to the Akyab jail, and tliere instructed, as proposed
by Lieut. Lumsden, as carpenters, sawyers, rope and canvas-makers, hlack-

smitlis, bricklayers and l)rick-makers, the produce lifinj;;' periodically sold

to the public or to the building department, and the amount carried to the

credit of" a road fund from which ail out of door work may be executed by
liired labour, no C(mvi('ts being einployeil beyond the jail except tho<e re-

quired to make bricks and build pucka works who would lie selected from
the most orderly. As a preliminary to any improvement however, and to

obviate the recurrence of the disastrous events alluded to by Lieut.

Lumsden, it is indespensahly necessary that the jail should be surrounded
by a pucka wall, and the only addition requisite to admit of my plan being
carried into effect is to make the enclosed area a little larger and to erect

a few large work.sheds within it: the convicts would of course assist in this

work, but I trust the Military Board will at once be directed to construct

it without reference to the extent of labour they can afford.

11. Proper arrangements can then be made for warding all according
to their offences, conduct, rank, or religion, and for classing them in work-
ing gangs according to their physical prowess and skill : in the meantime
I have ordered the assistants to adopt such arrangements for effecting this

as can be done without incurring expense.

12. Both Captain Williams and Lieut. Lumsden propose a tread-mill ;

but I am not disposed to recommend it, in lieu I would suggest that the

most obstreperous characters be made to work in sawpits, or at a saw.mill,
the rapidity with which it would reduce timbers into planks or other ex-
portable siiape would make such a machine a most valuable acquisition: I

therefore beg that if one is procurable in Calcutta it may be supplied.

13. A pucka wall having been built and work-sheds erected within it,

the prisoners will be deprived of all cliance of escape, and instead of our
having to send criminals away I anticipate that should my plan, which pos-

sesses no novelty whatever, prove successful, we may be able to relieve

the Allipore or other Jails of some of their inhabitants. An improved
system of ironing and feeding the men may also be introduced, and tlie

guards may eventually be reduced so as to admit of our having a Euro-
pean overseer attached as Jailer and superintendent of public works.

The Jail at Ramree and Sandoway w ill moreover be nearly emptied, leav-

ing the more Burkundauz available for police purposes.

I*. The only expense 1 have now to propose is that a monthly sum of

50 Rupees be allowed for six months for the hire of artizans to teach the
convicts, the same to be reduced to SORupees after that time ; the assistant

at Akyab be allowed to make an advance of 500 Rupees for raw materials,

and in the event of my suggestions being approved of, the necessary indent
for tools and machines for spinning ropes, &c. shall be sent in.

15. I beg leave in conclusion to draw attention to Lieut. Lumsden's
letter No. 584, and to state that I derive the most valuable information

and assistcince from him.

Commissioner's Office,

Akyab, August 19, 1837.

1 liave, &c.
(Signed) A. BOGLE,

Commissioner of Arracan.
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VI.

—

Notices of Bengali Dictuninries.

Which are thel)est Dictionaries and Grammars ofthe Native languages,

or those best adapted to the different classes of learners? Where, and

at what prices are they to be obtained? and what are their several ge-

neral characteristics? These and other similar questions have often been

put to us, without our having been hitherto enabled to give them replies

every way at once precise, just, and satisfactory, We have often wished,

therefore, for a complete list of the publications in question and a

short summary of their respective merits, together with the required

information on the items of publishing prices, &c. to which to refer

such persons as, on their arrival in the country, are necessarily at a loss

in selecting the most appropriate initiatory books ; and we have as often

thought how very much of trouble, loss of time, and loss of money
might be spared them, by their being thus at once enabled to fix upon

such as were most appropriate to their objects. Such a desideratum

has at length, as far as the Bengali language is concerned, been supplied

in the following index, which we have every confidence has been pre-

pared with care and impartiality. We willingly give it a place in the

pages of the C. C. O., and trust some competent individual may be

excited to supply us with a similar index to Hindustani and other native

lexicography, &c.

—

Ed.

No. 1. A Vocabulary, in two parts, English and Bengalee, and
vice versa, by H. P. Forstei", Senior Merchant on the Bongal Establish-

ment. Vox et pro'ter'ea nihil. 2 vols, small folio: Calcutta, from the

press of Ferris and Co. Part I. 1799, Part II. 1802.

In the introduction prefixed to Part I. the equally modest and talent-

ed author announced " a Bengalee dictionary as in considerable for-

wardness." The dictionary, it is deeply to be regretted, never appeared

:

the more so as the general taste and ability of Mr. Forster, and the

extensive acquaintance with the language exhibited in the present pro-

fessedly " merely temporary work," could not have failed to give to

the fuller and more complete one a high character and lasting value.

The too modest title of Vocabulary, and the as unassuming motto
" vox et prseterea nihil," by no means however correctly express the

nature and merit of even this compilation. Part 1st, in which the English

precedes, extends to 420 pages in small folio, printed in double co-

lumns, including on an average of about 10 words to a column, nearly

8300 English words with their Bengali translation. Part 2nd, in

which the Bengali precedes, on 443 pages, contains an average of about

20 words to a column or a sum total of nearly 18,000 Bengali words, with

their corresponding English. These are very inadequate portions of

the respective languages it is true, but then considerably greater than

any ordinary vocabulary exhibits. In both parts, too, the words given

are the principal and radical terms of the two languages ; besides which

both include also numerous phrases with corresponding renderings, and

Part I. in particular, distinguishes the various applications of the same

Eiiglish word. Thus, under " check," we find the Bengali corre-
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sporiding words for check (to hinder), check (to chide), and check (as

accounts). No other of the existing Enghsh-BengaU dictionaries, not

even the large one of Ram Comal Sen, has been compiled on this

essentially useful plan of specifying the several various applications of

the same terms. In Part II. too, the phrases are more accurately and

minutely, as well as more numerously, given than even in the ponderous

quartos of Dr. C'arey. Thus, under ^f^, increase, &c." are given

the renderings of that word with the seven verbs ^TTH, It-31,

^2rt»(, frsi, TJi, "^tJ^tl, of which Carey gives but the three first,

and one (c^^T ) which Forster has not, included however in its syno-

nym TJtT'',)

It is evident then that Forstek's Vocabulary is rather a dicti-

onary of select vocables, &c. including idiomatic phrases and specific

applications. The compilation has been made with much judgment,

taste and discrimination ; and as the first European to adventure on the

arduous task, to employ a native figure, of crossing the spreading sea

of words, Mr. Forster is entitled to no small praise. His acquaintance

with the language of Bengal was accurate and extensive, and perfected

by a knowledge of its parent Sanskrit.

The excellencies of this work are,

Its. The numerous phrases given in both parts.

2nd. The marking, in Part I, of the distinct meanings of English

words, with the corresponding Bengali terms thereby also distinguished

one from the other.

3rd. The general accuracy and variety of interpretation. The defects

are,

1st. Its deficiencies, namely the large proportion of words, both

English and Bengali, not to be found in it.

2nd. The confused order in which the English meanings are given in

Part II, verbs, nouns, adjectives, &c. following each other without any

proper succession whether of etymological dependance or grammatical

arrangement: e. g. " ^J, account, sake of, because, cause, for, motive,

about, score, spring, that, in order, concerning, vindication"—a mode
of stringing words together as unphilosophical in itself as it is tantaliz-

ing to the reader, and ill calculated to give him that correct perception

of the gradation of idea and shades of meaning belonging to any term,

which would essentially facilitate their retention in the memory.
This last defect is a serious drawback on the value of the work. One

of the prime recommendations of a good dictionary is, that it first deter-

mines the radical meaning of words, and then proceeds, in the order of

nature, to trace the extension and complication of ideas involved in their

successively acquired applications, so as at once to inform the judgment
and aid the memory of the learner.

3. A third defect is the large admixture of exotic words, chiefly

Hindustani, found in these volumes. To these Forster himself strongly

objects, as a serious injury to the purity of the language; terming them
" Arabic and Persian pedantisms ;" which, he says too, " he has laboured

sedulously to avoid," on the ground that the Bengali is rich enough to

be independent of these foreign sources, and has pure terms of its own
" to express every idea of the mind, without them." He has therefora
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apparently given so many of these " foreign pedantisms," either because

he found them current, or because he had not sufficiently discriminated

those which were such, or in pure deference to others, himself strongly

objecting to their employment. So, too, in Part I. he gives a nota-

tion of the Bengali sounds in Roman character, in deference, as he

states, to the judgment of others, but directly against his own. The
system he follows is an improvement on the barbarous one of Gilchrist

;

but though an improvement, it is still far from the precision, neatness

and consistency of that of Sir Wm. Jones, now rapidly superseding all

others, at least all of English origination.

It is worthy of remark, that the vigorous mind of Forster had, so

many years back, not only decided against the utility of Romanization,
of late so warmly advocated, but had also strenuously too, and on such

enlightened views, deprecated the continued use of the Persian language

in conducting the judicial and revenue business of the country. Forster

urgently also recommends some attention to the Sanskrit as essen-

tial to a thorough acquaintance with the Bengali. On all these topics

his preface deserves to be read, as containing many judicious and valua-

ble remarks.

This work is now out of print, though occasionally to be met with

second-hand. The original price is not stated. Fifteen years ago it

sold, for indifferent copies, as higli as 60 rupees : but now that so many
other dictionaries are to be had, of more convenient sizes and fuller in

vocables (though most of them very far inferior in accuracy to Forster,

and especially more deficient in the exhibition of idioms and phrases),

the 2 vols, may be had at the Native bookshops at from 8 to 16 Rs.

This first Bengali vocabulary would form a solid groundwork for a

complete dictionary: the plan on which it proceeds, in the J^nglish-

Bengali part especially, of marking the several distinct application of

each word explained, by prefixing the English synonyms to the corre-

sponding nati\ e terms, is the only one that can be made to answer all the

ends of a full and satisfactory lexicon. In this respect not one of the

numerous works that have since appeared, has superseded Part I. of

Forster's vocabulary, which still retains its value, scarcely if at all

diminished, to the student who aims at precision of ideas and accuracy

in composition.

No, 2. A Vocabulary, Bengalee and English, by Mohun Persaud
Takoor, (CirtTl tL^tiT Mohan Prasad Thakur,) assistant Librarian

in the College of Fort William, 2nd edition, 1815, at the Times press.

1 vol. thin octavo, pp. 180.

This volume is strictly a vocabulary in the usual form, exhibiting

under successive heads as " of God,"—" of the universe"—" of parts of

the body,"—" diseases,"—" birds"—" beasts," &c. a tolerable num-
ber of the ordinary terms in use in each division of knowledge, includ-

ing verbs, &c. these are given, in three columns :

—

1st. The Bengali word in native character.

2nd. The same in Roman character.

3rd. The corresponding English term.

The system of Romanizing appears to resemble that of Forster, espe-

cially in the use of o for the inherent 3i ; but no table of corresponding
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, Bounds being prefixed, the European scholar has no means of determin-

ing the proper pronunciation.

Only one English term is usually given with each Bengali one, and
that, as in the case of adjectives, verbs, &c., not always tlie most judicious-

ly selected.

The words given too, are sometimes Arabic, &c. rather than Bengali,

an error which was the more to be eschewed in a compilation intend-

ed to exhibit usually but a single rendering. Under the head of Mute-
ria Medico, is assembled a singular assortment of terms in botany,

mineralogy, horticulture, &c. Still, however, to those who are partial to

this plan of acquiring the words of a new language, Molian Prasad's

vocabulary may be of considerable use. The compiler deserves credit

for his diligence ; but he would have done well had he submitted his

collection to a thorough examination by a competent European scholar.

The original price was 4 Rs. The 2nd edition on bad native paper, is

now only occasionally to be met with in the China Bazar, at about 2
Rs. a copy.

No, 3. A Dictionary of the Bengalee language, in which the

words are traced to their origin and their various meanings given, by
W. Carey, D. D. Prefessor of the Sunskrita and Bengalee languages

in the College of Fort William : 2nd edition, with corrections and addi-

tions : Serampore Mission Press, 1818, '2 vols. 4to.

The first edition of this work included, we believe, only the vowels
;

the second, enlarged and corrected in that portion, with the entire remain-

der, was published at intervals between the years 1818 and 1824, in 24
parts, forming together two ponderous but unequal quarto volumes, con-

taining 2160 pages ; the 1st contains the vowels, in 616 pages in double
columns; the 2nd the consonants, extending over not fewer than 1544.
Each column averaging 19 words, the total exhibits about 80,000 for

the two volumes; a vast accumulation certainly, requiring no ordinary

enterprize and diligence in him who undertook, amidst many other

learned and useful labours, to make it. From this aggregate, how-
ever, must in fairness be deducted fully one-fifth, for mere repetitions

of no small proportion of the entire vocables of the language
; which,

having been already explained in due alphabetical order, are a second

and a third time most unnecessarily given in composition with the
words this and that, and J^-v : e. g. the word tn, weallh, under
which in its own place in alphabetic order, are given as many as 1 90
derivatives and compounds, is again given in 68 of those under Jl^iv

this, and a third time in 61 of them under that; in all 129 of the

190 compounds, &c have been uselessly repeated ! By such preposter-

ous repetitions has the bulk of these volumes been actually in-

creased one-Jifih. Still further, however, has it been augmented by two
other remarkable peculiarities.

1st. The laborious compiler proposed to give the Sanskrit or other

derivations of words. 2ndly. He proposed to insert the current com-
pounds, as well as the derivatives, of the language. But not satisfied, in

regard to these latter, with giving those in which either some change or

modification of idea is found in one or both members of the compound,

Vn. 2 a
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as in 't^tT5, (from V\, wealth, and srtj^ff, an overseer,) i. e. a trea-

surer, &c.—or whose compound meaning is not immediately apparent,

as in t'^JUt, (from t'^, wealth, and '^t\, wine,) the wineof wealth, the intox-

ication of wealth, pride of wealth,—or which are strictly derivatives

produced by a mere change of termination, as tH\ iind tUt^^ wealthy,

^T happy, ^f^3l wealthiness, &c. : not only are these and similar given,

but every word also that was ever known at any time to have entered

into rhetorical composition with t'H, and each too with its own train of

derivatives, and each with a distin ct repetition of the very same com-
mon derivation ! ! e. g. "^T, 5. (from lin, to produce a crop,) wealth,

prosperity, riches, &c." Following this, you have " Jll^Ff^, s. (from

ivealth, and SFf^, loss,) the loss of prosperity, &c." t'1^f3<PT?^, a. (from

^^l^fs, loss of wealth, and ^t?^, causing,) causing a loss of wealth, &c.

;

^a^fs^t?'^, a. (from t^H^f^, loss of wealth, and 5tf|r^, causing,) causing

a loss ofwealth ; ^l^a^fjrSrJj, a. (from^^^f^, a loss of wealth, and ^'TT, pro-

ducible,} producible by or arising from a loss of property, &c. arid so on

through the whole 190 compounds and derivatives I To all this must be

added the 68 repetitions under J^t, and the 61 under in which the

very sume gratuitous labour has been equally expended. There too,

you have " ^K^T, s. (from^a^, that, andtn, wealth,) that wealth, his or her

wealth ;
^Tr^q^JiT, a. (from tkut wealth, and^^r,producible,) ^ro-

ducible by or arising from that wealth, producible by or arising from

his or her wealth ;
^t^ii, a. (from 'S-'S^, that wealth, and K1, to give,)

giving that wealth, giving his or her wealth, and so on, usque ad non

modo risum sed etiam nauseam. The amount of equally fruitless and

wearisome labour required to accomplish all this is incredible—and

after all, cui bono ? to what useful end ?

It has been objected too, by competent native authority, to Dr.

Carey's dictionary, that many words found therein are either now first

formed by him, or are explained in merely derivative or etymological

senses, not in the current colloquial applications, of which many instan-

ces are cited in the preface to a small work by Tarachand Chakrabartti

noticed below. Exception has also been taken to very many terms of

low and obscene abuse, &c. inserted in these volumes. Many words

and meanings of words too are merely transferred from the Sanskrit

dictionaries, without sufficient or certain warrant for their provincial

usage.

Large numbers of exotic vocables are moreover inserted, which, how-

ever the mixture of races may have rendered them more or less current

in colloquial intercourse or in the courts, ought certainly to have no

place in a depository of the pure vernacular language of the province of

Bengal. They are both cacophonous and unsightly, anomalous accord-

ing to the laws of Bengali spelling and the rules of musical uttei-ance,

and, with scarcely one exception in a hundred, altogether unnecessary;

since genuine Bengali terms do already exist to express their purport.

The only instances in which such are not at present to be found,

are those in which it is requisite to express foreign articles of dress, fur-

niture, &c. These may however be readily, naturally, and most advan-

tageously formed, by the analogies of the language, from its native roots,

or as analogically borrowed from the parent fcanskrit stem.
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Notwithstanding the great bulk of these volumes, tliero are yet mul-
titudes of words and meanings of words, both in current oral use and
read in the best Native authors, which are not to be found therein, and
for which recourse must therefore be had to other sources. The really

useful contents of this work might easily have been compressed into

certainly less than one-half its present bulk, to the great advantage of
the student, alike as to his purse, his patience, and his case. Still,

however, he is largely indebted to the patient and laborious compiler
for thus bringing together, as into a vast storehouse, these materials of
language ; little arranged, it must be confessed, or discriminated, and with

little regard to quality, usefulness, or exactness. The original price

was 5 Rs. each part, or for the 24 parts, 120 Rs. They may now be
had new for 30 Co.'s Rs., or second-hand for considerably less.

No. 4. A Vocabulary of the Bengalee language, compiled by
Ram Chondro Sorma, (j+jte'^ "t^l, Ram Chandra ttharma,) Pandit,

&c. Calcutta, 1820, 2nd edition, printed for the Calcutta School Book
Society.

This is a very excellent pocket dictionary for natives, or such Euro-
peans as have made some progress in the language ; but being wholly

in Bengali, unaccompanied by any English interpretation, is, of course,

unavailable for the use of such as apply themselves for the first to the

acquisition of that tongue. It is in the usual square form of English

pocket dictionaries, printed in double columns, and in the space of 237
pages, averaging 26 words each, contains about 6,600 of the most cur-

rent terms employed in polite conversation, or found in those native

works most extensively read.

The explanations are, for the most part however, limited to one, or

occasionally two, of the principal significations of the words, and are

consequently far too meagi'e for an advanced student, though exceed-

ingly useful to learners. The book indeed was principally designed

for schools ; but would amply repay the European student for the labour

of repeated perusals, in the facility he would acquire of explaining Ben-
gali words to natives, and in the infixing of numerous useful synonyms
hi his own memory.

Singular as it may seem, this is the only native dictionary of the Ben-
gali language existing*, the only one compiled by a native, of and in his

own vernacular tongue, for the use of his countrymen ; the greater

therefore the merit of the intelligent pandit who has thus led the way
in native lexicography, and that with much diligence, judgment and

taste. The work is sold, half-bound, at the Calcutta School Book
Society's Depository, at the low price of one rupee ; a new edition is in

preparation, which will, we trust, be much enlarged both as to the

amount of terms explained and the extent of explanation given. In one

respect particularly, this able pandit deserves special praise
; namely,

for his careful exclusion of all words of foreign origin from this use-

ful enchiridion. A full and complete Abidhan of the pure indigenous

language of the province, would, besides other eminent advantages,

• N. B. Another on the same plau, No. 15 below, was announced while this

Index was preparing,

2 a 2
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possess in a singular degree that of habituating native learners and

native writers to an unmixed Bengali vocabulary ; and by supplying

every necessary tenii of art, science, or general literature, would in time,

it is to be hoped, throw out of use altogether those inharmonious and

disfiguring exotics which are such sad blots in ordinary Bengali

discourse.

No. 3. An Abridgment of Johnson's Dictionary, in English

and Bengalee, &c. &c. by John Mcndies, Serampore, 18^2. 8vo. pp. 298.

This work is simply what its title professes, an abridged English

Dictionary, from Johnson, i. e. of the terms explained only, omitting the

English explanations, for which Bengali ones are substituted: it con-

tains about 22,000 English words covering 298 pages octavo in double

columns, to each of which are affixed as many Bengali words usually as

the line admits. There are however no means of distinguishing the

applications, e. g. " Beam, s. ^f^^ffc ; ^tps
;

^i'.'^; ?tt^1?- f7t3." To
the Native this is satisfactory enough, as he obtains four several senses

in which the English word beam is employed, viz. those of a cross

timber in building, the horizontal arm of a pair of scales, a rai/ of light,

and the pole of a carriage. But had these several significations been

given in English also, he would have obtained a large increase of in-

formation in that language, and the European student while yet a

tyro, (when he ceases to be such he has rarely need to consult a

Dictionary at all,) is enabled to distinguish in ichich of the four very dif-

ferent senses of the term " beam," he is to apply the four Bengali words

by which it is rendered.

In the explanations also are found many Hindustani terms for which

siutable Bengali words exist. In a work of this nature however, the

lirst too of its kind (the incomplete labours of Forster alone excepted),

many huge difficulties were to be overcome, for which due allowance be-

ing made, Mr. Mendies deserves very high credit for diligence, discri-

mination and accuracy. The defects of this volume are, of course

numerous, chiefly those however above noticed, which will, we have no

doubt, be largely remedied in a subsequent edition, now, we are glad to

understand, in preparation ; for the work is by no means superseded by

the bulky volume of Ram Comal Sen, as will appear below. The origi-

nal price was moderate, 8 Rs. The book is now scarce, though occa-

sionally to be met with at various prices.

No. 6. A Dictionary of the Bengali language. Vol. 1.

Bengalee and English, abridged from Dr. Carey's 4to. Dictionary,

Serampore, 1827.

This work, being simply an abridgement of Dr. Carey's, exhibits pre-

ciselv the same general characteristics, save that the ett/mologies are

altogether omitted, and also (most judiciously) the duplicates and tri-

plicates under and These omissions, with many curtailments in

the explanatory portion, have reduced the two ponderous quartos to one

convenient octavo, containing pp. 531, which, on an average of 48 words

to each page, of double columns, gives above 25,000 words for the ex-

tent of this Dictionary. Of these however, a large proportion are the

easiest derivative formations, for which a dictionary is rarely if at all
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required. It includes, besides, the same large admixture of Hindustani
terms, without furnishing the student with any means of ascertaining

which are such, and which genuine BengiUi. This we esteem a capital

defect in any dictionary embracing these foreign admixtures, which, if

to some extent colioquiallv current and even found in the coiimuis of

Native newspapers, and in some of tiic inferior Native publications, are

yet altogether so clumsy, inelegant and inharmonious generally, that

there can be little doubt they will, with the advancing cultivation of the

vernacular dialect of the province, fall gradually into disuse; they ought
therefore carefully to be distinguished, and rendered easily in all cases

distinguishable by tyros in the language, in order that they may from the

first be known and avoided.

With the above exceptions this work will doubtless prove useful. It

has had, we believe, an extensive sale, and may yet be had at, we under-
stand, G Rupees, i. e. one-half its original price.

No. 7. A Dictionary, in Bengalee and English, by Tara Chand
Chukruburtee. Calcutta, 1827.

This little volume of 246 pages in double columns, averaging 15
words in each, exhibits a total of about 7,500 Bengali words with Eng-
lish meanings. The work, as to its execution generally, is respectable,

though so meagre as to be open to the same objections more particular-

ly noticed under article 1 1 below. The intelligent Native compiler (who,

by the way, very absurdly calls himself aforeigner, in his native land!)

dedicates his book to Mr. Wm. Adam, to whom he candidly and
thankfully acknowledges himself indebted for large and liberal aid in its

compilation. The work is well printed (as is every work issuing from
the Baptist Mission Press), but was most unconscionably dear. We
recollect paying the sum of six rupees to Messrs. Thacker and Co. for it,

at its first appearance : it may now be had at half or a third of that sum.
Its usefulness, like that of all Dictionaries of so limited an extent,

must be nearly confined to the secondary classes in schools. Usually

it gives no more than one, or, except in rare instances, Iwo meanings

at most, and that to words having, it may be, from six to a dozen dis-

tinct applications! To Europeans reading Native works, therefore, it

must be nearly useless ; and taking in so very inconsiderable a portion

of the current English of books and conversation, it can be of but small

aid even to the Native who should desire to consult it in the course of

his English reading. See No. 11, below.

No. 8. f^BtH u^tfstt^, or A Dictionary of the Bengali
LANGUAGE, with Bengali synonyms, and an English interpretation,

compiled from native and other authoi-ities, by the Kev. W. Morton
Missionary S. P. G- F. P. Bishop's College, 1828.

This is a good sized octavo volume of 600 pages and explains, on an

average of 25 to 26 words to a page, between 16,000 and 17,000
words.

It is the only work of its class, i.e. the only Dictionary of the Bengali

lanmiage which gives the interpretation both in Bengali and English,

The synonyms are in fact a Bengali interpretation, and that much fuller

than as given in the school dictionary of Ram Chandra Sharma, be-
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sides containing more than double the number of words, and an English

interpretation, also fuller and more complete than in any other dic-

tionary extant. The first few half sheets are less full than the subse-

quent portion of the work, from the circumstance of the compiler's

having enlai'ged his plan after they were printed oflF. Although the

absolute number of words explained, nearly 17,000, appears smaller than

that given in some other dictionaries, it must be observed that the defi-

ciency is only ^eemm^^ ; and arises from the omission, 1st—of a/^ exotics

whatsoever ;
2nd, of numerous vulyar words and corruptions of words in

use only among the very low and uneducated ; and 3rd, of those regular

and easy derivatives which, the radical term fi"om which they are formed

being always given, can occasion no difficulty whatever to the merest

tyro in the language. These circumstances considered, this Dictionary

is even much_/M//er than most of others, i. e. in all the primitive voca-

bles, current compounds, and less easy derivatives of the language ; offer-

ing to the students besides, the vast advantage of a double interpretation
;

a Bengali one by which he acquire the synonyms of the language, is

enabled to diversify his style, and explain himself to Natives—an

English one by w hich he is put in possession of very numerous meanings,

in his own tongue, of one of the most extensive vocabularies of the East.

The student should be apprized that no parts of speech* are marked

—

the compiler proceeding on the plan of the Native grammarians, as both

more philosophical in itself and the only one really applicable to the

language. By that plan all words are either names, verbs-, or connecting

particles ; the name includes what we call nouns or pronouns, adjectives and

adverbs ; the same word too is so generally used in the triple application,

that the distinction in a dictionary would always be useless, frequently

confusing and leading to misapprehension rather than precision. The
simple expedient of a semicolon (;) when a new part of speech is intended

in the explanation of the *ame word, answers all the purposes of

distinction : and is at the same time a great saving in space, and in

clearness to the eye.

It is the opinion of good judges that with this Dictionary for the pure
Bengali, the synonyms, and a very full explanation, and Mendies's (No.

9,) for exotic and botanical terms, and some of the lower vocabulary,

the student of the Bengali language would be sufficiently furnished for

prosecuting to almost any extent an acquaintance with its literature.

For a reverse dictionary, Mendies's No. 5, is the best, because the fullest

yet the most select, hitherto published. R. C. Sen's is both too indis-

criminate and too mixed,
CiNSURENSIS.

[To be continued.]
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iHi^^j^iffuare aittf lUUgi0itd SittetttgeiTfc.

1.

—

Missionary and Ecci/KsivsTioAr. Movementsi. .

The detail of Missionary and Ecclesiastical movements since our last is

calculated to excite feelings both ot'tlie most lively satisfactionaiul unf'eifjiied

sorrow. The following new labourt-rs connected witli the American Wes.
tern Board of Foreisrn Missions, arrived on the William Gray, after a pas.

sa^e of six months. Rev. H. R. Wilson, and lady , for Lodiana. Rev. J. H.

Morrison, and ladv*, for Allahabad. Mr. J. Craiij, ladv and one child, for

Seharanpur. Mr. R. Morris, lady and two children, for Lodiana. May they

be long i)ermitted to labour in this dark land !—From our correspondence,

and the daily })rints v\e perceive that the folio'i ing efficient labourers have

been removed by death. Rev. Mr. Knorp, and Mr-^. Knorpof the Church
Missionary Society at Benares, of jungle fever. Rev. Mr. Perry and Mrs.

Perry, American Mission, JaflFiia, Ceylon, of cholera. Rev. Mr. Reed of the

American Baptist Mission at Bankok. The Rev. Mr. Dean of the same Mis.

sion, has been (diliged toremovetVom illhealth. The Mission in Siam, though

promising so well but a short time back, is now almost suspended.—The
Rev. W. P. Lyon, and Mrs. Lyon reached Benares in safety on the Bhaga-

rutty.— Rev. Geo. Pearce and Mrs. Pearce returned during the month from

Bombay. We regret to hear that Mr. P. is not much improved by his trip.

2. DrsTRiCT Charitable Society.

This admirable institution has pursued its useful and philanthiiopic

course during the past year with unabated vigour. From the report, now
before us, we perceive that the funds have not diminished ; this is matter for

eongratulatiun. We learn also that there is a praise-worthy desire to eco-

nomize and to dismiss from the lists of its pensioners all unworthy reci-

pients. This is requisite in all Societies be they ever so well conducted
;

evils will creep in, and abuses rise up which must be met and expelled. The
only thing is to deal with them in a mild and kind but firm temper. The
Society owes nmch of its past usefulness to the discretion and zeal of the late

Secretary, Captain R. C. Birch, and we are happy to see that it has lost

nothing of its active and useful spirit under the new Secretary J. G. Vos,
Esq. 'I'he funds of the Society have been augmented by the munificent
donation of a lakh of rupees from Dwarkanatli 'I'agore, Esq. This fund is,

we understand, to be applied to the relief of the indigent blind. Would
that all our wealthy Balioos would imitate so worthy an example.

3.

—

The Muharram and Charkii Pu'ja'.
These two noi^y and disgraceful festivals are past. The din and inso-

lence of the former, and the cruelty and abomination of the latter, have
ceased for a year. Our eyes are no longer assailed by the tortured Hindu,
nor our ears dinned by the wild shriek of Hassan Hussain. But when
shall they cease for ever .'' When shall the inhabitants of the earth keep
Jubilee to Christ ? This is known to God alone. It is our duty to use the
means for weakt^ning the prejudices and superstitions by which these things

are upheld. Let the friends of humanity during this year do all in their

power to weaken the force of lhe>e prejudices, and next year we hope to
have the. pleasure of recording the decrease of the barbarous and cruel deeds,
connected with these unholy festivals. It is useless to attempt much at

the time of their celebration ; then the devotees are mad ; but during the
whole after year it may be attempted with success. We have much
pleasure in recording the fact that the number of victims at the Charkh,

• It is with tlie deepest sorrow that we stop the press to announce the death of
Mrs. Morrison ; she died oi Choiera after an, illness of a few hours and a residence
01 about three weeks in tliis hind of mystery". She died, however, full of faith and
jojful in God our Saviour.

—

Ed,
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were fewer tlian on any previous occasion, and tJie number of speo
tators (liniinislied. We have no doubt tbat if the government were
neutral in tlie matter, it would soon resolve itself into mere taniash^.

Tlicre is one tbiiifr connected with the suiyect whicii deserves the severest

reprehension. It vvas first noticed by the " Rrformey," wliose sentiments on
the subject, because a Hindu, reflect tlie higliest credit on him as a cosmo-
polite. It a])|)ears tiiat a rmml>er of natives erected a staj^e on which one
of their number figured as a preacher of the gospel, and others sat dress-

ed as native Cliristians. The name of Jesus was blasphemed by the hea-
then, and the solemn verities of our f,iith turned into ridicule. W& do
not ask for punishment to fall upon tlie parties—that is opposed to our
peaceful and forajiving faith ;—hut we ask for protection. Are we in Bag-
dat, or Pekin, or Jerusalem } Or are we in Calcutta the seat of a Chris-
tian Government, that these thini;s should be so } Shall insult be wantonly
ofFerred to the Christian faith, under a government so especially sensitive

to protect the abominations of heathenism, and the errors of the Moslem .''

There is but one consolation under such a state of things, that when these
acts of impiety are carried to an unbearable length under the sanction of
any ruling power, God takes the work into his own hand. No force or

power can stay his harul. How fearful a lesson for rulers and people is the
conduct of B 'ishazzer, who, with the example of his father before him, not
only captured the people of God but profiined the very vessels of the

sanctuary to the service of B-icchus ! Would that both rulers and people
would remember that these things are facts not fictions.

4.
—

'I'Hr: Secretaryship ov the Education Committee.
This appointment, which h^is become vacant by the elevation of J. C. C.

Sutherland, Esq., has given rise to some discussion on the subject of secu-

lar pluralities. Report assigns the vacant post to Captain R. C. Birch,

the Deputy Judge Advocate, than whom we know no one more fitting

for or deserving of the post. His acquaintance with the language
and people, his business liuhits, gentletnanly demeanour, suavity and
perseverance, point him out as a very proper person for the office

;

but we fully agree with nearly the whole press that the interests

of education in India are too momentous to be placed at the disposal of

any one who cannot give his undivided attenticm and time to the subject }

Nor should the working of the system be left in the hands of an amateur
committee, who seldom work well, and who have generally as individu.

als, some favourite scheme which they are ever pressing, and are thence
exceedingly difficult to manage by any Secretary. The subject of the educa-

tion of India is one of such vast moment that the government should at

once appoint a Board of Education, say of four, one for each presidency and
one for the North Western Provinces and a Secretary, wliose whole time

should be de\ oted to carry out the most enlightened and effective plans for

educating the country. This would doubtless involve expense, but

what are a few thous:ind rupees compared with the education of the millions

of India ? By the way it has been intimated tons, that one of the local com-
mittees, refused an excellent teacher because he would not consent to con-

duct the public examination of the school on the Sabbath ! ! ! and that

this school is now examined on the day of rest, to oblige the native gentle-

men of the committee aiul the commissioner ! We think it behoves the

committee to check such evils and to answer such serious charges as those

contained in the letter of our correspondent " Caution" of the last

month's Oliserver, that some of their teachers, while pledged to neutralitv,

introduce intidel books amongst the pupils, and in every way endeavour

to cast reproach ui)0n Christianity. If untrue, they should be met and

answered ; but if true they are a disgrace to a committee professedly
latitudinarian-liberal on the subject of religion. The devout men on the

cumuiittee should at least see into the matter, for the disgrace attaches at
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much to their silence as it does to the active or semi-active support of

othera of their body.

5.— British India, Opium and China.
From the last accounts tiie contraband trade in opium to China is almost

extinct. The Chinese, always desirous of putting down tliis disi^raceful trade,

are now determined. M.iy they succeed ! for except tlie slave trade, there

is no traffic which so merits the reprobation of every upi ig'ht man. We
regret to learn however that iin appeal to arms is likely to he made in

support of the trade
;
proh pudoi- ! 'J'he most enlightened, patriotic and

reforming ])eople in the world, sanctioning an ajjpeal to arms, for tiie sup-

port of an odious illicit trade, and defeiuling by )ier arms a practice for which

she would consign to })er])etual imprisonment the bravest of lier sons

if committed on her own shores ! May God avert the evil, and while he re-

j)re>ses the trade, be merciful even to those who would enrich themselves

at the expense of a nation's morals, and the blood of their fellow-creatures.

England has nothing to gain by such a warfare ; l)ut she may tarnish her

glory, lose her iiilluence, diminish her revenue and disgrace her religion.

We strongly suspect that when England understands the subject, she will

not allow the trafficking government of India to involve her in an inglo-

rious war for the defence of its contrabrand trade.

6.— Progress of Tkmperance in Bengal.
The Governor General has issued an order requesting the officials in Fort

William to introduce the drinking of beer instead of ardent spirits ; it is an
ex[)eriment preparatory to its general adoption if successful, to the disuse

of spirits throughout the whole Indian army. We wish it every and the

most enlarged success—we delight to chronicle such acts.

7.

—

Dharjia Sabha'.
This holy bulwark of Hindu orthodoxy has been crumbling to dust

for some time past, and is now we believe nearly extinct. The causes of
the decay and dissolution were within itself. Some of the seceding par-

ties threaten the estai)lisliment of a new Society on a more permanent basis.

We do not apprehend that it will ever work its way even into tlie chry-
salis form, much more become matured ; and if it should, it will but
flutter its hour and die. Neither religionists, educationists, moralists or
politicians have any thing to fear from a combination of Bengalis, especially

if money is to be the cement of the brotherhood. The celebrated Dhar-
ma Sablia is dead, and the equally auspicious (in its day) Brahma Sabha
lives only in its weekly exhibitions of native music and hired expositors

of the Veds. Its members are few and its spirit fled.

8.—Native Prejudice and Credulity.
For some time past a report lias been in circulation that sugar manu-

factured under European superintendance, is purified by a composition in

which cow's hones are a considerable ingredient. The question of caste being
involved in the use of such sugar, the report spread far and wide, and the
middling and lower orders refused to purchase it in the bazar. Soon after

the report had circulated, an article appeared in the orthodox Chundrika,
stating tliat a man living near Ashatoos Dey, i)osse»sed orthodox sugar. He
was flocked to, sold immense quantities and has by this time in all proba-
bility made a good fortune either for himself or others.

9.

—

Letteu frosi Bana'ras.
" The Missionary circle here has for the last week been thrown into great

distress by the death of one of our number, and his partner in life. The
vii. R
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Rev. C. Knorpp of tlie Church Missionary Society, was taken ill about
a fortnight ago with fever of a very severe and complicated nature,

and in a few days after Mrs. K. fell ill. Mopes were for a considerable
time entertained that he would recover, but after most intense suffering's,

during which his mind often wandered, he breathed his last about mid-
night on Thursday last. I was with him during his last moments and am
happy to say that, as far as pain and weakness enabled him to e.xpress him-
self, he was fully j)ossessed of that peace which marks the latter end of

tlie perfect man aiKl the upright. During his whole illness he seemed to

consider his death as approaching, but to feel that it had for him no ter-

rors. His thoughts even in the wanderings occasioned by disease, seem-
ed to run entirely on the great work to which his life liad been so ardent-
ly devoted.

'• His loss will be severely felt by us all as that of a sincere friend and
brother. The Church Mission in particular will be much weakened l)y the

event, and it may be long before they are able to get one so efficient to fill

his place. He has labored at Banaras for more than five years, and
I trust has been the mean^i of much good

;
though we must all deeply

lament, that after being by great toil and diligence so fully qualified for

the work, h0-has been taken away in the midst of his days. He was a

man of great simplicity and zeal, and in fact lived only for the cause of

God. His beloved partner was so ill at the time of his death, that it was
absolutely necessary to conceal from her the fact ; but last night her soul

was released from its clay tabernacle, no doubt to join that of her compa.
nion in that world where sin and sorrow cannot enter. They leave two
children, who are as yet too young to know their loss." B.

10.

—

Letter from Bankok.
Siam, January Qnd, 1838.

Your favor of July 20th, 1837, reached me in October, but since then

no opportunity lias occurred for sending a reply or acknowledgment. Mr.
Malcom made us a visit in June and July, returned to Singajjore and
thence sailed to China. It is not improbable that he is now far on his way
to America. Soon after his departure dear brother Reed of the Chinese

department was removed by death, and brother Dean compelled l)y illness

to leave for Singapore, whence we have no intelligence for more than four

months. Thus the Chinese department of our mission is for a season given

up. In the mission of the Am. Board, they have had but one man devot-

ed to the Chinese, and he is now compelled to leave on account of the pro-

tracted illness of his wife. Our new type (Siamese) is yet " out of sorts,"

though we are in daily hopes of its deficiencies being supplied by a fresh

arrival. Our printing has gone on lamely hitherto, but when our founts

are completed, we expect to employ them with vigour. Matthew, Luke, and
Acts are ready for the press, with 6 or 7 tracts, among which is a translation

of Mr. Judson's " Golden Balance." Chinese worship is still maintained at

our place, conducted by the Chinese themselves under our superintendance.

Siamese Sa!)bath worship is conducted regularly by myself, when I address

from 25 to 60 persons who are more or less regular in their attendance.

During the past year we have printed nearly 1,500.000 8vo. pages, most
of which have been put in circulation from our houses

;
though some have

also been distributed in excursions.

11.

—

Miscellaneous.
The cholera has been raging fearfully during the last month: about 1000

have fallen victims to it.—Calcutta and its vicinity have been visited by

one or two destructive hurricanes, the loss of life and property has been
very great.—The subscriptions for sufferers in the Upper Provinces h<«

increased to about 100,000 Co.'s Rs. —The Medical College re-opens
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on the 1st of May. Native students will give lectures for the first time
on Chemistry !!— Efforts are now makinjr to induce the Hindus to allo\v

widows to marry. A Society witli tliisand similar objects in view is, we
believe, established by some natives.

—
'I'he Bombay subscriptions for tlie

RufFerers amount to 15,000 rupees.
—

'I'lie friends of seamen at Madras
intend establishing a Sailor's Home at that port.—A school has bei-ri

opened at Madras for the education of the chihiren of Missionaries.— It is

hoped that the steam communication will be regularly kept up every month,
between Europe and India : a steamer is to ply from Calcutta to Suez
direct.

II.—RELIGIOUS EDUCATION.
1. Generai, Assembly's iNsriTUTioN at Bombay.

We intended long ere now to have referred to the very interesting exami-
nation, in October last, of the General Assembly's Institution at Bombay,
under the able superintendance of the Rev. Dr. \Vilson and his colleague,

the Rev. R. Nesbit. VV^e do not however think it too late, even now, to call

the attention of our readers to the subject, especially as we have it in our
power to subjoin an account of an equally interesting, and well conducted
seminary of the same kind, under the active and efficient sui)erinten(iance

of the Rev. Mr. Anderson, at Madras. Both of these institutions promise
to exert a most powerful influence upon the native communities at the sis-

ter Presidencies respectively, and to be the means of diflFusing enlightened
and sound knowledge, botli scientific and religious, among multitudes of
our fellow.subjects. We desire to congratulate our fellow-labourers, both

at Bombay and jMadras, upon the measure of success which seems already

to have accompanied their exertions, and we wish them every help from
above to enable them to persevere in their labours.

Tlie examination in October last, at Bombay, was only the second
annual examination of the institution there, and we rejoice to see the pro-

gress vvliich has been made, in the short space which has elapsed since the

organization of the present system by Dr. Wilson. There appear to be

eight classes in the junior or school division, whose studies range from
the mere elements of English reading, to what are generally regarded as

forming the higher branches of scholastic studies,— general knowledge,

—

universal history,—geography, arithmetic, &c. There is also an upper
division taught by Dr. Wilson and Mr. NTesbit, in which natural history,

grammar, and composition, geometry, astronomy, and natural theology,

form tlie chief branches of study. Religious instruction seems also to

occupy a prominent place in both departments.

The examination appears to have called forth a very respectable attend-

ance both of European and Native gentlemen, and at the conclusion of the

business of the day, which seems to have impressed all present with the

excellence and efficiency of the institution, the Honorable Mr. Parish,

who presided on the occasion, remarked " that lie was happy to see, from
the large meeting which had met that day, the interest taken in education

;

and tliat nothing more was necessary on his part, explanatory of the

marked improvement which had taken place since last year, than to direct

the attention of those who had been present, to the examination which

they had just witnessed." He also directed attention to an excellent

essay on Native female education, the composition of one of tlie pupils.

The following extract from tlie Oriental Christian Spectator, will put

our readers in possession of Dr. Wilson's views concerning some circum-

stances connected with such institutions:
" The Rev. Dr. Wilson, having been called upon by Mr. Parish, said

that lie would not long detain the meeting, which had already had great

demands made on its time. He rose merely with the view of making a

2 K 2
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few notices connected with the institution, wiiich he was wishful should
be associatefl with the proceedinjjs of tlie day.

" With regard to the/iiiids, he had to say that tlie seminary is suiiported

partly by an annual payment from the General Assembly of the Church of

Scotland, under wliose entire direction it is hapjtily placed, and partly by
local contributions received by liiniselF. The account of receipts iiTid dis-

bursements had been duly audited. In tlie former tliere was only one item
to which he would here advert. Forty-five rupees are entered as having
been received from the sale of class.tickets. He was most desirous to lead

the parents of the pupils to appreciate the blessings of education. The
small demand wliich he made of them had this tendency ; and while it

would deter no persons who vvould heartily and leisurely prosecute the study
of English, it would be a slight check to the entrance into the school of
boys who would be dis))osed to come to it from mere idle speculation, and
who would leave it as soon as their caprice might dictate. He would re-

commend the plan, vfhich had been adopted to other seminaries in India.

Let a trial be made of it, even though it should not be rigidly adhered to.

The uttindunce at the institution he would state. There are 21 6 boys
in the school division ; and 14, who are instructed independently of it, in

the np))er division. The applications for admission are very numerous,
but only those are attended to, which are made in behalf of boys who read
their vermicular lunguages with fluency. He (Dr. W.) was more and
more persuaded of the immense importance of the study of the Native
languages. The F.nglish, he was sure, would never be mastered by those

who are ignorant of thetn. It is absolutely necessary that tlie learner

should associate all his acquisitions with the grammar of his own tongue.

An essay had been read by one of the pujiils which exactly expressed his

sentiments on this subject. He felt impelled strongly to state his views
regarding it. There is ix Negro-English prevalent in the West Indies;
and if particular care be not taken, there will speedily be a Parhhu-En.
glish in Bomba\', and a Bdbu-Engtish in Calcutta. A corruption of our
powerful and beautiful language, in fact, was already almost established.

Nothing can lye more ridiculous than the attempts to write in it which are

made by tlie clerks of our public offices, when circumstances lead them to

go beyond the routine of official forms. The errors to wliich he referred

were not peculiar to individuals. They pervade the speech and corres|)ond-

ence of wliole conunuiiities. But without insisting further on this subject,

he would ask if it can ever be expected that India can be regenerated with

the neglect of its own languages Such seminaries as this could not contri-

bute to its improvement, if their pupils could not communicate their stores

of knowledge to its sons. The very object of giving a superior education,

at a great expense, to a limited number of persons is, that they may diflFuse

learning throughdut the country. If they be not led to study the lan-

guages of their own people, they will find it impossible effectually to in-

struct them.
" With regard to caste he had to observe, that within this seminary it had

not received, and could not receive, any indulgence. Firmness, kind-

ness, and impartiality, had overcome all the difticulties wliich had occurred
during the past year, in connexion with it. He wished it to be understood

by all, that the lines of the classes were formed exactly as the ranks in

the native army. We only know those distinctions among individuals,

vvhicli arise from talent, good moral behaviour, attention to business, and
jirogress in learning. And what more can be rationally wished for ? Every
nativ e seen to cross the door of a European, an impure Mlech, ought to be

verv quiet on the subject of caste. AH seemed to be reconciled to the

teaching of religion in unison with literature and science. All saw that

it was most jiroper that the religion of the English should be known. No
unfair attempts to convert would ever be resorted to.
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" With reference to tlie native holidays, the rule of the school is, tliat per-

mission is neither given to attend them, nor punishment inflicted because

of their ol)servance, or, to quote the native expressions used, they procure

neither razd nor snzi. The responsibility of the holidays is thus made to

rest where it ought to rest, with the parents and children themselves.

They are all satisfied with the regulation which has been adopted.
" 'I'here will be an enlargement of the agency of the institution as the pu-

pils multiply and advance. I'he connexion however, between the school

division, and the upper division, he (Dr. W.) would seek to maintain. It

is of the greatest importance that those who have lately commenced their

studies should see the actual progress of their seniors, that they may be

excited to tread in their footsteps ; and it is of no less importance, in the

present state of native society, that tlie advanced pupils should be excited

to diligence, by seeing a gradual, if not a rapid, approach to their position,

by multitudes of whom at one time they had had a considerable start.

Loud complaints are made respecting the pride and pedantry of many of

the natives partially educated, and the indolence into which they sink

even before their youth can be said to have passed away, and wliich strange,

ly contrasts with their former ardour and zeal. This is owing to their

being constituted gentlemen at large and scholars at will, without any
public sympathy, such as is found in Europe, to press them forward, and
any bright examples wooing them to advance. The remedy, he was of

opinion, would be found in some such arrangement as that which he pro-

posed, and which he would recommend to the conductors of all the educa-

tional institutions in India, and to the Government itself.

" To young persons, engaged during the greater part of the day in public

offices, he had to say, that arrangements could perhaps be made for their

attendance for an hour on the efficient instructions of Mr. Nesbit.
" One of the objects of the institution, he begged to remind those present,

was to raise up native teachers and preachers, for missionary work. This is

the object which is most prominently before the view of the General Assem-
bly at home, and which, he had no hesitation in saying, most endeared the

institution to himself and fellow-labourers, and its most zealous suppor-

ters in India. He trusted that a gracious providence would render it in-

strumental in accomplishing this. He would state its present prospects.

One young man, who had embraced Christianity during the past year, had
been examined in the lower department. Another native of the country,

who had gained a prize in the class for Natural History in the upper divi-

sions, is at present on trial for licence as a Catechist before tlie Presbytei ial

Body lately formed, in conformity with powers communicated by the Gene-
ral Assembly ; and would continue to study with a view to his obtaining

in due time a higher status in the Church. A son of one of the converts

would this da)' be entered as a pupil. Other native Christian scholars

are in prospect, and, through the grace ofGod, will be forthcoming. ^Fith

the feelings "ith which his Christian friends would receive these intima-

tions, he did not expect his native friends now present altogether to sym-
pathize, while they entertained their present sentitnents on the subject of
religion. He was glad to think, however, that they clearly saw many of

the advantages of the institution, and vvere prepared to avail themselves
of them. They were not mistaken in their estimate of the great impor-
tance of the study of English literature and science ; and for this study the
seminary would give every facility. He besought them to have high ex-
pectations, and to make corresponding endeavours. Let them not rest

satisfied with mean attainments, but strive to excel. There are pleasures

in knowledge, far surpassing any which have yet been experienced. There
are blessings to flow from it which are inestimable."

These remarks, which we give from notes taken by a gentleman pre-

sent seemed to be taken in very good part by all the native audience. The
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Rev. Mr. Mitchell, at the request of the Honorable Chairman, concluded
the meeting with a most appropriate prayer.— O. C. Spec.

[RxtTBcted from O. C. SpectHtoi-.]

2. Examination of the General Assembly's Institution at Madras.
The establishment of the Churcli of Scotland's Mission in Madras, wa

noticed in a former number. It will be seen from the followin}; extract from
the Spectator (Madras) newspaper, tliat under the able direction and
most zealous personal endeavours of Mr. Anderson, it already promisea
to effect great good in the Christian and general education of native youth.

" We give insertion with pleasure to the following report of a late ex-
amination of the St. Andrew's School. It is drawn up i)y one wholly
unconnected with the institution, and but confirms the accounts given on
nil sides of the highly gratifying character of that examination. "The Rev.
Mr. Anderson is an enthusiast in the task he has undertaken, and tliis

evidence of the usefulness of his labours, must be an acceptable return to

him. The school that enjoys his superintendence, and whose state thus
reflects such high credit on his valuable exertions, has our warmest
wishes for its coutinued success.

(From a Correspondent.) Jan. 11, 1838.
'Yesterday we had the pleasure of attending the First Annual Exam-

ination of the St. Andrew's School since it was placed under the manage-
ment and direct tuition of the Rev. Mr. Anderson. The School is

peculiarly designed for the instruction of Natives* in the most approved
branches of English education, and is in connection with the Mission of
the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland.

* The examination bore the strongest testimony to Mr. Anderson's
judgment, energy, and Christian zeal ; and to the admirable adaptation of

sciiools of that nature to the advancement of the religious and social in-

terests of all classes of Natives.
' No system could have had a fairer or fuller trial ; and no trial could

have been more successful. Upwards of 200 pupils attend the institution,

of whom 195 were present; and the way in which they acquitted them-
selves in every department and in every class, was in the highest degree
satisfactory.

'We were especially pleased with the knowledge of Scripture History
which they had acquired, and (which was beautifully elicited by Mr.
Anderson), with the accuracy and extent of their knowledge of profane
History—Geography— .Arithmetic— English Grammar—and even the ety-

mology of the words derived from Greek and Latin :—with their examina-
tion t of each other on the first three topics—an examination wliich was
conducted with much spirit and acuteness, and in wliich caste seemed to

be obliterated altogetlier, or was ap|)arent in mind alone. We were also

greatly pleased with the Essays written by several of the youths of the 1st

class, and by the young natives and others who attend the Wednesday
evening metHings for discussion and essay writing. This was perhaps the
most interesting part of tlic examination, as proving, on the part of the
pupils, no little mental cultivation, as well as idiomatic knowledge «f
English.

* Five or six English boys, ami a few East Indians also attend the scliool, and are
gpiinliled amonij the three highest classes, with a view to improve the English of the
Natives ; and by their daily intercourse, and the mutual action of their minds upon
one another, to advance tlie objects of the Institution.

•f-
The mutual examination of one another, by the |)Upils in every thine they have

been tausbt, is a peculiar feature of the system, and iu the perfection to which it is

now carried, in India; it pervades every class, and creates great interest in the
pupils. Every boy is thus taueht to communicate all he receives to his fellows. It

has led the youths of the first class to seek for knowledge in every quarter. It haa
created a spirit of inquiry and given a power cf thinking, which will fit many of
them iu a short time for being efficient teachers of their countrymen.
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' The writer of this notice, being quite a strana;er to the country, and
unconnected with the school in qiu'stion, tlioiigli he expresses liis appro-
bation with the greater freedom, may the more readily be allowed to

bear an impartial testimony. He cannot but think this examination an
era in the history of the Madras Missions. It is certainly a thing of great
importance, that so many young men of respectable families, should liave

connected themselves with an Institution which gives them not only a
fair English education, but a knowledge of Scripture History, and of the
doctrines and precepts of Christianity. Such an education is in the last

degree important, not only from the advantages which the pujiils them-
selves may derive from it—whether in tiie way of mental development or
religious impression—but also in the gradual influence for good, whicii

they are likely to exert on Indian society in general ; i)ut especially on
the lower classes of the community whicli can he influenced most effectu-

ally through tlie medium of the higher. Scarcely any thing in the course

of the examination pleased us more than the interest taken in it by the
adult Natives who attended: an interest apparently so keen as to lead us

to the hope, that if other schools on the same system should be established

by other religious bodies, similar results would follow.
' For the sake of the admirable education conferred upon them, they

have shewn the greatest willingness to be taught any thing their teacher
may choose to communicate. Secular advancement is doul>tless the
motive of the majority. But what of that ? They obtain valuable infor-

mation
;
they are taujiht to think for themselves

; they are trained up in

the light of Christianity. And, if in consequence of such an education,

they should rise higher in society than they otherwise would have done,
their influence will only be the greater, and, we may hope, the more
beneficial.

'At the close of the examination, extracts from several of the Essays
referred to above were read, and prizes distributed to the most meritorious
of each class. An Essay by Narrainsawmy on Female Education, with
special reference to the females of India, was read throughout, and was
deemed worthy of the prize— a prize given l<y James Scott, Esq. consist-

ing of 12 Volumes of the Library of Useful Knowledge, handsomely bound.
'Of the European residents, present on the occasion, the following

names have been mentioned to us.—The Hon'ble Mr. Sullivan had en-
gaged to preside, but was prevented by indisposition, and in his absence,
the Rev. Mr. Bowie, was called to take the chair. Colonel Cadell ; J.

Horseley, Esq. ; Colonel Kitchen ; A. F. Bruce, Esq. ; W. Bannister,
Esq. ; J. F. Thomas, Esq. ; James Scott, Esq. ; Walter Elliot, Esq.

; Cap-
tain Maitland ; J. Law, Esq.; Captain Brown; Captain Rowlandson ; G.Waters, Esq. ; A. Robertson, Esq. ; J. B. Key, Esq.

;
Captain Smith

; Capt.
Freshfield ; Rev. Messrs. Winslow, Drew, Caldwell, and the Rev. J.
Tucker ; and many others, with not a few Ladies and a large assemblage
of Natives, probably not fewer than 150.' "

This success, as the result of a single year, is most encouraging. Mr.
Anderson, we have learned from a private source, began with 59 boys and
young men ; and there are now upwards of 200 under his charge. If he
had a colleague, and we trust that one will be sent to him without delay, the
Seminary could be indefinitely enlarged. It is not the least pleasing fact

connected with it, that 1 68 of the pupils contribute each half a rupee monthly
to its funds. Mr. Anderson has a weekly meeting for the special improv-
ment of his more advanced pupils and others who choose to attend him.
We trust that with additional help, he will soon be able to add to hii

present most important engagements, that of declaring to the inhabitanta
of India, " in their own tongues, the wonderful works of God."
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MISSIONS—INDIA—THE CHRISTIAN BRA'HMAN.

I.— T/ie Ckristian Brahman^ or Memoirs of the Life, Writings,

and Character of the converted Brahman Bdbdji. By the

Rev. Mollis Rkad, American Missionary to India. 2 Vols.

It Is the recorded opinion of the Abbe Dubois, that " under
present circumstances there is no possibility of converting the

Hindus to any sect of Christianity." The Scott Warings, the

Twinings, et hoc genus omne of other days, sounded the alarm,

and did much to j)ersuade the proprietors of East India Stock
that their gods were in danger through the indiscreet zeal of
Missionaries, and tliat unless the converting expeditions (as they
were pleased to call them) uf British zealots, were put down, and
the land forbidden to Missionaries, India would soon be filled with

anarchy and bloodshed, and throw off the British yoke. Doubtless

a spectre even less horrible than this, was sufficient to frighten

the worthies of Leadenhall Street out of their consistency. The
alarmists for a time succeeded in imposing upon the fears of the

interested, of those who, though they were fearful of interfering

with the morals and religion of the native, had no objection to

handle his money. Severe statutes were enacted against these

converting expeditions., and many difficulties were thrown in

the way of Missionaries. For, to the disgrace of the East In-

dia Company it stands on record, and history will hand it down
to future ages, that the first British Missionaries to Bengal,

persecuted and driven out by the Government upon which they

had a natural claim for protection, were succoured and encou-

raged by a foreign state ! Since the days of the Vellore mutiny,
(for that was the peg on which the alarmists chose to hang their

calumnies,) Missionaries have increased twenty-fold ; they may
be seen in all parts of India ; but we hear nothing of the anar-

chy and bloodshed which were confidently predicted. There
VII. 2 s
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are no indications of revolt—no opposition to tlie measures of
Government—no disaffection to the J^ritish rule, on account of
the liberty and protection which are extended to Missionaries.

So then those spectres were the mere creations of the fancy heat-

ed by malice, or terrified by the dread of losing its darling ten
per cent. The grounds of attack upon Missionary labours,

have of late years been shifted : the enemy dislodged, by the

experience of vear?, from his former position, has comfortably
betaken himself to another. The cry formerly was " the British

Empire in India is endangered by the Missionaries." The same
voice now proclaims the conversion of the Hindus an impossi-

bility ! That the conversion of the Hindus is impossible, in the

light in which the enemies of the Gospel, and probal)ly the

Abl)^ himself viewed the subject, we fully admit. When we
consider the moral degradation of the Hindus, the fetters of

caste by which they are bound, the blinding power of an ancient

and cunningly devised superstition, the prostration of the jtnblic

mind to the mandates of a designing priesthood interested in

hoodwinking the ignorant, the force of prejudice and the power
of long chei'ished habits, and above all the corruption of the hu-

man heart, on the one hand ; and on the other, the paucity of the

means employed, the small number of Missionaries who labour,

the difficulty of communicating religious knowledge in a strange

language, and by persons little acquainted with the habits of

thought, and peculiar modes of expression of the people whom
they teach,—when all these and many other circumstances are

taken into consideration, we are not surprised that, according

to human calculation, the conversion of the Hindus seems an

impossibility. But ail these difficulties vanish before the influ-

ejices of God's Spirit : this work must be accomplished not by
power, or by might, but by my Spirit alone, saith the Lord." The
work is too stupendous, too great for human might or sagacity ;

but human eft'ort accompanied by the influences of the Spirit has

converted Hindus and will convert them, though they were an

hundred-fold more degraded. We are inclined to think that

much has been done, and yet few have been brought under the

eaving influence of the Gospel. This may appear paradoxical,

but let us explain. In reference to the general and indirect

influence which Christianity diffuses, it would be easy to show
that much has been accomplished. The people, especially in this

Presidency, are acquainted with the way of salvation through

Christ. Many of them are convinced of the absurdity of Hin-

duism, and ashamed of its grosser practices. By the preaching

of the Gospel, the distribution of the Scriptures and religious

books, and by the establishment of Christian schools, an amount
of moral and religious knowledge has been difl'used, which is
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gradually, but surely sapping tlie foundations of heathenism and
vice. The people are beginning to cast off tlie despotism of priest-

craft, and to reflect upon every doctrine that is proposed to them.

By the example and efforts of Missionaries, a mighty impulse

has been given to the public mind in the path of moral and re-

ligious im|)rovement,—an impulse which has caused a move-
ment, that will not be retarded till, as it is hoped, it will in

many cases subside in the attainment of //-M/Zt. ]f then, the
tone of society is in some measure improved, if the downward
progress of error is being checked, and a people so long proverbial

for mental weakness and the most absurd credulity, are begin-

ning to think and inquire, is there not reason to conclude that

much has been done, considering the small amount of means
that are employed ? We shall not wait to prove that the labour

of Missionaries has principally contributed to effect this happy
change ; all who know any thing of the state of European as

well as native society in this city 40 years ago, are well aware
how much is to be attributed to the influence and exertions of

Missionaries. So much has been done as ought to silence every
gainsayer, and ought to prove that, regarding the Missionaries'

labours in their lowest aspect, they are of vast importance and
effective of the well-being of society. We are however free to

confess that, as regards the conversion of the heathen to God,
little has been yet effected. In this respect, Christian Missions

are still in their infancy in this part of the country. The in-

stances of native christians being zealous for the honour of their

Saviour, of exhibiting a deep conviction of, and sorrow for, sin,

of showing a strong desire to increase in knowledge and holiness,

and an anxiety for the salvation of their countrymen, are very
few and seldom to be met with. The general character of the

native christians heretofore is that of deadness, indifference, want
of love and zeal in the Redeemer's cause. This is a melancholy
fact : still God has not left his word without a witness. There
are those who adorn their profession, who have not only em-
braced the religion of Jesus but experienced its transforming
power, and desire " to walk in all the commandments of the Lord
blameless." One remarkable instance of the power of Divine
grace over the heart of a Hindu, is found in Babajf the sub-

ject of the memoir before us, Babaji was a brahman, and a
pandit. He was born in 1791 at Ruggothna in the southern
Concan. Little is known of his early history, his mother immo-
lated herself on her husband's funeral pile, and his only bro-

ther became a Jogi or religious mendicant, and in consequence
the whole of the family property fell into his hands. About
the year 1820 he was employed as a Pandit by the Rev. Mr.
Crawford of the Scottish Mission, at Bombay, with whom h©

2 s 2
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remained for 2 years. In the year 1823 he went to Bombay
and was employed by the American Missionaries, throujrh whom
he was brought to the knowledge of the truth. While with
them, he had frequent opportunities of becoming acquainted with
Christianity ; but although his judgment was convinced, his

heart was still unchanged. In 1828 Babaji was persecuted by
his brethren the Brahmaus for coniplj'ing with tlie n quejtt of

the Missionaries, who required all in their employ to attend

family worship, and stand up during the time ot prayer. He
pleaded in his defence, that there was nothing contrary to the

ehastras in his conduct in this instance. A cuuncil of Hralinians

was held to condemn him, and cast him out. He attended
and defended himself with ability, and told msnn- of tiie Poali-

inaus present, that with them he had actually /yge/ and
drunk brandy, and caroused for whole nights together. 'J'hia

open expo-ure raised a violent storm against him, to esciipe which
he had to leave Bombay for a time." His mind from this period

seems lo have been in a fluctuating state; he was convinced

of the absurdity and tj'ranny of Hinduism, and despised it in

his soul ; he was persuaded of the truth of Christianity, but his

heart was yet untouched ; he knew so much of Christianity, and
moreoTer was so honest and ingenuous, that he dared not to pro-

fess it while he was conscious of living an impure life. His soul

was alternately entangled in the meshes of infidelity, or tortur-

ed by strong convictions of sin and compunctious of conscience.

In 1831 it pleased God to enlighten his mind and sanctify

his heart by the word of truth. The state of BabajTs mind at

this time, and the manner of his conversion will appear more
interesting when related in his own words. Of his conversion

he wrote an account ; we are sorry that we have not room for

the whole of it, we must confine ourselves to a few extracts.

" Bdbdji, a servant of Jesus Christ."
" Tliis is the controversy which 1 had with my mind before I became

a Christian. I first reasoned with my mind thus; O, my soul ! art thou
sinful or not ? Then the soul replied^ yes, 1 am sinful, and am still com-
mitting sin. Then, I said, if thou remainest in sin, what will be thy re-

ward .'' My soul said, if I die in sin, I must suffer punishment in hell for

ever. Then, continued I, does it seem good to thee to endure eternal

punishment ? The soul replied, it does not seem goo<l. If it does not,

•what then art thou doing to escape the just recompense of sin ? Truly,
thought I, by walking according to the Hindoo religion, I am only wor-
shipping and serving idols, and calling over tlie names of Ram, Vishnoo,
Kristna, and of the multitude of our other deities. But what does this

profit.'' This is but a system devised by man, while the religion ordained

by God, must be for all men."
* * * * ti Wben my mind was thus distressed I resolved to cast

aside every system of religion, forsake the world, and flee to a gooroo. I

then employed a l)rahmun, by the name of W^asadeo, as my gooroo ; of

him I learned the muntras. These I repeated no less than three thousand
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times. For a time my mind was satisfied. But soon I beg'an to reason
with myself iigaiii. Is my gooroo without sin? If not liow can a sinful

goaroo save a sinful disciple? What now shall 1 do? Where sliall I find

ft sinless gooroo ? Alas ! Alas ! among the whole human race there is not a
sinless man to be found. For all men from their birth are sinful. Then
1 brought to mind the instructions I had heard, liow that the almighty,
allwise, ever just, merciful and holy God, in order to make atonement
for the sins of men, had took on him the nature of man, and became in-

carnate in the woild. The name of this incarnation is the anointed
Saviour, Jesus Christ. * * * * * * It is said in our shastras that
the good works of a sardoo (saint) are his way to heaven. But what are
described to be the marks of a sardoo ?

" They are these—equity, compassion, self~denial, freedom from anger,
and disregard of caste. But sucli a man is not to be found, for all men are
deceitful and deceived, covetous, lascivious. Therefore O my soul, de-
spise thyself, and flee for refuge to God the Saviour Jesus Christ, and he
will make you worthy by the Holy Spirit. Hast thou ever heard of
him of wliom I now speak ? Yes I have often heard of him, and read his

shastras. And what do you think of him ? I believe the Cliristian shas-
tras to be true, and Jesus Christ the true Saviour of the world. Why not
then believe on liim ? Should I believe on him and be baptised, should I

not be defiled ? according to the Christian shastras the things which defile

a man, are tliese— evil thoughts, murders, adulteries, fornication, theft,

lying, deceit, and such like things. By loving unholy objects, my mind has
become polluted. I have despised the goodness of God which should have
led me to repentance. What shall I now do to be saved ? I then deter-
mined that I would renounce all worldly hope, cast off the fear of the
people, repent and flee to Jesus Christ, and cry with my whole heart to

God the Father, Son and Holy Ghost, three in one, that lie would have
mercy on me. I fully resolved to go to Jesus, to be baptised and partake
of the Lord's supper, and to keep myself from sin. I then prayed to the
living God, and communed with my own heart. *********

" From that time I have examined myself, to see if I walked according
to tlie gospel. If I find myself acting or thinking contrary to my Saviour
and my God, I repent, forsake it, and ask forgiveness. When I do right

I know tliis is through the influence of the Holy Spirit ; and for this, I

thank God. Moreover I leave myself in the hands of God, through the
mercy of Jesus Christ."

By tliese short extracts the intelligent reader cannot fail to

be reminded of the heart-stirring and pathetic confessions of

Augustine. He indeed was a prince iu Israel, a leader in the

church of Christ, and from his infancy familiarized with the

Sacred Scriptures through the example and instructions of a

pious mother. Babajl was a Hindu, a degraded idolator, and
therefore we cannot expect to find the same knowledge and
christian experience in him. Both however spoke from the

convictions of a soul oppressed with guilt and recently eman-
cipated by the grace of Christ. Babaji, was a useful mem-
ber of the Mission as long as he lived. He was a living exam-
ple to the heathen, particularly to the Brahmans, of the salutary

influence which Christianity alone can exert over the heart and
life. He was a zealous preacher of the Gospel, and laboured
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incessantly for the salvation of liis countrymen. But let us
liear his character from one who knew him personally, and ap-

preciated his worth.
" He died, says Mr. Read, on the 17th April, 1833, aged forty-two;

lamented by tlie mis-^ion, deeply himented by his bereaved widow, lament,
ed by the church, by the people of the poor-house, and respected, as far

as a person in his circumstances could he, by fill. He was highly esteemed
by the lo'.ver orders of the people ; and the Brahmans, while they no doubt
most cordially bated him for having abandoned the religion of his fathers,

and not only become a proselyte to another religion, l)ut a teacher of it,

could not but respect him as a clever man, and an honest, upright, and
sincere outcast."

" Babaji was an extraordinary instance of piety and zeal. He was
brought into the kingdom of his Redeemer at a late jjeriod of his life.

His whole soul seemed intent on a single object

—

professedly the grand ob-
ject of every disciple of Christ. Zeal for the house of God consumed
him. He was a light to the Gentiles. He emerged from the darl< ai)yss

of idolatry. He shone brightly for a little space. Many saw the light,

and a fe\v were guided by its refulgence to the Sun of Righteousness.

This light was extinguished. It sunk not again into the abyss, but ascend-
ed, burning bright^jr and brigliter, till it was lost in the inextinguishable

splendor of the ' perfect day.'
"

Such was Babaji, and such must be the general features of
the life and character of every true disciple of Christ. The
question may be asked, and it ought to be met with a fair and
honest reply, are there many such among our christian converts.''

Are there many Babajis to be fouud in our native churches In
northern India it may be that our converts are numbered by
scores. Are these native christians remarkable for their anxiety
to know the will of the Lord, for their disinterestedness and
zeal in pi'omoting the salvation of their countrymen, for the

facility with which they give up cast, and every heathenish
practice, for their strict adherence to truth in all things ? These
are important and momentous questions, and ought to be treat-

ed with caution and diffidence. Our own opinion is, that in

northern India, the germ from which the christian church must
spread is not yet formed—the nucleus from which the life, and
vigour, and heat of christian principles must radiate, and destroy

the powers of darkness, has not j'et been called into existence.

We fully agree with Mr. Read in his estimate of the character of
native converts. He honestly places before us an account of the

state of the native church at Ahmednuggur (see vol. 2, chap. 6)
which, generally speaking, is a correct specimen of the native

churches with which we are acquainted. There are two classes

of our readers who are greatly mistaken regarding the charac-

ter of native converts, and their errors on this subject, strange

to say, are in opposite directions ; the one expect too much, the

other look lor too little, from men recently brought out of hea-
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then darkness to profess the frospel of Christ. Some, when
they hear that the heathen in crowds listen to the gospel message,

•receive tracts and books with eagerness, and profess to l)e con-
vinced, imagine that a wonderful work has been accomplished.
They expect to hear that Hindus professing to be clirislians are

very zealous for the honor of their God ; that they possess more
humility, more devotedness, and more love to the Saviour and to

the souls of men, than the same class of persons in a christian

country. In fact, when they read of a native christian church,
they imagine to themselves a body of humble believers, mourn-
ing over their corruptions, listening with delight to the spiritual

instructions of their pastor, encouraging each other witii psalms,

and hymns, and spiritual songs, and labouring to bring their hea-

then neighbours to the light of the truth, they have themselves
embraced. Alas ! this is but a midsummer dream, easily dissipated

by a simple statement of facts. Whatever impressions such in-

dividuals may have received, and from whatever quarter, a very
slight acquaintance with the state of our native .churches, would
soon convince them of their error, and perhaps bring them from
the height of exultation to the vortex of despondency. If any
of our young friends have been wrought upon by such Elysian

dreams, if such be the feeling by which they have been, or may
be excited to devote themselves to the work of an evangelist,

we must tell them plainly they have not counted the cost. The
supporting and animating principles of the Missionary, mu.st

spring from another and a higher source. Persons who cherish

such ideas regarding the character of native converts, must be

very ignorant of the corrupt nature of man, when buried for

ages under the rubbish of superstition and wickedness, and par-

ticularly of the character of the Hindus. How contrary to

every principle of reason, to the very nature of things, to expect

that a Hindu, whose soul has been the seat of every uncurbed
passion, whose mind has been blinded from infancy by the most
debasing idolatry, who indeed is proverbial for all that is mean,
deceitful, and cunning, should equal, nay surpass the man born
in a christian country, who has received a religious education

accompanied with the prayers of pious parents.'' The one is

familiar with all that is debasing and destructive of the moral
principle, the other is acquainted with the scriptures from his

youth, and with a religious example. Both may have gone
equally far astray from the path of virtue and piety ; but when
both are brought back to the shepherd and Bishop of souls, is

it reasonable to expect that both should be equally distinguish-

ed for zeal, for christian knowledge, and consistency of charac-

ter.'* Two pieces of marble may be so polisbed by the hand of

--tlie artist as to make the difference between them and the quar-
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ry whence tliey were taken easily perceptible ; but the one
is susceptible of a higher degree of polish than the other, it is

closer grained, and more diversified in its veins, and conse-

quently more beautiful and valuable. Two men in like manner,
may be converted by the same Spirit, and brought under the

influence of the same gospel ; but the native dignity of charac-

ter of tlie one, his talents and previous discipline render him a
more i)oli5ihed shaft than the othei', in the hands of the

Lord, and a more distinguished christian. The grace of God
indeed can accomplish what no mere human power can ; but

that grace does not make all its recipients equal in all respects.

There are those who creep along the earth's surface, scarce

able to rise above its influence; there are others who can mount
as on e.agles' wings, walk without being faint, and run without

being wearied. And from our knowledge of the native charac-

ter we should say, that, in the scale of christian excellence, the

Hindu convert perhaps holds the lowest place.

There are others who, avoiding the errors of those already

mentioned, pass into the opposite extreme. They expect too

little. They are ever ready to excuse the native christian on
account of his former luil)its and prejudices. His conscience in

las heathen state, was dead ; he had no proper conception of right

and wrong, his only elfort was to gratify passion, and acquire

riches, by any or every means however base. When such a
person end)races a purer faith, much it is said, cannot be expect-

ed from him ; and the same rule which is applicable to believers

in a christian land does not apply to his case. Much we confess,

cannot be expected from such a one, but surely there must be

some features in his character to distinguish him from others ?

'J'hat a native christian should be deficient in industrious

liabits—that he should be subject to be overtaken by grievous

and sore temptations—that he is deficient in energy and decision

of character, and apt to vacillate, can be readily conceived ; but

that he should not exhibit the grand characteristics of the chris-

tian life, which in its general features is the same every where,

is M hat we do not understand. If Christianity be any thing, it

makes every one who receives it, in sincerity and truth, " a new
creature in Christ Jesus." What those general features of the

christian character, which ought to exist here as well as else-

where, are, cannot be particularly described at present ; in gene-

ral, however, we should expect to find native christians distin-

guished for humility, for a desire to acquire spiritual knowledge

—by anxiety for the salvation of their countrymen, and, in the

midst of many temptations and failings, by an earnest endeavour

to know and do the will of God. Perhaps we cannot better de-

scribe what ought to be expected of native converts, than by
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stating tlie peculiar features of Babajfs character. He was
far from being perfect ; he was subject to the same failings as

other men, and particuhirly to such as are incideiit to a
Hindu

—

" He seized," says Mr, Read, " on every new truth to wliich liis mind
was directed, or which discovered itself to him in liis reitding' or meditatioti,

with an avidity truly astonishing'. It was gratifying to see with wliat

delight he would hang on your lips, while relating to him some portion of
Sacred History which had tiot yet been translated; or illustrating some
particular doctrine with which he was but partially, or not at all, acquainted ;

or while directing his mind to some eminent examples of Christian fortitude

or devotedness. He grasped the truth with peculiar eagerness, and seldom
would allow even a suggestion or an incidental mention of any one truth,

which he did not well understand, to pass till he had, by further inquiry,

not only made himself master of it, but made it sul)servient to his own be-
nefit by a self-application. Nor would he stop liere. He, more peculiar-

ly than any person 1 have ever met, had the happy talent, or rather I

should say, the invaluable spiritual gift, of communicating to others and
of enforcing on their consciences every truth which he had himself ac-

quired."
" In his demeanour, as a man or as a Christian, he was modest, gentle

and affectionate, kind-hearted and ingenuous ; conscientious and upright
in his secular dealings, fervent and active in his piety ; frequently fertile

in devising, and always willing and ready in co-operating to accomplish,

any plan of usefulness."

To this deHneation we may add his humility and sorrow for

sin, and his anxiety for the salvation of his countrymen, which
was so intense that he often laboured beyond his strength. But
is this the general character of native chri-tians Are they in

labours abundant ? Will they speak oft of the love of Christ, the

blessedness of the Gospel, and the way of salvation to their hea-

then neiglibours ? Alas! it is not so, and truth compels us to

make the lamentable confession. Native teachers and catechists

are to be found ; but it is to be feared that in many cases they
are not influenced hy the highest motives. The Bengali loves

a roving life, and he would rather become a travelling-catechist

than follow a more stationary employment. Such labourers

may perform a certain amount of labour, for a certain sum of

money ; but it would be vain to expect them to move a step

beyond the beaten track, in which their salary is obtained.

'J'his ma}^ appear a harsh censure, and willingly would we ex-

punge it, did a regard to truth allow us. The missionaries, who
are best acquainted with thisfact,are exceedingly cautious about
emj)loying such instrumentality. But are there no Babaji's to

be found among native christians ? Yes, thank God there are a
few, and we know some of them ; yet their number alas ! is ex-

ceedingly limited. The memoir of the Christian Brahman has
" led us to touch upon these subjects; they are of the utmost im-
portance, and call for the prayerful consideration of every one

VII. 2 T
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interested in the progress of Christianity in this country. We
have deUvered ourselves, concisely and imperfectly indeed, but

freely and honestly, in order that the real state of the native

churches may be perceived and felt, and that the difficulties and
disappointments with which Missionaries have to contend, may
be so known as to excite the prayers and sympathies of their

Christian brethren. Suchja view of the stateofthe native churches,

and such a representation of the untoward nature of the Hindu
character are calculated, it may be said, to discourage the

friends of missions, and to cause them to withdraw from the

work. We humbly conceive, that the feeling which dictates

such a sentiment is the grand mistake in this mutter. Our peo-

ple, and frequently our ministers, look not so nmch to the path of

duty as to the amount of success—not so much to the command
of the Redeemer, as to the reivards with which he crowns us here.

May not the blessing be withheld from us just because we are

apt to give the glory to man, and not to God ? because, in fact,

tve are inclined to trust Him no farther than we can trace Him ?

Let ministers and people serioixsly reflect upon this subject.

The amount of success which attends the labours of missionaries

in evangelising the heathen, is not, and ought never to be re-

garded by the church as the rule of her conduct. Whether men
will hear, or whether they will forbear. Christians are bound, by
the most solemn ties, to spread the gospel. It is a bad indica-

tion of the state of feeling in the church, when men are

excited to come up to the help of the Lord, from a regard

to the laurels that each party may gain on the field, rather

than impelled by a sense of obligation and heartfelt regard

to the commands of their master. It is pleasant, indeed, to see

our labours crowned with snccess ; and it is but human to be de-

pressed by the apparent inefficacy of all the toil, and anxiety,

and energy, which are expended on a field so spiritually barren.

But our exultation, on the one hand, should flow from a higher

source, and our depression on the other should be corrected by
confidence in the faithfulness of God. " Jiejoice not^ said our

Lord, to the first baud of missionaries, thnt the spirits are sub'

ject unto you, but rather rejoice^because your names are written

in heaven.^^ Luke x. 20. Moreover, men are nowhere in scripture

commanded to convert the heathen ; if such were the terms of

the commission, doubtless every faithful missionary would have
succeeded in converting souls. VVe are commanded to instruct

men by teaching the doctrines of Christ, to proclaim the gospel

to every creature ; and this instruction may become the means
of conversion or it may not : the result is not dependant upon
the messenger—either on his character or his mode of teaching*.

* We do not subscribe to tliis, thus ;ibsolutely and niikedly stated,

though we do to tiie principle involved.

—

Ed.
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As we have no reason to hope that God will bless the labours of

an unfaithful servant, neither have we reason to expect that the

efforts of the diligent and faithful missionary will, in all cases, be

attended with success. Hindrances may arise from the impene-

trable ignorance, the corruption and wickedness of the heathen,

and from the moral sense having become dormant ; there may
be many circumstances, having a bearing upon the progress of

the gospel, of which we can form nojudgment ; not to mention
the inscrutable decrees of the Almighty, who doeth according

to his will in the armies of heaven, and among the inhabitants

of the earth. The duty of the missionary is plain—whether he
experience visible success or not, he must labour, according to his

ability for the salvation of souls, depending entirely upon the in-

fluences of God's Spirit for his success. He is apt to be depressed

and ready to sink for want of encouragement ; he is also liable to

go through a beaten path from a conscientious regard to duty,

without being duly anxious about the result of his labours. These
are the Scylla and Charybdis on either hand, that beset his

path ; and it requires much wisdom, and piety, and strong

faith, to preserve one'sself from falling into the one or the

other. The case of Babaji, and others that we could name,
are remarkable proofs of the practicability of bringing the Hin-
du under the benign influence of the Gospel. These are proofs

which ought to convince every opponent, that the Gospel has a
mighty influence over the dispositions of the worst specimens of
human nature—they are proofs which ought to shew our mo-
dern school of prophets and miracle-mongers, that notwith-

standing their uncharitableness, the Lord is still with his church,

and continues to accompany his word with power and demon-
stration of the Holy Spirit. We have candidly acknowledged,
that as far as real conversions are concerned, little has been yet

effected. We have fairly noted, as far as our knowledge ex-

tends, the state of the native christian churches. And although
some may be disposed to think that a very discouraging picture

has been drawn, we are still persuaded that quite as much has
been done as was to be expected from the amount of means em-
ployed and the character of the Hindus; much more than those

who are unacquainted with Missionary operations are willing

to allow. It would be very easy, were it necessary, to shew, both
from sacred and ecclesiastical history, that no great change was
ever suddenly brought about in the moral and religious habits of

any nation. The remarkable and rapid progress of the gospel

after the day of Pentecost, was preceded by the preaching of

John the Baptist, the miracles of the Saviour, and the teachings

of his disciples ; and many circumstances in providence had
prepared the minds of men for some great change. The prin-

\
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ciples of tlie Reformation, which burst forth in such splemlour in
Luther's time, were felt and cherislied. and were secretly spread-
ing their influence, in many parts of Europe long before he was
born. Why should we expect to see light suddenly spring out of
darkness ? Why should we look for order and harmony to arise,

of a sudden out of confusion ? In the plan of redemption God does
not so deal with the souls of men, in ordinary cases. There is a
seed-time, as well as a harvest, in the Missionary field; some must
sow with tears, and others who enter into their labours will reap
ivith joy ; but the Lord ofthe harvest will cause " both him that
soweth, and him that reapeth, to rejoice together." India has
heretofore had but its sowing time. The seed of the kingdom
lias been scattered far and wide. The strong chains of super-
stition are falling off', and the people are inquiring. The Hindu*
begins to show some signs of possessing a conscience suscepti-

ble of serious impressions. Many are intellectually convinced
of the superior claims of Christianity, and still more expect some
great change. These are higidy important effects, and those
who have been instrumental in bringing them about, ought not
to be discouraged ; for their part of the work is necessary and
promotive of the great consummation—the regeneration of Li-

dia ; and their " labour will not be in vain in the Lord:"
The perusul of Mr. Read's work has drawn our attention to

another subject of deep interest, on which we intended to make
some remarks ; but this article has already occupied so much
more space than we anticipated, that we can devote but a few
lines to its consideration. Speaking of the manner in which
Babaji explained the truths of Christianity, and the apparent
interest with which he was listened to, Mr. Read says :

" He ex|ilained to tliem the nature of the Christian religion, removed
their objections, and pointed out to them the absurdities, and tlie errors of
tlieir own system. The whole lifetime of a foreigner would be insufficient

to qualifj' him to perform this part of missionary labour, so ably as a pious

intelligent Biahman can do ; so well, I may say, as Bai>aji did. This
does not merely suppose a competent acquaiiitance with their language,

l)ut it supposes a knowledge of every thing which makes a Hindoo differ

in habits of thinking, in modes of reasoning, in prejudices, superstitions,

maxims, or customs, from a foreigner. Foreigners, missionaries from
Christian lands, we must have, in order to prepare the instruments who
are to accomplish the great work, which remains to i)e done in India ; but

the instruments themselves must be natives of the country."

It is evident, to every one at all acquainted with the sub-

ject, that India must l)e evangelized by native agency ; and
consequently too much attention cannot be paid to raising up
efHcieut native labourers. How this is to be done, and what are

the best means to be adopted, it is not our province at present to

dibcuss. One thing however, in connection with this subject, seema

to demand immediate attention. Natives designed for catechists
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or missionaries,may be educated, and informed to any extent their

employers please ; to this there can be no objection ; but to teach

IhfUi our manners and hahits, and accustom tliom to our mode of

living, u iil go far to destroy their usefulness. The labour of the

well qualified native preacher is superior to that of the Eu-
ropean, only because he can enter more freely into the iiabits,

and feelings of his countrymen, and is able to go about from house,

to house, and from village, to vilage, with less suspicion or danger:

in all other respects, there is no comparison between the two.

But if, by our imprudtMice and indiscretion, we make a European
of him in hahits, in delicacy of constitution, and in an entire

neglect of the allowable customs of his ancestors, we render him
unfit, alike for the higher, or the subordinate offices, of the Chris-

tian church, and shall see our errors perhaps when it is too late.

Your European gentleman in habits, and inclination, but a
Bengali in want of energy and decision of character, is not the

man whom any missionary, well acquainted with the nature of

his work, would take by the hand. VVe have said thus much by
way of warning, because we have been grieved to see, in some
quarters, a tendency in this direction.

We are sorr}' that we cannot give a more detailed account

of Mr. Read's interesting work. His description of the Hindu
character, of the religion and manners of the people, and his

account of the difficulties which Missionaries have to contend

with, are all admirable. We cheerfully recommend the work
to all who wish to become acquainted with India and its inha-

bitants, especially to those interested in Missionary opera-

tions. It will supply the place of Ward, and the Abbe
Dubois, to all such as have neither leisure nor inclination to

wade through such huge quartos. Mr. Read is entitled to the best

thanks of the Christian world, for the clear and honest light ia

which he has placed the whole subject of Missions in India, as

it regards the hindrances to the work, the paucity of conver-

sions, and the Character oif the converts. W e trust that his

honest and strait-forward statements, will do much towards de-

stroying the romance of modern Missions, if we may be allow-

ed the expression, and to lead Christians to regard the subject in

a more serious and sober aspect. We hope these volumes will

be extensively read through Europe, and America, and we doubt

not but that they will do much good, and will promote a better

state of feeling in the Christian church, in reference to Missions.

Theta.
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Christian School-Book Society, at Bandras.

To the Editor of the Calcutta Christian Observer.

Dear Sir,

I shall feel obliged if you will kindly inform your readers and
tlie public, in the next number of your A'aluable periodical, that

the friends of religion in Banaras liave established a School-
Book Society, for the purpose of preparing and printing a com-
plete set of elementary books for Missionary and other schools

conducted on Christian principles. Mr. Trevel3'an, on his leaving

India, generously made over to us the unsold copies of the school

books printed by him, chiefly those in the Roman character.

There are at present the following books in the Depository of
the Societj'. (See the cover.)

It will be Seen by this list that it is not for want of books
that so little is done in this country for educating the millions

who are perishing for lack of knowledge. VV^e hope that the

time is not far distant when all Christians in this country will

feel it their sacred duty to establish schools, wherever Provi-

dence has placed them. They are called to show by private

exertions what can be done for the mass, before Government
will be shamed into a plan of National Education for their

Indian Empire, if schools be established at every station, and
books bought, the Society at Banaras will cheerfully make every
exertion to augment the existing stock ; if not, even those which
are already in existence will rot on the shelves. P'or the honor
of Christian Philanthropy in this country, we hope the latter

will not happen. It is clear that a single individual can do
little ; but he may do much by stirring up others to unite with
him in the blessed work, and their united efforts will accom-
plibh much.
Any number of books in the above list may be obtained by

applying to Rev. J. A. Shurman, Banaras, who is Secretary

and Treasurer of the Society, and who will likewise be happy
to receive subscriptions and donations for carrying on the objects

of the Society.

Yours truly,

S.

Banaras, I8th April.
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II.

—

Notices of Bengali Dictionaries.

[Concluded from page 2i>2*.]

No. 9. A Companion TO Johnson's Dictionary, in English and
Beng-alee, to which is prefixed an Introduction to the Bengalee language,

adapted for the use of both Native and European students, vol. II. by
John Mendies, Serampore, 1828.

The compiler of this work, as the latest in the field, has been enabled

to avail himself of the labours of many predecessors, which he certainly

has done with very commendable diligence. The volume extends to 524
pages printed in double columns, the column averaging about 32 words,

containing therefore a total of upwards of 32,000. In this aggregate,

however, are included 1 st, a vast number of mere botanicals, names of

trees and flowers, &c. of little general utility
;
2ndly, a very large propor-

tion of the easier compounds, for which a Dictionary is not at all required
;

and 3rdly, a great mass of Persian and Hindustani words. These last,

however, are very pi-operly marked with an asterisk, by which simple con-

trivance the student is at least enabled to know, at sight, what are and
what are not pure Bengali terms. This is a great improvement upon the

plan of uniting in undistinguished confusion (^rudi^ indigestnque moles)
the vocabularies of two languages. Still, the meanings are far two
meagre, and very inadequate to the requirement of students at all

advanced in the language. Few or no phrases are given. Prefixed

is a succinct Bengali grammar of much merit, (of which below,) adding
greatly to the utility of the work to learners. On the whole this work is

decidedly superior to the others of its kind, being much fuller not
only than numbers 7 and 11, but even than number 6, to which also it

is greatly preferable as distinguishing the exotic terms. The opinion is

entertained, in which we incline fully to coincide, that this and No. 8
together, would answer to the student all the ordinary purposes of a com-
plete dictionary. The compiler is a laborious, diligent and meritorious

individual, and we have great pleasure in recommending his work to

more general notice. It is well printed; the paper is somewhat
defective in colour, though of a good consistence. Its original price

was 8 rupees ; it may now be had for four, in cloth

.

N. B. At the end is a scientific nomenclature of animal and botanical

terms, to which reference is made by small numerals from the body of

the work, so as to enable the student to have recourse to scientific

sources for further information.

No. 10. A DiCTIONAIiY OF THE BENGALEE LANGUAGE. Vol. 2.

English and Bengalee. Serampore, 1828.

This work, which is designed as a companion to the Abridgement (No.

6,) of Dr. Carey's Bengali and English Dictionary, is understood to be

a compilation of the intelligent and enterprizing Mr. J. C. Marshman,
assisted by Dr. Carey himself. It numbers 440 pages in dvuble columns,

and, on an average of 54 words to a page, gives a total of 23,500 to

* The reader is requested to correct the following press errors in the former
part of this Index in last Month's Observer, viz. in p. 292, 1. 14, dele ' ol' beture

Others ; iu 1. 16 and 17 for ' students acquire' read ' student acquires.'
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24.000 words, foiMts contents. It takes in indiscriminately both pure Ben-
gali and Hindustani vocables, but does not furnish the student with any

means of distinguishing the one class from the other. It aims therefore

rather at general utility for the common purposes of business and daily

life, than at classical correctness. For this very reason, however, it is

of greatly less advantage to such as desire to acquire a correct know-
ledge of the pure language of the country. For innumerable terms

occurring in books, the student will therefore look in vain, in this Dic-

tionary. Neither does it, like Forster's, distinguish the various appli-

cations of English words ; these the learner must trace out, if possible,

for himself, or have recourse after all to a living instructor ! To the

native especially, t?iis defect must constantly occasion most serious diffi-

culty, leading him unavoidably into innumerable mistakes, oftentimes

of the most ludicrous, as often perhaps of the gravest, character. To
the European it is one which, to great loss of time and increase of

labour, brings besides no small amount of incertitude in his choice of

words, and of error in their application.

We question, too, not only the exactness but the correctness, in many
instances, of the Bengali version. Yet, that the equally industrious

and intelligent compiler should have found time and patience, amidst

incessant and most varied occupations, (each and all making no small

demand upon both,) for doing so much, is more a matter of surprize

than that he should not have wrought this work to a higher degree of

excellence. The publishing price was 12 Rs.; its present cost, we believe

is 8 Rs.

No. 11. A School Dictionary, English and Bengalee, designed

chiefly for the use of native students, by J. D. Pearson. Calcutta,

printed for the School Book Society, 1829.

This compilation might more properly have been termed a Voca-

bulai'y, for it is nothing more. It contains 304 pages in double columns

averaging 19 words to a column, and giving a total of about 11,500 Eng-
lish words; a considerable number indeed in absolute amount; but then,

as usually only a single Bengali meaning is given to each, and very rarely

more than two, with a few short phrases, it must necessarily happen that

the student will look in vain, not only for numerous words not noticed at

all, but also for innumerable applications of words that are notic-

ed, constantly occurring in books and ordinary conversation. This, to

the European who wishes to write or express himself in Bengali, or to

the young native student more especially, who desires to understand the

meanings of the English words he meets with in the course of his read-

ing, must be a source of not merely great inconvenience and vexation,

but even still more frequently of serious or most ludicrous mistake,

e. g. " monster, s. 5t^." But jV^'H is a cannibal-demon ! while

monster has numerous ordinary applications, such as to denote a mal-

formed animal, a cruel individual, &c. none of which are noticed ! What
does the native student then learn from such a mere meagre voca-

bulary? and what aid can a European derive from it in expressing

himself to or composing for natives ? Again, the meanings given are

not always correct, e. g. " Peruse, v. sitjii'i Not so ; it should be
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•It* ^ ; sr^jii'i ?p is rather to study or get by heart. So " Forfeit, s.

<31lT?tt?," a clear mistake ; ?3'llT?tt?r is an adj. criminal, fauhy, &c.

and is besides not a Bengali word: it should have been tiQ, or at

least SMT^tiirt. A<;ain, " Do away with, v. pl^t^?^^." But the usual

and proper meaning of f^^t^'ftl is to expel, drive out, &c.

We more than question the utility altogether of such meagre skele-

tons of Dictionaries, which frequently are more a positive hindrance than

an aid to the student ; and we cannot but feel some surprise that the

Cal. S. B. Society should give its support and countenance to such, to

say the least, most unsatisfactory compilations. We hear that a new, but

unimproved, edition is in the Press. The price is 2 Rs.

No. 12. A Dictionary Bengal!, and Sanskrit, explained in

English, and adapted for students of either language ; to which is added
an Index serving as a reversed Dictionary. By Sir G. C. Haughton,
Knt. &c. London, 1833; 1 vol. 4to. pp. 1461, price Co.'s Rs. 100.

Sold, in Calcutta, by Thacker and Co.

This well-printed volume has been sevei'al years in the country, but
owing chiefly, to its high price (115 Rs. now reduced to 100), is but

little known to that class of students, the missionaries and others, who
would be most disposed to make use of it. There was however the less

reason for putting so large a price upon this work, as it was printed at

the charge of the H. I. Company.
The Dictionary occupies 1381 pages, in double columns, averaging

about 30 words to a page, and giving a total of nearly 40,000. The
columns however, not the pages, are numbered, and amount to twice

1381 or 2762.

The author's plan was to combine in one volume the dictionaries of

both the parent Sanskrit and the derivative Bhasha of Bengal, on the

principle that the latter must draw on the former whenever it is found

deficient. The principle is good ; but the course adopted upon it, is not

a logical inference. The modern Italian differs scarcely more from the

Latin than the Bengali from the Sanskrit : but would it be deemed expe-

dient therefore, to make the original Latin Dictionary the groundwork
of an Italian Dictionary, by simply inserting in the columns of the form-

er the corrupt derivations from its original stock, aud the borrowed exotics

current in the speech of the inhabitants of modern Latium ? Most assu-

redly not; for what but inextricable confusion, uncertainty and mistake

could result from so novel a plan in lexicography ? Many students, and
some of the very best practical scholars, know nothing of Sanskrit

;
just as

many in Europe, of the fair sex in particular, are excellent proficients in

the sweet dialect of Italy, and can enter into all the beauties of Metas-

tasio and Dante, who are altogether guiltless of having perused even a

page of the Latin grammar. Many too,who, in acquiring the Bengali, have

paid some attention, more or less, to the language of the Brahmans, have

not pursued and do not desire to pursue the study far enough to become
competent to distinguish those portions of the vocabulary which are

peculiar to each, or the several applications, in one or the other, of

common terms. To both these classes it must prove alike vexatious and

unsafe to have recourse to this ' treasury of words ;' vexatious, becaus*
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so often disappointing ; unsafe, because so frequently uncertain. Words
common to the parent tongue and the derivative, are seldom coexten-

sive or identical in their application, e. g. ot^, among the numerous

meanings it bears in Sanskrit, has those of " a learned or clever person

;

the manager of a theatre, &c." but no such uses of that term have obtained

in Bengali. How then is the tyro to distinguish, in this and similar

instances? Should he, on the strength of his dictionary, employ the word
^f?r in either of these its stated applications, in Bengali composition or

conversation, must he not necessarily become unintelligible? Sir G. C.

Haughton, thinks that " every dictionary of a Hindu dialect should

contain not only what is purely colloquial, but likewise such erudite (?)

and scientific terms as learned or pedantic writers may think fit to adopt."

This is to us one of the most extraordinary canons in lexicography we
remember to have known promulgated. The English Dictionary con-

tains a vast number of terms borrowed from Latin, French, and other

contributory sources ;
many that have been long used by approved writers,

some even that are rarely met with, and not a few employed by pedants

chiefly ; all, however, terms actmdly occurring in composition. But
it would be a strange Dictionary indeed of the English language, that

should take in from the Latin, &c. &c. all the conceivable varieties and
misapplications of words which the lexicographer's prophetic imagination

should suppose it possible any future scholar, nay every pedant in all

time to come, might employ ! !

Again—this work includes a large mass of Hindustani, greatly out

of place, surely, in a Samkrit and Bengali Dictionary ! Fortunately, as

the derivation is also given, the student is at least enabled to distinguish

these from genuine Bengali. We have repeatedly expressed our regret

that these most discordant and cacophonous exotics should be so exten-

sively preserved from the just oblivion into which otherwise they would

naturally fall, in exact proportion with the cultivation of a pure Bengali

dialect, and the advancement of a correct native literature.

We find the explanatory portion of this Dictionary far more meagre
than was reasonably to be anticipated, considering that the compiler,

being nearly the latest in the field, has had the advantage of being

enabled to combine the contributions to the common stock of ail his

predecessors, each having successively thrown in the results of his

individual research or personal reading.

The derivations are given in this work throughout, though in a form
not always either sufficiently distinctive or sufficiently concise. The
absurd and tedious repetitions of Dr. Carey are indeed avoided; but,

going into the opposite extreme, Sir G. C. Haughton does not commu-
nicate any information at all as to the radical meaning of his etymons.

The Index includes, in 80 pages (or 160 columns), a considerable por-

tion of the English Dictionary in alphabetical order, with merely nume-
ral references to \he pages of the preceding Beng : and Sans : Dictionary

in which one or more native renderings may be found, but without any
specification whatever of shades of meaning or application. We scarcely

see the utility of so very imperfect a substitute for an English and Sans-

krit-Bengali Dictionary ; since few, certainly, would endure the labour of
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first following a reference to a page or column, and then searching pain-

fully up and down it for a sintjle term which, after all this loss of time and

exercise of patience, might, in many or in most cases, not prove in the

end to be the word sought for in any of its specific applications.

Nevc rtlieless, this bulky and expensive volume will at least add to the

materials for what is yet, and will probably long continue to be, a deside-

ratum, namely, a full and com])lete liengali Dictionary, in which pure
Bengali words alone shall find place, their etymologies be correctly

traced, their applications be distinguished in a native as w ell as an English

explanation, and superadded illustrative and corroborative sentences be

given, extracted from approved Native writers, and from such onl}'.

No. 13. A Dictionary IN English AND Bengalee, translatedfrom

Todd's Edition of Johnson's English Dictionary, in 2 vols. 4to. By
Ram Comul Sen, Native Secretary A. S. and A. & H. Society, &c.

Serampore, 1834.

This is a work of immense labour, the production of a Native

gentleman of considerable talent and possessed of a very extensive know-

ledge, it should seem, of the English language. The two volumes num-
ber 1,060 pages, in double columns; which, averaging 27 words to a

column, gives a total of about 58,000 words, for the contents of the Dic-

tionary. Each English word is rendered by a sufficiently numerous string

of Native terms, merely to collect which must have been a task of no

ordinary difficulty, demanding the most plodding perseverance ^d the

most untiring patience. Nevertheless, the impartiality our undertaking

enjoins upon us, obliges us to say that the real value and utility of this

dictionary are not by any means in proportion to the undoubted expen-

diture of time, labour and cost, in its preparation : for

1st. The imposing amount of nearly 58,000 words must, in estimat-

ing the actual worth of the compilation to those for whose use it is in-

tended, be reduced considerably, by deducting a vast mass of such as are

either obsolete, vulgar, strictly technical, or merely terms of art

and science, not properly belonging to a literary work ; and for most

of which last especially, no just Bengali rendering has been as yet fixed

upon, or at least been generally admitted. The introduction of these

therefore but swells the work to little or small advantage, while ren-

dering its size inconvenient and its cost so great as to put it out of the

I'each of almost every Native and of many European students.

2nd. There is also the same deficiency in this work that has so

lessened the value of all its predecessors, save Forster's ; namely, the

absence of all guide to the various widely different applications of the

English words. Now the more numerous are the renderings, the more
needful some marks by which to direct the choice of the student.

3rd. This work also fails in distinguishing pure Bengali from Hin-
dustani and other exotics. This, to the European particularly, and to

him especially in the beginning of his course, when most requiring a

guide to the formation of his style and the selection of his vocabulary,

is an immense disadvantage.

4th. But, over and above the absence of all English synonyms, the

words of the translation follow each other without any oi'der or dependance

VII. 2 u
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whatever, apparently just as they were obtained from time to time, set-

ting all system as it were at defiance, and rendering the investigation of

their proprieties an utter impossibility. The student is, in fact, lost in

a forest of words, where literally he cannot see the wood for trees ! We
defy any, save those to whom a Dictionary is of little value but as an occa-

sional reference, to make any intelligent or safe use, generally, of this

work ;—one must, at the least, have a pandit by him, to say which among
the crowd of renderings is the word i-equired in any particular application

:

and then where the utility or economy of a Dictionary, either in money
or time ? A work of such a size and price, ought certainly to offer greater

advantages to those who would consult it. But it is evident that no-

thing short of a distinct indication of all the various shades in the mean-
ing and application of the terms explained, the explanations too being

equally distinctive, will satisfy the full intention of a dictionary—yet,

with exception of Forster's imperfect volume, none of the existing Eng-
lish and Bengali Dictionaries has proceeded upon this most indis-

pensable plan.

Had the laborious compiler taken a better English Dictionary for

his groundwork, and, retaining the English meanings, inserted a pure
Bengali translation after each, his work would have earned for him a

large meed of abiding praise, and been of inestimable utility both to his

countrymen and to ours. As it is, not only have its size and price put

it out^of the reach of most, but the very multitude of its renderings, oc-

casioning only endless confusion and doubt to the student, has, even to

the few who can obtain it, so greatly lessened its utility as almost to

throw it upon the shelf.

It is a perfect chaos of materials for future lexicographers ; but to re-

duce which to order and productiveness would require no small exertion

of skill, patience and exertion—an exertion, however, which we do ear-

nestly trust some able scholar may yet be induced ere long to undertake.

This work was published at 50 Ks. Its price is now 30 Us. and

probably it may be had much lower.

No. 14. A Dictionary, &c. English, Bengali, and Hindustani, in

the Roman character, with Walker's pronunciation of all the difficult or

doubtful words. Calcutta, 1837. 1 vol. 8vo. pp. 525.

The proprietor and publisher of this work is Mr. P. S. D'Rozario,

Superintendent of the Calcutta Church Mission Press, the same intel-

ligent and enterprizing individual who has published rcnn«»i«2^ec? editions of

the Prem Sagar and other works in Hindi and Bengali. Except in so far

as it is his property, however, this Dictionary is, erroneously though

commonly called D'llozario's Dictionary. The plan of the work is his ;

he selected and had transcribed the English text ; to which the Native

explanations wei-e added by different hands. The Bengali is by the Rev.

Wm. Morton, late of the Church Scy. P. G. F. P. now of the London
Missionary Society ; tiMh exception of the two first letters A and B,

which are the work of Babii Tarachand Chakrabartti. The Hindustani

is by Maulavi Zainuddin Hussain, and several other gentlemen, (Euro-

peans it is believed.)

None of these individuals, however, were concerned in carrying the

work through the press, nor consequently in the correction of the
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proof sheets ; and many changes having been made in tlie English
text (originally Corrall's Johnson) both by additions and omissions,

corresponding changes after the MS. left their hands severally,

were rendered necessary in the Native interpretations also
; which, as

the parties whose services had been engaged b}' the enterprizing pro-

prietor, had already completed their stipul:ited tasks, were made by Mr.
D'Rozario himself, and his immediate assistants. It is right this should

be clearly stated
; especially as, in some instances, the changes effected

exhibit a deviation, in the Bengali portion especially, from the ground-
plan

; which, among other peculiarities, rigidly excluded all but pure
Bengali words, except in rendering terms of European dress, furniture,

&c. for which none purely native existed. Mr. D'Rozario deserves every
liberal encouragement for this adventurous effort to meet the wants of

the public. The romani-zing controversy being hardly even yet conclu-

ded, it would scarcely be fair to assume a position decidedly either

favourable or adverse to it, in passing a judgment on this publication.

Time will however speedily set the question at rest ; and, if we do not
greatly mistake, the result of the late vigorous experiments is even now
Httle doubtful.

For our own parts, if we required any additional arguments agnin.st

the expediency and utility of substituting the very deficient and irregular

Roman alphabet of 26 letters for the most complete and regular one in

the world, (that of the Sanskrit and its derivatives, Bengali especially,)

this volume, and every other similar one, would furnish them in the insur-

mountable difficulties occasioned to the student by the omission or errone-

ous insertion of the dots, accents and other diacritical marks employed
to make these 26 letters supply the place of 30. But, be the judgment
of the public in regard to the scheme of Romanization what it may, the

execution of this Dictionaiy has elicited many high commendations from
competent individuals ; and we believe the public at large have, by
extensively purchasing the work, confirmed the judgment of Principal

Mill, Mr. Yates, the Calcutta Press, &c.

The English words are followed, first by an English interpretation,

then by a Bengali one printed in Italics, and that succeeded by the

Hindustani in Roman type: the three being thus kept perfectly distinct

to the eye.

The meanings are full and generally satisfactory
;
circumstances, over

which the proprietor had no control, compelled him to print the work,

not at the Press superintended by himself, but elsewhere ; which
has prevented the realizing of that degi-ee of Press correctness and free-

dom from typographical errors, in the diacritical marks especially,

which are such essential merits in works of this kind.

On an average of 44 words to a page, this Dictionary explains above

23,000 English words. We should much wish to see the two portions,

Hindustani and Bengali, separatedin a future edition
;
which, once more

revised and the Native character restored, would form two invaluable

dictionaries. For this recommendation, besides many other reasons

that might be given, we may now notice particularly the small number
of those, whether Europeans or Natives, who require to consult a double

Dictionary of Hindustani and Bengali; and consequently not only the

2 u ?
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increased size but the increased expence of the volume, in their combi-
nation, to such as employ the one language only or the other respec-

tively. The one or the other is nearly, if not altogether, useless to most
students ; why tax them to purchase both ?

Besides which, very few Natives especially are likely to avail them-
selves of a 7?omaMJ^ef/ Dictionary, however excellent; whilst multitudes,

more than ever now that English and the vernaculars are fast supersed-

ing the Persian throughout the whole country, would greedily have
recourse to the same compilation if given them in their own characters,

the only ones they can or arc likely to be able to read at once with facility

and correctness.

This work is sold at 10 Co.'s lis. in cloth, at the Church Mission

Press.

No. 15. " 'T^'T sir^'^TI," or A new Dictionary of the Bengali with a

Bengali interpretation, is now in the press, compiled by Jagannarayan
Sharma, the Editor, we believe, of the native Newspaper called the

'^^TT^H'sjgtK?, or the full-orbed moon of intelligence !

It is to extend to, at fewest, 300 pages in the small square form, printed

in double columns ;
which, on an average of 20 words to a column, will

contain about 12,000 words and upwards, nearly double the contents

of Ram Chandra Sharma's similar Abhidhan noticed above (No. 4.}

The interpretation likewise is much fuller, and the whole compilation a

very creditable specimen of purely native lexicography. We trust and

believe it will meet with merited encouragement, and so induce many
successive imitators to enter upon this extensive field of useful labour.

We have been favoured with the portion already printed off, and rejoice

to perceive it free from exotics, and that it takes in none but pure Ben-

gali words. The general execution indeed, in a literary point of view,

is highly satisfactory. The paper is good but rather thin, and has not

taken the ink as well as could be desired, apparently from too great an

oiliness in the latter.

The subscription price is very low, only one Rupee ; to non-subscrib-

ers it will be 1-8. W"e trust these will be few in number.

No. 16. The preceding are the only works of their class yet pub-

lished. We possess, by purchase from the executors of the late Rev. T.

Reichardt, a MS. Dictionary, in which a considerable portion of the

current language of this province is explained by short illustrative

sentences, written apparently by that lamented and talented Missionary's

Pandit. Many are curious, no doubt ; but had they been rather sentences

extracted from the best native authors, they would have been invalu-

able, and have carried an authority which the mere ex expresso coinages

of an individual must ever want. To about one fourth of the whole is

superadded an English interpretation, in the hand-writing of Mr. R.

The writer of these notices would cheerfully hand over the MS to

any Bengali Scholar, who should wish to undertake its revision and

publication, or to make use of it in forming any similar compilation.

It is right to state that the plan at least of this MS. origmated with

another most intelligent, able, and zealous Missionary now in Europe,

the Rev. H. Townley of the Lon. Miss. Soc. Many small MS volumes

exist, in the hands of different individuals, though formerly belonging to
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Mr. T. in which portions of the Bengfili vocubulary are similarly illus-

trated, but still by sentences composed only by individual Pandits. Mr.

Reichardt had reduced the whole to alphabetic order, and had taken great

pains to complete the compilation, of which probably only his too early

decease prevented the publication.

N. B. It is designed to follow up these notices by a similar Index of
Bengali Grammars and initiatory works, which will probably a])])ear next
month.

CiNSUKKNSIS.
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III.

—

Colonizatioyi and Missions—Africa.

" Nature imprints upon whate'er we see.

That has a heart or life in it—Be free."

COWPER.

Colonization, Missions, Africa,—a tolerably extensive subject surely,

whether it be considered in a geographical, scientific, political, com-
mercial, moral or religious point of view. Tije former topics we
leave, to discuss those of morals and religion, as they are those

which ])rincipally interest us as Christimi Observers; not that we
are indifferent to the other topics, or think them separate from reli-

gion ; but because we believe they will be best promoted when religion

exerts her benign sway over the whole earth. We will not now wait

to discuss whether evangelization should precede or follow civilization
;

whether religion should introduce the blessings that have sprung from

her to the people of Christianized lands, or whether she should follow

at the bidding of her own offspring, with a tremulous and distant step.

We will not discuss this, but merely refnark, en passant, that whenever
pure Chii-tianity has found its way amongst a rude and barbarous

people, it has invariably conferred on them the blessings of social

comfort, commerciiil enterprize, pure morals, and elevated hopes.

The Missions of the Pacific and Carribean seas, and the Missions

in Africa, alike testify to the accuracy of this position. On the other

h;ind, wherever mere commercial speculation or political ambition, or

where these combined with religion, whether in a Popish or Protestant

garb, have operated, what misery, bloodshed, oppression and cruelty,

have followed in their train ! liet the history of that beautiful country

South America—let the tale of the Red Indians of the wilds of North
America— let the records of the early history of the Dutch settlements,

and especially that of the Cape, and indeed of every colony of every na-

tion—let the whole unite to testify what misery and injustice have been
inflicted on the human race by colonization unaccompanied by vital

Christianity. Besides, the advocates of the priority of civilization, for-

get or shun the fact that whatever of civilized habits, whatever of hu-

manity and enterprize, they possess or carry with them, have been
derived from a residence amongst Christianized and civilized people ; it

is the influence which Christianity possesses over the mass of the

community in which they dwelt, that has stirred them to enterprize and
has made tliem what they are. Whatever they posses that is humane,
and tender, and ennobling, they have drawn from a Christian source,

but they will not acknowledge it. The slightest reference to history will

demonstrate this. What did the classic Greeks do for the morals or

permanent happiness of their colonies ? What did the polished heathen

of Rome do towards elevating the subjects of their conquest- ? Did they

not find the inhabitants of their colonies barbarous, and leave them
comparativelv civilized demons ? And what have the mere worldly

speculators, mere lovers of gain, what have ihey done for the people

amongst whom thvy dwelt ? Have they not introduced the worst

vices of a more polished people, and violated even those ties held sacred
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by their rude neighbours ? They have debased, not elevated, the

people, their object has not been to continue, but exterminate the abo-

rigines of the soil. Not only has this been their desire, but alas ! it

has been their but too successful practice ; for if we are careful to trace

the history of our own colonies, or those of other countries in which

power is now firmly seated, we shall see that its foundation is built on

the ashes and cemented by the blood of the aborigines ; that -

" Man to suit his manners and his fate.

Puts off his generous nature and assumes the brute."

We cannot convey our sentiments on this subject in language more
appropriate and eloquent than that employed by Lord Glenelg in his

memorable despatch on the late CaflVe war addressed to Sir Benjamin

D'Urban the Governor of the Cape—a despatch to which we shall

find it necessary to revert more than once in this discussion, and which

we shall do with the most entire satisfaction ; for seldom, if ever, has it

been our lot to peruse a document, issuing from an official quarter,

more replete with humane and enlightened political sentiments, or

more pervaded wiih the true spirit of the Gospel ; nor did we ever

peruse a public document that so completely enshrouded in dark

night the character of that class of little petty tyrants to whom, un-

fortunately for the honour of Britain, her colonies have been entrusted.

We neither envy Sir B. D'Urban his present feelings, nor his future

position in the unbiassed page of Cape history. Lord Glenelg in

writing on the subject of the aggressions of a civilized, but irreligi-

ous people, says

—

" It is a melancholy and humiliating, but an indisputable truth, that the
contiguity of the subjects of the nations of Cliristeiuiom with uncivilized

tribes has invariably produced the wretchedness and decay, and not seldom
the utter extermination, of the weaker party. This uniform result must
be attributed, not to any necessary cause, but to the sinister influence of
those evil passions which, in such circumstances, find hut too much to

provoke and too little to restrain them. Of all the chapters in tlie his-

tory of mankind, this is perhaps the most degrading. Nor is there any
one great course of events on which every humane mind dwells witli such
settled aversion and shame, as on that which records the intercourse between
the Christian States of Europe, and the heathen nations of America and
Africa. I know not that a greater real calamity could befal Great Britain

than that of adding Southern Africa to the list of the regions which have
seen their aboriginal inhabitants disappear under the withering influence

of European neighbourhood. It is indeed a calamity reducible to no cer-

tain standard or positive measurement ; but it involves whatever is most
to be dreaded, in bringing upon ourselves at once the reproaches of man-
kind, and the weight of national guilt."

" So reads he nature, whom the lamp of life

Illumines—

"

Such then has been the history of colonization from the days of the
Greeks to those of Cortez, and from the time of the subjugation of
the new world, to the last grasped portion of that earth which God has
given as the birthright of the untutored and free ; and such has been,
in contrast, the influence of protectant Christian missions to heathen
lands. The one has been a curse, the other a blessing ; wherever
Christianity has preceded commerce and arts, it has opened the way for

VII. 2 X
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them ; but where commerce and politics have gained the ascendancy,
they have been a more effectual and wicked barrier to the introduction

of truth than native heathenism itself

!

The facts confirmatory of this stand out in broad relief; they

may be distorted, questioned, scandalized, but they cannot be deni-

ed. Before this can be done, the islands of the South Seas must
be swallowed up—the Missionary settlements of the Cape be swept

away by some desolating^ power, and the freedom of the once op-

pressed aborigines, together with their patience under accumulat-

ing wrongs, be unwritten—the long list of grievances inflicted on

the slaves of the West India Islands, and their calm and unmixed
joy on the day of their liberation, and their demeanour since that

period under an aggravation of their original sufferings, must

be forgotten, and the large page of history whicli records these

facts, be torn from the records of the world—this must be done

before we, or any of the real friends of the human race, will believe

other than that, in the train of religion, peace on earth and good-will

towards men have invariably followed ; while in the train of eiiterprize

unaided by Christianity, those evils which afflict and disgrace mankind

have as invariably succeeded. We challenge the whole combination of

malice, envy, and all uncharitableness, bound up with the b;inds of

infidelity scattered up and down in the earth to prove the contrary to

the one or the other. They have tried the experiment, and not only

have they failed, but have been most signally defeated and disgraced ;

yet what they cannot deny, have they endeavoured to distort and

disparage, either by representing the agency employed as ignorant,

seditious, sectarian, and even worse ; or else by falsifying the

actual state of things, and calumniating the character of the free,

but injured people they have blighted, representing their conduct as

teeming with all the vices of their enslaved condition, but in a

darker and more turbid state ; or having failed in tiiis, they have not

hesitated to attempt to mar the moral beauty of those scenes they could

neither distort nor destroy. Did not Kotzebue wend his way to the

lovely islands of the Pacific, to seek occasion to scandalize a band of

men whose self-denial, perseverance and success should have claimed

his admiration ? Have not Christian ! merchants and captains, to serve

their selfish purposes, poured intoxicating liquors amongst the reform-

ed inhabitants of those islands ? Has not political chicanery used popery

as its handmaiden to grasp these fair spots for some government lust-

ing for increased territory ? And was not Kotzbue covered with not

only religious, but with scientific, shame ? were not wicked merchants

defeated by the almost universal virtue and indignation of the people,

and the emissaries of the papacy expelled with a calmness and a pru-

dence which might well be imitated by more polished statesmen in

dealing with sneaking and insidious foes ?—has not all terminated well

for truth and for the vindication of her advocates in that department

of Mission labour ?

But did not the enemies of freedom and of Missions, when they saw

the work of emancipation and conversion advancing with an unimpeded

etep in the West, actually leave the ordinary means of attack, and strike
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at the root of the liherty of the subject in the imprisonment, trial and
death of the ill-fated missionary Smith, and inhuming down the sanc-

tuaries, sacking the houses, trampling under foot the property, insult-

ing the persons, and calumniating the moral characters of more recent

labourers, and this in some instances, by legislatorial and magisterial

hands ?(!!!) But what was the result ? Tlie death of Smith was the must
deadly blow ever levelled at slavery, and the violence of latter days has
accelerated what the planters wele so anxious to oppose and retard.

Their violence did as much to snap the negro's fetters, as did 'the

energetic efforts of his friends. God made the wrath ofman to praise Him,
and at length freedom broke upon these poor people. And by whom was
this effected ? by the legislature, by the planters ? No. Hear one of the

most eloquent of the advocates of the rights of man—Lord Brougham,
in a recent speech on the subject in the house of Lords. He says,

—

"They have them not from the administration of an Established Church
—not that they are withholden from them by it, but another was to be found
more suital>le to their purpose, and therefore more acceptable to their

feelings. They had the meek and Immble pastor, who, although perhaps
inferior in secular accomplishments, was not the less calculated to guide
them in the paths of religion ; the Missionaries, not set al)0ve them by
great learning—not too refined so as to differ from them by any peculiari-

ties—passing their time among them during the week in the same way as
they minister to them on the sabbath—they are their friends in common mat-
ters as well as their guides in religion ; and I cannot pass over this part of
the case without offering my humble tribute of very heartfelt admiration of
the labour and zeal of those pious and disinterested men—(Hear, hear) and
I know if I were to make my appeal to my noble friend liehind me (Mar-
quis of Sligo), he would say, as he had promulgated elsewhere, that for the
source of religious information among the slaves, it was to the missionary
they had to look. (Cheers.) Therefore it was that fourteen years ago I

felt all the anxiety I have already alluded to, when it was my lot to bring
before the Commons of England the persecutious of one of the most devot-
ed, most pious, and most useful of that class of men, who, because
of his self-devotion, had been hunted down, and made to die the death for

teaching the Gospel of peace to the poor negroes of one of the islands ; and
then it was that I gloried to recollect, the first of those blows was struck,

of which we now have happily lived to witness the day when the final ac-

complishment shall appear, in which the chains of the Negroes shall, by
tiiose blows, be struck off."

And what was the result of this liberation ? We quote his Lordship again.

" Tlie 1st of August came, that day so confidentl}'' and joyously anticipat-

ed by the poor slaves, and so sorely dreaded by their hard task.masters

;

and if ever there was a picture interesting to look upon—if ever there

was a passage in the history of a people that could redound to their honor

—

if ever there was an answer to tlie scandalous calumnies which for ages we
had heaped upon them, as if in justification of the wrongs which we had
done tliem, tliat picture and that passage is to be found in the uniform

history of that day over the wliole of the West Indian Islands. Instead of

the fires of rel)ellion, lit up I)y the hand of lawless revenge and resistance to

oppression—tlie wliole of these islands were illuminated by the light of joy,

contentment, peace, and good-will towards all men. No civilized nation,

after gaining an unexpected victory, could have shown more forbearance,

than was exhibited by the slaves at the great moral cpnsummatioo which
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they had attained. There was not a look or a g^esture to goad the eyes

—

not a sound escajied from negro lips to wound the ears, of the Planters.
All was joy, congratulation, and hope. They felt that their fetters had
been loosened, and they looked forward with hope to the time when the
deg:rading marks which they had left would be wholly erased. (Hear.)
This peaceful joy was all that was to he seen, heard, or felt, in the West
Indian Islands. Amusements there were none to be seen that day—not
even those amusements by which they were accustomed to beguile the hard
lot of slaves, and which reminded them of the country of their forefathers

—no, for the negroes are eminently a pious people ; they held sacred the
day of their liberation."

" The day was kept as a sacred holiday. All the churches were crowded
from early dawn. Five or six times in that day was each of the churches
filled, and emptied in succession, with multitudes who came to render
thanks to God for their liberation. In that island where the bounty of
nature seems to provoke the appetite to indulgence, and to scatter with a
profuse hand all the means of e.xcitement, not one negro was, on tliat first

day of August, found in a state of intoxication. (Hear, from Lord Sligo.)

Three hundred and forty thousand slaves were liberated on that day, and
their peaceful festivity was disturbed only on one estate, in one parish, by
an irregularity wliich three or four persons put down,"

Who with the feelings of a Christian man can read these statements

and not rejoice ? We do exult, but we do not triumph, either in the testi-

mony borne to Missionary worth, or the effect of Missionary labour,

more than it is right for the friends of religion and truth to do wlien they

see wisdom justified in all her cliildren, and behold the conquest of truth

over the principles of error. The evils wliich have impeded the Missions

of the Pacific and Carribean seas, have in a greater or less degree ac-

companied the efforts of Missionaries in every part of the world ; nor

is this strange. The wicked colonizer sees in the presence of the mis-

sionary and his labours, a condemnation of his practices, and if suc-

cessful the annihilation of all his schemes. The triumph of the

missionary is tantamount to his defeat and disgrace; hence instead

of welcoming hi;n as a brother, he treats him as a foe And so long as

that treatment falls alone on the labourer, and does not affect his mo-
ral character, he bears as is his duty, most meekly the contradiction

of sinners against himself; but when the virulence of his enemies

Strikes at the truth itself, or at those who have embraced it, then

like his divine Master he exchanges the spirit of forbearance, for that

of vindication; and the language of entreaty, for that of exposure and
reproof. Nor is it strange that in pursuing this line of conducthe should

be obliged to make such full disclosures of guilt, as must, irrespective

of his insignificance, or the influence of his opponents terminate in

the defeat of the calumniators of truth. The enemies of Missionaries

forget one solemn truth ; that Mi>^sionaries are not their own servants,

nor are thev doing their own work. Thev are God's servants, and
are doing His work ; and he will not only support, but vindicate His

people from every oppression and calumny. One thing is clear to us

that colonization can never be either a lasting blessing to the colonizer

or to the colony, until Christianity in its purest form .shall precede all

other efforts, and maintain its influence in all the councils and move-

ments of the local governrot^nts, To no i:ectiun of the Mission Eeld are
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these remarks more applicable than to Africa, and especially to the

Mission of the Cape colony. Tlie Missionaries there have been calum-

niated, and the Mission settlements lield uj) as little more than nests

for idle and seditious persons ; and this too by persons high in autho-

rity, a«i well as bv travellers, or those of more humble life interested

in the continuance of things as they were. But it is satisfactory to

remember tliat all the charges, as they have severally appeared, have

been most satisfactorily consigned to an ignominious tomb. The vast

majority both of t lie calumniators and their calumnies are now forgotten

evi n by their friends ; but the calumniated and their works remain. It

is however a singular and im])udent fact that the effectual and repeated

refutation of error, does not prevent its resurrection and reiteration ; and
what the more masculine mind has failed to accomplish, the raoie tiny

intellect imagines it can effect; what the Leviathan has failed to crush,

the Sprat imagines it can destroy. This is evident from an occurrence

in the circle of Indian literature, notice of which, but for a wish long

cherished to put our readers in possession of the real state of things at

the Cape, might still have been deferred.

The circumstance to which we l efer is the publication of a book

—

no marvel in these days of almost universal authorship—entitled,

A Subaltern's sick leave, or rough notes of a visit in search of health to

China and the Cape of Good Hope. By Lieutenant Nicholas Poison,

of the Bengal Native Infantry. It treats of China and the Cape. We
shall discuss the Cape first, though it be last in the book, for reasons

which will be evident enough in the sequel. We have thought
it our duty to give it this prominent notice and to meet its statements

in reference to the Missions there with the most unqualified nega-
tive, and so leave the author to his reflections, and our readers to

form their own estimate of the subject, for the reason that some of

them may see this work, and on visiting the Cape may be influenced by
its statements, especially as it has been almost universally praised

by the presidency press. We cannot, we confess, allow this opportu-

nity to pass without expressing our astonishment at the unqualified

praise with which this book has been bespattered by the local press

;

a work in which we find nothing new or remarkable, either in scientific,

statistical, political, commercial or religious matter ; and distinguish-

ed chiefly for its details of eating and drinking, shooting and hunting,

and for being pervaded by a spirit of dissatisfaction with almost every
thing and person, from the ship in which the writer sailed, to the

poor unfortunate Missionaries at the Cape ; who, we fear, neither af-

forded him instructions as to the best covers for game, nor were either

capable or disposed to introduce him to the soirees or balls of Cape
town. The laudations with which this work has been covered prove
that the author owes more to his station in Society, than to the con-

tents of his work ; and it is to be feared the charge brought against

one of our contemporaries for reviewing without reading, maybe fairly

chargeable upon some of those who have so strongly recommended
this volume : confident we are, that one at least of our contemporaries

would not, had he read the choice morceau we shall quote, have allow-

ed it to escape his attention, or omitted it from his pages ; aad equally
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sure are we that our respected contemporary the Friend of India could

never have recommended any work, as he did this, had he but glanced
at the pag-e in question, containing as it does one of the foulest and
most scandalous calumnies, both on the character of a whole body of

honorable and unimpeachable men, and on a whole race of too long
injured people, which it has ever been our lot to peruse. There must
either have been great laxity in reading, or else the perusal of the fir^t

part, which deals jjretty much in opium matters, must have lulled

our brethren to sleep ; or pei haps delight at witnessing any indication

of a literary spirit in the rising heroes of the dav, who, not having to

wield their swords, may use their pens, induced the whole brollierhood

of the press to admire and praise equally the beauties and faults

of this last- born child. It is this kind of reviewing that rather tends

really to condemn than to recommend a work ; and authors may well

exclaim, " Save us from our friends !
' The facts of the case are sim-

ply these. A young Subaltern, ' sick of wars' alarms,' determined to

traverse sea and land, to restore his health, animate his courage and in-

crease his lore. He visits China, or rather looks at its shores, and finds

that every thing wants reforming, (save the hospitality of one or two
individuals,) though without the power to induce his celestial majesty

either to expel Her Britannic Majesty's idle whig representatives, or

to open his left eye or shut his right one, one single moment before

it was his wont. He leaves China and wends his way to the Cape,

commencing his peregrinations there in the same kind of temper;
but there he finds himself cast into society much more congenial than

the unfortunate Macaoan or European residents in China. He found

access at the Cape to the gayest circles, to the patrons of balls, races,

hunting, &c. \Vith this we have no busine ss,— we are not of the in-

quisition ; but what we have to do with, is that the Subaltern on sick

leave took it into his head to write a book, and afterwards to print it

in two parts.

" For it is nice to see one's name in print,

A book's a book, altliough there's nothing in't."

So thought the Subaltern, nor have we any right to question his right

to ])ublishing; nor should we have interfered with his labours, had they

been confined to such subjects as hunting and balls and dinners, and

hatred to every thing whig ; or if even he had spiced his book with

some general sneers at Missions or Missionaries ; all these, except the

last, we should have left to those better able to judge of their merits',

and the last we should have taken as a matter of course to give eclat to

the work. But when this Subaltern, or any other, shall take it into his

head to sit down and write, and print, and publish, as sober facts, per-

sonal insults and gross attacks upon men that never injured him, or any

other being on the earth ; we must, and will speak. When he calmly

perverts historical facts to serve party purposes, and Speaks, in this age,

of the Hottentots as " approaching the wild beasts as nearly in features

as in habits ;" and tells us that he saw an Hottentot " an attendant in

a Mission chapel, and one from whose mouth texts were frequently

issuing, actually ask his master for a dollar and leave to be drunk for

twenty-four hours"—whea we read such things, not only do we know
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to what school the Subaltern belongs, but we are determined to meet

him and, it " the gift be in us," to teach him that " all is not gold that

glitters." Lieut. Nic. Poison determined to write on tlie merits of Mis-

sions and Missionaries at the Cape ; but we a'^k him—Was the circle into

which he obtained an introduction, and from which he derived hi< in-

formation, the best qualified to afford him correct and unprejudiced

views, either of the Missioiiuries or their work ? What should we say if

some sicklv ])ilgrim moving in the gay circles of this city, should, on his

arrival in England, determine to write a book, in which he should

deliberately proceed to calumniate one of our most ])ious and exem-

plarv ministers, a person with wliom lie had never associated or

spoken, and whose plans he could neither understand nor appreciate ?

—what should we think and say of such a one ? But if he should

extend his calumnies to the whole clerical body in Calcutta and India,

and at one fell swoop censure their head as a Jesuit and them but as

serving their own selfish ends— if such should be the case, we more
than suspect that his accuracy would be questioned, and his judgment
on the subject demurred to in some such way, but in a different

degree, as would o«r judgment and accuracy on the merits of races and
rifles : this we believe too. that it would meet from all parties with the re-

probation and disgrace which it deserved. But suppose he should reveal

the secret that he had received his information from a prejudiced and
embittered source would he not be visited with still more severe

condemnation ? Now this is exactly the position in which our Subal-

tern on sick leave was placed at the Cape. For it so happens that the

gay party at the Cape are, generally speaking, not only as tliey are in

every place, the despisers of Evangelical religion, but they unite with
this common source of hatred to piety, a deep interest in the continuance

of the ancient regime. What then shall we think of an author who would
have us believe that he nought extenuates, that his remarks are trifles

light as air, yet that they are a true exhibition of the living manners
of the age at the Cape ? What shall we think of him when he calumni-
ates a man in whose presence, and before whose scrutiny he would
quail ; and when he could obtain his information only from parties

embittered against the man he calumniates,—and that not from common
motives, but because he had broken up a system of tyranny that gave
the few the power over the many, and aggrandized the rich at the ex-
pense of the poor, and gave power to the oppressive little one at the
expense of the liberty, and peace of a great nation } Who can won-
der that such a man should be hated by the oppressing party, that
his motives should be mistaken, his character calumniated, and the
result of his labours distorted and disfigured by those more im-
mediately concerned ? This is no more than we might expect; but
what shall we say if a man tells us he writes but to amuse, and that
his purpose is attained if he does that, when his amusements blossom
with scandal, and bring forth the fruits of matured calumny ? Fine
amusement to calumiate the character of a whole body of men with-
out a saving clause ! We recommend this exercise as a new game
for improving and expanding tiie youthful mind, and especiallv aa

-a restorative to all Subaltern? on sick leave.
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Unfortunately for Lieut. N. P. we have had in our possession

other works on the state of things at the Cape, which differ in some
small degree from his in their estimate of matters there in momU and

reli'rion ; and the parties we are inclined to think are nearly as well

able to determine on the merits of Missions there as the Subaltern ; for

one very satisfactory reason, they examined for themselves and form-

ed their conclusions, not from what they heard, but saw: not from

what they saw through the glasses of a Dutch boor, or through

the Government House windows, but with their own eyes. One of

these works is by Capt. Fawcett of the Bombay Service, another is by
" Justus" he treats of the whole subject of the Caffre war, as one

who understood his theme. We shall in all probability in this and

the next No. have to confront these witnesses, and as " they are

all honourable men," we must leave the verdict to the reader.

With these prefatory observations we proceed to quote the ob-

jectionable passages, and offer our comments in a brief, but we
hope satisfactory manner. We may as well state, before quoting the

first and most serious passage, that we acquit Lieut. N. P. of

wilful intention to injure ; for we believe that had he fallen into

other hands, and hud his bent so inclined him, he would have written

as strongly on the other side*. We are all very much the creatures of

circumstances, much more than we are aware ; on this account we ac-

quit the Lieutenant of wilful intention to injure, only reminding him at

the same time that it does not require design to inflict injury ; for

of this he may be certain, that if a man cast about fire-brands, though

it be but in play, some one will be burnt. Here is the passage.

" But it rested with two classes to exhibit a dark contrast to the above
Christian-like conduct ; and tliose two the very last from whom it should

have been looked for. These were some London Society's missionaries

and His Majesty's ministers !

" History fiom its very earliest pages down to the present leaf can show
no greater examples of unremitting and unflinching zeal for the advance-
ment and aggrandisement of any particular sect than those displayed by
Bome of the members of the above mentioned Society of Dissenters,
" Independents" they style themselves. A strong party of them have long

been established in the Colony, and are headed by one whose talents and
powers of persuasion would do honor to the most glorious cause, but whose
conduct would disgrace the worst. One before w hose name those of Gre-
gory, Innocent and Loyola fade like the morning dew !

" These missionaries resided in various parts of the Colony, and some on
and beyond the frontier. Among them were some who were in the fre-

quent habit of stirring up their Hottentot congregations, and impressing

them with the belief that they were an ill-used people, without any friends

but these London missionaries themselves ; and one, if not more of them,

had been suspected on very strong grounds of acting a similar part among
the Kafirs previous to the irruption. But with that conduct I have here

nothing to do. Subsequent however to the irruption, these missionaries

aided by some few turbulent and seditious characters in the Colony, coin-

• We do not admit, in such a case of aggravated defamation in which con-
lummate ignorance and reckless disregard of the feelings and reputation of re/i-

gionists as such, betray an animus little creditable to the Judgment or impartia-

lity of the writer, that the disclaimer of a formed intention to injure, lessens, in

the least, the enormity of the offence.—Ed.
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menced propagating^ in England a variety of stories, many of uliicli liave

since been proved to be fiilse, to the detriment of the Colonists and justifi-

cation of the conduct of the Kafirs.
" These tiiles, uttered as they were ' ex catliedra,' by men wliose charac-

ter and situation in life ought to liave rendered them cautious of advancing
what was hypothetical—these stories, shuddered at, wept over and believed
at missionary meetings v/here the religious worlds of Sheffield and Bir-
mingham a$seinl)led to hear the glowing language of ' Ajjostolic P '

the Jess showy speeches of the Missionary R , who made up by
strength wlwit he wanted in elegance ; tiie preposterous nonsense of a liy-

pocritical Hottentot ; and the mendacious statements of a Kafir fugitive

and deserter smuggled out of the Colony by the missionaries, made a due
impression on the minds of tliose who knew no better, who were not in the
habit of judging for themselves, but believed every syllable that fell from
the lips of their gliostly instructors.

" From tlie missionary meetings the tales spread. Mr. Buxton assumed
the throne of his power, His Majesty's Secretary of State for the Co]oiiit?s

bowed submission to tlie behests of those by whose aid alone he retains h's

seat in the ministry, and on liearsay evidence equally against fact, prohii-

bility and possibility
;
unsupported by documents or even by witnesses ; witl'-

out pause or inquiry ; on the bare statement of opinions l»y a few individuals

who knew nothing of, or wilfully misrepresented facts, the population of

a British Colony were condemned unheard ; converted from the injured

into the aggressing party ; denied compensation for their losses ; and
belied and insulted by Lord Glenelg.

" That acute statesman, just as he is wise, jumping at conclusions because
it is too troublesome to arrive at them by the same path as other individu-

als, trusting his conscience to his father confessor, coolly writes, that the
treatment the Kafirs had received, was quite sufficient to justify any act on
their part, and that they had a right to appeal to arms to force that jus-

tice which they could not obtain any other way ! A pretty doctrine truly

for a Colonial Secretary, and one which M. Papineaii in Canada will un-
doubtedly thank His Lordship for putting into his mouth; especially at

the present crisis ! But to my narrative."

In this quotation there are five distinct and serious charges. 1st,

Against the London Missionary Society, charging it with being a so-

ciety of Independants. 2nd, Against the ludependants as a body,

charging them with Sectarianism. 3rd, Against the Missionaries, re-

presenting them as in the frequent habit of stirring up their Hotten-

tot congregations to insurrection. 4th, Further charging them with
propagating falsehood on the subject in England, and especially

charging Dr. Philip with the prostitution of fine talents to base and
unworthy purposes— the " worst of causes." 5th, Against her Ma-
jesty's ministers for being swayed by the rebel Missionaries to adopt
measures hostile to the welfare of the colony, and the British rule

in south Africa. Pretty tolerable accusations for a Subaltern on sick

leave to bring against a body of upright Missionaries and her Ma-
jesty's ministers ! We fear Lord Glenelg when he sees the Lieut.'s

work will be alarmed in the prospect of being cited before his peers.

Pending his answering for himself, we attempt to answer the charges
against the respected but absent mission labourers at the Cape.

1 . He charges the London Missionary Society with being a Societv

of Independants. We meet the accusation with a direct negative, and
VII. 2 Y
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do more tlian the Subaltern, give proof. The fundamental principal

of tlie society is opposed to the charge, as well as the sole object and
practice of the society, which are thus stated in its printed documents

—

" The sole object is to spread tlie knowledge of Christ among hea-
then and otlier unenliohtened nations."

"Fundamental Principle.—As the union of Christians of various
denominations, in carrying on tliis great work, is a most desirable object

;

so to prevent, if possii)le, any cause of future dissension, it is declared to

be hfitudnmental principle of the Missionary Society, that its design is not
to send Presbyterianism, Independency, Episcopacy, or any other form
of Church order and government, (about which there may he difference
of opinions among serious persons,) but the glorious Gospel of the i)li'8sed

God, to the Heathen ; and that it shall be left (as it ought to be left) to

the minds of the persons whom God may call into the fellowship of his

Son from among them, to assume for themselves such form of Church
government as to them shall appear most agreeable to the Word of God."

Nor have we the least hesitation in appealing to the history of the
society for a proof tliat the spirit of this pi inciple has been carried out

in tlie practice of its agents. It is more than probable that the number
of independants connected with the society is greater now than at its

commencement ; because since its formation nearly every other section

of tlie church of Christ, has formed its own society and has its own
Missionaries ; but still the door is open to all, and all may enter, and
many besides independants do most cordially unite in its operations.

It has at present in connection with it, Missionaries belonging to the

Episcopalian, Presbyterian, Retoriued, Lutheran, and Independant
Churches

!

2. He charges the Independants with Sectarianism. We confess,

we may have some prejudices on this subject, but as we hope to find

the church in all sects and not in one only, so we have always read

history with a dilFerent eye. We have always been accustomed to

look upon the Independants as the special friends of civil and religious

liberty, and as often acting, in that regard, in a way that has mani-
fested any thing but a concern for the welfare of the sect. They have
generally been charged not with bigotry, but laxity—and of allowing

their zeal for religious and civil freedom to interfere with their religious

consistency. Had they sought to propagate their sentiments with the

zeal this writer would have us believe, they would long ere this have
had a ])olitical influence which might have supi)lied Lieut. N. P.'s place

with some scion of this unworthy sect. We feel happy in being able

to corroborate these views by an extract from the eloquent speech of

then Mr., now Lord, Brougham, ou the debate relative to the Missi-

onary Smith's trial.

" Mr. Smith is, or, as I unhappily must now say, was, a minister—a faith-

ful and pious minister—of the Independents,—that body much to be re-

spected indeed for their numbers, but far more to be held in lasting venera-

tion for the unshaken fortitufle with which, in all times, they have main-

tained their attachment to civil and religious liberty, and, holding fast by
their own principles, have carried to its uttermost pitch tiie great doctrine

of absolute toleration ;—men to wliose ancestors this country will ever ac-

knowledge a boundless debt of gratitude, as long as freedom is prized among
us ; for they, I fearlessly proclaim it

—

they, with whatever ridicule some
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lYiay visit their excesses, or witli whatever blame others

—

they, witli the zeal

of martyrs, tlie purity of the early Christians, the skill and the courage of

the most renowned warrioiis, gloriously suffered and fought and conquered

for England the free constitution wliich she now enjoys. True to the gener-

ous pi-inciples in church and state which won those immortal triumphs,

their descendants still are seen clothed witii the same amiaide peculiarity of

standing forward among all religious denominations, jire-eminent in tole-

ration ; so that although, in the progr.>ss of knowledge, other classes of

Dissenters may be approaching fast to overtake them, they still are fore-

most in this proud distinction."

We leave the matter here unless the Subaltern should require other

proof either from the past or present history of the Indepeiidants ; if so

he can be supj)lied with it, both from the friends and foes of the deno-

mination.

3. He charges the Missionaries with stirring up their Hottentot

congregations to insurrection. This is a serious but old and oft-refuted

charge against the Missionaries of the cross. Those of our readers

who are familiar with the early history of the church will remember
that the most violent persecutions against the Christians arose from

political accusations : it was said they were attempiing to subvert the

state, and to supplant King Caesar by King Jesus. It was the accusation

against the Lord himself, that He designed to overturn the state ; and
" if they call the Master of the house Beelzebub," how shall the ser-

vants escape ? The same charge was made against the Missionaries of

the Western Isles, but not established : it was predicted of Missionaries

in this country at the commencement of their labours ; but where is

the fulfilment ? It was charged on the Missionaries at the Cape, and
what is the result? After the most patient and impartial investigation

of the commons of England, the Secretary of state writes, when refer-

ring to the character of the people, in the despatch alluded to, in the

following strain, which proves the Missionaries to be any thing but

the exciters or advocates of war.

" I am further constrained to record my dissent from the unfavourable
estimate which you have formed of the Caffre character. Referring to the
great mass of evidence* which it has been my duty to examine, I find it re-

plete with proofs of a directly opposite tendency. I learn that amongst
this proscribed race, Christian missionaries have passed many years re-

spected, honoured, and secure. It is placed beyond dispute that at the very
moment when the countrymen of those missionaries were harassing CafFre-

land with incessant patrols and commandos, the teachers of religion, rely-

ing implicitly on the honour and good faith of the tribes, continued to re-

ceive kindness and protection.
" In the midst of all the calamities incident to their situation in our im-

mediate neighbourhood, the CafFres, under the guidance of their Christian

ministers, have built places of public worship ; have formed various congre-
gations of proselytes, or of learners; have erected school-houses, and sent
their children thither for instruction. In the meanwliile no inconsiderable
advance has been made in agriculture and in commerce. A trade, various-

ly estimated, but not amounting to less than 30,000/. per annum in the

* Had the Lieutenant seen and read this ere he sat down to write excathedra ?

He had better lay down his pen and wield his sword, or confine it at least to the
details of dinners k la gourmand.

—

£d.

2 Y 2
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purcliase of European commodities, had been established on the frontier,
and as many as two liuiidred British traders were livinj? far beyond the
boundaries of the colony, protected only by the integrity and humanity of
the uncivilized natives.

"'l"o sucli a people the character of ' irrechiimable savages' cannot with
justice be assigned. Nor indeed, even if well f()unded, would this reproach
come with a good grace from us, unless it can be asserted that we have, aa
a Government, fairly i)rought to the test of experiment whether they can
or cannot be reclaimed."

Not to rest in this, we ask, did the authorities at the Cape prove
their charge ? Did they attempt it? The character of the whole govern-
ment rested on this one point. The policy of the local government was
reprobated and impeached by the Missionaries. Were their charges
disproved.^ Who was recalled? Who were censured for their policy as

never were the agents of any former government ? The local Govern-
ment or the Missionaries? The Missionaries remain.—The Governor
returns, laden with silver honours, but with the distinguishing note ap-

pended to his name in the history of the Cape colony, that he had
excited and maintained a sanguinary and unjust war against a barbarous

people !—What shall we think of Lieut. N. P.'s testimony of the warlike

temper of the Missionaries, on reading the following extract from Lord
Gienelg's dispatch, from which it would appear that Sir B. D'Urban had
attempted to persuade his superiors that the Missionaiies, as a body,

had not only sanctioned but solicited the war ?

" In your despatch of the 21st of January you observe, that 'all the

missionaries on the border, men of peace and religion, concur in one opinion

of the wanton atrocity of the invasion, and of the impossibility of any other

remedy than that of the sword.' This statement, however, was evidently

made under a misapprehension of the real facts of the case. I have before

me tlie conclusive proof that the missionaries of the London and Glasgow
Societies, instead of regarding the invasion as a wanton and unprovoked act,

considered it as a natural reaction on the part of the CafFres against a series

of extreme and intolerable oppressions. So far are they from thinking the

sword tlie only remedy, that, on the contrary, they insist, even with

importunity, on the certain efficacy of other methods, of wliich kindness,

conciliation, and justice should form the basis."

4. He charges the Missionaries with the propagating of falsehood

in England on the subject; and especially charges Dr. Philip, with

being the prince of jesuits, and with prostituting the finest talents to

the worst of causes. We should not offer the slightest remark

on either the one or the other charge, were it not for the very peculiar

circumstances into which the Missionaries at the Cape, and especially

Dr. Philip, have been forced. Calumniated on the spot, and confi-

dent, if they were not heard in a place where justice could be obtain-

ed, that the aborigines must be exterminated as well as oppressed, they

went to England, and laid their statements, through Dr. Philip in

the first instance, before a tory administration ; and such was the

effect of their reports, never officially contradicted, that the then

Governor was recalled, and measures adopted for the effectual ameliora-

tion of the condition of the aborigines. That was by a tory ad-

ministration. The evils however continued to exist, and the oppres-

sions to increase, until the poor people burst forth in all the horrors of
.
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predatory warfare to avenge their wrongs. Previously to this the

Missionaries, living amongst the people and knowing the state of feel-

ing, had not failed to predict to the Local Authorities what must be

the result of their policy;— thev were not listened to, and the conse-

quence was a furious and bloody war. We shall not now enter into

the causes of that war; it will form a distinct item in connection

with the historical part of the Subaltern's work ; but suffice it here

to say that Dr. Philip never made either his intentions, charges or

proofs, secret ; thet/ were fully knoioti at the Ca/ie. He sailed in the

broad day to Europe, for the express purpose of vindicating himself and
brethren at the expense of the Local Government. Ditl he first tell the

wrongs of the aborigines to tlie audiences at Manchester and Sheffeld ?

No, He told then) deliberately and calmly, corroborated by the concur-

rent testimony of the witnesses he had brought witii him, and of others

on the spot ; and in the absence of any satisfactory justification of their

conduct by the Cape authorities, (their own statements rather con-

firming than otherwise tlie representations of the Missionaries,) the

Secretary of the colonies addi essed such a letter to the Governor of

the Cape, as we should never wish to see addressed to any man with

whom we were on terms of friendship. We quote one passage from it

which refers to Dr. Philip's straightforward conduct at the Cape, and
to the strange equivocation of the government on the subject.

" In your despatch of the 91st of January, you denounce the irruption

of tlio Ciilfres as inexcusable, for a reason which you assign in tlie following

terms:— ' I was in special negotiation with them for a new, and to them, a
very advantageous, order of relations, into the details of which Dr. Phi-

]il>, cliief of the London mission, had personally, as well as by his mission-

aries living among them, entered fully with them, as lately as October 1834),

with which they liad expressed their satisfaction.'

" It is no impeachment of your habitual accuracy to say, that you have
inadvertently fallen into a misconception of the facts of this part of the
transactions under review. I have before me evidence the most conclusive,

to shew that Dr. Philip did not, either in his own person, or through the

agency of any other of the missionaries of his society, make those commu-
nications to the Caffre chief, with which you state him to be charged by
you. Whether lie misunderstood your instructions, or whatever circum-
stance may have occasioned it, of the fact itself there can be no doubt. He
neither negotiated as the agent of the local government with the CaflFres,

nor even delivered any message from you to the chief. ^Ve are, therefore,

not entitled to impute to the CafFres the fault of having hurst into the
colony regardless of the obligations to forbearance imposed upon them
by the pendency of such negotiotis as you have mentioned."

Who is the Jesuit here ? As further proof of the Lieutenant's inaccu-

racy in reference to the slaughter of character in this passage, we may
observe, en passant, that Dr. Philip, is not a showv speaker;—he is

a solid but a powerful pleader ; and who, gifted with such talents as

he possesses and with such a cause, could be calm ?

With Mr. Read we have no acquaintance beyond that connected
with the history of his wrongs ; and we suspect b.ad the Subaltern as

much cause for complaint as Mr. Read, he would have made up in

strength what he omitted in elegance.—The Caffre chief Tzatzoe

designated by the author, " a Caffre fugitive and deserter," is a
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free man, a man robbed of his hereditary possessions by colonial

cupidity. He was not smuj^jjled out of the colony bv the Missionaries ;

there was no need for such conduct : he was a free man, injured in a
free colony, more free to remain at the Cape than the author. He had
no masters east :—he left the colony in open dav, and returned to it as

openly.—Though we are confident Dr. Pliilip's intellectual, moral, and
religious character needs no advocacy of ours, yet as we have quoted
the calumny of one officer in the company's service, we may be for-

given for quoting the opinions of another on the opposite side.

Capt. Fawcett remarks, after hearing Dr. Philip preach, that " There
was H boldness and manlineiss in his style, and an unction and impressiveness
ill his observations aijd appeals, that very much cliarmed me. Toward the
close of his sermon he spoke to this effect.

—
' My friends, 1 liave to ask you

whether we are in the ]>eriU)us (hiys of which tl)e Apostle here speaks. It

will be well for us to make the inquiry. Paul here says, that in the latter

days of the ciiurch a liody of men shall arise who shall be lovers of their
ownselves, but having a form of godliness : covetous, iiut with a form of
godliness; boasters, proud, but very religious people ;

blasjihemers, disobe-
dient to parents, but a church-going people; unthiinkful, unlioly, but hav-
ing this form of godliness; witliout natural affection, truce-breakers, false

accusers, but very religious men ; incontinent, fierce, despisers of those
that are good, but with this form of godliness

;
traitors, heady, liigb.mind.

ed, lovers of pleasure more than lovers of God,—having a form of godliness,

but denying ihe povjer thereof. From such turn away.' I was resolved
on forming his acquaintance, and called to pay my respects to him ; and, if

he had gained my heart by what I saw of him in the pulpit, this was more
confirmed by the fascination of personal and private intercourse. I found
him a man of large and enlightened views, and was particularly pleased
with that part of his conversation which turned on the great and good men
of my own country. I had heard of them, or read their works, before, and
could not fail to admire them ; but the special incidents and traits of cha-
racter which he brought forward in connexion with them, threw a new charm
and a new light, on their attractive excellences."

Irrespective of the question in dispute, we have here the testimony

of a man who knew Philip intimately, confronting one who perhaps

never saw or heard the man he calumniates. We give him all the be-

nefit of the comparison. This second visit to England issued in the

recal of a second Governor, by a whig government. Surely the state i

of things must have been very paradisiacal to have induced both a

whig and tory administration to listen to a despised and calumniat-

ed Missionary, and, on his testimony, merely recal two Gover-

nors—the one a noble, the other a knight ! ! Now it was after these

statements had been made before the highest tribunal, and been dis-

posed of, and in order to excite religious sympathy and prayer for

Africa, that the " showy" speeches were made at Manchester and
Sheffield. It was not with a view to give a political bias to the views

of anv man : this would have been useless ;
for, unfortunately for the

colonies, they possess with all their i)ower and op])ressions but too

small a share in the feelings of the British people to influence them very

materially in the selection of their representatives. A locnl cess would
have much more interest with them than the Indian pilgrim tax, or a

district affray than the CafiVe war.
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There is one thing connected witli this subject which affects the

character of the Missionaries, and which we are not willing to pass

over in silence. We refer to the apparently politic;il character which the

Missionaries of the London Society have assumed at the Cape. That
character,however much they may dislike it has been forced upon them :

it is not a political character of whig, or tory, or radical, hut a political

character on one io^\c, the liberty of mankind. The Missionaries, after

labouring in Africa for some years, were blessed with converts ; these

converts in common with other natives are oppressed; the Missiona-

ries felt it their duty to shield and protect their flocks, and the repre-

sentation of their wrongs, involved the advocacy of the whole injured

population. Thus have the Baptists and Wesleyans become political

in the West Indies, and thus would the Missionaries become political

in tliis country, if the question of the goverment connection with ido-

latry, say, or tlie question of marriage amongst native converts, should
be conducted in such a spirit as wuuld oblige them to appeal from
India to that land where no cry is heard in vain. It is on one point

and one alone, that missionaries can be political. There may, and
must be details, but the cause is one,—the freedom, civil and reli-

gioiis, of the human family. There is one expression in the singu-

lar tirade of Lieut. N. P. which calls for the especial notice of our
readers. " But it rested with two classes to exhibit a dark contrast to

the above christian-like conduct, &c." Being in some measure ac-

quainted with the transactions of the Cape government we did mo^t
eagerly search the pages of Lieut. N. P. for a record of tliis most
Christian conduct, and—will our readers believe in what it consist-

ed ?—we let hini tell his tale himself : it was that

" In consequence of this irruption of the Kafirs, troops were brought from
Cape To« a (for there were only 700 men on the frontier !) The inhabi-

tants of the Colony were armed, Kdfirland invaded, and the enemy, after a
very harasxiny warfare, brought to sue for peace, which was granted them
by the Governor, Sir B. D' Urban, on the fo/lowiny terms; namely, that

they fhou/d restore 50,000 head of cattle, 1000 hoises, and give up the

musqiteti they had gotfrom the Colony !!! It was also found necessary to
guard ajfainst the possible recurrence of such an irruption, by taking from
the Kafirs the territory between the Keiskamma and Kei rivers, which
afforded the nearest eligil)le line of frontier and the only tenable one.
Suliseqiiently however many of the Kafir tribes requested they might be
re-adniitted to those lands and acknowledged as subjects of H is Britannic
Majesty, which was accordingly done, and every thing promised fair for

a continuance of peace and the gradual civilization of the Kafirs, whose
character must by this time be sufficiently apparent to my readers."

—

Had even this been the real case, it would have been comparative
mercy when contrasted with the actual state of things—heavenly

when compared with Sir B. D'Urban's official account of the matter,

wliich we give in order to afford an additional opportunity of judging
of the whole affair.

"In the course of the Commissioners' progress in the census of the
tribes of Gaikaand T'Slambie, they have ascertained that their loss during
our operations against them, has amounted to 4,000 of their warriors or
fighting mm, and among them many captains. Ours, fortunately^ has not
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in the whole amounted to 100, and of tliese only two officers. There have
been taken from them also, besides the conquest and alienation of their
country, about 60,000 head of cattle, almost all their goats, their habita-
tions are every where destroyed, and their gardens and corn-fields laid

waste. They have, therefore, been chastised, not extremely, but suffici-

ently."

"Amongst many passages illustrative of the manner in which the war was
conducted by the British troops, I select for illustration the following, from
a letter addressed by (.olonel Smith to yourself on the llth of June. ' The
enemy, although his traces were niimeroiis, fled so rapidly, that few were
killed, and only three shots fired at the troo|)s. The whole of the country
has been most thoroughly traversed

;
upwards of 1,200 huts, new and old

have been burnt ; immense stores of corn in every direction destroyed ; 215
head of cattle of all sorts captured ; several liorses, and nearly 2,000 goats,

have fallen into our hands. The women were very numerous ; and I there-

fore caused them to be amply supplied with beef and biscuit, and dismissed

them with the assurance that the atrocities of tiieir husbands had made them
forfeit their homes, and that they must move over the Kye. They all

stated that they were anxious to do so. It is most gratifying to know that

the s.ivages being the unprovoked aggressors, have brought down all

the misery with which they are now visited upon the heads of themselves

and their families ; and that the great day of retribution, and the punish,

ment of the unprovoked atrocities committed by these murderous savages

on our colonists, had arrived.'
"

As nothing we could say could possibly brand, with the infamy it

deserves, such iuhumau conduct better than Lord Gknelg's own cons-

ment, we quote it entire.

" Reading those statements at this distance from the scene of action, I

must own that 1 am aflFected by them in a manner the most remote from

that which the writer contemplated. In the civilized warfare of Europe,

this desolation of an enemy's country, not in aid of any military opera-

tions, nor for the security of the invading force, but simply and confessedly

as an act of vengeance, has rarely occurred, and the occurrence of it has

been invariably followed by universal reprobation. I doubt, indeed, whe-

ther the history of modern Europe affords an example even of a single

case, in which, without some better pretext than that of mere retribution,

any invaded people were ever subjected to the calamities which Colonel

Sniith here describes : the loss of their food, the spoiling of their cattle,

the burning of their dwellings ; the expulsion of their wives and families

from their homes, the confiscation of their property, and the forfeiture of
(

their native country. 1 am, of course, aware that the laws of civilized

nations cannot be rigidly applied in our contests with barbarous men ; for

those laws pre-suppos3 a reciprocity, which cannot subsist between parties

of whom the one is ignorant of the usages, maxims, and religion of the

other. But the great principles of morality are of immutable and univer-

sal obligation, and from them are deduced the laws of war. Of these laws

the first and cardinal rule relating to a state of hostility is, that the

belligerent must inflict no injury on his enemy which is not indispensably

requisite to ensure the safety of him by whom it is inflicted, or to promote

the attainment of tlie legitimate ends of the warfare. Whether we contend

with a civilized or a i)arbarous enemy, the gratuitous aggravation of the

horrors of war, on the plea of vengeance or retribution, or on any similar

grounds, is alike indefensible.
" 1 am bound to record the very deep regret with which I have perused

this passage. In u conflict between regular troops and hordes of barba-
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rou9 men, it is almost a matter of course that there should exist an enor-

mous disproportion between the loss of life on either side. But to consign

an entire counti v to desolation, ;ind a whole people to famine, is an a(,'gra-

vation of the necessary horrors of war, so repugnant to every just feeling

and so totallv at variance with the habits of civilized nations, that I should

n((t he justified in receiving such a statement without calling upon you

for further explanations. The honor of the British name is deeply inter-

ested in obtaining and giving publicity to the proofs that the safety of the

King's subjects really demanded so fearful an exercise of the irresistible

powers of His Majesty's forces."

If this was the Christianity of the Cai)e Government—if these were

its acts of cleniencv— if these its exhibitions of mercy—what must have

been its acts of retribution, its displays of penal power, its days of

chastisement and oppression ? What they were, let the sighs of the

widow, the cries of the orphan, the wailings of the destitute, the blood

of the brave Hintza and his companions—let these tell the amount of

suffering, oppression, and wrong, which have been heaped upon the

aborigines of South Africa by a profe^ticdly Christian Government.

IV.

—

Chapter of Correspondence.

1.

—

Native Commentaries—Roman Character.

To the Editors of the Calcutta Christian Observer.

My dear Friends,
Among the various departments of labour which press upon the attention

of Christians in this country, there is one which, in my view, begins to

require more attention.

It '\s the preparation of suitable Commentaries for the help of Native
preachers and catechists, &c. It is generally felt, yet I think it needs to be
more strongly felt, that Native preachers form one of the most important
agencies that we have, for giving currency to Christianity in this country.
Now this instrumentality never can be brought to bear with any thing
like its natin-al power until such helps are brought within the reach of this

class. In the present state of things Native preachers are very important
auxiliaries. But they have generally no means of storing their minds with
such knowledge of the Bible as will give fulness, and depth, and solidity to
their religious instructions, nor such as will give full development to their

own piety, 'i'hey irenerally become very familiar with the methods pur-
sued by Musalrnans and Hindus in opposing the Bible, and acquire ex-
pertness in replying to their objections, but then their own minds remain
empty— void of that knowledge which would produce a vigorous growth of
Christianity around them. It is true that Native preachers are generally
in the immediate neighbourhood of some Missionary or other person capa.
ble of giving them instructions. But a Missionary seldom feels that be has
time to spend in giving that full and copious knowledge of the Scripture
history, geography, manners and customs of the times, character of the
then popular systems of idolatry, &c. &c. which the other ought to pos-
sess. And if he does take the time for this, there is a great waste of power;
for if he would appropriate about the same amount of time that is necessa-
ry to itistruct one, he could prepare a well adapted commentary that would
furnish the means of self-instruction to hundreds. Besides, if he sit dowa

Vli.
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witli one and instruct him fully in these important matters, lie makes him
a mere i);issive recipient of knowledge ; on the contrary, if he put a volume
into his hand, wliich discusses these and furnishes a st(U-ehouse for him, it

gives elasticity and enlargement to his mind. He then feels tliat he has

in hiri own hands the means of self-improvement, of employing usefully his

leisure liours, and of giving more fulness and force to his preaching to

others. If they possessed these means they would he so much more able

to edify and bring forward tlie dwarfish and almost famished specimens
of (^liristianity which gather around them. Now this work of preparing
such a commentary would, in the hands of an individual, be very laborious.

But if an arrangement were entered into by a number of individuals who
are qualified for such a work, and each one take a part, somewhat after the

example of the different parties wlio prepared the current English trans*

lation of the Bible, the lai>our of each individual would not be great—the

time and labour would not i)e much greater than each one ought to give to

the instructing of tlie Native preacher or catechist, who is in a measure
dependant on him ; and the result of these combined labours would, in the
course of a few years, furnish Native preachers and Native christians with
much invaluable assistance.

1 rejoice to know that the Rev. Mr. Wilkinson has prepared a commen*
tary on Genesis, and hope that that work will soon shew the im))ortance

of having others of the same kind embracing all the other parts of the
Bible.

The details of such an arrangement will have to he suggested when it

sliall be ascertained whether the public mind is ripe for such an under-
taking.

The consideration of this subject throws the mind almost instinctively

on another question of imnieas\irable importance, and of great perplexity,

i. e. in what churacter should such a work be published.^ If the views of

your friend " C'insubensis" in the February No. of the Observer he cor-

rect, then this work ought to be published in the Bengdlinnd ISldgari and
Pemian characters. But if otlierwise, then such a work might be published
with great advaiit;ige in the Romiin character. Let us compare the rela-

tive economy in the use of these respective characters ; and economy, in a

country like this, and for the use of so many generations of men as we sup-

pose will live after us, is no u/iimportant consideration. We see that the
whole Bible and Testament can be printed in the Rimian character, atid

hound in one com enient pocket volume, and be perfectly distinct and legi-

ble. Whereas, witli the best improvement of A Ag<iri types, the single part

of the Old Testament wliich has lieen |)ublished, fills a large unwieldy vo-

lume. The Bible com))lete, then, will fill at the least three large volumes;
and the same, in the Persian character, still larger. Now, suppose a Native
preacher be even able to ))urcliase a whole Bible ; when he goes out to

preach he will of course desire to have tlie whole of that blessed volume,
which is his treasure-house, with him. Then he must fill his arms or load

a servant to carry it for him, or do without ; when, in the other character,

he could carry it in his pocket without parade or trouble. Henry's or
Scott's Commentary in the Roman character, forms six pretty large vo-
lumes. In either of the other characters it would make, at the very least,

18 or perhaps more very large volumes. Then to procure a Bible and a
single Commentary, the Native preacher must purchase at least 21 large
and expensive volumes!—and where is he to get tlie means Now sup-
pose that Christianity had made a little further advance in this country,

and the Native preacher will need to have his library furnished at least

with such works as the following; viz. "Home's Introduction," which
will be, in this character, 12 large volumes; " Mosbeim's Church History,"
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which will be 18 large volumes; " Rollin's Ancient History," v^liich will

be about 24 volumes; "GiKboii's Decline and Fail," &c. about 9 volumes;
" Russel's Modern Europe," 9 or 12 volumes. Here then I have enume-
rated but a few of tlie works that g'o to form the very elements of such a
library as should l)e in the house of every preacher of the Gospel, and we
have an array of 93 volumes, and all lars^e and expensive volumes. Now
suppose we add what he ought to have in the wav of Biblical criticism,

works of practical piety, and a few miscellaneous volumes, it would swell
the list to at least another 100 volumes. And I have specified only one
class of Natives, because that class seems to require attention first. But
how many others are to be supplied. Look at any of the large towns in

England, and see how many other private libraries there are besides those
which belong to the clergy of the place. As many for each of the large
towns of equal size in this country will be needed. Now to furnish such
libraries for the families of Hindustan, who will estimate the difference in

the expense, if they have to be in the Persian or Nagari character, or in

both? And for the generations that are to follow us throughout all time,

if we sh.iU entail on them the necessity of purchasing all their libraries in

a large and cumbrous character;—and when viewed in all its bearings on
the future prospects of India—who vvill tell us how much the difference in

the economy of the two systems is short of infinite f Viewed in this single

aspect this subject is vastly important; for the mass of the people are a

poor people, and in desi)ite of all our efforts will continue to be a poor peo-
ple, at least till knowledge shall be made cheap and attainable by the

common people*. W.
Allahabad, Feb. 27th, 1838.

2.—" B." AND " CiNSUKENSIs" ON THE COMPARISON OP EASTERN LAN-
GUAGES.

To the Editors of the Calcutta Christian Observer.

Gentlemen,
1 perceive in tlie February number of your work the remarks of" Cis-

suRENSis" on an article, in a previous numher, on the Comparison of Indo-
Chinese languages. The writer has manifested a spirit of perfect candour
and fairness, and I doubt not that his statements in regard to the Bengali
language are fully correct. Cinsurensis has adverted to several errors

which he supposed nie to have made in the article upon which he remarks ;

hut among the inaccuracies which he has mentioned, I find only one which
can be considered such, viz. that I applied the epithet peculiar" to that

feature of the Asamese language which requires a different pronoun in the

second person, according as the speaker is superior or inferior to the per-

son addressed. Tiiis, however, was said without any reference to the

Bengali ; nor had I any means of ascertaining whether this feature vvas a

characteristic of that language or not.

Cinsurensis says further—" The comparison of adjectives in Bengali is

effected by a similar process to that erroneously stated to be peculiar to

the Assmese." The process by which Asamese adjectives are compared,
was not stated in the " Comparison, &c." to be " peculiar to the Asamese."

* Our Correspondeat W. will perceive that we have omitted the concluding por-
tion of his letter, for reasons which, on reflection, he will himself, we doubt not, ap-
prove. We are most desirous that our pages should not contain any thing that either

is or might be deemed personal, and which could only give rise to painful and unpro-
fitable controversy. If W. will divest his argument of every thing of this tendency,

we shall readily give it roooi in a subsequent number.— Ed.

2 z 2
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He ngain saj's—" Also what are termed in the ' Comparison, &c.' numeral
affixes, are of ordinary use in Benffali ; so that tlie analojry of the two
Innguapes is much closer than supposed in the ' Comparison.' " Nothing
was said in the " Comparison" intimating that numeral affixes were a pe-

culiarity of the Asamese.
" All tiie other grammatical minutiiB particularized," he observes,

" equally apply," to the Bengali. He has, liowever, himself afforded ns

one instance of material (fissimilarity, viz. in the thirfl person of the verb,

which is varied in the Bengali to denote the superiority or inferiority of
the person spoken of.

CiNsuRENSis appears to labour under the error of supposing that the
remarks in the " Comparison, &c." on the grammatical construction of the

Asamese language, were made for the purpose of showing as great a di?-

tinction as possible between that and the Bengali; an ol)ject the fartliest

from the writer's aim. The grammatical characteristics of the Asamese
noticed in the " Comparison," were not set in contrast with tliose of tlie

Bengali, inasmuch as no such notices of the latter language were made.
Not having a knowledge of that language, it was not part of my under,
taking to give a synopsis of its grammar. The list of Bengali words I

copied from two or three vocabularies and dictionaries, taking what appear-

ed, from them all, to be the primary and most common terms to denote the

various objects specified in the list. It was foreign to the design of the

Vocabulary to insert columns of secondary and synonymous words in the

various languages. Such a compilation, embracing all the secondary terms,

and all words transferred from one language to another, though with some
changes of meaning, would l)e highly desirable ; but it will at once be

seen that it would have been impracticable on the limited plan of the

" Com j)a rati ve Vocabulary." An investigation of this kind would doubt,

less increase the similarity apparent between any other two languages of
the Vocabulary, in as great a pro])ortion as it does that of the Bengali and
Asamese. It would not however furnish a fair specimen of the real resem-
blance of any two languages, as actually spoken or written. The proper

method to ascertain this, would be to compare specimens of Scripture, or

other works, faithfully translated into each language ; where the discre-

pancies, not only ofcommon words, but of all particles, prefixes, and affixes,

with the differences of idiom and construction, would he manifest at a

glance. This would show a very different result from that obtained by
the comi)arison of a few of the most common terms, as maD, horse, dog, cat,

&c. wliich, in languages of a common origin, are almost sure to be alike.

The latter part of Cinsurensis's article is devoted to the discussion of

the Romanizing system. His arguments on this subject I have no design

to controvert ; hut will only observe that the great folly of the Komanizers
which he has undertaken to expose, and which he proposes to deduce
from the " Comparison, &c." is not to be found there. My words were,
" that the Roman character is adequate to express every sound of the

human voice, and is well fitted to be the written representative of all

languages." " This assertion," says Cinsurensis, " involves a negation of
eu'ch adequacy and fitness to all other characters." But this inference is

a mere gratuity (gratuitous assertion }) In predicating such adequacy of

the Roman character, /neither assert or deny, that there are other systems,

which might be rendered adequate to express the same variety of sounds.

It has often been said that the Roman character is inadequate to the ex-

pression of the oriental languages. It was sufficient to my purpose to affirm

that it WdS adequate, without asserting either the adequacy or inadequacy of

any other set of characters. I might, indeed, and I apprehend with safety,

challenge Cinsurensis to produce any existing alphabet, which, with what-
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ever modifications, would lie as well fitted as the Roman " to be the written

representative of all languaj^ew," or which, waivinj; roinjiarisoii, could even

be pronounced " well fitted" for such a purpose; Init as I liave no wish to

enter uiKjn a discussion of this point, I content myself with defendins^ niy

former statement, which appears to me perfectly intelligible and correct,

and certainly conveyed no intimation that other alphabets were iuc<ip<ible

of being so modified and enlarged as to express the sounds of any or every

language. It is therefore a mere waste of labour to prove that " any ex-

isting alphabet, or any newly invented symbols whatever," by "the pro-

cess of omission and of diacritical distinction," would be "adequate to

express every sound of the human voice,"—a proposition which could not

possibly be disputed by any one.
" Let not any," says Cinsubbnsis, " be misled by the fallacious mystifi-

cation of a plain question, in which the sanguine advocates of the Roman-
izing system have indulged and do yet iiulnlge. It is of course a subse.

quent question what alpiiabet may be made applicable to express the sounds
of the Indian languages witli the fewest, simplest, and most effective nw.
difications ; but the pvimury one, as to the cnpability of any set of characters

to receive an arbitrary assignment to the office of representing any variety

of sound whatever, is that which has been, in our' judgment, so mischiev-
ously mystified."

XVhat is here called the "subsequent question" is most undoubtedly
the question, so far as it regards Romanizing; and it may well excite our
surprise that any of its advocates should have engaged in an argument on
tlie other question, whether the Roman is the only alphabet capable of

heing so modified as to express the sounds of any given language. Who-
ever nr.\y have broached this idea, it is certainly not to be gathered from
the article upon which C'insuuensis has animadverted.

Yours, &c.
B.

The Post-scripttim to the preceding letter, having no bearing upon the
question at issue, and reflecting on the procedure of a contemporary upon
whose editorial unfairness or impartiality it is not our province to pass a

judgment, vve have suppressed. We have subjoined the reply of Cinsu-
RKNsis ; which, if we mistake not, willfully satisfy our excellent friend

and correspondent B, that his former remarks were somewhat misappre-
hended.—Ed. C. C. O.

To the Editors of the Calcutta Christian Observer.

Gentlemen,

Any remarks of so intelligent and able a writer as the author of the
" Comparison of Indo-Chinese languages," must always command consi-

deration. As an opponent he is at once too honorable, and too co\irteous,

to l)e met otherwise than with respect. I am happy in believing that the
remarks to which I now reply have been penned, in great measure, under
a misapprehension.

" B." has most courteously admitted me to have manifested in my form-
er paper, " a spirit of perfect candour and fairness." 1 trust to secure, in

those now offered, a continuance of his favourable opinion, the more grati-
fying liecause felt to be not undeserved.

And, in the outset, let me entirely disclaim the remotest intention to

assume a hostile position with regard to " B." In my former paper I

stated, distinctly enough methinks, what my design really 'was, " simply
and in good faith to throw in my mite of aid, to Uie excellent individual
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who furnished the comparison, in his useful investigations, as well as to
draw tlie attention of others to the suhject."

Now I knew of course, that " B," from his position, must necessarily he
cut off from the fullest sources of inforniation witli regard to tlie langu^ige
of this province ; and therefore concei\ ed, as I stated, that " he would he
glad to ohtain the Bengali forms" with which my paper furnished him, as

well as with the notices of grammatical peculiarities that followed. In re-

lation to those forms, " B." says that " it was foreign to the design of his

vocabulary to insert columns of secondary and synonymous words, &c."
Yet, had he not himself inserted some such, and that too in the very-

column in question, the Bengali ? And, in fact, if the "comparison" had
any purpose of utility to serve, if it were indeed designed to shew the
comparative affinities of the languages of which specimens were given, how
could 'xX, be " /oreiy II

," ov otherwise than most germ'uie and essential to

the design of the vocabulary, to insert those forms, be tliey first or second-
ary, on which must necessarily hang the decision of the entire question
of the dialectic affinities professed to be under exhibition ? Over and al)ove

the five Bengali synonyms given by " B." himself, 7 furnished him with
seventeen other synonyms and with seventeen secondary forms besides, i. e.

provincial or colloquial variations of primitives, inserted in his list. Now
it so happens that, in nearly the whole of those 34 instances, the synony.
mous or secondary forms are precisely those most current in the spoken
language of Bengal, and consequently those wliich most clearly illustrate its

affinity with the Assamese. How then, could that affinity have been either

shewn or disproved, without taking them into the estimate .'' By means of
them I establislied that instead of six-tenths, above eight-tenths of the

60 words included in the vocabulary, was the real proportion of terms
common to the two dialects.

Again, as to the grammatical items — " B." says that " among the inac-

curacies which CiNsUKENSis has mentioned," he finds " only one that can
be considered such, f\x. that he (B.) had applied the epithet 'peculiar' to

that part of the Assamese language (Grammar.'') which requires a different

pronoun in the second person, &c. This was said, however, without any
reference to the Bengali."

If "B." will kindly refer back to tlie "Comparison," p. 24, § 1, he will

find that after stating the verbal affinity of the Assamese to Bengali, to be
such, as drawn from the table, that above six-tenths of the most common
words were identical, " he adds,"—" the grammatical peculiarities of the two
languages are considerably unlike ;" following which assertion, come the

specifications of supposed Assamese peculiarities, whi(;h 1 remarked were in

reality not such, belonging equally to the Bengali. If then, « ith each spe-

cification subsequent to tliis general heading, as it were, the same epithet

of " peculiar" was not introduced, was therefore the inference the less

legitimate and unavoidable that all were equally "grammatical peculiari-

ties considerably unlike?" How could I, ()r any reader, even imagine such

specifications so strung together under such a heading, to have been "made
without any reference to tlie Bengali .''"

But " B." quotes me as asserting that " all the grammatical minutias

particularized ajiply equally to Bengali ; and says thereon, " He (Cinsu-
HKNsis), has however himselfafforded us one instance of material dissimila-

rity, viz. in the 3rd person of the verb, which is varied in Bengali to denote
the superiority or inferiority of the person spoken of." It surprizes

me, I confess, that a dissimilarity which I myself observed, and which was
of course not " one of the minutiiB particularized" as alike, should be brought
forward to shew an inconsistency in my argument. I appeal to "' B." himself
whether the oversight does not rest with him, not with me. /asserted, not
that there were no dissimilarities, fur I myself adduced this as one—but
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I sliowed, as well from sevprnl instances of wliat were in " B.'h" paper er-

roneously stated as peculiarities in Assamese, as from the secondary forms of

words, that tlie analogy of the two languages was much closer than sup-
posed in the " (Jomparison."

I have thus, I trust, set myself right with my able opponent, and shewn
that if any ))art of his argument has heen misai)prehended, whether by me
or others, it has been Hna\ (>i(lal)ly so misapprj'hended, in consequence
both of his own expression and his arrangement of his matter; yet further,

that his present letter has in no way shewn that there really has been
any misapprehension; while, on the other hand, he has, notwithstanding my
direct assurance, altogether mistaken the purpose of my fortner remarks
as hostile, instead of auxiliary, to his design. " It has been thought advi.

sahle to give specimens, &c." he wrote in his first paper, "hoping that
others may be induced to extend the comparison." This hope so e.vpressed

it was luy wish and aim to meet, in the extension of the vocabulary, not
indeed " in another language," but in one of those already but incomplete-
ly exemplified. And " B." will credit tiie assurance that / tie\ er for one
moment contemplated the jtossible supposition on his part that my remarks
were other than those of a friend and fellow-lahourer, and such as therefoi-e

1 might sincerely, as I did, request him " to take in good part."

The second portion of " B.'s" letter regards romnnization. On this let

me assure him, that my former remarks on this head, to which an expression
in his paper furnished me merely with a text, referred 1 may say perhaps
to any one rather than himself; certainly were directed mainly against
some thorough-going advocates of indiscriminate rommiiz'mg on this side

the Bay of Bengal.
I admit cheerfully, what I never denied, that " B." has not, in so many

w'ords, contended for tlie exclusive fitness of the Roman alphabet "to be
the written representative of all languages ;" hut a// are not so moderate
or so prudent as himself

; many are ready ' to go any length' in the
patronage of a favourite theory, though thereby only wfakening the very
cause they profess to advocate. If, therefore, only to prevent the misap-
plication of his language to support extra-romanization pro|)ensities, I was
bound to shew that there was, even in his own cautious phraseology as it

would surely be interpreted by many, an essential fallacy. And so surely
does it exist, that even " B." himself, canditl and honorable as he is, is

compelled, unconsciously to himself, no doubt, to shift his ground and vary
his actual position in order to make out his own argument, though therein,

by a species of literary felo-de-se, he only the more effectually overturns it.

He says, " It has often been said the Roman character is inadequate to the
expression of the oriental languages. It was sufficient to my purpose to

affirm that it was adequate." Yet following this he writes—'- I might
indeed challenge Cinsurensis to produce any existing alphabet which, with
whatever modifications, would be us well fitted as the Roman to be the
written representative of all languages." Tiius, from a question of adequacy
going over to one offitness, greater or less !

" B." must be reminded tliat

adequacy, as far at least as my argument went, is not by any means synony-
mous with fitness : this must be determined by many considerations of h
wholly different nature from vocal extension, wliich is the grammatical sense
of adequateness, as used by me. The two must not be confounded. " B."
himself expressly admits that he does " neither assert nor deny that there

are other systems which might be rendered adequate to express the same
variety of sounds," as the Roman character. In fact a character may be,

till modified, very inadequate, and yet, from entirely other considerations,

well fitted to be applied to the expression of the sounds of a language ; as

e. g. of the dialects of the South Seas and others, hitherto unwritten—so
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may it, on the other hand, be quite udeqwite to the utterance of tlie sounds

of any i<i ven laii^uafje .nnd yet not so well fitted to the purpose ; e. s.- to super-

sede even a much less adequate cliaractcr that may have once got into use,

the dis usaffe of which niiffht l)e attended w ith far more serious mischiefs than

any benefit from the introduction of a more philosophical alphabet shouhl

counterbalance. Who can point out a more inadequate character than the

Roman to express the current sounds of our native Enj^lisli ? yet who would
venture gravely to propose the in\'ention or niutuation of a substitute, liow -

ever excellently well-fitted, avowing any the smallest persuasion tliat would
be listened to ?

I liave proved tlie inadequacy of the Roman alphabet to be applied to

the vn-itten languages of Asia: in doing so I have, by inference also and
incidentally, shewn its unfitness in some respects ; hut I by no means
rest the decision of that u.jfitness npon the few arguments so inci-

dentally alleged, and must not be so understood. To this effect I clearly

expressed myself in my former remarks: stating that " I had, abstractedly

considereil, no objection to make to the adoption of the Roman al[)habet

for written communication among a people yet without one of their own.
In such a case the only question with me would be one of expediency, to

be determined by aptitude, facility, and many other considerations "besides
mere adequacy ; or, in other words, by its fitness in other respects ;" which
I did not there, aiul cannot here, enlarge upon.

I am glad, in conclusion, to have it from B. himself, that " it is a mere
waste of lat)0ur to prove that ' any existing alphabet or any newly invented
symi)ols whatever,' ' might, by the process of omission and of diacritical dis-

tinction, become adequate to express any sound of the human voice " and
that in his opinion, that is " a projjosition which could not possibly be dis-

puted." Because, however clear to him the distinction 1 have drawn be-
tween that as a previous question and the subsequent one of selection, it is

not equally so to all,—and by many the mere proof, that the Roman al.

phabet, as modified by Sir W. Jones and now vigorously pressed into a
service that great scholar never certainly comtemplated, might be ren-
dered adequate, was taken to mean that none other could ! not that this

was reasoned out, but assumed : i. e. there was a mystification upon the
subject which it was my business to expose. Of that mystification many
minds, it is to be feared, are not however even yet disabused; not all

have even now learned to see, that were the Roman alphabet incomparably
more adequate even than it is, (and I have shewn it, in my former paper,
to be strikingly ///adequate,) still its fitness to be employed to supersede
the indigenous alphabets of India is altogether another question, to be
decided on oUier and wider grounds than mere typographical compressi-
bility, or any other near and palpaltle circumstance whatever, while leav-
ing out of view larger and greatly m(n-e important considerations, such as
those some few of which I only glanced at in my former remarks. 1 may
return to tiiis question hereafter ; thus much I have stated only to meet
the remarks of B., of whom I now take leave with equal esteem and
cordiality.

I am, &c.
ClNSURENSIS.
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V.

—

The Connexion of the British Government with the

Idolatry oj India.

The Government of British India appears determined to continue

its disgraceful connexion with the idohitry of the country, while the

religious and humane portion of tiie community at home and abroad

appear to he equally resolved on its dissohition.

The ))arties have fully and fairly entered the arena, and those who
feel an interest in the elevation and happiness of the human race must
watch the progress and issue of the contest with the most intense

anxietv. The inequality of the combatants might at once decide that

the jjalm must he ceded to the ruling powers, but the battle is not al-

ways to the apparently strong, nor the race to the swift. The posses-

sion of power does not always ensure success—not even in ordi-

nary concerns, much more when the object contended for is in-

separably connected with the morality and salvation of mankind.

There is a God that ruleth in the earth ; he is a jealous God, he will nei-

ther give his glory to another, nor will he allow his servants to trans-

fer it to the gods of the heathen. We do, without laying any pecu-

liar claim to foresight, safely predict what the termination of this

conflict will be. The Government must be defeated if it will not yield.

The data on which our assurance rests is the page of history, con-

firmed by the experience of every day. It is true of nations, as of

individuals that though a sinner do evil an hundred times and escape

with imiiunity, yet shall punishment eventually overtake him. Our
own convictions are, and we state them without hesitation or reserve,

that if the Government of India or any other government will delibe-

rately and persevei ingly maintain such a connexion as that which
now subsists, with the warning and entreaties of the servants of God
sounding in their ears, sooner or later the same fate will overtake

them which overtook the Egyptians for their oppression of the church,

and which fell upon the Israelites for their abaJidonment of God
and admixture of truth with the errors of the surrounding idola-

ters. Entertaining such views, and having in former papers brought
forward painfully satisfactory evidence of the union which subsists

between the British Government of India and the idolatry of the

country, it now devolves upon us in defence of our conduct to show
that the union involves the sacrifice of moral principle ; is an act of

cruelty to the natives ; infringes the riglits of conscience of some of the

best servants of the Government, and is one of the foulest blots

on our divine and blessed faith. It is the spot in our feasts of cha-

rity. We have assumed, and we think rightly, in this series of papers,

that the Government of India is bonci fide a Christian Government,

and that it should be influenced alone by Christian motives.

Nothing advanced by our contemporaries has for a moment in-

duced a difl^erent estimate either of its character or its duty—not

but that we are quite open to conviction, for we would much rather

it were clearly demonstrated that the Government was any thing

but Christian, so long as it adopts a line of policy so question-

able. But if it is not Christian, what is it ? Musalniau ? No.—Hin-

VII. 3 A
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du ? No. It is like the image of prophecy—a union of clay, iron,

wood, gold, and every naturally uiiadhesive substance, awaiting a

similar fate. The present Government of India is, we reiterate, a

Christian Government : it is composed of Clirislian men—men who
in all the relations of life are professedly governed by Christian prin-

ciples, and who would consider it the greatest insult you could offer

them to suppose they would by a public act. adoj)! a line of conduct

which would be a positive suicide of every thing virtuous and

upright in moral character. Men who as fathers, husband.s, brothers,

and private Christians are governed by the principles of the gospel,

but who as rulers legislate for the continuance of that which imprints

a lie on their own faith, and degrades the character of God. Strange

anomalv ! The legislator puts off the Christian at the door of the

council chamber and puts on the we have no expression capa-

ble of conveying the idea of the character he assumes. Tl\nse who
compose the council of Government are Christian men, held under

Christian principles in every place but that council. All the sub )rdi-

nates are Christian men. Every day and hour are they such save

•when thev ascend the judgment-seat or enter the council chamber

;

except when they think or legislate for the millions committed to

their charge. This position has been denied, but not disprovt d : there

is one position however undeniable

—

the Government of India is com-

poserJ of Christian men. This is the character of the parent Govern-

ment, the character which this one assumes at home, and it is the cha-

racter which it assumes to the natives whatever we may think to

the contrary. What would be thought in Britain if it should be fairly

stated that the end for which the British Government in India exist-

ed was to uphold and perpetuate the religions of Muhammad and Brah-

ma ? what a burst of righteous indignation would fall on the rulers of

India. Yet this is the professed piinciple and practice of this Go-
vernment, nor will all the caution which they can manifest, in theory,

while they have such a practice, prove to the natives that tiie Govern-

ment has but two principal objects in view—the amassing of money and

the ultimate propagation of Christianity—two objects than which

none can be more dissimilar ; but which are still inseparably connected

in the native mind. If it is not, why are natives so sensitive as

it resj.ects all the religious movements of Government ? And if

thev have formed this estimate, in what a contemptible li^ht mu-t the

Bubjects view their r\ilers, who are ashamed to avow their desire tiiat

the religion on which their own hopes rest for salvation, and which

they believe to be the only true religion on earth, ashamed even to

avow their desire that the light of this religion should enter the heart

or cheer the path of their poor Hindu or Musalman subjects. One
of the best illustrations of Native feeling in reference to religious

matters with which we have become acquainted is, that of a father

who was solicited to send his boy to a Government Scliool, and who

in substance answered " No, 1 will not entrust tlie education of my
Bon to the hands of men who profess a religion they are ashamed to

teach, and teach only those religions they declare to be a lie ; either

they are designing men or they have a bad faith. I would not do so."
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Should either the former or-the latter position he denied, we have still

this strotiohold to which we can continually resort ; tlie Government
of Ind ifi Kie fi hody of men rcpveseni ing a Chvislinn people, a people
before whom they would tremble to ackiiowledg<- that they had acted
in other than a Christian manner and for Christian purposes in this

heathen land. We should rather like to ?ee that servant of Govern-
ment who would like to meet an assemblv of Englislimen (not the

scandalized meetings of Exeter Hall), and uublushirigly and in his

undisguised mother tongue avow that he had acted upon the prin-

ciple of this Government. Such a declaration would not meet with a

response from the mo-:t latitudiiiarian whig mob. E\ery man would
be ashamed of a Government which had so far forgotten its character

and that of the people it represented, that with the expression of libe-

rality on its lips, itt^xcluded but one religion from its schools and con-

nexion and tiiat religion its own ! ! I Their cry would be. Be Hin-
du—Be Musalnian. But be decided, and do not by a vacillating

course of conduct rob your country of that which is its chief pride

—

its decision ; or of that which is the chief source of its elevation and
hap|)iness—its religion. But the Government of India represents a

much higher class, or rather we should say, it misrepresents them.
The leligious and humane of our country. What would they say to

hear from the lips of a civiL or military servant, that he had by ex-

press command sanctioned the horrors of heathenism, and the blas-

phemies of the Musalman faith ; that he had stood and commanded
his companions in arms to fii-e salutes at the festival of any god
which the locality might choose to reverence. Would not the up-

right exclaim, " Oli Lord, how long, how \o\^s shall those that are

called bv thy name sanction these blasphemies ?" The Christians in

Britain do not understand this subject ; but when they do, we shall

hear that calm but overwhelming expression of indignation rising

against its abettors which rose against and overwhelmed the oppres-

sors of Africa's injured race.

The Government of India as the representatives of the British peo-

ple are in one sense the representatives of the one true God; and how
have they represented Him ? or rather, what indignity do they not

offer him by the support tliey afford to perpetuate a system which
strikes at the very basis of his throne and robs him of his glory ? We
are aware that this will be set down as madness and fanaticism, as

uncharitable raving and assuming tliat judgment which belongs to

God alone. To this we have but one reply—we write the words
of soberness and truth—woids which derive all their force from the

results of daily experience and the testimony of history. The God we
serve, and whom this Government dishonors and insults, is the same
that broke the power of the Babylonish sovereign, and who has driven

into scattered exile his own people, because the one and the other

forgot his claims and despised his authority. Not only does the

Government of India represent a free and enlightened people but it

contains in its own body many who feel the burden of their ofBce

,

manv who feel thev have engaged in a profession which they too late

discover demands a sacrifice of every feeling valued by a man and a

3 a2
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Christian. What a position is it for a Christian Government to place

its upright servants in, that they shall not dare to open their lips to

instruct an erriii<; mortal in the way of life, and that they must not dare,

except under the fear of the di^^pleasure of their honorahle masters, to

puhliclv sanction the missionary teachers of their ow n failh. What shall

we think of a Govenwncnt that will exact as a pledge from one of its

chief ecclesiastical functionaries that he shall not move in this or any

similar subject ? and make it the sine qua non of his appointment ?

What shall we sav of a Government who could censure one of the

hidiest and best men that ever trod the shores of India for catndv re-

presenting for himst-lf and colleagues the conscientious scruples wliich

they entertained on this suljeci ? and who could designate such calm

and i csi)ectful remonstrancf s as attempts Uigoad tlie Government into

acquiescence, and who will further atttm|)t to silence the voice even of

petition by a threat that the evils we deplore shall just be perpetu-

ated in pioportion to the vigour of our efforts to suppress or modify

them ? What shall we think of the neutrality of a Government who
will designate its public servants, who in their })rivate movements
would teach the Natives the fear and love of God, " Missionary col-

lectors" and " proselyting zealots," and represent them in the discharge

of a conscientious duty to God, as attempting to sow the seeds of dis-

sension and disafTection towards the British Government ? What shall

we say of such conduct, by such a Government, to such servants ? What

!

but that it is subversive of every principle of civil and religious liberty,

and that it is as arbitrary as the most conclusive ukase that ever is-

sued from the most absolute despot ! It is the most direct infi ing-

ment of that which is the unalienable birthright of every man, liberty

of conscience and speech
; yet such is the course of conduct pur-

sued by the British Government towards its upright and religious

servants. The injustice and anti-neutrality of the conduct is increased

by the course of conduct pursued towards other religionists. A Mu-
salnian may attempt the conversion of a Hindu or vice versa, nothing

is opposed; or an infidel may unsettle the faith of both, and be unmo-
lested ; and should these traTisfers take place, every civil protection is

afforded the subject—but how different should the Christian open bis

lips and succeed, he is silenced and his converts left to be the victims

of both religious and civil injustice. Where every thing evil is to be

apprehended from the transition, nothing is provided ; but where no-

thing but good is anticipated, the whole influence of a despotic Govern-

ment is called in to aid the many in oppressing the few, and that not

because they the Government esteem the oppressors right, but be-

cause they are the many. The majority of the human race roam in a

state of nudity—will the councillors of India recommand that .'' Why
not, they are the many. A Musalman or a Hindu has only to com-
plain how obnoxous it is for him to assist at tiie religious festival of

the opposing sect and he is relieved, but let the opjjression of the

Christian be ever so heavy or let his objections spring from ever so en-

lightened a conscience, he may complain but in vain for relief and have

insult added to this refusal. We are not in the habit of invoking

any save the good spirit of our God, yet we cannot but help exclaim-
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ing, " Oh Spirit of Liberty, Ncutrjility and Justice, how many and
afflictive are the curses inflicted on mankind in thy name. Descend,

vindicate thine own cause, and be justified in all thy children !"

The cojirse of conduct is unjust and cruel to the Natives. It should

be the design of every wise and paternal Government to enlighten

and bless its subjects, and we know that whatever evils the ambition

and wickedness of men may have attached to Christianity, tliut

wherever it has exerted its influence—there

'J'he prisoner leaps to loose his chains
;

The weary find a hopeful rest.

And all tlie soos of want are blest.

This we do know whether are we really or nominally Christians, that

wherever the genius of Christianity has diffused itself amongst a

people, there every degrading practice has been exchanged for that

which could chasten, elevate and bless. In the face of this knowledge,

a knowledge without which no man is fitted for a legislator, and not

even fitted for it if possessed, if he is not prepared to carry it

into practice. In the face of this we shut out from tjiis people tiiat

which has blessed others and which alone can bless them ; and if

we act out our own profession, we shall shut them up for ever in that

ignorance and barbaritv in which they have been immured for i'.ges.

Christianity is the only thing which can permanently help the=e peo-

ple, and as far as the Government is concerned it is withheld from

them, and they are taught by the Government sanction to love and
venerate every abomination and to descend to hell with a lie in their

hand, a lie confirmed and sanctioned by the acts of a pseudo libeial,

Hindu, Musaiman, Christian, Government. Oh what will such a Go-
vernment have to answer for in the presence of that God who will

demand as well from rulers as people, " Give an account of your

steward:^hip." Oh what a host of accusing witnesses will arise from
their bed of sorrow in that day and say, " The Christian rulers of

India possessed the lamp of life, but they hid it from us ; they

knew the way to heaven but they hedged it up with thorns ; their

chaiity clothed our system with a sanction it would otherwise never

have possessed, and cheated our souls. Hindu rulers proselyted our

forefathers to a hidious faith ; Musalnian conquerors impo-ed on us

a furious creed ; hut Christians, with the possession of the knowledge
of the true God and his son Jesus Christ, allowed us for fear of offend-

ing our prejudices to live miserably and die damned." If one of those

rulers (especially if they be pious) should read our pages, would that

it might lead them to imagine they hear the voice of the great mul-

titude irretrievably lost, and to weigh their policy in the balance of

truth and the light and revelations of that day, and then if they can

for one moment pursue a line of conduct so fraught with present

evil and future wretchedness to the Missions of India, we do call

in the name of our insulted and dishonored Master, on all those who
sincerely love and serve Him at least to remonstrate against, if not to

wash their hands of such a system ; for if there can be any thing cal-

culated to mar the peace of their last and otherwise tranquil moments;
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if there be nnything which could make the crown of life sit uneasy on
their redeemed brows, it will be the share they have taken in, and
the sanction they have given to, the connexion of the British Govern-
ment with the idolatry of India. The reasons offered by the Govern-
ment for the continuance of the connexion may be reduced to the follow-

ing-, /7ro/e.';sef//y religious neutrality :—Jear of exciting the prejudices and
hatred of the natives of any interference with their religious feelings or
practices, and inopportuneness of the present time for conceding the
requ( sts of the friends of religion. These have been the long assign-

ed re^isons of the Court expressed by their public servants in lan-

guage which they have recently adopted as their own. One of these
authorities. Sir Thomas Munro, says, referring to native prejudice

and the fear he entertained from any interference by the servants of

Government inreligious matters.

" It never was intended to employ Collectors and Magistrates as teach-
ers of morality and religion. We cannot allow any public officer to act as
a Missionary merely because he supposes that he abstains from oitnuxious

interference. Every man has a different opinion retrarding the obnoxious
limits, and each would fix them differently according to the standard of
his own zeal.

" It is the declared intention both of the Legislature and of the honor-

able the Court of Directors, that the people of India should be permitted

to enjoy their ancient laws and institutions, and should be protected

against all interference of public officers with their religion. This
system is the wisest that could be adopted whether with regard to the

tranquillity of the country, the security of the revenue, or the improve-
ment or conversion of the Natives."

" In every country, says Sir Thomas Munro, but especially in this where
the Rulers are so few and of a different race fntmthe people, it is the most
dangerous of all things to tamper with religious feelings. They m;iy be

apparently dormant, and when we are in unsuspecting security they may
burst forth in the most tremendous manner as at Vellore. They may be

set in motion by the slightest casual incident, and do more mischief in one
year than all the labors of Missionary Collectors would repair in a hundred.
Should they produce only a partial disturbHUce, whicli is quickly put down,
even in this case the evil would be lasting ; distrust would be raised

between the people, and the Government, which would never entirely

subside ; and tiie district in which it happened, would never be so safe as

before."

Our impression in perusing this opinion was that of surprize— sur-

prize that he should have involved the rights of conscience in religious

matters, with the faithful discharge of political duties, and that he should

have so far mistook the nature of religious efforts as to designate them
obnoxious interference ; nor were we less surprized that he should have

mistook the simple request that all Government interference should

cease, and supposed that it meant that the Government should invade

the ancient rights of the natives either civil or religious. In reference

to the first it is clear that every man has a duty which he owes to God,

and which must be discliarged, let his situation or employment be

what it may. The situation and conduct of Daniel in the court of

Babylon is an apt illustration of our views, and in reference to

the second, it may be reiterated as it has been again and again, that
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no Missionary, no advocate of the dissolution ever wished the Go-
vernment to interfere with the rehgion, much less with the ancient

laws and institutions of the country. The simple request has been to

let it al(nie, not to interfere, not to sanction the creed of any sect, and

especially not to sanction the creed of one at the expense of another,

not to make the one a prisoner that the other may walk free. Tlie

very sentiment that every man has a different opinion regarding

obnoxious limits, shows tlie absolute necessity of a real neutrality on

the jiart not only of this but of every Government ; but we may ask,

for we are not now coml)ating the dead but the living, who have

adopted not only the sentiment but the very language of the dead

—

we may ask, have the Court of Directors never violated their neutra-

lity as it regards the laws and institutions of the country ? What are

the land resumption measures, but a direct inroad on the sacred lands

(we think perfectly right) ; but do they not bear on a subject much
more liktlv to move a native to daring deeds, than any other, for

they affect his purse ! What is the conveyance of native troops by
sea but a direct infringement of one of the fundamental laws of Hin-
duism, and at what a cost was it obtained ! We enumerate these with

other similar acts to show that the Government are not overscrupulous

about interference when territory or revenue are at issue, only when
religion is the theme. We must also express our astonishment that

so enlightened body as the Court of Directors should have adopted an
extract which could revive the calumny of the Vellore insurrection and
especially as here implying, and more than implying what has been

fully answered, that Christianity was the origin of that, as it would
be of other act? of an insurrectionary character. It is well known
that it originated in a furious quarrel between the two dominant sects

for insults either real or supposed offered by one party to the other,

and if Christianity is to be propagated in such a spirit or be the

parent of such fruits, we shall be amongst the first to adopt as our

own, these antiquated and exploded sentiments ; but since the gospel

has always bee(. and must ever "be successfully propagated by peace-

ful and unirritating means, we must enter our protest against the

conclusion, for it is as unjust as the premises are incorrect. We
simply ask when has there been an instance in which an insurrection

has happened, arising from a Missionary source ; and has not Mission-

ary influence been called in more than once to suppress troubles which
political or commercial cupidity had excited ? We affirm without

the fear of contradiction that Indian Missions have in no one instance

given rise to insurrection or bloodshed, and therefore the fears based
on the Veilore case are groundless and should not be the basis of a

penal or prohibitive enactment. We are equally surprised that a mind
so discriminating as Mr. Thackeray's should have given expression to

the following confused minute on which the present resistance also

rests.

"Our success in India is in a great measure owtng to our religious neu.
trality , the failure of other European nations, especially of the Portuguese
in maintaining their power to their injudicious attempts to convert the
Natives to their own religion. As we could not have established, so we
caunut maintain our empire without continuing this neutrality. It would
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linve been much better tbnt we sbould have failed in establisliin^, than
that we now should sliake to pieces on our own heuds^ the great edifice of
power now erected, by such imprudence."

We are surprized that he did not, or could not discriminate hetween
the bloody, lustful, tyrannical conquests of tlie Portuguese and the

peaceful efforts of modern Missionaries. The former by every act

inciting the people to thoughts and deeds of rebellion, the latter only

conferring on those amongst whom they laboured the blessing of

civilization and peace. Besides it may be again asked did the Govern-
ment adhere to their neutral policy in matters most sacred } Did they

not take the funds of the Hughli Emamhara atid applv them we think

to a good im pose but certainly one wide of the mark for which the

donor designed they should be applied ? Did they not take aMusalman
fund to educate the youth of all creeds in western science, the science

of infidel dogs } Have they not recently taken unto themselves the

funds of a certain Bengal Hindu temple ? Have they not done
as much as the Missionaries to uproot the ancient laws and institu-

tions of the country by the establishment of schools, colleges, &c. in

which sciences are taught directly at variance with tlie whole struc-

ture of tlieir faith :—schools are they that deprive the pupils of the

miserable comforts of Hinduism and leave them even without an
inanimate god "i They find them the devotees of Kali and leave them
the votaries of brandy-pani and roast-beef. We have here a Govern-
ment who on the one hand declare we cannot dissolve an unholy alliance

for fear of losing tlie confidence of the iieojjle, and on the other

issue mandates for the resumption of lands and the teaching of sciences

most directly tending to estrange the iiffections and sap the faith of

these very people. We do not blame the Government for these mea-
Eures, far from it they are, wetliink just, in the highest degree, if they

were under Christian direction, but as at present conducted they are an
unmixed evil. Having adverted to these sentiments at length we can

notice the objection as to the i7ioppQriunene<s of tlie present time for

acceding to our request. This is an old excuse and may be best an-

swered by the inquiry, when is the right time for those in authoiity

to concede to the request of the petitioning if it involve pecuni-

arv or jiatronial considerations ? We have never heard of the

time, nor shall we ever until it is created by the pressure from with-

out. We have but simply to refer to a report which says, that the

Government are now endeavouring to ascertain the exact amount
of the direct patronage which they afford to the idolatry of

India by grants of money made, since the accession of the British

power, and when they have ascertained the exact amount of such ex-

penditure they will probably be most willing to concede the point we
urge. The amount of such expenditure is a mere fraction, and if

granted would be but a mockery of our prayer, it would leave the

main question untouched, a quibbling compliance like this would be as

unworthy the Government as it would be unsatisfactory to us. We
know of no other argument or excuse that can be urged in support or

extenuation of the practice, save that in our own country, we have

mixed up with our festivities and religious holidays, many remnants

of druidical and other practices, to which it is thought theee bear
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some resembliance, the rudeness and cruelty of which have been

removed by the process of education and general improvement ; we
are not opposed to any such remnants of superstition, they are good

monitors; but we ask, would they have been what they are if the

Government of Britain had upheld them, paid their jjriests, and

provided their sacri6ces ? No, instead of the jocund laugli and the

merry dance at our Hallowens and other similar feasts, we should

have liad the victims of Wodin and his companions reeking at our

doors. Wc want the Government of India to act as did the ruling

powers of Britain, and then we are sure that all the abominations of

idolaters will cease, and the Holi, and Durga and Charakh ])e the

times of mere festivals and relaxation. It may be further urged that

if there should be any of the festivals of the Hindus in wliich the

Government can sympathize with tlie people and take part vvithout

the sacrifice of principle they should most gladly do it. If there was
such a festival, we should say, by all means, but if it be true that a

Christian cannot attend a common nach without leaving an impres-

sion on the minds of the auditors that he has done homage to

the Penaties, how much more deeply must be the impression on
the mind of the Native that the Government as such are offering

sacrifice to the whole heathen pantheon. It may be only in the gift

of a decorated cocoa-nut, or in the purchase of a flag for a masjid,

but it is in the eyes of the ignorant community equal to the more
costly and splendid donations of an actual Hindu.
We have now laid l)efore our readers the pecuniary, political and

moral bearing of this question as far as our limited space will admit.

For the present, it must give place to other important subjects unless

it should at once assume either a much more favorable or hostile

aspect. The former, we shall hail with delight— the latter with the

confident hope of success.

It may be as well to put the friends of truth in remembrance of the

present position of this question. Tiie Court of Directors appear
determined to do very little, and that only when they are compelled.
Their last resolution passed on the presentation of several petitions on
the subject is one which appears to have been passed in a spirit of

determined resistance and defiance.

" We now desire that no customary salutes or marks of respect to Native
Festivals be discontinued at any of the Presidencies, that no protection
hitherto given be withdrawn, and that no change whatever be made in any
matter relating to tlie Native religion except under the authority of the
Supreme Government."

We wish to impress on the minds of all who wish success to this

effort, that all that has been done as yet, is the obtaining of authentic
information and bringing the authorities to an actual decision ; for

although it be unfavorable to us it is nevertheless better than vacilla-

tion. We have now to make use of the information in a judicious
and persevering spirit to try to reverse this decision—a decision, as
dislionorable to the Government as it is disgraceful to enlightened and
religious Britain.
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TO THE REV. MR, AND MRS. McEWEN,

On their departurefrom India.

^Vhere shall we look for help, O Lord ? VYe stand,

IVeary and few, within this guilty land
;

A\'e lift the hanner of the Cross on hif^h ;

We bid the dead arise, the darkness fly ;

—

A faint lit^ht gathers ; a few souls receive

Tlie quickening seed, and listen, and believe.

All else is gloom and silence, as we tread

AVith fainting steps ' the valley of the dead.'

Homewards for help our longing eyes we turn,

Where prayer is made for us, where spirits bum
With kindred zeal.— Alas, amidst the glare

Of light, whicli is not heat, 'midst praises loud

Of eloquence, which is not faith and prayer.

Amidst the eager multitudes that crowd
" I'o hear of some new thing," but turn away
From those, who only labour, hope, and pray,—
We miss the kindred soul, the humble knee :

They seek excitement, we seek sympathy.

Shall not our brethren help us ? Many lie,

Like l)uried warriors, on their battle field r

Some (and the fairest) only come to die.

And in calm joy lay down their maiden shield r

Others tliere are, who, like them, undismayed.
Unshrinking hands upon the plough have laid ;

Their day is in its morning strength, when, lo!

God strikes them down with sickness, and they go
From us with sorrowing hearts, but ready still

To act or suffer at their Saviour's will.

O^ur blessings follow them, and well w6 know
Their hearts are with us wheresoe'er they go:

—

But O there is a mighty work to do !

Our spirits faint within us,—we are few.

Wavering in trial, doubtful in distress.

Lacking in faith, and love, and holiness.

^^'here shall we look for help .'' O sinful fear!

Where need we look for help, when Thou art near.

Almighty Saviour? lie whose soul hath rest

Beneath the shadow of thy wings, in faith,

High faith that all things here work out the best.

Looks with calm eye on Time, and Life, and Death.

Calcutta, May, 183». M.
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1.

—

Missionary and Ecclesiastical Movkments.
Since our hist tlie followiiif^ new laborers liave arrived. The Rev.

Mr. Malan and lady. Mr. Malan is appointed to occupy tlie \>»<t of Dr.

Mill as Professor of Oriental lan^iiaffes, attlie Bishop's Ccdle^ie- He is the

son of the justly popular (;ae<ar Malan, of Gene\ a.
—

'J'he Rev. J. Cald-

well and lady, of the Anteriean Western Board of Missions. Mr. C. is, wo
helieve, appointed to Sahaianpiir.—The Rev. J. Morrison, left for Alla-ha-

bad on tlie steamer, and the llev. J. McEweii and Mrs. M. sailed fortlie

United States on the Edward.— Mrs. Robinson, the wife of our resi)ected

brother Rev. W. Robinson, minister of the L(tll Bazar Chapel, died after

A few hours illness of cholera, on the I61I1 of May. Her end was peace.

—The London Missionary Society have established a new Mission at Mir-

zapur, Ujjper India. 'I'he Rev. R. C. Mather has removed from Banaras
to occupy this new and important sphere. Wo sincerely wish him every

success in his work.—In our last we announced the arrival of our Ameri-
can brethren on the ship William Gray ; we find it was the Edward.

2.

—

The Rev. Mb. and Mrs. McEwen.

^Fe regx'et to announce the departure of the Rev. Mr. McEwen and
Mrs. McEwen for America. During the whole of his residence in this

country, Mr. McEvven has been a sufferer from disease, to an extent which
would altogether have unfitted most men for active labour. Neverthe-
less, besides the establishment and superintendance of an excellent Mis-
sionary school at Allahabad, in which he ivas most efficiently assisted by
Mrs. McEwen, he succeeded in gathering together an English congre-
gation, to whom he preached regularly, and by whom he will long be
i-emembered with affection. As a small token of the sincere esteem with
which they regard him, they have presented to Jiim a handsome silver

standish, with the following inscription :

To the Rev. James McEwen,
Presented with tlie affectionate regards

of the Church plaateJ by hiin at this place.
AlLihabad, X. W. Bengal. 1st Jan. 183fJ.

We sincerely hope, that the Lord will speedily restore them in answer
to our prayers, and that a long and successful life of Missionary labour
yet awaits them in this land.

3.

—

New Placks of Worship.
We understand that a neat and commodious place of worship has been

erected by the voluntary subscriptions of the residents at Midnapur. It was
opened during tlie past month by the Rev. J. Brooks, Missionary at the
station. Would that every station would imitate so laudable an example!
A new native place of worship was opened by the Missionaries of the Lon.
don Society, on 'i'hursday the 10th of May, in the Cliitpur Road. The de-
votional services were conducted by the Rev. Messrs. Morton and Piffard

;

tlie Rev. A. F. Lacroix preached a sermon appropriate to the solemn oc-

casion. The congrei;ation was very large, and the interest excited very
great. 'i'his chapel is situated in one of the guiltiest and most populous
parts of the Native city. It is the very wajijiing of Calcutta. Let us pray
that the enemy may be disturbed and conquered in his own stronghold. We
understand there is a strong probability of a church being ereitted at Chit-
tagong, and, whether we consider the number or respectability of the
residents, at no >.tation could it be more acceptable. 1 he ground is, we
believe, purchased. May the building soon rise and be the birthjilace of
many souls.

3 B 2
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4.

—

Chinese Professorships in Europe.
The Emperor of Russia has estalilished a Chinese piofessorslrip at the

capital and a|)poiiiteil an ecclesiastic, long' resident at Pekiii, to the ofiBce.

The London University has also established a similar professorship, and
conferred the lionour on the Rev. C. Kidd, for many \ ears Missionary

of the London Society and one of the teachers in the Chinese College at

Malacca.

5.

—

Anniversary of the Hindu College.
The anniversary of tliis institution was lield durinjf the past month. It

was distinsruished by nothing beyond the usual unnie:ining exhibitions, and
tlie absence of all visitors save the Committee and the functionaries. We
refrain from further remarks on the tendency of this institution, as we
intend to discuss at lenuth the merits of this and all similar institutions,

in an early number. ^V'e merely answer a query put in an editorial of

our contemporary the Englislimnn a few weeks back, whether vve do not

consider the Government Schools Christian enough ? ^Ve answer. No ;

they are not Christian at all, but iiiBdel. WJiat kind of Christianity

or liberality would the writer call that in which one of the chief otticers

of the land should enter a scliool on the walls of which were suspended
a few texts of scripture, and order them to be taken down, and warn the

master against instructing even inquirers out of school in the truths

of Christianity. The walls of that school might have been decorated too

w ith as many extracts from the Quran or the shastras as the teacher ])leas-

ed, but none from the Bible. AVe have heard it rumoured that the Com-
mittee of Public Instruction are or were discussing the propriety or other-

wise of ailniitting clergymen as teachers into their schools. We can save

them all discussion, by ass\iring them that no conscientious clergyman^
or Missicmary either can accept or will apply for such an appointment,
until the constitution of tlie Committee ceases to be what it is ; and we
can further as>iiire them that any who may apply for the situation with

a clerical garl) in the present state of things will not need any discussion

to satisfy their consciences, as they must long since have received a more
powerful quietus than the decisions of the Committee can supply.

6.

—

Exportation of Natives.
If there he pleasure in being amongst tlie first to discover and expose

the miseries which the powerful inflict on the weak; and there is, l)e it but
in tlie hope of aflfording relief, we, in common with one of our contempo.
raries (the Englishman), possess that pleasure in connection »ith this sub-

ject. We have always predicted what the issue of the traffic in natives

must be, but vve were willing to hope that the agitation of the subject and
the vigilance of the Bengal police, might afford protection for awhile to

these poor creatures : but in this even we are disappointed, the rapacity
of these traffickers in flesh and blood cannot wait until the humanities of
the good shall sleep. The manner in which the Government prohibition

to import more coolies into the Mauritius has been evaded by vessels

sailing laden with them regularly cleared, shows liow little the poor
fellows have to expect at the hands of their shipper*. Not only have
we in this conduct the strange anomaly of one public functionary setting

at nought the orders of another, but we have one class of our own subjects
violating the first law of nature towards another and a weaker class. Even
while we write, there are vessels advertized for conveying coolies to the
Mauritius in the very teeth of this Government edict. The coolies are not
free emigrants

;
they are not free laborers ; tiiey are the moment they set

their foot on the vessel bona^ fide the reverse of freemen. AV'e were awar©
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of the peculiarly Jesuitical method by which the brand of slavery was
attempted to be fixed on the coolies by the masters at the Mauritius, by
transfer. This was as far as we can understand checked, but we were not
prepared to read of tliese free emigrants, that after having been ill fed,

miserably clad, hard-worked and still worse paid—that after this they
should for leaving tlieir employers preferring to live on the wild fruits of

the jangal,—that for tliisthey should have an armed police force sent after

them, be threatened with the contents of loaded guns and dragged back to

the police office as public criminals; and though unable to speak so as to be
understood, their most deplorably wretched condition spoke so as to raise

them up friends in a sti'ange land and cover their accuser with shame ! ! !

These are free laborers. They had, it appeared, l)een transferred more than
once by the original importer, and each time at an advanced r;ite uf wages.

This happened at or near Sydney. We rejoice that lhe^^e poor deluded
people hiive the whole of the press here in their favor, and tluit the Sydney
monitor has declared its intention of watching over tlieir interests ; and
more, that Lord Brougham intends to moot tlie subject of tiieir transport-

ation to the Wtit Indies in the House of Lords. We predicted the evils

referred to, but we did not anticipate them at so early a date. 'I'lie young
serpent is more easily crushed than the old. We rejoice that in tliis case it

has shown its fangs so soon. Our advice to tlie friends of liunianity is,

extract its poison ere it has inflicted pain.

7.

—

The Gyananeshan and Missions.

The Gyananeshan in an article on the efforts of the Rev. W. H. Pearce
in England to raise funds for sending out a number of new Missionaries to

India, wliile he speaks in most respectful terms of tliat gentleman's efforts

for the welfare of India, offers some advice to him and his colleagues.

He says that Missionaries have commenced at the wrong end—they have
ONLY preached and that in the streets and bazars, and tli:it as a natural

consequence, none but the lowest of the people have heard or lieiieved ; and
to this he attrii)utes the want of enlarged Missionary success. He re-

commends as a much more efficient method, the establisiiuient of schools,

and exhorts tlie directors of Missions to select only men well quulitied for

the work of tuition. \\^e feel grateful to our contempor.iry for his advice

and for the hope he has induced that there is any way in which his coun-
trymen may be converted to the faith of Christ ; but while «e are fir from
undervaluing education and believe that it may be made preaching, yet we
must assure our contemporary that that which was to the Greeks foolirlitiess

and to the Jews a stumbling block, and which appears to be equally both to

him, was mighty through God to the pulling down of the strongholds of sin

and Satan. This foolishness of jireaclnng from the days of the holy Found-
er of our faith to tlie present day (and that to the poor, publiciin and harlots

and sinnersj, has been the means of uprooting many a system of error and
cruelty and wiU^ we as fiimly believe as that the sun shines upon us this

first day <)f June, be liie means of converting his countrymt>n to the faith

of Christ and l)lessing them with the hope of life. How ridiculous would
the conduct oi ilie agriculturists appear to the citisien uiniccustoined to

sucli practices, if he saw liiui throwing his seed aliout as in sport to the

winds, he niigiit say what can spring from that ? will not the sun scorch

or the winds of heaven destroy it ? can it vegetate .''—and yet it does. So is

it with the preachers of trulii
;

they scatter aliroad the seed of heavenly

knoM ledge in dependance on a higher power, believing iliat seed may be

buried long,
" Yet e>ace ensures ths crop."

This is our feeling in reference to the preaching of the go'pel to the natives,

that their conversion will be brought about chiefly through this apparently

inaiguificant order of means.
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Although our present number far exceeds our prescribed limits we

cannot forbear affording our subscribers an additional sheet, contain-

ing a few items of tlic deepest interest, on the subject of West India

Slaverv, the Idolatry question, and the Exportation of Natives, receiv- ,

ed by the lust overland despatch. These, with other topics connected

witli India, have been actually the subjects of discussion in the Parlia-

ment of Great Britain. There is yet hope for India.

1.

—

Idolatry in India.

On the 26th of March, the following discussion ensued in the

House of Lords on the presentation of a petition by the Primate ef

Ensrland for the dissolution of the union.

"The Archbishop of Canterbury presented petitions to the same effect

(abolitionofslavery) from Canterbury,Hn(l several other places. The Right

Rev. Prelate also presented a petition signed by twenty-tliree (Clergymen

of tlie Church of England at liirmingliam, and a similar numt)er of Dis-

senting Clergymen, against tlie interference of the servants of the East

India Company, relative to the superstitions of the inhabitants of Hin-
dostan. Tlie petitionersfelt bound to address themselvesto their Lordships

on this important subject, and prayed that such orders might be forthwith

sent out as would procure the immediate abolition of all idolatrous wor-
ship in India, and release all persons, whether civil or military, from any
obligation to take part in any ceremonies, rites, or festivals whatever
connected witli the superstitions of that country. I'he shortest way of
putting the House in possession of the question, was to refer to the
papers sent out by the Directors containing these instructions, on the
20th of Feb., 1833, which entered minutely into the subject. The Rev.
Prelate read the instructions, which were of considerable length, and
proceeded to say that the delay which had taken place in carrying those
instructions into effect, was viewed M ith great im]iatience by the Christian
public in India, and numerous petitions had been presented to the Su-
preme Government on the subject. He then read a letter from the Bishop
of ;\i::dras, complaining of the delay, and, as we understood, recommend-
ing the abolition of the pilgrim tax. For four years after the passing
these instructions imthing was done. On the 2'2nd of Feb. 1837, another
resolution was )iassed, in which the Directors called for further informa-
tion, and said that the general consideration of the subject would be
resumed as soon as that information was obtained.

" I he Bishop of Chester presented a petition to the same effect, in wJiich

he entirely concurred. 'J'he Right Rev. Prelate observed when the
pilgrims in India saw the idolatrous worsliip protected by the British
Government, tliey would naturally conclude that all the efforts made by
tliis country to disseminate Christianity among them were not made in
sincerity. (Hear.)

" The Bishop of London also supported the prayer of tliese petitions.

He must say, tliat if it was true, as it was alleged, that the order of the
Court of Directors, that the English residents should iu>t be called upon to
atteiul on the religious worship of the Hindus, liad not been acted upon,
it was an eterzial disgrace on tlie British Government that such a system
should be allowed to exist ; and its officers in permitting it to continue,
and in neglecting to put the Indian colonies on the same footing with other
countries, as regarded its state of Cliristianity, had been guilty of a great
neglect of their duties. It really appeared to him that tlie state of the
country had retrogaded instead of its having advanced.
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" Lord Glenelff said, tliat having been a party to the order referred to

hy til,' Ki^ht Kev. Prehite, he, for one, tniist express his rejjret tiiat it

liad not heeii carried into effect. Tlie nejilect to do so \\ as certainly a.

l>ve>acli of duty on tlie part of those into whose liands tliat department of
the i!o\ (>rMnient was jilaced, hut at the same time he must contend that
lie iiad performed his duty in the steps which he had taken.

" The Archbishop of ('anterbury must say one word with reference to

the ex])ression which had been used, that the state of Christianity had
retrogaded. Nt)\v, certainly, .is regarded one j)articular, this was incor-

rect, for the Europeans no longer actually took a part in tlie I'eligious

ceremonies of the Hindus, as they had formerly done."

The Court of Directors on the 21st of the same month, held a m«et-
ing-, when the subject was mooted by J. Poynder, Esq. and as if the

Court sought to render themselves ridiculous and to bring down the

odium of an enlightened people upon them, they passed the following

absuid resolution.

" That this Court deems the continued public discussion of question!
affecting the religious feelings of the Natives of India to be fraught with
danger, and tliat the regulation of such matters may with more safety be
left to the responsible executive."

Tliis sage Council requires two things to render tlie resolution of

any avail. First, the power to convince the public of the danger

;

and, secondly, the power to suppress what they cannot deny. It looks

well by the side of Lord Glenelg's cutting reproof in another place.

We find the following notice of this meeting in a contemporary.

" East India House.—A Quarterly General Court of Proprietors of

East India Stock was held to-day in Leadenhall-street. The motion on
the subject of Hayleybury College, for which the Court was made special,

was post])oned out of courtesy to ]\'Ir. Poynder, to allow that gentleman
to briu^ forward his motion on idolatry in India. After the letter of the

Court (if Directors to the Marquis of Wellesley, iiiforming him of the

grant lately made to his lordship by the Court, and the Noble Marquis's

reply to the same, had been read and ordered to be printed, Mr. Poynder
rose and addressed the Court in a sjieech which occupied two hours in

the delivery. In the course of his speech he declared that if he did not

succeed in his object, he had determined to disqualify by selling out his

stock, iieiiig resoh ed not to retjeive tiie price of blood. He should have
done so before, but that his presence in that Court had given him a

chance of accomplishing the great object he had in view. 'I'here appear-

ed no doubt but that the debate would be adjourned."

—

Globe, March 21.

We should exceedingly regret should Mr. P. sell out and leave the

company to revel undisturbed in its guilt. Let the British people

once settle tiie question of Slavery and then will come this, to be dis-

posed of for ever.

2.

—

Slavery.

We give the following extracts on this subject, which we are sure

will ))ossess deep interest with all concerned in the welf ire of mankind.

"March 13.— In the House of Lords, Lord Glenelg moved the second

reading of the Slavery Abolition Act Amendment Bill. The Noble Lord
in the course of his speech, made some pointed observations on the con-

duct both of the Legislative Assembly in Jamaica, and the ])lanters, in

not complying with the provisions of the Slave Emancipation Act of 1S33.

Lord Brougham, the Marquis of Sligo, the Duke of Wellington, and the

Earl of Ripon, severally took the same view of the matter, and supported
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the bill, which was unanimously read a second time, and ordered to be
committed on 'I'hursday week."

" March 15.— In tlie House of Lords, Lord lirougham ^ave notice

that he sliould, before the Kaster recess, move for leave to brinj;- in a bill

for the abolition of ttie negro a])pi"enticesbi|) system on the 1st of August
next. An immense numlier of j)etitions against the a])i)renticeshii) system
was then presented from all parts of the country. Their Lordships only
sat an hour."

" March 19.—In the House of Lords, several petitions were presented
against the New Poor Law Act. Lord AVharnclifFe presented several peti-

tions from Yorksliire, praying for the immediate abolition of negro
apprenticeship, and in doing so, expressed liis concurrence in the prayer
of the petition. The Marquis of Sligo also said, that in consequence of
circumstances which had recently come to his knowledge, lie also had
changed his opinion on the subject, and wanted but very little to be an
immediate abolitionist. Lord Brougham then said, with great emjihasis,

'My Lords, never, since I had the honour of a seat in your J^ordship's

House, have I heard two declarations which gave me greater pleasure, or
wliich conferred more honour \ipon those that made them, than the decla-
rations which have just been made by the Noble Lords, Wbarncliife and
Sligo. (Hear, hear.) Lord Brougham then presented a host of petitions

on the same subject from all parts of the country."
" March 22.—In the House of Lords, in answer to a question from

Lord Lyndhurst, Lord Glenelg said, that he did not see the necessity of
uniting the Government measure for the abolition of Negro Sla very, with
a bill on the same subject ])roposed by a noble and learned lord (Lord
Brougham.) Lord Brougham then observed, that he considered the
Government Bill so ineffectual, that he would much rather have had the
further consideration of it put off ; but if it were not to preclude any one
fi-om takinghis own course afterwards, that made all the difference in

the world.

"The Marquis of Sligo, in moving an amendment to the first clause,

that the negroes be allowed to leave off work on Fridays at twelve o'clock,
shortly urged the necessity of putting an end to the apprenticeship
system on the 1st of August next, instead of the 1st of August, 1840.
'For my own part,' said the noble Marquis, ' I will not preach what 1

will not practise, whether my noble and learned Friend's Bill he passed
or not, there shall be no slave on my estate after the 1st of August next*.
From that time 1 shall consider myself to have no claim upon the negroes,
but that they shall have every claim on me for past services.' 'i'he

noble Marquis's amendment was agreed to, and the bill passed through
committee.
" 'I'he Marquis of Northampton, in reference to the same subject, and

in order to the more effectual prevention of tlie slave trade, suggested,
'that there be stationed on the coast of Africa a combined squadron,
formed of four nations, France, Holland, America and England ; and to
prevent any jealousy of the nation, let the squadron be ]>laced under the
command of the Commodores of each nation alternately, and let the
squadron thus constituted act under a joint flag. If this were to be
adopted he ihouglit the flag would be one of the most formidable in the
world, and would at once put an end to a traffic which was the most dis-

graceful that existed in the whole universe."
"

3.—The Levee.
" The Queen held a levee to-day, at St. James's Palace, on which occa-

sion a inuiiber of addresses were presented to Her Majesty, on various

subjects. The two most important were the following :

" Lord Brougham, accompanied by Captain Hansard, R. N., Mr. Joseph
Sturge, and the Rev. Thomas Scales, an address on behalf of the negro
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apprentices in the British Cohmies, adopted at a numerous meeting of
tlie frieiuls of tJie negro, lield in Exeter Hall, on Wednesday, March
14th, represeiitinu- the wrongs of the negro population in the British
Colonies, and imploring Her Majesty's gracious interposition in their
belialf, in order that the system of negro apprenticeship in those colonies
may terminate on or before the 1st of August next.

" riie Rev. John Burnet, the Rev. \V . N. Bunting, the Rev. Peter Clare,
and W'ni. Dihvorth Crewdson, an address from tlie females of Manchester
and Salford, on behalf of negro apprentices in the British Colonies, sign-
ed by 28,386 females, praying Her Majesty to bestow her gracious co)isi-

dera'tion upon the state of tlie negro apprentices of the British Colonies,
for the purpose of promoting their full and complete freedom.

4.

—

Exportation of Natives.

It appears that the planters have obtained an order in council, to

sanction the trade in flesh and blood from this land to the West
Indies. Lord Brougham has attacked the lion in his den, and we
liope with success.

" March 6.—Lord Brougham brought forward bis promised motion in
the Upper House, this evening, for rescinding the order in council, of
the 19tli of July last, relative to tlie importation of slaves from the East
Indies t<» Guiana, 'i'he noble Lord, in a R))eech of surpassing eloquence
and power, condemned tlie order in council, as practically re-establish-

ing sla\ ery. 'I'he noble Lord's address occupied nearly three hours in
delivering. He concluded by moving, first, a resolution that the order in

council was contrary to a recent statute passed on the subject of slavery ;

and, secondly, a motion for the repeal of the order in council. Lord
Glenelg followed, and defended the order in council, on tlie ground that

it was impolitic on the part of tlie State to prohibit the transportation of

free laborers. The Duke of Wellington suggested that the order, without
being abrogated, might be greatly improved, so as to prevent any abuse
arising from it ; and the hope that Government would adopt his sugges-
tion, would move the previous question. Lord jNIelbourne defended the

order. Lords Ellenborougli and Lyndhurst strongly opposed and denounc-
ed it. Their Lordships then divided, when there appeared, for Lord
Brougham's resolution and motion 14—against it 5<)

;
majority 42.

The impression, however, in tlie House, after the division was, that the
question of rescinding the order was virtually carried."

"One of the largest in-door meetings which ever took place in this, or

perhaps in any other country, was held tliis day at eleven o'clock in Exe-
ter Hall, to petition Parliament for an immediate abolition of Negro
Slavery in the Vl'est Indies. Upwards of 5,000 persons were wedged into

the large room, and it was supposed that from (),000 to 7,000 went away
who could not obtain admittance. Lord Brougham presided as Chairman
and addressed the meeting at considerable length, as did Mr. O'Connell
and various other public men. There were several members of Parlia-

ment jiresent. The meeting adjourned at half-past two o'clock till the

following day, the one-half of those gentlemen who wished to address the

meeting not having had an opportunity of doing so."

"The great meeting to petition Parliament for the immediate abolition

of slavery in the VV'est Indies, which was adjourned yesterday, took place

to-day when Lord Brougham again made one of his most splendid

speeches. A number of dissenting ministers, and other well-known public

characters, addressed the meeting, consisting, as it did yesterday, of

5,000 persons. The resolutions were all unanimously adopted."

We are indebted for these items to the extras of our contemporariea

the Englishman, Hurkaru and Bombay Gazette.
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I.— 'J^he General Assembly's Pastoral Letter on Family War-
ship.

We recommend to our readers the perusal of the following affectionate

and impressive address of the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland
to her people, on a subject which many require to take into serious consi-
deration. We faar, that not a few of those who aspire to the name of
Christians, are but too negligent in the regular performance of family
worship ; and that those, who are Christians indeed, do not always, when
mingling in society, bring to the remembrance of others the solemn obli-

gation which all, who are the professing followers of the Saviour, and be-

lievers in the overruling providence of God, lie under to engage in Divine
Worship in their families, to assemble their households before the merciful

and Holy One who preserves and guides them, in order that they may
show forth together his " loving kindness in the morning, and his faith-

fulness every night."

We rejoice in holding such a pledge, as the following, of the Parental

interest which the national Church of Scotland thus manifests for the

increase of true piety and godliness among those who adhere to her doc-
trine, discipline, and forms of worship.

A.

The General Assembly of the Church of Scotland, To our

dearly beloved People : Grace, mercy, and peace, from God the

Father, and Christ Jesus our Lord.

On vour behalf, brethren, we thank God, whom we serve with

our spirit in tlie Gospel of His Son, that your faith and devo-

tion have long been spoken of throughout the world ; and we are

bound always to have remembrance of you in our pra3'ers night

and day, greatly desiring that, like your forefathers in times of

clearest light, you may continue stedfastly in the fear of the

Lord, and in the comfort of the Holy Ghost, abounding in the

exercises of that unfeigned godliness which is profitable unto
all things, having promise of the life that now is, and of that

which is to come.
In compliance Avith the solicitations of many who watch for

your souls, and are jealous over you with godly jealousy, we
YiL 3 c
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havfe resolved to issue this brotherly exhortation on the sacred

and indispensable duty of Family Worship,—not as if we had

any recent ground for apprehending that it is likely to fall into

more extensive neglect, but because we know too well that it is

by no means universal!}' practised, and because even the purest

minds require to be stirred up by way of renienibraiice, that

while they hold fast the profession of their own faith without

wavering, they may consider one another to provoke and en-

courage, by good counsel and good example, to tlie love of

truth and holiness, and to the habitual and serious observance

of those offices of piety, whereby, as surely as the bodj" ia nou-

rished and refreshed by its daily bread and its nigiitly rest, the

soul of man, through the nurture and admonition of tlie Lord, is

progressively matured in excellence and strength, till itJs ad-

vanced to the perfection and glory of its immortal existence.

In calling your attention to this momentous topic, we think

it superfluous to enlarge on the high obligations by which the

duty is enforced, —obligations which are involved in the very

constitution of our frail and dependent being, and impressed on
the understanding and the heart by the persuasive voice of

scriptural authority, opening the ears of men, and sealing the

instruction by which God speaketh, not once or twice, but at

sundry times and in divers manners, adding line upon line,

precept upon precept, promise upon promise, and threatening

upon threatening, so as to bring perpetually to remembrance
both the blessings which are multiplied to them that fear the

Lord, and the fury which is poured out on the families which
call not on his name. The appointment of the reasonable ser-

vice of bowing down at the domestic altar before the Lord our
Maker, that, in waiting for the promised effusion of the Spirit

of grace and supplication, we may be filled with the fruits of

righteousness, has ever been regarded by all men of sound mind
and Christian experience, not as the imposition of an irksome
yoke, but as the conveyance of an inestimable privilege; for as

often as he marks the tokens of God's power and presence in

making the outgoings of the morning and evening to rejoice,

must every enlightened and purified heart, lifting up its affec-

tions to the Father of Spirits, acknowledge, with triumphant
satisfaction, that it is a good thing to shew forth his loving-

kindness in the morning, and his faithfulness every night.

To those only who have tasted and seen it, can we speak in-

telligibly of the tranquil delight which is awakened and sustain-

ed by such periodical acts of household worship, as are not a
mere formal ceremony in which the members join with reluctant

or cold compliance, but the fervent utterance of lips, which, out

of the abundance of the heart in which the love of God is shed
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abroad, are, by the influence of that unquenchable affection,

most pleasing!}' constrained to celebrate the mercies which are

new every morning, and to offer up the spiritual incense of pray-

er with as unceasing regularity as from the sanctuary of Israel

the smoke of the evening sacrifice arose, or as the early dew of

Hermon descended on the mountains of Sion, when there the

Lord commanded the blessing—even life for evermore.

Without all controversy, the benefits produced by this hal-

lowed exercise are ineffably precious. It is not enough to say

that thus are devout and grateful emotions awakened,—thus

is faith in the superintending providence and holy promises of

God confirmed,—thus are the graces of humility, resignation,

and patience, nourished and increased, while, with the contem-

plation of the infinite excellence, the unwearied beneficence,

and the everlasting strength of the Lord Jehovah, we contrast

the instability, deceitfulness, and desperate wickedness of the

heart of man. By the infallible testimony of Heaven, we are

authorised to affirm constantly that there is an eflScacy in the

prayer of faith, which though inexplicable by our feeble under-

standings, must, through all ages, continue to avail as much as

it did in the days of those patriarchs, prophets, and righteous

men, who, as princes, had power with God when, receiving a

kingdom which cannot be moved, they had grace to serve Him
acceptably with reverence and godly fear. The Loixl is ever

nigli unto them that are of a broken heart, and saveth such as

be of a contrite spirit, when, taking with them the words which
inspired wisdom has taught them to utter, they lift up their de-

sires at his footstool, not seeking great things for themselves, or

panting after the dust of the earth, or sighing for the vain de-

lights of the sons of men, but thirsting and longing for the

blessedness of the man whose transgression is forgiven, and who,
being justified by faith, has peace with God, through our Lord
Jesus Christ. We have no encouragement to hope that, by
taking thought for temporal satisfactions, we shall find grace iu

the sight of the Lord; but if we aspire after the best gifts which
are the heritage of the faithful, seeking first the kingdom of God,
and his righteousness, we believe and are sure that his divine

power will give us all things that pertain unto life and godliness,

through the knowledge of him that hath called us to glory and
virtue. Though our Father in the heavens knovveth what things

we have need of before we ask them, and though the purposes

of his everlasting kindness are often fulfilled more substantially

by withholding than by granting the desires which we naturally

cherish, it is only to them who worship him in s})irit and in truth,

that he has promised to do exceeding abundantly above all that

they ask or think ; and we have no more solid ground to expect
3 c 2
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that we .shall receive without asking, or that we shall find with-

out seeking, than the husbandman has to look for an abundant
harvest springing up iu the fields which he has neither planted

iior watered, or than the merchant has to calculate on receiving

his own with usury, for the talent which has been tied up in a
napkin or buried in the earth.

It is not for us to unfold the laws of the spiritual world, so as

to demonstrate why and how it is that the communications of
heavenly influence and favour are in any degree suspended on
the frequency and fervency of our supplications. But this we
know, that, as in old time the father of the faithful commanded
his children and his household after him, to unite with him in

the exercises of a holy life, that the Lord might bring upon
Abraham that which he had spoken of him,—even so, in all ge-

nerations, may the willing and obedient hope, that while seeking
unto God and committing their cause to him who doeth great

things and unsearchable, they place their confidence, not in their

own importunity or their own efforts, but in the exalted merit
and prevalent intercession of the Mediator of the New Covenant,
they cannot fail to be made partakers of that abundant grace
which ought to be the chief object of all our prayers, and which
is never denied to the humble. We know assuredly that our
heavenly Father giveth his holy Spirit to them who ask him

;

and if, for the sake of his beloved Son, he is pleased to bestow
this unspeakable gift in answer to the prayer of the believing

soul, why should we hesitate to admit that it is of the Lord's

mercies that, by the eternal ordination of divine wisdom, prayer
has been rendered one of the sure and sufficient means of trans-

mitting to the faithful every other good and perfect gift which
cometli down from the Father of lights with whom is no varia-

bleness neither shadow of turning
To the duties of social prayer and thanksgiving, accompanied

with that instruction in righteousness which the reading of the

Scriptures is calculated to impart, let the benefit thus conferred

on your several domestic circles operate as a strong incitement.

It is not, indeed, within the compass of human ability to infuse

grace into the souls which are most tenderly beloved. But great

will probably be the influence of a pious example on those who
confide in your aft'ection, and have cause to revere your worth.

If your children and dependents perceive, that while you are

not slothful in the business of time, you are also fervent in spirit,

serving the Lord ; and that while you provide for your own the

food and the raiment which are obtained by the blessing of God
on the hand of the diligent, you ask for them that bread of hea-

ven which strengtheneth the heart, may you not hope that they
will be stirred up both to pray and to labour for the meat which
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euduretli to life everlasting, and that they will learn to regard

the favour of God as a better portion than the abundance of

corn and wine ? May you not hope, that while your own minds
are elevated by contemplating the works of creation, providence,

and redemption, and by reflecting on the dignified and endearing

relation to which you have been raised in having " received the

spirit of adoption, whereby you cry Abba, Father," they who
look up to you for guidance and protection will take pleasure in

approaching to God, and, through the experience of the peace

of walking with the wise, will be taught to abhor the entice-

ments of sinners, and to hold fast that which is good ? And
even in the case of those who, through perversity of heart and
the snares of an evil world, have forsaken the path of integrity

and truth, may it not be hoped that the wise counsels which
they have for a season forgotten, and the devotional habits

which they have long failed to imitate, will, like the bread cast

upon the waters, be found after many days ? Small must have
been your experience of the discipline of providence, if you have
never known so much as one who had wandered so far from
the way of peace as to disappoint the earnest expectations of his

father, and to turn the joy of her who bare him into bitterness,

but who, after his own wickedness had corrected him, and his

backslidings reproved him, has been awakened to new obedience,

by recalling to his agonized mind, with reverential a»ve, the

solemn image of the parental guide, in whose quiet habitation the

daily exercises of prayer and praise hallowed every pursuit,

lightened every care, soothed every sorrow, and seasoned every
enjoyment, so as to render the voice of rejoicing and salvation

in the tabernacles of the righteous, a lively type of the blessed

conversation of heaven, and a delicious foretaste of the fellowship

of the saints in light.

If ye know these things by your own experience, or by the

incontrovertible testimony of them who have tasted that the

Lord is gracious, happy are ye if ye do them. Nor can you
have peace and safety if, knowing what is good, you leave it

undone.
And while you present your supplications for yourselves and

your families, forget not the eternal concerns of the families

which call not on the name of God. If it be, as it ought to be,

your heart's desire that they may be brought to the obedience

of the Gospel, brethren, pray for us, and for all the ministers of

the truth, that the word of the Lord may have free course and
be glorified, even as it is with )'oU. Such an intercession as

this will assuredly prove efficacious towards the enlargement of

the household of faith, if all of you, both small and great, not

only in the congregations of the upright who iu heaviness of
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heart sigh for the abouuding of iniquity and the failing of truth,

hut in j'our families apart, and in your unseen retirements, pros-

trate yourselves at the footstool of your Father in heaven who
seeth in secret, and pour out your desires before him in that effec-

tual fervent importunity wliicb, like the long and patient waiting
of the husbandman for the precious fruit of the earth, will, ac-

cording to the sure word of promise, issue in plenteous showers
of blessings not confined to any favoured spot or any privileged

community, but dropping down fertility far and wide over fields

co-extensive with the inhabited world, filled as it shall be, in

that evening-time of light, with the knowledge of the glory of
the Lord as tlie waters cover the sea : And thus the God of the

whole earth, in remembrance of his holy covenant, and in fulfil-

ment of the good pleasure of his goodness, will arise and have
mercy not only on the mountain of holiness in vvhich he had
hivS dwelling in time past, but on all in every place who call oa
the name of Jesus Christ our Lord; so that, while he clothes

his priests with salvation and makes his people shout for joy,

the ways of Zion, Avhich have mourned because few came to the

solemn feasts, shall be thronged with the multitudes who keep
the holy day with thanksgiving in their hearts and the high
praises of God in their mouths,—wisdom and knowledge shall

be the stability of those times of refreshing from the presence of

the Lord, when his works shall appear before the face of his

servants and his glory to their children ; and they that fear the

Lord, being all replenished with the riches of grace, shall take

that sweet counsel together which revives the inward part, and
knits the brotherhood of Christians in the unity of the faith and
the holy bond of perfectness. " Then shall the offering of his

people be pleasant unto the Lord as in the days of old, and as

in former years." " And the Lord will create upon every dwell-

ing-place of Mount Zion, and upon her assemblies, a cloud and
smoke by day, and tlie shining of a flaming fire by night ; for

upon all the glory shall be a defence."

II.

—

Importance of the study of Sanskrit.

To the Editors of the Calcutta -Christian Observer.
Gentlemen,

III the Number of your Magazine forthe month of April, 1833, there is a
gooii article on the 2nd edition of professor Wilson's Sanskrit Dictionary,

pp. 183— 189, which concludes with some judicious and important remurka
on the employment of the Sanskrit language as subservient to the propa-
gation of Christianity. This is a subject whicti deserves infinitely more at-

tention thiiii it has yet received, and I would commend the paper in ques-
tion to the careful perusal of your readers. Can you inform the pubhc if

4
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the " Hiirmony of the Gospels," alluded to at page 189, prepared by the

Rev. Mr. Yates, in Sanskrit, has ever been pul)lished ; and what are tiie

names and subjects of the " one or two small tracts" mentioned in the

same page, and where they are to be procured ?

Your obedient servant,

Muy 17 th, 1838. A READER.

To the above inquiries we are enabled categorically to reply as follows :

1. The Harmony of the Go.spels in Sanskrit has never been pui)lished.

It has been lying by the compiler, (the Rev. Mr. Yates,) in MS. for ten or

twelve years, there being no funds within his reach which could l)e appro-

priated to the printing of it. Though all scripture, yet it cannot be pub-
lished by a Bible Society, with whose fundamental principle it would not

coincide ; and it does not seem properly to belong to a Tract Society.

2. The few Sanskrit Tracts that have been published, are not, we be-

lieve, now to be had. One, we recollect, was the Satya Darshana, inviting

the attention of the native literati to the study of the Christian scriptures.

We add to the above, that although by no means forming the same large

estimate of the importance of Sanskrit Literature with our intelligent

correspondent, we do think it has not had all the attention it might and
should have obtained. The real fact however is, that the zealous Mis-
sionary, anxious to render himself immediately useful, is in most cases

induced to apply himself at once to the Bhasha of the province in which
he is called to hiljour. The time and application necessary to acquire which,

and so to qualify himself for immediate evangelical exertion, leave him little

leisure for entering upon the study of a dead language ; a study which,

however important, and it in most highly so, in many points of view, is yet
in general necessarily and properly postponed to what is of more urgent
imjiortance. For let it be reflected, that though a Christian Missionary
will cheerfully and may very properly give a portion of his time and atten-

tion to those collateral and subsidiary pursuits, whether of literature or

of science, which may even but indirectly conspire to the enlargement of the
minds and the correcting of the general views of the people among whom
he labours, yet bis main and constant duty, privilege and delight alike, ai'e

to bring Christian truth to bear, with as little delay as possible, upon the
renovation of the moral natures and the spiritual redemption of the souls

of perishing sinners. We should rejoice to see an individual or two bend-
ing some special attention to the language of Hindu learning ; but we
could not deem it the duty of Missionaries generally, to devote much time
and attention to that line of study. A general acquaintance with the
grammar, &c. of the parent Sanskrit is highly desirable, if not indispensa-

ble indeed, to a thorough knowledge of the derivate Bhashas ; but to pursue
research into Sanskrit literature would demand a sacrifice of time and
strength, which the paucity of Missionary labourers and the urgent moral
wants of the people could not sanction.

Nor, after all, are we prepared to admit that to begin with learning
and the learned is more a dictate of prudence now than it was at and from
the first promulgation of Christianity. As then so now, we hold it emphati-
cally true that " not many wise, not many noble, &c. are called" and effec-

tively induced, especially in the way of mere learned inquiry and discus-

sion, to embrace the doctrine of Christ crucified. As to the disputative
and inquisitive Greek, so also to the as eminently speculative and even
more metaphysical Hindu, the humbling yet elevating, sanctifying as well
as merciful, truths of the Christian revelation are still " foolishness." It is

not that Christianity and learning are in opposition in any wise ; but that

the pride of learning, still more of imaginary learning, is ever characteristi-
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cally opposed to the humility which Christianity enjoins, to tlie siil>niission of
tlie fallible and deteriorated understanding of degenerate and sinful man, to

the wisiloin and teaching and authority of God. The Hindu pandit, moreover,
is not merely addicted to an ostentatious display of his ingenuity, and to the
vain discussion of metaphysical matters above the ability of the unaided pow-
ers of man to decide, but is withal largely vitiated by the utmost frigidity of

a mere speculative temperament, and will discuss questions of the gravest
character, the deepest interest, and of paramount moral importance, without
one emotion beyond that of self-applause and the desire to triumph over an
antagonist. The total want of wholesome discipline, too, of tlie Hindu lite-

rati, in the arena of fair discussion and moral ratiocination—their almost
entire destitution of the lights of genuine history and true science—their

perverse addiction to mere argument for argument's sake, argument with-

out an aim, or an object, or a rule worthy of man or of the subjects on which
his mind may be employed — the total absence of literary integrity which
so infamously distinguishes them—their habitual recourse to disingenuous

subterfuges and unblushing contradictions and falsifications, to subornation

of testimony and to literary interpolation—the stupifying and demoraliz-

ing and hardening effect upon them of a base superstition, to which a still

more irresistible influence is given by the fact that their interests both

of gain and of fame and distinction are inseparably connected there-

with ; these and other special circumstances, added to the general

operation of the conceit of intellectual superiority, preclude the rational

expectation that the Christian Missionary should find, in the learned of

India, either more ready, more al>le, or more impartial inquirers into

(-hristian truth and evidence, tlian in any other class of Hindu Society

;

they tend rather in every way to the reverse. The really but still only com-
paratively enlightened portion of the Hindus, are those youths wlio, from the

study of tlie English language, have been led to an acquaintance with the

leading facts of general history, and are capable of appreciating the laws

of moral evidence and of literary honesty ; and these are to be addressed,

not through the Sanskrit of wliich tliey are usually ignorant, but through

the English to the study of which they are so fondly attached. Deeply

indeed is it to be lamented that in giving a general education to them,

they liave been so sedulously withheld, for the most part, from a knowledge

of Christianity, which alone would have served as a moral balance to under,

standings suddenly emancipated from a debasing superstition. Many, who
would be thought the friends of native education, cannot or will not be

taught that those who yield not one iota to them in deep and hearty regard

to it, do not, any more than they, when advocating a <r«e impartiality, desire

to force Christianity on the notice of any. No, though conscientiously be-

lieving the Christian revelation the best gift of divine wisdom and grace

to mankind, they yet desire not to give it any advantage whatsoever over

the debasing errors of Hinduism but what its own intrinsic merits shall

present to minds only allowed to obtain an acquaintance with it. Again

and again have we stated tiiis in terms not to be mistaken, yet again and

again have soi-disant Christians (proh pudor !) reviled us as i)ig(its and

dishonest proselytors, forsooth ! because we call thiugs by their right names,

and insist that not toleration but a lukewarm indifference in some, a sinful

obliquity of mind in otliers, and a cold infideltty in too many, it is that

would carefully exclude the very Christianity which tliey jirofess to ad.

mire from all chance of being investigated, whiie labouring, /us e< ne/as

privately and publicly, to procure for its most inveterate enemies the un-

answered hearing and /jrepossession of the rising youth of India. But do

they not, in this fearful exclusiveness, betray their inward consciousness of

a weak and untenable cause, which cannot bear the full flood of the holy
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light of revelation ? Were it not then wiser as well as nobler in them to

copy a more jirndent unbeliever of old, one Gallio, whose nienionible advice

to his compiitriots exhibits the only sensible i)liin of procedure in all

similar cases ?— " Refrain from these men and let them alone. For if this

counsel or this work be of men, it will come to nouj^lit ; but if it l)e of God,
ye cannot overthrow it ; lest haply ye be found even to fiulit aa^ainst God,"
It were well also that our oppotieiitshad anotlier scripture before tlieir eyes—
" Thou sbalt not i>ear false witness !" Ciiarffes of " disin^enuousness,"
" bijiotry," &c. are easily made, but not so easily substantiated, we trust,

against the pages of the Christian Observer
; yet have tliey, in the past

month, been banded about in the daily jouyials with an unsparing hand.
" The Lord judge between us and them !"

CiNSURENSIS.

III.

—

Chapter of Correspondence.

I.—A Bba'hman's view of the Government connexion with the Idola-
try OF India, &c.

We avail ourselves, at the present moment, of the following

sentiments of a Brahman, believing most firmly that they coo*-

vey the feelings of many of the more reflecting natives of

India ; and if it be the view entertained by them of their rulers,

in what a light must they view their policy on the subjects of

religion Would that those in power could see the anomalous
and awful position in which they place themselves by acting,

in a political capacity, in opposition to their own convictions

and faith. We have been reminded by it of an anecdote re-

lated by the celebrated Dr. Andrew Thompson, during the

Bible Society controversy. It was told to illustrate the incon-

sistency of the zealous Roman Catholic, Leander Van Ess,

who kept one case of Bibles with the A pocrypha for the papists,

and another without it for the protectants ; with one hand
distributing a lie, with the other truth. The doctor observed,

that it brought to his recollection the conduct of a certain Ger-

man prince, also 5 titular bishop, who was very much addicted

to swearing. Being one day reproved by a courtier for this

conduct, and especially reminded of his ecclesiastical charac-

ter, he replied :
" Oh I do not swear as a bishop but as a

prince." The answer of the courtier was pungent and silencing :

" Well, your Highness," he inquired, if the prince were sent

to hell for swearing where would the bishop be found Men
may make distinctions about character, but with God every

man will be tried by his works alone.

To the Editor of the Record.
Sir,

With reference to the remarks in your paper of the 5th, in regard to

the support given by the government to idolatry in India, I have the

pleasure to subjoin an extract from a letter which you may consider woi-

thy of insertion.

VII. 3 D
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Extrfict of a letter from a Brahman of good family, written in ISSt, to
a civilian lidding a liigli official situation.

" 111 my opinion Europeans will never be able to leave a nobler nionii.

nient of their humanity in India, thau by l;il)0urin<r to plant the gospel ;

nor will they ever succeed in gaining the aflFections of the inhabitants by
any other means. How short-sighted and w eak must that policy be which
looks upon MiKsionary exertion as danjierous to the stability of the British

sceptre in Hindustan ! That the religion of Christ i<k(ilL be established, is

a matter that is more certain than that the sun will rise to-morrow ; for the
word of God has taught us to expect the universal prevalence of Christia-
nity. How foolish then must it be in those who <io not now kiss the Son
and serve him with fear. ITow long will Britain be able to retain her
sceptre here by mere physical force ? How long can she reiyn over a
people if she gain not their affection, and what can be a better way of
gaining their affection than by giving them the knowledge of God and of
His Son Jesus Christ our Lord ?"

" This is speaking with regard to earthly policv, but tlie government
have a higher and more awful obligation upon them. They are responsi-

ble to God for their manner of governing India : and he who has suffered

them to come here for wiser reasons then they can conceive, will bring
them to a severe account if they do not strive to glorify Him who is the
prince of the kings of the earth.''

2.—The importance of Missionaries studying the higher branches op
Hindu literature and the Sanskhit language.

As our opinions on this subject are expresised in a previous

part of this number, we retrain from any further remarks oa
the communication of Vidyarthin. .

To the Editor of the Calcutta Cliristian Observer.
Gentlemen,

In the numerous Missionary Journals which have from time to time
for some years past been made public, there appears to be but little

notice taken of the variety which exists in the sects a»!d tenets of Hindu-
ism. " The Hindu religion," as professor Wilson remarks, "is a term that

has been hitherto employed in a collective sense, to de-ignate a faith and
worship of an almost endlessly diversified description :" and an acquaint,
ance with these manifold varieties soems an indispensable preparation for

those who undertake to combat this Hydra-headed Paganism. Random
generalities, \\hich are possibly only half applicable to the audience to

whom they are addressed, must in the nature of things be far less efficaci-

ous, than discriminative arguments framed with specific reference to the
peculiar tenets of the persons with whom the conversation is held.

Fortunately the means of attaining to a knowledge of the doctrines of

these various sects are not difficult of access. The " sketch of the religious

sects of the Hindus," by H. H. Wilson, Esq., in the ICtb and 17th volumes
of the Asiatic Researches, affords an abstract account of the most promi.

nent varieties; and a reference to the original authorities (many of tbein ver-

nacular) there referred to, would enable the person who was desirous of

prosecuting such researches, to make himself master of the nomenclature
of the different sectaries, as well as of the minutiae of their opinions.

Besides the attention due to the popular sects, a further investigation

of the tenets of the learned Hindus would seem to be the duty of every

Missionary who would not avoid discussions with this class of persons
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" The worshippers of Vislinii, Sivn, and S.ikti," Mr. Wilson observes,

(As. Res. vol. 16, pjiiii" "31,) wli<) are the objects of the follouing descrip-

tion, jirti not to Im coiifoutKled with the orthodox adorers of these divini.

ties: tew brdbmaiK of leartiiiiir, if tiiey liave any religion at all, will

noknowledge themselves to l)i'loiig to any of the popnlar divisions of the

Hindu faith, alihongh, as a matter of simple i)retVrence, they more espe-

cially worshi]) some individtial deity, as their ehoseii or Ishta Devata.
They refer also to the Vedas, the books of law, the Puranas, the Tantras,

as the only ritual they recognize, and regard all practices not derived from
those sources as irregular and profane." To deal with pandits, therefore,

a diflFerent course of reading from that above alluded to will be necessary,

and their philosophical systems as well as pr«ctical tenets must be studied.

Mr. Colebrooke's Essays* on the Vedas, and on the MImaiisa, Nyaya,
Vaiseshika, Sankhya, &c. doctrines, will be here of great use : but a know-
ledge of the original works in the Sanskrit would appear to be indispensa-

ble to enable the Missionary to discuss the principles of these schools with
their respective followers.

In the concluding page of the Calcutta Christian Intelligencer for April
last, in an extract from the Oriental Christian Spectator, mention is made
of a work in Persian entitled Mizan al Hak or a comparison between the
Gospel and Quran, by the Rev. Mr. Pfander, a Basle Mission;iry. If tiiis

work answers the description given of it as " a very excellent volume,"
it cannot be too soon " reprinted and extensively distributed'' among the
Musalmans of India, and the friends of Missions would do well to take
steps if necessary to secure thi« object.

May S7th. VlDYAHTHIN.

3.

—

Appeal on behalf of the Native Orphan Asylum at Futtehpobb.

We must apologise to our friends at Futtelipore for the ap-

parent neglect manifested in not sooner noticing their praise-

worthy efforts to rescue the orphan from destruction. We thought
it hetter to wait until the public had aided the adults who were
perishing for want of bread, knowing that these poor orphans
were secure at least from starvation in the hands of their good
friends. We now most cordially recommend the appeal and
its objects to the benevolent sympathies and prayers of the

Indian community, and shall be hap|)y to forward any sum con-

veyed to us, to the Directors of the Asj Inm.

Futtehpore, February 23rd, 1838.
Circular.

In consequence of the very great distress which now prevails through-
out these provinces, a great number oi^ orphan children of both sexes

have come into our hands, whom it is our intention to bring up in

the Christian religion. We h.ive therefore opened an Asylum for the ac-

commodation of dO male and 50 female orphans : the latter will live in

our own bungalows, and I)e constantly under our immediate eye and care;

their instruction in English, Hindustani and useful needle work, &c,
will be superintended by Mrs. Madden, assisted by a native Christian
school-mistress of excellent character. Walls are at present being raised

80 as entirely to seclude the girls, who have a spacious play-ground within

• These Essays were lately procurable iu Calcutta and may be so still,

3 D 2
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their enclosure. Our native Cliristian school-master, who has for four years
been diligently engaged in a day-school, has undertaken the charge of the
boys ; and from his faithful conduct hitherto there is every reason to believe
that, under the Divine blessing, our institution will prosper. Thel)oys will,

us far as circumstances and funds aihiiit, be l)r(Might up to useful trades,
and those who appear best adapted fi.r it will l)e educated as teachers.
The plan pursued at present in Mrs. Wilson's Female Orphan Refuge at
Calcutta, will be followed in the female department. Our number is at pre-
sent more than 100 ; but as we feel we could not do justice to more than
that number, we shall send the surplus children to other institutions.

Our monthly expenditure at present, including salaries of a Cliristian

school.master, mistress, lalla, food, clothing, &c. is 250 rupees ; besides
which we have laid out a con.'siderable sum in buildings absolutely necessary.
To meet so large a monthly expenditure we must look be\ t)nd our im-

mediate circle, and therefore appeal to your Christian benevolence to aid
our undertaking by becoming a subscriber.

The Institution shall always be open to the inspection of the public, and
subscribers will be furnished with six-monthly Reports of the state of the
institution.

Charles Mapden.

4.

—

Roman Catholic Missions and Missionaries in China.

We strongly suspect that protestcant Christians are not aware
of the extent to which the Roman CathoUc church is hibouring
in countries which to them are almost unknown. We have
therefore taken the following extract from the Patriot news-
paper, which may give them an idea of the perseverance and
zeal manifested by the missionaries of that church, and of their

success. Besides China proper, in Japan, though subject to dire

persecutions, there are thousands of nominal Christians, and in

Cochin China, not fewer than from 50,000 to 80,000. They are

but nominal Christians it is true, and are often no better than
their heathen neighbours, very often more lax ; but the fact

shows that these nations are accessible and may be proselyted ;

and the zeal and perseverance of these devoted, though in many
instances mistaken men, should stimulate many a proteslant

labourer. The poor converts often sustain persecutions worthy
of the best days of Christianity, and the priests submit to priva-

tions of the most unheard of kind. Oh ! slumbering Sion,

awake ! awake ! j)ut on thy strength. Arise for the help of

these lands : let them not be turned, while you are inactive,

from the errors of Paganism to the mummeries of Popery.

" It is now fifteen years since the Roman Catholic priests were banished

from Pekin, and sent with all those who were discovered in the Chinese
provinces, to Macao. Yet the French monks of the order of St. Lazarus,

among whom there is no want of money, union, or entliusiasm, have been
secretly labouring for the maintenance of the Roman Catholic Church in

China, and their exertions have succeeded even beyond their own expec-
tations. For some years they liave annually sent two or three young
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priests to China, who quietly proceed to the head-qa.irters of the Missions

in tlie interior of the country, and join in tlie work of conversion. There
are now Roman Catliolic communities in all the provinces ; and in many
places there are public cliapels, where service is performed uninterrup-
tedly, since the mission have had the good sense to train native Chinese as

priests. In furtherance of this olject, the mission have founded two
seminaries. One of these establishments is for the southern provinces,

and is situated in Macao, whence the Chinese candidates are sent to Ma-
nilla, where tliey are ordained by the archbishop. On their return they
are sent into the interior of the country, where they live in the midst of
their flocks as peaceably as ecclesiastics in Europe. The other seminary
is in Tartary, beyond the w.all of China. In this establishment the priests

destined for the northern provinces and for Pekin, are educated
;

for,

incredible as it may appear, there is in Pekin a Catliolic community
amounting to more than 24,000 members ! There are at this moment two
French priests in the community at Pekin ; for the chief direction of
ecclesiastical matters cannot yet be intrusted to the Chinese priests. The
provincials are therefore always Europeans, tliough tiie necessity of avert-
ing the suspicion of the government obliges them to travel clandestinely,

and often places very great difficulties in the way of the Missions. Cliristian

worship is publicly performed, even in many of the principle towns. In
Tschingtufu, the capital of the province of Setchuen, Christians are
interred in the church-yard, and over their graves are erecti^d crosses

and other symbols of Christianity. The government, when not suspecting
the presence of Europeans, observe the most perfect indulgence towards
Christians. Christian communities, too, being generally remarkable
for moral and peaceable conduct, are liked by the local authorities,

who having once tolerated them, are greatly interested in preventing
their detection in higher quarters, because they would then be called

to account for their previous want of vigilance. When, therefore, a
community is once formed, it incurs very little risk of being molested.
An additional guarantee of its security exists in the peculiarity of legal

forms in China. The first attempts to establish a community are not
very readily suppressed, because the transport of suspected persons to

the seat of the higher tribunal must be at the expense of the local au-
thorities, who are, therefore, naturally disposed to wink at such matters,

as long as they do not apprehend disturbance or public preachings, which
might render them responsible. The reason why so little is known re-

specting the Chinese Mission is, that formerly the missionaries were chosen
from among the most ignorant of the clergy, and on their return they were
unable to write intelligible accounts of their proceedings. The Lazarists,

however, have seen their error for some time past, and have sent out per-

sons who, in addition to the possession of theological knowledge, have, like

the Jesuits in earlier times, passed through a regular course of scientific

education. They have now in Ciiina astronomers, iiotanists, &c. from whom
interesting narratives may be looked for. It may reasonably be expected
that ere long the Roman Catholic i\lissions will recover the extensive in-

fluence which they enjoyed in former times. I'hey have, indeed, already

established themselves on a better footing than they have maintained
since the expulsion of the Jesuits, and should they hereafter succeed in

secretly forming a native Christian clergy, competent to dispense with

the direct superintendance of European provincials, Christianity will

undoubtedly make rapid and uninterrupted progress ; for the government
seeks to suppress it not on religious grounds, but because it is an instru-

ment of European influence. This observation is sufficiently corroborated
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by the foUowinfr curious fact. Some time ago the protestant missionaries
distrii)nted on the coast of Fockien 20,000 copies of Bibles, prayer.l)ooks,
catecliisms, &c. translated into the Chinese languajje. These books were
Bent to the Emperor who immediately issued a very severe decree on
the subject of the distribution of foreign publications. But, singularly
enough this decree made no mention of the religious books, and merely
referred to some of the publications of the Society for the Diffusion of
Useful Knowledge, consisting of treatises on geography, history, politics,

&c. which had been distributed along with the bibles."—M. S. T. R. A.

IV.

—

Index to Bengali Grammars, ^c.

To the Editors of the Calcutta Christian Observer.
Gbntlemen,

I have now the pleasure to forward the promised Index to Bengali
Grammars and other elementary books, which, with the previous one
of the Dictionaries, completes my design. This was, to furnish to

commencing students of the language here and in Europe, a perma-
nent reference to the entire class of initiatory works, a fuller kind
of catalogue raisonn^e, in which a list of cdl that has been hitherto

produced in that class might be obtained, together with a succinct

account of the general plan, character, and meiitof each publication;

its extent, price, author, &c. and thus to spare to others the loss of

time and money, and consequent vexation and disappointment which
fell to ray own lot on my arrival in this country. Of the execution of

my plan, it is not for me to speak ; I may only assure you that I have
spared no effort to render it both accurate and complete, and I can

with safety aver it to be entirely impartial. I presume not however to

dictate ex cathedra, nor can expect that my individual judgment,

however carefully formed and after long exjjerience, should be held

decisive and satisfactory in every instance. I have not scrupled in

any case to cive my honest opinion, which too has not been formed
without consulting the judgment of others versed in similar studies.

Let every student read, examine, and decide for himself. I hope some
one of your many qualified correspondents may be induced to supply

similar indices to the elementary works in Anglo-Hindustani &c. : they

cannot fail to be eminently serviceable and therefore acceptable to stu-

dents. I am, &c.

CiNSUBKNSlS.

No. 1. A Grammau of the Bengali language, by Nathaniel Bras-

sey Halhed. Printed at Hoijgly, in 1 778 : Small Quarto, pp. 216.

It is not a little remarkable that this first Grammar of the vernacu-

lar language of Bengal, as was long true of the first Dictionary also,

the Vocabulary of Mr. Forster, should, after so long a lapse of years,

be still without comparison the best that has been pubhshed. Both

authors were civil servants of the Company, and both men of enii-

- nent oriental and general literary attainments. Both, too, adven-

tured upon the arduous task of opening up the first accesses to a
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lans^uage at once the purest offset from the great brahminical stem,

and yet, from the almost immemorial suI)jection of those to whom
it was vernacular to a succession of foreign yokes, the least culti-

vated ; a language never, even to the present hour, brought out in all

its capabilities, nor ever reduced by native authority to grammatical
regularity. Tl)e nearly contempoianeous application of equal talent

and assiduity to the study of Indian languages and literature, by so

many eminent and persevering individuals, is not a little remarkable.

Among them, Halhed and Forster stand forward, entitled to a praise

for oriental scholarship not inferior to that earned by Wilkins and
Jones, Colebroke and Shakspeare.

Mr. Halhed, in an elegant and instructive preface, informs us that

the types with which his work was printed were fabricated by his

friend and fellow-lal)ourer, the accomplished and indefatigable Wil-
kins, who " charged himself at once with all the various occupations

of the metallurgist, the engraver, the founder and the printer ;" an
instance of intelligent and persevering application rarely to be paral-

leled ; and which must appear still more praise-worthy when the

time, place and circumstances in which it was exhibited are duly

weighed. Every reader, who carefully examines the typography of

this Grammar, will doubtless agree with Mr. Halhed in his just and
handsome tribute to the skill and ability of Mr. "Wilkins.

The Grammar itself is wholly the production of the former gentleman,
who writes—" the path I have attempted to clear was never before

trodden ; it was necessary that I should make my own choice of the

course to be pursued, and of the landmarks to be set up for the guid-

ance of future travellers." The result of his application is most highly

creditable to his talent, and to his research both as a general gram-
marian and a Bengali scholar. From it alone, without reference to

his '• Code of Gentoo laws," (a translation of Manu,) it were abun-
dantly evident that he possessed a discriminating and accurate

acquaintance with the venerable Sanskrit, the parent of so many
extensively prevailing Indian dialects, of which the Bengali is both the

purest and most characteristic. And to his knowledge of the parent

source we are to attribute his perfect comprehension of the genius -of

the derivative. He had studied both, not as a qualification for office

merely, but from the love of philological pursuits and a thirst for

information ; and he was at once an elegant scholar, a philosophical

grammarian, and a diligent enlarger of the sphere of human know-
ledge. Hence he entered con amore into oriental literature, and
read and wrote with equal taste and discrimination. This tribute we
have felt it a pleasant duty to pay to the merit of pne who has so

largely contributed to smooth the pathway through the forest of words
to his successors. The discerning reader will not only excuse but

applaud the indulgence of our gratitude.

Mr. Halhed observes of his Grammar, that " it presents the Bengali
language merely as derived from its parent the Sanskrit : in the course

of my design, I have avoided, with some care, the admission of such
words as are not natives of the country, and for that reason have
selected all my instances (examples) from the most authentic and anci-
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ent compositions." This we must deem a special and very high merit,

the greater when characterizing a work the first of its class, and com-
posed at a time when the language was in perhaps its very worst and
raost corrupt condition, a condition from which it has been gradunlly
but slowly emerging ever since ; and notwithstanding the unphiloso-
phical notions and retarding efforts of some, who pretend to dictate and
to guide upon questions of language and literary taste while unfur-
nished with one single qualification for their assumed position ; and
the unresisting easiness of others, who indolently yield to things as

they are, without an effort to amend them, or courage to withstand
corrupting innovations ; we do not yet despair to see the Bengali
language assert ere long its just claim to be considered at once an
elegant and a practicable, a pure and manageable language, capable
of the highest polish and most extensive cultivation, applicable to

every object of literature or business, and possessing in itself alone

and in its parent source, free from all foreign admixtures whatsoever,
a remarkable facility for deriving every term which the extending
necessities and refinement, and the enlarging intelligence of the in-

digenous population, may require to be formed.
When we say that Mr. Halhed's Grammar is superior to all that

have succeeded it hitherto, we mean not that it supersedes the necessity

of any further contributions in this kind ; but only, that in the accu-

racy, and extent too, of the information it communicates—in the philo-

sophy of its plan and spirit—the elegance of its illustrations—the

acuteness and discrimination exhibited m putting forward the idioma-
tism of the language—the constant reference to its Sanskrit source, by
which only it can be justly and fully appreciated ; and above all in the

purity of its contents, it is unmeasurably superior to all others. We
are confident that a bare perusal and impartial comparison, instituted

by any competent scholar, will more than justify this assertion.

Instances in point are, the rationale of the plurals of Bengali nouns and
of what may be called the poetical enclitic terminations of the cases, A
and -flT^,—the fullness and general accuracy of the syntax—the notices,

incomplete as they yet are, of Bengali versification—and perhaps more
than all, the precision and clearness and discriminative propriety of

the appellations of the tenses of Bengali verbs, in regard to which par-

ticularly some subsequent writers have shewn so singular an absence

of philosophical taste and grammatical judgment. We strongly

recommend attention also to the decided preference given to the simple

forms of verlis, over tlie composites with the auxiliary ^5r<H. The
examples from the poets illustrate some of the most peculiar idioms of

the language, many of which are wholly unnoticed in other grammars.
Mr. Halhed observes, and in the case of Bengali, with much plausibi-

lity, that poetical woi'ks, as necessarily composed with more than

ordinary care and likely therefore to exhibit the best and most accu-

rate specimens of the language, form the best sources of illustration :

from these accordingly his examples are chiefly drawn. In his day, in-

deed, there were scarcely any Bengali prose compositions of the literary

class. Nearly all authors composed in verse ; and the current written

language of business, as not being the language of the rulers, was
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greatly corrupted, not only by the admixture of many Persian and Hindu-

stani terms and phrases, but even by a foreign idiom and construction.

To omit altogether the Uiws of versification, ia the grammar of a language

whose best and most ancient authors wrote only in metre, is an unpar-

donable neglect, of which Mr. Haliied alone, in a manner, has not been

guilty ;
though it must be owned, he is neither altogether correct, nor

full in aiiy degree equal to the requirement of the case. But it mu-^t be

recollected that he tried an altogether untrodden path, without the aid

of a single landmark left by any preceding traveller. He is rather to

be extolled for having done so ranch, than greatly blamed for not

having done more. The ground of real astouisbtnent is, that with so

intelligent and diligent a precursor, those who followed should have

been generally both so incorrect and so deficient, as to leave it true to

the full, that the only clear and safe guide as yet in Bengali grammar
is Halhed's volume, now long out of print and rarely indeed to be met
with; surprising is it that it should never have been reprinted, and
that while still unequalled it should have passed almost into obli-

vion ; most surprising that subsequent authors should not have profited

by liis labours, of which one might even suppose most or all of them
to have been in total ignorance !

Still, as must obviously be the case in the instance of a first Gram-
mar in any language, Mr. Halhed's is doubtless imperfect, and some-
times incorrect : it must be owned too that numerous typographical, or

press errors, greatly deform this otherwise elegant volume. These
were however to a great degree unavoidable, printed as the work was at

an out-station, by the agency of ignorant and careless natives alone,

and without the superintendence of a professional printer. As in-

stances of error, we notice the supposed " neuter names of animals, &c.

to which may be added at pleasure different terminations of (sexu-

al) specification," in p. 48 ; but which, however ingenious the notion,

have yet no real existence :
—" the third gerund (so called) in ^t?," in

p. 115, which is really the genitive of the verbal noun in ^1, under go-
vernment ;—the /Jrtssji;e signification given to the part : f^9l, in p. 121,

which is either erroneously rendered passively, as the pandits contend,

or is incorrectly written for Ctt-S^l. The most remarkable oversight of

all, is the misapprehending of the verbal terminations expressive of re-

spect or inferiority respectively, for a singular and plural ! No doubt the

striking peculiarity of the Bengal! verb in this respect, occasioned the
misconception ; it was supposed that respect was marked by the use

of a plural verb in connection with a singular pronoun. Take it how-
ever all in all, we venture to assure the inquiring student that he will

obtain a far more extensive and more accurate acquaintance with the
forms and genius of the Bengali language, and a more expeditious and
tasteful introduction to its purest literature, from this grammar than
from all together that have succeeded it. One important exception to

this remark must be made however, namely that Mr. Halhed has alto-

gether passed over the very important rules for permutation, which
must be sought in Wilkins's Sanskrit, or in Haughton's or Carey's
Bengali Grammar.

Vll. 3 E
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A full and complete grammar of the Bengali dialect is, still a desi-

deratum. We have nothing as yet, for instance, in any of the pub-

lished grammars, upon the accentuation of words ; next to nothing on the

government and dependencies of cases ; nearly as little on the idiomatic

uses of the tenses ; not a syllable upon the regular formation of lower

from higher terms ; very little upon the laws of metre and various

species of versification, and other matters of the greatest moment. We
know however of one individual, who has a grammar in a considerable

state of forwardness, which it is believed will enter fully into most or

all of these. Meanwhile there can be no hesitation in recommending
Halhed is longe optimus among the guides to whom a learner should

commit himself. The original price of his work has not been ascer-

tained ; its ])resent cost in Calcutta, is various ; we have known copies,

now and then at long intervals, sold for 4 rupees or thereabouts : it

would however be a cheap purchase at double the highest price of any

grammar noticed in this index. Parbury's London Catalogue gives

its price there, £2. 2.

No. 2. A Grammar of the Bengalee Language, by W. Carey,

Teacher of the Sungskrit, Bengalee, and Mahratta Languages in the

College of Fort William. Serampore, printed at the Mission Press.

1st Ed. 1801, 2nd Ed. 1805,3rd Ed. 1813, 4th Ed. 1818.

The first edition of this work we have not met with. This is doubt-

less of the less consequence as in the preface to the Second it is

stated, that " since the 1st edition was published, the writer has had an

opportunity of obtaining a more accurate knowledge of this language.

The result of his application to it he has endeavoured to give in the

following pages, which, on account of the variations from the former

edition, may be esteemed a new work." The same precisely is stated of

the 3rd and 4th editions in regard to the ^nd. Between these however,

we do not observe, on a close comparison, any such differences as

should entitle the latest even to be considered " a new work." Substan-

tially the work is one ; no new views are expressed, no additional light

is thrown upon the main principles of the Bengali accidence or con-

struction. Still, as being fuller on some points and somewhat variously

divided and arranged, the 4th edilion is of course preferable to its

predecessors, and maybe taken to exhibit the lesult of the author's

maturest judgment and most extended acquaintance with the lan-

guage.

The authorofthis grammar havingheld, formanyyears, the influential

office of a Professor in the College of Fort William, his pupils would

as a matter of course not only he required to make use of it, but find it

necessary to do so in order to derive the full benefit from his lectures

in the language : he being on the spot also, there was no chance of

its being allowed to go out of print. Hence it is easy to perceive

that it would obtain an extensive circulation, the more so as the only

work that could have come into competition with it, Halhed's gram-

mar, had been so long out of print, none having either an interest in

its reimpression or influence to give it currency, under the circum-

stances stated ; otherwise, we confess, we should find extreme diflli-
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culty in accounting for so ill- digested, jejune, and unphilosophical &
compilation thrusting a work, every way so superior to it, out of use.

Our task obliges us to strict truth and perfect impartiality ; and we
feel that we should violate the double obligation were we to suppress

the expression of our unhesitating judgment in this matter : we will

now simply state what we deem the merits and demerits of this work,

and leare the reader to form his own opinion upon tlie whole.

1. Dr. Carey has supplied the greatest of his predecessor's omissi.

ons, by inserting the rules of Sandhi, i. e. forthe permutation of letters,

agreeably to the principles regulating the composition of words in the

parent Sanskrit. He has also correctly discarded the notion of a

plural termination in verbs. He has given many of the native gram-
matical terms, by which communication between the learner and his

pandit is much facilitated. These are the chief recommendations of

his work. But on the other hand, his nomenclature of the tenses is

most confused and unphilosophical. A grammatical term should be a
definition, conveying some clear and distinct notion to the mind of

the learner. Why the term aorist should have been borrowed from
the Greek, (where however it has an application in coincidence with its

etymological meaning in some sort,) to the Bengali whose tenses are as

definite as in any language under the sun, it is not easy to imagine.

Again, a " present definite" supposes a present twdefinite : if ^f?T3fBl

therefore be the former, as it is, then ^fir must be the latter, yet is in

this grammar termed " the first aorist I" Again, ^fir^tsr, which is

called the 2nd aorist, has two distinct uses ; as a past frequentative or

term of past habit, like the latin amabam, or as a conditional like the

French/erats .• in neither application is it an aomf. Again, if ^Pfirt^r'S

be a present definite, ^HftsnssitJl should, in consistency, have been a

past definite, but yet is named a Pluperfect ; which term even excludes

the specification of lime altogether, and is therefore a misnomer as

denoting a tense, i. e. time : the full compound term, preter-pluper-

fect at least, should have been given. Then ^ft^tii, which is made an
aorist when indicative, becomes solely a praeter, in the subjunctive,

though in fact no such mood as a subjunctive exists in the Bengali.

The whole scheme of the tenses is, as to their nomenclature, a tissue

of inconsistencies, and involves the use of the times of the verb in the

greatest possible uncertainty and confusion : and this with Halhed's

clear and philosophical arrangement and phraseology too as a guide!

Dr. Carey takes no notice of the real meaning and use of f^?t as a plural

affix ; a simple apprehension of which solves at once some of the most
contested matters in Bengali composition, especially the use of a geni-

tive or a samds ('Prt'l), contended for respectively by difi^erent schools,

one writing always JPTjHJirr'tt^tTr or the contracted I'TtHj^rpv?, the other

as invariably arrajfK^tj or l^TC?. Both are in fact alike gram-
matically correct, and only wrong in the exclusion of a discretionary

employment of the one form or the other. This too Halhed had
perceived, though he had not drawn it out into its consequences, nor

indeed has any other grammarian hitheito.

Dr. Carey has omitted the entire subject of Prosody, including as well

the laws of versification and varieties of metre, as the poetic UcenceSt

S E 2
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&c. although without these it is utterly impossible to read, with intelli-

gence and pleasure, 9-lOths of the whole literature of the language!
Carey's syntax is mostly common-place, and gives very little insight

into the idiomatic construction of the Bengali dialect, in which con-
sist its chief peculiarities and its difficulty to Europeans, and without
a correct perception and facility in the employment of which no learner

will ever be able to express himself correctly and efficiently either in

conversation or written composition. The whole doctrince, for instance,

of the relative, including hs position and idiomatic usage, is unnoticed !

though that too involves one of the most sharply contested proprie-

ties of the language, the employment of the conjunctive CS.

Dr. Carey's notions of grammatical government are quite original,

if we may judge by his 2nd rule for the use of gerunds, (another Latin
term borrowed with equal absence of necessity or propriety,) where he
tells us that " the verb in this form is governed by the accusative

case." Here, besides the extraordinary assertion of an accusative

case exercising a government over a verb, there is the singular

omission of all notice of the word governing that case itself

!

In the formation of the verb, we are told that " the passive voice is

made in two ways." Subsequently, under the syntax of the verb, we are

informed " there are three ways of expressing the passive voice." Two
of these, the 2nd and 3rd, are identical with those given in the former
place. The remaining, or 1st mode, is quite unique and expressed with
singular naivete :

—"in the first, the form of the verb is the same as in

the active voice, but the agent is in the instrumental case and the

subject in the nominative : ex. ^H^I or ^^t^lT^Jlt^ .aTt^^ttK, a man was
devoured by a tiger ! ! One should have supposed that the Doctor, who
must have read many thousand Bengali shloks in his time, could hard-

ly have cast his eye down half a page of the Ramayana, for instance,

without Knowing—to say nothing ot the absurdity of turning an active

into a passive voice /or the nonce—that the enclitics •a and •Hl^, in

poetry especially, no more distinguish the instrumental than they do
the nominative case. In truth they are in this instance nothing but a

nominative, and Jlt^ being the object not the subject, the simple ren-

dering is—the tiger has eaten the man ! ! A glance at one of Hal-
hed's examples would have prevented the putting forth of so absurd a

rule.

But let this suffice. We judged it necessary fully to substantiate

our judgment, or we should not have written at so much length. The
student has now the question of comparative merit fully before him,
and will decide for himself. We are confideht that to use Carey's
grammar only, would leave the learner but very imperfectly instructed

at the best, and in many cases would lead him into undoubted and
serious error upon matters of the first importance. It is cheap how-
ever and always to be procured. The fourth edition is sold by Mr.
P. S. D'Rozario, Church Mission Press, at 2 Co.'s Rs.

No. 3. Rudiments of Bengali Grammar, by Sir Graves Chamney
Haughton, M. A. and Professor of Sanskrit and Bengali in the Hon.
E. I. Company's College. London, 1821. 4to. pp. 168. Sold by Par.
bury and Co., Leadenhall-street.
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This is an elegantly printed volume, on excellent paper, and in a

good clear type, possessing every external recommendation.

The author states it to have been composed " under the immediate

pressure of a want, which admitted of no delay," Dr. Carey's Gram-
mar being no longer to be procured in England at the time ; and also

that " the sheets were generally written over night and printed the

next day." It were certainly not to be expected that a grammatical

work compiled under such circumstances of extreme haste, should

be free from many and serious faults and deficiencies. Yet, as the

author must, in the exercise of his professional duties at the E. India

College, be presumed to have been familiar with the details, andTong
previously to have settled in his own mind the principles of Bengali

Grammar, the defects, it is to be concluded, should not be either so

many or serious as might be apprehended on the first announcement
of the rapidity with wliich the sheets were worked ofi^. Besides, as

Sir G. C. Haughton acknowledges, he had both Halhed and Carey

before him : yet certainly a more meagre grammar never was put

forth under so imposing an aspect. It may be excellently adapted to aid

the H. C. embryo writers to get up a smattering of Bengali so as to

pass muster at an examination ; but wlioever should carry his study of

the language no further than this volume would serve as a guide, would
remain lamentably deficient indeed in all that constitutes sound scholar-

ship and practical facility in the application of his grammatical furni-

ture. E. g. the author tells us that " the subject of Prosody has been

altogether omitted, as a matter more of curiosity than of real utility

in a language like the Bengali,"—like the Bengali ! more than four-

fifths of the entire literature of which is poetry, and poetry, too, admit-

ting of a great variety of licence, and of transpositions of which the

prose writings exhibit almost nothing ! !

This author revives the plural terminations in the verb, though
opposed to the whole character of the language.

He has, in another form, exhibited the same anomalous view of the

enclitic nominative in 4 or although he had himself only a page before

(Par. 59) expressly asserted it (after Halhed), e. g. c^twi? ^rtt^ 'if\V^

5i't?1 fl^ ^ ? tf^xitns ' a fairy has carried off your daughter and
placed her on an inaccessible mountain,' he renders— ' your daughter

has been carried away iy a fairy, &c.' His explanation is curious

—

" In the above instance the word <5'TJ'tl<t can only be considered as the

nom. of the verb sr^^tl here employed passively, as'^^lt^jby the fairy, is

in the instrumental case and is therefore the agent of the passive verb."

It would not assuredly be easy to get a greater mass of anomalous and
contradictory assertion into a single sentence. Objectives turned into

nominatives, active verbs into passives, agents into instruments, and
all for what ? to support an unmeaning hypothesis that the affix <^
corresponds to the Persian ]j, and is employed to mark the word to

which it is subjoined as the main object in the speaker's mind !

Still we think this Grammar has borrowed so much from Halhed's
as to be on the whole greatly preferable to Carey's, the single instance

only of the plural forms of verbs (instead of the honorific) ex-

cepted.
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It shews, too, several improvements of much moment
; particularly,

1st. The table, par.l 28- 140 (p.38-46) ofpast participialandother affixes,

arranged in classes.with their explanations; this is both clear and instruc-

tive, and will be of great service to the accurate student. 2nd. The
paragraphs 298 to 325 inclusive, explanatory of the inseparable prepo-
sitions : these exhibit much valuable remark and should be thoroughly
studied by every learner who would acquire the necessary facility in

discriminating the shades of often seemingly arbitrary meaning
given by those prepositions to innumerable constantly recurring com-
pounds.

In Par. 326, another very useful table of indeclinables is given, and
at the end a list of native grammatical terms, both of which will be of

much use to the attentive student.

This work is not to be had frequently in Calcutta : for our own copy,

a second-hand one, we gave 20 Rs. in the China Bsizar. There is a
good copy at Ostell's for 16 Rs. The English price is £ 1. 10,

No. 4. Bengalee Grammar in the English Language, by Ram
Mohun Roy. Calcutta, printed at the Unitarian Press, 1826.
The certainly intelligent and in many respects remarkable indivi»

dual who composed this work should, it might be supposed, have been
peculiarly qualified for furnishing a guide to the vernacular dialect of

his countrymen. But Ram Mohan Ray was a brahmin, and Sanskrit

is the only language worthy, in the eyes of all brahmins, to be stu-

died grammatically, the only real language indeed ; all its derivatives

being mere bhashas or colloquial dialects, media for the conversation

of women, children and the inferior tribes ; and if used by the sacred

caste, it is but because they are the only means of holding intercourse

with the others, of maintaining domestic society and conducting the

ordinary business of common life !

Now Ram Mohan Ray had probably surmounted this with many
other puerile and absurd prejudices ; yet his previous habits had ill

qualified him for entering with discrimination, taste and spirit, into

the peculiarities and idiomatic beauties of the Bengali. His own
Bengali composition exhibits only the same yeneroi correctness of style

observed, for instance, in the writings of English authors of talent

and liberal cultivation, who yet may have small pretensions to the

praise of an intimate acquaintance with the philosophy of the Eng«
lish grammar.
Ram Mohan Ray's anp/o-bengali grammar is exceedingly well writ-

ten, and exhibits a high degree of facility in English composition,

doing credit as well to his talent as to his diligence in improving his

opportunities. It affords a marked proof also of his disinterested zeal

for the improvement of his countrymen. It was composed, he tells

us, with the design of aiding " the studies of European philanthropists

in the noble attempt to ameliorate the moral condition of the inhabi-

tants of India ;" who, " with a view to facilitate intercourse between
themselves and the natives, have undergone much labour in acquiring

a thorough knowledge of the vernacular language of the country."

He accordingly not only compiled this grammar at, of course, no
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inconsiderable expense of time and labour, but printed it at his own
charge, and circulated it gratis, a truly munificent expression of his

generous philanthropy. Still it must be stated, that his grammar is

very meagre, and quite inadequate to be the sole guide of the Euro-
pean student in seeking to make himself acquainted with the language
of which it treats. It is simply what the modest author professes it to

be, " a brief outline of the general principles of (Bengali) grammar."
It adds little or nothing to our previous knowledge of the peculia-

rities of the language, and indeed omits much that is derived, unmodi-
fied, from the Sanskrit, as if it were not proper to Benglli because not

peculiar to it. He thinks, e. g. that to treat of the feminines of nouns
and adjectives, " would only be attended with much perplexity to a

student and occasion him useless labour," although they are of perpe-

tual recurrence in Bengali books, and an acquaintance with them is in-

dispensable to either the perusal of the classical writers, poets especi-

ally, or to pure and correct Bengali composition. For these he refers

the mere Bengali student to a Sanskrit Dictionary !

In like manner he rejects three of the seven cases of nouns, and
for similarly inconclusive reasons.

He strongly opposes all use of the inferior forms of verbs and
pronouns, (though engrained in the language both spoken and writ-

ten, and, for many reasons, now at least indispensable,) as savouring
only of pride and want of reflexion !

He equally consigns to unmitigated reprobation the colloquial

or slurred pronunciation and written contraction of the verbs ; as of

^?f^C for ^f9wfk, irtfig' for irt'^rsfs, &c., forms that find their parallels

in all living languages, which invariably make a difference between
the familiar or colloquial and the grave or solemn style of pronunci-

ation.

He substitutes Cnl and Vi for «Jl and ^1 in the second person of the

past tense of verbs, i. e. a provincial form for the general.

He omits after the close st of fK'it in the plurals of nouns, or

optionally doubles the st, giving ^tnl^f^iT^f or— for fR?jT5, a gross

vulgarism, at which we are much surprised in Ram Mohan Rky.
He inserts a 7, too, in the genitive of nouns, making (Kl^tJlT for Pctst?,

which has no authority beyond his own writings.

His syntax is particularly meagre and unsatisfactory, and prosody
he barely touches, with the remark that " as the natives of Ben-
gal have neither music nor a language well adapted for poetry, little

or no inducement exists to a foreigner to study its prosody !" In
which remark he but instinctively expresses that habitual contempt for

all the vernacular dialects so characteristic of the brahmin, proud of

his privilege of Sanskrit lore.

We have made the above remarks only to prevent an erroneous
supposition, natural enough to the uninitiated and newly arrived

European student, that he might safely allow himself, as a matter
of course, to be led by the authority of a learned native so respec-

table and justly celebrated as Rfim Mohan Ray ; whose real acquisi-

tions, however, certainly did not include a profound or even accurate
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knowledge of his mother tongue, in that respect not dissimilar, as

we have already remarked, to many clever and well educated men
among ourselves and probably among all nations.

No. 5. " An Introduction to the Bengalee language:" prefixed

to Mendies's Dictionary.

This introduction, though very concise, yet comprises the essentials

of the Bengali accidence, and will prove very satisfactory to sucli as,

knowing the language colloquially but not grammatically, desire to gain

some insight into its proprieties, forms of declension, conjugation, &c.

There is no syntax, however, which indeed could not well have been

comprized at any length within the space allotted for this introduction ;

which may, nevertheless, safely be recommended as a clear, accurate

and useful epitome of the grammatical structure of the very regular, and
now more than ever important, language of Bengal ; it adds materi-

ally to the general usefulness of Mr. Mendies's lexicographical labours.

It is too short and succinct, however, for such as would study the lan-

guage not only in its general principles, but in its idiomatic peculiari-

ties and minute characteristics. But such, of course, were not contem-

plated in its compilation, which for its design, as above noted, is all that

could be desired.

No. 6. A Grammar of the Bengalee Language, adapted to the

voung, in easy questions and answers. ^tnTt^^fTOt? f^t^ttif ^t^tMl

%tHtir <irt^<N, bv the Rev. J. Keith, Calcutta, 1820. Printed at the

School Press; I'st edition 1820, 2nd edition 18-25, pp. 75.

This little work was composed by the excellent author, now some
years deceased, for the use of the native pupils in the government expe-

rimental schools at Chinsura. Unfortunately it is written on the prin-

ciple of European grammars, a principle little applicable to the Indian

Dialects. Native grammars are constructed on a plan exceedingly

diverse from this, far more simple we think, and very much more cor-

rect and philosophical ; at all events the only one on which the

derivatives of the Sanskrit can be advantageously or accurately stu-

died by Europeans, or correctly taught to natives.

Most of the mistakes, in Bengali translation or composition, that

have been committed by Europeans, originate in this radical error of

overlooking the n«?jt;e grammatical system ; an error precisely similar,

in its nature and results, to that which for so long a time retarded

the cultivation of our own vernacular English by the application to it of

the forms of the Latin language,—a language constructed upon princi-

ples so essentially different from those proper to the simplicity of our

Saxon dialect. Scarcely is there an English author of any eminence, up

to the close of the last century, (when only, in fact, the English lan-

guage began to be studied in a rational manner, and grammarians to

throw off the fetters of prejudice, no longer misled by their fondness

for Latin,) how distinguished soever for talent and learning and clas-

sical taste, from whose English writings may not be exhibited almost

innumerable violations of the proprieties of his mother-tongue, who
yet probably wrote in Latin with equal elegance and correctness.
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The little work of Mr. Keith therefore, though, as a first effort to

compile a Bengali grammar in Bengali and for natives, it may justly

claim for the author the praise of zeal and diligence, can yet scarcely

be considered as affording any material aid in prosecuting the design

of its publication ; not only is it not in conformity with the native

system and so, consequently, not calculated to communicate a correct

acquaintance with the peculic^ities of the language ; but it is moreover
both defective, omitting much that is essential; and erroneous, violat-

iug some of the clearest rules of the language
;

arbitrarily discarding,

e. g. the inferior terminations of the verbs, the u<e of them being, ia

the author's judgment, a bad practice, ^^Jl, forsooth ! It is composed,

too, in a style very far from idiomatic, abounditig in European turns of

thought and modes of expression. In the 2nd edition many of the

grammatical blunders of the 1st are, indeed, corrected, and the compo-
sition is in some places improved. But enough that is incorrect re-

mains, to support the judgment we have passed upon it. Unfortunate-

ly, in default of perfectly well adapted implements, we must often be

compelled to employ such as are ill calculated to produce good workman-
ship ; as, whilst unsupplied with better elementary books for educa-

tional purposes, the best teachers are reduced to the necessity of sub-

mitting to the use of bad or defective ones, or else must shut up their

scliools. R. M. Ray's (No. 5 below), is a far better grammar than

Keith's, but it is not written in so simple a style. We can only hoi)e

that the want yet existing, of a good Bengali grammar in Bengali

for natives, composed on just principles, in easy and familiar language,

sufficiently full yet concise enough to be made a school manual, may
speedily be supplied. Meanwhile teachers must be satisfied to take

bints from both the existing grammars, without overlooking the er-

rors or defects of either. The price of Keith at the School-Book
Society's Depository, is only 5 annas.

No. 7. wl^? ^j-t^<rH fV3rf^3, or a Grammar of the Bengali

Language in Bengali, by Rammohun Ray, Calcutta, 1833.

This is merely a Bengali version of No. 5, made by R. M. Ray
himself, for the Calcutta School-Book Society, and sold at their Depo-
sitory. All the remarks made upon No. 5, are equally applicable conse-

quently to the present article, which was intended to supply the want
of a compendium of Bengali grammar adapted to the use of the pupils

in those schools for natives superintended, either partially or wliolly,

by Europeans. A work of this description well executed would be of

great value, as natives themselves never study their language gram-
matically, their elementary instruction reaching no further than to

spelling, reading, writing and casting accounts, in all of which, save the

last, the progress made at school is usually exceeding small indeed.

Whether R. M. Ray's grammar has supplied the desideratum, the

remarks already made upon it in its English dress, may enable the

reader to judge. In addition it need only be observed, that the gram-
matical nomenclature, or translation of grammatical terms, is far from
satisfactory to us in many instances. This however is not to be made a

charge against either the ability or diligence of R. M. Ray ; the subject

VII. 3 F
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is difficult in itself, and has exercised the ingenuity of grammarians
in all languages. In the Bengali, hitherto neglected by the natives

themselves, it miglit be expected to present peculiar difficulties: that

these difficulties have not been in every case at once surmounted, can

surprize none. The successive efforts and contributions of a few such

zealous and talented native scholars as Rammohan Ray, would soon

product; a gratifying revolution in the state of the native mind in

regard to the cultivation of their own language, and lead to a l apid im-

j)rovement in the elegance and precision of Bengali' composition.

Meanwlule those Europeans who have tlie superinteiuleuce of Native

schools in which a grammatical study of the vernacular tongue forms,

as it assuredly ought, a prominent position, and obtains, as it deserves,

a considerable share of attention, will be thankful for this little manual,

and, till they can obtain a better, use it gratefully. An intelligent

teacher will make even the most deficient grammar contributory to his

purposes. For native pupils, too, the present will not be so deficient as

for Europeans. The price, at the Calcutta School Book Society's De-
pository, is only one rupee.

No. 8. Dialogues, intended to facilitate the acquiring of the Ben-

galee Language, by W. Carey, D. D. Professor of the Sunskrita and

Bengalee Languages in the College of Fort William, Serampore,

2nd Ed. 1806, 3rd Ed. 1818, pp. 113.

The first edition of this work we have not seen ; the 2nd and 3rd

differ in no respect but a variety of type, though the long period of

12 years intervened between the dates of their publication : we must

conclude the author either saw nothing to amend or had no time to

bestow upon the correction of these Dialogues preparatory to their re-

impression. The volume contains Colloquies, or Dialogues, on several

ordinary subjects, such as the hiring of servants, discourse of respect-

able people, journeying, eating, letting of land, going to market, &c.

including specimens of the quarrels of women, a subject prolific in terms

of abusive scurrility and passionate objurgation. They are 31 in

number, but of various length, from a few sentences to the extent of

ten or a dozen pages. The Bengali occupies one page, the opposite

contains an English version, neither so literal as to absolve the

learner from the necessity of attending to the very terms and con-

struction of the Bengali, nor yet so free as to be of no assistance to

him in its analysis : such at least is the account the author gives of his

design.

In the execution of his plan, this work is open to most of the same

objections that lie against the other productions of the respected and

learned author, the dictionary and grammar, already noticed. What-

ever corruptions may be found to exist in the current colloquial dialects

of any people, it has never been held allowable to introduce them into

initiatory books, and so to mislead the learner, who, especially if a for-

eigner, having no rule by which to distinguish the pure idiomatic from

the impure and ungrammatical, will of course trust to the correctness of

the whole and use it as such. If there were not neat and pure Ben-

gali terms by which in any case to express the ideas to be conveyed.
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there were then an excuse for the introduction of a foreign phraseology;

but this is very rarely the case indeed in Beng^iU, which possesses an
extent of vocabulary not easily exhausted, and resources within itself,

by means of idiomatic derivation and composition, adequate to every

exigence.

If the large use of foreign words in these colloquies much disfigure it,

so does a foreign idiom likewise, especially in the clumsy construction

of compound and dependent sentences. However, rif'ter the draw-
back occasioned by the faults in question, and withnl by the limited

variety of the subjects discussed and the scanty range of thought in each
dialogue, this book will yet be found of considerable service to the stu-

dent who shall use it with discrimination. He will acquire some insight

into the native mind, modes ofthinkins;, and domestic habits, together

with a considerable variety of idiomatic phraseology, that will prove of

much assistance in the perusal of books and in conversation. It is per-

haps the most useful of Dr. C^irey's works in aid of the Bengali stu-

dent, and is sold at the very reasonable price of 2 Co.'s Rs. by Mr.
D'Rozario of the Church Mission Press; also at the Serampore Press.

No. 9. Bakvabolee or Idiomatical Exercises, English and Bengalee,

with dialogues on various subjects, letters, &c. &c. by J. D. Pearson,

Superintendent of the H. C. Schools, Chinsurah. 3t3FJt?mt, &c. Cal-

cutta, l8-iO ; 8vo. pp. 2^0. 2nd Ed. 1829, printed at the School Press

for the Cal. Sch. Book Society.

We have usually heard the native title of this volume so pronounced
(by Europeans) as if it were intended for the English word Vocabu'

lary ; perhaps, from the mode of spelling in Roman characters, which
sliouJd be Bakyabali, with the stress on the third syllable, not as so

frequently heard, on the first and third, as if Bakyaboli.

It is a vocabulary and phrase book united, and comprises a variety of

sentences illustrative of the (idiomatic) phraseology afthe Eiiglish lan-

guage, by examples of words alphabetically arranged in the order of the

different parts of speech. That is, select nouns, adjectives, verbs, &c.

in succession, exemplified in idiomatic English sentences, are arranged

in one column of each page, the opposite column containing a Bengali

version of them. The tvords illustrated are printed in italics : which

expedient, besides drawing the attention of the learner to them in the

first instance, as the subjects of the exercise, allows them to be readily

found at any time subsequently, when sought for as in a dictionary.

Thus, e. g. desirous either of obtaining a Bengali translation of the

noun ' inclination,' or of seeing how its meaning may be expressed

with or without the employment of an exactly corresponding term,

the learner turns to the heading substantive, and carrying his eye

down the columns over the italicised words, alphabetically arranged

precisely as in a Dictionary, till he meet the word inclination in italics,

he comes, in p. 38, to the sentence—" He feels no inclination to

studv." Opposite to this he finds, in the next column, the rendering

—

«'^Tlir I^J'tf^^l ^flirs txi^l ^1 " in which the Bengali word

corresponding to inclination, is found, and at the same time its con-

struction shewn in the given sentence.

3 F 2
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Of course it is but a small portion of the English Dictionary that ia

thus exemplified ; but it is not saying too much to assert that a very
large number of the most frequently recurring nouns, verbs, &c. are,

in this ingenious and practical manner, at once explained and illus-

trated in their current and idiomatical applications. Frequently

several distinct senses of the same word are exemplified. Thus, under
" impression," are found two phrases : 1st " This seal mukes no impres-

sion, ^ CltTI?!^ silist 11 ;" 2nd, " What he said made an impression

on my mind, fsf^ (H 5f![lnil Sltnt? <5ltf?tsi ;" in both which appli-

cations, no one native term would have been suita1)le.

Tiie plan is equally ingenious and practical ; in carrying it out, how-
ever, it is to be regretted the excellent author had not resolved upon a

purer style of Bengali rendering, both as to vocabulary and idiom. In

the former he indulges in all the most current corruptions of tlie low
spoken dialect, a mixture of many tongues, a Babel jargon of dis-

cordant sounds, never sufficiently to be reprobated ; in the latter he

has very often failed of rendering his Bengali as characteristically

correct to a native as his English is to an Englishman.

This work was specially designed for natives, to assist them in the

study of English, and particularly to enable them to discriminate the

several idiomatic applications of the same word, and their correct con-

struction m sentences. It serves equally well, however, as to the

design at least, to aid the European to express himself in Bengal'.

A new edition of the book purged, in the Bengali column, from
its many barbarous and exotic terms, and the sentences generally cor-

rected and more idiomatically constructed, would be an invaluable

aid to the student, whether native or European. At the same time

the several distinct senses in which the same English word may be

employed, should more frequently be shewn.

The Dialogues following the phrases are few and short ; between a

gentleman and a ])andit, of the bazar, &c. They furnish the learner,

however, with technical terms, phraseology, &c. and some useful infor-

mation on learning, buying and selling, courts of justice, law proceed-

ings, and some other matters, followed by a few forms of letters, notes,

petitions, &c. all useful in their way.

The work forms an 8vo. Vol. of 280 pages, which may be had at the

School-Book Depository, Price 1 R. 4 As. in cloth. It well deserves

consulting. The student, aware of its chief defects, will be on his

guard against them accordingly, whilst advantageously deriving from

it much substantial assistance in the prosecution of his studies.

No. 10. Bengali Selections with Translations and a Vocabulary, by

Sir G. C. Haughton, M. A. : F. R. S. &c. London, 1822, 4to, pp. 198.

This work presents the student with 18 reading lessons, consisting

of ten of the 35 stories entitled CtItI tfsT't'^ or Tales of a Parrot,

four selected from the ^f^'^^" TtJ?^ or Tales of the 32 thrones, and

Jour from the "l^ft^l or Touch-stone of man ; accompanied with a

pretty close translation in English, and a Vocabulary of all the

•words contained in the Selections, together with the English rendering

as given previously in the translation itself.

This volume may possess a value to students in England which it
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certainly does not in this country. There few Bengali books are

usually procurable ; here numerous useful und elegant native works
are always within reach. The entire volumes, too, from which the

selections have been made, would, in thifj country at least, cost less

than one half the price of this single book containing but a few frag-

ments of their contents. The work is the less valuable besides, a»

including nothing in the shape of critical notices ; no observations

pointing out beauties or defects of style or idiom, no remarks upon
grammatical peculiarities, notiiing serving to elucidate the construction^

explain difficulties, or direct the taste of the student; affording him no
aid, in short, in his study of the language, beyond simply furnishing

him with the raw material of a few reading lessons, without even a
solitary reference to the rules of grammar. The larger portion of the

selections, morever, is from a work not an original Bengali composi-

tion, but a translation from the Persian ; of which it is found to retain,

necessarily perhaps, marks by no means ambiguous ; such as, besides

the proper names, many words, some phrases, and the construction of

consecutive sentences by a connecting CH conjunctive, the Bengali ren-

dering of the original iS These all betray their foreign source, and are

not calculated to imbue the scholar with a pure Bengali style or phra-

seologv. The (^t3l ^f^Tt^ is, therefore, by no means a desirable

book to put into the hands of a learner.

The volume is beautifully printed, uniformly with the grammar of

the same author (No. 3 above). It is not often procurable here in the

shops, but is occasionally to be met with second-hand in the bazars,

at uncertain piices varying with the state of the book and the real or

supposed demand. The English price is£l. 10.

We have thus endeavoured to characterize, as fairly as we could

and as fully as we thought necessary, the grammars and other
initiatory Anglo-Bengali works hitherto published. In conclusion we
remark that, if we except Rammohan Ray, no native has as yet con-
tributed any thing to our grammatical knowledge of his vernacular

tongue. That talented and liberal individual has done as much as,

with his leisure and habits of study, could be expected. His book may
be consulted with advantage, but is insufficient singly. The elegant

grammar of Mr. Halhed is the work of a tasteful scholar and philoso-

pliical grammarian, but is nevertheless incomplete as a guide to tlie lan-

guage, deficient in many things and erroneous in some. Dr. Carey's

grammar is a clumsy, inelegant, and confused performance, con-
taining little that is not in Halhed, and deficient in much that is.

Haughton's book is written with far more taste and scholarship than
Carey's, and has some valuable portions, but is both incorrect and
imperfect, as we have shewn. The oldest is therefore yet far the best

of the Bengali grammars; but, unfortunately, it is scarce ; Carey's is

the only one of the three always to be had, and to that facility is it

indebted for having hitherto maintained a position wliich its intrinsic

merit would certainly not have earned for it, and which cannot much
longer sustain it. Halhed should by all means be procuied, if only on
loan, to guide and correct in the use of Carey.

[_To be continued.^
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V.

—

The Hindu College, the Observer, and the Press.

Some of our remarks in the last Observer on the examination
of the Hindu College, and on the infidel tendency of that insti-

tution in particular, and of the Government schools in general,
have called forth the strictures and reasonings of the advocates
of the College and the Government plan of education.
These remarks have been scattered up and down the pages of
our contemporaries the Hurkaru, Bengal Herald, Literary
Gazette and the Daily News. Nor is this the first attempt
made in the pages of some of these periodicals to fasten upon us
a charge of uncharitableness and of a rabid and reckless" dis-

regard of the real interests of the youth of India. The senti-

ment either implied or expressed has been that the Missionaries
fear lest the influence of the Government education prove injuri-

ous to the Christian faith. We have allowed the fugitive bile of
the writers lu expend itself, in the hope either that hostilities

would ctase, or that they would put forth something more tan-

gible tban a flimsy paragraph, or a mean and contemptible insi-

nuation ; for this has generally been the character of their obser-

vations. The time we looked for has arrived. The press has
given birth to the defence or apology of the friends of the Go-
vernment plan of education as a neutral plan, and to an attack

on Missions, Mission Schools, Mission temper, and success.

These remarks have generally been introduced by the warmest
expressions of attachment to the Christian faith, and most of

the articles have been interlarded with commendations of the

zeal and disinterestedness of Missionaries ; but notwithstanding

most wilfnlly niisreiiresenting their motives, undervaluing their

temper and zeal, and sneering at their success. As a right

understanding is essential to good amity and conviction in

discussion, we may as well define what kind of Christianity

it is that we feel it our duty to recommend to the natives, and
support by our writings and influence. Our Christianity is

that of the whole Bible, a Christianity which knows no con-

nexion with the powers of darkness; a Christianity that will

prevent a man from placing himself in an official capacity under

infidel or sceptical guidance, while in another public or in a

private capacity he will stoutly defend the evidences of Chris-

tianity, but neither in one nor the other give evidence of a

renewed heart and holy life. On the other hand we can assure

these several advocates of the Government scheme, that their

praise of Missionaries is perfectly understood and valued accord-

ingly. Whenever we take up a paper belonging to this school,

commencing with some such flattering unction, we can gene-
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rally prophecy tliat it will terminate in some fearful slangliler

of the character either of Missions or Missionaries. It is like

the Dane drinking to the Saxon and stabbing him the while.

While we are thus anxions not to be misunderstood iii our

views of things and doctrines, as we alvvays Affue endeavour-

ed to call things by what we consider their right names,

we feel that we have a perfect right to be fairly and fully re-

presented, when it serves the purpose of our contemporaries

either to notice our articles or to animadvert on our Missions.

We have often had to regret the absence of fairness towards the

cause of Missions in the pages of our contemporaries, but have
seldom possessed the time needful for its exposure. If they
would but act with candour in all matters affecting Missious,

we have no fear for the issue.

But we must proceed to the charges of our opponents. It is

quite impossible, in our limited space, to give extracts from either

all or any of the articles on which we feel it our painful duty
now to animadvert. We have therefore endeavoured to analyse

and condense the principal errors, objections and arguments
which have been urged againt us by all our contemporaries. There
is but one remark, in the whole range of sweeping charges brought
against us, that we feel, because it impeaches that which we value

above all others—viz. our veracity and uprightness : this, what-
ever other charge may have been laid at our door, has not previ-

ously been called in question. It is stated by one of the writers

that the article on which he remarks was " distinguished by
disingenuousness and untruth.'"' The article in question was
marked by any thing but either the one or the other.—Was it

in the charge That was open and straightforward enough. It

stated the Government schools to be infidel and not Chi-istian at

all. Surely there is no disingenuousness or opacity in that ! And
it adduced, as a proof of the want of Christianity, the conduct
of one of the chief officials, in reference to a few texts of scripture

suspended to the walls of one of the schools. Let the working
of the system prove either the truth or falsehood of the posi-

tion. The disingenuousness and untruth appear however, in

the writer's estimation, in the terms applied to the past and pre-

sent examinations of the College. The passage specially offend-

ing was that they were " unmeaning exhibitions." W e should
not shrink from bringing this charge against much more respec-

table institutions : yea against our best English seminaries and
colleges.—And what is more, we have heard the charge brought
against such, and never denied even by the best public instruc-

tors ; and, if the writers in question ever passed any examina-
tion beyond that of a granddame's school, they well know that

public examinations are too frequently a mere ruse. They are
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neither a test sure of the teacher's abihty nor of the scholar's at-

taimneiits ctr diligence. How often has a master seen his most
worthy pupil plucked by some pert forward boy ? And if this be
true of English schools, with how much more force may it be

api)lied to tlie schools of India, where everything is calculated

to minister to the vanity of the pupil ? What but an unmean-
ing exhibition can that be, where a Bengali lad is dressed

up like a British officer, and where Desdemona is twice killed,

first in the manner and then in the sense, and where otherwise

sensible lads are taught to repent scientific descriptions of mea
and things, gathered from abstruse works on European science,

but who would be equally incapable, froui the kind of education

given them, to resolve the description into plain English or into

good Bengali ? What is this but an unmeaning exhibition ?

What useful purpose uoes it serve ? cui bono ? Can fifty of these

young men be found who could write a good plain letter in

the English language on the common affairs of life, free from
bombast and a turgidness of style indicating an entire absence
of all good taste and sound judgment ? We are not backward
to acknowledge the great merit due to many of the pupils

for their acquirements ; but these acquirements are not the

result of puWic exhibitions, nor in some cases are they alto-

gether the result of their public classes in College ; they are

rather the result of indefatigable private application ; and if

the time employed to prepare for these shows had been spent

in practical study,the gain would have been great to them every
M'ay. It is moreover said, we wished to imply that the thinness

ofthe attendance at the examination was owing to other causes

than the warmth of the weather. We had no such intention, but

we strongly suspect, that had it been any other institution,

there would have been some few there who were not. There is

evidently little sympathy between the Hindu College and the

public mind, we mean the public mind which feels an interest in

sound education. We said that all visitors were absent save the

Committee and functionaries ; it appears that beside these there

were one or two ! Dying men catch at straws.

The next point to which we would advert is, that the Missi-

onaries and their friends wish the Government to identify

itself with the introduction of Christianity into their schools,

nay to use coercion for that purpose. We are not disposed to

believe (however uncharitable we may be deemed) that our con-

temporaries are often guilty of reading the pages of the Observ-

er, or even of perusing the whole of the articles on which they

make their animadversions : for if they had, they could not have

failed to understand that all we seek, with reference both to the

Government schools and to its connexion with idolatry, is that
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they will let religion alone ! ! That they should be neutral in

practice as well as in theory. What we ask is, not even that the

teacliers shoulil be Christian, but, that if a man should happen to

be a Christian and a sincere one, he shall not be gagged by the

professed toleration of the Committee. We do not ask that the

Bible should be a class-book, but that books containing the

Christian faith and practice, in a doctrinal and biographical form,

should be able to find an entrance equally with the erudite pro-

duction of Thomas Thumb, Esq., or the anti-philosophical and
puerile quiddities of Hinduism, and the still more abstruse pecu-

liarities of the Musalmans. We ask iov toleration in its legiti-

mate sense and not coercion, not for partiality but neutrality,

not for a one-sided liberality but for full, free toleration. We
ask that while infidel, sceptical and unitarian persons can
hold an influence over the management of affairs, that if a pious

man should be in the midst, he shall not be hunted like a bird

on the mountains ; that if Christian books be tendered to the

Committee they should not be thrown back again with disdain,

and all the courtesies of gentlemanly life set at defiance in

contemplated answers. We are not anxious that a truly devout
man should either aspire to or attain to the post of teacher,

but if he should, we ask that he may, if asked, not only be
permitted but as a matter of inalienable right, give a reason

for the hope that is in him; and that the fact of his being a
sincere Christian shall not disqualify him for the post if he
should apply. Will it be believed that a Committee acting

on the principles of toleration, and who vaunt themselves on
their liberality can so act .''—but so it is. Another topic for

remark is the charge brought against Missionaries and their

friends of a wish to introduce Christianity in a sneaking and
contemptible way. Will the writers adduce a single proof

of the existence of such a desire,—acts we know are out of

the question. We have but to declare for the whole body
of Missionaries the supposition to be utterly and calumui-

OHsly false ! ! It is further remarked that the Missionaries

fear the influence of the education of the Government schools

will be detrimental to the cause of Christianity, Christianity

Las never had any thing to fear from the increase and spread
of useful knowledge; all the discoveries of science have but
commended Christianity to the understandings and affections

of men ; much less then is there any thing to fear from infide-

lity, either in theory or practice. It is the parent of evils

which are themselves the best evidence of its baneful tenden-

cy. What we feel is fear,—not for the ultimate result of
the influence of these schools on the national mind, but for

their immediately prospective influence on the youth of In-

VII. 3 G
^
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dia. Is it the best method of introducing a man to the

blessings of light who had been naturally blind, to shut hira

up in wild and dreary mazes, where the organ of sight should

look upon every thing through every medium but the clear

blue of heaven ? Is it the best way to fill the inind with satis-

faction to say, as it arises from its long and deep sleep, or from ^

wandering in metaphysical subtleties for ages, " Look at the

systems of Descartes and Stewart, of Berkley and Brown, of

Payne and Paley, but eschew as you would the torch of wit-

chery, the Bible? Consult the professors of mental philosophy,

chemistry, logic and the fine arts, but eschew the teacher of

Christianity as you would the evil one himself." Were this

public lecture all it would be comparatively paradisiacal, but

alas ! those who can give such public advice, can give in private

a most deadly thrust at the Christian faith. In order that a

man may poison the mind, it is not necessary that he should

formally sit down to teach ; it is not essential that he pass posi-

tive resolutions to command obedience to his opinions. A look,

an insinuation, a wish covertly expressed is more deadly and

effectual than all the formal resolutions in the world. Thara-

waddie writes down the names of those who visit his imprisoned

rival, they abstain from further visits : their names and their

heads are synonimous in the vocabulary of the Burman court.

We leave the application to those who best understand its signi-

fication. We are aware that there are few who would openly

and publicly act as we represent ; it is not so much of public

acts that we complain as of the pernicious undercurrent which

pervades the whole system, and that such an undercurrent does

pervade it, is evident from the general character of the young
men ; they boast of their liberality, and like the savans of France,

think it the perfection of every thing to be sceptics*. We state on

the testimony of an indisputable witness that these youth boast

of belonging to a certain class—to what class does the reader sup-

pose : to the chemical, mental philosophy, or class of history

—

no ; to the atheistical class ! nor was this uttered once but often,

not in private but in the open streets. Who are the most infidel

objectors at Mission services who ? We venture to affirm

that if there be an impudent weak objector who starts up in

a Missionary audience in Calcutta—he is one of the alumni of

the college. Does he come charged with what are deemed the

higher range of infidel objections ? No, but with the low,

* We have repeatedly heard from the mouths of intelligent Natives,

that the great msijority of those young men, who have lately obtained

Government appointments as Moonsiffs, Deputy Collectors, &c. unhesi-

tatingly, and freely avow themselves as neither Hindus, Musalmans nor

Christians. Are they not then sceptics ?

—

£d.
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obscene objections of the notorious Tom Paine—objections as

discreditiible to the understanding as they are offensive to the

purity and chastity of every moral and social feeling—objec-

tions too which require neither tact nor talent to answer. VVe

do not state this to criminate the unhappy youth who are

made what they are. Towards them we have but one feeling

—

that of strong and sincere pity, and if they will but try its prac-

tical strength, we can assure them that to prevent the forma-

tion of the cliaracter which is now in process of formation,

we will sacrifice every thing but religious principle, to give

them a sound education without interfering with their pre-

judices or exciting their indignation. We candidly confess we
would rather see them Hindus than sceptics,—rather see them
with the chain of Brahma than of Chance. We ask, are the

use of infidel publications watched by the council with as much
anxiety as that of the Bible Would a young man be equally re-

proved for attending the teachings of a sceptic belching forth his

venom against the Gospel as he would for attending a Mission

service ? Did any of the oflacials ever declare that they saw no

harm in Mr. D'Eozio's tenets when expelled from the college, and
was not one of his leading tenets and one which he acknow-
ledged to have taught the non-existence of God ? Has posi-

tive and avowed scepticism ever been a barrier to the attain-

ment of any post in the college ? and has not Christianity ?

If such be the state of things, how can it be wondered at

that we should endeavour to unmask the system, or who
would wonder that other fruits should spring from it than those

to which we have alluded It is moreover asserted, that there

haveheen more converts from the college and from the Govern-
ment schools than from Missionary schools and labours. We
confess we have some knowledge of Missions and their converts,

but that with one or two exceptions, we know of no converts to

the Christian faith from the college or Government schools,

and these converts, if we are rightly informed, left the col-

lege infidels, and the mischief they had received there was more
diflScult of reparation than all the evils of heathenism ; it was not

their connexion with the college but the deep searching pungent
teachings of truth that caused them to exchange Durga for the

Cross. The view however suggested in this objection places the

advocates of the Government scheme in a curious position. It

either implies, that infidelity is the most effectual system for mak-
ing Christians, which is a consummation they do not desii'e, or

that the Government schools, be they Avhat they may, are the

most effectual instruments in converting the natives to the

faith of Christ, and thus, according to their own shewing,
tend to sap the foundations of the Hindu faith and strike

3 G 2
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at the root of the British rule in India,—both of which
evils are specially charged on missions and dejjlored above
all things that could happen. We ask where are these many
more converts from the Government schools than from mission

seminaries ? We suppose they are basking in Utopia, for in

Bengal they are assuredly not. Should they be in some terra

incognita we ask, was it the course of study pursued at the

college that led them to the Cross .'' We ask these questions

because we detest all claptrap arguments. We have no
objection to answer what we believe to be conscientious objec-

tions to the truth, but when a writer for the mere sake of

party puts forth such naked and impudent statements as this,

we answer it not because it merits an answer, but because there

are some minds on which even it may have its influence.

The same writer states that Mr. Trevelyan was put in pos-

session of some curious facts on this subject before he left India.

Of their curiosity we have no doubt. W e strongly suspect

that Mr. T. will at once on his arrival in England consign them
with other curious collections to the custos of the British Mu-
seum. We have occasionally had correspondence with Mr. T. on
this subject. In our last intei'view with him ; schools were the

subject of converse, but we heard nothing of the curious facts,

if by curious facts we are to understand, that more converts to

Ciiristianity have been raised from the Government schools and
the Hindu college than from Mission schools. To us it would be

pleasing were it so; the idea is pleasing, but alas ! the fact

makes it but a dream. Some of the schools we have seen, of others

and their influence we have heard from ditFerent parties, and our
experience gathered from many sources tends but to one centre,

and that a centre from which every thing allied to Christian

truth at once rebounds. The voice gathered from that experience

is, " Come ye out, and be ye separate, saith the Lord." May
every Christian hear and obey the voice before it speak another

language. As this position places the advocates of the Govern-
ment plan on the horns of a dilemma so they imagine they have
us in a corner covered with shame for our conduct. These wri-

ters, one and ail cry, proh pudor ! can you Christian Observers

call the Hindu College infidel and its examination unmeaning
when it was sanctioned by the presence and eulogy of the

head of the Christian church in India, as well as by the chief

Judge of the land. Why, say these writers, surely you were
demented; see in what a position you place the head of the

church—you make him the patronizer of infidelity ; or, revers-

ing the idea, they say. Did not the presence of these two ele-

vated Christians render the institution Christian and the meet-

ing Christian ! or at least it was a happy union of Christianity
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and Hinduism, Mulianiinadanisin and Scepticism^ In w and jyospel

than which nothing conld be more delightful ; nothing snivly can

be more puerile than such an attempt at imposing on a crednlong

public, yet we deign it a reply. No one can possibly have a

more sincere regard for the Bishop as a man and a ('liristi.iii

than ourselves; but we must enter our protest in tlie fust pl.ics

against the supposition that his presence gives to liie meeting

or its object the slightest sanction of the church of Ciirist in

India, except he be there in a delegated capacity. Moreover
the Bishop is not, nor does he claim to be, the iiead of the

church of Christ in this country. He is, and that justly, because

elevated to it, the head of the Anglo-Episcopal clinrcli in India,

but he does not in any one way represent either the Presbyteri-

an, Baptist or Independent sections of the one body of Christ.

What may be the views entertained by the pious of the Bishop's

own commnnion on his visit and eulogy on the occasion referred

to we know not, but this we know that at the moment it occurred,

but one feeling and that both deep and sad was expressed by
many of the good; nor has that feeling been lessened since it has

been seen what a use has been made of both by the advocates of

the Hindu College. If we are not much mistaken in our estimate

of liis Lordship's views, were he athome at this moment, we should

find him properly joined with the bench of Bishops and hundreds
of pious people, in opposing a very similar kind of semi-liberal

and popish system of education in Ireland and the father-land.

W e beg to be understood that we have but one feeling of sincere

respect for the Bishop, and that we offer these remarks only in de-

fence of our OM'n views of the subject. In the remarks in questioa

we are charged with using an ad captandum argument by apply-

ing to this Government the appellation—christian. If it is not,

what is it Is it not composed of Christian men, who profess to

act on Christian principles in all the relations of life ; ti)ey are

the representatives of a Christian people—it is looked upon by
the natives as a Christian government, and the natives, what-
ever professions may be made to the contrary, believe that its

first object is the accumulation of money, and the second the

conversion of India to the faith of Christ. They infer this

equally from the converting character of Christianity, and the

conduct of the former rulers of the land. If such a Government
so viewed be not Christian, what is it ? It is our firm, and
increasing firm belief, that if the Government were to avow
themselves Christian to-morrow, thousands of Hindus would
exchange Kali and Jagannath for Christ, and many Musalmans
would cast away the crescent and adopt the cross. We are not

anxious for such a step. We should deprecate it,—it would only

make hypocrites, not Christians ; but what we infer from it is
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tliat there is nothing to be feared from the natives from decision,

nothing from uprightness ; hut that from timidit}' and vacillation

every evil, hoth moral and political, is to he apprehended. One
otherstatemeut is, thctt more boys attendthe Government tlianthe

Mission Schools. We douht tiie accuracyof the statement. This
v e know that every Mission school and seminary has quite as ma-
ny pupils as it can support; and in most cases they could receive

many more, had they the means of instruction, and this too in

some cases at the very door of the Government school, and with
a perfect understanding that the Bible and Christianity are fully

taught. But were the fact otherwise would it be surprising.

Who has the patronage Who can provide situations for the

educated VVhich boy will have the preference, the Govern-
ment or Mission school hoy ? And it is to be supposed that

4he Government will give a more scientific education than the

generality of Mission schools. The Missionaries, generally

speaking, have taught their pupils the vernaculars, history, arith-

metic and the Christian faith, their object being to make, not
fops, but useful men ; not butterflies, but industrious and up-

right citizens ; there does appear therefore in the Government
school, to a native, advantages and inducements every way ; it

addresses itself equally to his vanity and his purse. But what
is the case ? Are Mission schools deserted ? No, they are

equal in number, if not superior, to the schools of Govern-
ment. They have succeeded where the Government establish-

ments have been little better than failures, and this chiefly

because the native was plainly told what his child would be
taught, while he equally knew that no means would be em-
ployed to insure conversion, but fair, open and candid mea-
sures. Of the College and the Government schools there is a
suspicion, not that they are Christian, but that they are calcu-

lated to induce libertine and expensive habits, and this too

gathered from the effect of the Hindu College on those who
have been sent to the college, for education by Mufassal Babus,

as well as by the Calcutta native gentry. We have heard

of a Mufassal Babu, and he is not alone in the feeling, who said

he would sooner send his son to the Ganges than to the college.

The Missionaries, it is said, should be silent about the cha-

racter or influence of othsr systems, since their own, and espe-

cially their preaching operations, have signally failed, and
that Dr. Duff has declared education essential to conversion.

It may not be generally known to our advisers, that the difficulty

is not to make converts, but to make them sincere ; the diffi-

culty is not to obtain numbers, but piety. Had the Missionaries

baptised all of an apparently respectable class who have applied

to them, they would ere this have had a numerous, though it
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is to be feared not an over reputable fnniily. We could our-

selves bave baptised many a decent youtb, it" we bad beld out

tbe promise even of support and protection, and some wbose sin-

cerity we bad no reason to doubt. But it bas been, and is tbe

fixed determination of Missionaries not to baptise a siiiole con-

vert, witbout fully explaining to bim all tbe j)rivations and suf-

ferings be may bave to endure for tbe cross. So far from em-
ploying coercion, tbe Missionaries do not use persuasion beyond
tbat of reason and scripture. If all were baptized wbo are

evidentially convinced, we believe tbe number would be great

indeed, but we require more tban tbis. We require manifest

and permanent evidence of a renewed beart and holy life. We
state tbis to cbeck in some measure tbat air of sneering triumpb,

wbicb pervades all tbe communications of tbese writers over

tbe absence of numbers. We may still state tbat it is matter of

deep grief to tbe Missionary, to witness thousands of bis fellow-

creatures passing off tbe stage of life without tbe knowledge
or hope of salvation ; but tbe mere turning them from nominal
Hinduism to nominal Christianity, would not make them a whit

more salvable. We leave tbese deep things, in tbe exercise of

a calm and unwavering faith, in the liands of tbat God wbo
allows, doubtless for wise purposes, equally the insults of apos-

tates, and tbe sneers of the scoffers, for tbe trial of that faith

which will ultimately overcome tbe world. The promise on
which tbe hope of tbe Missionary rests is sure. The seed be

sows shall not be lost. The history of early and modern Missions

proves tbis position. Tbe Missions of the South Seas were with-

out a convert for 20 years, and now, whatever sneer may be

offered, or whatever wickedness may try to mar the work, it is

evident tbat it has not been in vain in the Lord. In this country

we are perplexed but not cast down about Missions, for our

firm assurance is that when India is converted it will be as

though a nation were born in a day; and we are convinced that

there are many young men in Calcutta, even at this moment,
wbo only wait for tbe formation of a caste or section sufficient-

ly powerful to support and comfort each other, to declare their

faith in Christ. But amongst those of them, with whom we
have had intercourse, there have been none of the alumni of the

college ; from thence come scoffers and persecutors saying,

" Where is the promise of his coming We allow Dr. Duff

to speak for himself on this subject, a subject on which he has

been most wilfully misrepresented*.

* Is it too much to request the writer in the Literary Gazette, to have
the goodness to refer us to that passage of Dr. Duff's speeclies or pamph-
lets, which states that it is the Dr.'s opinion that education is essential to

conversion

—

Ed.
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The tiling on M'liicli nearly all the writers harp is the want
of cliaritif we display in speaking of the ediicntional plans

of Government, and the attacks of sceptics, and of a rabid

and recklens hostility to the educated youths of India. We
and our colleagues may be niistuUen in what we deem good
for the peo})Ie of India ; but be this as it may, we will yield

to none in sincere desire to make them permanently happy
nnd useful. We do not wish to speak of the Missionary
body in terms of enlogy and boasting,—we have no such
desire; but we may ask, Is there any other body in India

for the alone purpose of benefitting these people, without the

hope ofemolument or reward, and who are here, not as flit-

ting meteors, but who come and abide until driven away by
sickness or death? If this be their character and object, how
can the\' have a rabid feeling of hostility towards the very ob-

jects they come to bless ? Who broke up the sleep of ages in re-

ference to education ? Who without the sanction of Govern-
ment, nay in its very teeth, instituted not merely a few schools in

Calcutta, but throughout the length and breadth of the land ?

By what means has the Government been induced to take the

steps they have in reference to education ?—was it not owing to

the successful experiment of mission schools ? Would the natives

of India now possess the tide of education which they do, if

it, had not been for Missionary influence?—We believe not.

Who are the persons that visit the distressed amongst them ?

Who enters their habitations as a disinterested friend ? Who
tries to raise their females from debased habits ? Who in-

stitutes asylums for their orphans? Who?—Not the frothy

orators of j)ublic meetings, not the agitating demagogues nor

any of their organs? No, it is the Missionary, and we can

assure these writers that, had it not been for their influence,

the youth of India would have not only known their friends

(for that they do), but would have acknowledged them and have

been better friends both to themselves and their country. Mis-

sionaries are not however much surprised, either at the attempt

to create a bad feeling towards them in the minds of the natives,

or at the effort to take the crown from their heads. They have

been too much accustomed to the efforts of wily politicians or

interested persons, to throw in the apple of discord in their

peaceful circle, after years of pioneering and labour ; they are too

well accustomed, after years of toil have crowned their labours,

or when the tide of po|)ularity has run with the object of their

solicitude,—they are too well accustomed to see some blazing

and self-constituted patriot or philanthropist rush in, and in

conjunction with other but previously silent organs cry, " See

how benevolent we are, how marvellous are our works, we are
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the men." We are not surprised at the fact but at the impu-
dence, which uiakes an effort to excite a feeling of hatred iu

the minds of the party they seek to benefit, towards those

Tvho, through evil and good report, and without the hope of

other reward than the successful issue of their labours, strive

iu every way to compass the purpose they have in view. We are

accused by this same writer more than once ofa want of charity.

We suspect that charity with writers of this class, when con-

nected with Missionaries, means that a sneaking meanness under
which every insult is to be borne with patience, and every

calumny submitted to M'ithout a murmur or a sigh. VV"e do
toot so understand charit}'. The charity of the Bible, if we under-

stand it aright, is consistent with the most fearless expo^iure of

iinder-handed wickedness as well as of open sin, with the most
indignant refutation of calumnies aimed at the truth through
the infirmities of its advocates, and with the employment of the

strongest language which can be applied to conduct which is

brave till it is met, but cowardly when exposed, and which
adopts artifices to protect its enmity to the truth with which
that truth, from its very character, is not able to cope save by a
straightforward exposure of the flimsy friendship, or expressions

of it, employed in order to cover a deadly hatred to the cause of
God—Charity is consistent with all these. The Missionary, iu

becoming such, does not cease to be a citizen, nor does he merge
his courage or his manhood in his sacred functions. He still

feels as a man and a citizen, and though he must possess that

patience which suffereth long, there is a period at which
it becomes pusillanimous and mean to be silent. If we
put any right construction on the signification attached to

charity by these men, they would say, " You are taught to be
meek, therefoi-e be mean ; to bear infamy for righteousness' sakej

therefore let righteousness itself be trampled upon ; you are

taught if the one cheek be smitten to turn the other also, there-

fore lay open your character to slaughter ; let your motives
be impugned, your intentions and plans misrepresented, but
answer not a word. If you do you have not that charity which
believeth and etfdureth all things, and which thinketh no evil."

This is the estimate formed by such of charity :—it is not ours.

If the writers think to shelter themselves, their calumnies and
insults of the gospel under such a version of its charity, we
tell them they will be woefully mistaken. Towards every man
we bear only the feelings of charity in its fullest extent ; it is

Tfrith principles not men we contend ; not for a party, but for

truth. We are accused o/' sensitiveness in our own defence. It

is not often that Missionaries come forward in their own defences

atid that only when forced by peculiarly aggravated eircuiiv

VII- 3 H
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stances ; but were they as sensitive as their opponents, not a
week could pass in which they would not have to correct errors

or refute mistatements in reference to their work. How dif-

ferent is this to the conduct of their opponents, who, if' one
word be dropt impeaching their integrity or honor even by
implication, come down all armed and ready for the fray ! The
slightest implication of their motives is resented and accompani-
ed by every kind and degree of attack on Missions ; nor are they

ready to make the amende honorable by inserting our defence

in their organs or of allowing such documents, however convin-

cing, to influence their minds, or induce them to cease the re-

petition of oft-repeated, and oft-refuted calumnies. The animus
of the whole may be illustrated by a recent and striking fact.

Our contemporaries, with one or two exceptions, hrive been iu

the habit for several years of inserting in their columns every

scrap of intelligence from foreign Mission spheres which insinu-

ated any wrong doings on the part of the Missionaries. One of

these papers has especially earned to itself a notorious repute by
its bitter and scurrilous, its untiring but ineffectual, hostility to

every thing good,—a journal whose injui'ious effects, if its in-

fluence were equal to its size and intention, would be immense ;

but happily for truth's sake it defeats its own purpose by
its coarseness, bitterness, and misrepresentations. Recently a
work appeared containing a most virulent attack on the Cape
Missionaries,—a Mission this which had received the especial pa-

tronage of the journal referred to—which work was answered in

the pages of this magazine; this answer was honorably copied into

one of our contemporaries {the Englishman) and into one only,

though the whole press both religious and irreligious had joined

issue in giving unqualified approbation to the work containing the

charges brought against the African Mission. But the moment
this article appears in our page about the Government schools,

down come these individuals as the advocates of injured truth

and calumniated institutions, charging us in the course of their

defence with uncharitableness and all the other superfluities of

naughtiness of this wicked world ! We should have felt the re-

marks of our brethren of the pen, who crowned their efforts by
the recommendation of a work that made no bones either of pri-

vate or pviblic character, if they had manifested the slighest

regard for the character of those, who for a series of years it

had been their study to calumniate. What is to be inferred

from such a line of procedure but that the conduct of our con-

temporaries is marked by at least disingenuousness, if not by
something worthy a harder name? nay it proves more—that there

is evidently a strong sympathy between the opponents of Chris-

tian Missions and that part of the press alluded to ; and a sym-
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patliy equally strong and powerful between that press and the

Hindu College ; ergo, there is manifestly a hostility in both to

vital godliness which only wants the opportunity and power
to exhibit its bitterness and wreak its malice on that religion

which the professed liberality and toleration of the age pro-

tects. We are aware that there are honorable exceptions

both in the conductors of the press, and in the committee
of all the institutions referred to, as well as in their teachers ;

towards them we entertain but one feeling of the deepest re-

spect, though we think their views anti-scriptural and unwar-
ranted by other historical testimony. We say to them most
advisedly the parties with whom you are allied will work with
you, and cajole and compliment you, so long as the sacrifice of

principle is all on your side ; but once speak, and. they will

declare you incapable of acting under a liberal and univer-

sal-religion-patronizing board. So long as religionists can be
quieted by your presence without acting on your principles, it

is well ; but once act and you are the Jonah,—the lot will fall

on you ; you must be cast out to allay the fury of the storm.

Our advice to evangelical Christians is, Come out and be ye
separate ; let the dead bury their dead. Let us not add to the

other sins of the church the inetFectual effort to unite Christ

and Belial, light and darkness, God and Mammon.

VI.— W.''s remark on Editorial Note, page 343, June No.
To the Editors of the Calcutta Christian Observer.

Dear Sirs,

From the editorial note at the bottom of the Si.Srd page of the June No.
of your paper, it appears that you regarded the unpublished part of my
letter as of too personal a character to find a place in your paper. I am
sincerely glad that as you esteemed it so, you did not p\jblish it. For
I do regard the subject as too sacred and too dear to he injured by any
thing that would even seem to be of a personal character. As I wrote and
despatched the article in haste and did not hai)pen to retain a copy, I
will thank you to return me the manuscript that I may reconsider the
objectionable part.

I owe it to myself to say that when I wrote the article I had the impres-
sion that Mr. Mundy was the writer of the article signed " Cinsurensis"
in the Feb. No. And I am sure Mr. M. will not suspect me of having
any other personal feeling than that of kindness and respect towards him.
Long since the article was written a person of my acquaintance assured
me that it is not Mr. M. who writes under the signature " Cinsurensis."
In either case I had not the man but the subject befori; my mind in writing
the article. But I writhe under the thought of even seeming to treat any
correspondent of your paper in any other than a courteous aiul respectful
manner. Will you kindly give this a place in the C. C. O. as near to the
note at the bottom of the 34.3rd page of the June No. ag may be.

Allahabad, June 8th, 1838. W,
2 H 2
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VII.

—

Death, of the Rev. J. C. Rhenius of the Tinnevelly

Mission.

We are confident our readers will feel the same deep sorrow

on the perusal of the following information that we experienced

ourselves on its reception. We can but be still and acknow-

ledge the hand of the Lord.—Mr. Rhenius has left a widow and
nine orphan children wholh' unprovided for. The church of

Christ in Bengal and throughout India will, we are confident,

not allow this opportunity to pass without endeavouring to

place them beyond the reach of necessity. Fellow Christians !

we call upon you not to raise a cold and marble monument to

the memory of our devoted and beloved brother ; he lives in

hundreds of renewed hearts, which is his best monument ; but we
ask you to come forward in behalf of the widow and fatherless

children of one of the best and most devoted Missionaries India

ever saw. " Visit the widow and fatherless in their affliction."

We shall be happy to be the means of conveying any subscrip-

tion for this purpose to the conductors of the Tinnevelly Mis"
sion. 0(Xos.

We hope all our brethren of the press will aid us in this

effort. Let the subscription too be worthy of Rhenius.

—

Ed.

Extract of a letter from the Reverend J. J. MuUer, dated Patamcottah,

June 7, 1838.

" Perhaps yo\i have heard before this reaches you that my dear father-

in-law, Ml-. Rhenius, was called, on Tuesday evening the 5th June, from t}ii.?

vale of tears into his eternal rest. In my last letter I mentioned that he
was indisposed, the heat having of late affected his health more than at any
former period during an active life of 24 years in India. However, none
of us thought tliat his sickness was unto death ; his end was sudden and
unexpected. A strong determination of blood to the head, not only de-
prived him at intervals of his senses, but fell so powerfully upon the brain

that, within 3 hours from the commencement of the attack, all his suflFerings

were over. You will see from this that his death was caused by apoplexy.
"'

I cannot write much, my heart is bleeding ; sorrow has filled our souls,

not only on account of our loss, but also for the great work, which the
Lord has now left in our hands. 'J'he dear man of God, Rhenius, is dead !

Lechler is absent on account of his health, Schafter and m3'self are stand-
ing alone ; but the Lord is our helper and will glorify his strength in our
weakness. Do not forget us in your prayers, and remind others also of
the word of the Lord— '' it is more blessed to give than to receive." May
our good Lord strengthen our faith ! My dear wife and myself arrived
this morning from our station just in time for the burial, neither of u^
having seen his face any more. Mrs. Rhenius is wonderfully comforted.
The dear father has left a widow with 9 living children. But the Father
of the fatherless, and the Husband of the widow will provide for these.

1'he end of our dear brother was peace. His rest after the troul)les of life

will be sweet indeed, and his reward will be glorious ; he has sown bounti-
fully and will doubtless reap also bountifully. May God's spirit clirect m
pn4 may we be faithful unto death !"
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For the Calcutta Christian Observer.

The followinp lines pretend to no poetical merit whatever
;
they are given as a

simple and most literal version of a rather natural and pleasing episode extracted
from the first Book of the great Indian Epic, the Mahsbh4rat. They may prove
interesting to such as admire the simplest expression of natural emotions, and be
the more gratifying as proving, that even in Hindus the sympathies and affections

of nature have not been altogether crushed and destroyed by the blighting and para-
lyzing superstitions to which they have been enslaved ; but do, however rarely
alas I appear amidst even the most monstrous absurdities and the most demoralizing
details. A cannibal demon had made a compact with the inhabitants of a certain
city, who, to stay his rage from wholesale devastation, had engaged to supply
him with a daily ration of a single human victim, lu the rotation of the house-
holders, the lot for furnishing the supply had fallen on a Potter's family who had
hospitably received and entertained the wandering Kunti, mother of the Pandavn
Princes, and her sons; one of whom, the Herculean Bhim, slays the demon and
80 rescues not only his hosts but the city in which they sojourned. This is the ma»
chinery of the tale.

THE POTTER'S FAMILY.
Of rightful honors reft, of friends and home—'
By kindred cruelty, too long to roam
Compell'd, fair Kunti and her sons divine

Found shelter in a Potter's homestead shrine.

It chanced as with his mother mighty Bhim,
The rest abroad, discoursed their sorrow's theme.
Loud sounds of sore lament arrest their ears,

And for the moment still their own quick fears.

From where the hospitable hosts apart

10. Abode, the wailings came—the grateful heart
Of Kunti, on the instant, prompts to run
The cause to learn, who thus bespoke her son—
" We, by the Potter's kindness, in our need
Safe shelter found, from further roving freed :

Now be it ours to soothe his soul's distress.

And in his grief our sympathy express :

Since who is slow a grateful del)t to pay
Of aiding pity shewn in sorrow's day.

Justly of righteous gods accurst I know,
30. And doomed to future long-enduring woe."

Thus Kunti spoke—and as the mother cow
Bounds to the call of her poor calf's deep low.

So sped she, with a heart to pity prone.

That felt each sufferer's sorrow as her own.
Arriv'd, an instant at the door they pause
When thus the Host's sad speech declares the cause
Of his loud grief—" Ah me ! too true I spoke
When first my doubts of what might be awoke;
Too vainly strove to win you to niy mind

—

SO, So had this curst abode been left behind,
Where demon cannibals have pow'r to harm.
And each new day to stir a fresh alarm !

' But you, alas ! too loth from hence to roam,
And leave dear father, mother, friends and home.
No credence to my voice prophetic gave,

And now the vengeance comes j from which to save.
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Dear ns I love you, not a hope appears,
Not one device relieves my growing fearg.

My first-loved wife, faithful and good and true,

40. My children's mother and my all are you.
Through many a year a source of sweet delight—
And, ah ! that darling infant, to my sight
So sweetly precious ! must from thy fond arms
Be torn ! His little life, mid rude alarms
And piercing sorrow spent, too surely waste,
I'ill from those grasping arms he quickly haste,
To cruel death an early prey ! And I,

Bereft of thee, ah ! whither should I fly ?

The world a howling wilderness would prove,
&0. Without the soL'ice of thy sight and love ;

Thy deatii were harsher living death to me;
I i)reathe no more if once depriv'd of thee.
E'en were I base enough myself to save.

By yielding thee to find a cruel grave
Within the fiend's devouring jaws, my shame—
(And who regards it not, of human name?)
My deep and burning shame no place could hide—
And what is life uncheer'd by virtuous pride !

Ihis fair-haired beauty, our sweet daughter here,

60. To make the sacrifice—the thought is fear

More horrible than e'en the deep disgrace
Which, thence arising, must infect our race.

A daughter's birth is full of hope to those
Who in the dark abodes of Yam repose ;

Ancestral ghosts, who hail the joyful day
That gives her to a husband's arms away.
In anxious prospect that from her blest womb, "

'J"o cheer the gloomy sadness of the tomb,
A holy offspring may be born and give

70. 'I'he funeral cake, and they in Swarga live.

Her in the demon's opening jaws to throw-
Away with life at such a cost ! Oh no !

Myself alone will to the foe depart"

—

Here thought's sad utterance checked by grief of heart.

He could no more—his swimming eyes waxed dim ;

He wept aloud and she too wept with him !

At length found pow'r awhile the faithful wife

To speak her lofty purpose—"Why, my life.

My dearest lord ! Oh ! why those thoughts conceive

80. Of deepest sorrow ?—No, thy wife, believe.

True to the faith to you, to those she owes,

(Dear pledges of our love,) to save them goes.

Live, live in peace, their sole protector now,,

At once their father and their mother thou !

In thee thy household's safety e'er must lie :

In thee / live and in thy death I die
;

Survive I could not : while yon laughing boy
And lovely daughter, reft of every joy.

Orphans, to sorrow born, must roam the world,

90. From height of bliss to depth of mis'ry hurl'd !

Or, should the cruel fates yet bid me live.

Whence could my feeble arm gain strength to give
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The food that should their gentle lives maintain?
Oh no !—my husband, for their sakes remain.
Tliink of thy mourning widow, day by day,
And orphan babes, to want and shame a prey !

Lur'd by tiiy sweet girl's beauty, some low boor.
His ready gifts all powerful with the poor,

Should buy her to his arms—and this our son
100. A beggar doom'd, alas ! must early run

To evil courses for his daily food.

And all untaught soon cease, too, to be good!
Then last, some wretch, with hateful lust inflamed.
Thy sorrowing widow, poor and all unclaimed.
Should forceful seize to feed his base desire.

Dire fate to me and them without a sire.

Each day new-pregnant with some keener woe ! .

It may not be, my lord, 'tis I must go :

Our loss unequal—mine may be supplied
;

110. Yours were destruction to all these beside.

Another wife, meet grief indulged a sj)ace.

Shall my small loss to you and these replace ;

For these you married, took a household's care-
Live then for these, let them your kindness share ;

A husband fit your daughter duly find,

Instruct your son, inform his early mind

;

Live and be blest to many a future year

—

For me, my date is past, my time is near !

When she is best and strives to do the most,

120. The highest excellence a wife may boast.

Is well her husband, while he lives, to tend,

And, reft of him, she lives to what good end }

But, if to serve him she short life resign,

Undying life and happiness divine

In heaven are surely hers—while here, beside.

Her pure renown builds up her race's pride :

For sacred truth declares, in many a page.

All deeds of worth that justify the sage.

Ascetic pains and prayers and vows to heaven,

130. And sacrifice and gifts to brahmins given

—

All yield their highest merit to a wife

Beloved, obedient, faithful through her life ;

Her husband's approbation chief desire

That fills her bosom, prompt with nothing higher.

I go then, dearest lord, to meet my fate

;

May every blessing on your steps await
!"

Thus spoke she and the stream of sorrow fell.

To part with him and them she loved so well.

He on her neck, with equal anguish torn,

140. Dissolved in woe, wail'd loud as one forlorn ;

In mingled stream ran down the swelling grief,

'Twas misery all and hopeless of relief !

As thus in agony of soul they wept.

Their youthful daughter nearer gently crept,

And, with a purpose like their own, she said

—

" VVhy, dearest parents, mourn as hope were fled?

Compose awhile your griefs and list my voice
That bids your bosoms once again rejoice.
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Shouldst thou, my mother, glut the demon's rag^,
150. Oh ! then, this bosom teems with sure presage^

Thy smile unseen, thy wonted care unprov'd.
My brother too from earth were soon removed !

Yes, this dear boy would, ah ! how quickly fly.

And with him all our race's hope should die !

Stay then, my mother ! oh ! for his sake, stay—
A daughter, I must soon or late away ;

By all resistless fate's too sure decree.

To otiier hands to pass is fix'd for me ;

Or living, to a husband I'm consigned

—

160. Or now to demon's grasp and death resigned^
Then antedate awhile a loss must be.

And ye, my parents, are from danger fx-ee ;

While for the single joy in me that flies.

Shall many a daughter bless your tearless eyes !

Had fate ordained me further date, and given
A son

—
'tis he should have secured your Heaven J

Now I myself will dying save from hell

Whom well I love ; and so I go, farewell
!"

A filial love thus tenderly exprest

170. Gave keener point, in each parental breast,

To woe's fell dart, that thus at once struck all-
Each on the other's neck, in turns they fall.

Mingle their bitter tears, and loudly mourn,
£ach separate breast with common anguish torn.

His little heart unused to grief, the child

—

Beholding those so weep who ever smiled.

The cruel demon, as he learn'd, the cause

—

With infant courage all-instinct, quick draws
From off the ground a blade of straw, and cries-

ISO. " Fear not the demon—point him where he lies.

And with this staff my hands shall bid him bleed"—
(Nor doubt but he had heart to do the deed—

)

His childish rage and simple speech the while

Arrest e'en grief and make deep misery smile ;

Such blest relief may from a child's tongue flow.

To soothe a moment hearts all sore with woe !

Just at this pause it was kind Kunti came
'I'o pour her sympathy ; and from the dame
What yet she knew not learnt, her words had power

190. To kindle hope—like sweet nectareous shower
That falls upon the dead and lo ! he lives

—

So Kunti spoke and more than hope she gives.

At her behest the mighty Bhim departs

To slay the demon and rejoice the hearts

Of many a household, long to sorrow left,

196. And, like the Putter's, of sweet hope bereft.

CiNSUBENSIS.

15th May, 1837.
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1. - Missionary and Ecclksiastical Movkments.
We regret to aiiiiouiire the (ie;itli of Mrs. Yates, the beloved wife of our

esteemed friend tlie Rev. W. Yates, pustor of the Church meeting in the
Circular Road Chapel. She died at sea on hoard the Janet on the 22nd of
May. Mrs. Yates had been f(U- some time in a V'M-y precarious state of
iiealth, and sought its restoration by a sea voyage ; l)ut He wiio seelh not
as man seeth, ordained that>he should see ' the laud of pure delight,' not this.

'J'hus have our t"o Baptist brethren in tlie pastoral office beeri deprived
of their helpmates in one short month. Even so, Fatlier, for so it seemed
good in thy sight!—The Rev. G. Pearce is obliged to proceed to Entrtand
for the recruiting of his shattered constitution. He is (D. V.) to
proceed upon the Larlcinx.—The American brethren, the Rev. Me-srs. Wil-
son and Caldwell, and Alessr^:. Morris and Ciaig, with tbeir families, left

on boats for the Upper Provinces on the 23rd of June.—We regret to an-
nounce the sudden death of the Rev. J. C. Rhenius of the German rinnp\'elly

Mission. He was a man full of the Holy Gliost and in labours more abun-
dant. " God moves in a mysterious way, his wonders to perform." " Be
still, and know that I am God."—Tlie Rev. J. Haeberlin has been appointed
by the British and Foreign Bible Society, their regular Agent and Secre-
tary in Calcutta. Mr. H. may be expected to arrive and occupy this im-
portant post at an early date.

2.

—

Liberality of the London Bible and Religious Tract Societies.

TJiese two noble institutions seem untiring in their benevolence to-

wards this country. The Bible Society has granted 1,000 copies of the
Sacred Scriptures in the English language to its auxiliary in Calcutta, and
the Religious Tract Society has forwarded 500 reams of printing paper
as a donation to- the Calcutta Tract and Book Society. 'I'he same Insti-

tution sent out a library of its books to the libraries of the Hindu, Mu-
siilman, and Medical Colleges, which have not been received, it l>eing de-
clared inconsistent with the fundamental principles of those Institutions

to admit Christian books into their libraries ! !

!

3.

—

Establishment of the First Missionary Society at Falmout.h,
Jamaica.

"Tempora mutantur ! '—A Missionary Society has been formed at Fal-
mouth, Jamaica, by the Baptist Missionaries. Who would have thought this

ten years ago .'' We <;ould scarcely bring ourselves to believe the fact were
it not that we have in our hands the jFVi/njoj/^A fo*/, with a full, true and
particular account of the speeches, operations, &c. May it be but the first-

horn of many similar Societies !

4.

—

Progress of Temperance Principles.

On Thursdaj' evening, June 14th, a public meeting was held in the Mis-
sion Chapel, Chinsura, in order to organise a Temperance Society in her
Majesty's 9th Regt. stationed at that i)lace. The president of the Society

Lieut. Farrant being prevented from attending by indisposition, the

chair in his absence was occupied by the Treasurer, Lieut. Field. Tha
resolutions were severally moved and seconded by Capt. Smith, Lieut.

French, Lieut. Edwards, W. H. Belli, Esq., G. Herklots, Esq., L. Betts^

Esq. and the Rev. G. Mundy. The interior of the Chapel was crowded to

excess; a considerable number being unable to gain admission, the windows
were thrown open and seats provided for them in the verandah, where they
were enabled to hear the addresses of the several speakers. "This Societv

VII. 3 I
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has commenced it operations under very promising circumstances. The
Commanding Officer has very kindly ordered a spare room to lie cleared

out in the Barrack compound which has been fitted up as a temperance coffee

room ; the exjieiiscs connected with it have been defrayed by liberal dona-

tions from the chaplain of the station^ the commandant, some of the

officers of the Regiment, and also from the gentlemen, at the stations of

Hoogly and Chinsura. several of whom have likewise contributed books

to form the nucleus of a Temperance Library.

Nearly one hundred pePsons, including officers, non-commissioned officers,

and privates forthwith gave in their names as membersof the Society which

is formed upon the principle of total abstinence from ardent spirits ; and it is

hoped that the imniber will be speedily and greatly augmented. We trust

that the blessing of God will permanently rest upon the efforts of tbi»

institution ; that it will be extensively successful in saving the individuals

for whose benefit it has been established from the degrading vice of intem-

perance ; and may we soon have the pleasure to announce the formation of

similar Societies in every regiment in India.

We have the reports of one or two Temperance Societies on our tnble

which we hope to notice in an early number, 'i hey have our most sincere

prayers for success.

5.

—

The iMsiKniAXE Emancipation of the apprentices in the West
Indies.

The motion of Sir George Strickland for the immediate emancipation

ef the apprentices in the West Indies made in the House of Commons,,
has, we regret to state, been lost by a small majority. It has yet to be
agitated by Lord Brougham in the House of Lords. The friends of eman-
cipation think that though they have lost the majority, they have gained

their cause. Four hundred delegates from tbe different anti-slavery com-
munities of the United Kingdom, had been sitting in deep council for

Upwards of three weeks in London. They had interviews with the minis-

ters, and a deputation of them waited on her majesty witii a i)etiti()n front

their constituents. The ministers evaded tlie real question, and induced
no hopes that the prayer of their petition would be granted. It is sup.

posed however, that the moral influence of their cause, togetber with their

numbers and the vast quantity of petitions from all parts of the kingdom,
will obtain for them that which humanity^ reason, and ^'Ustice equally

dictate they should obtain.

6.

—

The Oriental Seminary.
The annual examination of the Oriental Seminary was lield at the Towi>

Hall during the past month. It was a truly pleasing sight to w itness upwards
ef 500 most respectable youths, evidently vcell taught under the superin.
tendance of one of their own countrymen. The manner in which the first

classes acquitted themselves was very creditable both to teachers and pu-
pils. The whole reflects the highest credit on the worthy Babu Gourmohan
Addy the proprietor. He deserves the support of every well-wisher to native

education. We wish him aiul his Institution every prosperity during the
new year on which they liave entered. Sir E. Ryan presided and conduct-
ed the examination. We were sorry to see so few Europeans ])resent.

With the exception of the Rev. Messrs. Mackay, Ewart, and Boaz, D.
Hare and J. H. Stoqueler, Esqrs., Captain Richardson, and one or two others-

we saw no visitors save respectable natives:—of these there were many.
The i)upils gave upwards of eighty rupees, out of their fund for fireworks,

towards the sufferers in the upper provinces: this shows what kind of spirit

is inculcated on the scholars.
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7.

—

Native Society tor the Diffusion of Useful Knowledob.
We hfiveinuch pleasure in announcing to our readers tliat the Society, for

whosfe existence or continuance we expressed a doulit in the number for A-
pril, has lield two meetin<^s. At the first tlie Rev. K. M. Banerjee delivered

a discourse on the advantafies of the study of history. The account of the

last meeting we copy entire. It will always afford us satisfaction to find

that our fears are groundless and our prophecies unfulfilled in reference

to failures in similar attempts. We have but one desire in reference evea
to tiie meanest of these associations—that they may prosper. That our
fears were not groundless is evident from the fact that every similar So-
ciety has died away after a few months : may this have a different history.

Besides the \ isitorsat the last lecture, there were present the Rev. Messrs.
Lacroix, Pitfard, Dt^Rodl and Bradbury. This appears to have escaped the
notice of the reporter of the Daily News, to whom we are indebted for the
foUon ing account of the meeting.

" To notice the many attempts which tlie natives are making to emanci-
pate themselves and their countrymen from the thraldom of error and
vice, is a task which is not more obligatory upon us as a duty, than it is

entertaining as a pleasure. There are certain individuals who take no
delight in attending to the concerns of any but their own body, and who
accordingly do not much relish such articles in newspapers as treat of
native Indian matters. We confess, we cannot sympathize with such men,
for the disposition of our minds leads us strongly to interest ourselves in

the weighty concerns of the millions who inhabit this vast empire. If to

watch tiie progress of knowledge and civilization, even in the renvotest

countries on the face of the globe, be a duty which we owe to humanity,
how much more incumbent must it be upon us to review the interesting

'march of intellect' among our own neighbours ; the fruits of whose in-

dustry we daily reap from their ministering to our comforts in an infinite

number of ways, and in whose country we live so freely, although, as Eu-
ropeans and foreigners, we had no natural right to settle in their laud as

conquerors and superiors, it is therefore a principle with us to do all

that our feeble pen can effect, to encourage and help the work of Hindu
enlightenment : and it is owing to this reason, that we allude to the pro-
ceedings of the society for the ucqui.sition of general knowledge. A meeting
of this Society took place on Wednesday night last, at the Sungskrit Col-
lege Hall, when Baboo Raj Krishna Dey, a student of the Medical College,

delivered a discourse on Anatomy. He had Paley's Natural Theology in
his hands, from which he read a great many pages, and illustrated what
he read, as well by his own remarks, as by references to a figure exhibit-

ing the structure of the human body. His discourse was highly interest-

ing to those that sat near him, as he evinced very great familiarity with,
and appeared to have a thorough understanding of, his subject. His voice
was exceedingly low, and this prevented a great many who were more re-
moved from sharing in the pleasure of hearing him distinctly, or compre-
hending what he took considerable pains to demonstrate.

" After the discourse on Anatomy was delivered, Baboo Udoy Churn
Addy, Editor of the Sambad Poormchandrodny, made a speech in Bengalee,
deploring the sad neglect of this language among the Hindus, and recom-
mending several feasible means towards its cultivation. His speech was
very highly interesting ; both from the novelty of the thing, and the very
able manner in which he uttered it. His expressions were happily select-

ed from the vocabulary of Bengalee, and he evinced a very great know-
ledge of the art of what Cicero would call apte distincte ornate dicere. We
hope that the rising generation will be influenced by his advice and exam,
pie, and cultivate their own tongue ; of which they are at present most
culpably ignorant.

3 I 2
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" Baboo Udoy Churn Addy had no sooner concluded his speech, than the

attention of every one in the hall was suddenly attr.-iffed hy the loud burst

of an Hjipeal from another gentleman, who with a greater display of wordy
flourish than of rhetorical chasteness, came forward to support the viewa

taken by the Editor of the Poornaclmndrodny . with reference to the cul-

tivation of the Bengalee language, and attempted, with a mixture of good
and bad arguments, to impress upon the mind of his audience the duty of

learning their own language. He did not rest contented merely with sup-

piirtinfr his friend, hut continued to instruct his countrymen in the history

nf English civilization, and corrected some mistaken notions, with refer-

ence to Missionary schools, into which Baboo Udoy Churn liad fallen, un-

til, at last, the late hour of the night, and the disposition of the audience

to retire, put a stop to his declamation."

—

Daily News, Jane 15.

8.

—

Tfir Exportation of Natives.

It affords us the sincerest pleasure to witness the prominence which 19

given to this deeply interesting sui>ject—a subject involving the happiness

and freedom of thousands in India. From documents put into our hands,

• which we transferred to our contemporary, tht Friend of India, that they

might obtain the more speedy and full circulation, it appears that nearly

6000 of the inhabitants of Bengal have been exported under the appella-

tion of free laborers to different parts of the world, to be inducted by the

system of transfer into all the miseries of slavery. The nunii)er of females

exported is about 100, and those either the wives of domestics or women
taken from the very worst houses in Calcutta. From the said documents

and others in our possession, it is evident that the best intentions and most

active efforts on the part of the public officers here and at the Mauriti^is

are incapable, even when aided by the houses of agency, to prevent

the emigrants from falling a prey in the first place to the DufTadars

or crimps who plunder them here and send them away pennyless to the

scene of their labour; nor can the same vigilance prevent in many
cases the substitution by kidnapping of poor unwilling creatures for those

vcho have the sagacity and good fortune to escape the grasp of their

oppressors. ^V^e learn moreover that not only has the system extended

itself to Madras, and Bombay, but doubtless will now l)e, if it has not already

been, extensively practised at the more quiet coast ports. And not only this,

but these poor people have been re.shii)ped from the island of Bourbon and

Mauritius to Guiana, Sydney and places unknown. The fact is, if the

system be not checked, the Mauritius will become the slave mart of the

East. In two vessels laden with coolies from the Mauritius to Guiana,

tlie mo.-.t fearful mortality prevailed ; out of 24i shipped on one of the

vessels, 31 died, and in the other out of 92, 24 died. This quite eclipses

the horrors of the middle passage. Authenticated cases of cruelty prac-

tised during the voyages froin the Mauritius to Calcutta and back, have

been brought to notice through the pi-ess. And the abject and withered

state of the poor creatures at the Alauritius has been testified to by eye-

witnesses. Attempts, it would appear from a commercial correspondence,

are making to represent the hill coolies as monkeys, not men. How like the

abominable arguments used for years by the oppressors of the African tribes,

and how woi thy 1 he system they are designed to support ! We are not, how-
ever, ?o much influenced by individual instances of oppression, save as they

shew the animus of the system and of the parties engaged in it. We look

beyond the present, and believe that if an effort botli strong and persevering

be ni)t made -not for the modification of the trade, but for its immediate

prohibition— it will grow into a monstrous evil, which, like the slave ques-

tion, «ill have to be settled at the expense of the national exchequer, but

not before it has sullied the national homir. We have done what we could

in the matter. The momeat it comiueuced, we instituted a corre-
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Bpondence with the Society for the protection of the aborigines of British

colonii'* ill London ; with tlie friends of the slaves at Guiiina and Mauritius,

and in other jiiaces. We have visited some of the sliips conveying them to

tl»e different ports, conversed with tiie Captains and seen their accommo-
dations, tkc. hut what is this ? It only serves to convince us that unless

the masculine and humane efforts of Lord Brougham and his friends be
seconded and supported by all in every place, and in this especially,

jiolhing will be done. Tlie question, after a little ugitittion, will sleep,

und tlie hilt coolies be slaves.

Our advice is, petition equally the Governor General, and the British

Parliament. 'J'he former for the suppression of the traffic, pending a re-

ference to the Home Government* ; and the latter for the rescinding of
the fatiil order in Council sanctioning the trade. Let the petitions be laid

at all public offices, and places of worship, and receive the signatures of

our native fellow.subjects as well as those of every class of the commu-
nity. NVe would advise that several copies of the petition be drawn out,

and carried from house to house, the signatures can afterward be united
in one petition. We have confidence in the humane intentions of Lord
Auckland in this matter if the business be calmly and efficiently con-
ducted. May the friends of the coolie possess the wisdom of the ser-

pent, and the meekness of the dove.

9.

—

Formation of a Religious Tract Society at Singapore.
We learn from the Friend of India, that the friends of religion at Sin-

gapore, have formed a Religious Tract Sjoiety. The object of the insti-

tution is, to supply the inhabitants of the .Arcliipel igo with those little mes-
sengers of mercy. Religious Tracts. The Bible Society also is pursuing its

course with vigour. We hope much from the zeal and labour of our bre-

thren at Singapore. They possess a fine position, and may under the Di-
vine direction be the means of scattering far and wide the word of life.

10.

—

New Native Society at Simlah.
One of the native papers announces the formation of a Society at Sim-

lah ((Calcutta), for the purpose of encouraging the study of the vernacu-
lars. I his is excellent, we wish it every success. Teach the educated
youth to think of and study western science in their own tongue, and then
they will be enabled to diffuse abroad the blessings of knowledge to their
ignorant countrymen. Since this vvas penned the formation of another
Society is announced, called tlie Epistolary association. We hope soon
to see a Society formed amongst these young men for instructing poor
ignorant children, and for aiding poor destitute adults.

11.

—

Intelmgence from Europe, received via Egypt.
Communications from the Rev. Dr. Brunton, the Convener of the Ge-

neral Assembly's Committee on Foreign Missions^ intimate that the sum
of fifty thousand rupees, three-fifths of w hich to be furnished as a free con-
tribution from Scotland, and two-fifths to be raised by local contributions
in India, will be allotted to the important object of erecting suitalde build,
ings for the General Assembly's Institution in Bombay. Steps will be im-
mediately taken in furtherance of the work.
The Rev. Joseph Wolff has arrived in England from America. The

zealous missionary, who received Protestant Episcopal ordination on the
Western continent, is in a very poor state of health, and writes to his

friends as if anticipating a speedy termination of his earthly toils.

—

Bom-
buy Oriental Christian Spectator.

* This has been done by the Government since this was penned. The exportation
of coolies to the West Indies is suppressed pending a reference to Britain : but 3uU
we say agitate.

—

Ed.
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12.

—

German Foreign Missionary Society.
A Society under tliis title has just been formed, by a Convention of de-

legates from the German and Lutheran churches in the United States,
held at Ha}>arstown, Maryland. Rev. Dr. Schmucker of York, was
chosen President, and Prof. Krault of Gettysburg, Cor. Secretary.

" The Society is to operate in connexion with the A. B. C. F. M. and
will take under its immediate cai-e, Rev. J. C. Rhenius*, of Palamcotta, and
as soon as possible send fortli men from this country to four^ a new sta-

tion. Those who are able to judge, regard this as the beginning of great
things among our German brethren. Several hundred dollars were raised
at once, at the convention meeting, and the whole proceedings were in

the highest degree exciting and impressive. Tliough there are nianv des-
titute Germans in the country, yet there are others who have wealth and
can do much for the conversion of the world." Boston Recorder.—Ibid.

13.— Liberality of Wealthy Natives.
Jemsetjee Jeejeeblioy, Esq. has ofiFered, tbrough the committee of the

Bonii)ay Dispensary, the magnificent sum of one lakh of rupees, to the Bom-
bay Government, for tlie endowment of an hospital adapted to the circum-
stances of all classes of the natives, and upon the condition that his grant
bear an interest of six per cent, per annum. A wealthy Hindu of Cal-
cutta, has made a similar consecration of part of his wealth in connexioa
with the District Charitable Society of that place.

—

Jbid.

14.—Madras Auxiliary Bible Society.
The Seventeenth Anniversary of this Institution was held in the .Mis-

sion Cliurch, Popham's Broadway, on Monday, 5th March. The Chair
was taken by J. F. Thomas, Esq. Tlie Report, read by the Rev. F.

Spring, A. M., though in other respects a most interesting and encourag-
ing document, complained of a great depression of Funds, and of the exis.

tence of trying and painful difficulties in connexion with the translation

and revision of the Scriptures. Addresses were delivered by the Rev.
Messrs. Shortland, Cotteiil, Anderson, Spring, Hardey and Taylor, and
by A. J. Macleane, Esq.

—

Madras Missionary Register.

15.

—

Madras Religious Tract Society.
The Nineteenth Anniversary Meeting of this Institution was held in the

Mission Church, Popham's Broadway, on Wednesday, 21st February ; W.
Bannister, Esq. in the Chair. The Report, read by the Rev. J. Smith,
complained of embarrassment from the want of money and paper, and yet
exhibited an unprecedented distribution of Tracts. Large expectations
ai e entertained of augmented assistance from the Parent Society, and we
have reason to believe they will not be disappointed. After the reading of
the Report, addresses were delivered by the Rev. Messrs. Crowther, Day,
Anderson, Caldwell, and Dr. Scudder.

—

Ibid.

16.

—

Madras Auxiliary Wesleyan Missionary Society.
The Nineteenth Anniversary of this Institution was held in the Chapel,

Popham's Broadway, on Tuesday evening, February 6th. After prayer
by the Rev. R. Carver, W. Bannister, Esq. was called to the Chair, who,
in a truly catholic speech, opened the business of the evening. The report

for the past year was then read by the Rev. S. Hardey ; it was a ra-

ther lengthy document, but contained much valuable matter both as re-

gards information and sentiment. Suitable addresses wei'e then delivered

by the Rev. Messrs. Crowther, Smith, Hodson, Cryer, Carver, Best, and Dr.
Scudder. Tiie ])resence of five new Missionaries, who but <i few days pre-

vious had suffered shipwreck, imparted additional interest to the meeting.

Mr. Hodson's account of the new mission station in the Mysore country,

* How would this have rejoiced the good Rheaius, but he has a better reward.— Ed.
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was at once pleasing and encourafjinff. We are happy to find that tliis

Auxiliary Society has received such valuahle additions to the number of its

labourers, and we trust that our brethren may lon^ be spared, not only to

labour for souls, but also to witness tlie fruit of their labours in the con-

version of many to the truth as it is in Jesus.

—

Ibid.

17.

—

Mabtyrdoju in Madagascar.
By our last batch of periodicals from Etij^land we learn that the inf.int

church in Madagascar has been subjected to the severe oi deal of perse-

cution and martyrdom. The bitterness of relijiioiis hatred has liunted

out all tlie Native Christians in that island and condemned them lo confis-

cation of property and perpetual slavery. One of the female Christians has

suffered martyrdom for Jesus ; her name is Uafaravavy, a female in

good circumstances, who, during a period of eight or ten days, was im-

prisoned and tortured, b\it who remained firmly attached to the trutli,

and would neither imj)each her companions nor renounce her faith in

Christ, but calmly submitted to death by public execution, on August
14th, 1837. We cannot refrain, however, from transcribing a passage

in Mr. Baker's letter relating to this melancholy event.
" Never did a Christian martyr in the annals of the church suffer from

motives more pure, simple, and unmixed with earthly alloy. She had never

heard of any after-glory of martyrdom on earth. No external splendour

had been cast around the subject in her mind, by reading any lives of

martyrs. All was to her obloquy and contempt. Her own father and re-

latives to the very last accused her of stubbornness. The people generally

regarded her as stubborn, and worthy of punishment even on that account.

She had no earthly friends to support and cheer her. She was not poor in

outward circumstances, and by recantation and humbling herself to bi'g

pardon of the Queen, she might very probably have saved her life. But
her whole heart, as her letters testify, was filled with the love of Jesus.

She endured as seeing Him who is invisible. Her letters are composed
princi|)ally of passages from the gospels and epistles, and these, doubtless

under the influence of the Holy Spirit, were 'the entire support of her

mind in the last hour of trial.' If ' the blood of the martyrs is the seed of

the Church,' we may trust that Rafaravavy will not have died in vain4

She died directly and exclusively in defence of tiie Gospel."
We canot but record our firm conviction that this event will he for the

furtherance of the Gospel. Tertullian, in his celebrated Apology, could ad-
dress the persecutors of the first Christians in language wliich our faith too

may well adopt ;
" Proceed in your career of cruelty ; but do not suppose

that you will thus accomplish your purpose of extinguishing the hated sect.

We are like the grass, which grows the more luxuriantly the oftene*' it is

mown. The blood of the Christians is the seed of Christianity. Your phi-

losophers taught men to despise pain and death, by words; l)Ut how few
were their converts, compared witii those of the Christians, who teach by
example ! The very obstinacy with w hich you upbraid us, is the great pro-
pagator of our doctrines. For wlio can behold it, and not inquire into the
nature of that faith which inspires such supernatural courage ? Who
can inquire into that faith, and not embrace it Who can embrace it, and
not desire himself to undergo the same sufferings, in order that he may
thus secure a participation in the fulness of the divine favpur.^"
Nor can we belive that this occurrence will be less useful at home ; the

deep emotion and fervent spirit of praj er it has called forth, the godly-

emulation it has excited, provoking some to jealousy that they have
done and suffered so little for our Lord and Saviour, will produce a power-
ful reaction in favour of the cause of missions. Thus the wicked one will

be taken in his own craftiness, the wrath of man shall praise God, and the
rest of that wrath will he restrain.

—

London Congregntional Magazine.
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I.

—

The Visible Church ; or Suggestions as to one cause
oftlie apparently little success connected with Missionary
labour in India.

Tlie substance of Missionary work is to preach the " glorious

Gospel of the blessed God." In tlie diligent discharge of this

duty there are three important ends involved:— 1. Our own
personal discharge of duty—for, this " dispensation of the mi-
nistry is laid upon us —yea, "woe is unto me if I preach

not the gospel." 2, We seek to extend the glory of our great

Redeemer, making known to all men how able and mighty he is

to save, that they believing in him may glorify him too as a
Saviour :—that is, we desire to see our Lord glorified in the

work of actual, as well as proffered, salvation. 3. Our third

great end is, to see our sinful perishing fellow-men saved from
sin and wrath, and invested with life eternal. True conversion
from idols to God, from Satan to Christ, from sin to holiness,

from hell to heaven, from damnation to salvation, is the desire

of our hearts, the prayer of our souls, the labour of our persons,

the aim of our lives. In this result is the grand end of our
ministry fulfilled, and the travail of Christ's soul satisfied. It is

therefore but right and natural that the Christian Missionary
should pause and occasionally consider what progress has been
made in this work of conversion of souls to God ;—and if need
be, enter into fellowship with Isaiah when he said," Who hath
believed our report, and to whom is the arm of the Lord reveal-

ed ;"—with the holy and plaintive Jeremiah, " Is there no balm
in Gilead .'' is there no physician there ? why then is not the

health of the daughter of my people recovered —with the

blessed Jesus when he contemplated Jerusalem, in which he

had so long ministered, and wept saying, " If thou hadst

known, even thou, in this thy day, the things which belong unto

thy peace ! but now they are hid frona thine eyes !"—Now, is it

VII. 4 I
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not admitted tliat there is niucli cause to mourn over the state

of things in this land ? Has not tlie gospel been preached in

many parts of India, and those, generally speaking, the most
influential ? Have not many faithfnl servants of Christ lived,

testified and died in this land, especially within and around
this its metropolis ? Yet, is there not amongst almost all our

Missionaries a general complaint as to two trying circumstances :

3st, The comparative fewness of converts to the go*pel of

Christ ; 2nd, The general weakness of those few, with a small

exception?—Do not some suffer as much from anxiety and sor-

row about their converts, as others do from a Jeremiah-like

grief over the prevailing unbelief and impenitence of the uncon-
verted. These are things here taken for granted, because ad-

mitted by those who from age, experience and observation are

best entitled to speak on such a subject.

Now when there is a want of success in the work of which
God has said that it is his oiv7i, must we not immediately trace

this to a restraining of that divine power by which the gospel

is rendered effectual unto the salvation of sinners ? We may
enumerate a thousand circumstances operating as obstacles in

the minds of those whom we wish to convert to Christ; but we
can never mention any greater than that which is innate and
universal in fallen man, even spiritual death ;—there is in every

true conversion a resurrection from the dead—and therefore to

the power which overcomes death and produces life nothing else

can be difficult. The divine power is restrained—but why ?

This is a practical, a vital question—on the element involved

in it may be instrumentally dependent the salvation of millions;

and in this case, as in many others, a knowledge of the disease

may lead to the discovery of the cure. May the Lord our God
grant such a blessed result

!

In such inquiry we are not without precedent. The Old
Testament furnishes us with a multitude of examples. When-
ever the people of God were unsuccessful to any amount, and
prospered not as they, who had the Lord at their head, might ex-

pect to prosper, they were ever led to connect this disappointment

or defeat not with any thing in their enemies, but with some-

thing in themselves ; and that something invariably was sin.

It is needless to make quotations in a matter so well known to

every Old Testament reader. 'J'ake but these words as an ex-

pression of this principle ;
" Behold, the Lord's hand is not short-

ened that it cannot save, neither is his ear heavy that it cannot

hear;—but your iniquities have separated between you and
your God, and your sins have hid his face from you, that he

will not hear !" One evident proof of the truth of this principle

was, that whenever the ancient church of God acted upon it,
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and made confession and repentance of tlieir sin, then the Lord
was pleased to shine upon them and again to pro^iper them in

their ways and over their enemies. The Ciiristiari visible

church is n spiritual theocracij :—the Holy Spirit of God is said

to dwell in it, even as the Lord Jesus Christ is said to be "head"
over it ; without then walkinof abroad into the world, let us con-

fine our observation to the inquiry, is not the present state of
the visible church in this as in other lands sufficient to account
for that restraining of Divine power in connexion with the

churcirs operations amongst the heathen, over which we profess

to mourn ? Hy the visible church is meant here generally the

mass of baptized persons, not excluded by the church from its

privileges, or who have not themselves renounced their Chris-

tian Baptism.

L First then we assert as to the present state of the visible

church, taken as a whole, that there is no evident distinction

between it and the world

;

—they run iuto each other, and have
not 80 much as a boundary line between them. No doubt,

there are some divisions in the church, more pure than other

divisions ;—and there is a large remnant, a multitude of de-

tached individuals in all of these, whose garments are not defil-

ed : but we now speak of the grand mass who represent Chris-

tianitj-, and who both claim and receive the name of Christians.

Christ said of his Church, that "they were not of the world
even as he was not of the world"—that is, he identifies his

church with himself as to separation from the world. If

however the separation betvveen those two bodies has ceased in

practice, then there is a visible falsification of the words of the

Redeemer, and the very foundation of his intercession is declar-

ed before the world to be a lie ; and so the prayers of such a

visible church is obstructed by substantial blasphemy, and her

efforts, as a whole, are blighted by heavy guilt. Lidividuals in-

deed, whether men or churches, who protest against this state

of things and separate themselves from it, do deliver their own
Bouls aiid obtain a separate although limited blessing:—but

still, there lies the great mass of baptized persons, called Chris-

tians, the |)rofessed body of the Son of God, without any visible

separation from the children of Satati, the slaves of hell ! And
if Sampson will dwell with Delilah and sleep on her knees, it is

well that his eyes should be put out and his strength go from
him, until the men that feared him once now bring hiin forth to

make sport to their god : and is it not reasoual)le to expect

that, in so far as the spiritual subjugation of tlie world to the

church is concerned, that promised event, on a glorious or strik-

ing scale, should be delayed ujitil the churcii and tiie world are

seen as two opposing armies in battle array ?—When the visible

4 I 2
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church In Calcutta, or in India, shall shine forth In the heauty
of Holiness, and shall eject from her the world and its heggarly

elenients, then "ill the Lord look upon his redeemed Bride

as of old, and give her the nations as her dowry. But for God to

honour the mass of the visible chnrch at present, were to honour
the world too, and to permit Satan to wear the Redeemer's
crown for a season. True indeed, these observations are gene-

ral, and may seem indefinite ;—each body of Christians may deny
their application to themselves ; but still they are admitted, a3

a whole, and this is all that is here sought for. True also,

there is a faithful remnant in the Church ; and so there is a
corresponding remnant from among the Heathen granted to

them; yet this seems only to confirm our assertion, as to the

displeasure of God, and consequent withdrawal of His power
in conversion, being connected with the adulterous intercourse

of the Church with a wicked Avorld. Every one who sees

this state of things and who does not mourn over it, and
protest in his own sphere against it—who for tlie sake of his

own worldly interest, or ease of mind, or honour amongst men,
does wink at it, or excuse or justify it, is a partner in the

guilt which it entails before God, and is answerable in his place

for the awful consequences.

II. When we advance beyond that which is general to that

which is particular, we meet with a class of men adhering to

the visible church whom yet we can call by no other name than

that of Practical Apostates. They are men who have been

baptized into the name of " the Father, the Son, and the Holy
Ghost/' and who without ever openly renouncing that Baptism
or the name of Christian, have yet successively and practically

renounced all that is involved in true Christianity. Some of

these apostates deny the Deity of Jesus Christ, or make light of

it as an indifferent doctrine ; they barter the atonemerit of our

blessed Lord for the popularity of worldly reasoning ;

—

the per-

son of the Holy Ghost they blaspheme by denying liis existence,

save as a mere influence, just as the atheist would tell us that

God is but goodness :—His work of regeneration they scoff at

as unreasonable and absurd ; and the fruits of that work, even

true holiness, they nickname for their sport. They believe salua-

tion to be in any way that a man chooses to believe or imagine ;

and damnation is a word by which they blaspheme over their

cups, or at which they smile with scorn as at a child's bug-bear.

God himself they strip of all holiness and righteousness, and
then clothe their idol in a benevolence that smiles over sin, the

great plague and curse of the universe, and that will iutro-

(liice the vilest sinner without change into Heavenly gloi'y and
blessedness. Some of these men live in the perpetual viola-
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tion of tlie sahhath, making it a clay of secular business, of

literary occupation, of sensual enjoyment, of rural recreation
;

scorning the idea of any thing divine or sacred being connected

with tliat institution. The preacliing of the Gospel is to them
an occasional " Sunday theatrical" on which for some purpose

of curiosity or friendship they may at times attend; they join in

the posture of devotion, but with most God-insulting hypocrisy ;

they listen to the preacher, but with all the contempt or insen-

sibility of a conscience seared as with a hot iron. Some of

these men lead a life of whoredom or of adultery ; they boast of

their superiority to the ordinary laws of morality and endeavour
to propagate their sentiments by the licentiousness of their pro-

ductions or conversations. Intempei*ance too, and a glorying

in its effects, are not uncommon among such ;—to be excited

by wine, and to brutify an immortal soul ; to speak under such
circumstances, the words of profanity, ribaldry and blasphemy,

and afterwards to repeat and embellish all these by the

tongue or by the pen, are with them, but as " the ox drinking

water."—How many of these men are to be found in society,

who would not for a moment be supposed to be unbaptized

—

who in common parlance are called Christians—who will demand
Christian Baptism for their infants, aye and obtain it too with-

in the visible church—who sometimes, if they desire it, may be

found at the table of the Lord, " eating and drinking damna-
tion to themselves," and bringing wrath upon the church that

wilfully admits them. " These filthy dreamers defile the flesh,

despise dominion, and speak evil of dignities, what things they
naturally know, as brute beasts, in those things they corrupt

themselves. Woe unto them ! for they have gone in the way of

Cain, and ran greedily after the error of Balaam for reward, and
perished in the gainsaying of Core. These are spots in your
feasts of charity when they feast with you, feeding themselves
without fear : clouds they are without water, carried about with
the winds ; trees whose fruit vk'ithereth, without fruit, twice dead,

plucked up by the roots, raging waves of the sea, foaming out

their own shame : wandering stars to whom is reserved the
blackness of darkness forever. These are murmurers, com-
plainers, walking after their own lusts and their mouth speak-

eth great swelling words, having men's persons in admiration
because of advantage. These be they that separate themselves,

sensual, having not the Spirit."—Such is the picture or image
of these practical apostates given us in holy writ ;—how true

it is, let observation tell. So long as such men exist within the

visible church, and so long as they are not spoken, written, and
acted, against :—so long as it is tolerated to call them Christians,

and they are permitted to enjoy any of the seals of such :—
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so long as Christians seek their company, desire their partner-

ships, promote their influence, encourage tlieir efforts, or enjoy
their productions :—so long must the visible church, before the

heathen, and in the sight of God, be considered as identifying

itself with a gross and abominable apostacy. And is there not
reason to fear that this is done to a very great extent ? Look
and see !

III. Within the circle just described, do we not find next

in order professing their adherence to Christianity, a class of

gross hypocrites. Those are men who are ever ready to pro-

fess Christianity as their Creed, when pressed on the subject;

—who profess faith in its doctrines, and admiration of its

precepts. They generally also declare their approbation of

its institutions, and their willingness to promote its ends.

They say, that they are well-wishers to the " good cause," and
desire to see it flourish every where, and that it is their decid-

ed wish to see all their fellow-men under the influence of what
contributes so much to the welfare of society as "our religion"

does. These men will generally attend the House of God
once on the Lord''s day, and profess so deep an interest in what
they have heard as occasionally to enter on a minute criticism

of all they have heard ; and in granting such attendance, they
even express a deep and beneA'olent interest in the effect of
*' good example" upon their inferiors in age, rank, and religion ;

and, would not hare it supposed that it is because they need
instruction, or are dependent on the ministers of Christianity,

that they vouchsafe such formal or occasional attendance. The
Bible is a book to be found in their libraries, or splendidly

bound on their drawing-room tables ; and on the same principle

on which the jewelled cross is now become the badi^e of show
and riches, on the persons of those whose love of Nin and the

world it is at the very moment condemning ; so may the Bible,

clothed in purple and gold, be seen shining amidst the multi-

farious ornaments that load the tables and cabinets of the "un-
profitable servant," and the " unjust steward." These men of

whom we speak, and who are held in high esteem amongst
ii.any, are still but gross hypocrites. They love not God in their

hearts—not tliey—they know not even what it means to love

this invi.sil)le Being. 'I'he world is their supreme God—from it

they take law, and by it they are guided. That world is their

arbiter, and not God. Take an example too often occurring:

fuppose two men., (for surely such barbarians are not gentle-

meyi) would run tlu- risk of God's curse and eternal damnation
by subjecting tllenl^elves to murder and suicide in the set-

tleineiit of some silly quarrel; sucli hypocrites on hearing of

it will thus talk, saying, " Certainly duelling is bad, aud w©
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wish it M'ere done away with, hut in the meanwhile snch is the

custom of society, and a man rmist conform to it, or else sutFer

the penalties attendant on violating the laws of Honour—what

can he do ?" That is, these hypocrites blaspheme God by insi-

nuating, that his laws are dishonorable; for, that obedience to

them certainly is so ; yet they profess to other men, on other

occasions, that they hold Christian morality to be paramount.

These men love not Christ in their souls—that is a matter of

which they think not. Gold is their beloved object, their

Christ ; for this they labour alone ; night and day are their

thoughts occupied about it ; concern about the preservation and
increase of property takes the place of all thought about the

salvation of the soul from sin, and of the person from Hell.

The absolute and unceasing right of God over the manner of

obtaining their property, they do not in practice recognise,

whilst they call Hiiu " Lord" with their lips. To be enriched by
the vile abominations of Indian idolatry and the sacred prosti-

tutions of the temples, involves to their seared conscience no
matter of doubt ;—to be enriched by the sale of a murderous
drug, involving the prolonged deaths of myriads or millions

in the designed use of it, and the possible murder of many
more who are bound by the laws of another empire to prevent

by force its introduction there—to be so enriched, is to them a
matter of course ! Oh gross hypocrisy ! these men profess to be

Christians ! Followers indeed of the Son ofGod, who in his love

for our bodies and souls died for us .'—But, to be brief, consider

the violent unsanctified tempers of some of those men ;—and
the slow, smouldering, and cherished revengeful disposition

of others;—consider their proud, haughty, and overbearing be-

haviour to their inferiors, and their deceitful, mean and fawning
deportment to their superiors ;—consider how they will praise

and condemn the same characters in different circumstances ia

order to promote their own objects ; and how they will profess

devoutness and attentiveness in the house of God, and manifest
immediately afterwards the most thorough repugnance to all

that is holy by turning their eyes, their ears, their lips, their

hands to that which is carnal and worldly. Behold their

total indifference to the spiritual condition of those who are
perishing around them, and their utter insensibility to the

cries of eternal misery sounding in their ears—how they arrest

all reasoning as to whether there is more safety in a dying,
accountable and guilty fellow-creature entrusting his eternal

destiny to his God and Saviour Christ, to a sinful Impostor
Muhammad, or to a devilish non-existence Krishna !—weigh all

these things, and say whether those men in whom tliey are
found be uot indeed gross hypocrites, in making any pretensions
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to the Christian name—and whether a visihle church, which
has it in lier power to know and expose such men, is not
identifying herself with gross h3 pocrisy in the sight of Cod,
so long as she tolerates either publicly or privately their right

or claim to Christian name or privilege. Hear the Spirit of God
by the Apostle Paul—" I wrote unto you in an epistle not to

company with fornicators : yet not altogether with the fornica-

tors of this world, or with the covetous, or extortioners, or with
idolaters ; for then must ye needs go out of the world : but
now I have written unto you not to keep company, if any man
that is called a brother be a fornicator, or covet<nis, or an idola-

ter, or a raiter, or a drunkard, or an extortioner— with such
an one, no, not to eat r Is this clear and ex[>licit canon acted

upon privately and publicly, within the visible church in India ?

Let us again look and see !

IV. Next after the class just described we find a class

•whom we can call by no other name than that of wretched
backsliders. They are generally speaking an unhappy race

of men ; they feel that they are fallen and degraded from a
former condition ; and their conscience at the same time smiting

them with a sense of guilt they are in spite of every painful

effort which they make ever wretched in their minds. They
have still habitual convictions of truth and duty, but they love

not their own convictions, therefore they fly from them to the

temporary expedients of the world around them. They go
therefore into company which they do not love, they seek

amusements which they do not approve of
;
they enter into a

sort or amount of business to which they have no heart, and they

yield themselves to a kind of reading which they condemn
even whilst they are its victims. They go to the house of

God, but they dread what is faithful, and tiiey cannot appro-

priate what is gracious ;—they are attracted by the pure Gospel,

and yet feel as if they would escape from its power. Prayer,

as to the form, remains ; but it is a palace in ruins : the read-

ing of the Bible has not ceased to exist, but it is like the

fitful flickering of the dying candle in its socket. Christian

society is preferred in conviction, but shrunk from in practice ;

and when it is accidentally encountered there is a cold reserve

in manner, and a strange inconsistency of topics. They have

too much of their former religious habits, for the world to hail

or confide in them ;—they have too much of the world's ways
and words, for true Christians to love them or to trust them ;

—
and in the consciousness of meriting these things, they acquire

a painful habit of suspicion and distrust, and are constantly

tempted to a twofold course of hypocrisy—on the one hand to

sacrifice their convictions for the favour of the world, and on
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tlie other to disguise their experience for the fellowship of the

church. Now what is the effect of all this ? It hriiigs dishonour

upon the Christian name to see a man thus oscillating like a
pendulum., thus wavering like a wave of the sea, as if in

Christianity there were no certainty of truth, no reality of

experience :—as if it were not peace for the conscience, joy for

the heart, light for the understanding, love for the Avhole soul ;

but only a mass of cold, chilly, dark, dreary, miserable con-

victions, misgivings and self-upbraidings. Does it not lead to

slanderous and most injurious insinuations against the religion

of our Lord and Saviour .Tesus Christ, to see men who in their

professions identify themselves with that blessed One, incon-

sistent in all their ways, miserable in all their pursuits ; seeking

happiness from Mammon and from God, and obtaining from
neither ;—now going to the theatre with the " fools that make
a mock of sin," and then to the church, with those who mourn
over it;—now giving of their money for the diffusion of the

Bible and the Gospel, and then expending their property on the

billiard table, and the horse-race ;—now sitting down to receive

bread and wine at the table of the Lord with miserable mi,s-

givings of soul, and then going forth to join the intemperate

and unclean and to pledge theni in the " cup of devils," amidst
the secret upbraidings of their soul ;—must not the sight of all

this be to the manifest dishonour of Christ, and to the increased

unbelief of many worldly spectators. And how many such
persons exist amongst us ^ men who ere they came to this land
had apparently dedicated themselves to God? who seemed to

themselves, who were deemed by others, true Christians ?

Avho were at least externally scrupulous, so as to leave no trace

of suspicion against them—but who have forgotten and forsaken
their " first love," and who are now pressing down the visible

church with another load of guilt under the aggravated form of
"wretched backsliding —Why are not such men dealt more
faithfully with ? True, it is difficult to detect and convict such

—

but is all done that could be done ? Are they discountenanced
and warned as they might be ? Does the Lord's Table, does
the Baptismal font, bear witness to this ?—Let us search and
try, lest we be guilty in this matter.

V. On advancing a step further we discover a class of
inanimate professors. These seem in a state of religious vege-
tation, so much so that they might be designated Christian

vegetables. They have a name, they make a profession of
religion, they exist passively in the midst of its forms and
services ; they read, they sing, they pray, as others do :—when
their company is favorable to religion, they will join in its

favour ; when religion is attacked, they are either silent, or
vn. 4 K
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they endeavour to explain away to make peace ; they will

venture to speak of ''good ministers," excellent sermons, " valu-
able institutions," " most interesting publications" in religion—
sometimes they will venture, perhaps, in a half whisper, to drop
a remark upon the innate wickedness of men, the providence
of the Almighty, the great benefits of Christianity, the im-
portance of being religious, the desirableness of Christian

education ; but such is usually the limit of their spiritual

activity. Thus do they live from year to A'ear, going thi-ough

a round of forms, phrases, and notions that seem to profit

nothing ; they are called Christians, and we cannot do other-

wise than treat them as such until by some overt acts they
declare that they are not what they profess to be ;—but still

hke "border-men" they leave in our minds a painful uncertainty

as to what side they would be found to join, suppose any war-
fare to arise for Christ's sake. Where is the personal devoted-

ness of these men to God ? Can any man discover it by word
or action ? Where is their personal love to Christ, of whom
they profess that by his blood they are redeemed from eternal

perdition ? Do the world ever suspect them of any such wild

and enthusiastic love—have they any grounds for suspecting

them of it ? Where is their total surrender of themselves to

the inhabitation of the Holy Spirit, and where is their humble,
contrite and circumspect submission of themselves to his in-

ward grace and guidance ? Would men ever know from such

persons that there is a Holy Ghost ? Do they ever manifest to

the people of the world any thing like separation of heart and
nature from their follies and vanities ? Where is their activity

on behalf of God's cause in the world ? Do they ever make any
personal exertion in the matter ? Nay the whole world of men,
women and children may pass into eternal damnation for them,

unless a few religious phrases, or a few unneeded rupees, can

save them ! Poor formalists, lifeless professors, what a poor life

ye lead ! like the shellfish in the bottom of the ocean, like the

lichen on the surface of the stone ! see ye not what guilt ye

contract by this low course of yours ? Are ye not telling men
that ye are Christians, and do they not look to you for living

Christianity ?—they look then to the record of your religion,

and turning to you again they say, " Your religion is a lie,

either in yourself, or in your book !"—Is it a light thing to

bring suspicion on the word of God, that it is only a directory

for a lifeless profession ; or upon the cross of our Lord Christ,

that it is but the symbol of cold formality and sinful compro-

mise ? Nay lift your eyes once more, and behold him who
suffers there, and whose name you have assumed ; behold the

inextinguishable love to God, the unexhaustible compassion

for man, the inconceivable hatred of sin, the unflinching opposi-
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tion to the world, and the unquenchahle thirst for the joy that

was set before him at his Father's right hand ;—behold these

eonsiuning the man Christ Jesus on C/ilvary—there behold thy

standard—thence learn thy sin—from thence gather thy guilt

as a lifeless professor—then count up thy guilt to this hour

from the beginning of thy profession ;—and then say, is not the

visible church of which thou art a member—perhaps a high

official one too—loaded and encumbered with a mass of such

professors as thou art, and is she not therefore oppressed with

corresponding guilt ? Let us search and try.

VL Lastly, we come into the innermost circle of all, con-

sisting of that remnant who not only do love and fear the Lord,

but who give scrij)tural evidence of their genuine Christianity

before men. Here our souls are happy to find the image of

Christ, the fruits of the Spirit, the nature of our Heavenly
Father manifested in a thousand forms amongst the company of

our brethren. Here we find spiritual ministers, godly elders and
deacons, holy and faithful church members—persons in whose
converse we have communion with Christ himself. They are

indeed a remnant—we fear a very small remnant—^but they are

proportionably precious in our sight—and we rejoice in believ-

ing that they are the salt of the church, the seed of the tree. But
even, amongst this blessed number, is there not much to dis-

please their heavenly Father—much to prevent his smiling

openly upon them, or rewarding them publicly ? Is there not
much to draw upon us his rebuke, and to cause him to restrain

even from his own people, even in their dearest objects and
highest and best undertakings, the power of his Spirit ? Is

there not a falling away in secret personal prayer ? Is there

not a neglect of the habitual private reading of the scriptures ?

Do not too many give way to unholy tempers, to unchristian

language, to inconsistent expressions of wrath towards our
degraded fellow-creatures in this land ? Are there not other

evident besetting sins, as the love of money, fondness for shew,
vanity of manner, lying in wait for praise, undue devotion to

worldly hterature, sectarian excUisiveness, ecclesiastical haugh-
tiness, worldly gossiping, forgetfalness of the sabbath, fraternal

jealousies, &c.—are there not these, and other such besetting

sins to be found, amongst those who are clearly and undeniably
disciples of Christ ? And are those sins mortified and denounc-
ed as they ought to be ? Is there humility or contrition of

spirit on account of them Let us consider and examine how
it is with us in this matter ; even on the supposition that we
are children of God, let us search our ways and see whether
we are not individually adding to the heap of guilt already
accumulated from other quarters. True, we may be personally
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justified, and yet be ecclesiastically condemned and punished

in this present life ; we may be built on the foundation Christ,

and yet the multitude of our works may be consumed as wood,
hay and stubble ; we may ourselves be saved, and yet God in

His displeasure may refuse to honour us in the salvation of

others. Oh that the people of God would remember that one
wedge of forbidden gold in the whole camp may cause Ai to

prevail after Jericho has been taken !

What is our conclusion then from the whole of this state-

ment ? It is this :

—

I. That the Visible Church amongst us is in an uuscriptural

and unchristian state in many respects ;
containing within her

pale, the baptized world, practical apostates, gross hypocrites,

wretched backsliders, lifeless professors, and too many inconsis-

tent christians :

—

II. That God cannot but be displeased at this state of

things in His Visible Church, especially in the sight of the

Heathen, by whom His holy name is every day blasphemed
because of these things :—and that being displeased, He with-

holds that power ©f His Holy Spirit by which that Gospel

(which is the Spirit's special ministration) is left ineffectual :

—

III. That however it may please God In His great mercy
to honour individual persons or churches with a measure of

success for reasons righteous and approved in His sight; and
however he may be pleased to manifest His grace in places

where the inconsistencies of His Visible Church are not seen,

that in general, and especially in this vast metropolis, we have

no reason to expect any sigyml interposition of Divine power
until there be a revival, reformation, and renewed sanctification

of the Visible Church of Christ in this land :

—

IV. That it is evidently the duty of all who would not be

found hindering the conversion and salvation of their perishing

fellow-men, to look first to themselves and not to the heathen ;

—

to put away every thing that is displeasing to God ;—to pro-

mote the same work among all to whom their influence as men
or ministers extends, as they shall answer for it to God at

last;— that so the mountains being levelled and the valleys

exalted, the voice may at length be heard, " Behold thy God
" O Lord, though our iniquities testify against us, do thou it

for thy name's sake ; for our backslidings are many ;
we have

sinned against thee. O the Hope of Israel, the Saviour there-

of in the time of trouble, why shouldest Thou be as a stranger

in the land, as a wayfaring man that turneth aside to tarry for

a night ? Why shouldest thou be as a man astonished, as a

mighty man that cannot save ? Yet thou, O Lord, art in the

midst of us, and we are called by thy name ; Leave us not 1"

J. M. D.
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II.—The State of Converts from Idolatry a Motive to con-
tinued Exertion and Prayer.

To all who are endeavouring to promote the kingdom of Christ in India.

To the Editors of the Calcutta Christian Observer.

Dkar Brethren,

During the last forty years the claims of the idolatrous inhabitants

of India, arising from their moral and religious condition, have been
frequently and powerfully pressed on the attention and sympathy of

the Christian Church. Appeals have been made and responded to in

the raising of funds—the sending forth of missionaries—the transla-

tion and circulation of the Scriptures—the preparation and dissemina-

tion of religious tracts—the establishment of Christian schools—and
the extensive preaching of the gospel throughout many parts of this

large and populous country. By the blessing of God on these means,
much divine knowledge has been diffused—many persons have been
converted,—and the gospel continues to prove mighty, through the

Spirit, to the pulling down of the strong-holds of idolatry, and to the

gathering in of souls to the Redeemer. For these things we ought to

thank God, and, from these tokens of his mercy, to derive encourage-
ment to proceed with renewed energy in our work of faith and labour

of love, till all know the Lord, from the least to the greatest. Much,
very much, is still to be effected ; and we ought in no respect to per-

mit what has been done to render our minds seemingly blind to the

almost all that remains to be accomplished ; or to induce us to ima-
gine that we may now, if ever, safely leave the work in the hands of

the converts, in the assured hope that they will carry it forward to its

completion. In my humble opinion the state of the native converts in

this country, to say nothing at present of the condition of others,

while it ought to excite in us the most fervent spirit of praise to God
for his mercy to them, should in an especial manner teach us that a

vast amount of missionary labour, faith, and prayer is still required,

in order that what has been gained may not be lost, and that the de-

sired consummation, the conversion of this entire Continent, may be
fully and speedily realized. This is what the Christian Church, I

trust, aims at, and, in obedience to her Lord's command and depend-
ing on his aid, wishes to accomplish. The principles and conduct of

many converts, if we view things in the broad light of divine truth,

afford abundant evidence that the people of God have not hitherto la-

boured in vain, and in connexion with the promises of scripture, they

have the most heart-cheering encouragement to proceed in their work
of beseeching men to receive the offers of mercy. But as conflicting

opinions are entertained respecting the real state of native converts,

and the part they are prepared individually to act in the moral rege-

neration of India, I take the liberty of making a few remarks on these

subjects, and of submitting them to the serious consideration of the

Christian public. In doing so, I intend to confine my observations

entirely to the case of converts from heathenism. Not that I view

converts from Muhamraadanism, Judaism, or Popery, as havjng no
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claims on tlie Churches, but solely from the simple fact that among
such I have had no personal experience. The state of converts from
the various forms of heathen idolatry, which ahound in this land, is

the subject which I wish to bring prominently forward, and their

claims on the continued exertions and prayers of the Churches what
I am anxious to impress indelibly on (he rninds of all who fear God,
nnd seek the good of tiieir fellow-creatures.

It is not easy, I am aware, for persons who live where Christianity

is the prevailing religion of a country, and where its civil institutions

are not as a general thing contrary to its spirit, to form a just idea of
the real state of converts from heathenism, either as to their progress-

in the divine life, the sufferings they have to endure, or the sacrifices-

they are constrained to make. I conceive however that even those who
have never sojourned in a heathen land have no valid excuse for sheer
ignorance on these matters. There is much in the Bible which bears
directly on the suliject, and which ought to be attentively considered

by the people of God. Yet it cannot be denied that many persons in

professedly Christian countries, and some even in India appear to have
formed very untenable ideas concerning the moral state of heathen
converts in this land. Hence one class of persons entertain expecta-

tions regarding their efficiency to carry on the work of God through-

out the whole country, even if left to themselves, and view them aa

possessing a degree of scriptural knowledge, stability in the faith,

moral courage, and spirituality of mind, which, I humbly conceive,

neither the liistory of the Church, nor the promises of God's word,
soberly interpreted, warrant us to expect in a people so lately turned
from idolatry. I do not deny that there may be individuals among
them who have reached a very high degree of boldness in the faith, and
who, comparatively speaking, are filled with the Holy Ghost. It is the

duty of all to endeavour to attain to this measure of the stature of

Christ, but alas ! few in any place or under any circumstances seek

after the enjoyment of this exalted privilege. I speak of these converts

therefore as a body of professed believers on the Son of God, scattered

through the country, respecting whom there is reason to hope, in the

judgment of Christian charity, that they have been turned from dark-

ness to light and from the power of Satan unto God. The principles

and conduct of many of these persons afford, in my opinion, as good
reason to hope that a work of grace has been commenced in their

hearts as any converts from heathenism gave to the apostles in their

day. Some of them have made sacrifices for the name of Christ and his

cause, which, to say the least, are very far beyond what those in pro-

fessedly Christian countries, in the present age, are called to perform

;

and they are standing fast in the faith of the Gospel amidst scenes of

opposition and moral pollution, which, depraved as man is, cannot be

experienced but in a heathen land and in the society of idolaters. Yet
generally speaking they have many serious defects both in their in-

tellectual and moral character.—Another class of persons think and
Bay that because these converts cannot be trusted in every thing, do
not in every iota act up to their word, do not regulate their households

in all things in accordance with our ideas of propriety, do not fully
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evangelize their families and neighbourhoods, and do not go from place

to jjlace preaching the gospel, plantina; churches, and doing all with-

out the least reference to them for advice or assistance—therefore they

are not Christians—not sincere in their professed attachment to the

Saviour—hut are in reality mercenary in all their views and actions.

In short, that nothing has been effected which is in any respect equal

to the sacrifice of money, time, labour, and life which lias been made,

—

nor what affords the least encouragement to continued effort. But
this view of the subject is, 1 conceive, equallv as incorrect as tiie for-

mer. Let us consider some of the facts of liieir case, and then, on a
sober review of the whole, draw our conclusions. This plan will pre-

serve us from extravagant expectations on the one hand, and from fell

despair on the other ; whilst it will invest the grace of God displayed

in the conversion of so many heathen with a lustre and glory peculiarly

its own, and urge the disciples of Jesus to persevere in their benevolent

endeavours to make it known to all men by motives and encourage-
ments which every true Christian can well understand and fully ap-

preciate. May the Lord grant us his rich blessing

!

Consider the previous state and character of these converts. What the

Apostle said to the converts at Ephesus is strictly applicable to con-

verts from heathenism in this land—" Remember that at that time ye
were without Christ, having no hope, and without God in the world."

Hindus have no idea of God but wliat they find in the images they

worship, the fables they hear, and in the forms of idol service they

perform. Those images, fables, and forms, bring before them nothing

respecting the Maker, Preserver, and Governor of all things, but ma-
teriality, weakness, impurity, cruelty, and sensuality. The mind, till

called to look to God through his works and word, is absolutely des-

titute of all associations respecting him as a Spiritual, Omnipresent,

Omniscient, and Holy Being. They also speak of many millions of

additional gods and goddesses, whom it is their duty and interest to

serve ; and the idols to whom they present offerings, and from whom
they seek and expect favours are of every shape, size, and number. Su-
perstition and idolatry so pervade their minds, and are so interwoven

with the whole framework of society, and so incorporated with all the

transactions of every-day life, that nothing can be done without a mark-
ed reference to some filthy god or abominable rite. They also labour

under the most fatal apprehensions respecting the true nature of the

present state of existence, and the duties thev owe to each other, as

members of private, social, and public life. The commands of their

own religious books are frequently contradictory, puerile and vicious.

Many parts of them are so full of abominable allusions and descrip-

tions—so indelicate that they cannot possiblv be translated into the

English language. Hence the people consider all sin as the play-thing

of the gods—or as what may be washed away by bathing in water-
going on a pilgrimage—presenting a mess of food to a few priests

—

drinking the water in whicti one of them has dipped his toe, or by
»ome other silly act. Generally they view all their actions and con-

•equences as the result of a blind fatality which cannot be prevented,

nnd thus are led to consider themselves as not accountable beings.
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The priests are considered by the common people as gods, and the
))riests look down on them as mere beasts of burden ; and among all

classes females are frowned upon from the cradle to the grave. A
Hindu, as such, is a misanllirope—deaf and blind to all the claims
of his fellow-creatures. The prevalent morality of the country is such
as was common in heathen Rome in the days of the Apostle Paul, and
which is so graphically described in the first chapter of his Epistle to

the believers in that imperial city. Their ideas of a future state are
also contradictory, puerile and gross in the extreme, and exert a most
debasing influence on their minds and on society at large ; and the
only place of conscious ha])piness after death, of which they have any
conception, must remain without description and without a name.
Truly the fcrmer state of these converts was that of great spiritual

daikness, and their previous character, arising from their ignorance
and false principles, a compound of selfishness and gross delusion.

Consider ike state into which these converts pi-ofess to have been

brought, and the character they imv endeavour to sustain.—Through the
instrumentality of divine truth by the agency of the Holy Spirit, they
have, to a considerable extent, obtained scriptural views of the charac-
ter, law, and government of the true God—of their own individual

responsibility, and the duties they owe to Him and to their fellow-crea-

tures—the nature andconsequencesof sin—of heaven as the abode ofper-

fect purity and endless happiness, and of hell as a place of absolute tur-

pitude and never-dying misery—of the way of Salvation through Christ,

—and their obligations to live to the praise of Father, Son, and Spirit;

and have given a certain degree of evidence that their hearts are in-

fluenced by these leading truths of revelation. Professing to have re-

nounced as false, ruinous to man and dishonourable to God, the system
of idolatry in which they were educated, and to have embraced by
faith the Lord Jesus Christ as the alone Saviour from sin and wrath,

they liave given up their caste, been baptized in the name of Father,

Son, and Holy Ghost, and are in the habit of joining in all the ordi-

nances of the gospel with the other members of the particular Church
to which they individually belong. Many of them have apparently

received the gospel with great sincerity, profess it with ardent zeal,

and in several instances their endeavours to diffuse the truth and to

maintain a consistent conduct, have been richly rewarded by some of

their relations and friends joining a Christian congregation. The great-

er part of these converts maintain themselves as formerly by various

kinds of manual labour. Some of them are usefully employed as read-

ers of the Scriptures and tracts, under the care of European Missiona-

ries, and are supported as such by Churches or individuals in Britain

and elsewhere ; and a few, chiefly in Bengal, are valuable preachers

and pastors of Christian churches. These are all pleasing considera-

tions. Candour however requires me to state that some who once
made considerable professions of attachment to Christ and his cause

have turned back to the world, and either become open apostates, or

have sunk down into entire spiritual apathy ; and all Missionaries

have to lament over the fickleness and failings manifested not only bj

a few, but by the greater part of converts from heathenism. Instead
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of going forward in an even and steadrist course of obedience to God,

and becoming daily more holv, liunible, and devoted to the Saviour

and tlie advancement of his kingdom in their own hearts, the clmrch,

and the worhl, they at one time display great chiingealdeness, want

of thought, forgettulness of ol)lii>atioii and weakness of understanding
;

and at other times tliey manifest much obstinacv, apparent ignorance

and recklessness of consequences, disrei^Jird of Scripture authority, and

a hankering alter worldly enjoyments and the apphmse of their fel-

low-creatures. Thus, in many instances tiiey make the <^ood cause to

be evil spoken of, iiijure the peace and retard the progress of their owu
minds in the knowledge and love of God, hinder tiie spread of truth in

their families and neighbourhoods, and often grieve and disappoint

those whose bowelsyearn over them in the Lord, and who can in some
humble measure adopt the language of Paul when addressing the be-

lievers at Thessalouica—" Now we live if ye stand fast in the Lord"

—

now we can enjoy life if we behold the fruit of our labours and travail

for your good in your stedfast attachment to Christ and his cause.

Such without entering into particubu s, i? the state and character of

these persons, and such generally speaking, is what we might have ex-

pected: neither am I aware that any Missionaries in India have given

occasion to anticipate a higher standard in converts.

Consider some of the disadvanlages under which these converts still la-

lour.—Many and great are their failings. Tiiis is readily conceded.

They acknowledge it themselves, and some if not many of them, are

labouring, in the strength of divme grace, to rise above whatever is

detrimental to themselves or the cause of God. Their circumstances

however are peculiar, and this ought constantly to be remembered
both by those who are disposed to fasten up>in them the charge of

hypocrisy, and also by those who imagine that we may and ought en-

tirely ta trust to them as the alone instruments in the conversion of

India. Many of their imperfections are more the result, I conceive,

either of previous or present circumstances and associations, than of

hypocrisy, enthusiasm, or settled depravity of heart ; and thus their

case is one of commiseration, exertion and prayer, and not of disre-

gard, suspicion, or despair. Without in any respect despising the

exertions of tlie Churches, I must remark that comparatively few of

the natives of India have as yet had the gospel fairly brought before

them—still fewer have received it into their iiearts—and of these few
icarcely any have had their minds imbued vvitii the Scriptures in their

early years, received a liberal education, or witue.-sed the consistent,

holy and heavenly conduct of devoted Christians. Tlieir habits of

thought, intercourse, and conduct have all been formed on principles

diametrically opposed to divine truth. Tne prevailing religion of the

country, theci\il institutions of high and low, rich and poor, priests

and people, together with their domestic arrangements and friendly in-

tercourse, are all on the side of idolatry, based upon its principles, and
insinuate themselves into every action of private, i-elative, and public

life. Hence, time and punctuality to the exact period of fulfilling

engagements, which in tiie estimation of Europeans are alinott every

thing, are in their view, from previous habits, of little or no account.

VII. 4 L
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Truth has fallen in the streets, and falsehood tramples it in the mire,

in many instances under the mask of religion and the jiatronage of a
dominant priesthood. Deceit in all its forms and impurity in all its

dehasing influence flow through the length and hreadth of the land,

and pollute and harden the minds of young and old. Hence converts

to the gospel are suhjected to very considerahle tiials and painful pri-

vations in mind, body and estate, and in many intances are almost

excluded from social intercourse and the enjoyment of the comforts of

relationship and consanguinity. Generally they lose all human pro-

spect of supporting themselves and families, of marrying their chil-

dren, or putting them into trade. All regard them as enemies of the

gods, the religion of their forefathers, the caste to which they former-

ly belonged, and the games, shows, feasts, and processions of the land.

In society, they see nothing but frowns, or the smile of ridicule or

contempt. Many have been cast ofl^ by their relations and friends

—

refused leave to live in the town or village even on their own proper-

ty, or follow their worldly occupation—been burnt in effigy—and
their caste, which is the only badge of honour, being gone, have been

treated as the off"scouring of all things—loaded with opprobrious

names, and considered as unworthy of any favour. As the heathen are

not generally restrained either by a sense of modesty, regard to their

own character, or the ties of relationship, their abuse, upbraidings,

and " cruel mockings" are often very trying, especially as the nearest

and dearest relations often become the ringleaders in such scenes.

These mournful remarks, and many others which might be made, are

strongly confirmed by every day facts, unless under some peculiar and
rare circumstances. Even where all is most favourable many things

are daily occurring calculated to harden the heart—deaden the con-

science—blunt and stupify all the sensibilities of the soul—to hinder

the progress of the mind in true holiness, and if possible to drag thera

down to final perdition. If all the members of the family are not

converted, which is seldom the case, those who remain heathens, glo-

ry in seeking and obtaining opportunities of teasing and grieving

those who have become Christians. Other relations stand aloof, or

approach only to molest and injure. In the house, the shop, the

street, the exchange, the town, the country, they see and hear nothing

in the shape of morality, but what has already been referred to as de-

scribed in Paul's first Chapter of his Epistle to the Romans. And they

have to live, not only among their own people who are polluted and
debased by the countless abominations of idolatry; but in a land where,

in many instances, the very name of the true God and the holy religion

of Jesus are every day blasphemed by the sins of many who call them-
selves Christians, and on account of the connexion of a professedly

Christian Government with the superstition and idolatry of a people
" mad on their idols."—Is there no danger of the conscience which
has been awakened to feel the claims of the God of heaven being again

lulled to sleep by the care manifested, in many instances, by the high-

er powers to repair the temples, collect their revenues, and pay the

priests of " the gods of the earth ?" May not the ear, which has been
opened to listen to the voice of truth, be stunned, and the understand-
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ing which has in a measure been enlightened to contemplate the ex-

cellencies of the Suviour, be again enveloped in gross darkness by the

roaring and smoke of British artillery and other foolish and sinful

compliances in honour of Muhammadan festivals and Hindu gods or

goddesses ? Add to this the fact that as ytt their means of spiritu.il

improvement are extremely limited. The greater part of those who
liave eml)raced the gospel, know only the native language. Hence they

are almost entirely dependent on the public ministration of the word,

while the paucity of missionaries, their multiplied engagements, dis-

tance, personal or domestic afflictions, and many other circumstances

often deprive them of this piivilege. They have few religious works,

especially of an experimental nature, to peruse, and still fewer of an
entertaining character, adajjted to render the exercise of reading an

agreeable recreation, as well as tl>e means of intellectual and moral
improvement. A translation of the whole or a part of the Scriptures,

and a few religious tracts, containing the leading facts, doctrines, and
duties of the Bible, together with a Catechism, a manual of devotion,

a few Christian hymns, a refutation of some of the absurdities of Hin-
duism, and a brief statement of the evidences of divine revelation, ge-

nerally form the library of the native Christian or teacher. Besides,

the languages of India have not been long employed in the expression

of divine truth, and almost all the works on Christian Theology which
the people now happily possess, have either been translated or

composed by foreigners. These circumstances render it almost certain,

notwithstanding all the care and labour employed on these composi-
tions, that in several instances both simple and compound words have
been introduced, phrases used, idioms followed, and figures employed,
which either do not convey gospel truths in their undisguised simpli-

city, purity, and glory to the native mind, or which often exceedingly

perplex the anxious inquirer, or render reading irksome and unattrac-

tive. Much, I imagine, is yet required in order to present moral and
religious truth to the minds of this people in its most easy dress.

Simply to increase the number of books is comparatively an easy task ;

but in every instance to communicate the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth to native minds, is still attended with many difficulties, not-
withstanding all that has been done to smooth the path of duty, and in-

volves both writers and revisors in a weight of responsibility as solemn
as the eternal destinies of immortal souls. It also requires to be men-
tioned that these people as yet know comparatively little of the deep
depravity and amazing deceitfulness of the human heart—of the in-

fluence of former evil habits—of the power, cunning, and artifices of
Satan and his emissaries to ruin their souls—of the insinuating nature
and fearful consequences of any one indulged sinful dispijsition—of the
absolute necessity of watching against all iniquity in thought, word,
and deed—of continuing instant in prayer—of not grieving the Spirit,

but cherishing his motions in the soul—of studying divine truth in all

its references and of imbibing the disposition, receiving the rebuke,
resting on the promise, performing the duty, or shunning the danger
which its spirit and connexion present to them or inculcate upon
them :—in short, they are comparatively ignorant of what it is to live

4 1. 2
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by faith on the Son of God, and, in the strength of divine grace of
carrying on an uncompromising warfare against sin, Satan, and the
world. Tht'ir reading, as we liave already hinted, has had a greater
bearing on facts, doctrines, and precepts than on the hidden life of
God ill the soul ; and the examples whicii they have had of individuals
living a hdly and consistent life, and dying supported by the consola-

tions of the gospel have been exceedingly few, and in some instances
altogether absent. Truly their circumstances are particular and not at

all calculated to strengthen and deepen good impressions, or to raise

these " liitle children—these babes in Christ—to the stature of per-

fect men"—or to fit them for becoming able ministers of the New
Testament. The grace of God must begin, and curry on the whole
work. This all true Christians acknowledge, but in this land it is

seen as with a sun-beam.

Having stated these few facts respecting native converts, allow me
next to direct your minds to the inferences which force themselves up-
on our attention from a sober view of the whole case

Keeping in view the foregoing statements, together with the funda-

mental law of our nature, which renders our minds subject to perpe-

tual modifications from the minds, sentiments and conduct of others,

and our own means of improvement, is it a thing to be wondered at that

some profe-^sed converts have gone back to the world—that many of

them are fickle,— occasionally join in scenes which are improper,—are

deficient in energy of character—do not display in all cases a strict re-

gard to the simple truth—misspend precious time, sometimes instead of

fulfilling an engagement at the appointed hour of 10 in the forenoon,

do it at 3 in the afternoon—are e.isily gulled and led astray—do not

possess much self-respect, and occasionally manifest something of a

mercennrv di position, and a low state of spiritualitv and uprightness

of mind ? Was there not much of the very same spirit and conduct

manifested by many converts from heathenism in Apostolic times ?

Are there not many things recorded in the Epistles which directly

bear on these points, and which were no doubt written for the infor-

mation and guidance of the Church, in all ages, in dealing with con-

verts from hcatheriism ? The evils referred to scarcely ever appear in

gospel churches, nor even in civil society, to any great extent, in

countrifs where Christian principles and morality have been prevalent

for anv lengthened period. Indeed, to tliose who understand the na-

ture and number of the disadvantages and difficulties under which the

natives of this land have to contemplate, embrace, and profess the

gospel, and especially to those wlio have s-een the practical operation

of these obstacles for any length of time, it will not appear wonderful

that some have openly apostatized and many others become cold and
languid in their souls, but truly astonishing that a single conversion

has taken place, or an individual convert remained stedfastlv attached

to the truth as it is in Jesus. " Not unto us—not unto us, O Lord,

but unto thy name be all the honour!"

From the above remarks it must be very apparent to all considerate

persons that the people of God must not only continue, but if possible,

GREATLY INCREASE THEiB EXERTIONS, in ordcr to sccurc a fuU reward
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of what they have already nttempted. and to insure the gradual pro-

gress of the work tlirough the length and t)re;ultii of tins land. Pa-

rents must devote more of their beloved off>^i)ring' to the holy and ho-

nourable work of making known the gospel to this people. More
pious youth, from love to Christ and compassion to souls, must pre-

sent themselves saying, " Here are we, send us"—tlie Cliurches must
raise funds to send them forth and support them in the field of labour.

Missionary, Bible, Tract, and School Societies must go forward with

renewed ardour in their benevolent enterpiize. All the people of God
of every denomination must turn their attention more devotedly,

prayerfully, and unwaveringly towards this vast Continent, so numer-
ous in population, degraded in morals, and ignorant of religion, but

open for the communication of the knowledge of the gospel in all its

freeness and fulness. There is abundant room and work for all with-

out one class interfering with another, and in due time, if they faint

not, all will reap a rich harvest, in the entire overthrow of idolatry, the

establishment of the kingdom of Christ, and the salvation of millions

of immortal souls. But as yet none of the converts are qualified to be

left to their own resources. They all require reiterated instruction in the

things of God, and demand much attention from missionaries in order

to lead them forward as individuals in the way of life, to promote their

prosperity as Churches, and to urge them forward in making known
the gospel throughout the land. On this latter point I quote the

language of another. In shewing the necessity of more missionaries

for India, the Rev. W. Campbell, of Bangalore, says, " You will tell

me, in reply, that we have plenty of native teachers, and therefore it is

unnecessary for you to leave your home, your friends, and your country.

I concur most fully and cordially with you in the necessity—the ab-

solute necessity—of raising up native teachers ;—and the history of

my missionary career will bear me testimony, that I put the greatest

value upon them, as the instruments of evangelizing India. But their

nuniber and qualifications cannot be a substitute for your lack of ser-

vice in this morning of the day. No. Take a battalion of sepoys,

native soldiers, alone, and send them forth on a campaign where their

march is opposed ; or to storm a citadel, where they are exposed to

toil, danger, and destruction ; and what would be the consequence.'

Such is the influence which a long course of oppression, of despotism,

and (of idolatry) has had upon their race, that they are timid and
cowardly in the extreme, and the probability is, that they would, in

the hour of trial, turn their backs on the enemy and flee. But let that

same battalion be under the command of British Officers—let them be
led on to battle, and animated in the struggle, by the bravery and the

courageous example of our countrymen, and they advance to the ac-

tion with courage—ascend the breach in triumph, and march through
scenes of carnage and deatii, to victory. Our native teachers partake

of the character of their countrymen. Though they are Christians—

•

and many of them declare the gospel with zeal and boldness, yet,

standing alone, they would make but a feeble assault upon the strong-

holds of the enemy, and a heartless stand in the day of trial and cala-

mity. No ! ye children of freedom, and ye spirits of the west, they
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want \'ou to be their leaders to battle and victory ! They require you to
' teach their hands to war, and their fingers to fight.' They need
you, not only to give them wisdom and understanding, not only to in-

struct them in science and philosophy, and religion, not only to esta-

blish seminaries for their advancement in knowledge and grace ; but to

support them in the day of trial—to animate them by your example
in their attacks on the bulwarks of Satan, and to go before them, if it

be necessary, to the breach, to the jirison, or to the grave !" My
own experience and observation induce me to add, that were they left

alone, not many of them under the most favourable circumstances,
would in all probability, remain stedfastly attached to their work and
to the truth for a whole year; and but very few of them, I fear, are

qualified to be thrown entirely on their own resources for a single

month. With very few exceptions, all the Christian ideas they pos-

sess have been derived from the missionaries—the books they read and
the discourses they deliver, have been composed or suggested by these

teachers—they repeat their words and often copy them as entire

models in prayer—and few of them are qualified of themselves to speak
or write on any new subject or to follow out a new train of ideas, which
the reading of the Scriptures, or the passing events of providence
might suggest. They would thus be compelled to repeat again and
again tlie same ideas in almost the same words. By this means, how-
ever interesting and valuable the subject, the mind becomes weary of

viewing it always in the same light—the ear of hearing the same sounds,

and even the tongue of uttering the same forms of speech. Thus
weariness, languor, and deadness take possession of the whole man.
Every stone in the path of duty becomes, in his sickly imagination, an
impassible mountain—a brick-bat, or a broken tile passing his head
or falling near his feet, a sure indication that the people in such a dis-

trict are unworthy to hear the word again— a lowering state of the

sky a decided proof of an approaching hurricane, earthquake, or land-

flood, and therefore he ought not to leave his home till the storm subsides

and the heavens become clear. And if some of them should continue in

the work, but not attached to the truth, the consequences would be still

more melancholy. In this case they would go through the land cir-

culating additional poison in the place of Christian facts, doctrines

and precepts. Man is disposed to go to extremes, and the history of

the propagation of the gospel, in heathen nations, both in ancient and
modern times, proves that in nothing is this more common than on

religious subjects, and that nothing is held with so firm a grasp as er-

rors grafted on truth or deduced from it by false inferences or vain

reasonings. Generally speaking these readers require to be under the

constant care of a European missionary who knows the language well,

—who has deeply studied the native character, who can frequently go
out with them to the various places where they read and speak to the

people, and who can teach them by example as well as precept how to

state truth and refute error. By these means they will prove invalu-

able helpers in the renovation of India; but standing alone, or per-

mitted on all occasions to do as they think ]iroper, little good can be

expected, and in some instances much harm may be feared. Many of
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the Hindu youth who are now coming forward into active life, have

been more or less acquainted with divine truth from their infancy,

have 8een something of Christian morals, and, all things consiiiered,

some of them have received a liberal Christian education. Should the

Lord be pleased to call them by his grace, we may reasonably exj)ect

that thev will be much more efficient agents in the evangelization of

India, than many of those whom the necessity of the case has hitherto

obliged several missionaries to employ. Every race will no doubt ex-

ceed the former in spirituality, intelligence, zeal, and stedfastness, and
thus, under the blessing of God, h.isten on the renovation of the

whole Continent.

By this brief review we are forcibly taught what a deep and abiding

claim both missionaries and converts have on the sympathies and prayers

of all the people of God. Missionaries are often exposed to the malice

of wicked and unreasonable men—frequently far separated from Chris-

tian society and counsel—surrounded only with idol gods, idol priests,

and abominable idolatries of every kind; and daily and hourly exposed

to the duplicity, ingratitude, hard speeches, determination to lie, to

cheat and defraud, with many other species of the wickedness of a

people sunk in idolatry. It is little conceived by those who dwell in

a professedly Christian country, and enjoy the society of many true

believers, what a tendency in many instances the conduct of idolaters

has to disgust the mind, and to blunt and deaden the best and holiest

feelings of Christian Missionaries. But of all these things and their

mournful consequences the people of God ought to be well informed,

and fervently to pray that Missionaries may be preserved from every

thing which has a tendency to hinder the jirogress of true religion

in their own hearts, the church or the world—that they may live, and
walk and pray in the spirit, speak the word with boldness, fidelity,

zeal, love to souls, and purity of motive—cherish tlie converts as " lit-

tle children—as new-born babes," as far as tenderness and attention

go; and that while they are " instant in season and out of season,"

in their work of faith and labour of love, their whole dependence for

success may rest implicitly on the promised influences of the Holy
Spirit. The moral failure of a missionary, whether by adopting un-
scriptural principles, imbibing the spirit and maxims of the world, or

falling into open sin, is one of the most awful catastrophies which can
take place in the church, and the very idea, the very possibility of

such an occurrence taking place, ought to make the ears of every
Christian to tingle, and the whole church of Christ to quake to its ut-

most limits, and to impress every disciple of Jesus with the necessity

of instant, fervent, and believing prayer in behalf of all who are on
the high places of the field, and exposed to all the machinations and
assaults of the great enemy of God and man. We are men, not angels.

Therefore under a deep sense of our infirmities and unfruitfulness, the

hardness of the hearts of the heathen, and the various hinderances
which impede the progress of the gospel among them, pour out your
souls before God. He will not despise the cry of his redeemed chil-

dren.—Neither are the claims which the converts have upon you of a

less important and pressing character. You acknowledge the claims

which new converts have on your attention, even in countries where
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the triitli has lona: been professed, and where its general influence has
raised the standard of mor dity among all classes. How much more
needful to feel the claim." which converts from heathenism have upon
you ! Around them is no standard of scriptural morality—they have a
standard of morality to erect—every thins unites and consj)ire3 to

sliake their faith, pollute their hearts, dark< n their minds, and to drag
them into error, sin, and misery. Tliey themselves were very lately

borne along by the stream of abon\inatioii which flows thruusjli the

land, are still surrounded by many and powerful temptations to apos-

tacy, and are comparaiively only half acquainted with what is sin and
what is holiness—What reiterated instruction they require from mis-

sionaries—what a deep share in the sympathies and prayers of God's
people do they demand ! How ought you to wrestle with God on iheir

account

!

It must certainly be apparent to every unprejudiced mind, notwith-

standing all the infirmities, follies, and sins of many native converts,

that a vast amount of real <jood has been effected in India bv means of

the exertions of the various bodies of Christians engaged in commu-
nicating the gospel to its bewiliiered inhabitants ; and there is abun-

dant encouragement to go forward with increased energy in the path of

duty. Many souls have been truly converted to God,—many useful

native teachers raised up—•school- masters prepared—the public mind
considerably aroused to examine t!ie claims of Clirlstianitv—the scrip-

tures and tracts extensively circulated and perused—ai d the facts,

doctrines, and precepts of Christianity, made known i)y the living

voice, are operating by their combined influence throughout many parts

of this extensive country, and raising the tone of morals, weakening
id(jlati y in all its ramificatii)ns, and preparing the way for the universal

reign of the Saviour. How difl^erent the state of things now compared
•with what it was 40 years ago ! How highly has Gud honoured his

people in enabling them to do so much for the advancement of his

kingdom in this heathen land ! With wiiat strains of gratitude ought

we to praise him for all the good effected by our instrumentality, how-
ever variously engaged in the great work I Thus, while a regard to

the glorv of God, our own consistency as the disciples of Christ, the

command of Jehovah, the fear of not receiving a full reward of what

has been wrought, the condition of the heathen generally, and the

moral state of converts particularly, urge us to make the most strenu-

ous exertions for their present and eternal good,—the consideration of

what has already been efi^ected, the opening prospects before us, the

word and oath of God, the mediatorial character and kingdom of Jesus,

and the promised influences of the Holy Spirit, unite to confirm our

faith and to direct our longing minds to the final consummation of all

our labours and prayeis, in " the kingdoms of this world becoming

the kingdom of our God and of his Christ." In the sure and certain

hope of the speedy approach of this blessed period, may we all have

grace to perform the work and to bear the trials assigned to us by

Infinite Wisdom with a single eye to the glory of Father, Son, and

Spirit, to whom be ascribed equal and eternal praises. Such, Dear
Brethren, is the sincere prayer of your obliged friend.

Sural, Jvly, 1838. Alexander FrviB.
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The Exportation of Coolies.

' Since our last mention of this nefarious traffic it lias been

progressing apace, in every thing which can render it odious in

the estimation of all right thinking and upright men. In
Europe the exporters or slave-dealers have succeeded in obtain-

ing the advocacy and support of lord Glenelg, who, by some
species of hoodwinking, has been transformed from the elo-

quent advocate of the emancipation of the old slave trade, into

the author, defender, and legalizer, of the new traffic in the

flesh and bones of his fellow-ereatures. Lord Glenelg has

introduced a bill into Parliament, called the " Eaist Indian

Laborers' Bill," the professed object of which is to protect such

of the natives of India as may " repair" to the former slave Colo-

nies of Britain as " free emigrants we use the polite phraseo-

logy of his lordship. It is perfectly superfluous to repeat that

the coolies are not free emigrants, they do not know whi-

ther they are bound, the consequences of their departure, or the

nature of their future labor or reward. If they did, unless the

native character be completely changed, they would never go.

Besides what protection can this or any other law aff'ord to the

exported and helpless stranger in a strange land, and amongst
such men as many of the planters of slave colonies are ? And
what protection can these poor people expect from such magis-

trates as we read of in the West Indies, and other slave colo-

nies ? What protection can they expect there, when even
here in the midst of justice, and in our very streets, they are

kidnapped, imprisoned, escorted on board ships by Government
servants, and ill treated. With such facts staring us in the

face here, what a farce is such a silken law as this which calls

such a going to a slave colony " repairing" to Mauritius, &c.

and speaks of aff'ording protection to the " free emigrants."

The framers of this law are so alive to the interests of the coo-

lies, that brahmans and gods are to be shipped with the expa-

triated. O tempora, O mores ! Brahmans and gods for the Dhan-
gars ! Maulavis and priests for broken down khitraatgars and
masalchis ! ! Our slave proprietors seem to advance in their

ideas of rendering their serfs happy, for they will add the abomi-
nations and degradations of idolatry and the fury of Islamism

to the other horrors of slavery ; but the idea of one bearing the

name of Grant framing a law for exporting idols and brahmans
and originating a law for the creation of a new slave trade, is

indeed overwhelmingly afflictive. We regret to see that the

Court of Proprietors have agreed to the principle of the bill,

though several of the more humane of their number expressed

themselves strongly against it. We were struck with tlie fact

VII. 4 M
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that no one fairly defended the bill iu the discussion, though
it was passed by a large majority. We suppose this was done
on the principle of an old premier who said in reference to the

slave trade '' let the sn 'mts waste their indignation, we have the

majority." But the tide may turn. While there is this to

discourage in Britain, there is much to excite our thankfulness.

That mighty giant in the cause of humanity, lord Brougham,
aided by the noble band of philanthropists who have abolished

the slave trade, and supported by avast religious constituency,

has taken up the cause of the injured cooly, and will, we doul)t

not, aided by information from this country of an authentic

nature, effect all that we can desire. So much for Britain.

The state of things here can scarcely be more lamentable.

Every kind of respect for the feelings of humanity appear to

be set at complete defiance. In the face of the strongly ex-

pressed and almost unanimous opinion of the pnblic, the kid-

napping, the shipment and ill-usage of the coolies goes on,

as though the exporters felt themselves strong in the force of an
order in council ; and, as if they were determined to set all

public feeling at defiance, they bring down their free emigrants

from the hills, parade them in our streets, escort these willing

emigrants to the ship by Government chaukedars, imprison

them in the heart of our city, brand or mark them, force

them away against their wills, stow them in some instances

more like beasts than men, drive them overboard into the

river, tow them astern at the Sand Heads, flog them on the

voyage ; and add to this catalogue of miseries, the robbery and
chicanery to which they are exposed from the original trepan-

ners, the dafadars, sarkars and all the host of harpies who prey
upon their simplicity and weakness : and, again, add to this their

separation from their native hills—from their wives and fami-

lies,—the sacrifice of their little liberty, and all the miseries of a

bondage-emigration or rather expatriation, and you have a
syllabus of the miseries of these poor unfortunate and deluded

beings. We speak openly and plainly, because we fear we
have (in our former remarks) been a party, in inducing the

idea that the vigilance of a benevolent and active police might
do much to ameliorate their condition here and at the Mauritius

;

but even this we are obliged to abandon. No police is sufficiently

active or vigilant, much less an Indian police, to cope with the

industry and ingenuitj' of slave-dealers ; and it is no disparage-

ment to the most benevolent and active superintendence to

say this, for they have baffled and thwarted the very Lords and
Commons of Britain ! and have obtained the very chaukedars of

Government here to guard and imprison the coolies iu Calcutta.

Who can cope with such wickedness ?
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Our serious, candid and deliberate impression is, that nothing

but the prompt and entire suppression of the traffic can save thou-

sands from irretrievable shivery, and this Government from Last-

ing shame. We do earnestly and respectfully press it again upon

the attention of the legislature, that the expatriated coolies do

not and cannot understand the contract into which they are

said to enter, for if they do sign it they are surely more suited

for the walls of a lunatic asylum, than even to be associated

with the monkey race ; for what rational man, for the mere sake

of going thousands of miles to work from sunrise to sunset,

would sign a contract which sei'ved not himself but only his em-
ployer, which is the case in the paper facetiously called the

cooly contract. We cannot omit, on this occasion, to cull the

attention of the public to the evident countenance which the

exporters seem to receive from those who ought, at least, to

throw every obstacle in the %vay of the trade, if it were but in

compliance with the feeling of the public. There have now
been gross cases of violence, imprisonment, &c. &c. brought
to public notice ; what steps have been taken for the punish-

ment of the offenders ? We do not mean the poor miserable

native helps, on whom all the odium of these unfortunate

transactions are thrown, but the principals. What steps

did the magistrates take when the man was suffocated on the

Hesperus? What vigilant inquiry succeeded the report

that several men had been driven overboard on their passage

down the river? What steps were taken in reference to more
than one native who had been kidnapped, but escaped to make
his complaint before his superiors ? Were the vessels de-

tained until the matters were cleared up ? Who moved, when
one firm told the magistrate they had imprisoned a man or

men, and would set him or them free when they pleased ? Did
the Government, as a paternal Government, render prompt aid

to defend the men who were found in bondage by Messrs. Hare
and Clarke Is it true,—is it possible that the very chauke-
dars of Government were holding these men in durance vile.''

What answer was given to a Mr. Brown the exporter, who
had imprisoned his Dhangars when he asked for chaukedars
to escort them to the ship ? Was he refused and treat-

ed with the contempt he merited ? No—he obtained them.
Verily not only do ill weeds grow apace, " but ill deeds." But
we must forbear, though on such a subject it is impious to

be calm. The feeling is evidently on the side of the exporter,

and not on that of the expatriated; for the answer invariably

returned to remarks offered on the subject of their oppression
and injustice is, Oh, but they (the coolies) have broken their

contract, and Messrs. A. or B. will suffer—they will lose

4 M 2
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some 10 or 12,000 rupees. To those unaccustomed to slave-

dealing nonchalance this may appear very odd ; but, we fear,

it is uniform with the whole practice of the slave colonial fami-

ly. Every thing, every law must bend to their interests.

What right has any man to flog, or force, or imprison the
meanest of our fellow-subjects because he has broken a contract ?

For what purpose have Ave her Majesty's Supreme Court ? For
what the Company's legal tribunals, for what our magistrates ?

For what our wholesome and impartial laws ? Why all these,

if the slave-dealer can judge and punish at discretion? We
have only to suppose one of the firm of A. or B. driven on
ship-board, flog'jed, one of them to die in the river from con-

finement, or to be towed astern at the Sand Heads under a
vertical sun,—we have but to suppose Messrs. Hare and Clarke
discovering them glorying in red topees and flannel jackets,

but sighing for liberty in the midst of Calcutta, guarded by
brijobasi's and chankedars—we have only to suppose anv one
of these cases to be the case of any of the cooly-expatriating

firms, in order to realize the sensation, the indignation, the fury

of feeling that would exist in every mind, especially if sucii an
argument should be adduced as this. Oh, but if Mr. A. or B.

be not flogged or imprisoned, &c. the exporters will lose some
thousands of rupees—would not the universal cry be—Let their

money perish with them, Mr. A. or B. shall be free. Is it

the ignorance, or color or religion, or what in these coolies that

makes the difference ? They are men, and, though degraded,

have not the less love and attaclinieut to their country and fa-

milie.s, which are as dear to them as to others, nor the less

respect for that which is dear to all, their civil liberty. Yet we
strongly suspect the first proposition would be, should the trafiic

be stoj)ped, that the exporters shall be remunerated by the

British pubho.

It may be said (for it has been asserted) that the cases referred

to are isolated cases—admit this, are they the less odious on that

account. Remember they are the only ones which have come to

light, we know not of all the miseries which have been endured

and borne in silence. But supposing they are the only cases, are

they not enough—these men aiv represented ns free emigrants.

Now what would be thought lu England of 165 free emigrants

stowed away in a space of i26 feet ! VVhat a sensation would it

create if a man should die on board a ship in the Thames,
because, while under the influence of a fatal disease, he was
not permitted to breathe the air of heaven. Would not all

London resound with execrations both loud and dee]), if a

report even obtained that a number of men had been driven

into the river by harsh treatment,—would not, iu fact, any one
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of the reports about the sufferings of these people, if connect-

ed with free English or Scotch or Irish emigrants, have roused

the lion of a free people, and excited tlie indignation of an
incensed nation ? What does this prove, but that there is no

similarity between the free emigrants of Britain and tiie poor

deluded incipient slaves of India, " repairing" to the colonies of

free England ? The expressions employed in connexion with this

trade " free emigrant," " apprentice," and the like, are as great

an insult to language and humanity, as the attempts, made to

cast an air of ridicule over the whole catalogue of miseries en-

dured by these people, is callous and unmanly. We neither re-

spect the motives of the former party, nor envy the feelings of

the latter, and we can say of a truth " O Lord let us not come
into their secret.^'

We cannot but call the attention of the Supreme Govern-
ment to another important topic :—Who are the parties thus

inflicting injury upon their fellows, and entailing a lasting scandal

on their neighbours and the British name?—who are the cooly

merchants? What pi-oportion do they bear to the whole number
of our princely and liberal merchants ?—what is their standing in

the mercantile world ? What interests have they at stake com-
pared with the honor and character of Britain—in a word, what
are the interests at stake both here, at Mauritius, and in Guiana ;

what are they all combined, when put in the scale vvith the

interests of the thousands exported and now exporting?—what
compared with the character of Britain and this Government, and
the people of this city ?—We may still suggest to the same
source our strong suspicions, that while we are fighting the

battle here, and a few hundreds are being carried away in spite of
our efforts, that the retired and unprotected native purts on the
Coast are not left unvisited and uncursed by the traffic ; for we
hear there are more coolies in Bourbon and Mauritius, to say
nothing of other places, than can be accounted for by all the ship-

ments from all the regular ports put together. The chief reason
assigned for exporting our Indian laborers is the unwillingness of
the Africans to labor in a free condition. Now we do most cordi-

ally second the proposition of one of our contemporaries to send
for the emancipated negroes to India as free servants, and we
venture to affirm not only will they disprove the assertion of
their task masters, but will prove the best servants and labor-

ers that Indian Society has ever had. We speak from know-
ledge of the character of the negroes, that even in their worst
estate, they are patient, laborious, kind, generous, ingenious,

faithful and lively—attributes certainly not possessed by our
Indian domestics or laborers. They are ignorant because never
taught, and have been most cruelly treated, and hence their
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natural temperament has in many cases been changed,and where
is the nature that will not change, be the color what it may, if

its only reward be stripes and its only ornament chains ? We say,

relieve the Mauritius of the African incubus, aye but only at-

tempt it and see how soon they will cry out " Oh but the inter-

ests of the Mauritius are at stake if you take away our African

subjects."

Report states that the coolies have been shipped after being
brougiit from the hills, at the mouths of the Damudar and
Rupnarain, that is, beyond the reach of the Calcutta police.

If this be true, it is such a flagrant attempt to beard a Go-
vernment, lenient to a fault to wards the exporters, that it should
be at once inquired into and suppressed. This might easily be
done by the gentlemen either of the pilot or preventive service.

In looking over the regulations and minutes of Government,
intended to suppress former attempts to export tlie natives of

Bengal, (for this is not the first attempt by several,) we have
been struck with the contrast which exists between the prompt
and effectual steps taken by former Governments for its sup-

pression and the timid policy adopted by the ruling powers of

the present day. We can only account for tliis by supposing

that the term '• free emigrant" and the " fascinating contract,"

have rendered the same thing less abominable ; for in former

times it was stigmatized by the strongest epithets which could

be employed, and the parties attempting it were either beyond, or

brougiit to, immediate punishment. We can assign no other

reason than the one adduced for the apparently unhappy con-

trast, for the council of India never was composed of moi-e enligh-

tened, upright and devout men than at this period. May the spell

soon be broken, and the spirit of the greatest happiness-prin-

ciple display itself in protecting the helpless from the grasp of

the oppressor, and in protecting the civil liberty of the ignorant

natives of India, until they being enlightened shall be capable

of protecting it themselves; for the spirit of this equitable

principle, we opine, is reaUy displayed, not in the parent letting

loose his offspring in infancy and ignorance to be a prey to the

wicked and strong, but in sheltering and protecting them until

they shall have reached the energy and maturity of manhood.

May the Government of India display this spirit on behalf of

its expatriated subjects. We take leave of the subject for

the present, with one more suggestion to those who alone

have the power, to remedy the evils we deplore ;—while the

Government are discussing the abstract right of the subject

to move as and where he pleases, and while they are defending

the palladium of Britain's glory, the rights ofman as a citizen—

the slave, dealers are violating that principle in every shape and at
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every lioiir. While the Government is zealous for the freedom

of her subjects the sugar denizens of Mauritius are branding them

and their posterit}- witli the impress of accursed slavery. May that

God who sitteth in the Heavens protect and defend the thousands

already expatriated, from this greatest of all calamities, and so

rule the hearts of our rulers that they may cease to sanction in

the remotest manner any thing so fraught with evils physical,

civil, moral and religious, to vast numbers of our fellow-beings,

and that he may make the wrath of men to praise Him, and

the remainder of that wrath restrain. Amen.

\Y.—Life of Tyndale.

[Continued from page 58).]

" Enemyes I shall liaue, many a slioren c.owne
With forked cappes and gaye croosys of golde

Which to maynteyne ther ambicions renowne
Are glad laye people in ignorance to holde

Yet to shewe the verite, one maye be bolde

All though it be a proverbe daylye spoken
Who that tellyth trouth, his head shalbe broken."

Tyndale's Olde Treatysb.

No sooner was this volume, the New Testament, published, than the

most extraordinary efforts were made to exterminate it. The contem-
porary opinions expressed as to the merits of the translation, and the

narrative of the attempts to destroy it, are intimately blended together.

The public will now have an opportunity, for the first time, of forming

a dispassionate judgment as to the reasons assigned by those nobles and
prelates who sought to destroy it ; and of weighing them with those of

more modern prelates, highly distinguished for learning and piety, who
counted it worthy to be the basis of our present version : a transla-

tion which stands unrivalled, and has proved to be the bread of life to

myriads now singing the anthems of heaven. Immediately on the

circulation of the New Testament, the English prelates were actively

engaged in attempts to extinguish and destroy what they alleged to

be the light and seed of heresy.

On the 23rd of October, 1526, Tonstall, bishop of London, issued

an injunction or prohibition against the New Testament in English.
" Wherefore we, understanding by the report of divers credible per-

sons, and also by the evident appearance of the matter, that many
children of iniquitie, mayntayners of Lathers sect, blinded through
extreame wickedness, wandring from the way of truth and the catho-

like fayth, craftily have translated the New Testament into our English
tongue, intermedling therewith many hereticall articles and erroneous
opinions, pernicious and offensive, seducing the simple people, at-

tempting b}' their wicked and perverse interpretations to prophanate
the maiestie of the scripture, which hitherto have remained uadefiled.
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and craftily to abuse the most holy word of God, and the true sense

of the same. Of the which translation there are many books imprint-

ed, some with glosses, and some without, containing in the English

tongue that pestiferous and most pernicious povson dispersed through-

out all our diocesse of London in great number, which truely without

it he speedily forsene, without doubt will contaminate and infect the

flocke ccuiinitted unto us with most deadly ])oisc>n and lieresie, to the

grievous perill and danger of the soules conunitted to our charge, and
the offence of God's divine maiestie. Wiierefore we . . command that

within thirtie days. . under pain of excommunication and incurring the

suspicion of lieresie, they do bring in and really deliver unto our Vicar

generall all and singular such books as containe the translation of the

New Testament in the English tongue."

On the '24th of February, 1527, Sebastian Harris, curate of Ken-
sington, was proceeded against for heresy, he having the English

Testament translated by AVilliam Hochyn (Tyndale), presbyter, and
brother Roy.

Not contented with calling in these dreaded volumes, the bishop

attempted a wholesale destruction of them by a stratagem in which

he singularly outwitted himself. Being acquainted with a merchant
named Packington, who was on friendly terms with Tyndale, lie em-
ployed him to buy all the copies of the English Testament. " The bishop

thinking that he had God by the too, when in dede he had (as after he

thought) the devil by the fiste, said, gentele raaister Packington, do

your diligence and get them, and with al my hart I will paye for them,

whatsoever thei cost you, for the bokes are erronious and naughte, and

I entend surely to destroy them all, and to burne theim at Paulea

Crosse. Tyndale sold him the books, saying, I shal geet moneye of hym
for these bokes, to bryng myself out of debt, and the whole world

shall cry out upon the burning of Goddes worde. And the overplus

of the money that shal remain to me, shal make me more studious to

correct the sayd New Testament, and so newly to imprint the same.

And so forwarde went the bargain, the byshop had the bokes, Pack-

ington the thankes, and Tyndale had the money." Afterwards, more

New Testaments came thick and threefold into England. Sir Thomas
More questioned George Constantine, a prisoner for heresy, how
Tyndale and his friends were supported ; and he frankly told the lord

chancellor, " It is the bishop of London that hath holpen vs, for he

hath bestowed emonge vs a great deale of moneye in Newe Testa-

mentes to burne theim, and that hath been and yet is our onely suc-

cour and comfort." The destruction of these books, according to Lord

Herbert of Cherbury, was on the 4th of May, 1530 : this is an error,

for it certainly took place in 1328. Tyndale seriously asks, what

Tonstall had done for Christ's church, that he was made bishop of

London and then of Durham. " Was it that he burnt the Newe
Testament, callinge it doctrinam peregrinam, straunge leniynge !

!"

Necessity drove the Reformers to a secret circulation of these silent

destroyers of popery : notwithstanding the active exertions of More,

Wolsey, and Tonstall to prevent it, they were extensively distributed.

Richard Herman, a merchant of the staple at Antwerp, was a cousi-
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derable exporter of the prohibited books to Enp;land, at a great sacri-

fice of his? fortune. Dr. I^arnes and Mr. Fish dispensed them in

London, Mr. Ganet at Oxford, and pion.s reformers in every part of

the kingdom : all this was done in confidence seldom betrayed.

In January, 1527, the Bishop jjroceeded into Essex, to discover

how far liis injunction had been obeyed. His course was marked
with terror, many poor prisoners for heresy were examined before

him. John Tyball dejjosed, that he first saw the New Testament
in English about April, 1526, and at Michaelmas following came to

London, and bought one for three shillings and two-pence of friar

Barons, requesting that he would keep it close ; that in conversation

the friar made a twyte of the manuscript copies, and said :
" A point

for tliem, for they are not to be regarded toward the new printed

Testament in English." John Necton deposed, that vicar Constan-
tine, in November, 1526, directed him to Mr. Fish, of whom he
bought twenty or thirty copies of the great volume ; that Constantine

had fifteen or sixteen of the biggest, and sold five or six to persons in

London ; and that about Easter, 1527, he bought of G. Usher, ser-

vant to the parson of Honey-lane, eighteen New Testaments of the

small volume ; and that about Christmas, 1527, a Dutchman who in

Easter following was a prisoner in the Fleet, offered him 300 copies

for 16/. 5s. : this was probably John Raimund.
Awful were the torments inflicted upon those who, in disobedience

to the proclamation, dared to read this proscribed book. An aged
labourer, father Harding, was seen reading by a wood side, while his

more fashionable neighbours were gone to hear mass. His house
was broken open, and under the flooring boards were discovered

English books of holy scripture : the poor old man was hurried to

jirison, and thence to the stake, wliere he was brutally treated, and
his body burnt to ashes.

The rigour with which these books were suppressed, would na-
turally excite a strong desire to possess them. It was also calculated

to awaken an intense interest in examining their contents. Imminent
danger attending the enjoyment of religious observances has a tenden-

cy to exalt the mind to the happiest state of feeling which those
privileges are capable of producing. Such must have been the case
with poor old Harding, who had been imprisoned some years before on
the charge of heresy, and knew that there was no mercy extended
to a second oflence ; yet io secret, by the wood side, with the Testa-
ment in his hand, he took repeated draughts of the water of life ; or,

secluded in his humble cottage, he raised the floor, found the precious
but forbidden book, and richly enjoyed the heavenly food. With
excited feelings, he might imagine that the voice of the inspired
writer was peculiarly addressed to him, " Eat O friend, drink, yea
drink abundantly, O beloved." The most powerful or learned of mea
might envy such moments, enjoyed by a poor old persecuted labourer.

Many were fined, imprisoned, and put to death for reading the
New Testament. Lawrence Staple was persecuted in 1531 for con-
cealing four copies in his sleeve, and giving them to Bihiey, who was
burnt. Staple saved his life bv abjuring. The sentence of the court

VII. 4 N
'
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of Star Chamber upon John Tyndale, a raerchnnt of London, a bro-

ther of the martyr, and Thomas Patmore, a merchant, was mild in

comparison with that on Harding. It was, " That each of them
should be set upon a horse, and tlieir faces to the horse's tail, and to

have paper? upon their heads, and upon their gowns or cloaks to be
tacked or pinned with the said New Testaments and other books,

and at the standard in Chepe should be made a great fire, whereinto
every of them should throw their siiid books, and farther to abide such
fines to be paid to the king as should be assessed upon them." The
fine, according to Fox, was to a ruinous amount. What a spectacle

to the citizens,—two of their wealthy and honourable Lombard mer-
chants treated with indignities, imprisonment and 6ne, for having
the New Testament in their possession ! Li mercy the progress of

the reformation was slow : had it been a rapid revolution, the spirit

of retaliation might liave produced most awful consequences.

The persecution was extended by the influence of Wolsey to

Antwerp. Richard Herman, a mercliant and citizen, " for that he
dyd bothe with his gooddis and poUicie, to his great hurt and
hynderans in this world, helpe to the settyng forthe of the Newe
Testament in Englisshe," was expelled for his freedom in tlie company
of Britis-h merchants. Queen Boleyn made an order for his restora-

tion under her hand and seal, May 14, 1535.

Hollinshed, the historian, with great simplicity states the natural

result of prohibition. "Diners persons that were detected to vse

reading of the New Testament, set forth by Tindale, were punished

by order of Sir T. More, who belde greatly against such bookes, bat

still the number of them dayly encreased."

The burning of God's word was advocated by the church of Rome,
and approved by one of her ablest defenders, more than fifty years

after it was perpetrated. Dr. Martin, reader of divinitv to the College

at Douay, says :
" The Catholicke church of our countrie did not il to

forbid and burne suche bookes which were so translated by Tyndal

and the like, as being not in deede God's booke, word, or scripture,

but the Diuels word." To which Fulke replied, " Neither can your

heathenish and barbarous burning of the holy scripture so translated,

nor your blasphemie in calling it the Deuils worde, be excused for any

fault in translation which you have discouered as yet, or euer shall be

able to descrye."

Tyndale frequently adverts to the burning of the New Testament,

and he anticijjated with pious resignation the fiery test by which his

faith was to be tried. " Some man wil aske parauenture why I take

the laboure to make this worke, in so moch as they will brunne It,

seinge they brunt the gospel. 1 answere in brunninge the New
Testamente they did none other thinge then I loked for, no more
shal they doo if tlie brunne me also, if it be God's will it shall be so."

At the close of one of his most interesting tracts, he says, " Whoso
f\ ndythe or redythe this lettre, put it furthe in examynacyon, and

Buftre it not to be liydde or destroyed, but multyplyed, for no man
knoweth what profFyt may come therof. For he that compiled it,

purposyth with Goddes helpe to mayntayne vuto the deati>e, yf neade
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be. And therfore all Christen men and women, praye that the

worde of God maye be vnbounde, and delyuered from the power of

Antichris*^, and renne amoni;e his people. Amen."
Great real was manifested to decry the translation as heretical.

Bishop Tonttall declared that there were mure than two tliousand

heresies in it. If he meiint that there were more than two thousatid

texts in the New Testatment against popery, it would be difficult to

controvert his assertion.

The prior of Newnham Abbey, in 1527, wrote to the bishop of

Lincoln, relative to opinions called heretical, held by George Jove,

of Peter College, Cambridge. The first heresy of which lie com-
plained was, that A simple preacher might be the means of a sinner's

conversion, and had the same power of binding and loosing as a pope,

cardinal, or bishop. The prior also says, " that the scripture in

Englisshe wold make sedition, brede errours and heresies, and so be

euell." Joy replied : "Wo be to you that say that the thing which
is good to be euell, and that which is sweet to be bitter."—" Thus
is the holye, cleare, good and swete gospell of Christe belyed and
blasphemed of you. It is only unsavery, kovered and darke to you
that peryshe." Fuller, referring to the hostility of the monks and pre-

lates 'relates a melancholy instance of those feelings having extended to

a civil otficer of the corporation of London. " When Tyndale's trans-

lation came over to England, O how were the popish clergy cut to the

heart. How did their blear eyes smart at the shining of the Gospel

in the vulgar tongue. Hall heard the town clerk of London swear

a great oath, that he would cut his own throat rather than the Gospel
should be read in English, but he brake promes and hanged himself.''

Robert Ridley, a priest, wrote " to maister Henry Golde, chap-

layne to my lorde of Canterbury," a letter in which he uses language

in all probability current at the time. " No man would receaue a gos-

pell of soch damned and practised heretikes, thow it wer trew." From
his remarks, he must have read the edition with glosses. He charges
Tyndale with having in his preface treated moral conduct with indiffer-

ence. The marginal note which directs to the paragraph so captiously

criticised is : "A trewe chrislyn man beleueth that hevyn ys hys
alredy by christes purche?inge, and therefore loveth, and worketh,
to honoure God only, and to drawe althinges to God." The point at

issue was this : The duty of n^.an being to love God with all his heart,

and his neighbour as himself, whether he could do more than his dutv,

and by such works of supererogation merit the forgiveness of past

sins, and even set over some of their meritorious works to the account
of others. This Tyndale denies, ascribing all the merit of the for-

giveness of sins to the Saviour only ; and he maintains that tlie hap-

py, holy influence of a good hope through faith will cause the sinner

80 freely pardoned, to devote himself to the glory of God by promoting
the happiness of man. Thus he argues :

" As no natural! sonne that

is his fathers's heyre, doeth his father's will because he wolde be
heyre, that he is alreddy be birth :—but of puer love doeth he that he
doeth. And axe him why he doeth eny thynge that he doeth, he an-
swereth : my father bade, it is my father's will, it pleaseth mv father,

4 N 2 '
.
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Bond seruauntes woike for hyre, children for love ; for there father,

with all he hath, is theres alreddy. So doeth a christen man frely all

that he doeth, cons-idereth nothynge but the will of God, and his negh-
boures wealth only. Yf y live chaste, I doo hit nott te ohteyne heven
therby, for then shulde y doo wronge to the bloud of Christ : Christes

hloud hath obteyned me that. Nether that y loke for an hyer roume
in heven, then they sliall have whych live in wedlocke, other then a

hoare of the stewes, yf she repent." These are sentiments totally op-

posed to the inference drawn from them by the angry priest. Ridley

then proceeds to find fault with the text :
" by this translation shal we

losse al thes cristian wordes, penaunce, charite, confession, grace, prest,

chirch which he alway calleth a congregation. Ye shal not neede
to accuse this translation. It is accused and damned by the consent

of the prelates and lerned men. And commanded to be brynt both

heir and beyonde the see, wher is mony hundreth of them brynt. So
that it is to layt now to offer reson why that be condempned, and
whiche be the fawte and errours. Shew the people, that ve be maid
to declare vnto them that these bowkes be condemned bv the Cownsell,
and profownde examinacion of the prelates and fathers of the chirche."

The reformers were victorious in argument. The only triumph (if

such it can be called) of the enemies to the spread of scri|)tural know-
ledge, was the burning such as they could not silence in controversy,

however unimpeachable their morals, bright and holy their piety, and
useful their lives.

Sir Thomas More entered most heartily into the controversy with
Tyndale, and displayed a fertile wit and great genius in defending the

Church of Rome. He well knew that he had no chance with such an
antagonist, either from scripture or reason, and he shielded himself in

tr-idition, antiquity, miracles, and mystery. He asserted that the

written word was not the whole revealed will of God, but that the

unwritten traditions of the church are of equal authority. His mode
oi arguing to prove this im])ortant point is " / take it : that the worde
of God vnwryten is of as gre;ite autlioryte as certavn, and as sure,

as ys hys worde wryten in tlie Scrypture, which poynt is so faste and
sure, pytched v])on the rncke, our sauvour Cryst hvmself that neyther

Luther, Tyndale, nor Huskyn, nor all the hell hounds that the deuyll

hath ill his kencU, neuer hytherto could nor, whyle god lyueth in

heuen and the deuyll lyeth in hell, neuer hereafter shall (barke they,

bawle they neuer so fast) he able to wreste it out." When he speaks

of the opinions of the reformers on other points, he uses language

equally charilal)le : " all apparycyons they mocke at, and all the

myracles they blasplic>me, and say the deuyll doth all,—as yf the

deuyll had (with) liis owne handes marked eche of them an .H, in

the forehede with a fayre bote yron fet out of the fyre of hell."

These are the words of the learned, witty, and eloquent More, who,

upon any sul)ject but religion, may be justly called a great man.
Tyndale destroys this visionary castle of Tradition, by a simple but

irresistible argument, the sum of which is, that the written word
of God is his revealed will, perfect as its Divine Author, with whom
it was impossible to misstate or omit any thing, and who has declared

all those to be cursed who add to or diminish from^ his will so revealed.
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The great Lord Chancellor More published nine volumes of con-

troversy ai^ainst Tyndale and Barnes, seven of which are against

Tyndale : four of these are in folio. To an antiquary, these tomes
are peculiarly interesting. It is a conflict between two men possessed

of giant minds, in decided opjiosition to each other. Tyndale is

chaste ; More licentious : Tyndale liberal, but devout ; More a bigot.

Tyndale triumphed in argument ; and More contrived to have him
imprisoned.

The character of this powerful persecutor of Tyndale presents to us

an extraordinary com])ound : he was a witty companion ; a gloomy
fanatic ; a beloved relative ; a religious tyrant ; an enlightened states-

man, who ably argues against sanguinary laws ; a bigoted persecutor,

who imbued his hands in the blood of the reformers : a philosopher

who, on every Fridav and saint's eve, scourged his own body with

whips made of knotted cords, and then, as a further punishment,

wore a hair shirt next to his lacerated skin. So persevering and
extensive were More's efforts to destroy Tyndale, that his biographer

compares the exiled reformer to a hunted hare with twenty brace of

greyhounds after him. The dignified clergy, delighted with these

efforts to support their falling hierarchy, raised the sum of five

thousand pounds, which they pressed upon his acceptance ; but he
nobly refused to take one penny. He foresaw that the Reformation
would prevail, and thus addressed his son :

" I beseech our Lord,

that some of us, as high as we seme to sitt vpon the mountains,

treadinge hereticks vnder our fete like antes, live not the day to be
at league and composition with them."

More's most able work against Tyndale, was the first which he
wrote, called A Dialogue. It represents that a nobleman sent his

friend to Sir Thomas More, requesting assistance to counteract opi-

nions which were gaining great ascendancy in the country against

the Romish church. These were " of pylgrymagys—ymages—prayer

to saints—myracles—tradicions—infallibility—cruelty to hereticks

—

burning the New Testament—and prohibiting books, called Lutheran."

It is evident that all these topics were shrewdly controverted through-
out the kingdom. The spirit of inquiry was gone forth, and was
working out the great reformation in spite of every obstacle. The
most important of these subjects, is the burning of tiie New Testa-

ment ; an atrocious deed, to defend which this dialogue was written

He thus introduces the prevailing opinions :
" The people say that all

this gere is done but onely to stoppe menes mouthes, and to put

euery man to sylence that wolde any thynge speke of the fautes of

the clargye. And they thynke that for none other cause was also

burned at Poules crosse the New Testament late translated in englysshe

by Mayster Wyllyam Huchyn, otherwyse called Mayster Tyndall,

who was (as men say) well knowen or he wente ouer the see, for a

man of ryght good lyuyng, studyous and well learned in scrvpture,

and in dyuers places in England was very well lyked, and dyd gret

good with prechyng. And men mutter amonge themselfe that the

boke was not onely fautles, but also very well translated, and was
deuysed to be burned, bycause men sholde not to be able to prove
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that suche fantes (as were at Poules ciosse declared to haue bene

founde in it) were neuer founde there in dede, but vntruely surmysed.

And yet suche as they were, some men save, were noo fautes at all,

yf thev hadde be so translated in dede, but blame laved and faute

founde with thynges nothynge faute werthy, onely to deface that

holy worke, to the ende that they myghte seme to haue some iuste

cause to burne it. And that for none other entente, but for to kepe

out of the people's bandes all knowleges of Crystys gospell, and
of goddys lawe, excepte soo mocbe onelv as the clergye thevmselfe

lyste nowe and than to tell vs. And that lytell as it is and seldom

shewed, yet as it is fered not well and truely tolde, but watered with

false gloses, and altered from the trouth of the very wordes and
sentence of scrypture only for ye mayntenaunce of theyr authoryte.

And the fere lest this thynge sholde euydently appere to the people,

yf they were suffered to rede the scrypture them selfe in theyr own
tonge was (as it ia thought) the very cause not onely for whiche the

newe testament translated by Tyndale was burned, but also that the

clargye of this realme hath before this tyme, by a constytucyon

prouyncyall prohybyted any boke of scrypture to be translated into

the Englyshe tonge, feryng m^n with fyer as heretyques who so sholde

presume to ke])e the n, as though it were heresye for a crysten men to

rede crystys gospell."

These admissions are deeply interesting : they show that the laity

throughout the kingdom were strongly excited. The picture of

public opinion, thus drawn and published, is from the pen of the

champion of popery, and, as it tells against his own party, we may
naturally conclude that he has not exaggerated. The character of

Tyndale, exhibited by his ])ersecutor, is as highly honourable as it is

faithful. In the third book of the Dialogues, More attempts to defend

the burning of the New Testament, by declaring that it was full of

errors. " To tell all wold be to reherse the hole boke." " To searcii

for one faute would be like studying where to fynde water in the

see." At length his budget of errors is opened, and three heresies

are proclaimed :
" the prestes of Crystes chyrche he calleth senyours

—Chyrche he calleth congregation—and charyte he calleth alway

love." These objections were unworthy the pen of a scholar, and

are highlv gratifying to the friends of the Reformation. Tyudale's

immortal work was subject to the severest scrutiny of the brightest

scholars of the age, men of the keenest penetration, and his most

decided enemies : but the pure gold defied their research for alloy

;

and, in the absence of serious errors, the critics found unreasonable

fault with words, because they would have preferred others nearly

similar, (no more diversity of meaning, to use an expression of

Coverdale, than between fourpence and a groat,) if not synonymous.

Sir Thomas frequently betrays a degree of blind hostility, disgraceful

as the system in which he had been educated. Tyndale's rule of

obedience to the king was :
" A crysten man is bounden to obay

even tyranny, yf it be not agaynste his fayth, nor the law of god, tyll

god delyuer bym thereof." In ivply to this, More displays a captious
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littleness, totally opposed to his native genius : he admits that the

Apostle expresses exactly the same idea,
—" ' we inuste rather please

god than man,' which is well sayed of the apostle, but to be said of

Tyndale, a heretic, it is a playne exhortacyon to rebellion."

The word senior was taken from the vulgate Latin. Tyndale ac-

knowledged that it was not sufficiently explicit, and that he should

prefer the word elder. This gave so much offence to the punning
Lord Chancellor, that he likens it to a man blind of one eye, putting

out the other to amend iiis siglit. The term which gave most offence

was " congrefration," used instead of church. In using this term,

he was justified by his learned sovereign—the defender of the faith

—

Henry the Eighth, who in a proclamation, and in the six articles

penned by his own hand, combines the two wor ds thus—" the congre-

gation of the church of England." Tvndale and the king were right in

using the term congregation, because the common acceptation of the

word church was neither the building in which worsliip was conduct-

ed, nor the body of christians who worshipped, but it was limited

to the clergy, who were called the church. It is now very properly

altered to church, a term by which we understand all those whose faith

and practice constitute them christians.

More also complains, " that at the tyme of this translacyon Hychens
(Tyndale) was with Luther in Wyttenberge, and set certayne glosys

in the mergent, framed for the settynge forthe of the vngracyoua
secte." He finds fault, that " confession he translateth into know-
ledgynge—Penaunce into repentaunce ;" and he sums up all the errors

as springing from this principle :
" For he wolde make y® people byleue

that we sholde beleue nothyng hit playne scrypture, in whyche poynte
he techeth a playne pestylent heresye" ! ! The faults are, in his estima-

tion, such that " as it were as sone done to weue a new web of cloth

as to sow up euery hole in a net, so were it almost as lytell labour

and lesse to translate y' hole boke all newe then attempt to correct

it." He admits, however, " tliat a nother man translatynge the

testament, and beynge good and faythfuU, myghte haue vsed happely
those chaunges wythout euyll meanyng or any suspicion thereof." To
bring these absurd notions to a climax, he declares, that " yt is

enough for good cristen men that know those thynges for heresyes,

to abhorre and burne vppe his bokes and the lykers of them witk
them" ! ! ! This was the spirit of popery : has it changed ? If it

has, it was not infallible : if it has not, may such a system never
again desolate our happy island !

Sir Thomas not only endeavours to frighten the people from read-
ing Tyndale, by the threat of buruing here and hereafter, but to

supply the place of argument, he calls to his aid a ghost to establish

his charge of heresy. Unfortunately for him, the poor shade had
been so roughly treated on a former attack, that he very prudently
refused to venture a second time :

" When I desired Oi igene to

take the payne to come and be wytnesse wyth me in thvs mater, he
semed at the fyrst very well content. But when I tolde hvm that he
eholde mete with Tyndale: he blessed hymselfe and shrauke bakke,
and sayde he bad leuer go some other waye many a myle then oaya
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medle wyth hym. For I shall tell you syr, quod he hefore thys tyme
a ryght honorable man very conRyng and yet more vertuouse, the
good hysshoppe of Rochester, in a great audyence brought me in for

a wytnes agaynst Luther and Tyndale, euyn in this same mater
aboute the tyme of the burnynge of Tyndalys euyll translated testa-

ment. But Tyndale, as soon as he herd of my name, without any
respecte of honestye, fell in a rage wyth me, and also rated me,
and called me starke heretyke, and that the starkest that euer was.
Thys tale Orygene tolde me, and swore by saynt Symkyn that he
was neuer so sayed vnto of suche a lewde felowe synnys he wasfyrste
borne of hys mother, and therefore he wolde neuer medle wyth
Tyndale more. Now, indede, to save the treuth, yt were not well

dot e of Tyndale to leue resonynge and fall a scoldyng, chvdvnge,
as yt were a bawdy begger of Byllyter-lane. Fy for shame, he sholde
fauored and forborne hym somwhat, and yt had bene but for his age.

For Origene is nowe xiij. hundred yere olde or tiiere aboute, and
this was not mych aboue vij yeres synnys." This story, told on the
credibility of the Lord Chancellor of England, must have produced
its effect on the populace, to whom it would be rehearsed by the

priests with all gravity as words of truth and soberness.

It is amusing to hear Tyndale accused of calling hard names, by
one who WHS a perfect master of the art of abuse. An intelligent

papist who, in 1533, published that rare volume, " Salem and Bizance,"
complains very seriously that More calleth those with whom he
differed " sometyme desperate wretches, sometyme sterke heretykes,

and other whyles he calleth them the blessed brotherhode, or the news
broched bretherene, or the euangelical bretherne, and the principal

doers he calleth potheded postels, naughtee bretheren or heretike

brethern—these be strange names deuised after a merueilous railing

fashion, wherein I thinke verely he dothe not as he wolde be done to."

Tyndale was, at times, severe in his language, but it was a justifi-

able and even needful severity ; thus referring to unmeaning cere-

monies, he says, " a man will as soon gape while thou puttest s<ind as

holy salt iu his mouth, yf thou shew hym no reason thereof he had
as leyffe be smered wyth vnhalowed butter as anoynted with charmed
oyle, yf bis soule be not taught to vnderstande somewhat thereby."

This was a poser to Sir Thomas, whose anger dictated his reply :
" Ah

blasphemouse beste, to whose rorynge and lowynge no good crysten

man can with out heuynes of herte gyue ere. Now foloweth yt also

that vf the sacrament were as good vnmynistred as mynistred to who
so euer is not taught the proper sygnifyoacyons of the outwarde token

in the sacrament as Tyndale here vnder a blasphemous iestynge

fasshyon telleth vs : then foloweth yt, I saye, that there was neuer

chylde crvstened synnys crystendome fyrst begane but that yt hadde

bene as good to haue lefte it vncrystened, and neuer to haue let water

touche \t, bycause yt coulde not be taught what the water sygnifyed."

This must have been a grave subject to those who considered that the

neglect of parents as to this ceremony would be visited upon the soul

of the child in eternal misery ! !

More was exceedingly desirous that the people should not read or
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examine the works of Tyndale : his great forte was ridicule and
angry abuse, but he sometimes resorts to persuasion. " I wolde
aduyse any man neither to rede these heretyltes bokes nor mine, but

occupy tlieyr myndes better, and standynge fermely by the catholyke

faith of this .xv. C. yere, neuer onys muse vppon these newe fangled

heresyes ; but if at the parell of daynger to burne botli iiere and in

hell, he cannot hold his yechynge fyngers frome theyre poysened

bokes, then wolde 1 counsayle liym in any vvyse to rede iherwith such

thynges as are wrytten against theym." " Besyde the bookes of Latyn,

French, and Douch an innumerable sorte. There are made in the

Englysshe tonge. Fyrst, Tyndales new testament, father of them all,

by reason of hys false translatyng." "Tyndales heresies farre exceed

and passe : and incomparably offende the maieste of our Lorde God,
than all the settynge vppe of Bell, and Baal, and Belzabub, and all the

deuyls in hell." More, as keeper of the king's conscience, seriously

said, " That the king would lose his own soul if he suffered Tyndale's

Testament in his people's hands." The violence of this language

shows the weakness of his cause, and the poverty of his argument
in attempting to defend the Romish church. It is in delightful contrast

with the opinion formed by a modern papist, justly esteemed for his

liberality and candour, and eminent as a profound scholar. " "With

respect to Tyndale's translation, it is astonishing how little obsolete

the language of it is, even at this day ; and, in point of perspicuity

and noble simplicity, propriety of idiom and purity of style, no English

version has yet surpassed it. The criticisms of those who wrote

against it (we are sorry to find Sir Thomas More among them) are

generally too severe, often captious, and sometimes evidently unjust."

He adds : Burning suspicious books is the readiest way to multiply

them : as persecuting for religion is the surest mean of propagating

it."

[To be continued.]

V.

—

The whole Bible i7i Hindustani—Roman Character.

To the Editors of the Calcutta Christian Observer.

Dear Sirs,

I feel great pleasure in informing you, and through you the

Christian Public of India, that the Banaras Missionaries of

different denominations had a meeting yesterday evening, when
it was resolved to publish a Hindustani Bible in the English let-

ters in one neat vol. 8vo. The Rev. Messrs. Wilkinson of Go-
rakhpur, Smith, Buyers, Leupolt and Sliurman of Banaras, have
already engaged in the translation. The Rev. Messrs. Bowlev
of Chunar, Mather of Mirzapur, the American Missionaries at

Allahabad, Saharanpiir, Ludiana mi others, will likewise he
invited to assist in this most important work, in order that

Missionaries of all denominations and Societies may feel inter-

VII. 4o
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ested in the translation and use it in their scliools and Churches.
It is well known that some years ago the Missionaries at

Banaras could not agree in translating the New Testament so

as to satisfy all parties ; it is hoped that hefore the Old
Testament has passed through the press they will have exchang-
ed and adjusted their various opinions on some points so far as

to be able to get up a translation of the New Testament, like-

Tvise, in which all parties will acquiesce. If this should not be the

case, the Old Testament only will be published /or the present.

May the spirit of wisdom, love and forbearance be abundantly
poured out upon the translators of God^s holy word !

All persons who have long wished for a Hindustani Bible,

in one neat volume 8vo. are now earnestly requested to inform

the Banaras Missionaries, as soon as possible, how many copies

they want for their respective stations, in order that it ma}' be

ascertained how large an edition will be required. For Banaras
alone one thousand copies are wanted. It is expected that an
edition of many thousand copies will be subscribed for.

When it has been ascertained how large an edition of a
whole Hindustani Bible in one vol. 8vo. is required we intend

to request the Calcutta Bible Societ}' to publish it for us ; but

if the Committee should think " better to follow in the beaten

track of ages,"—better to expend enormous sums upon huge
volumes of par^s of the scriptures in the letters of Persia, than

to patronize a whole Hindustani Bible in one vol. 8vo. in the

letters of Old England and all Christendom, then must they

act according to the dictates of their own consciences ; but a

Hindustani Bible in English letters we must have. If they will

not listen to our representations, we must immediately publish

such an edition ourselves. We do not say this to offend the

Committee of the Calcutta Bible Society, for which excellent

Institution we entertain the highest respect, but simply to

inform our friends in every part of India pluinly and fully

that a whole Hindustani Bible in one vol. 8vo. will be publish-

ed at any rate. This, I am sure, will be good news to many.
How different would Indian society at present be if the

English conquerors had from the beginning, introduced their

language and their letters ! But we may do it now. The Church
Missionaries at Banaras will soon have under their charge

about 300 orphans ; the London Society's Missionaries about

100. We find it very difficult to provide them with useful

school books in the English letters, but how difficult would it

be to provide them with books in the letters of Persia ? To
prevent, however, all misunderstanding, I beg leave to say that

we teach all children to read and write both the Persian and

Devvanagari letters.

Youre, &c.

J. xV. S.
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1.

—

Missionary and Ecclesiastical Movkments.
Since our last «e gather from the public prints that the new Bishop of

Miulras lias arrived in India. May lie possess hoth the spirit and practice

of the meek and excellent Corrie !—The Rev. Messrs. Pfander and Kreiss,

formerly Missionaries of tlie Basle Society in Georgia have arrived in

Bengal and are now making arrangements for the reception and establish-

ment of their brethren appointed for northern India.—The Rev. L. Lessel

of the London Missionary Society has been appointed to Berhampore.

—

We understand that the Rev. W . Start of Patna is expected next

cold season with a large reinforcement of Missionaries.—The Rev. W.
Spry, Chaplain H. E. 1. C. arrived on the Seringapatam.— The Rev.

W. S. Mackay, arrived in safety at Madras and lias again sailed for

Sydney. His health is partially inijiroved by the voyage.—The Mission

at Singapore has been re-inforced by the arriv al of five American Mission-

aries. Tliey are at })resent to devote themselves to the education of native

youth.—The Rev. \V. F. Wybrow has proceeded on a tour of inspection

of the Church Missionary Society's stations in Upper India. He is we
believe accompanied by the Rev. J. ^Veitbriecht.— Rev. Messrs Schneider

and Hoenhle, and their partners arrived on the Plantagenet. Our newly
arrived brethren belong to the Church IVJission. May they long be pre-

served to labor in this dark land !

2. PeUSECUTION in Bl'IlMAH.
We are confident that our readers will be excited to prayer on behalf of

tlie infant church in Burmah on the perusal of the following intelligence,

nor will they be led less to admire the valuable and disinterested conduct of

the Karen chief. Would that many in more favored spots would imitate his

cheering example.—The Karens have lately suffered further and greater

persecuti(tn. One who was not a Christian, was carrying away tracts through
the city gate in a small covered basket, when the gate-keeper asked him
what he had in his basket; he said sugar, shewed symptoms of fear and
quickened his pace, on which the gate-keeper ordered his basket to be ex-
amined. Finding tracts, he immediately called an officer and began writing
down bis name, place of residence, &c. A Bengali Christian at whose house
the Karen Christians who visit this city find a home, accompanied by two
Karen lads, went to intercede for the man at the gate-keeper's, when the
two lads also were seized. The Bengali told the gate-keeper that their

master was not far olF. He said, " then let him come and take away his

men." The Karen chief came and was also seized. All four were thrust into

prison in irons and in stocks. They were kept there 6 days and then taken
out to the great pagoda to cut grass : meantime the determination of the
rulers seemed to be to make a put)lic example of them as they said to put a
stop to the progress of the foreigner's religion in the country. We greatly
feared that they would suffer martyrdom, but providence mercifully inter,

posed. .Mr. Edwards, Secretary to the Residency, after unwearied effort

and solicitation, obtained their release as a matter of mere favor to himself.

One day Mr. E. was interceditig on behalf of the Karens ; he told the Go-
vernor that the teachers were very feeling people and could not l)ear to

see tlieir fellow-creatures suffer wrongfully. The governor shewed great
surprise, and said " Why, do not these teachers get two or three hundred
Rs. a month, and how is it that they should feel for their fellow-men
A true specimen this of Burman philanthropy ! One-fourth of the abova
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8um is we believe quite enough to turn tlie head of a Burman, and nwke
him a Pharoah in miniature.

VVe have ah'eady noticed the readiness of the Karens to receive tlie

gospel in the love of it. Were religious toleration enjoyed here, in

no part of the world could the missionary thrust in his sickle and reap
Yt ith more encouraging success than among the Karens. The chief mention-
ed above, came down from the Bassein district. He has been recently

converted, and, that he might not be encumbered by the cares, and drawn
away by the temptations of his chiefdom, gave up that office, and devoted

his time to reading Christian books, tliat he might be able to teach his

countrymen the Christian Religion. For some days before he left his

home to proceed to Rangoon for more books, he stated, that his house was
thronged with listening crowds, that he kept some one reading aloud the

books all the time, not interrupting them even at meal times. He came
down to get more books and returned sad to think he had failed in his

object, after having suffered more than a fortnight's imprisonment.

We have been favored with the following short extract from a letter

from Rangoon of a very recent date which gives, we believe, a very faith,

ful description of the real political state of things.

" Affairs in Bnrmah are still in a dubious unsettled state. The demon-
strations of respect paid to the Resident on his first arrival here were so far

as they went a good sign of the disposition of the Burmans towards amity

and peace, hut unfortunately they were of short duration, and terminated in

downright insolence. But as I am no politician I will not attempt the de-

tail. It is hoped the Resident will be received at the court in a proper

manner. It is our heart's desire that missionaries may be allowed free-

dom of the press and of speech in Biirmali, but I fear there is little hope

under this despotic government. However it is a comfort to think that

the reins of universal government are in the hands of One who can turn

the hearts of kings whithersoever he will. Oh ! is it not an unspeakable

comfort to know that Jehovah reigns, and tliat Jehovah and Jesus are

one ! and, believing this divinely precious truth, how sweetly can we rest

the responsil)ility of the conversion of the heathen on Him; while his

constraining love sweetly imjjels us on in the exercise of all our powers

of soul and body to this glorious work.

3.— Re-opening of Cuttack Chapel.

The above place of worship was re-opened after considerable enlarge-

ment on Siibbath day, Aug. 19, 1838. The following brief notices of its

history may not be unacceptable to the readers of the Observer.

Sixteen years ago wlien the General Baptist missionaries entered the

province there was neither minister nor chapel in Orissa, nor was any pub-

lic divine worship in honour of the living God ol)served throughout the

whole length and breadth of the land. I he missionaries (Messrs. Bamp.

ton and Peggs) iuimmediately opened tlieir houses for divine service and

a considerable portion of the limited community attended their ministry.

It was not however until the year 1826 that we were enabled to erect our

first liouse of prayer. 'Vhe ground was given to us by one of our hearers

and Has formerly the site of a temple dedicftted to Mahadei). During the

Mahratta rule this temple was allowed to fail into complete ruin, and some

of the old .-tones served for a foundation for our Chiis-tian sanctuary. '1 he

first stone was laid in May 1826, and the chapel opor.ed the following No.

vemlier by Messrs. Lacey and Sutton. At this time the missionaries had

not been cheered by a single native convert, nor had their message been

avowedly received, by more than three or four individuals. From that

time lioue\er additions of Enropraris, East Indians and natives have

continually been made. So that the whole number bantized is about 105^
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of them about 60 Jire pure nntives. These are in-espective of meml)era
added from other churches iinit occnsioiial cominunicaiits of other deiiumi-

iiHtionf). The wh<de number of iiieuihers added is about 140 perilous.

For some time past we have been much incommoded for want of room,
especially at our native and communion services, and consequently solicit-

ed the aid of our friends towards erecting a larger building. It was our
intention to build on a more eligible sjKtt, but we were refused it; our only

resource vvas therefore to improve tbe old one and by somewhat enlarging
it nuike it more convenient and healthy. Our chapel was nearly pulled

down and we have made it more than double its former size, so that for

the present it accoutmodates our audience comfortably. Through the li-

berality of our kind friends in ('alcutta as well as nearer liome the whole
expense is nearly met, and we would embrace this opportunity of tender-
ing them our most grateful acknowledgments.

And may we not be allowed to add in reference to all such benevolent
efforts, the closing remarks of a late anniversary discourse—That there is,

at least, one view in which the foregoing particulars are interesting. 'J'hey

shew that in this little house of prayer many, from different parts of the
earth, have been cheered on in their way to heaven. A benevolent mind
Mould luxuriate iu the thought of opening a spring of water in some
parched desert where many a thirsty traveller might, through subsequent
years, refresh his wearied frame ; but shall not the Christian feel superior

delight in opening a spiritual fountain in this heathen wilderness where
many a way-worn fellow-pilgrim shall from age to age drink of the stream3
of salvation ? Oli yes ! and whatever may become of the present sup-
piu'ters of this little church, may not the hope be indulged, that when we
are laid in the dust, succeeding generations of Christians shall arise to

repair and enlarge this house, or rather that they will build a more sub-

stantial temple which shall serve as the spiritual banqueting house of

successive myriads till time shall be no more
'J'he Cuttack Missionaries.

P. S. It may be added as a somewhat unusual event in the history of
missionary life in India, that the same two brethren who were engaged in

building and opening the Chapel at first, were spared to I'eturn together
and re-open it at the end of twelve years. To them at least this is a cir.

cumstance calling for renewed gratitude and devotedness to Him " who
holdeth our souls in life."

THE MAY MEETINGS.
Feeling anxious that our subscribers should enjoy, (in such a degree

as it is in our power to provide it,) a portion of the pleasure we have

ourselves experienced from tiie perusal of the account of the Anni-
versary Meetings of tlie principal Religious Societies held in London
during the month of May, we have transferred to our pages an outline

of their operations, together with a few of the most stirring and
intelligent speeches. The length to which tliese extracts have extend-

ed obliges us to omit our usual portion of intelligence. We hope,

liowever, that the interest excited by the extracts and speeclaes will be

a sufficient excuse for deterring it at least for a month.

1.

—

Religious Tract Society.

The thirty-ninth anniversary of this valuable institution was held

;

S. Hoare, Esq., in the chair. The following is a summary of its

labours during the year.
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" 'l lip Report referred to the operations of the Society in China, Ma-
lacca, Penan^, anil Java, and the gratits made for the publication of religious
tracts. In lJuriiiah the paper sent out by the Society had been found most
useful, but thougli its missionaries had three ])resses continually at work,
they could not meet the demands of the natives for religious tracts. The
Society has made a speciiil grant of 1,000/. for the publication of books
lor native Christians in India, and for sup|)lying with libraries the colleges
established by the Calcutta Committee of Public Instruction ; in addition to
whiclr, 1,678/. had been voted to the different Societies labouring in that
country. Upwards of 116.000 publications liave I)een sent to Australasia,
and the missions in New Zealand have been supplied witli printing paper.
The Rev. John Williams, on his departure for Polynesia, received from
the Society 24,000 copies of ten works for young people in the Tahitian
and Rasdlonga dialects. The Society has continued its efforts for South
Africa, Madagascar, and Spanish America. Upwards of 80,000 tracts have
been sent to tlie West Indies, and 816,632 to the British American
colonies. In France a variety of useful works are in progress, particularly
€i Comimiitary upon Scripture, and translations of Dr. Wardlaw's Lecture
on the Sociniun Controversy, the Life of the Rev. H. Venn, and the Reformed
Fustor. In Si)ain and Portugal a considerable number of tracts have been
distributed, and the Societies in Germany and Russia are actively engaged
in the diffusion of scriptural truth. The grants made to Scotland, Ire-
land, and other home objects, amount to 2,075,168, in addition to 513
liiiraries of the Society's works, voted to Day and Sunday.schools, union-
houses, and other important objects. The publications circulated during
the year amount to 15,939,567. The total benevolent income of the So-
ciety is 5,721/. 18s. lOrf., its grants 8,184/. 9$. 9rf., being 2,462/. 10s. 1 Irf.

beyond the amount of such benevolent income. The sales in the year
Mere 49,284/. 9s. The Society's total receipts 62,054/. 9.?. 2rf."

Mr. Woodward of the Church Mission, referring to China said:

—

" He was happy to find that the attention of Christians was directed to

that vast empire, the population of which, according to the most correct

returns, was three hundred and sixty millions. China bo;isted of her know-
ledge, her science, her skill in arms, and even of her having had for ages
at her control the power of the press ; but what had China done with all

her resources, even in adding to her own national greatness ? 'I'he female
character was sadly degraded ; the nwA, unfeeling oonduct was manifested

towards the sick and dying, and vices the most awful and degrading pre-

vailed
;
yet there was hope for Cbiua. The devoted Morrison had said,

that nothing was more likely to benefit China in the way of religious

instruction than small tracts. It was not from the least desire to under-
value the Bible that Morrison had made that statement, but because he

knew tliat the possession of a large volume would excite suspicion and lead

to danger, while a small tract might be easily concealed. Gutzlaff also had

stated instances in which his tracts had been eagerly received, and read

with attention and profit. Much stress had been laid on the amazing pow-
er possessed l)y tiie solitary despot who ruled that immense empire; and
it was si)oken of as presenting one of the most formidable obstacles in the

way of tlie success of exertions to christianize the people. But that very

circumstance was cheering. Let a tract find its way to that despot, and

let it be blessed by the Spirit of God to his conversion, the very fact of

his (lesputic |)(>u er might lead the mandarins and a whole empire at once to

receive the truth ; and success would become much more likely than if the

empire had been divided among twenty or fifty princes. (Cheers.) It was

-saiil that Confucius bad predicted that light was to visit China from the

West. An emperor supposing that by the West was meant India, sent for
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a Budhist pripst, in order to si)rcad tlint light. In consequence of the

preanhing of that solitarv piiest, nearly four hundn d niiliioiis had become

Budliists! Surely, then," if Christians exerted themselves, the arms of

Budhii iniglit he turned harkwards, and the power and grace of Christ he

proclaimed from one end of the empire to the other. Mr. Woodward

then referred to the operations of the Society at Iiome. The agents of

Infidelity were very active in the circulation of their poisonous and soul-

destroving principles, and were dropping their irreligious and ohscene tracts

in the' way of servants and others, to a considerable extent. He earnestly

recommended the system of Iruct-dropjiing, find related some instances in

which it had led to the conversion of individuals, and to extensive good.

He then proceeded to notice some of the objections which were usually

urged against the Society and its operations, such as its bringing togetlier

persons of various communions of religion, the insignificant appearance of

many of the tracts, and other objections, and concluded by the expression

of an earnest wish that the Society might prosper, and be the means of

abundant good to all the nations of the earth."

The Rev. Merle D'Aubigne, from Geneva, said, speaking on the

same subject :

—

" Reference having been made to China^ he observed, that in a French
newspaper he had seen it stated that tlie Roman Catholics had three

bishops in China, and three general vicars, together with many priests, and
several thousand converts. There were three convents, or houses of

instruction, one in Paris, one in Naples, and one in Portugal, where mis-

sionaries were prepared for that purpose, and it was said, that if only one
Constantine, one Emperor of China, became a Christian, three hundred
millions of people would heccmie Christians also. That was the statement

which was made. But he would say, if China was to l)e converted, let it

be to true Christianity. (Hear.) The Roman Catholics had. it was sup-

posed, about one thousand missionaries in China, and they (the Protes-

tants) had only two or three. Men, and Bibles, and tracts, must be sent

in abundance, before any great result could be effected. Much had been
said about France and Switzerland. He trusted that Dr. \Vardlaw's
work against Socinianism, which had been translated into French, would
be blessed to many, not only to Socinians, but also to Roman Catholics,

who, though nominally Christian, needed much instruction in the truth.

As to tracts, there was one tract which he was most anxious to recom-
mend ; a tract which each might carry with him—which could give no
personal oflfence, which would he received with readiness, which would
not cost the Society one penny, and which would greatly impress the minds
of many ; that tract w;is a Christian life (much cheering) ; a truly (Chris-

tian life—a life of love, of humility, of holiness, of celestial virtue.

(' Hear,' and cheers.) He could relate many pleasing instances in which
that tract had been blessed. In the Sociefes EvangeHques of Geneva and
Paris, colporteurs were employed, who w-ent with Bibles and tracts into

every village, like so many pioneers preparing the way through the forest

for an army. One of those colporteurs went into a house, and began to

read to the company. The master was very angry, and desired him
instantly to quit the place, loading him with much abuse, and calling him
an imposter. The colporteur meekly replied, that he was no imposter,

but sought only their good. He began to weep, while he told them that

he was a servant of Him who was crucified for sinners, amongst whom
he was chief;, and that he was happy to be exi)osed to shame and to

reproach for his dear sake. He left the house ; but a young Romish
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priest who was present followeil him, and took him hy tlie hiind, tellinf?

him how frrently he iiad l)eeii struck witli the loviiifr and tender spirit he
had inanifcsted. They went tofjetherto a room, where tfie poor Protestuiik
nnd the youn^j Romish priest kneeled down totrether, and prayed earnestly
to the Lord for a l)lessiiig on their souls. (Cheering-.) Such was the in-
fluence of a holy life, even where hooka and tracts would he rejected. He
ther) related some passages in the early life of Professor Tholuck, who
had gone to Germany a Rationalist, but who was brought to embrace a
genuine Christianity, in consequence of witnessing the holy life of an aged
baron, with whom his lot was cast. Such were some of the effects pruduc.
ed by the tract he had spoken of; he wi.shed all present to go and do
likewise. (Cheering.)"

2.

—

Church Missionary Society.

The thirty-eighth anniversary of this Society was held on Tuesday
the 1st of May, the Earl of Chichester in the chair. The Report
stated the funds to be flourishing but that the expenditure had greatly

outrun the exchequer. The following is a syllabus of the Society's

operations.

" In VVest Africa a new missionary wlio had been sent out, had met with
a most favourable reception. The missionary stated, in a communication
to the Committee, that several of the natives had crowded on the beach
to welcome his arrival, and as he proceeded to his place of destination, he
was hailed by several little native children belonging to the missionary
school, who cried out as he passed, " New white man—new missionary-^
thank God." From south-east Africa, the Rev. Mr. Owen had transmitted
the most favourable accounts of the progress of the mission. In the
Zoolu country the king of which, Gingauii (as we undei:stood), had first

been tyrannically disposed, had at length been induced to give the missiona.
ry a most favourable reception, and had, with several of his people, heard
the missionary preach, through an interpreter, Jesus and the resurrection.

(Hear, hear.) In the JMediterranean mission, and in those of Asia Minor,
Calcutta, and Northern India, the accounts of the progress of the Society
were most favourable. In mentioning the statements transmitted as to

the Madras and Southern India mission, the Report expressed the deep
regret which the Committee felt at the loss sustained by the Society in

the death of that excellent prelate. Bishop Corrie, to whose usefulness

they were much indebted for j)romoting the objects of the Society. In
Madras, as in other parts of India, there had of late sprung up an
extensively-increased desire amongst the people for the benefit of educa.

tion. In Tinnevell)', the Committee regretted to state, there had arisen

some diff'erences and troubles which hail tended to retard the missionary

progress; but still, notwithstanding, it had pleased Almighty God to

bless the labours of some by the addition to the faithful there of 200 from
heathenism. From the Bombay and Western India mission, the excellent

Bishop of that district had forwarded the most favourable accounts. The
report next stated that the Committee had presented memorials to the

Directors of the East India Company, and also to the Board of Control,

respecting the abolition of the pilgrim-tax, and there was reason to hope
that these applications would be attended with a favouralile result. In

Ceylon, the Committee were glad to have to state that the happiness of

this mission had now been continued for more tiian twenty years, in the

greatest unanimity and concord, the mission had derived most important

advantages from the increased knowledge, experience, and a()ility of the

native agents, lu China, the Committee regretted to state, that the
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83'stematic opposition of the Chinese Government had created great

ohstacles to the progress of the mission. In New Holland some obstacles

had arisen, as also in New Zealand, from intestine wars among- the Abori-

gines. In some of their recent saiiguijiarj' contests, 500 had fallen, and
that destruction (pf Iniman life hail been followed by the most horrible and
revolting scenes of cannibalism ; thus showing' what man is without the

light of the Gosi>el, and showing also the effects and evil infiuenue of some
who wei"e (-'hristians only in name. Notwithstanding these obstacles,

the Connnittee were glad to be able to state, that in some of those districts

the missionary cause had made considerable progress. In the West India

mission, the Committee had to acknowledge the receipt of 1,000/. from
Goveriniu'tit, towards the jyromotion of negro education ; yet the Suciety

had to expend immense funds in following up that object. In J.tmaica

they had six nussionaries and twenty-five catechists ; and their exertions

had been blessed with very great success. The North-western American
mission had, the Comiiiittee rejoiced to say, received signal proof of the

Divine aid on its labours. In conclusion, the Report stated, that the

Committee, in surveying the different missions in connexion with the

Society, had to rejoice and give glory to God for the success with which,

on the whole, he had been pleased to bless their labours. (Hear.)"

We have but room for the speech of the Hon. and Rev. Baptist

Noel ; whicii we have selected for its fearless exhibition of the actual

state of the Heathen vs-orld.

" The Honoral)le and Rev. B. Noel seconded the Resolution. When he
considered the momentous influence such a meeting as this might not only
have on this Society, with all its extensive ramifications through the
country, hut likewise upon the spiritual interests of different nations, he
felt deeply the amount of the responsibility attaching to every one called

upon to address the Meeting, They were not met to amuse one another,
or even to excite holier and better feelings which might improve them
for a moment, and then pass away ; but to excite one another to Christian
conduct, and to slrengtlien, if possible, those principles which they had
deliberately adopted, and which he trusted were deeply implanted in their
very nature. It would be pleasing to trace the progress of this institu.

tion in various countries, and to speak of those triumphs of the missionary
cause with which it had pleased the Great Head of the Church to bless

its labours. But he proposed to dwell on a less pleasing theme, the
amount of necessity for the interposition of Christian men in the missiona.
ry cause. Not as yet was society pervaded, as it ought to be, with a sense
of the magnitude of the need of heathen nations for missionary exertions;
not as yet were great numbers of those who did engage in that work
adequately impressed with that necessity. Perhaps it would not be useless
if from time to time this necessity was pressed on our attention. It was
said occasionally, that there was no vast difference between the Christian
and the Heathen population in the East, and that therefore missionary-
exertion was not so much needed. If that statement proved anything,
it proved, not that Heathenism had given way to Christianity, but that
large immbers of professed Christians had been allowed to sink into
Heathenism. (Hear, hear.) Poetic pictures were sometimes drawn of
the innocence, kindly feeling, social habits, and just views of the Deity
entertained by Heathens, as though they were not indeed inferior to
Christians. He wished the picture were true; but if it were found to be
the contrary, ought not all their energies to be employed in the great
work of missions.'' (Hear, bear.) 'I"o prove the necessity of missionary
exertion, he would not ask those who wished to sit down and enjoy a life

<}f ease, but those who had had an opportunity of judging the case, and
Vll. 4 P
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their concurrent testimony was iis important as it was conclusive. The
missionary Duff, liad liecii an eye-witness of the scenes wliich he liad

described in the liearing perhaps of many in tl)at Meeting. Ttiere were
others, also, who liad spoken and written on the horrors and abominations

of Hindoo idolatry. He had examined the testimony of the historian Milner,

whose sagacity and diligence could not be denied, but wlio could not be

suspected of exaggerating the case for the purpose of showing the necessity

of Christian missions. He had looked at the testimony of Ward, a not less

intelligent or experienced witness, who laboured many years as a missionary

in Hindustan himself, and collected information fnmi other missionaries.

He had read the work of Pegg, who had collected various authentic docu-
ments on the subject ; and he had studied the work of the Roman
Catholic missionary Dubois, on the customs and manner of the Hindoos,
which liad been long considered a standard work : that writer was eager

to apologize for the Hindoos, and was certainly no friend to missions,

because he had declared that the time of missions uas past. He had also

read long extracts from their own books,stating the nature of their religion,

as affecting their national character. He had also cotiversed with many
missionaries who had lal)Oured in Hindoostan ; and the concurrent testi.

mony of all was entirely contradictory of those statements of the imajfinary

innocence of the people. The Hindoos furnished not an unfair specimi-n

of a Heathen jiopulation ; and on investigation it would be seen how far

they bore out the statements made by some, that they had just views of

God, that their worship was seemly, that their religious customs were
becoming, that they were under the influence of a priesthood which wag
leading them to virtue and knowledge, that they displayed the domestic
affections, and that the social virtues were found to exist amongst them.

He would ask, what were the gods which tliey worsliipped ? Without
exception, all their principal deities, even by the statements in their own
books were proved to be stained with the most atrocious vices : they were
murderers, adulterers, liars, and thieves, according to their sacred histories

which were read with avidity and devoured by a congregated jx'ople,

forming their sacred literature. Those books were not like those received

from God, calculated to give just views of his holy character and govern-
ment, and to exercise a holy influence over the mind whenever read ; but

they were filled with legendary narratives of a licentious description, and
calculated only to brutalize and degrade the mind. The worship of such

gods as were recommended in such books must he of a kindred character.

Their worship was not the adoration of the heart, but connisted in snap-

pingof fingers, cla|)ping of hands, frequent genuflexions and grimaces, and
in reciting licentious songs. Nor was that all : one god was su))posed to

be pleased if the worshipper passed a small frame through the flesh on
each side, and kindled a small fire iti tiiem, and then walked through the

admiring crowd. Another devotee would penetrate his tongue, and then

pass through it a living asp, and, as the reptile hissed from his mouth,

exhibit himself to tlie admiring worshippers. There were various other

torments: one man thought it his duty to please his god l)y sitting under

the blazing rays of a tropical sun, betvveen four large fires, which from

time to time he stirred and augmented. Another in the cold season would

sit up to his neck in water till he was brought nearly to death. ."Another

thought to recommend himself by drowning himself in the Ganges. Mothers

off'ered their children to the sharks, except so far as they were stopped by

the British Government; and it was well known that thousands were

crushed under the wheels of Juggernaut. Others with hooks passed

through tiie muscles of the back were hung up, and kept swinging in the

air, till perhaps they were killed on the spot, in order to please one of
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tlieir satiffiiinary goddesses. Their worship then, instead of improving the
henrt and the mind, wiis cahuilated only to send them back to their

families equally licentious and cruel as their deities were. But it might
be said that the evils of their l)Ooks and worship were counteracted by
the teach itii!' and example of a moral priesthood. Alas! all who knew
Hindoostan knew that their spiritual rulers and teachers, tlie Brahminical
sect, were equally guilty. The greatest crimes that came under the
cognizance of the judicial tribunals were frequently committed by Brahmins.
That priesthood, having almost divine honours, the very dust of whose
feet was eagerly collected by crowds of devotees, who would also drink
the water in which a priest happened to put his foot, as a remedy for all

disorders—these men were guilty of the grossest vices. Many of them
were the greatest polygamists in the country ; and a priest of one sect of
the Brahmins would marry into forty or fifty families for the ))urpose of
living a life of idleness and vicious indulgence, never owningtheir children,

ami thus living until they passed into eternity. How then could these

people be anything but vile ? With regard to the domestic affections,

let it be remembered that the female children were frequently destroyed

in infancy
; or, if they grow up to womanhood, it was only to be ill-used

and oppressed. With the exception of those br:)iight up in the missionary

schools, not a woman could read or use her needle ; their life was one of

hard servitude and drudgery ; they must not eat with their husbands,

they nnist not speak to the other members of the family, their own children

insulted them, and from the cradle to the grave they were unhappy. The
sick were treated in the most barbarous manner. The children of a sick

man would take him down to the side of a river and stop up his nostrils,

mouth, and ears with mud, and thus strangle him. Sometimes the sick

were left to be destroyed by the scorching rays of the sun ; and sometimes
they were half devoured by insects before death. As to the social ties,

the Brahminical religion shows some indulgence to persons of the same
caste, but for others none. A boat's crew may be sinking in the Ganges,
and others who witness it, instead of attempting to render the slightest

aid, only laugh at their shrieks. If a house be on fire, they will not stir

a step to save the inmates of another caste. Wiien a poor man has made
a pilgrimage of a hundred miles, and lies by the way.side exhausted,

and dying of fatigue and want, hundreds and thousands of Hindoos will

pass him and never ask about his necessities, or offer him help. Mr.
Grant, the father of the present Noble Secretary of State for the Colonies,

had recorded that lying, theft, dishonesty, treachery, and servility was
the universal rule to which there were but few exceptions ; and that it

was no longer in India thought to be a disgrace to be dishonest and
detected. The Abbe Dubois says, a Brahmin told him that a Brahmin was
an ant's nest of lies and impostures. What, then, he would ask, were
the prospects of such a people in eternity ? If the word of God declared

that without holiness no man shall see the Lord, how could these poor
beings reach that eternal world in safety, when everything combined to

make them radically, profoundly, and universally unholy? (Hear.) If

the Almighty had declared, that all idolaters shall have their part in the
lake that burneth with fire and brimstone, what was to become of them
who, not liking to retain God in their knowledge, bowed down to three

hundred and thirty millions of idols ? If the Lord had said that ' This

is life eternal, to know thee the only living and true God, and Jesus
Christ, whom thou hast sent,' then where was the prospect of life eternal

to those who had not the least glimmering of the knowledge of the Saviour
of mankind ? If the word of God declared, that as many as sinned with-

out the law must perish without the law, then what hope was there for

4 P 2
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the millions of India, not one of whom appeared to have tlie least regard
to natural conscience, or even minded the little light tliat still remained
respectinff their duty, but were day hy day, hour l>y liour, and moment hjr

moment, sinning witliout the law ? If the word of God declared those
Heathens to be by nature the children of vvratli, even as otliers, where was
the rational hope that they should be the children of his love, and pass

into his presence in peace? If that word declared tiiat Heathens are with-
out God and without hope in the world, w liere could be found any ground
on which to place that hope, or how could that be any thing Imt a delu-
sive imagination with which we might cheer our own desponding heart,

but do them not the least good, if we believed that there was any hope,
rn the face of the positive statement of the word of God, and all experi-

ence and knowledge of the state of that people ? Again, what liope was
there that they should pass into eternity in peace, unless the gift of the
Gospel of Jesus Christ was carried to them l)y (;hristian hum;inity?
(Hear.) If it were a hopeless enterprize we miglit, periiaps, i)e excused,
if we should hide the odious truth from our minds, by drawing a glitter-

ing veil over features too hideous for us to gaze on ; but if, thanks l)e to

God, every thing proved that tlie enterprize was any thing but hopeless,

and there was every thing that should stir us up to animation and acti-

vity (hear), could we despair, when the Saviour had said, ' Go ye into all

the world and preacli tlie Gospel ?' (Ajiplause.) Could they despond,
when Christ himself commanded them to pray the Lord of the harvest to

send forth labourers into the harvest? Could there be a question about
successful issue, when they considered not only what God had promised
to do, hut what he had already wrouuht? True, the missions already

established were miserably weak compared to the extent of the oliject.

Where there were five missionaries there ought to be ten, and where
there was but one, five ; but still there was not a spot on which it had
not pleased God to bless faithful exertion with encouraging success.

(Applause.) He was astonished when he considered how much God had
effected hy such feeble energy, because it was not the misfortune of the

Heathen nations but our crime, and he wondered that the Lord had al-

lowed his blessing to attend what they had done, so little was it, and so

late and tardily had it been performed. (Hear.) Yet God had blessed

missionary labours, and caused even a nation to be born in a day. The
narrative of Mr. Williams showed wliat could be accomplished by perse-

vering labours, and what a hold Christianity had now got in the islands

of the South Seas. In the Society Islands, New Zealand, and other parts

of the globe, he saw most cheering prospects, 'i'here was, even in the

Colonies tliemselves, much to encourage. True it was that Bii^hop Cor-

rie had l>een removed, but there was Bishop Wilson, and the cheering

reflection tliat the Bisliop just going to the See of Bombay, was animated

with the same spirit, and that the successor of Bishop Corrie was anxious

to promote the object of this Institution to the utmost of his power.

There was, therefore, much to encoui-age them to go on. There was at

home an increase of missionary spirit, wliich had l>een the result of the

book published by Mr. Williams, for it wiis a work which told on the po-

pular mind, and sliowed the doubting world that Christian missions must

succeed. The Resolution insisted on the necessity of native missionaries,

and they could not expect to accomplish their whole object by European

agency alone. Two tilings were necessary ; information and persevering

prayer. In becoming acquainted in detail with the operations of missions,

they would be best able to relmke false and fanciful objections, and to

turii enemies into friends. By information our minds would become so

imbued with the missionary spirit, that we should be almost ready to ent»r
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into the work oiirselvea. We could not witness good examples, and the
Heathen m;ide happy for tiniis and eternity, without wishiiif;- ourselves to

be missionaries. But tliere were otlier reasons,—information would en-
able the members and collectors of Associations to extend their usefulness

and many of his llev. brethren, in their respective parishes and vilhig-es,

throujihout the country, to collect their flocks, and rouse them to mission-

ary exertion, not by merely repeating ag;iin and again princijiles wliicK

having i)een once promulged should be acted on,— but by meeting tliem

monthly, and distributing a knowledge of the facts and operations connect-

ed with the Heathen and the missions. All exertion, however, would be
fruitless, without prayer for the interposition of Divine grace In addi-

tion to much knowledge, there should be eminent piety. The sense of

obligation for their own si)iritual j)rivileges and Divine liope, siiould

arouse all to the work. Ministers might find in their congregations lioly

and devoted young men, lit for the work, so that they might no longer

complain that the Universities sent out so few missionaries, but both from
them and other Institutions, many would be supplied who would fill up
the ranks, and go forth. Thus united, they might anticipate those exten-
sive and beatific triumphs which had been s])oken of by the Noble Chair-r

man. If we should not tremble for the fate, or doubt the bravery of an
liost of our countrymen going forth to engage in physical war in a good
cause, much less should we fear for our missionary band. Conscious that

they were sent by the express command of God ; that the cause was not

tinly good, but sublime; that their weapons were of celestial tem|)er;

that they were engaged in a warfare in which they must never ilirow

down their arms till death, and then only to leave them to be wielded by
their children, and conscious that God had pledged himself for our suc-

cess; only let us pursue that course which he had marked out, how could
they doubt? How much rather ought they to exult! I believe, said

the Honorable and Reverend gentleman, we may be honoured to do a
great and benevolent work in the earth : that it is our privilege to carry

to the ignorant, knowledge; to the superstitious, truth; to raise the
degraded, to give liberty to the captive, to plant wholesome constitutions

where they were never known, and a hope full of immortality in those
blighted deserts and dwellings that are now without God and hope, and
to prepare for a welcome in the etern.il world from many of our sable

brethren and sisters rescued from sin and misery, that they may share
with us through a boundless eternity the same salvation, and live with
the same gloi ious Deliverer, to whom, 1 trust, we all are prepared to con-
secrate our days."

3.

—

London Missionahy Society.

The forty-fourth anniversary of this Society was lield on the lOth

of May : E'. Baines, Esq. M. P. in the chair.

" The Rev. W. Ellis read an abstract of the Report, from which it

appeared that the South Sea mission had been favoured with many proofs

of Divine compassion and support. The Chinese still excluded the minis

ters of reconciliation from their country, in India the revival of piety

Mt some of the most important stations encouraged to perseverance. The
progress of the Siberian mission, as compared with former years, was satis-

factory. In the Ionian isles education wiis vigorously advancing, and the
interests of religion, especially at, Corfu, appeared to be taking deeper i-oot.

In Southern Africa the peace of the colony continued unbroken. The mis-
sion in the West Indies partook in the general advancement, though some
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of thp most valuable labourers, including the Rev. John Wray, father of
the VVest linliari mission, \im\ been removed by death. The darkness
whicb hung over Madagascar at the last anniversary still remained. The
follow irig vvas the nunil)er of missionary stations and out-stations l)elonging

to the Society, in different parts of the world, missionaries labouring at the
same, &c. &ic.

Stations and Missionaries. Assistants,

Out-stations. Native, &c.
South Seas 50 29 74,

Ultra Ganges 5 7 4.

Kast Indies 319 49 388
Russia 3 3 I

Mediterranean 1 1 —
South Africa and African I oq 00

slands J

West Indies 41 18 15

455 135 505
" The Directors had sent forth, during the past year, to various parts of the

world, missionaries with their families, amounting, exclusive of their chil-

dren, to sixty-one individuals. The number of churches was 93, commu-
nicants 7,347, and scholars 36,954, being an increase on the year 1837 of

9 churches, 932 communicants, 2,732 scholars. In relation to the funds

the Directors had to report that the amount of legacies received during
the year had been 3,740/. 6*. 8rf., being 4,037/. 5.?. ^d. less than the amount
of legacies receiv ed during the preceding year. The contributions for the

ordinary and special objects of the Society, of which the items would be
specified in the larger Report, had been 66,514/. 16.s. \d., making, with

the legacies, a total of 70.255/,, being an increase beyond the income of
the last year of 5,882/. 3.«. Id. The expenditure of the year had been

76,818/. 16.9. llrf., being an increase beyond the expenditure of the previous

year to the amount of 13,658/. In. 9d., and an excess beyond the income of

the past year of 6,563/. 16*. llrf."

" The Rev. Arthur 'I'idman said—The resolution which I have the ho-

nour to propose to the Meeting is this

—

" ' That this meeting has heard with satisfaction and pleasure the

abstract of the Report which has been read ; that it presents to the Direc-

tors its congratulations on account of the greatly augmented operations

of the Society ; and that it cheerfully pledges itself to meet, by renewed

and zealous xeertion, the heavy additional expenditure which must result

from the proceedings of the past year.' That most interesting document
which we have just heard, assured us that in the forty-fourth year of the

Societv's operations, many events of interest and importance have occur-

red, unknown in its previous history ; and whatever expectations may
have been thus excited, I will pledge myself on the part of those who
heard the details that we have not been disappointed. When did the

friends of modern missions ever listen to a record of events so calculated

to awaken their gratitude, to expand their hopes, and to stimulate their

zeal .'' That this Society should have employed, including those adopted

and those sent forth, nearly a hundred additional agents within the limits

of a single vear, is a new thing in its history. I hope it will be but the

first of many such years. Another new thing ! We have a vessel of our

own in which our beloved brethren are now ploughing the mighty ocean

to the far distant isles of the South, and this little sanctuary of the waters

has been purchased, not out of the ordinary resources of the institution,

but with the extra free-will offering of the Christian public. (Cheers.)
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Another new tiling in our liistory ! This enterprise Ims not only re^

ceived tlie generous eontribiitions of nuiny <)f our lilierHl-iniiidi'fl iioMlity,

but we have h;ul the aeuerous aid, also, of the first municipal body in the

first city iu the world— ((.'heers)—and that aid has been given under the

firm conviction that the iiest and only effectual method to civilise the

savage, to restrain the tyrannical, and to elevate the degraded, is to send

the Gospel throughout the world. (Oheers.) There would be no end of

these novelties if I were to go through them. (Laughter and Cheers.)

But they are all as delightful to our hearts as they are new to our ears.

How altered are our circumstances to-day from those meetings which

some of us were accustomed to attend in the days of our boyhood and our

youth. 'I'he fathers of this institution, whose names are embalmed in our
affectionate remembrance, and whose w<irks follow tliem, for many a year

could only announce the tidings of bitter disappointment. One year, my
elder brethren can remember, though some of us were then, perhaps, in

our cradles, they had to tell tlie churches that their faithful band of mis-

sionaries were captured by an enemy ; another, that their self-denying

and laborious agents were harassed and annoyed, and almost forbidden to

proclaim the glad tidings to tlie Caffres and the Hottentots; another, that

the doors of India were shut and barred by British hands against the

lieralds of the Cross ; another, that all their missionaries, with the excej).

tion of two, (one of whom I am happy to see in this assembly to-day,) had
been forced by persecution or discouragement to leave tlie islands of the

Southern Seas. These were years of mourning, lamentation, iind woe ;

but we have met together to-day not to sigh over the withered blossoms

of our hope, nor merely to refresh ourselves with the fragrance these

flowers exhale ; but we are assembled (thanks be to God, the Author of

all good) to feast richly on these fruits of life which he has granted in

such profusion and variety, as the reward of our anxiety, our toil, and
our prayer. (Cheers.) If it should be imagined, from what we have
lieard, thiit there is at least one exception to this scene of fertility and
beauty— if it should be said that there is one island over which the keen
blast of persecution lias just passed, and left behind it irreparable desola-

tion— I cannot subscribe to such a sentiment. No ; we have just seen
a new thing indeed in the history of the Society, but we have seen, even
in that act of murder, new evidence to the divinity of our faith ; we
have seen that the Gospel which we propagate, with all our conscious
weakness and imperfection, can make the saint, and sustain the suf-
ferer. We have seen that the Gospel, applied, by the power of tJie

Divine Spirit to the heart, is sufficient still to make poor, feeble, unbe.
friended woman, the calm, the dauntless, the triumphant martyr.
(Cheers). It is true that that fair land of promise lias been severely
stricken by the blast, but let us not forget that the tree of life is planted
there ; and though the In-anches may be torn by a rude and ruthless hand,
when the race of persecutors shall have passed away, that tree, the germ
of which is indestructible, shall thrive, and grow, and wave its branches
over their dishonored ashes. (Hear, hear.) We are told that when the
multitudes were brought forth to see that foul deed, and when the pro-
perty of the martyred saint was presented to tempt the violence and sel-

fishness of the soldiers, there was not found a hand to touch it— it was a
sacred thing. (Hear, hear.) If 1 rightly understand that conduct, it

was language of the heart that the lips dared not express ; and I enter-
tain no doubt that some who came to see the martyr bleed, went home to
learn the faith in which the martyr died. (Cheers.) The blood of the
Demarara martyr proved the seed of the church ; and the blood which
has newly stained the soil of Madagascar will hereafter bring forth fruit
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thirty, sixty, yea, a huiidi-ed-fold. Cliristian brethren, remember those

that are in bonds as bound witli them ; but rejoice that wb.ile the iron

hangs around their neck, it leaves the spirit free ; rejoice that they were
counted worthy to suffer for the Lord's sake, and pray that others, now
driven to the glens and caverns of that island, waxing confident by their

bonds, may become bold to speak the word without fear, so tliat the things

that have happened in Madagascar may t\irn out rather to the furtherance

of the Gospel. (Hear, hear.) We have been carried with breathless

velocity, by the abstract of the Report, around the world ; and we have
been permitted only just to glance at many lovely fields on which a

seraph niiglit delisjht to linger. 1 think this assembly will not be unwil-

ling to retrace their flif;ht, and glance again, althougli we can give but a

glance, at some of those delightful scenes. We first caught sight of the

distant islands that bestud the Pacific. And those islands, though most
remote in space, are perhaps the nearest to our hearts. Tliey were dear as

objects of ))ity to the fathers of this In.stitution
,

l)y their moral trans-

formation they are dearer still to ns ; and by their advance in knowledge,
piety, and truth, they will be still dearer to our children. (Cheers.) In the

exhibition of Polynesian piety, there are two things characteristic of the

very best times of tiie Christian Church, diffusiveness and heroism. In

that most charming of all charming productions, in that book that may he

called, The Acts of the Apostles of tlie Islands of the South, our beloved
brother who has so lately left us has presented exhibitions of renewed and
sanctified humanity, before which many of us should sink into the dust of

insignificance and self-abasement. Of that book a Christian Bishop has
lately said in this place vvith equal can<lour and judgment, " I would
rather part with half the folios of the fathers of my library, than with

the volume of the missionary Williams. (Hear, hear.) One is glad to

see such an exhibition of candour and true wisdom in contrast with the

miserable sophisms and bigotry of that party whom it was intended

kindly to rebuke. (Loud applause.) In the islands of the Southern Seas

we have seen exhibited the true principle of apostolic piety. ' Freely

they have received, and freely have they given,' They have sent their

property, to the value of thousands, to our treasury ; and what is better

far, they have parted with their best men, and parted with them gladly,

to spread the Gospel in the regions beyond tliem. And thus we are re-

minded, even in our own degenerate times, of a little fraternity who had
turned from their idols, and received the Gospel but a few months before,

and who were then struggling for their existence with their persecutors

;

hut of whom it was said, ' From you sounded out the Word of tiie Lord,

not only in Macedonia and Achaia, but also in every place your faith to

God-ward is spread abroad." We find some maintaining— I will not say

controversy, for they have it all on one side—but we find some maintain-

ing not dignified, argumentative, and fair discussion—of that we should

have no cause to complain—but in the spirit of angry vituperation and
party sarcasm, we find some discussing the grave question, What is the

best means of sustaining and extending the blessings of Christianity

(Hear, hear.) Let us not lose our time or our temper in entering into such
discussions, but let us work on in that way in which God is working with

us mightily. (Hear, hear.) We find others making higher pretensions to

the exclusive authority of propagating the Gos[)el, and referring (strange

inconsistency, that with such political prejudices there should l)e so much
ecclesiastical sympathy)—(Cheers) —but we find them referring to the

authority of Rome for their credentials. We do not wish to seek the seals

of office in that quarter. (Laughter and cheers.) We desire no letters

of commendation thence ; we point to the islands of the South—(Loud
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cheers)—there are our epistles known and read of all men. (Renewed
cheers.) But, turning from the Soutli to the islands of the VVest, let us

take a glance there. Those islands have their claims, their distinct pecu-
liar claims, on the Church of God in Britain. They appeal to our justice

no less tlian our religion. There we, as a part of tliis guilty nation, have
inflicted wrongs—deep and deadly wrongs — which admit of no restitution

but in the liberty and glory of the Gospel, (('heers.) VV"e have heard it

said, for the 999th time, that the negro, forsooth, is too dull to learn; too

nearly allied to the brute to receive instruction. To-day we have visited tlie

schools of Demarara, and have seen the lamented and enlightened (iovernor

of that colony suspending the medals of merit around the necks of little ne-

groes, who, with glistening eyes and lighted countenances, looked up, and
seemed to say, ' This is a new thing in Demarara.' (Cheers.) We have
heard it said just as often that tlie negro is too lazy to work. Money
would have no attraction for him. 'I'he whip, and nothing but the wliip,

would make the negro toil. (Hear, hear.) Let it be known by this as-

seml)ly (for it was not mentioned in the Report) that the congregation of
our late lamented brother Howe, in which there was not a single white
man, contributed in one year more than 200/. for the spread of tiie Gos-
pel. (Loud cheers.) That is not a solitary case ; other congregations of

coloured people not quite so numerous have contributed in the same, and
I think I might affirm, in a still larger proportion. And when the day
shall come, which I trust is not far distant, when industry shall have fair

competition—(Loud cheers)—and when labour shall have an equitable

reward, then, I venture to predict, that at least the churches of that

colony will not only be self-supported, but that tliey will prove valuable

auxiliaries in the missionary cause. (Loud cheers.) If additional evi-

dence were wanting, we have that evidence this morning, that all the be-

nefits which the generous public of Britain intended to secure for the
negroes, in tlie cheerful payment of 20 millions sterling—that all the
blessings of education, religion, and immediate freedom, might be enjoyed
not only without danger, but with the highest possible advantage to them-
selves and to the colonies. (Immense cheers.) I am quite aware that I

am not this morning addressing an Anti-Slavery Society. (Cries of " Ves,

yes.") A friend says he thinks I am. Well, 1 recal the sentence, because,

according to the interpretation that would be given of that sentiment, I

do most cordially concur, and say that every society founded on the prin-

ciples of the Gospel of Christ, breathing the spirit of Christ, and seeking

the honor of Clirist, must be an enemy to slavery in every place, and in

every degree, and in every form. ( Loud and long continued cheering.)

But what I meant to say was this, that instead of attempting to arouse

the honest and righteous ifidignation of this assembly against that system
of modified bondage falsely called freedom, I should rather call them to

rejoice that, notwithstanding the serious impediments it has left to the
spread of the Gospel, the Word of God is not bound, but has free course,

and is glorified among them. (Cheers.) I cannot, however, but seize

—

(and I think you will not begrudge the moment 1 so employ)— I cannot
but seize the pa.ssing opportunity to express my thankfulness to God—and
I am sorry, in so doing, for the presence of one gentleman* in this

assembly—to express my gratitude to God, who has put it into the heart
of one of the earliest and most active friends of this Society to do honour
to his Christian principles, by declaring that his servants sliall not only
have the name of liberty, but that they shall be free indeed

) (Loud
cheers.) Of the pecuniary sacrifice involved in such a determination, I

will say nothing, because I am sure that those greatly miscalculate
who calculate on the side of losing. The master who acts uprightly and
generously will find his ample compensation in the fidelity, affection, and

* Alex. Haokey, Esq.
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industry of his servant. (Loud cheers.) But of the moral courage dis-

phiyed in such an action 1 might say much, and I would say, hut for the
regretted presence of one hehind me. I know that our valued friend does
not seek, and I am quite sure that he does not require the commendation
of any man. No; the man that shall rise on the 1st of August from his

pillow, with a conviction that the blessing of the thankful and the prayers

of the free are descending on him, can desire no higher recompence, can
taste no purer joy. (Reiterated cheers.) Although I have already too

long detained you, I should deem myself most criminal if I could over-

look one land of missionary effort, compared with which the population

of every other field of our exertion, with the population of our own empire
added, will sink into comparative insignificance— I look to India—to

India, which demands all the resources of the Christian church, and
would amply repay its noblest exertions. I have been speaking of some new
things in the history of this Society, but that a handful of islanders, dis- •

tant many thousand miles, and separated from the mighty continent by

rolling seas—that a handful of islanders so circumstanced should exercise

direct authority or a paramount control over nearly 200 millions of their

fellow-creatures, is a thing unknown in the world's history—the wonder of

the world's old age. (Hear.) And what is to be the end of this mystery
in the operations of Divine Providence The politician looks, and perhaps

looks no farther than tlie glory of that little land, which is a mere speck

in tiie mijihty waters. But the Christian will look to the honour of Him
who worketli all things after the counsel of his own will, and at whose
bidding nations and empires rise and fall, flourish and decay. We have
often lamented, and we have lamented again to-day, that China is not

open ; and deep and sincere is our grief tliat its massive gates are still

unbarred. But India is open, and to India the providence of God points

the church of God as the present field of its noblest efforts, and the des-

tined field of its brightest achievements. Sir, I seem to see the sacred

hand of God guiding and directing us thither with as much distinctness

as though we were following the pillar of cloud by day, and the pillar of

fire by night. (Hear, hear.) But anxious as we are to see India obedient

to the faith, we disclaim, utterly disclaim the imputation, that we wish to

see her subjugated by the power of coercion. The mercantile princes of

Leadenhall street, who reiterate this charge, do not know tlie best friends

of India, and strangely misrepresent the best portion of their countrymen.

No ;
glad as we should be to see the heathen turning from their idols

—

thankful as we should be to see them filled with holy indignation, casting

their idols to the moles and to the bats—we should be among the first to

raise the loudest remonstrance against the man who would dare to force

the idolater from his false gods, or attempt to tear a base and senseless

idol from the temple of its votaries. No ; that is not our plan—we are

not quite so wicked as to wish it—we are not quite so mad as to think it

practicable, if we could desire it. (Loud cheei's.) Tlie only power which

we wish to employ for the subjugation of India is the force of truth—the

only influence with which we would assail idolatry, is the influence of

tenderness and persuasion. We would just remind those who so strangely

libel the church of God, that India is no stranger to coercion ! The coer-

cion of the cannon and the bayonet has been tried there! (Hear, hear.)

They know by whom, and for what purpose. And India is no stranger to

coercion still; or wliy are our noble-minded countrymen compelled to

desecrate the Cln-istian Sal)bath, and to perform military honours to the

rites and al)surdities of Mahomet ? (Hear, hear, and cheers.) India is no
stranger to coercion still ; or vvhy—why are our countrymen compelled,

upon penalty of loss of rank, to add to the splendour and pageantry of an
idol's train .'' India is no stranger to coercion still: or why is the native

soldier, if he renounce his idols and becomeaworshipperof Christ, compel-
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led to foregfo the honours and eniolunients of his profession ? India has
been no straiifjer to coercion of a baser kind. It was l)ut yesterday that

the police of India went forth anion^jf tlie vilhifj^es of Orissa, armed with

the whip, and with the autliority of the most honourable Company', and
compelled the vilhigers to yoke their shoulder to the car of Juggernaut.
And wliat has brought that system of abomination to an end, hut the loud

remonstrance of the Christian public ? (Cheers.) What then do we want
of the civil and military authorities of British India ? To use a phrase
that some of our friends on the other side of the Irish Chainiel might em-
ploy,— all we want them to do is, just to do nothing—(Laughter and loud
cheers)— but to maintain in matters of religion a strict neutrality, an
honest, fair-dealing non-interference. We say—let the Bible and the
Shastras work their own influence on the minds of the people; let the
Brahmin and the missionary have a fair field and no favour. (Loud
cheers.) We say, let Hindooism and Christianity be left to the voluntary
principle of their respective votaries. (Cheers.) AVe say, do this and we
ask no more, extend liberty, just and equ;il liberty, to all; to the idolater

no less than to the Christian, but to the Christian no less than the idola-

ter. (Immense cheers.) If the Government of India would volunteer us
their patronage to-day, I am quite sure that we should dread much more
than we should desire it. (Applause.) If you, Mr. Chairman, were to

put that question, I can venture to assure you that there would be as

many hands against the motion as there will l)e in favour of the one I have
proposed. All we want, and what by calm but persevering Christiaa

efforts we mean to obtain—(Cheers)—all we want is this—not that the
Government of India shall throw over our feeble cause the broad shield

of their protection—not that they should send our missionaries into the
bazaars armed with the staff of their authority; but we say:— ' Sirs, no
more appoint the priests to the altar—no longer lavish wealth upon the
gaudy trappings of the idol afid his car—render not the name of your re-

ligion infamous by appointing base women to occupy the temple. (Cheers.)

We say, touch not tlie unclean thing, neither bless it at all, nor curse it

at all ; but if you see Dagon stricken before the ark of Jehovah, stretch

not out your hand to his rescue.' (Great cheering.) Let not the priest

have to bless the Christian for the salvation of his god, but if the god
cannot save himself, let him fall, and let him perish. (Loud and long
continued cheering.) I have transgressed too largely on your time and
patience, and will only add another thought, and in doing that we can as-

sure those who ought to be our auxiliaries as men, althougli we do not
want their alliance as a Government—in speaking of their mournful op-
position, we can assure them, that we do it ' moi'e in sorrow than in

anger,' but as men, we feel our country disgraced, as Christians we feel

our God dishonoured, his rigliteous frown incurred and his awful curse
provoked, by this most unprincipled alliance with the monstrosities and
obscenities of Hindoo worship. IJut while so speaking of men, let me not
forget the debt of gratitude we owe to the God of missions, and to India's

God. Few and feeble as our efforts have been compared with India's vast

demands, yet God has condescended to lionour our inadequate exertions.

When the missionaries of Christ landed on that continent less than half a

century ago, they found the people everywhere sitting in darkness, gross

darkness that might be felt. We cannot say that tlie darkness is past,

but (thanks be to God) India's midnight hour has long since passed;
the star of the morning has long since risen, and sliines brightly ; or if its

briglitness seem to wane, it is only, as we turn to the distant horizon,

where the line of living glory is every moment growing broader—where
noiseless grandeur and almighty strength, the light of the world is sliin-

ing brighter and brighter to the perfect day. The rev. gent, then sat

down amidst reiterated cheers."
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CALCUTTA CHRISTIAN OBSERVER.

No. 79.

—

December, 1838.

I.

—

Retrospect nf the German Mission at Georgia,

To the Editors of the Calcutta Christian Observer.

Dear Sirs,

As you have in one of your last numbers referred to the

German jMissionaries, who formerly laboiired in Georgia and
Persia, I hope you will find it not uninteresting to insert in

your periodical the following brief account of their labours, and
i trust your readers will not be disinclined to hear of a missioa

which Avas established with the view of following up the work
which the late Henry Martyn had entered upon with such de-

votedness and zeal, and to enter the door which the Lord
seemed to have opened by him, for the spread of the Gospel
among the deluded Persians.

The interest, which the account of H. Martyn's labours in

Persia excited among the German Christians in behalf of that

country, led the Committee of the Basle Missionary Society—
which had been formed some years previous to this event—to

the determination of establishing a mission there. But as it

was found impracticable to locate the mission in Persia itself, a
convenient spot in Georgia, near the Persian frontier, was select-

ed for the mission settlement. The missionaries, after the

necessary liberties and privileges had been kindly granted to

them by the late Russian Emperor Alexander, settled in 1824,

at Shushee, the principal town of the Karabagh, which is bor-

dering on Persia and one of the southern Russian provinces of
Georgia.

The population of this as well as that of the other southern

provinces of Georgia, consists of Muhammadans and Armenians ;

the Muhammadans, who speak a dialect of the Turkish language

form about two, and the Armenians one-third of the whole
population. To labour among the Muhammadans of Georgia,

and to preach the unsearchable riches of Christ to the benight-

ed Persians, was the principal object of the Mission. But as

VII. 4 R
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soon as the missionaries became better acquainted with the state

of religion among the Armenians, and found that, with very
rare exceptions, the clergy as well as the people were exceed-
ingly ignorant of the doctrines of the Gospel, and had almost
entirely lost sight of their practical bearings, believing Christi-

anity to consist merely in the observation of external rites, and
in the performance of unmeaning and foolish ceremonies, they
could no longer resist tlie impression, that it was their duty to

attempt an amelioration of this deplorable state of their Arme-
nian brethren. In this view they were encouraged by the Arme-
nians themselves, many of whom, even several of the higher
clergy, entreated them to establish schools among them, and to

use efforts to provide a better education for their youth. These
circumstances induced the missionaries to lay the subject before

their friends at home, accompanied by a statement of the want
in which the Armenians stood of schools, good school and
other religious books. The Committee having approved of the

plan, some of the missionaries devoted their time to this work,
and the others to labouring among the Muliammadans.

It must here be remarked, that the Armenians in the course

of time have so much deviated from the old language, into which
their pious and learned ancestors, more than a thousand years

ago. translated the whole Bible, and in which Divine Service,

is still performed, that it is no longer understood by the com-
mon people, but only by the few who take the trouble to study

it. Befoi-e, therefore, the missionaries could do any thing, it

was necessary tliat the vernacular language of the Armenians
should be well studied, and its orthography and grammar fixed,

in order, that the New Testament, and useful tracts and school-

books, might be translated into it. But here they had to strug-

gle with greater difficulties than they anticipated. The clergy

and the learned they found, with a few exceptions, greatly pre-

judiced against the idea of translating the Holy Gospel into

such an unholy language as they believed their vernacular one
to be; and they viewed the attempt as an injurious innovation.

Besides this, the language itself was divided into so many dia-

lects, that it was very difficult to find out which was the more
commonly understood, and the most proper for being reduced to

writing, and for being made the standard of good vernacular

language. But notwithstanding these difficulties, they were,

with tbe Lord's gracious help, enabled to overcome all, and
succeeded, with the assistance of some able and pious Arme-
nians, in translating in the course of a few years the New Tes-

tament, the Psalms, a number of tracts and some religious

books, as well as to prepare and print the necessary school-

books.
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The greater part of these books liave been printed at the

Mission Press at Slui*hee, and about a thousand copies of the

New Testament—which only lately left the Press—together

with between 30 and 40,000 tracts and school-books have been

distributed by the missionaries in the vernacular language,

amongst the Armenians of Georgia, and in the adjacent provinces

of Persia and Turkey. Though tlie prejudice was at lirst very

great against books in the vulgar tongue, yet it was soon over-

come, and the people were agreeably surprised to find, that

they could understand what they read, or what was read to

them, and they began to estimate the great gain, and to anti-

cipate the blessings, which this improvement would in time

impart to their nation. 'J'he New Testament was eagerly sought

for and in most instances readily purchased, and tracts, where
bigotted and ignorant priests did not oppose, were gladly receiv-

ed. Besides this a number of schools in several towns and
villages were established, and some yonng Armenians educated

for school-masters.

Amongst the Muhammadans their labours were of a different

nature, and consisted in personal intercourse with them and in

the distribution of the word of God. To this end they began,

as soon us they had learned their languages, to travel among
them and to preach the Gospel to these followers of the False

Prophet in towns and in villages. One of the missionaries during

the late Russian war with Turkey went, when opportunity

oflfered, to the Turkish provinces bordering on Georgia, and
another travelled at different times in Persia, distributing the

Scriptures and speaking with the Persians concerning the way of

salvation through Christ. Some thousand copies of the whole
Scripture and parts of it have been distributed by them in

Georgia, Persia and Turkey, in the Persian, Turkish and Arabic
tongues, together with a immber of tracts.

Besides these endeavours the missionaries translated the New
Testament into the trans-Caucasian dialect of the Turkish lan-

guage, which is spoken by all the Muhammadans of Georgia and
in the northwestern provinces of Persia likewise, but which was
never before reduced to writing. The four gospels being carefully

revised, have lately been sent to the British and Foreign Bible

Society. And as a greater intercourse with the Muhammadans
and a better acquaintance with the religious views and state of

the Persians convinced them, that none of the tracts they had
or knew of, were sufficiently adapted to their mind and wants,

they were induced to compose some treatises, which might meet
the objections of an inquiring Muhammadan, and bring the

doctrines of the Gospel, and particularly the doctrine of redemp-
tion, home to his heart in its full practical bearing ; at the same

4 K 2
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time interest him in the all-important inquiry concerning; the

true nay of salvation. These treatises were translated into

Persian, and tlie longest—comprising nearly 300 pnges—was
printed at the Mission Press at Sliushee, and the author hopes,

the Lord will enable him to get the others printed hereafter*.

Though the missionaries never had the joy of gathering in

any one of the deluded followers of the false proph.et to the

flock of Christ, and a mysterious providence permitted them to

be sent away from their field of labour before they had the

pleasure of seeing the seed they had sown spring up, yet they

feel notwithstanding convinced that their labours were not in

Tain in the Lord> Many a Muhammadan has been made ac-

quainted with the gospel and has in consequence of it more or

less abandoned the prejudices he before entertained against

Christianity. Some became so far convinced of its truth as to

come forward with tlie desire of becoming Christians, but see-

ing the difficulties and trials they vvouhl have to encounter drew
back again ; and in respect to others the missionaries could not

see those marks of a work of grace in their hearts, which they

thought the necessary requisite for baptism. Tliat the leaven

of the word of God, which has been cast by them into the mass

of the Muhammadan population of these countries, is working

in secret, the missionaries have often had occasion to observe.

The New Testament and the other books di<tril)uted by them
are x-ead by many in private, and iiere and there they met on

their jouruies with interesting character.--, wiio seemed to be

earnest and sincere in their search for truth. In this way two

of them, when travelling lately through Persia, met in a cara-

vansera a very interesting and well informed Persian, who came
from Khorasan on a pilgrimage to Mecca. No sooner did lie

understand that they were of the learned Frankies, as he

termed them, than he came and sat down with them and beg-

ged with great earnestness and confidence that they would tell

him openly and truly, which was, according to their conviction,

the right way of salvation, and where and how he might find

the truth. He was in some degree acquainted with Christianity

and believed, as he said, more in Christ than in Muhanunad,

But as he still felt not at peace within himself, and as he very

much wished to get better acquainted with the Christian religion,

this, he declared, more than his belief in Muhammad induced

* The Calcutta Tract Society has resolved to print one of the works

referred to, viz. a conipitrison between Christianity and Muhammadanism
in Persian, and it is intended as early as possible to obtain translations of

it into Bengali and Hindustani. It is an admirable work and we shall

he liappy to convey any subscription to the Tract Society for the transla-

tiun of it into these languages.—Eo.
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him to go on pilgrimage, on wliicli lie sat out with tlie secret hope

ami ))rayer, that God would load his steps to those who might

be able to acquaint hiu) with the saving truth, and point out the

wvty hy which he would find the peace, he so long sought in

vain to obtain in the way the Quran appoints, or the system of

the siifis marks out. i l»ey had then a long and important

conversation with him, pointing out to him the way of salvatioa

through Christ, and exhorting him to seek the light and peace

his heart needed. He wished to have a New Testament, but

tliis they had not at hand ; one of their tracts, which treats

largely on the doctrines of the gospel, they presented him, and
told him how he could get a New Testament in Tabreez, whither

he was going. He expressed himself very thankful to God for

havinof ordered it so, that he fell in with them.—It was on ac-

count of rain that he had been kept in the caravansera for a
day. When departing he took a warm farevvell entreating them
never to forget him in prayer whenever they were enabled to

approach with a holy freedom the throne of grace.—Now who
can say or know but that in this and other ways the Spirit

may work in secret, and how many blessings may spring up
in future times in Persia from the seed which has been thus

eown .''

With a greater and more visible blessing their labours amon^
the Armenians have been accompanied. The intercourse they
liad with them, when travelling among the Muhammadans,
preaching the way of salvation, has been in several instances

the means of bringing their Armenian brethren to Christ. A
remarkable instance of this kind was the conversion of a re-

spectable Armenian merchant at Hakoo. When two of the
missionaries visited this town in for the first time, he no
Booner heard of their arrival and of the object for whicli they
came tlran he visited them and expressed his joy and his readi-

ness to introduce them to his Muhammadan friends. He then
desired them to teach him how to speak with the Muhammad-
ans about Christ, and to instruct him how to answer their ob-
jections. This they gladly did, but when they began to speak
with him regarding the salvation of his own soul, he said that
he only wanted to know how to convert the Muhammadans,
about his own soul they might leave him at peace. But as they
were much interested in him, they felt it their duty to show him
the necessity of seeking above all his own salvation first. In
this state they left him, but a few weeks after, when they re-

turned to the town, they were happily surprised in finding him
quite altered, and so anxious respecting his salvation, that the
whole desire of his heart was now to know how to become a
true believer and one of God's children. He now sat down
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with them every day for some hours to read the gospel and have
it explained, and to note the passages regarding our redemption

through Clirist. At the end of two years, when they saw him
again, they found him truly converted to the Lord, full of grace

and unction, and overflowing with love to his Saviour, earnestly

desiring to glorify liim, and to bring by a holy walk and con-

versation, Armenians and Muhammadans to the saving knowledge
of Clirist. 'I'liey could not help marvelling at the work of grace

which was visible in him^ and gladly gave him the right hand
of fellowship in Christ. He continues to the present time to

walk worthy of the gospel of Christ, and to be a light and bles-

sing to those around him.—In a similar manner several in other

places were brought to a concern about their own souls, when
they heard and saw the missionaries inviting the Muhammadans
around them, to come and partake of the salvation of Christ.

Others again became seriously concerned by reading the tracts

and the New Testament printed and distributed by the Mission-

aries ; or by the instructions they received in their schools. lu

short, the attention of a great many of the Armenians of Georgia

has been turned to the Gospel, and a spirit of inquiry, quite

unknown befoi-e, has been excited. Religion has become a sub-

ject of frequent conversation and of earnest inquiry, and many
began to see, that their church, as well as they themselves iu

their life and f)ractice, have gone far astray from the truth.

—

In one town of Georgia, called Shammahy, a body of from 20 to

50 Armenians have for several years met together on the Lord's

day for reading, exhortation, and prayer. These and others,

though not separated from their own church, yet renouncing its

errors, testify openly against them. They firmly stand by the

evangelical principle, that in matters of religion only that which

can be proved and established by the word of God is to be be-

lieved and regarded as binding. Several of these awakened

Armenians here and in other places, are truly converted to the

Lord, and are dear and faithful Christians ; and some of them

have already entered into the joy of their Lord.

As might be expected, the enemy did not remain an inactive

spectator of this promising and glorious work among the Arme-

nians. Though many of the priests and even some of the higher

clergy expressed iu the beginning their satisfaction to the mis-

sionaries, and encouraged tiiem to go on in their endeavours for

the good of their nation ; yet no sooner was the fruit apparent,

than they, fearing that the light which was spreading would at

last make it no longer possible for them to hide their ignorance

and to conceal their evil doings, and that consequently they

would lose their influence and gain, which were only founded on

the ignorance of the people and the errors of their church, be-
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came violent enemies of the missionaries, and used all their

influence to persuade the people not to read their hooks, nor to

send their cliildren to their schools. The patriarch of the Ar-
menians, who resides at Etchniiazin, sent his emissaries to

warn the people of the missionaries as of deceivers, to preach

against them and to excommunicate those who kept up a friend-

ly intercourse with them, or sent their children to their schools.

'J'wo deacons, who came to the missionaries to be instructed in

theology, and who, having been by their means truly converted

to the Lord, greatly assisted them in their work, were taken

away from them by force, on the ground of their being the

inmates of an Armenian monastery. One of those died in the

faith on the road, and the other was, as there is every reason

to believe, poisoned in the monastery because they could not

make l)im renounce his evangelical principles. In the first

moment this opposition having made «orae impression, frightened

many, and interrupted for a little while the schools and labours

of the missionaries, but the people soon recovered from their

terror and they went on as before. When the clergy found so

many of the people favourably disposed towards evangelical

principles, and felt that their power would not be sufficient to

prevent the progress of the Gospel they applied for aid to the

Russian Government. They brought forward many false accu-
sations against the missionaries, stating among others, that

their real object was not the conversion of the Muhammadans,
but to entice the Armenians over to the Lutheran confession,

and added, that they had already turned great numbers of their

flocks to Lutheranism, and they therefore begged Government
to protect their church against such unlawful inroads. As it

was never the object of the missionaries to create dissensions or
separations in the Armenian church, but solely to bring, through
the blessing from on high, a new life into her dead members,
and as they had actually dissuaded the converted Armenians
from leaving their own communion as long as they sJiould not
be expelled, it was not difficult for them to prove the falsehood
of these acctsatious, and to point out the real sources of them.
Notwithstanding this, however the patriarch joined by the

members of the Synod, which is the highest ecclesiastical body-

in the Armenian church, continued to use all possible means to

set the minds of certain persons of influence against the Mis-
sionaries, and to create suspicion regarding the sincerity of their

object and the utility of ther labours, and, as they found the

vie« s of the present Governor in general of Georgia, unfavour-

able to prolestant missionary labours, they easily succeeded in

inducing him to use his influence, that they might be ordered

away. This he did, aud though several other persons of equally
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liigh influence at the Court of Petersburg used their best en-

deavours to overrule these evil machinations, yet the Governor
at length succeeded in bringing the u:reater i)art of His Miijestv'd

Privy Counsellors over to his views. In consequence of this, an
order was brought before the Emperor and signiMl by him, (and
it was then sent, in September, 1885, to the missionaries,) prohi-

biting them from every kind of missionary labour. From this

order it was clear that it was not so much in consequence of
the Armenian patriarch, the falsehood of which must have been
well known to Government, that their labours have been pro-
hibited, but because the Russian clergy declared, that they
wished to send their own missionaries to Georgia, and there
would be therefore no need of foreigners ; and secondly, that the
Government suspected the missionaries might spread such poli-

tical principles as would be opposed to those held h}' themselves.

The missionaries protested against the order, and begged that

their representation might be laid before His Majesty the Empe-
ror ; but as that was not done, and they were told, that, at

least for the present, no alteration of the order could be expect-
ed, they reluctantl}- abandoned this promising sphere of labour
adoring the incomprehensible and mysterious ways of an all-

wise Providence, which allowed the enemy to triumph over
them, and apparently to destroy what they had been building'

up through the Lord's aid and blessing, during a period of
te7i years.

Though it may appear to the mere human eye that all this

labour was in vain, yet the Christian is sure this is not the case.

That the Lord has blessed the endeavours of the missionaries is

clear from the statements that have been made, and there is no
doubt a lasting benefit will flow from them. To give a Christian

nation the word of life in a language they can understand, to

provide it with a number of religious books which lead the mind
to take a practical and correct view of the doctrines of the Gos-
pel, and together with this, to kindle the flame of a new life ia

Christ in some individuals of that nation, however small the

number may be, and to create in many others a desire to know
the truth, cannot be in vain.—It is then evident a new and bet-

ter aera has begun for such a nation. Although the missionaries

must now leave their friends and brethren among the Armenians
of Georgia to themselves, yet they feel assured that the Lord
will carry on the work He has commenced amongst them, and
will fulfil the words which one of their greatest enemies among
the Armenian clergy once uttered. This individual being ia

Shamachy, whither he went to preach against the missionaries

and their books, and finding that nobody would listen to him,

8aid in the anger of his heart :
" I see the Germans have kindled
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a fire which never will be extinguished again." Tlie leaven is

cast into the mass and will in dne time leaven it through.

That the Lord is in our days preparing the Armenian church,

which He, for wise })nrposes, has preserved for so many centuries

in the midst of the Miiliaminadan nations, for a better religious

state, cannot escape the observation of any one, who is acquaint-

ed with its present condition. A great desire for knowledge has

sprung up among the people every where ; and as in Georgia by
the German, so in Constantinople by means of the American
missionaries, many of the Armenians have been brought to a

knowledge of the truth, and several of them are truly converted.

In Constantinople there were last year not less than fifty fami-

lies avowing evangelical principles. Ho\v g-reat a blessing the

Armenians will be to the Muhanimadans, when once new life

springs up in the midst of them is evident to every one who
considers how they are spread through Turkey and Persia and
in constant contact with them. They would be the best mis-

sionaries for the Muhamniadans, and of the greatest use to

European laborers, if in this case any such should yet be wanted.
'I'hat a new period has begun also for the Muliammadaus is

evident. Turkey and Persia were never before so dependant
on the Christian powers as they now are, and the proud Musal-
mans are beginning to feel strongly their inferiority to Christian

Europe. Though it is a hard thing for their haughty spirit, yet

they are now convinced they must learn the sciences and arts

from Christians, esteem and regard them, and make use of the

former, at least in their armies, if they be not willing to sink

down altogether under the overpowering influence of Europe.
The wall of separation, which kept Muliammadaus so distant

from Christians is breaking down that the Gospel of Christ may
be preached unto them ; and it seems that the Lord is hasten-

ing on, this glorious event.

In this light the missionaries view their labours in Georgia
and Persia among the Armenians and Muhamniadans. Not
to reap in a full harvest did the Lord send them there, but
merely to sow the seed and to prepare the way for His future

coining ; to lay the foundation for the temple He will rear up in

due time among these nations ; and when that was done, He
allowed their enemies to drive them away.
When the missionaries were obliged to leave the Russian

territories it was natural for them to make an effort to settle

in Persia itself But all the information they got only con-

firmed them in their conviction founded on former experience,

that it was for the present not practicable to preach the Gospel
openly in Persia, and to labour in an altogether indirect or dis-

guised way they did not think right uor consistent with the
VIL 4 8
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cliarncter of a protestant missionary. It was not fear for their

lives, wliich brought them to this coudusion. They would
have been ready to spend and be spent in the Lord's work in

Persia, but the slight attempts they made at different times in

that country to preach the Gospel freel}', and to distribute the

^ord of God openly, always showed them that if they would
liave gone only a little further, and continued a little longer in

that work at tlie same place, the MooUahs would have raised a

mob of fanatics and created such a tumult, that not only the

life of the missionary would have been in the greatest danger
possible, but all the Christians at the place would likewise have
become involved in their perils, and Persia would, according to

all probability, have become still more shut up than it already

is. On account of these circumstances the missionaries were
obliged to pass quietly through Persia with the sad conviction,

that its da}' of grace and mercy is not yet arrived, and they
have come to India to do the work the Lord will appoint them
here. Persia, however, will always be on their hearts, and they

will feel much rejoiced when in one way or other the Lord
shall enable them to continue to do good to its deluded inha-

bitants.

Though no missionary can go and labour in Persia, still there

are a kind of missionaries that may be sent safely thither. The
word of God and useful tracts, can and may, be, in a quiet and
tinobserved way, distributed in Persia, and by this means a

great deal of good can be done. Books may be distributed in

the northern parts of Persia by the converted Armenians of

Georgia, many of whom go as merchants occasionally to Persia,

and by the American missionaries, who labour among the Syrian

Christians at Oormeah, a town situated in the north-western

parts of Persia. They are ready to avail themselves of every

opportunity the Lord affords them to spread the knowledge of

his truth among the Persians. To the southern provinces they

may be sent from Bombay by those Persians and Armenians,
who come from Persia on account of trade, or by other persons

who occasionally go from thence to that country. And the

occupation of the province beyond the Lidus by the English

army, which is now marching there, will open another channel

for sending the word of God and useful books into this benighted

land. If only God's people are not neglectful of their duty they
will still find opportunities enough to benefit in these ways this

poor degraded and unhappy country. C. P.

Note.—VV^e have much plensure in giving insertion to this interesting

paper, and we do sincerely pray that our devoted brethren may l)e the
means of turning many a haughty Mussalman in this country to the faith

of Christ, and may the door which has now been shut upon them be speedi-
ly opened by the Lord.—E».
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II.

—

Remarks on a Pamphlet entitled " An Exposition of
Chaps, xii., xiii., and xiv., of 1 Cok."

1 heartily concur in tlie following observation, made by the Expositor in

the first pajre of his introduction.
" Growth in knowledge, as well as in grace, is to he expected by all

who wait upon the Lord for the teaching of the Spirit ; and they whose
sentiments know no change, by more attentive study of Scripture, have
reason to doubt, that they are yet acquainted with the first principles of
the oracles of tiod. Nor should a Christian be ashamed to dt-clare the
change of mind to which he lias been led, when conscience testifies, that

liis only object in that declaration is the advancement of the glory of
God."
With the feelings herein described ; and praying for the guidance of

the Holy Spirit, I have read the above pamphlet, testing the author's

exposition by the law and the testimony ; and will state what the result

upon my mind has been.

But I must first niention, that the author's opinions on each sul)ject,

are so scattered throughout the workj that it would require considerable

time to arrange all of them systematically, under the several heads, ne-
cessary to tlieir being fully discussed ; and 1 will therefore commence by
stating what I understand to be the chief points he wishes to establish ;

and will afterwards notice them consecutively.

1st. " That the gift of the Holy Ghost was |tromised to all who should
believe the gospel in all ages, and in all places,"—pp. 1, 3, 10, 11, &c.

2ndly. " That the above gift of the Holy Ghost is,—to be so possessed

by the Holy Ghost, that a manifestation of his indwelling presence should

be palpable, by some outward demonstration of power, (p. 11,) such as

casting out devils, speaking with new tongues, taking up serpents, drink-

ing deadly things without personal injury, and by laying hands upon the

sick, causing them to recover, Mark xvi. 15, &c. (p. 1.) Or, such as hav-
ing the word of wisdom, the word of knowledge, faith, tlie gifts of healing,

the working of miracles, prophecy, discerning of spirits, divers kinds of
tongues, the interpretation of tongues, 1st Cor. xii. 8, &c. (p. 11,) one or

moi-e of whicli was bestowed upon each person in the church, by tlie bap-

tism of the Holy Ghost, (p. 11,) and may be expected by each believer in

all ages, and in all places, where faith in the promise is exercised," (p. 1.)

3rdly. " That the chief gift of the Holy Ghost is love, as described

in 1st Cor. xiiith Chap, but that it cannot be obtained without possessing

the gifts above enumerated," (p. 16.)

4thly. " That the exercise of tliese gifts enabled the Apostle Paul, to

say of every particular church, and of the whole church coUectivel}',

There is one body, and one spirit, even as ye are called in one hope of
your calling, one Lord ; one faith, one Baptism." Eph. iv. 4, 5, (p. 37.)

Stilly. But that at present, the whole church is in apostacy, caused

by the cessation of the gifts above alluded to, (p. 67.) And that as the
scripture no where says to a person go out of a church, therefore ail the

bodies wbicli have separated from the first reformed church have been
guilty of schism in addition to apostacy, (p. 72.) That consequently, as

many as feel and bemoan their captivity in Babylon, which signifies, in

any of the present churches, will not separate, and attempt to make a
pure church, after their own judgment ; but will sigh and cry for the abo-
minations which they witness around ; and their sighs and cries will con-
vey their protest, (p. 75.) But they will be ready to come out of Baby-
lon, whenever the Lord shall raise the standard, in a spiritual aud apostou.

4 s 2
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lie clmrch, and not till then, (p. 74.) And this standard is the revival of
the ahovementioneil f?iftSj (j). 81.)

6lhly. " Tliat such persons as are guided hy this rule, and are alive .it

the second ajipeariug of our Lord, will compose the hride of the Lamb,
and he exalted aliove the four and tw(Mity elders, and the four living crea-

tures spoken of in the Revelations." Rev. iv. 4, 6, 8, &o. (pp. 78 to 80.)

I pur])0se examining, in this paper, tlie four first of these propositions.

1st. '' That the gift of the H(dy Ghnst was promised to all who should
believe the gospel, in all ages, and in iill place-," (pp. 1, 3, 10, 11, &c.)

I fully agree in this opinion, because it is substantiated by the word of

God in the following passages. John the Baptist said, " He shall bap-
tize you with the Holy Ghost." .Mark i. 8. The apostles were thus ad-

dre.ssed by our Saviour :
" Ye shall l)e baptized with the Holy Ghost, not

many days hence." Acts i. 5. And Pi ter said to the multitude, " Re-
pent and he baptized every one of you, and ye shall receive the gift of

the Holy Ghost." Acts ii. 38.

But the Expositor a])pears to consider as one and the same thing, the
gift or baptism of the Holy Ghost, and certain powers, (p. 1,) which
have been exercised by persons who had not received that baptism, and
also by persons who bad received it ; and on this supposition, which I

regard as erroneous, he has built a system, in my opinion, much opposed

to scripture. Proof of this assertion will be adduced as we proceed to

consider the 2nd proposition.

2nd Proposition. " That the above gift of the Holy Ghost is, to be so

possessed by the Holy Ghost, that a manifestation of his indwelling

presence should be palpable, by some outward demonstration of power,

(p. II,) such as casting out devils, speaking with new tongues, taking up
serpents, drinking deadly things without personal injury, and by laying

hands upon the sick, causing them to recover, Mark, xvi. 15, &c. (p. 1.)

Or, such as having the word of wisdom, the word of knowledge, faith, the

gift of healing, the worki-ng of miracles, prophecy, discertiing of spirits,

divers kinds of tongues, the interpretation of tongues, 1st Cor. xii. 8, &c.

(p. 11,) one or more of which was bestowed upon each person in the

Church, by the baptism of the Holy Ghost, (p. 11,) and may be expected

hy each believer in all ages, and in all places, where faith in the promise

is exercised," (p. 16.)

'I'his explanation of the gift of the Holy Ghost, appears to me most
unscriptural. And although in some parts of the exposition, the gift of

the Holy Ghost is spoken of without any direct mention of these powers,

vet the author's object evidently seems to be, to prove that the baptism or

gift of the Holy Ghost, and the above powers constitute one and the same
thing. And it being acknowledged that the gift of the Holy Ghost is

promised to all believers, this mode ofassuming its identity with the mira-

culous powers above enumerated, is calculated to lead the hasty reader to

an erroneous conclusion.

It is easily shewn th;it these gifts were not always a sign of the baptism

of the Holy Ghost. Our author says rifrhtly (pp. 2, 3,) that " Jesus did

not baptize any jjerson with the Holy Ghost, until after his ascension
;"

yet we know that he bestowed nearly all these gifts upon his disciples

long before that event. When our Saviour sent out seventy disciples,

two and two, into every city and place whither he would come, Luke
X. 1, " He said unto them, 8. Into whatsoever city ye enter, 9. Heal

the sick, that are therein. 17. And they returned again with joy saying.

Lord, even the devils are subject to us through thy name. 18. And he

said unto them, 19. Behold I give unto you power to tread on serpents

and scorpions, and over all the power of the enemy, .ind nothing sshall by

any means hurt you."
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We also find, in Matt. x. 1. That our Saviour gave his twelve disciples

" power to cast out unclean spirits, and to heal all manner of sickness,

and all manner of diseases," and (v. 7,) "also to raise the dead."

Here then is a narrative of eighty-two persons possessed of many of

the identical powers, any of which are said to be signs of the baptism of

the Holy Ghost ; and it is admitted that they had not then received that

baptism. The above gifts therefore, are not always a sign of the baptism

of the Holy Ghost.
But let us endeavour to ascertain the nature of the baptism of the

Holy Ghost, which can best be done by noticing its effect on those who we
know experienced it on the day of Pentecost.

We find it recorded, Acts ii. 4, that "they began to speak with other

tongues as the Spirit gave them utterance," or as afterwards explained,

5, "devout men out of every nation under heaven, 6, came together, and
were confotmded, becau^e that every man heard them speak in his own
language, the wonderful things of God."
The promise of which this is the fulfilment is th\is mentioned. Luke

xxiv. 48. " Ye are witnesses of these things, 49. And behold 1 send the

promise of my Father upon you ; ijut tarry ye in the city of Jerusalem
until ye be endued with power from on high." And the last words
recorded of our Saviour on earth are, Acts, i. 8. "But ye shall receive

power after that the Holy Ghost is come upon you. And ye shall be

witnesses unto me both in Jerusalem and in Samaria, and unto the utter-

most part of the earth."

The nature of this promise is to be learnt from its fulfilment. In

God's appointed time the disciples were all "filled with the Holy Ghost,"

Bnd the promise was then realized. But in what did this fulfilment

consist Was it that the gifts were then imparted to them ? No ! for

the disciples had long before possessed miraculous powers, even to the

raising of the dead : and the question must be answered by discovering

what gift was bestowed upon them, on that occasion, which they never
before enjoyed.

Two facts are recorded as the immediate effect on the Apostles, of the
baptism of the Holy Ghost ; which are, 1st, That they proclaimed the

wonderful things of God ;
2ndly, In the language of every nation under

heaven.

Although the Apostles then " began to speak with other tongues," yet
this gift may have been included in the miraculous powers imparted to

them long previously ; but it could not ha\ e been exercised before,

because when they were sent out during our Saviour's ministry, to preach
that the kingdom of heaven was at hand, they were expressly prohibited
from going into the way of the Gentiles, or from entering into any city

of the Samaritans ; but were desired to "' go rather to the lost sheep
of the house of Israel," Matt. x. 5, 10, &c., and consequently the use
of one language sufficed for the performance of their commission. But
whether they had the gift of speaking many languages before this event,

or not, it being acknowledged that the promise of the Holy Ghost is made
to all believers, and no person, that 1 am aware of, expecting that it con-
sists in speaking the languages of every nation under heaven, I will not
stop to prove that this was not the blessing promised.

There is however something which the disciples did obtain for the first

time, immediately after the i)aptism of the Holy Ghost; and we will

inquire what it was.

When Jesus said to his Apostles, Matt. xvi. 15, " W'hom say ye that

I am .'' 16, Simon Peter answered and said, Tliou art the Christ, the son
of the living God. 17. And Jesus answered and said unto him, Blessed
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art thou, Simon Barjoiia, for flesh and l)loo(l liatli not revealed it unto
thee, but niy Father which is in heaven."

We are thus taiitfht tliat " the thinjfs of Goil knoweth no man, hut tlie

Spirit of Goii." 1st Cor. ii. 11. And it was our heavenly Father who by
his Spirit revealed to Peter that Jesus was the Christ. But Peter was
not tiien ba])tized with the Holy Ghost : and althouffh he had been in-

structed, in some measure, l)y tlie Holy Sjjirit, yet he forsook our Redeemer
when seized l>y tlie Romati soldiers, and afterwards denied him thrice.

Wliilst Jesus Christ dwelt among men, his disciples continued very

ignorant of the things of God ; and even at the close of liis ministry, they

understood hut little of tlie wonderful works of God, for man's salvation.

What a convincing j)roof of tliis is recorded in Luke xxiv. 1, &c. When
the women went to the sepulchre, on the third day with spices, to

embalm their crucified Lord, they were much perplexed at not finding his

body in the tomb. Although he had previously foretold his resurrection

on that very day, (10.) And when they returned and told these things to

the Apostles, (11) " their words seemed to them as idle tales, and they

believed them not." Again on this same day, our Saviour reproved two

of hia disciples returning from Enimaus, for their ignorance of the prophe-

cies regarding him ; and in the evening when they were all together (except

Thomas) Luke xxiv. 45, " He opened their understanding, that they

might understarnl the Scriptures :" and after declaring to them, 47, that

repentance and remission of sins should be preached " in his name among
all nations, beginning at Jerusalem," he added 48, And ye are witnesses

of these tilings. 1-9. And behold, I send the promise of my Father upon

you: but tarry ye in the city of Jerusalem, until ye be endued with power

from on high." And I wish to call attention to the fact recorded in John
XX. 22. That on this same occasion " he breathed upon them, and said.

Receive ye the Holy Ghost."
When Peter confessed that Jesus was the Christ, he was tatight this

truth by the Spirit; yet he was not then baptized with the Holy Ghost

;

and when, on the above occasion, Jesus opened the understanding of the

disciples, who were present, that they might understand the Scriptures;

and breathed upon them, and said Receive ye the Holy Ghost, they were

not, at that time either, baptized with the Holy Ghost ; for our Saviour

expressly informed them that he would send the promise of his Fatlier

upon them, on some future occasion ; and this promise is explained by

the declaration of our Saviour in Acts i. 5, " Ye shall be baptized with

the Holy Ghost not many days hence." Yet they had long previously

possessed the gift of miracles, and this could not have been the promise,

for which they were directed to tarry at Jerusalem.

We find that they were appointed to be witnesses, Luke xxiv. 46. " That

it behoved Christ to suffer, and to rise from the dead the third day : 47.

And that repentence and remission of sins should be preached in his name

among all nations, beginning at Jeru.>alem :" but the baptism of the Holy

Ghost was necessary to qualify tliem for the execution of this commissioti ;

and the Scriptures inform us. Acts ii. 1, that on the day of Pentecost tliey

were all filled with the Holy Ghost, and began to speak with other

tongues as the Spirit gave them utterance; "so that men, out of every

nation under heaven, heard the disciples speak, every man in his own

language, the wonderful works of God."

Before the disciples had been baptized with the Holy Ghost, although

they had been taught in some measure i>y the Spirit, they forsook our Saviour

in the hour of trial, and were " slow of heart to believe all that the prophets

had spoken concerning liim :" but as soon as they received that baptism,

they were so fully instructed in the wonderful things of God, that Peter
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was able to address the multitude, sliewing the application to Jesus of for-

mer prophecies ; and he vvlio had thiice denied his Lord to a\ oid ttie scorn

ofn few persons, fearlessly jiroclaimpd Ciirist crucified to a tumultuous

crowd, from every nation under In-aven. And so effectually did he

enforce upon them this truth, " Repent and be baptized every one of you,

in the name of Jesus for tiie remission of sins, arul ye shall receive the

gift of the Holy Ghost," that " the same day there were added unto them
three thousand souls." Acts, ii. 38, &c.

1 conclude therefore, that the gift of the Holy Ghost is not, as the

Expositor says " to be able to prove his indwelling power by one or more
of the gifts mentioned in the '2nd proposition ;" but to ha\ e a knowledge
of the wonderful things of God ; and to be converted from a world-fearing

man, into an undaunted witness for Jesus Christ ; and this is tlie promise

which, 1 think, e\ ery believer in the Gospel may expect, in all ages, and
in all places.

Should any person deem this an unimportant gift, supposing that who-
ever is able to read the Scriptures can, at his own will, know " tlie won-
derful things of God," and l)ecome a witness for Christ, I beg to refer sucli

to the following passages of Scripture. 1st Cor. ii. 14. " T!ie natural

man receiveth not the things of the Spirit of God, for they are foolishness

unto him, neither can he know them, because they are spiritually discern-

ed ;" and Matt. xiii. 21, if " he hath not root in himself, when tribulation

or persecution ariseth because of the word, by and bye he is oiFended."

I object also to that part of the 2nd ])roposition which asserts that

''one or more of these gifts may be expected i)y each believer in all ages
and in all places, when faitli in the promise is exercised."

It is allowed that many of the early Christians possessed these gifts,

and that they were conferred by the Holy Ghost : and that Paul encou.
rages the desire for them in the Corinthians. ' Follow after charity, and
desire spiritual gifts, but, rather that ye may prophecy." 1st Cor. xiv. 1.

But the passage which appears the most favorable of any in Scripture

to the author's proposition is, Mark xvi. 15. " Go ye into all the world,

and preach the Gospel to every creature. 16. He that believeth and is

baptized shall be saved, but he that believeth not shall be damned. 17.

And these signs shall follow them that believe : In my name shall they
cast out devils; they shall speak with new tongues; 18. They shall

take up serpents, and if they drink any d eadly thing, it shall not hurt
them : they shall lay hands on the sick, and they shall recover."

'I'he 15th verse contains a commatul. "Go ye into all the world, and
preach the Gospel to every creature," which although universal in its

application may, as is the case with several portions of scripture, have
also a limited application : and I infer this to be the fact from the cir-

cumstance, that the 20th verse is a record that the commandment, in this

limited sense, has been fulfilled. " And they went forth, and preached
every where." Paul also says, Col. i. 23, " The Gospel was preached to
every creature under heaven." Taking our Saviour's command in its

universal application, it has not even yet been fulfilled; but the above
passages prove, that in some other sense applicable to it, the command
was fulfilled by the Apostles themselves: and the command having a
double signification, we must inquire how far the other parts of this
address are applicable to one or both of its significations. The 16th
verse is a conditional promise and a threat, which are to be proclaimed
wherever the Gospel is preached. "He that believeth and is baptized
shall be saved ; but he that believeth not shall be damned." But the 17th
and 18th verses contain a prophecy, " and these signs shall follow them that
believe, &c. «&c." And its fulfilment being recorded in the 20th verse.
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together with that of the command to go into all the world, and preach
the Gospel to e\'i'ry creature," I concliule, that the prophecy was only
applicable to the command in its limited sense ; and having been fulfilled,

that we are not to expect a further fulfilment of it. " And thev went
forth and preached every where, the Lord working with them, and con-
firming the word with signs following." Tlie substance of this record is

also found in Hebrews ii. .S.
'• How shall we escape if we neglect so great

salvation ; which at the first began to he spoken by the Lord, and was
confirmed unto us by them that heard him. 4. God also bearing them
witness, l)oth with signs and wonders, and with divers miracles, and gifts

of the Holy Ghost, according to his own will."

The prophecy " these signs shall follow them that believe," was made
by our Saviour before his ascension; and Paul's advice to the Corinthians,
to desire spiritual gifts," was addressed to them about the year 57,
which was some lime before the date of either of tl>e writings, in which
the fulfilment of this prophecy, regarding miraculous powers, is recorded.
The Gospel of iMark, and the Epistles to the Colossians, and the Hebrews,

from which I have quoted the above passages, wore all written between
the years GO and 70 ; and if any Jiart of the new Testament, written sub-
sequently to the latest record above alluded to, contains an exhortation
to desire spiritual or miraculous gifts, it must then be conceded, that a
further accomplishment of the prophecy regarding them will take place.

But 1 do not find any such passage ; and therefore conclude, that the pro-
phecy these signs shall follow them that believe," had only a limited,

and not an universal application, and does not refer to "all believers in
all ages, and in all places."

Our author says (p. 20) "The gifts are only api)lic>ible to a state of
imperfection, and can only be exercised where there is ignorance to

be removed, or sickness to be healed," implying that the gifts were
intended to be used as long as there are subjects on whom they can
be exercised. He also asserts (p. 7) " Nor was it, as is supposed, for

the purpose of establisliing the Gospel, by the manifestation of signs

and wonders, in those days of heathen darkness."— But 1 am of opinion,

on the contrary, that the gifts were bestowed solely for this purpose of

est.iblishing the Gospel, in one or both of the following ways.

1st. By proving its divine origin.

2ndly. By edifying and comforting believers, in the infancy of the Chris-

tian church.

When our Saviour sent his seventy disciples, two and two, throughout

Judea, to preach " that the kingdom of heaven was at hand, he invested

them with the same miraculous powers here referred to, the object of

which was to convince their hearers of tiie divine authority on which they

acted; and to deprive them of all cloak for sin, if they rejected their

teaching ; for it is said on this occasion, Matt, x, 14, " and whosoever

shall not receive you nor hear your words, 15, verily I say unto j'ou, it

shall be more tolerable for the land of Sodom and Gomorrah in the day

of judgment, than for that city." The enormity of their offence in re-

jecting the Gospel would be in proportion to the miracles with which its

preaching was accompanied, John xv. 24, "If I had not done among
them the works which none other man did, they had not bad sin ;" and

again Matt. x. 37, " If 1 do not the works of my father, believe me not.

38. But if I do, though ye believe not me, believe the works." And al-

though this was spoken by Jesus Christ regarding his own miracles, it is

equally applicable to those performed, in his name, by the disciples.

Again, when Jesus alluded to his intention of raising Lazarus from the

dead, lie said to Lis disciples, John xi. 15, " I am glad for your sakes
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that 1 was not there" (to heal his sickness) "to the intent ye may believe,"

(by witnessing the greater miracle of liis restoration from the dead,) and
John xii. 28, when there came a voice from heaven to Jesus, 29, and
the people said an angel spoke to him, 30, Jesus answered and said,

"This vitice came not because of me, but for your sakes."

We find that tiiese miracles were performed to establish the divine

origin of Christianity ; and when tlie more perfect revelation of the Gospel
was proclaimed, similar powers were continued, until that object also was
fully accomplished. But now that the Gospel has been committed to writ-

ing, its internal evidence, and the fulfilment of its prophecies abufidantly

prove its divine origin, and enable even them who run to read, so that a

wayfaring man though a fool need not err therein. And if any to whom
it is available reject it, they have no cloak for their sin, notwithstanding
the cessation of miracles. Under the .Mosaic dispensation the people of

Israel had the law and the Prophets for the direction of their faith ; and
when the rich man in hell prayed that Lazarus might be sent from Abra-
ham's bosom to his five brethren, Luke xvi. 22, " That he may testify

unto thenv lest they also come into this place of torment," the reply was,

31, '' If they hear not Moses and the prophets, neither will they be per-

suaded though one rose from the dead." And not less sufficient for our
persuasion are the perfected scriptures wliich we possess ; and we must
conclude that if people will not believe the Gospel of Christ, as therein

revealed, neither would they receive it though its preaching were accom-
panied by miracles. But we do see unbelievers convinced, without the
performance of miracles ; and I therefore conclude that the gifts above
mentioned have ceased, because God no longer requires them, for the pur-
pose on account of which they were established.

Some persons may desire the gifts, for purposes which the scriptures

never sanctioned : that of healing, for instance, supposing thereby to

lessen the ills which flesh is heir to. Yet if that gift were bestowed upon
an individual now, to be exercised precisely in the same manner as

was done by the disciples, I am of opinion, that he would be restrained

from using it, except when necessary to deprive unbelievers of any cloak

for rejecting the Gospel. And as this, in the present circumstances of
the church, can be effected without having recourse to miracles, I feel

convinced that he would never be enabled to use it. So that if such a
person, possessing the gift of healing saw his dearest friends afflicted with
disease, he would have to direct them to the physician and his medicines,

precisely as they do, who are without the gift ; and like the world at large

he might be plunged in distress, at the sight of death with uplifted hand
approaching the couch of those most dear to him ; and without being able

to avert the descending blow, might have to consign to the grave a be-
loved child, or a wife dearer to him than his own existence.

I will now state the grounds on which I have advanced this opinion.

Timothy had "often infirmities," yet Paul who possessed the gift of
healing, and was anxious for his recovery, did not relieve him ; but
directed him, as is done now-a.days, to a medical remedy. Drink no
longer water, but use a little wine for thine often infirmities." 1st Tim.
V. 23. Again when Epaphroditus went from the church at Phi]ip])i on a
message to Rome, " he fell sick and was nigh unto deatli." Phil. ii. 27,
&c. He became ill when engaged in the work of Clirist ; and labouring
for the individual support of the Apostle Paul. Yet though Paul regard-
ed him as "his brother and companion in labour, and fellow-soldier," (v.

25) and loved him, and declared that he should have had "sorrow upon
sorrow" if his friend had died ; and though he was j)resent, and possessed
the gift of healing, yet he did nut exercise it in his behalf, but left the

VII. 4 X
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issue, as would have been done by a person not posses«inff that gift, to the
mercy of God. I have quoted these instances, in proof that the yift of
healing; was not exercised at all times, by the Apostles; and will now
mention a circumstance shewing that it was not customary for even the
beloved and valued members of churches to be relieved from their diseases

by the exercise of this gift ; and that wiien miracles were performed on
them or on other persons, it was for one of the objects aiiove mentioned,
and not merely to preserve the individuals from suflFeringor from death.

Tabitha, or Dorcas, a disciple at Jop()a was siciv and died. She was
surrounded by disciples, saints, widows, who loved her, and were distressed
at her death ; and had the gift of healing existed in every church, and
been exercised on occasions of deep interest to the members, this surely
is a case where we may expect it would have been practised. Nor are we
to suppose that she died suddenly, or that the particular members having
this gift were absent from the town, and that on this account their beloved
sister was deprived of a blessing which she would otheriiise have experi-

enced. No! 'J'he expression (v. 37.) " and it came to pass in those days
that she was sick and died," prevents the supposition of sudden death;
and the gift of healing not having been exercised ujion her, and no men-
tion being made of a deviation, in her case, from tlie usual practice of the
church, we must conclude, that if any members of the church possessed

that gift, it was not used, to prevent her death, because the disciples were
established in the faith; and that the recovery of Dorcas would not have
convinced unbelievers of the truth of Christianity.. But thougli tiie gift

of healing was not exercised to relieve the beloved Dorcas from sicl<ness,

nor to prevent her death, yet a mucli greater miracle was perforineii upon
her, for the object, oil account of whicli miracles were estahlisljed ; for

through the instrumentality of Peter she was restored to life, 12, " and it

was known throughout all Joppa, and many beiieveil in the Lord."
The other object of the gifts was, to edify and comfort iielievers in the

infancy of the church. " For ye may all prophecy one by one, that all

may learn, and all may be comforted," 1 Cor. xiv. 31.

The early churches were composed of Jews, whose minds had been fill-

ed with " vain conversations receiveii by tradition from tlieir fathers,"

1. Peter i. 18, " rendering the commandments of God of none effect.' Mark
vii. 13, or, of "Gentiles who had been carried away unto dumb idols,

even as they were led." 1 Cor. xii. 2. And they were all more or less

persecuted for their apostacy from the religion of their respective ances-

tors. The apostles and disciples who established churches in different

places, did not |)ermanef»tly reside there, and the Gospel was not then

fully committed to writing, for general guidance, as at present. But these

gifts enabled members, after the departure of the apostles, or during

their temporary absence, to "comfort themselves together, and to edify

one another." 1 Thess. v. 11. 'I'hese gifts are thus enumerated in

1 Cor. xii. 8. " The word of wisdom ; the word of knowledge ; faith
;

the gifts of healing; the working of miracles; prophecy; discerning of

spirits; tongues ; the interpretation of tongues ;" and which, with regard

to mutual edification, appear to have been limited to the repetition of

what had previously been taught by the apostles. Paul says, Rom. ii.

14 " God shall judge the secrets of men by Jesus Christ, according to ray

gospel ;" and again, 2 Cor. iv. 3, " If our gospel be liid, it is hid to them

that are lost ;" and Peter thus expresses himself, 2 Peter i. 16, " We have

not followed cunningly devised fables." It is to be observed that the pro.

nouns used with reference to the gos])el, allude invariably to one or more

of the apostles, and never to any other individuals ; so tiiat, whether the

churches were exhorted to " stand in the gospel which they had received,"
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or to be "
{r*''''*"*! I'y the traditions delivered to them," they were referred

to that gospel which Pan) or some otiier of the apostles had preached unto

them: 1 Cor. xv. i, or to tiiose traditions which had proceeded from the

same authority, ^2 Thess. iii. 6.

The whole fjospel of Jesus Christ was made known to man by those

inspired persons, and every doctrine unalterably fixed: and we know that

the other meiiiliers of eliurclies, notwithstanding their gifts, had not autho-

rity to originate the least addition, nor to make the slightest alteration:

nor even were the apostles themselves to be obeyed, if in their subsequent

j)reaching they advanced any thing contrary to that gospel, whicli had
already been e>tai)lished by inspiration. For Paul declares. Gal. i. 8,
" Though we or an angel from heaven preach any other doctrine unto

you, than that we have preached unto you, let him be accursed and to

impress this injunction the more deeply on their minds, the apostle repeats

it in the very next verse, as it were, in the same breath, 9, " and as we said

before, so say 1 now again, If any man preach any other gospel unto you,
than that ye have received, let him be accursed."

Of what advantage, then, it may be asked, were the severwl gifts of

wisdom, teaching, faith, i)rophecy, &c. .'' and though unable from the brief

mention of them in Scripture, to point out all their benefits, I think it will

appear, that with regard to mutual edification, the following was the prin-

cipal benefit.

The depraved and ignorant state of the early Christians previous to

their conversion has been mentioned ; and we cannot suppose that the few
opportunities they had of hearing the Gospel from the Apostles, sufficed

to impress the whole of its truths upon their minds, so as to be recalled,

at pleasure, by an effort of memory. And as the Gospel had not then been
fully committed to writing, its doctrines would soon have been changed
into " vain traditions," in the absence of the Apostles, but for the exis-

tence of these spiritual gifts.

These gifts enabled their possessors, not by an effort of memory, but by
the direct influence of the Holy Spirit, to repeat the instructions previ*

uusly delivered by the Apostles, and perhaps to unfold some of the ancient

prophecies, and to point out their fulfilment in Jesus Christ and his

Church. The members were thus edified, by having line upon line, and
precept upon precept, here a little, and there a little, and by a frequent
repetition of the gracious promises of God in Christ Jesus, they were
comforted amid the apprehensions of the fiery trial which awaited them.
1st Peter iv. 12, &c.

But now that we have the whole Gospel recorded for our guidance

;

and that God giveth wisdom liberally to all who ask it, according to his

word, James i, 5, we can store our minds with divine truths, which can
be brought to edify and comfort mankind, by reading from the Book
itself, or by exercising our memories ; and we do actually see believers

edified, and enjoying comfort, even to the extent of a rich forestate of the
joys of heaven, v>ithout the gift of miracles.

These gifts therefore, not being now required for this purpose; and,
as we have previously shown, not being any longer necessary for the
establishmeut of the divine origin of Christianity, which are the only
objects on account of which they were used, we must conclude that they
have consequently been abolished.

3rd Proposition. " That the chief gift of the Holy Ghost is love, as de-
scribed in 1st Cor. xiiith chapter: but that it cannot be obtained without
possessing the gilts above enumerated." (p. 16.)

The expositor says, (p. 10,) that " the strongest argument for the use,

and value, and necessity of the gifts, iu this very day, is diawn from

4 T 2
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hence, that without them, the loye, as described in chapter xiii. (1st Cor.)
cannot be possessed."

Paul expressly declares, that no degree of knowledge, or of faith,

without this love, will profit the soul : and the Gospel so distinctly enjoins

on every believer to strive earnestly for its establishment in the heart, that

if the above assertion of the Expositor is in accordance with the word of

God, how fatally have all those been deluded, who have said " peace,

peace," in the hope of having the Spirit that was in Christ, and of his

being unto them of God, " wisdom and righteousness, and sanctification

and redemption," 1st Cor. i. 30, without their ever having possessed the
gifts. They who believe with the author that love cannot be possessed

without the gifts, for without love, religion is but an empty name, will

necessarily be distressed at their absence from themselves individually

and collectively from the Church, in proportion as they desire the glory

of God, and the salvation of their own souls, and those of the world in

general. And on this account, many believers in Jesus, whose privilege it

is to " rejoice with joy unspeakable, and full of glory," 1st Peter, i. 8,

are continually " bemoaning" the loss of the gifts, and " sighing and
crying" for their restoration. See pages 74 and 75.

Let us go to the standard of truth to ascertain how far this view of the

gifts is scriptural.

Paul says, 1st Cor. xiii. 4—" Charity sufFereth long and is kind
;
charity

envielh not ;
charity vaunteth not itself, is not puflFed up ; 5. Doth

not beliave itself unseemly, seeketh not her own, is not easily provoked,

thiriketh no evil; 6. Rejoiceth not in iniquity, but rejoiceth in the

truth ; 7. Beareth all things, beli^veth all things, hopeth all things,

endureth all tilings. 8. Charity never faileth."—This is the most

particlar explanation of the charity or love, in question, which the Scrip-

tures contain ; and the "gifts" are not even alluded to, as essential to its

possession. But Paul says again. Col. iii. 12—" Put on therefore as the

elect of God, holy and beloved, bowels of mercies, kindness, humbleness

of mind, meekness, long-suffering ; 13. Forbearing one another and for-

giving one another ; if any man have a quarrel against any, even as Christ

forgave you, so also do ye. 14. And above all these things put on

charity, which is the bond of perfectness." And in his 1st Epistle to

Timothy he says, 1st Tim. i. 5—" Now the end of the commandment is

charity, out of a pure heart, and of a good conscience, and of faith un-

feigned." In his 2nd Epistle he adds, 2nd Tim. ii. 22—" Follow righteous-

ness, faith, charity, peace with them that call on the Lord, out of a pure

heart."

We find that Paul urges the attainment of this charity or love ; but

there is not a word in all his writings, to support the assertion, that it

cannot be obtained without the possession of the gifts.

1 will now transcribe what Peter teaches on this subject. 1st Peter

i. 22—" Seeing ye have purified your souls in obeying the truth through

the Spirit, unto unfeigned love of the brethren, see that ye love one ano-

ther with a pure heart fervently. 23. Being born again, not of corruptible

seed but of incorruptible, by the word of God which liveth and abideth for

ever." 2nd Peter i. 5. " And beside this, giving all diligence, add to

your faith virtue, and to virtue knowledge, and to knowledge temperance,

and to temperance patience, and to patience godliness, and to godliness

biotherly-kindness, and to brotherly-kindness charity." No one can

hesitate to acknowledge, that there is not the least authority in these

inspired writings of Peter, for the assertion of the Expositoi', that

" charity or love cannot be possessed without the gifts ;" and as Paul and

Peter so distinctly enjoin the exercise of charity on all believers, without
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any intimation of the gifts being a prerequisite to its possession, I li(>])e

this will be a means of relieving the minds of those who have hitherto

held the opinion, on this subject, maintainetl in tlie pamphlet ; and that

if their thoughts, words, and actions towards God and man, are regulated

by the Gospel of Jesus Christ, they will cease to mourn because neither

tiiey nor the church can heal the sick, nor speak with tongues.

Christianity however, is a practical tiling, and we are taught, tliat " if

we ask any thing according to the will of God, he heareth us." 1st

John V. 14. With my views, I cannot put the gifts to this test. I can-

not pray earnestly and in faith, for the gift of healing, or of tongues, or

of interpretation of tongues ; but we have reason to know, that during the

last few years, hundreds of believers have offered up these prayers in sin-

cerity ; and with equal certainty it may be affirmed, that their prayers

have not been answered in any one instance. And why ? Can any other

reply be given but, " because they asked not according to the Will of

God.?"
4th Proposition. " That the exercise of these gifts enabled the Apos-

tle Paul to s.iy of every particular church, and of the whole church col-

lectively, there is one body, and one spirit, even as ye are called in one

hope of your calling; one Lord, one faith, one baptism." Eph. iv. 4, 5. (p.

37.)

The Expositor represents " The Christian Church as it was," to have

been almost perfect, and attributes its alleged holiness to its possession of

the gifts (p. 37, &c.) ; but the history of the church at the period allud-

ed to, written by inspiration, and therefore altogether true, differs so

widely from tliat in the pamphlet, tliat it is difficult to suppose that both

narratives refer to tlie same subject. I will point out some of these differ-

ences, notwithstanding the adage "when ignorance is bliss, 'tis folly to

be wise," and we may add, cruel sometimes to inform ; because this is

not applicable in matters of religion, it being for the glory of God, and
the benefit of man, that truth should always prevail. And I shall com-
pare the scripture history of " Tlie church as it was," with that of the

Expositor, although persuaded, that it will cause the pleasing delusion of

his mind to pass away like a morning dream, leaving " The Christian

Church as it was" divested of the shining veil which his imagination had
thrown over it.

In remarking on the passage, " There is one body," the atithor quotes

Acts iv. 32. " All that believed were together, &c. The multitude of

them that believed were of one heart, and of one soul, &c." And he
adds, (p. 38,) " From the exhortation of the Apostle Paul, it is evident

that he expected this unity should continue amongst all the members of a

Christian Church." '• 1 beseech you, brethren, by the name of the Lord
Jesus, that ye all speak the same thing ; and that there be no divisions

among you ; but that ye be perfectly joined together, in the same spirit,

and in the same judgment." 1 Cor. i. 10. The Expositor is shewing the

advantages derived from the gifts, in preserving the "unity of the body,"

and to serve this purpose, the expression, '• he expected," in the above

passage, must imply that Paul looked confidently for this result, and not

that he was merely exhorting them to the performance of their duty.

But it is evident that Paul did not entertain any such expectation, for the

above address was made to the Corinthians because he liad heard that,

at that very time, there were contentions among them, (v. 11.) So that

instead of looking forward to the continuance of a body without division
" all speaking the same thing, and being joined together in the same
spirit, and the same judgment ;" and this, because they possessed the
" gifts," we find that dissension and disunion Lad already taken place

;
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and so far was the Apostle from expecting unity and concord to be per-
manently estal)lished, that he apprehended the reverse ; and said in his
second Ei)istle to the same church, 2nd Cor. xii. 20, &c.— " 1 fear lest

wlien I come I shall not find you as I would ; lest tliere be debates,
envyings, wraths, strifes, backbitin^s, whispering^;, svTellings, tumults."
Sad expectations these, and very different from those which the Expositor
represents the Apostle to have entertained.

Again, «itli regard to the " unity of the body," so far were the gifts
from preserving it entire, that not only did individuals, here and there,
leave the churches, but Paul says, 2nd Tim. i. 15, " This thou knowest
that all they which are in Asia be turned away from me."
Under the head " a sympathizing body," (p. 39,) the Author describes

in glowing terms the sympathy manifested between the Pliilippian Church
and Ep iphrodilus ; and says " it is such as was usually felt and ex-
hibited by, ' tlie Christian Church as it was' when love shed abroad in the
heart by tlie Holy Ghost pj'oduced unity and sympatiiy in the Christian
body."

I am of opinion that similar instances of sympathy are now also
witnessed ; and will alw;iys 1)6 exhibited under the like circumstances,
when love is shed abroad in the heart by the Holy Ghost ; and without
either the church or the individual possessing miraculous gifts.

'J'he Author here assigns to the Holy Ghost working by love, a certain
result, «hich that cause would necessarily effect. But by doing this in
one part of the Pamphlet, and in another part, assigning to the Holy
Ghost working by miracles, results which they did not effect, and by thus
speaking of miracles and love as one and the same thing, differing only in
degree, a hasty perusal of the Exposition is calculated to lead to error.

But if the Author believes that " The Christian Church as it was"
exhil)ited a perfect example as "a sympathizing body," the following
passages will remove the pleasing delusion. Acts vi. I. " There arose a
murmuring of the Grecians against the Hei)rews, because their widows
were neglected in the daily ministration in other words, because there
was a want of sympathy among the Jews for Grecian widows; and Paul
was under the necessity of addressing the Corinthians in the following
language, 1st Cor. i. 8, " Ye do wrong, and defraud, and that your
brethren." So that the gifts did not render " The Christian Church as it

was," perfect as "a sympathizing body."
In commenting on the passage " and one spirit," (p. 40,) the Expositor

says, " each church was a spirit possessed body, and all churches being
under the immediate, and manifested, and audible direction of the Spirit,

there was a perfect unity and agreement, in all church bodies, in all places."

(p. 41.) And under the head "one faith," the Author adds, (p. 51,) " so
that in each church body, and throughout the whole body, unity of faith
was preserved."

We learn that the churches themselves did not consider their gifts of
wisdom, teaching, prophecy, tongues, &c. infallible expounders of the
whole will of God, for the Corinthians wrote to the Apostle Paul desiring
his instructions regarding marriage, 1st Cor. vii. 1 ; and things offered
to idols, 1st Cor. viii. 1, which is a proof that doubts existed among them
which their gifts could not satisfactorily remove.
But even if the members «>f churches had not acknowledged their con-

sciousness of the limited advantages of the gifts, yet the fact is placed
beyond all question by the numerous passages in which one or other of the
apostles addressed them as being in culpable ignorance ; and reproves them
for erroneous opinions, false doctrines, neglect of discipline, and sinful

practices j which would not have been the case^ if as the Expositor asserts.
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" all churches were under the immediate, and manifested, and audihle

direction of the Spirit, preserving a perfect agreement, and a unity of

faith."

On the contrary, differences of opinion existed on some points, and

Paul did not expect all the members to hecome of one mind le^iarding

them. Rom. xiv. 2. "One believeth that lie may eat all things ; another

that is weak eateth herbs : 5. One man esteemeth one day above another ;

another esteemeth every day alike. Let every man be fully persuaded in

his own mind." In these respects, individuals who iiad the gifts, were pre-

cisely in the same situation as we who have never possessed them. They
differed in opinion among themselves, and so do we ; and all are alike re-

quired to preserve the answer of a good conscience, by doing that which he
believes, in faith, to be the revealed will of God. " Let every man be

fully persuaded in his own mind."
There were also erroneous doctrines in " The Christian Church as it

was," which were not prevented liy the "immediate, and manifested, and
audible direction of the Spirit, preserving a perfect agreement, and a unity

of faith." Rom. XV. 1. "Certain men which came down from Judea
taught the brethren, and said except ye be circumcised after the manner
of Moses, ye cannot be saved." And this false doctrine was received as

truth by a church possessing the gift< ; and continued until Paul and
Barnabas came among them : and even when the inspired Apostles pointed

out their error, the innovators rejected his teaching with such obstinacy,

that " he had no small dissention and disputation with them," and was
obliged at last to refer the subject to the other Apostles; and it was not

till after the whole of those inspired men had pronounced the new doc-

trine to be erroneous, tliat they who had embraced it, notwithstanding the

possession of gifts, consented to its relinquishment.

Paul had occasion also to warn the 'i'liessaloni;ins against a false doctrine

regarding the second coming of Christ, 2iid Thess. ii. 2. " Be not shaken
in mind, or troubled, as that the day of Christ is at hand. 3. Let no man
deceive you by any means: for that day shall never come, except there

come a falling away first, and that man of sin be revealed, &c." And it

appears that the Apostle considered the warning necessary, although he
had previously declared to them what God liad revealed on this subject,

without relying on the gifts, for the preservation of " perfect agreement,
and a unity of faith." 5. " Remember ye not that when 1 was yet with
you, I told you these things." He also blamed the Hebrews for failing

to derive that benefit from the instructions they had received, which
might have been expected from them. Heb. v. 12. " For w hen for the
time ye ought to be teachers, ye have need that one teach )ou again,

which be the first principles of the oracles of God." We learn also from
this passage, that in the Apostle's days, wlien individuals possessed the
gifts, religious instructions was acquired in the same manner, as at pre-

sent, that we are without the gifts. They commenced by learning the
first principles of religion from their teachers, and in the course of time,

and not by means of the gifts, became qualified to instruct others, and to

go on unto perfection, in knowledge and in practice. According to the
opinions maintained in the pamphlet, every member and every church
possessed one or more of the gifts ; and therefore the Hebrews enjoyed the
benefits which their possession imparted : but the Apostle reproves them
for their ignorance ; and although they had been taught the first prin-
ciples of Christianity, so long previously, that they ought to have become
qualified to teach others, yet Paul said to them '• ye have need that one
teach you again, which be the first principles of the oracles of God." So
that the gifts did uot impart instruction, ia the first instance j nor did
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they always serve to remind their possessors of that which they had
once learned.

There were false doctrines concerning the resurrection which the gifts

did not immediately and effectually prevent. 2nd Tim. ii. 18. " Hy-
nieneus and Philetus taught that the resurrection was past already, and
overthrew the faith of some:" and some of the Corinthians denied that
tiiere was to be any resurrection. 1st Cor. xv. 12. " How say some
among you, that there is no resurrection from the dead.''"

Neither was every neglect of discipline reproved by the " immediate,
and manifested, and audible direction of the Spirit." The Apostle Paul,
after alluding to one of their brethren having committed a heinous sin,

reproved the Corinthian Church for being puffed up, and not having rather
mourned, that he who had so transgressed might be taken away from
among them, that he might be brought to repentance. 1st Cor. v. 1.

But the gifts possessed by the church did not teach them to expel the
offending brother ; neither did they instruct them when it was right for

him to be restored ; and we find that the Apostle furnished them with this

direction in a subsequent Epistle. 2nd Cor. ii. 6, &c.
Some members of churches neglected the assembling of themselves

together. Heb. x. 25. And the quotations I have made in commenting
on the author's remarks under the heads " one body," and " a sympathizing
body," are proofs of sinful practices.

The Expoiiitorappears to think the gifts were a sufficient security against

divisions, and against corruptions of the faith once delivered to the saints ;

but we have seen the error of this opinion ; and 1 will now adduce some
passages of scripture shewing that Paul and Peter, and John, and Jude,
instead of relying on the gifts to preserve a " perfect agreement, and a
unity of faith" considered it absolutely necessary to give the Gospel to

the Churches in a tangible, and permanent form ; which was not to be
altered by making additions to it, nor taking away any thing from it,

Rev. XX. 18, &c. not even by an inspired Apostle, if it were possible for

him to attempt such a violation of God's will ; nor by an angel from
heaven, should an angelic being fall into the sin of preaching to man
any doctrine not already established.

Phil. iii. 1." To write the same things to you, to me indeed is not

grievous, but for you it is safe."

2nd Peter i. IS. " Moreover I will endeavour that ye may be able after

my decease, to have these things always in remembrance," alluding to his

Epistle.

Jude, 3. " It was needful for me to write unto you, and exhort you,

that ye should earnestly contend for the faith, which was once delivered

to the saints. 5. I will therefore put ye in remembrance, though ye knew
this, &c."

Notwithstanding the possession of the gifts, the Apostles were under

the necessity of repeatedly instructing " The Christian Church as it was"

on every point of faith, and of practice ; and perhaps a stronger proof

cannot be given of the Author's erroneous opinions concerning the efficacy

of the gifts in securing the purity of the Church, than the fact, tliat the

gifts of wisdom, teaching, prophecy, and tongues did not so much as

inform their possessors how to exercise them '• decently and in order ;"

and that Paul was actually obliged to instruct them regarding the nature

of these very gifts, and how they were to be used, ist Cor. xiith and

xvth chapters.

I now leave the reader to decide, whether the Author's description of
" The Christian Church as it was," is not infinitely more favorable, than

s warranted by its history recorded in Scripture. He has assigned to it
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a degree of holiness which it did not possess ; and lias attributed it to its

possession of the fjifts. But I have sliown that the Author's account of
the perfection of tlie Church, wliilst the a^ifts were in operation, is only
imajjinary ; and therefore conclude, that they did not confer those benefits

on their possessors, which he has ascribed to them.
It is the boutulen duty of every believer, in all ages, and in all places,

to pray in faitli for the baptism of the Holy Ghost, and that tlie Spirit

may bring forth much fruit to the glory of God. The fruit of the Spirit

is love, joy, peace, long-suffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness,
and teni|)erance," Gal. v. 22, 23. And every believer may pray that these
" gifts of God" may abound in him : but I cannot discover any scriptural

authority for expecting to possess the gifts of healing, of tongues, and
interpretation of tongues, &c. : and the x.xth chapter of John's Gospel
implies, in my opinion, that miraculous gifts have ceased for ever. We
have seen that tlie purpose of miracles was the establishment of Chris-
tianity, the fouiulation of which is, belief in Christ, and we are informed,
John XX. 30, that "Many otiier signs truly did Jesus, which are not written

in this book ; 31. But these are written, that ye might believe that Jesus
is the Christ, the Son of God, and that believing ye might have life through
his name." But if it had i)een the will of God that miracles should he
continued in all ages, and in all places, we cannot suppose an inspired

apostle would have said, that past miracles wei"e written to produce belief

in Jesus Christ, in the minds of persons before whom similar miracles

were actually to be performed.

Having compared the statements of the Expositor with the scriptures,

the result upon my mind is, a conviction that he has built his theory on a
misconception of the nature of the gift, or Baptism of the Holy Ghost,
which does not, as he maintains, consist in the possession of one or more
of the "gifts." lam convinced likewise that they are not promised in

scripture to every believer in all ages, and in all places : and 1 also find

that the Expositor has ascribed advantages to the possession of the gifts

which " The Christian Church as it was" did not experience ; and that

his opinion of the benefit which their restoration would occasion is conse-
quently groundless.

It likewise seems evident that they are no longer required for the
purpose on account of which only they were exercised, and the propiiecy
" These signs shall follow them that believe," Mark xxi. 17. having been
fulfilled, and its fulfilment being recorded in scripture, Mark xvi. 20, " The
Lord working with them and confirming the word with signs following,"

and there not being any similar prophecy unfulfilled, I am bound to con-
clude that the gifts have ceased for ever.

Why then do believers bemoan their absence from the Church, and sigh

and cry for their restoration? ( p. 75.) Do they suppose that God has
not yet completed his revelation to man, and that through the instru.

mentality of the gifts additions are yet to be made to it .''

Paul replies, Gal. 1.8. " Though we or an angel from heaven preach
any other doctrine unto you than that which we have preached unto j'ou,

let him be accursed." And John says, Rev. xxi. 18, " If any man shall

add unto these things, God shall add unto him the plagues that are
written in this book."

Do they suppose that without the gifts, the scriptures cannot be com-
prehended .''

James informs them, James i. 5, " If any of you lack wisdom, let him
ask of God, that giveth to all men liberally, and upbraideth not, and it

shall be given him." And Paul expressly informs the Corinthians, that
scripture is its own interpreter ; and we therefore know that we are not

Vll. 4 u
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dependent on the " gifts" for a correct comprehension of the will of God,
1st Cor. ii. 13, " comparing spiritual things with spiritual."

Or do they suppose the gifts should render their spiritual warfare less

severe, and victory more certain?

God has provided means for every heliever which ensure victory, and
a crown of everlasting glory. Eph. vi. 11. " Put on the whole armour of
God, that ye may be able to stand against the wiles of the dev ii ; 1 4. Stand
therefore, having your loins girt about with truth, and liavin^ on the
breastplate of righteousness, 15. And your feet shod with the preparation

of the gospel of peace ; 16. Above all, taking the siiield of faith, where-
with ye shall be able to quench all the fiery darts <if the wicked, 17. And
take the helmet of salvation, and the sword of the Spirit."

Such is tlie armour provided by unerring wisdom for the Christian

Bdldier; and it is termed " The whole armour of God." Surely with " the

Hhole armour of God" we cannot fail to be safe, and we ought also to be

satisfied. But in the above description no mention is made of miraculous
gifts ; and is it not to be feared that they who are seeking to add to the

list of God's weapons, are wasting, in an unauthorised and fruitless

search, the precious moments which ought to be actively employed against

the enemy ?

Wherefore let us take unto us the whole iirmour of God, and not seek
additional weapons.

Cuttack, 1 838. D. B.

III.

—

A short account of Severinus, Missionary to the Ger-
mans in the time of the wars and devastations of the bth

Century.

Translated from Neander's Kirchengetar schichte. Tom. III. page 35.

Amongst those men, who, in the midst of the general

devastations occasioned hy the invasion of the wild eastern

hordes into Europe, spread consolation and blessing round them,
Severimts was particularly prominent. His origin and the

place of his birth are not known*, but it seems probable, that

he was born in the Oceidas, and had gone in search of spiritual

perfection as a hermit to the deserts of the Orient. But the

Spirit of God by a repeated inward calling, impelled him to

foi'sake solitude and repose, in order to go and assist the

nations of the west, who were at that time in the most dis-

tressing circumstances, threatened even with entire destruction

and continually exposed to the attacks of the cruel and savage

* Note.—When he was questioned about his birth and his native land,

he gave always an elusive answer. 'I'o a clergymen, who had come to

him and asked that question, he answered first jocosely : Well, if you
think I am a runaway, keep my ransom in readiness, in case my delivery

might be demanded. Then he addeil with much seriousness—" But know,
that the same God, who has called you to be a priest, has also ordered

nie to live among tiiis poor, and greatly distressed people." To judgo
from liis language he must have been of Latin origin, or according to ano-

ther lesson in the M.S. a North African.
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bands of the north. His predilection for a quiet and contempla-

tive life often awoke with new strength, but that voice which
had called him to the place of devastation, was never silent and
always prevailed. He was obliged to stay and spend his life with

and for the good of his fellow-creatures. This his disciple and
biographer Eugippius describes in the following words: " Qnanto
eolitudinem in colere cupiebat, tanto erebrius revelationibus mo-
nebatur, prae-entiam suam populis denegaret afflictis." The
sphere of Severinus' labour was on the shores of the Danube,
in the countries which now belong to Austria and Uavaria. He
appeared in those countries in the disturbed times following the

death of Attilain the year 453, when one nation oppressed the

other, and when one place after another was given up to deso-

lation through fire and sword, and when great multitudes strip-

ped of all they had, were dragged away as slaves. By a strict

and abstemious life, by exposing himself voluntarily to privations,

and suffering joyfully troubles and discomforts, he showed by
his own example to those accustomed to ease and luxury, how
to suffer the evils that had befallen them with patience and re-

signation. Though used to a southern climate, in the midst
of severe winter, when the Danube was frozen, he went about
barefooted*, to bring food and clothes to those who were
exposed to hunger and nakedness ; on account of the war,

he delivered with money collected for the purpose, or through
his own powerful influence, multitudes of persons who had
been carried off and made slaves ; he announced to the people

the dreadful times they had yet to expect, exhorted them to

repent, and trust in God; he alleviated through his prayer
full of faith, the spiritual and temporal misery of unhappy
sufferers ; and his word, which was venerated by the chiefs of
those rude hordes, as if it had been a voice from another world,
procured kind treatment to the vanquished.

Through the inward vigour of his mind he had fully inured
himself to all kind of hardship, but his heart felt deeply for

the miseries of others. His powerful example, his exhorta-
tions, and his reprimands moved many to send him food and
clothes for the poor. In such cases he called great numbers of
destitute people into the church, and having first offerred a
prayer, he distributed to each according to his need, begin-
ning the distribution with the words : " Blessed be the name
of the Lord." Many instances might be adduced to show the
powerful influence which he through the Spirit of God exercised

* This may be called an excess of ascetism, but it was in the spirit of
the age. If sworn ascetism is an error, it is certainly a less hurtful one,
than the ease and luxury in which some ministers of the Gospel occasion-
ally indulge.

—

Tjbanslatoh.

4 u 2
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over the minds of those he had to deal with. At one time a

horde of barbarians had ransacked the precincts of the town
where he was, and carried off men and cattle. Tliose who
had escaped the hands of the enemy, came lamenting and
weeping to Severinus. He asked the Roman officer who com-
manded the military force, if he had no troops to pursue the

robbers and take the spoil from them. The officer answered,

he had not sufficient men to oppose the great army of the

enemy, but if Severinus desired it, he would go to battle con-

fiding not in the efficiency of his own arms, but in the power of

his prayer. Severinus said march out without delay in the

name of God, for the Lord will fight for you, and where he is

in the van, there the weak one becomes the strongest ; but take

heed to bring all the prisoners unhurt to nie. His word was
fulfilled, the prisoners were brought before him, he ordered

their fetters to be taken off, refreshed them with food and sent

them back with injunctions, that they should tell their fellow-

soldiers, not to repeat their invasions lest God who, (as they had
experienced it,) was fighting for his servants, should punish tliem

more severely. His appearance and his word so powerfully

influenced the mind of one of the chiefs among the Alemans,

that when he saw and heard him he began to tremble exceedingly.

His biographer says of the chief—Ut tremere coram eo vehe-

mentius coeperit, sed et postea suis exercitibus indicavit, nun-

quara se nec re bellica uec aliqua formidine tanto tremore fuisse

concussum. When all the forts in Bavaria on the shores of the

Danube were threatened by the barbarians, their inhabitants

severally begged Severinus to dwell among them, because they

believed, that his presence would be their best defence*.

Remarkable events, which were considered as answers to his

prayers, and the great power and influence which he possess-

ed through the grace of God, brought him soon into repute

as a worker of miracles. He said himself : such things happen

at present among many nations and in many places, that every

body might know, that there is one God, who does miracles

in heaven and on earth. When people expected to receive

great benefits from his prayer, he used to say; " Why do you

expect great things from a little one, I am myself quite unwor-

thy of the Divine favour, may I receive remission of my own
sins

!"

Sometimes, when the assistance of his prayers in secular con-

cerns was requested, he pointed to the spiritual wants of the

people. Once a monk begged him to pray God, that his sore

* This puts us in mind of the prince who requested the missionary

Schwartz to sleep in his room, as a safeguard against his enmies.—

Translator.
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eyes might be healed ; Severinus said to him: " pray rather that

thy inward eye mav become clearer." When once a bisliopric

was offered to him, he refused it, saying, " it was sufficient to

him to have forsaken solitude, to have followed the Divine

vocation into these regions and to have suffered with the dis-

tressed." Such a hero of Christian faith must have left many
vestiges of his labours in the places he visited, though they re-

main unknown to us.

Among those benefitted by Severinus, was the well known
Odoacer, who afterwards founded a kingdom in Italy. When
a youth, and not yet possessed of great distinction among his

people, he is said to have gone to Severinus, and to have heard

from his mouth a prophecy of his future greatness. When
Odoacer became afterwards a king he highly respected the

advice of Severinus.

R.

lY.—Life of Tyndale.

[Concluded from page 635.]

" he had a golden mind
Tliat would not bend to dross, but still aspire

To heaven, and faith gave wiugs to his desire ;

He was belov'd of all that lov'd God's name.
The trumpet of his voice would still proclaim

The word of God."

In vindication of the motives which induced Tyndale to undertake

this dangerous and arduous labour, of translating the Holy Scriptures,

his learned and admirable colleague, John Fryth, a short time before

his martyrdom, thus addressed Sir Thomas More:—" And Tyndale I

truste lyueth ; well coutente with suche pore apostles lyfe, as God
gaue hys sonne Christ, and hys faythfuU mynysters in thys worlde,

whych is not sure of so many mytes, as you be yearely of many
poundes, although I am sure that for hys learnynge and iudgement in

scripture, he were more worthye to be promoted then all the byshoppes
in Englande. I receyued a letter from hym, whych was wryttea

sens Christmas, wherin amonge other matters he wryteth thus : I

call God to recorde agaynst the daye we shall appeare before oure

Lorde Jesus Christ to geue rekonynge of oure doinges, that I neuer
altered one syllable of Codes worde agaynst my conscyence, nor
wolde do thys daye, yf all that is in earth, whether it be honoure,

pleasure, or ryches myght be geuen me." Fryth adds, " Judge, good
Christen reader, whether these words be not spoken of ti faythfull,

clere, and innocent herte. And as for hys behauyoure is suche, that

I am sure no man can reprove hym of any synne, liowbeit no man is

innocent before God whych beholdeth the herte."
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His motives are thus declared in the prologue prefixed to the 4to.

Testament with glosses, 1526. " I haue here translated (brethren

and susters, moost dere and tenderly beloued in Christ) the Newe
Testament for youre spirituall edyfyinge, consolacion. and solas : the

causes that moved me to translate, y thouglit better that other

shulde ymagion, then that y shulde rehearce them. Moreover y sup-

posed yt superfluous, for who ys so blynde to axe why lyght shulde be

shewed to them that walke in dercknes, where they cannot but stom-
ble, and where to stomble ys the daunger of eternal! damnacion, other

so despyghtfull that he wolde envye eny man (y speake nott his bro-

ther) so necessary a thinge, or so bedlem madde to aflfyrme that good
is naturall cause of yuell, and dercknes to precede oute of lyght, and
that lyinge shulde be grounded in trougth and verytie and nott rather

clene contrary, that lyght destroyeth dercknes, and veritie reproveth

all manner lyinge."

In 1528, Tyndale published the most valuable of his own composi-

tions, The Obedience of a Christian Man. In the preface, he, at

considerable length, proves the necessity of a free circulation of the

Scriptures in the vernacular language of every country. After his

christian salutations, he SRys :
" Let it not make thee dispayre, neither

yet discorage thee (oh reader) that it is forbidden tbee in peyne of lyfe

and goodes, or that it is made breakynge of the kynges peace, or

treason vnto his highnes, to reade ye worde of thy soules health.

But muche rather be bolde in the lorde and comfort thy soule. For

as much as thou art sure and haste an euydent token thorow suche

persecutyon, that it is the true woide of God, whych worde is euer

hated of the worlde." He argues, that as the Jews, and those to

whom the scriptures were immediately delivered, had them in their

own tongue, so ought all mankind. That Jerome felt the great im-

portance of a vernacular translation, and with much labour made one

in Latin. That since the scriptures have been shut up, gross darkness

has covered the people. "The curates, alas, themselves, for the moost

part, wotte no more what the New or Old Testament meaneth, than

do the Turkes."—" Moreouer seynge that one of you euer preacheth

contrary to another. And whan two of you mete, the one disputeth

and bauleth with the other, as it were two scoldes. And for as moche

as one holdeth this doctor, and another that, one foloweth Duns,

and another S. Thomas," &c., enumerating fifteen different sects in

the then Roman Catholic Church in England, he adds, " In so great

dyuersyte of spirites howe shal I knowe who lyeth and who sayeth

trueth ;
whereby shall I trye them and iudge them? Verely by Goddes

worde, whiche onely is true. But liow shall I that do, whan thou

wylte not let me se the scrypture ?"

Tyndale speaks familiarly of the original languages :
" The Greke

tongue agreeth more with tlie Englyshe than with the Latyne, and

the properties of the Hebrue tongue agreeth a thousande tymes more

with y^ Englyshe than with the Latyne." He winds up this inter-

esting preface with a serious charge. " Fynally that the threaten-

yng aud forbyddynge tlie laye people to rede the scrypture is not for

loue of your soules (whiche they care for as the foxe doeth for the
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gese) is euydent and clerer than the sonne, in as moche as they per-

mitte and sufFre you to reade Robyne Hode, and Beuys of Hampton,
Hercules, Hector, and Troylus, with a thousande historyes and fables

of loue and wantones, and of rybaudrye, as fylthy as herte can thynke,

to corrupte the mvndes of youth with all, clene contrary to the doc-

tryne of Chryst and of his apostles."

This book fell into the king's hands through the zeal of Tyndale'a

enemies to prevent his seeing it. Queen Anne Boleyn had lent her

copy to one of the ladies in waiting, who bad formed an attaclunent

to a handsome page, named Zouch ; he i)layfully seized the bock, and
made his escape with it to the chapel as a secure place for private

reading; but unfortunately Dr. Sampson caught him before he could

conceal the proscribed treasure, and with severe threats took away
the i)ook, and gave it to Cardinal Wolsey. When the queen asked
for her book, the lady, falling on her knees, told her what had hap-

pened : the amiable queen raised her with kindness, saying it shall be
the dearest book the cardinal has got. She went to the king, and
told him the conduct of the doctor and cardinal. Henry immediafely

called for the stolen volume, when she with irresistible tenderness

besought the king to examine its contents, which he did, and appeared
to be delighted with it, saying, " This book is for me and all kings to

read."

During this time Tyndale was incessantly employed, and published

a number of tracts and books, which though small in size, were migh-
ty in pulling down the strongholds of superstition in England. The
original editions of many of these tracts are in my cabinet, and have
afforded me much instruction and information, as well as amusement

:

among them is a copy of The Obedience of a Christen Man, small

4to. published May, 1528, once the property of the princess, after-

wards Queen Elizabeth. It has her autograph beautifully written,

but with all the pomp worthy of a Tudor :
" Elizabeth, daughter of

England and France." This book, probably, assisted to fix her prin-
ciples in favour of the Reformation.

In 1529, having finished his translation of the first books of the
Old Testament, Tyndale commenced the publication of them in se-
parate tracts, ornamented with wood cuts, and accompanied with notes,
which gave great offence to the clergy. When the manuscript of the
book of Deuteronomy was ready for the press, thus completing the
Pentateuch, he was visited, by the inscrutable dispensation of Divine
Providence, with a heavy calamity. Minding to print the fifth book
of Moses at Hamburgh, he on his way thither suffered shipwreck on
the coast of Holland ; and lost his books, raonev and mafiuscript ; his
life was saved, for in the goodness of God he was not wrecked on the
English coast, where, if the sea had spared him, a Smithfield fiie

would have burnt him. He continued his journey, and being joyued
by Coverdale, they again translated the book of Deuteronomy, and,
assisted by a pious lady, Mrs. Van Emmerson, it got printed ; he thus
completed the first portion of the Old Testament in 1530. At Ham-
burgh, the same providence which had preserved him ui shipwreck,
armed his body against the pestilence. '• Tuey went through the
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work in safety, while the sweating sickness swept away thousands in

the city with a general mortality ; as if the useful sweating of their

brains were a preservative against the hurtful sweating of their bodies.

And indeed close application to a lawfuU calling, is the best antidote

against a public infection." This is the only portion of the Old or

New Testament in the translation of which Tyndale and Coverdale
assisted each other.

In the preface to Genesis, he observes, that when he published the

New Testament, he desired them that were learned to amend, if

ought were found amiss, but that, instead of amending it, the papists

have raised an outcry against the translation
; saying there were many

thousand heresies in it, so that it could not be mended : even if an i

lacked a tittle over his head, it was noted to the ignoi-ant people for an
heresy. " A thousand books had they lever to be put forth against

their abominable doings and doctrine, than that the scripture should

come to Hght." " Which thing only moved me to translate the New
Testament. Because 1 had perceived by experience how that it was
impossible to establish the lay people in any truth, except the scrip-

ture was plainly laid before their eyes in their mother tongue." He
humbly submits his Pentateuch to the judgment of Hebrew scholars,

and expresses his willingness to have it burnt, if they will first put

forth another that shall be found more correct. His writings had by

this time been extensively circulated, and began to produce tlieir good
fruit sixty or an hundred fold.

Many of these tracts are now lost, and probably may never be again

recovered. The great object which he endeavours to illustrate through

all his works is the important difference between the Old and the

New Testaments or Covenants. No man of that age, nor perhaps

from that to the present period, had more distinct and pure sentiments

upon this very important subject. The former dispensation, pointing

by signs and ceremonies to the latter, in which a spiritual but sublime

simplicity of worship takes the place of outward pomp and splendour.

He was severe on those ceremonies, the inventions of men, alike at

variance with revelation and reason, by which all religion was made

to consist in bodily motions—howling—pattering—creeping—crossing,

&c. &c. His great object was to place the soul before its Creator to

worship him in spirit and in truth—well knowing that the result of

such intercourse must be a blameless and useful life of active benevo-

lence. He advocated the simple ceremonial institutes of the New
Testament, as calculated richly to promote the great object of spiritual

worship. Deeply impressed with the importance of religious princi-

ples—he gave up none of his preconceived opinions until satisfied by

divine truth that they were wrong. His was the gradual emancipa-

tions of a spirit determined, fearless of all consequences, to try all

things, and hold fast that which proved good. This is the great prin-

ciple of the Reformation. This is the leading truth of revelation—

a

principle which, while it establishes the right of private judgment,

also imbues the mind with a sense of individual responsibility at the

day of judgment.

While many men, of distinguished talent and piety, have advocated
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the imposition of ceremonies, creeds, and confessions, they appear to

others fraught with unmini;led evil ; their effects are intolerance, bigo-

try, and persecution to tho«e who cannot conscientiously conform, and

hypocrisy in those who subscribe them merely for place or lucre.

[Being anxious to conclude this most interesting memoir with the

close of the year, we have been induced to omit those parts which do

not appear of such immediate interest and which are not essential to

develope the general outline of the venerable translator's character.

In the original memoir the author proceeds to notice the great

offence which his various works gave to the popish party, their circu-

lation by private means, and the efforts of Henry to suppress them,

aided by a bull from the pope. He also notices the ineffectual

efforts made during Tyndale's continental residence to allure him to

England, and though many and tempting offers were made, offers

enough to shake the resolution of an ordinary man ; yet he remained

firm. The king then writes an angry and characteristic note to his

envoy concerning Tyndale ; and in the midst of his other troubles,

his beloved companion Fryth, allured to England by false promises.

Buffers martyrdom. The memoir then continues.

—

Ed.]

Tyndale's habits, for the few years that he resided at Antwerp, were
most actively benevolent. He was the almoner of his more wealthy

countrymen. Saturday and Sunday were his days of relaxation from
severe study : on the former, he visited the sick and dying foreigners,

and on Sunday, both before and after divine service, he visited and
relieved his fellow exiles. Persecution for conscience sake, like a

dreadful pestilence, ravaged his native country, sweeping away with
the besom of destruction the most pious and benevolent of her sons.

Many, to escape a cruel death, fled to Antwerp in the greatest dis-

tress ; and they obtained from Tyndale consolation and a supply for

their pressing wants. In bestowing alms, he appeared like an angel

of mercy : in preaching, he spoke like an apostle. These qualities

which dignify human nature, only excited the more bitter animosity
of those who were persecuting Christ in the persons of his pious and
devoted disciples.

The laborious studies which occupied the great portion of his time,

were in vindicating himself and the reformation from the slanders of
Sir Thomas More, and in completing the translation of the Sacred
Scriptures. It is impossible to decide, without the discovery of new
evidence, whether he translated the whole of the Old Testament ; the
similarity which pervades it, leads me to conclude that he did, and
that Coverdale profited by his manuscripts. It is plain, that, from
Esdras to Malachi, it is one translation, published by Coverdale in

1335, and by Mathews in 1537, with such alterations as pleased the
respective editors ; from Genesis to Esdras, and the whole New Tes-
tament, are distinct translations. Tyndale's name was suppressed in

both, on account of the rancorous hostility of Henry against him, for

having honestly spoken in opposition to the divorce from Catherine.
From 1526, when he added prologues and glosses to the New

Testament, he does not appear to have made any alteration in the text

VII. 4 X
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until 1534, when he republished it with considerable improvements,

at Antwerp, in small 8vo., entitled, " The Newe Testament, dyly-

gently corrected and compared with the Grelce, by Willyam Tindale,

and fynesshed in the yore of oure Lorde God, A. M. D. and xxxiiij. in

the moneth of Nouember." It has wood cuts and ornamented letters.

The title and prologues comprise sixteen leaves, followed by a second

title and list of books. The text occupies ccclxxxiv leaves, the two
last being numbered wrong. The Pistles of the Olde Testament end
on folio cccc. The table follows on ten leaves, the last two pages

contain " thinges to fill vp the lefFe withal." Some copies were printed

on yellow paper.

In this edition, Tyndale took advantage of friendly and hostile

criticisms, and endeavoured to render his version still more faithful

by the result of profound studies. The prologue commences with
" Here thou hast (moost deare reader) the New Testament or cove-

naunt made wyth vs of God in Christes blonde. Which I have looked

over agayne (now at the last) with all dylygence, and compared it

vnto the Greke," &c. This prologue was reprinted, verbatim, with

every subsequent edition. It closes with a defence of the use he made of

the words repentance and elders. To this he added a second preface,

very severely reflecting upon G. Joye. The occasion of this was,

that Joye, having been employed by a Dutch printer to correct the

press of the fourth pirated edition, had altered some words, and par-

ticularly Repentance, for which he put " the life after this." At this

time the Reformers were daily expecting the corrected edition, when
Joye published and circulated tiis, three months before Tyndale's was
finished. Many of the exiled Reformers waited on Tyndale to inquire

the reason why these fanciful alterations had been made ; and he soon

found, that a surreptitious book had been imposed upon the public by
Joye. In the second preface to Tyndale's edition, he very properly

warns the public of this discreditable imposition. During Tyndale's

imprisonment, in February, 1535, Joye ])ublished what he called an

apology, but which was a very intemperate attack upon his friend and
brother exile, then in prison, and in imminent danger of martyrdom.

Jove alleges that he received only fourteen shillings Flemish, about

eight shillings British, for his labours, and that he heard say, that

Tyndale had ten pounds for his copyright. His defence is, that it

was intended solely to render the New Testament more useful, but

he does not apologise for, nor defend, his having made alterations and
published them under Tyndale's name. The prologues in Tyndale's

revised edition, and the 4to. of 1526, are very similar to those of the

German, by Luther. This of 1534, may be distinguished from all the

subsequent impressions by a discrepancy in the marginal notes in

1 John's epistle, ch. 3, "Loue is the fyrst precept and cause of all other ;"

while on the opposite page he says, " Fayth is the fyrst commaunde-
ment and loue the seconde ;" also, by the omission of the tenth line

in Revelations, ch. 9, and by an error mentioned in the prologue : it

occurs in Matthew xxiij. " Clense fyrst the out syde of the cup," &c.

which should have been, " Clense fyrst the inside," &c. The most
singular rendering in the whole volume was continued in all the
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editions. Death in the Revelations, is mounted on a green horse. It

was in this same year, 1534, that Tyndale was treacherously betrayed

and imprisoned.

Sir Thomas More, in the examination of persons accused of heresy,

especially such as had come from Flanders or Germany, questioned

them minutely as to their knowledge of Tyndale. He had thus ob-

tained a description of his person, dress, habits, friends and places of

resort. He now lodged in the English house or factory, which was

kept by a merchant, Thomas Pointz. Henry VIII. and his council

suborned and employed one Henry Phillips, the son of a custom-house

officer at Poole, of gentlemanly appearance, who, with a valet, came
to Antwerp ;

having made acquaintance with some of the merchants,

he met Tyndale, and he without suspicion, placed a fatal confidence

in him, and invited him to his apartments. Pointz, having some sus-

picion, asked Tyndale how they became acquainted ; to which he re-

plied, that he was an honest man and handsomely learned ; and

Pointz, finding that he had made so favorable an impression on his

learned friend, desisted from further inquiry. Phillips, after having

for some time dined at his table and partaken of his hospitality, went
to Brussels, and with great pains and expense obtained a warrant to

apprehend Tyndale for heresy. To execute it, be brought back with him

the procurer-general and his officials, not daring to trust the officers

of Antwerp, where his victim was so much beloved. Having detained

these persons at Antwerp until Pointz had left that city on business,

he then called at the house of Pointz, and Tyndale invited him to go
and dine with him at the house of one of his friends, assuring him of

a hearty welcome. The villain then, under a pretence of having lost

his purse, borrowed of his unsuspecting victim all his money. In

passing through the narrow entry of the hotel, Phillips, with apparent

courtesy, insisted on Tyndale going first; and, as his victim was much
shorter than himself, when they came to the door, he pointed down
on Tyndale : immediately the officers whom he had placed there,

seized him together with all his books and papers. He was in this

pennyless condition conveyed to the prison at Vilvoord, a village

at the ford between Brussels and Malines, on the road to Antwerp.

If ever there was seen the perfection of unprincipled villany, to the

utter disgrace of human nature, it was in this diabolical agent to the

Roman Catholic party in England—Phillips.

Every effort which the most afi'ectionate regard and veneration for

Tyndale could prompt, was made by Pointz and the British merchants
at Antwerp, to obtain the liberation of their beloved pastor ; but it

was in vain. Letters were immediately dispatched to Lord Cromwell
and others in England ; and favourable answers having arrived,

Pointz, at the request of the body of English merchants, went with

the communications to the Lord of Barowe, following him post to

Maestricht, that he might deliver them in person, and with great

difficulty he obtained his answer. With this he hastened to Brussels.

The imperial council gave him a letter to Lord Cromwell, and Pointz

undertook to carry it in person to London with all possible speed.

Here he was detained for a mouth, but, bv perseverance and interest,

4x2
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he obtained favourable letters, with which he went direct to Brussels.
His zeal for the pious preacher nearly cost him his life ; for Phillips,

finding thut these powerful efforts were likely to succeed, managed, by
the iiid of the Roman Catholic priests at Louvain, to have Pointz
arrested on suspicion of heresy, and committed to prison. Within
one week he was examined upon more than a hundred articles. He
•was prohibited from intercourse with his friends, unless his letters

were written in the Dutch language and sent through the medium of

his persecutors. Finding that his life was in imminent danger, he
broke out of his prison by night, and made his escape. Still, although
under such perilous circumstances, he persevered in his efforts to
save the life of Tyndale. On the 25th of August, 1535, he wrote to

his brother in London a letter honourable to his pious and affec-

tionate regard for his friend and pastor. " It was said that the King
had written in favour of William Tyndall, now in prison, and like to

suffer death, and it is feared that these letters have been intercepted.

This man lodged with me three quarters of a yere.—I know that the

King has never a treuer hearted subject this day living. He knows
that he is bound by the law of God to obey his prince ; and I know
well that he would not do the contrary to be made lorde of the

worlde. The death of this man will be a great hindrauiice to the

Gospel ; and to the enemies of it, one of the highest pleasures. I

fear that he will be shortly condemned, for two English men at

Louvain apply it sore, taking great pains to translate out of English
into Latin, those things that may make against him, so that tiie

clergy here may understand it and condemn him, as they have done
all others, for keeping apenyonys contrary to their business, the which
they call the order of holy church. Brother, the knowledge that I have
of this man causes me to write as my conscience binds me. For tht

king's grace should esteem him at this day as a greater treasure than

any one man living," Pointz was a wealthy and highly respectable

man, who, in a few years after these melancholy transactions, return-

ed to England, and obtained an act of parliament to naturalize his

children. The character which he gave Tyndale, and his efforts, at

the imminent risk of his own life, to save him, show the high estima-

tion in which this pious, talented, and amiable man was held by those

who enjoyed his society. The British merchants who constantly

associated with him, knew his worth, and esteemed him accordingly.

The letter of Pointz, sent to Lord Cromwell, is preserved among the

state papers in the British Museum. Tyndale's imprisonment lasted

nearly two years, during which time he was incessantly employed in

the great object of extending the genial influence of pure religion.

His amiable and pious conduct obtained for him every indulgence

that could be allowed to a prisoner, which enabled him to carry on a

sharp controversy with the professors at the neighbouring university

of Louvain.

In his imprisonment, he redeemed his pledge given to the priest in

Gloucestershire many years before, that the ploushboys sl;oui(l have

the New Testament to read. In 1535, was printed a very curious

editiou of Tyadale's version. la this he imitated the plau of Luther,
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who published the New Testament in three different dialects of Ger-
many. Following this plan, he printed the revised version of the

preceding year in a provincial orthography, probably that of his native

country ; peculiarly adapted to agricultural labourers. From a copy
in my library, late the property of Dr. Adam Clarke, I extract the

following specimen :—holly cite, for holy city ; saeyde, aengels,

wayghthyer, foete, behoelde, broether, faether, moelher, tacken, iigaey nst

theacheth, graece, cloocke for cloke, maester, saef'e, shaeke, &c. &c.

To this book was added the heads of chapters, as far as I have been
able to discover, for the first time.

The termination of his invaluable life, and of all his suflferings, now
drew nigh. His anticipations of release from sin and sorrow, and an
exaltation to the bliss of angels, his desires to join the bright and
glorious company of heaven, were about to be realized. He wlio

said, " Fear not them which kill the body, but are not able to kill the

soul," most eminently comforted and supported his servant. Having
exhorted others to constancy, he was now to practise the fierv lesson.

The formalities of trial were gone through, and he was coi\demned by
virtue of a decree made at Augsburg against what was called heresv.

In September 1536, he suffered the dreadful sentence. In a moment
so appalling, he exhibited that calm firmness and patient resignation

which arose from a sure hope of immediate enjoyments indescribable
and full of the eternal weight of glory. While he calmly viewed the
dread preparations to deprive him of life, and burn his bodv, his heart
mourned over England. His last thoughts were for the eternal wel-
fare of his country, and his dying voice called for mercy on his un-
relenting persecutor. He cried out at the stake, " Lord, open thr
King of England's eyes." He was then strangled ; and long ere
his body was reduced to ashes, his soul had commenced the glorious
anthems of the redeemed of God, who had washed their robes and
made them white in the blood of the liamb.

The conduct of Tyndale in jail won the heart of his keeper, who,
with his daughter and some of the household, became converts to the
cross of Christ. Even the Emperor's attorney general, who had
obtained the sentence against him, solemnly declared that he was a
learned, a good, and godly man.

V.

—

Reply to Q.'s letter ' to the Reviewer of Mundy's Mille-
narianism examined.''

Sir,

Illness first, and great press of occupation subsequently, have necessi.
tated the delay wliich has taken place in replying to your communication.
My personal vi'i&h. would be to waive reply altogether—m?/ sentiments upon
Mr. Mundy's text on the one hand, and your own ou the other, bemg
equally before the readers of the Ca/cutta' Christian Oh.server. The mode,
however, you have adopted, of pemontitly addressiing myself, rather than of
conveying your objections as a correspondent through the conuiiou medium,
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seems to leave me no alternative. I can only assure you that it is with
reluctance 1 proceed to notice your remarks upon my Review. I say
upon my Review, because with your opinion of either the argument or
temper of the author reviewed, I have neither the wish nor the right to

interfere. Nor do 1 constitute myself Mr. Mundy's champion ; as well

because I know liim to he so able to sustain his own defence, as because, in

my cliaracter of Reviewer simply, I am not to be held responsible for more,
be it in the substance or the temper of his work, than I have made my
own i)y direct and approving quotation. Nevertheless, entertaining, as I

frankly avow, a full persuasion that Mr. Mundy has not deserved the cen-
sure you have passed upon him— an avowal due alike to friendship and to

truth— I cannot allow the occasion to pass without exjiressing my full and
most sincere conviction—a conviction derived as well from the intimate

personal experience of many years, as from direct communication on the
precise question now l)efore us—that in penning, preaching and publishing

his Exaniinaticm of Millenariatiism, Mr. Mundy was actuated by one only

and (leep.Keated concern for the interests of scriptural truth and of vital,

practical Christianity. Of all the men who bear tlie name of missionary in

India, Mr. Mundy is perhaps precisely that very one of all, the freest from
any tincture of sectarianism, party.spirit, sectional jealousy or controver.

Eial bitterness. If, in the treatise in question, he has seemed to you, Sir,

and some of your friends (as you state), to have spoken bitterly, ungene-
rously or uncliarit;ibly, I unhesitatingly assure myself, and Icnow that 1 am
supported by all of my acquaintance, who are not themselves tinctured

with millenarianism in some shape or other, in assuring you, that you have
misinterpreted language intended to express, and 1 tliink too calmly ex-

pressing l)ut his strong impressions, derived from actual observation, of the

injurious tendency of tlie principles he was combatting. I venture,on my own
responsibility, to give you, in confirmation of what 1 liave above stated, an
extract of a letter from that gentleman to myself, (written in consequence
of your remarks) in which he writes—" Your correspondent Q. is mistaken
when he thinks I have exaggerated things. I have /acts for all that I have
brought forward. 1 was personally provoked (challenged) to the contest."

Thus then Mr. M. was neitlier a quixotic volunteer in quest of controver-

sial adventure, nor was he writing' without book.' Mr. M. adds— '•' Q. is

also mistaken when he says my remark about the ' Holy Spirit' was with-

out provocation (cause)." In other words, he had been calumniated, and
there/ore deprecated the injurious misapprehension on that head. So much
for Mr. Mundy—whose forbearance in not taking up himself the gauntlet

you have thrown down, is strongly in proof tiiat he writes not for party,

but for truth, not from personal impulse, much less exacerbated feelings,

but from ' a zeal according both to knowledge and to love." Yet if,

withal, a single expression in his tract should be justly liable to the charge

of unnecessary strength or seeming harshness, I feel confident he himself

would be the first to lament and expunge it.

And now. Sir, that I have disposed of Mr. Mundy, as far as / am con.

cerned in his exculpation, 1 return to your notice of myself. Your first

charge is that of ' not having treated the readers of the Cdlcutta Christian

Observer quite fairly ;' and how is this charge supported.'' Why simply

by tlie assertion tliat ' throughout my review I have (not only) leant en-

tirely to Mr. Mundy's reasonings,' but also that, " when approving equally

of the toneo( those reasonings, much of which not only in your opinion

but in that of many whom you highly respect, is decidedly objectionable,"

I do not adhere strictly to the line of conduct ' required of an impartial

critic' ! Now, Sir, what an extraordinary sentence is this ! If it have

any force, it must beoathe supposition that / also saw the objection-
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ableness you and your friends discovered, yet did not censure it. But
whiit if I, in ftood sooth, saw it not? wliy then I must needs ' lean to

the tone,' i\s well as to the arj^unient, equally approviuff of both. It were

a most novel canon in criticism, that a reviewer, wiiile ex|)ressing' his

coincidence with an argument lie jud^^es to be sourul, nnist yet carefully

eschew lenning to the tone of the writer, lest tbou<;li he discover nothing

objectionai)le therein, other more astute readers perchance may !

The same kind of reply niiujht be given to your second ren\ark, that
' there are palpable defects in Mr. Mundy's tract which oiiEfht to have

been pointed out.' \Vhat if those defects had not rendered themselves

palpable to my duller apprehension.'' Yet I will not rest in this, adequate

though it assuredly is, to meet your charge. I will go further, and deny
most distinctly that a reviewer is bound to point out the smaller deficien-

cies and faults of any work, whose general argument and tone approve

themselves to his judgment. The main object of reviews is to give

tlie outlines and leading character of the productions of the day—and
save when the defects in any work are marked and excessive, it were an

ungracious, ill-natured criticism, methinks, that should scan it with the

eye of a lynx in order to detect minor material for remark and reprobation.

Your next objection is to the extent of application given by Mr. Mundy
to the terni millenarianism. But that objection falls to the ground, when
it is recollected that Mr. M. himself distinctly states in the outset, that

he employs the term, for want of a better, in its large and popular accep-

tation, to include a heterogenous mass of notions variously combined in

the judgment of different bodies or individuals; and for myself I have,
in my review, drawn the distinction between strict, and (so esteemed)
scriptural millenarianism, and the modern varieties of sentiment known
&s Irvingism (whether correctly so designated or not 1 do not now
decide)— in fact had the term objected to, or that of Irvingism, not been
employed, I know not what third designation of so protean and many-
faced a plienomenon, could have been found either so suitable to its grand
characteristics, or so familiar to the mass of readers ; for some view or other
of the millenmm is always, I believe, associated with every phase and
variety of its ever-changing aspect. And how generals are to be scru-
tinized save through the particulars they include, my philosophy informs
me not. What, too, though ' Mr. M. attributes to Millenarians very many
and peculiar sentiments, not half of which you,' Sir ' ever heard of or
met before .''' Does it not follow from Mr. Mundy's commencing remarks,
that such must inevitably have been the case, if the variations of the object
he opposed be in fact so many and so little coherent } ' The too
wholesale charges,' consequently, of which you speak, are in truth not
such, being charges intended to apply as well as in fact applying only
to particular branches of millenarians in particular, or to the spirit by
which the body is actuated in general.
That an appearance of peculiar sanctity and devotion in many millen.

arians does operate, on the one hand to win disciples to their opinions, and
yet is not always, on the other, fully sustained throughout, and above all is

not ever found connected with zeal for missionary enterprize, and a spirit
of charity and candour towards their opponents, is, as far as my reading and
observation go, matter of melancholy fact; and one too which he who, like
Mr. Mundy, undertook to argue against the scripturality of the system, was
bound inforo conscientia to point out. That he does so without one bitter
expression, but with much and deep sorrow of heart, is most manifest on the
very face of his whole argument. Assuredly he never intended to charge
those whom, with all their infirmities of judgment or temper, or defi-
ciency of zeal and chaiity, he yet deems " good men" and "our Chris.
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tian friends," with conscious liypocrisy ; nor can I perceive any inconsistency,
unless it be asserted that no defect in the trrnces of the spirit can or does
exist in any " ffood men and Christian friends."
And now, Sir, I must draw to a close, having already far exceeded my

intention in the length to which I have already unavoidably drawn out
this reply. I trust I have not offended in word; my own consciousness
assures me I have not in spirit. And yet 1 am humbly sensible that though
"our own heart condemn us not, God who is greater than our heart and
knoweth all things," may not find us guiltless even where most we strive
to be so. I trust you will receive this explanation in Christian kindness and
candour, and hope I may be so happy as thereby to satisfy you on at least
the genera/ ground of your ol)jections both to' Mr. Mundy's tract and the
remarks of his Reviewer. Deeply do I regret indeed that" you, sir, should
so have read " Millenarianism reviewed" as to have been rather drawn to
than repelled from or guarded against what it opposes. This however will
inevitably happen at times, in this our mortal and imperfect state both
of reason and passion, in the most careful conducting of any kind of con-
troversy. The balance of good result will, I trust, on the whole, preponde-
rate over all that is incidentally of a character to be deprecated and
regretted.

I am, in sincere Christian regards, yours, &c.
CiNSUBENSIS.

VI.

—

Tract Society's Translations.

Of the various departments of missionary labour none, manifestly,

is more important than that of translation : for, until the missionary

possesses for his own guidance, and can put within the reach of those

to whom his living voice addresses the message of salvation, the fixed

standard of truth, the ever-speaking oracles of God, i?i their own tongue,

he is but half-furnished for his arduous work ; he has no written

warrant whereto to appeal in confirmation of his divine message, no
pure word of God, freed from the fallible comments and feeble, often

mistaken, interpretations of human wisdom, wherewith to establish the

solemn truths which he announces. And, if the Spirit of God have,

through his patient and faithful ministry, touched the hearts of a few

individuals here and there, and they have been gathered into the

Redeemer's blessed fold, the church, wherewith shall they be pastur-

ed and nourished in the ways of the Lord, so long as the pure milk of

the Divine word, the unleavened bread of God, is not available for

their supply ? The translation of the Scriptures therefore is of prima-

ry importance in the missionary enterprize.

Happily the missionaries in India are already mostly provided with

this first of instruments for the carrying on of their holy warfare with

the " deceivableness of Satan" and the delusive wisdom of degene-

rate man, and which is " mighty through God to the pulling down of

strongholds and of every high thought which exalteth itself against

the Lord." The little churches which, in various places, have been

formed, have the Bible in their hands, and not only hear but read
" in their own tongues the wonderful works" and redeejping grace
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of God. As these enlarge, however, the dulness of the human mind
evervwliere, but especially among new converts,—whose feeble and

unpractised powers are slow to perceive and slower still to search

out, " by comparing spiritual things with spiritual," the deep things

of God—and unexercised " by reason of use" to discern " the mind of

the Spirit, being unskilful in the word of righteousness, because they are

babes,"—renders it necessary they should be fed on " milk, not on
strong meat." They require to have the strength of the heavenly

nourishment diluted, to suit their infant condition in knowledge and in

grace. The hard things of the Lord must be made plain to them ; their

steps must be guided ia tlie paths of truth ; their inability to apply the

medicine or the food of the Divine treasury, so as rightly to meet their

own individual cases and their wants, must be assisted; its doctrines

and precepts, its promises and warnings, its consolations and reproofs,

its directions and exiiortations, must be dilated upon, amplified, put

into prominent and practical forms, laid before them in familiar and
colloquial idiom, accompanied with easy illustrations, and enforced

upon their hearts and consciences in a variety of modifications suited

to national usages and modes of thought, to their peculiar dangers

and varying circumstances. In short, a circle of Christian literature

must be formed which may furnish the requisite sustenance for a
Neophyte peoj)le, that so they may advance from " babes to young
men," and thence to " fathers," to the " fulness of the measure of the

stature of perfect men in Christ Jesus,"

The actual state of our Native Churches in India forces this subject

with a daily augmenting pressure upon the anxious consideration of

the friends and agents of our Missionary Societies. It is now clearly

apprehended that the time has come in which to form a Christian

Library for our converts. It is manifest that if we desire to see these

advancing in Christian intelligence, in strength of principle, in purity

of faith, in warmth of love, and steadiness of hope, " growing,"
in short, " in grace and in the knowledge of our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ," we must furnish them without delay with the means
of religious growth. The compendious tracts which serve our pur-
poses so well in the first stages of evangelization, are necessarily too
meagre to meet the augmenting demand for fuller and distincter and
more various announcement and enforcement of the truth of God ;

and until a larger supply of solid Christian books can be obtained, our
Native Christians will be but of feeble and very stunted growth. We
must excite in them a thirst and taste for Scriptural study ; we must
furnish them with the means of private and domestic reading, and
of filling up those hours of the Sabbath and of every day which other-

wise would be too generally frittered away in listless inactivity or
in childish common-place remarks ; or worse probably than wasted in

starting among themselves many crude and dangerous novelties of in-

terpretation. A few useful translations exist : such as the Pilgrim's Pro-
gress, Baxter's Saint's Rest, Doddridge's Rise and Progress, the History
of Daniel, a Series of Sermons ; these and a few others, either in Bengali
or Hindustani or both, have appeared and are in circulation. But what
are these to the demand ? The Calcutta Christian Tract and Book

VII. 4 Y
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Society is most anxiously addressing itself to augment the list with
as little delay as possible, and the subject has latelv been discussed for

the hundredth time. But, alas I our labourers are few; thev are op-
pressed with the multiplicity of demands upon their time, strength and
exertion. Sickness, removals, the daily care of infant churches, the
necessity of meeting more immediate calls for the pioneer labour of

missions, for native preaching, the conduct of schools and the com-
position of tracts in sufficient variety—these and many other circum-
stances and engagements have all impeded and do yet impede the ac-

complishment of much that it was in their hearts to undertake in the

view of supplying the want now in question. Still, however, the de-
mand is so increasingly pressing, that both the societies and their

agents are more than ever alive to the duty of some more vigorous

efforts to meet it. Among the preparatorv steps may be mentioned
the selection of a few English books, from the Tract Society's lists,

which would form suitable subjects for translation into the Indian
languages, especially into Bengali and Hindustani. Of these the Cal-

cutta Committee have first selected the following ; versions of which
in either of those languages are earnestly desired ; viz.

—

1. Barthe's ChuicU History. 2. Scripture Similitudes.

3. Barnes's notes on the Gospels. 4. Keith on Prophecy, (Abridged edition.)

It was judged prudent to limit the list to a few only, in the first in-

stance, with a view to draw the attention of persons competently qualifi-

ed as translators to something specific. The books above named are all

full of valuable matter, and would form most important additions to

our Native Christian Library. It has been attempted to engage the

services of such persons, native or other, though not engaged in mission-

ary labours, as might yet be able and willing to undertake translations
;

and the Society has offered equivalent remuneration for the w-ork of

such as could not devote their time and labour gratuitously to the ob-

ject, though as yet with little proi^pect of success, in that way ; while our

already overburthened missionaries are afraid to engage to undertake

what they may not be able, from the pressure of other duties, speedi-

ly to accomplish. A few, however, have expressed a readiness to do

what they can in this good work. But are there not many excellent and

pious laymen, friends of missions, and most anxious for the evangeliza-

tion of the heathen and the strengthening of the native churches, who
might do much for the realization of our hopes ? Were only a few such

to undertake a Bengali or Hindustani version of so many suitable

Christian books, fur which the attainments of many amongst them

must have amply qualified them, how soon might we not see our object

to a great extent effected ! and would not this be a most acceptable ser-

vice and offering to the Lord ? Unable or uncalled to become direct and

professed missionaries, such individuals would nevertheless be most

valuable and effective auxiliaries in promoting the blessed cause of the

common Saviour in this dark land ; and both the present infant churches

and ages yet unborn, would have large cause to bless them and to

glorify God for their " work of faith and labour of love" in these* most

pious and charitable undertakings. One or two such Aaue come for-

ward, and are engaged in this, humble though it be, yet most useful
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service. It is earnestly hoped this appeal may draw the notice and elicit

the readiness of others.

Wliiie but a few books have been specially named, it is by no means,

however, intended to limit the willing labours of any friend of mis-

sions to such alone ; versions of anv other suitable works would be most

thankfully accepted and printed at the sole charge of the Society. Nor
yet is the invitation confined to translations

;
original compositions are

equally solicited. Indeed in many respects, it is thought, these would

be the more desirable. Most of our old English standard works parti-

cularly, such, e. g. as those of Baxter, Owen, and many others, incal-

culably valual)le as they are to the cliurches of our fatherland,

would not be found so suitable for those of India. Independently

of the extreme difficulty of rendering their peculiarly idiomatic style

and often harsh construction into the Indian dialects, and of their fre-

quently too diffuse character, they abound in illustrations drawn from
countries, climates, forms and usages of society, natural phenomena,
&c. so far remote from those of the natives of India ; or from history,

both natural and civil, art, science, &c. so far beyond or so unknown
to them, that much, very much of them would be absolutely unintel-

ligible in a native dress. Instead of strict translations of such, their

substance and spirit might, by a skilful hand, be transfused with great

advantage into the native languages, and so be made to combine many
of the advantages of original comp isition with the admirable pith and
matter of the admirable European authors.

As to style, a happy medium between one too refined and elegant

on the one hand, and one too unpolished and colloquial on the other,

is desired ; both as most valuable in itself, and most adapted to the

instruction of those sought to be benefitted. A correct native idiom ra-

ther than what might be called an English idiom in native words, is es-

sential to the intelligibility and usefulness of all works in the native lan-

guages. Much valuable time and labour, indeed, have been expended
with comparative unproductiveness owing to the use of a faultv idiom ;

and not a ft w of the works produced have either been rejected or of

but circumscrii)ed utility, either from being perhaps of a character not
suitable to the condition of native Christians of India, as to the mode of
treating and illustrating the subjects discussed ; or from exhibiting an
almost rigidly literal translation or European idiom and construction.

It i* right to state particularly that examining Committees exist,

for the several languages
; by whom all works, whether translations or

original are, ere they can be printed, carefully considered both as to

soundness of sentiment and correctness of stvle. It should also be
known that the Society, consisting of Christians of all denominations,
cannot, by their fundamental law, accept for publication of any work,
however excellent in other respects, advocating any peculiar sectional
views or practices, such as those distinguishing Episcopalians, Pres-
byterians, Baptists, &c. respectively ; even occasional passages of a Sec-
tarian tendency would not escape the erasure of the examiners. With
these exceptions, the labours of ChristiHn friends would be hailed in

a liberal and Christian spirit of thankfulness to God and to them.
May we not hope that some such will answer this appeal and rejoice

our hearts by the assurance of valuable a.nd early co-operation ?

ClNSURENSlS.
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1.

—

Missionary and Ecclesiasticai, Movements.
The BisJiop of Cnlcutta left the Islands, after a laborious and, we

hope, tiseful visit. His Lordship also visited Maulmain, wiiere he met
witli a most cordial reception. He then proceeded to Arracan and Chit-
tagong, and arrived in Calcutta on the 24th ult. accompanied by the
Archdeacon.— i'he Bishop of Madras has arrived at that Presidency.—We
regret to hear that the American brethren, who were proceeding to the
Upper Provinces, have been obliged to remain at Cawnpore owing to the
sickness of some of the party and the losses sustained on the trip.—The
wives and families of our good brethren the American Missionaries at Ran.
goon, Messrs. Simons and Abbott, have, in the present threatening state of
things, deemed it prudent to remove to Maulmain. The brethren remain.
—The Rev. A. F. Lacroix and Mrs. L. have procet dcd to the Upper
Provinces, in the hope that the bracing climate of Upf)er India may
renovate the shattered health of Mrs. L, They have our warmest prayers
that the means may be abundantly blessed from God. The Rev. W.
Robinson, pastor of the Loll Bazar Chapel, contemplates a removal to

Dacca at an early date. May the Lord bless him in all his ways, and
prosper him in all his plans.

2.—'The Twentieth Anniversary op the Bengal Auxiliary
Missionary Society.

The 20th anniversary of the above Society was held in the Union Chapel,

on Wednesday evening last, the 31st of October.
The meeting commenced with singing, reading the Scriptures and

prayer, by the Rev. J. Campbell.

The chair was taken by G. Alexander, Esq. Civil Service : who, in

opening the business of the evening, delivered a neat and very appropriate

address on the labours of missionaries in general and the duty of every
individual to do his utmost for the speedy extension of their labours.

He then commented largely on what had been done during the past year

by this Society in particular ; but as we did not take any notes at the time

we are unable to lay the speech before our readers.

The Report was then read by the Rev. T. Boaz, from which we
gathered that

—

" The number of European missionaries connected with the Auxiliary

Society in Bengal and the Upper Provinces is 14 ; East Indian assis-

tant 1 ;
Portuguese assistants 2 ; Native preacher and catechists, inde-

pendently of junior Christian teachers and sirkarsll. The number of

Native Christian Churches 5; members about 150; schools 21 ; and
scholars about 1.200 ; of the schools 7 are Orphan establishments, contain-

ing upwards of 180 children.
" The total number of missionaries, stations, &c. connected with the

Parent Society in the world is :

Stations and Missionaries. Assistants,

out-stations. Native, &c.

. ... 3 ... I

1

South Africa and African ) .... 28 ... 23

15

455 135 505
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" The Directors had sent forth, during the past year, to various pai-ts of

the world, missionaries with their families, amouiitin^f, exclusive of their

children, to sixty-one individuals. The number of churches was 93, com-

municants 7,347, and scholars 36, 954, being an increase on the year

1837 of nine churches, 932 communicants, 2,732 scholars. In rela-

tion to the funds, the Directors had to report that the amount of legacies

received during the year had been 3,740/. 6.?. 8rf., being 4.037/. 5*. 8rf.

less than the amount of legacies received during the preceding year.

The contributions for the ordinary and special objects of the Society,

of which the items would be specified in the larger Report, had been

66,514/. 16*. Id., making, with the legacies, a total of 70,255/., being

an increase beyond the income of the last year of 5,882/. Ss. 7d. The
expenditure of the year had been 76,818/. 16s. lid., being an increase

beyond the expenditure of the previous year to the amount of 13.658/.

7*. 9d., and an excess beyond the income of the past year of 6,563/.

16s. llrf."

After reading the Report, the Rev. W. Yates rose and delivered a

very interesting speech on the subject matter of the following resolution,

ill which he was cordially seconded by J. S. Hawkins, E.sq., of the Civil

Service :
—

Resolution 1st.—This meeting, convinced that the diffusion of correct

information on the subject of missionary labors is calculated to excite

n feeling of deep and prayerful interest in the minds of the people of God,
would recommend that the Report, extracts from which have just been
read, should be circulated under the direction of the Committee.
The Rev. J. McDonald then rose and moved the following resolution,

which was seconded by the Rev. J. Bradbury.
Resolution Qnd.—The Committee, deeply impressed with the fact derived

equally from practical experience, as well as from the Holy Scriptures,

that success in the conversion of the Heathen to the faith of Christ, can
only be effected through the agency of the Holy Spirit, would pray the
Giver of every good and perfect gift to bestow on tliem, their brethren in

labor, and upon all missionaries and private Christians, a more firm reli-

ance on the eternal promises of God, and on the blessing of that Divine
Teacher, in order that God may be more abundantly glorified amongst
the Heathen, in the increased sanctification of his people and tlie conver-
sion of sinners of every people and kindred and tongue, to the knowledge
of Jesus, and the practice of holiness and good works.
Moved by W, Byrne, Esq., and seconded by Captain Roxburgh.
Resolution 3rd.—This Meeting entrusts the management of the affairs of

the Society to the following gentlemen, with prayer that the Lord the

Spirit would vouchsafe his blessing to them in all their delil)erations, plans

and operations, and that all their works begun, continued and ended in

the fear of God, may tend to promote the kingdom of the triune Lord.
Moved by the Rev. A. F. Lacroix, and seconded by A. Grant, E^q.
Resolution ith.—That this Meeting cordially rejoices in tlie success

which has, under the Divine blessing, accompanied the labours of the
London Missionary Society in the South Seas, and also for tlie prosperity

which has attended the operations of the kindred societies in different

parts of the world.

Mr. Lacroix entertained the audience greatly by his lively speech and
the amusing details which he gave concerning Mr. Williams the South
Sea Missiooary and other subjects of equal interest—after which the con-

gregation united in singing a hymn, and Rev. T, Boaz concluded with

prayer. The meeting broke up about 10 o'clock.
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Sermons were preaclipd, on behalf of the Society, on tlie previous Snh-
batli.at the Union Chapel, Darramtallah, by the Rev. Messrs. T. Boaz and
J. McDonald. Tlie sermon of the morning-, by the Rev. T. Boaz, adverted
to the difficulties which the missionary had to encounter in his efforts

;

and his <le|)endance on God the Holy Spirit, for surmounting these diffi-

culties, and for eventual success in his enterprise. It was an excellent

disc(Mirse, and ccnicluded with a review of the operations of the Society,

in the South Seas, South Africa, the West Indies, Russia, Siberia, China
and India. The Society was stated to be in debt to the extent of some five

or six thousand j)oiinds, chiefly on account of the number of missionaries

sent last year to the South Seas. Mr. McDonald preached in the even-
ing; we are informed, his discourse was a very energetic and able one.

The collections were upon the whole very good, and the spirit of devotion

which pervaded tlie services highly encouraging. The funds of the

Auxiliary Missionary Society, duiing the past year, amounted to upwards
of fifteen thousand rupees.

—

Calcutta Courier, Nov. 1, 1838.

We hope to notice the Report in our next.

—

Ed.

3.

—

The London Missionary Society's Mission at Viz.voapatam.

The following extract from Vizagapatam will, we are sure, be pleasing

to the friends of Christ in India :
—

" We had the gratification to baptize three adult natives connected

with our congregation ; two of them were converts from the Catholic

faith, the other from Heathenism. We have a Native Church consisting

of nine members who, as far as we can see, are walking consistently with

tlieir profession. We have a good orphan school, which promises well.

It is yet the day of small things \iith us : pray for us that the little one

may become a thousand. I have a missionary student residing with me,

pursuing a course of studies preparatory to the work of the Christian

ministry. Next week we shall open a small Native Chapel in an adjoin-

ing village."

4.—SuRAT City Mission.

From our correspondent at Surut we have the following extract respect-

ing that city and mission :

—

" This city, notwithstanding all its misfortunes, is rising faster than

could have been expected. It still contains al)out 100,000 inhal)itants,

and together with other parts of the Guzerat province has a population of

about 9,000,000 all worshipping the same abominable thing which God

h.Ueth. Surat is the only mission station in the whole province and (the

two Messrs. Fyvies), the only missionaries to all these millions. Twenty-

one veais have now elapsed since the commencement of the mission,

and in that time we have been honored by God to translate and print the

whole Scriptures, and to prepare and piibiish upwards of 50 different re-

ligious tracts, and have been in some measure successful ia the conver-

sion of sinners to Clirist."

We are contideiit that our good brethren will obtain an interest in the

prayers of all God's peo^jle in this part of India, that their indefatigable

labours may not be in vain in the Lord. The brethren are so encouraged

in their work as to contemplate the erection of a new pukka place of

worship for tlieir church. May it be the birth-place of many souls.

5._New Mission at Mirza'pur, Upper India, in connexion with the

London MisbIonary Society.

We have much pleasure ni giving insertion to the following very con-

cise and intelligent account of Mirzapur, Upper India, extracted from a
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letter of the Rev. R. C. Matlier, in the Report of tlie Bengal Auxiliary

Missionary Society for this year.
" As this is a now station of the Society's it will not be unsuitable to

give a short account of its localities, previous to detailing the arrange-

ments that have been made to evangelize it. It is well known as an
important town, occupying amongst the Hindus the same position, in

respect to its trade, as Batiaras does in respect to its religion. A survey

was made of the place in 182S by Capt. John Gavin Drummorul, and from
the measurements of his map tbe town is about one mile and a half in

length, and about a mile in breadth. The p-jpulation is estimated at

57,773 ; of whom there are

—

Hindus.
Brahmans, 7,177

Kshattries, 3,039
Baisya, 14,248
Sliudras, 24,r75
Faqirs, 1,028

Mnmlmdnn,
6,769. Faqirs, &c. 600.

Chrhtiiins 30.
" The town is divided into six thanas, in the jurisdiction of each of

which there are on an average nearly 10,000 people. Being a modern
town and laid out for the most part under the direction of European
magistrates, the streets are mostly wide and regularly built, and in this

respect afford a singular facility for the preaching of the Gospel. As we
arrived here only in May last, we have not yet been able to do much. In
the hot season, and rains, out-door work is necessarily very much impeded
in any circumstances, and in this case from our not being able to get a
house near the field of labour it has been much more so. However, mea-
sures are being taken to remove this evil, and I trust another year will

not witness its existence. It is every way desirable to have at least six

points and centres of operation, corresponding to the six divisions of the
town, and endeavours will be made to get up a small chapel in each.

Ground is being sought for at least two chapels, to be immediately erected.

Not having chapels, I have preached in the streets, and the people are
remarkably disposed to hear, and, as far as appearances go, possess a good
deal of candour in judging of the conflicting statements of their own
religion and that of the Bible. Several have requested copies of the
Sacred Scriptures, and as far as I have had them I have supplied them ;

two or three are professed inquirers and visit me regularly, one a Mussal-
man has engaged his maulavi to write a book in refutation of Christianity,

of which I have received the first portion, and another in Hindi. One
case we have heard of that is gratifying. That of a Musalman, who had
heard the Gospel here but said nothing to us, but told his own friends

that he would become a Christian. In consequence, they refused him the
huqqa, the mark of sociality. This he could not bear, and he has left

Mirzapur, and to our surprize his friends came to search for him in our
compound, asserting that he must be concealed here, and so the fact came
out. I think this kind of evidence to be more satisfactory than if he had
merely told us of his intentions. The man must have been sincere, or he
would scarcely have divulged his intentions in the way he did. Within
the last six weeks, we have received an important addition to our labours
and cares, 79 orphan children, of whom 40 were boys and 39 girls, were
sent down to us from Agi a. Of these four died on the way, and since

ten more have come to the same end. Their constitutions had received
such a shock, that they could not cope with the smallest disease. Many of
them were little better than skin and bone, and came to us, labouring
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under obstinate tliarrhoeas. There now remain in the girls' Orphan School
41 children, and in the hoys' 32. The residents of this station hava
shewn us fjreat kindness hy assisting us to bear the burden of their im-
mediate support. 3.S0 rupees have been received for this end, of which
an account will be triven at the end of the year, in the first Report of the
Mirzapiir Orphan Schools and mission. However, much remains to bd
done ; and we look to kind friends here and elsewhere for permanent sup-
plies equal to the expenditure of the schools. For the present it will be
better to be silent respecting the arrangements made for conducting the
schools, as with what little has been done much prospective is contem-
plated : we intreat the sympatliies and prayers of our kind friends every
where."

6.

—

New Mission Station of the London Missionary Socibty at
Walojahpettah, South India.

We have been favoured with an extract o^ a letter from Chittoor in re-

ference to a new station at the above place :
—" It is a large native town,

containing about 30,000 souls. There is not a single European or Enst
Indian, or even any native of the lower classes in it. It contains none but
native men of caste, opulence and influence, remote from all foreign
association : and from its being a large native trading place, it holds
intercourse with almost all the respectable towns and manufacturing
places in this district, and thus a channel is opened for the truth to run
to many other important stations ; such as Hydrabad, Mysore, Masuli-
patam, Guntoor, Nellore, &c. For a long time I was simply in the habit

of visiting this town occasionally in my missionary tours ; but as it pre-
sented an interesting field and would bring me in closer contact and in-

tercourse with the natives, I made up my mind to reside in the midst of
them. With this view I made my purpose known to a kind Christian

friend, who at once gave me ample means to build. I have accordingly

obtained a piece of ground close by the walls of the town and have built

a commodious mission house, a meeting-room, a bible and tract depository,

a school-room, and a triict depository, and catechist's house, with all the

requisite appendages, &c.: so that all the mechanical part of the businesg

is over, and we remove to live and labour solely amongst natives.

But what can all this effect without the blessing of God ?"

We highly commend this step, and trust it will meet with many imita.

tors. One of the most eflFective methods to convert the heathen is, to

dwell in their midst with a holy and unblamable conversation.

7.

—

The Cooly Question.

We have much pleasure in recording the following document respecting

the Cooly Trade. We forbear ofi^ering any remarks on the subject

until we see what course the Government will adopt. The order has not

as yet been promulgated, and we hear it rumoured that the Government
doubt their power to enforce this order

;
they had power to adopt the first

order in Council, which has inflicted irretrievable ruin on thousands,

and will they not avail themselves of instructions so definite and hu-

mane, to suppress the horrid traffic even for a while.'' We intreat those

in whose power it is to confer so great a boon, to do it—for those who
have effected the rescinding of the obnoxious order and in whose hands

under God is the power of deciding the question, will not rest until it be

practically complied with.

Emigration of Natives of India.

" The following instructions, under date 1st August, have been for-

warded to the Governor General of India in Council :—
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" Piirac;r<iph 1st.—We have lately 1i<t(1 under our consideration the

fiubject of the emigration of natives of India, under contract to serve as

labourers in the Mauritius and other British colonies, and the legislature

has been engaged in an endeavour to devise adequate measures for the

protection of such persons.
" 2nd.—These measures, however, cannot be completed in the present

session of Parliament, and therefore vve desire that ivimediately upon the

receipt of this denpatch, you promulgate a law prohil/itirig, untilfurther orders,

all contracts with native laboxirers, to serve in the British or foreign colo-

nies, and preventing the emigration of the natives of India for the pur-

pose of being so employed.
" 3rd.—We shall give public notice of the instruction now communicated

to you.
" We are your aEPectionate friends,

" J. L. LUSHINGTON.
"R. Jenkins."

We should have supposed that such a document could not have rested

in the liands of a paternal Government for a moment, but that it would
have been tomtomed at any exjjense and with all despatch through every
district of tlie country.

We intreat the friends of the cooly not to rest on their oars— not to

suppose that the work is done. The struggle is but commencing ; we
must iigain assemlily as fellow-citizens ; we must now petition the British

Parliament and lay beforethem striking and unbiassed facts ; our merchants
as a body, should at once sign a remonstrance against the traffic and the

petition to Parliament be signed by every houseliolder wliose sentiments

agree with its prayer. All our hopes are centred in Britain ; this was
our impression from the first, and hence did we at once and regularly

communicate directly witli those who had it in their power to serve us,

and they have served us well—the obnoxious order is rescinded. The
despised fanatics are a mighty power and have a vast itifluence in the

councils of Britain. It is to those councils and that people that we look

as second causes; but our hopes rest upon Him who sitteth in the
heavens, and to whom our prayers are ever directed that he would give
liberty to the captive, and the opening of the prison-doors to such as are
unjustly bound.

8.

—

Connexion of the British Government with the Idolatry
OF India.

We call the attention of our friends to the following debate in the
Commons' House of Parliament on the above important subject. We shall

anxiously wait for the fruits of these strongly-expressed sentiments. It

will be perceived, however, that it affects but one branch of the question,

that of forcing Christians to attend Heathen ceremonies, a branch which
we should suppose required i>ut little consideration to settle, and but little

merit in the concession. We shall be grateful, however, even for that.

But still the great question will, if this be settled, remain untouched
and undiscussed.

" In the House of Commons, Mr. Baines inquired whether in the year
1833, there had not been sent out to India an instruction to the effect,
' that the interference of Britisli functionaries in the interior management
of native temples, in the customs, habits, and religious proceedings of
their priests and attendants, in the arrangement of their ceremonies, rites,

and festivals, and generally in the economy of heathen worship, shall

cease ; that the pilgrim-tax sliall be every where abolished ; and that,

in all matters relating to their temples, their worsliip, their festivals, and
Vll. 4 z
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their religious practices, the native subjects be left entirely to them-
selves ?' Whether, althougli five years had elasped since the instruction

went out, it liad not been uniformly disobeyed ? How it was that no
attention had been paid to the instruction, since it was so strict and impe-
rative ? Whether any further order had been sent out to enforce the
first order and, if so, what was its date ? Lastly, whether there would be
any objection to place on the table a copy of the last order and whether
any measures had been taken to enforce it, so that for the future the
people of this country might have some ground upon which they might
rely, to hope that the grievance complained of would be redressed?

" Sir J. C. Hoi)house said, that this was one of the most delicate subjects

that could be treated of, with reference to our Indian government. He
thought therefore, that his honourable friend had acted perfectly wisely in

not making a separate and entire debate on this subject. It was perfectly

true that in 1833 a despatch had been sent from this country to the Go-
vernment of India, with the purport and intention ascribed to it by his

honourable friend. It was perfectly true, with reference to his other
question, that this despatch had not hitherto been acted upon ; with refer-

ence to the other question, whether or not the Court of Directors had sub-
sequently taken any steps to carry their former orders into effect.'' he had
to inform his honourable friend, as he had done before when a similar

question had been put to him, that the Court of Directors had sent out two
despatches directing that their former order should be carried into

effect, with as little delay as convenient. Nevertheless, he had to confess
that there still remained something to do with respect to this subject ; and
he was free to own that, in his opinion, the time was come when tlie court
of Directors must issue from this country a despatch, in more positive

terms than had hitherto been used, and which should prevent the possibi-

lity of any mistake or misapprehension as to its intention. Having these
opinions, he had no hesitation in saying that he had pressed on the
Court of Directors the necessity of taking such a course—(hear !)

Within a few days—he might say hours— the subject had been discussed
in the Court of Directors; and he could assure his honourable friend,

as responsible minister of the ci'own, and he hoped the Court of Di-
rectors would agree with him ; but at any rate he would say distinctly,

that he should make a point of using that discretion vvhich, by the act of
Parliament, belonged to him in his position as President of the Board of
Control, to. direct such a despatch to be sent to Indi.i, as would render it

impossible for any functionary there to make a mistake— (hear !) He could
assure his honourable friend that there should, as far at least as depended
upon the home authority, be no mistake as to the compulsory attendance
of any functionary, military or civil, upon a worship of which he conscien-
tiously disapproved—(hear, hear !) There should be no compulsory partici-

pation in such worship ; and he would take care, and he trusted the Court
of Directors would agree with him, to have such a despatch sent out to

India as would perfectly satisfy the most tender conscience—(hear, hear!)
Having said tlius much, there only remained for him to refer to tliat part
of his honourable friend's statement which related to laying any despatch
that might be sent out, on the table of the House. His honourable friend,

if he considered it, must see that this would be not only a very incon-
venient but at the same time an unconstitutional course to pursue—(hear,

hear !) To lay on the table despatches before they were sent out, or seen,

or acted upon. He had, however, no hesitation in saying that he should,

when the proper time came, have not the least olijection, to making these

despatches public— (hear, hear !). He had not only no objection, but in

justification of himself on this most important subject, he thought it
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necessary that there should be no secret, no concealment as to what had

been done by himself and the government ; and in fact, he should

make the despatches public, not only to satisfy the public, but in order to

show that he at least had a proper sense of the duties imposed upon him

—

(Hear, hear !).

" Air. Baines said that the answer was perfectly satisfactory."

9.

—

Establishment of an Infant School at Hitohli.

It may be in the recollection of our readers, that the establishment of

an Infant School at Hughli was in contemplation by the General Com-
mittee of Public Instruction ; we have now much pleasure to announce

that Dr. W^ise, the superintendent of the College, deputed a native gen-

tleman to consult Mr. Perkins, the head master of the Presidency Infant

School, about the appointment of a qualified individual for the seminary
immediately to be established under his control. Hitherto little or no
attention was paid to the cultivation of the infant minds since tlie

fate of this unfortunate country was consigned into the hands of the

tyrannical and illiterate Muhammadans. But we are happy to observe,

that the present rulers are now perceiving these defects, and are eager to

remedy them. We therefore sanguinely hope that, before another j ear

expires, we shall have the pleasure to find the establishment of schools

for infants in connection with those for adults in almost all the principal

stations in the Mufassil, in lieu of the much abused native pathshalas.
—Gyananneshun, Nov. It.

10.

—

Erection of a College at Moorshedab vd.

The General Committee of Public Instruction has, at the recommenda-
tion of the local Committee for controlling the affairs of the Nizamut Col-

lege at Moorshedal)ad, resolved on the erection of a building for the col-

lege, the present building being inadequate to its wants. The estimate

has been computed at upwards of sixty thousand rupees, and the work is

to be conducted under the superintendance of the superintending Engineer
Col. Macleod.

—

Commercial Advertiser, Nov. 1.

11.

—

The New Church.
We understand that the managers of the Hindu College, have finally

settled with the Evangelical Fund Committee about the piece of laud

intended for the site of the new church. The managers have given in

exchange two biggahs of land iu Cornwallis Square, the value of which is

8,000 rupees. This large sum, we learn, is a part of the small residue

which remained on the failure of the firm of Messrs. Baretto and Sons.

—Gyananneshun, Nov. 14.

12.—The Old Year.
Dear Readers, another year has come to a close. We are one year

nearer our eternal allotment; the clear searching light of the judgment
will soon shine upon us and upon our deeds. What will it reveal.?

Think on the innumerable mercies, deliverances and long-sufferings of
God which have been manifested to you during the past year, and let the

mercies of the past and the hopes of the future lead you to say unto the
Lord at the commencement of the new year

—

" Now, Lord, I give myself to thee,

'Tis all that I can do."
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